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PREFACE. 

The treatise which follows has in the main grown up in 
connection with the author’s class-room instruction in 
Psychology, although it is true that some of the chapters 
are more " metaphysical,’ and others fuller of detail, than 
is suitable for students who are going over the subject for 
the first time. The consequence of this is that, in spite of 
the exclusion of the important subjects of pleasure and 
pain, and moral and aesthetic feelings and judgments, the 
work has grown to a length which no one can regret more 
than the writer himself. The man must indeed be sanguine 
who, in this crowded age, can hope to have many readers 
for fourteen hundred continuous pages from his pen. But 
wer Vieles bringt wird Mo/n^hem etivas hr ingen ; and, by judi¬ 
ciously skipping according to their several needs, I am sure 
that many sorts of readers, even those who are just begin¬ 
ning the study of the subject, wdll find my book of use. 
Since the beginners are most in need of guidance, I sug¬ 
gest for their behoof that they omit altogether on a first 
reading chapters 6, 7, 8, 10 (from page 330 to page 371), 
12, 13, 16, 17, 20, 21, and 28. The better to awaken the 
neophyte’s interest, it is possible that the wise order would 
be to pass directly from chapter 4 to chapters 23, 24, 26, 
and 26, and thence to return to the first volume again. 
Chapter 20, on Space-perception, is a terrible thing, which, 
unless written with all that detail, could not be fairly 
treated at all. An abridgment of it, called ^ The Spatial 
Quale,’ which appeared in the Journal of Speculative 
Philosophy, vol. xiu. p. 64, may be found by some per¬ 
sons a useful substitute for the entire chapter. 

I have kept close to the point of view of natural science 
throughout the book. EvSry natural science assumes oer- 
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taiu data uncritically, and declines to challenge the ele- 
ments between which its own ‘ laws ’ obtain, and from 
which its own deductions are carried on. Psychology, the 
science of finite individual minds, assumes as its data (1) 
thoughts and feelings, and (2) a physical worM in time and 
space with which tliey coexist and wdiich (3) they hiow. Of 
course these data themselves are discussable ; but the dis¬ 
cussion of them (as of other elements) is called meta- 
physics and falls outside the province of this book. This 
book, assuming that thoughts and feelings exist and are 
vehicles of knowledge, thereupon contends that psychology 
when she has ascertained the empirical correlation of the 
various sorts of thought or feeling with definite conditions 
of the brain, can go no farther—can go no farther, that is, 
as a natural science. If she goes farther she becomes 
metaphysical. All attempts to explain our phenomenally 
given thoughts as products of deeper-lying entities 
(whether the latter be named ‘ Soul,’ ' Transcendental 
Ego,’ ‘ Ideas,’ or ‘ Elementary Units of Consciousness ’) are 
metaphysical. This book consequently rejects both the 
associatioiiist and the spiritualist theories ; and in this 
strictly positivistic point of view consists the only featui e 
of it for which I feel tempted to claim originality. Of 
course this point of view is anjdhing but ultimate. Men 
must keep thinking; and the data assumed by psychology, 
just like those assumed by physics and the other natural 
sciences, must some time be overhauled. The effort to 
overhaul them clearly and thoroughly is metaphysics ; 
but metaphysics can only perform her task well when dis¬ 
tinctly conscious of its great extent. Metaphysics fragmen¬ 
tary, irresponsible, and half-awake, and unconscious that 
she is metaphysical, spoils two good things when she in¬ 
jects herself into a natural science. And it seems to me 
that the theories both of a spiritual agent and of associated 
‘ ideas’ are, as they figure in the psychology-books, just such 
metaphysics as this. Even if their results be true, it 
would be as well to keep them, as thus presented, out of 
psychology as it is to keep the results of idealism out of 
physics. 

I have therefore treated our passing thoughts as inte- 
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gers, and regarded the mere laws of their coexistence with 
brain-states as the ultimate laws for our science. The 
reader will in vain seek for any closed system in the book. 
It is mainly a mass of descriptive details, running out into 
queries which only a metaphysics alive to the weight of 
her task can hope successfully to deal with. That will 
perhaps be centuries hence; and meanwhile the best mark 
of health that a science can show is this unfinished-seeming 
front. 

The completion of the book has been so slow that 
several chapters have been published successivelj’^ in Mind, 
the Journal of Speculative Philosophy, the Popular Science 
Monthl}^, and Scribner’s Magazine. Acknowledgment is 
made in the proper places. 

The bibliography, I regret to say, is quite unsystem¬ 
atic. I have habitually given my autliority for special 
experimenbil facts ; but beyond that I have aimed mainly 
to cite books that would probably be actually used by 
the ordinary American college-student in his collateral 
reading. The bibliography in W. Volkmann von Volkmar’s 
Lehrbuch der Psychologic (1875) is so complete, up to its 
date, that there is no need of an inferior duplicate. And 
for more recent references, Sullj^’s Outlines, Dewey’s Psy¬ 
chology, and Baldwin’s Handbook of Psychology may be 
advantageously used. 

Finally, where one owes to so many, it seems absurd to 
single out particular creditors ; yet I cannot resist the 
temptation at the end of my first literary venture to record 
my gratitude for the inspiration I have got from the writ¬ 
ings of J. S. Mill, Lotze, Renouvier, Hodgson, and Wundt, 
and from the intellectual companionship (to name only five 
names) of Chauncey Wright and Charles Peirce in old 
times, and more recently of Stanley Hall, James Putnam, 
and Josiah Eoyce. 

Haryabd University, August 1890. 
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PSYCHOLOGY. 

CHAPTER I. 

THE SCOPE OF PSYCHOLOGY. 

Pi^OHOLOGY is the 8(jieru>g of Mental Life^ both of its 
phenomena , and of their conditions. The phenomena are 
such things as we call feelings, desire*s, cognitions, reason¬ 
ings, decisions, and the like; and, superficially considered, 
their variety and complexity is such as to leave a chaotic 
impression on the observer. TIjc most natural and con¬ 
sequently the earliest way of unifying the material was, 
first, to classify it as well as might be, and, secondly, to 
affiliate the diverse mental modo^ thus found, upon a 
simple entity, the personal Soul, of which they are taken 
to be so many facultative manifestations. Now, for in¬ 
stance, the Soul manifests its faculty of Memory, now of 
Reasoning, now of Volition, or again its Imagination or its 
Appetite. This is the orthodox ‘ spiritualistic ’ theory of 
scholasticism and of common-sense. Another and a less 
obvious way of unifying the chaos is to seek common ele¬ 
ments in the divers mental facts rather than a common 
agent behind them, and to explain them constructively by 
the various forms of arrangement of these elements, as one 
explains houses by stones and bricks. The ^ association- 
ist’ schools of Herbart in Germany, and of Hume the 
Mills and Bain in Britain have thus constructed a psychology 

wUhout a 8ovl by taking discrete ‘ideas,’ faint or vivid, 
and showing how, by their cohesions, repulsions, and forms 
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of snccession, sucli fis reminiscences, perceptions, 
emotions, volitions, ])assions, tlieories, and all the other 
furnishings of an individuars mind may be engendered. 
The very Self (U* cf/o of the individual comes in this 
Avay to be viowcul no longer as the pre-existing source of 
the representaticms, but rather as their last and most com¬ 
plicated fruit. 

Now, if we strive rigorously to simplify the phenomena 
in either of tJiese ways, we soon become aware of inade¬ 
quacies in our method. Any ])articular cognition, for ex- 
am])le, or recollection, is accounted for on the soul-theory 
by being referred to the spiritual faculties of Cognition 
or of Memory. These faculties themselves are thought 
of as absolute pro})erties of the soul; that is, to take 
the case of memory, no reason is given why we should 
remember a fact as it happened, except that so to re¬ 
member it constitutes the essence of our liecollectiTe 
Power. We may, as spiritualists, try to explain our mem¬ 
ory’s failures and blunders by secondary causes. But 
its can invoke no factors save the existence of 
certain objective things to be remembered on the one 
hand, and of our faculty of memory on the other. When, 
for instance, I recall my graduation-day, and drag all its 
incidents and emotions up from death’s dateless night, no 
mechanical cause can explain this process, nor can any 
analysis reduce it to lower terms or make its nature seem 
other than an ultimate datuvi^ which, whether we rebel oi 
not at its mysteriousness, must simply be taken for granted 
if we are to psychologize at all. However the associationist 
may represent the present ideas as thronging and arranging 
themselves, still, the spiritualist insists, he has in the end to 
admit that something, be it brain, be it ‘ideas,’ be it ‘ asso¬ 
ciation,’ knows past time as past, and fills it out with this 
or that event. And when the spiritualist calls memory an 
‘ irreducible faculty,’ he says no more than this admission 
of the associationist already grants. 

And yet the admission is far from being a satisfactory 
simplification of the concrete facts. For why should this 
absolute god-given Faculty retain so much better the events 
of yesterday than those of last year, and, best of all, those 
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of an hour ago ? Why, again, in old age should its grasp 
of childhood’s events seem firmest ? Why sliould illness 
and exhaustion enfeeble it ? Why should repeating an ex¬ 
perience strengthen our recollection of it ? Why should 
drugs, fevers, asphyxia, and excitement resuscitate things 
long since forgotten ? If we content ourselves with merely 
affirming that the faculty of memory is so peculiarly con¬ 
stituted by nature as to exhibit just tliese oddities, we seem 
little the better for having invoked it, for our explanation 
becomes as complicated as that of the crude facts with which 
we started. Moreover there is something grotesque and 
irrational in the supposition that the soul is equipped with 
elementary powers of such an ingeniously intricate sort. 
Why shovkl our memory cling more easily to the near than 
the remote ? Why sliould it lose its grasp of proper sooner 
than of abstract names ? Such peculiarities seem ciuite fan¬ 
tastic ; and might, for aught we can see a priori^ be the 
precise opposites of what they are. Evidently, then, Hit 

facvlty does not exist ahsolutelyy hut tvorks under conditions ^ 

and the quest of the conditions becomes the psychologist’s 
most interesting task. 

However firmly he may hold to the soul and her re¬ 
membering faculty, he must acknowledge that she never 
exerts the latter without a C7xe^ and that something must al¬ 
ways precede and remind, us of whatever we are to recollect. 

An idea r says the associationist, “ an idea associated with 
the remembered thing; and this explains also why things 
repeatedly met with are more easily recollected, for their as¬ 
sociates on the various occasions furnish so many distinct 
avenues of recall.” But this does not explain the effects of 
fever, exhaustion, hypnotism, old age, and the like. And 
in general, the pure associationist’s account of our mental 
life is almost as bewildering as that of the pure spiritualist. 
This multitude of ideas, existing absolutely, yet clinging 
together, and weaving an endless carpet of themselves, like 
dominoes in ceaseless change, or the bits of glass in a 
kaleidoscope,—whence do they get their fantastic laws of 
clinging, and why do they cling in just the shapes they do ? 

For this the associationist must introduce the order of 
experience in the outer world. The dance of the ideas is 
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a copy, somewhat mutilated and altered, of the order of 
phenomena. But the slightest reflection shows that phe¬ 
nomena have absolutely no power to influence our ideas 
until they have first impressed our senses and our brain. 
The bare existence of a past fact is no ground for our re¬ 
membering it. Unless we have seen it, or somehow under-- 
gone it, we shall never know of its having been. The expe¬ 
riences of the body are thus one of the conditions of the 
faculty of memory being what it is. And a very small 
amount of reflection on facts shows that one part of the 
body, namely, the brain, is the part whose experiences are 
directly concerned. If the nervous communication be cut 
oft* between the brain and other parts, the experiences of 
those other parts are non-existent for the mind. The eye 
is blind, the ear deaf, the hand insensible and motionless. 
And conversely, if the brain be injured, consciousness is 
abolished or altered, even although every other organ in 
the body be ready to play its normal part. A blow on the 
head, a sudden subtraction of blood, the pressure of an 
apoplectic hemorrhage, may have the first eflTect; whilst a 
very fe^v ounces of alcohol or grains of opium or hasheesh, 
or a whift of chloroform or nitrous oxide gas, are sure to 
have the second. The delirium of fever, the altered ^elf 
of insanity, are all due to foreign matters circulating 
through the brain, pr to pathological changes in that 
organ’s substance. ; The fact that the brain is the one 
immediate bodily condition of the mental operations is 
indeed so universally admitted nowadays that I need 
spend no more time in illustrating it, but will simply 
postulate it and pass on. The whole remainder of the 
book will be more or less of a proof that the postulate was 
correct. 

Bodily experiences, therefore, and more particularly 
brain-experiences, must take a place amongst those con¬ 
ditions of the mentallife of which Psychology need take 
account. The spiritualist and the associationist must both 
be ^ cerebralists; to the extent at least of admitting that 
certain peculiarities in the way of working of their own 
favorite principles are explicable onl}^ bv the fact that the 
brain laws are a codeterminant of the re,.. ^ . 
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Our first conclusion, then, is that a certain amount of 
brain-physiology must be presupposed or included in 
Psychology.* 

In still another way the pyschologist is forced to be 
something of a nerve-physiologist. Mental phenomena are 
not only conditioned a parte ante by bodily processes; but 
they lead to them a parte post. That they lead to acts is of 
course the most familiar of truths, but I do not merely mean 
acts in the sense of voluntary and deliberate muscular 
performances. Mental states occasion also changes in the 
calibre of blood-vessels, or alteration in the heart-beats, or 
processes more subtle still, in glands and viscera. If these 
are taken into account, as well as acts which follow at some 
remote period because the mental state was once there, it will 
be safe to lay down the general law that no mental modifica¬ 
tion ever occurs which is not accompanied or followed hy a bodily 
change. The id(‘.as and feelings, e.g., which these present 
printed characters excite in the reader’s mind not only 
occasion movements of his eyes and nascent movements oi 
articulation in him, but will some day make him speak, oi 
take sides in a discussion, or give advice, or choose a book 
to r*ad, differently from what would have been the case had 
they never impressed his retina. Our psychology must there¬ 
fore take account not only of the conditions antecedent to 
mental states, but of their resultant consequences as well. 

But acftions originally prompted by conscious intelli¬ 
gence ma}^ grow so automatic by dint of habit as to be 
apparently unconsciously performed. Standing, walking, 
buttoning and unbuttoning, piano-plajdng, talking, even 
saying one’s prayers, miij be done when the mind is ab¬ 
sorbed in other things. The performances of animal 
instinct seem semi-automatic, and the refiex acts of self- 
preservation certainly are so. Yet they resemble intelli¬ 
gent acts in bringing about the same ends at which the ani¬ 
mals’ consciousness, on other occasions, deliberately aims. 

* Cy. Geo. Ludii: Elcmcut^ of Physiological Psychology (1887), pt 

la, chap. Ill, §§9, 12. 
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Shall the study of such machine-like yet purposive acts as 
these be included in Psychology ? 

The boundary line of the mental is certainly vague. It 
is better not to be pedantic, but to let the science be as 
vague as its subject, and include such phenomena as these 
if by so doing we can throw any light on the main business 
in hand. It will ere long be seen, I trust, that we can ; 
and that we gain much more by a broad than by a narrow 
conception of our subject. At a certain stage in the devel¬ 
opment of every science a degree of vagueness is what 
best consists with fertility. On the whole, few recent for¬ 
mulas have done more real service of a rough sort in j)sy- 
chology tliaji the Spencerian one that the essence of mental 
life and of bodily life are one, namely, ‘ the adjustment of 
inner to outer relations.’ Such a formula is vagueness 
incarnate; but because it takes into account the fact that 
minds inhabit environments which act on them and on 
which they’ in turn react; because, in short, it takes mind 
in the midst of all its concrete relations, it is immensely 
more fertile than the old-fashioned ‘ rational psychology,’ 
which treated the soul as a detached existent, sufficient 
unto itself, and assumed to consider only its nature and 
properties. I shall therefore feel free to make any sallies 
into zoology or into pure nerve-phy’siology which may 
seem instructive for our purposes, but otherwise shall leave 
those sciences to the physiologists. 

Can we state more distinctly still the manner in which 
the mental life seems to intervene between impressions 
made from without upon the body, and reactions of the 
body upon the outer world again ? Let us look at a few 
facts. 

If some iron filings be sprinkled on a table and a mag¬ 
net brought near them, they will fiy through the air for a 
certain distance and stick to its surface. A savage see¬ 
ing the phenomenon explains it as the result of an attrac¬ 
tion or love between the magnet and the filings. But 
let a card cover the poles of the magnet, and the filings 
will press forever against its surface without its ever oc¬ 
curring to them to pass around its sides and thus come into 
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more direct contact with the object of their love. Blow 
bubbles tliroiigh a tube into the bottom of a pail of water, 
they will rise to the surface and mingle with the air. Their 
action may again be poetically interpreted as due to a 
longing to recombine with the mother-atmosphere above 
the surface. But if you invert a jar full of water over the 
pail, they will rise and remain lodged beneath its bottom, 
shut in from the outer air, although a slight deflection 
from their course at the outset, or a re-descent towards the 
rim of the jar when they found their upward course im¬ 
peded, would easily have set them free. 

If now we pass from such actions as these to those of 
living things, we notice a striking difference. Romeo wants 
Juliet as the filings want the magnet; and if no obstacles 
intervene he moves towards her by as straight a line as 
they. But Romeo and Juliet, if a wall be built between 
them, do not remain idiotically pressing their faces against 
its opposite sides like the magnet and the filings with the 
card. Romeo soon finds a circuitous way, by scaling the 
wall or otherwise, of touching Juliet’s lips directly. With 
the filings the path is fixed; whether it reaches the end 
depends on accidents. With the lover it is the end which 
is fixed, the path may be modified indefinitely. 

Suppose a living frog in the position in which we placed 
our bubbles of air, namely, at the bottom of a jar of water. 
The want jf breath will soon make him also long to rejoin 
the mother-atmosphere, and he will take the shortest path 
to his end by swimming straight upwards. But if a jar 
full of water be inverted over him, he will not, like the 
bubbles, perpetually press his nose against its unyielding 
roof, but will restlessly explore the neighborhood until 
by re-descending again he has discovered a path round its 
brim to the goal of his desires. Again the fixed end, the 
varying means! 

Such contrasts between living and inanimate perform¬ 
ances end by leading men to deny that in the physical 
world final purposes exist at all. Loves and desires are 
to-day no longer imputed to particles of iron or of air. 
No one supposes now that the end of any activity which 
they may display is an ideal purpose presiding over the 
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activity from its outset and soliciting or drawing it into 
being by a sort of vis a frente. The end, on the contrary, is 
deemed a mere passive result, jnished into being a tergo^ 
having had, so to speak, no voice in its own production. 
Alter the pre-existing conditions, and with inorganic ma- 
terials you bring forth each time a different apparent end. 
But with intelligent agents, altering the conditions changes 
the activity displayed, but not the end reached; for here 
the idea of the yet unrealized end co-operates with the con¬ 
ditions to determine what the activities shall be. 

The pursvxince of future ends and the choice of means for 
their attainment are thus the mark and criterion of the presence 
of 7mntality in a phenomenon. We all use this test to dis¬ 
criminate between an intelligent and a mechanical per¬ 
formance. Wo impute no mentality to sticks and stones, 
because they never seem to move for the sake of anything, 
but always when pushed, and then indifferently and with no 
sign of choice. So we unhesitatingly call them senseless. 

Just so we form our decision upon the deepest of all 
philosophic problems ; Is the Kosmos an expression of 
intelligence rational in its inward nature, or a brute ex¬ 
ternal fact pure and simple ? If we find ourselves, in con¬ 
templating it, unable to banish the impression that it is a 
realm of final purposes, that it exists for the sake of some¬ 
thing, we place intelligence at the heart of it and have a 
religion. If, on the contrary, in surveying its irremediable 
flux, we can think of the present only as so much mere 
mechanical sprouting from the past, occurring with no 
reference to the future, we are atheists and materialists. 

In the lengthy discussions which psychologists have 
carried on about the amount of intelligence displayed by 
lower mammals, or the amount of consciousness involved in 
the functions of the nerve-centres of reptiles, the same test 
has always been applied: Is the character of the actions 
such that we must believe them to be performed for the sake 
of their result ? The result in question, as we shall here¬ 
after abundantly see, is as a rule a useful one, —the animal 
is, on the whole, safer under the circumstances for bringing 
it forth. So far the action has a teleological character, 
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but such mere outward teleology as this might still be the 
blind result of vis a tergo. The growth and movements of 
plants, the processes of development, digestion, secretion, 
etc., in animals, supply innumerable instances of per¬ 
formances useful to the individual which may nevertheless 
be, and by most of us are supposed to be, produced by 
automatic mechanism. The physijlogist does not con¬ 
fidently assert conscious intelligence in the frog’s spinal 
cord until he has shown that the useful result which the 
nervous machinery brings forth under a given irritation 
remains the same ivhen the machinery is altered. If, to take 
the stock instance, the right knee of a headless frog be irri¬ 
tated with acid, the right foot will wipe it off. When, how¬ 
ever, this foot is amputated, the animal will often raise the 
left foot to the spot and wi])e the offending material away. 

Pfltiger and Lewes reason from such facts in the follow¬ 
ing way : If the first reaction were the result of mere machin¬ 
ery, they say ; if that irritated portion of the skin discharged 
the right leg as a trigger discharges its own barrel of a shot¬ 
gun ; then amputating the right foot would indeed frustrate 
the wiping, but would not make the left leg move. It would 
simply result in the right stump moving through the em2)ty 
air (which is in fact the phenomenon sometimes observed). 
The right trigger makes no effort to discharge the left barrel 
if the right one be unloaded ; nor does an electrical ma¬ 
chine ever get restless because it can only emit sparks, 
and not hem jiillow-cases like a sewing-machine. 

If, on the contrary, the right leg originally moved for the 
'purpose of wij)iug the acid, then nothing is more natural 
than that, when the easiest means of effecting that purpose 
prove fruitless, other means should be tried. Every failure 
must keep the animal in a state of disappointment which 
will lead to all sorts of new trials and devices; and tran¬ 
quillity will not ensue till one of these, by a happy stroke, 
achieves the wished-for end. 

In a similar way Goltz ascribes intelligence to the 
frog’s optic lobes and cerebellum. We alluded above to the 
manner in which a sound frog imprisoned in water will dis¬ 
cover an outlet to the atmosphere. Goltz found that frogs 
deprived of their cerebral hemispheres would often exhibit 
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a like ingenuity. Such a frog, after rising from the bottom 
and finding liis farther upward progress checked by the 
glass bell which has been inverted over him, will not per¬ 
sist in butting his nose against the obstacle until dead of 
suffocation, but will often re-descend and emerge from under 
its rim as if, not a definite mechanical propulsion upwards, 
but rather a conscious desire to reach the air by hook or 
crook were the main-spring of his activity. Goltz con¬ 
cluded from this that the hemispheres are not the sole seat 
of intellect in frogs. He made the same inference from 
()])scrving that a brainless frog will turn over from his back 
to his belly when one of his legs is sewed up, although the 
movements recpiired are then very different from those 
excited under normal circumstances by the same annoying 
position. They seem determined, consecpiently, not merely 
by the antecedent irritant, but by the final end,—though the 
irritant of course is what makes the end desired. 

Another brilliant German author, Liebmann,* argues 
against the brain’s mechanism accounting for mental action, 
by very similar considerations. A machine as such, ho 
says, will bring forth right results when it is in good order, 
and wrong results if out of repair. But both kinds of result 
flow with equally fatal n(5cessity from their conditions. We 
cannot suppose the clock-work whose structure fatally 
determines it to a certain rate of speed, noticing that this 
speed is too slow or too fast and vainly trying to correct it. 
Its conscience, if it have any, should be as good as that of 
the best chronometer, for both alike obey equally well the 
same eternal mechanical laws—laws from behind. But if 
the hrain be out of order and the man says “ Twice four are 
two,” instead of Twice four are eight,” or else “ I must go 
to the coal to buy the wharf,” instead of “ I must go to the 
wharf to buy the coal,” instantly there arises a conscious¬ 
ness of error. The wrong performance, though it obey the 
same mechanical law as the right, is nevertheless con¬ 
demned,—condemned as contradicting the inner law—the 
law from in front, the purpose or ideal for which the brain 
shovM act, whether it do so or not. 

* Zur Analysis der WIrkllchkeit. p. 489. 
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We need not discuss here whether these writers in draw¬ 
ing tlieir conclusion have done justice to all the premises 
involved iu the cases they treat of. We quote their argu¬ 
ments only to show how they appeal to the principle that 
no actions bid smh as are done for an end, and shoio a choice of 
moans, can be called indvbitable expressions of Mind. 

I shall then adopt this as the criterion by which to cir¬ 
cumscribe the subject-matter of this work so far as action 
enters into it. Many nervous performances will therefore 
be unraentioned, as being purely physiological. Nor will the 
anatomy of the nervous system and organs of sense be 
described anew. The reader will find in H. N. Martin’s 
‘Human Body,’in G. T. Ladd’s ‘Physiological Psychol¬ 
ogy,’ and in all the other standard Anatomies and Physi¬ 
ologies, a mass of information which we must regard as pre¬ 
liminary and take for granted iu the present work.* Of 
the functions of the cerebral hemispheres, however, since 
they directly subserve consciousness, it will be well to 
give some little account. 

*?sntluDgis easier than to familiarize one’s self with the mammalian 
brain. (Jet a sheeji’s head, a small saw, chisel, scalpel and forceps (all 
tliree can liest bt; had from a surgical-instrument maker), and unravel ils 
parts eitljcr by the aid of a lumian dissecting book,such as Holden’s^Maniial 
of Anatomy,’ or by tlic specific directions ad hoc given in such books as 
Foster and Langley’s ‘Practical Physiology* (Macmillan) or MorreU’s 
'Comparative Anatomy and Dissection of Mammalia* (Longmans). 



CHAPTEE II. 

THE FUNCTIONS OF THE BRAIN. 

If I begin chopping the foot of a tree, its branches are 
unmoved by my act, and its leaves murmur as peacefully as 
ever in the wind. If, on the contrary, I do violence to the 
foot of a fellow-man, the rest of his body instantly responds 
to the aggression by movements of alarm or defence. The 
reason of this difference is that the man has a nervous system 
whilst the tree has none; and the function of the nervous 
system is to bring each part into harmonious co-operation 
with Gver}^ otlier. The afferent nerves, when excited by 
some physical irritant, be this as gross in its mode of oper¬ 
ation as a chopping axe or as subtle as the waves of light, 
conveys the excitement to the nervous centres. The com¬ 
motion set up in the centres does not stop there, but dis¬ 
charges itself, if at all strong, through the efferent nerves 
into muscles and glands, exciting movements of the limbs 
and viscera, or acts of secretion, which vary with the animal, 
and with the irritant applied. These acts of response have 
usually the common character of being of service. They 
ward off the noxious stimulus and support the beneficial 
one; whilst if, in itself indifferent, the stimulus be a sign of 
some distant circumstance of practical importance, the 
animal’s acts are addressed to this circumstance so as to 
avoid its perils or secure its benefits, as the case may be. 
To take a common example, if I hear the conductor calling 
‘ All aboard! * as I enter the depot, my heart first stops, 
then palpitates, and my legs respond to the air-waves 
falling on my tympanum by quickening their movements. 
If I stumble as I run, the sensation of falling provokes a 
movement of the hands towards the direction of the fall, 
the effect of which is to shield the body from too sudden a 
shock. If a cinder enter my eye, its lids close forcibly 
and a copious flow of tears tends to wash it out. 

Id 
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These three responses to a sensational stimulus differ, 
however, in many respects. The closure of the eye and the 
lachrymation are quite involuntary, and so is the disturbance 
of the heart. Such involuntary responses we know as 
‘ reflex' a(*is. The motion of the arms to break the shock 
of falling may also be called reflex, since it occurs too 
quickly to be deliberately intended. Whether it be instinc- 
tiA^e or whether it result from the pedestrian education of 
childhood may be doubtful ; it is, at any rate, less automatic 
than the previous acts, for a man might by conscious effort 
learn to perform it more skilfully, or even to suppress it alto¬ 
gether. Actions of this kind, into which instinct and volitioin 
enter upon equal terms, have been called " semi-reflex.’ The 
act of running towards the train, on the other hand, has no 
instinctive element about it. It is purely the result of edu¬ 
cation, and is preceded by a consciousness of the purpose to 
bo attained and a distinct mandate of the will. It is a ‘ vol¬ 
untary act.’ Thus the animal’s reflex and voluntary per¬ 
formances shade into each other gradually, being connected 
by acts which may often occur automatically, but may also 
be modified by conscious intelligence. 

An outside observer, unable to perceive the accompany¬ 
ing consciousness, might be wholly at a loss to discriminate 
between the automatic acts and those which volition es¬ 
corted. But if the criterion of mind’s existence be the; 
choice of the proper means for the attainment of a supposed 
end, all the acts seem to be inspired by intelligence, for^ 
appropriateness characterizes them all alike. This fact, now, 
has led to two quite opposite theories about the relation to 
consciousness of the nervous functions. Some authors, 
finding that the higher voluntary ones seem to require the 
guidance of feeling, conclude that over the lowest reflexes 
some such feeling also presides, though it may be a feeling 
of which we remain unconscious. Others, finding that reflex 
and semi-automatic acts may, notwithstanding their appro¬ 
priateness, take place with an unconsciousness apparently 
complete, fly to the opposite extreme and maintain that the 
appropriateness even of voluntary actions owes nothing to 
the fact that consciousness attends them. They are, accord¬ 
ing to these writers, results of physiological mechanism pure 
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aiul simple. In a near chapter we shall return to this 
controversy again. Let us now look a little more closely 
at tlie brain and at the ways in which its states nniy be suj)~ 
posed to condition those of the mind. 

THE PROa’S NERVE-CENTRES. 

Both the minute anatomy and the detailed physiology 
of the brain are achievements of the present generation, or 
rather we may say (beginning with Moynert) of the past 
twenty years. Many ])oints are still obscure and subject 
to controversy; but a general way of conceiving the organ 
has been reached on all hands which in its main feature 
seems not unlikel^' to stand, and which even gives a most 
plausible scheme of the way in which cerebral and mental 
operations go hand in hand. 

The best way to enter the subject will be to take a lower 
creature, like a frog, and study by the vivisectional method 
the functions of his different nerve-centres. The frog’s 

nerve-centres are figured in the accomi)any- 
ing diagram, wdiicli needs no further ex¬ 
planation. I will first proceed to state 
what happens when various amounts of 
the anterior parts are removed, in different 
frogs, in the w\ay in which an ordinary 
student removes them; that is, with no ex¬ 
treme precautions as to the purity of the 
operation. We shall in this way reach a 
very simple conception of the functions of 
the various centres, involving the strongest 
possible contrast between the cerebral 

no. 1-err,Cerebral hemispheres and the lower lobes. This 
Herai^iheres; O Tfi, , .. .mi i-ii- i 
Optic Thaiami; o L, sharp Conception will have didactic ad- 
Optic Lobes; Cb, / j? • rj. • T' x* 
Cerebellum; M o. Vantages, tor it IS often very instructive 
Medulla Oblongata; . ji-ii. • ^ i* -i i 
S’e, Spinal Cord, to start With too Simple a formula and 

correct it later on. Our first formula, as we shall later 
see, will have to be softened down somewhat by the results 
of more careful experimentation both on frogs and birds, 
and by those of the most recent observations on dogs, 
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monkeys, and man. But it will put us, from the outset, iu 
clear possession of some fundamental notions and distinc¬ 
tions which we could otherwise not gain so well, and none 
of which the later more completed view will overturn. 

If, then, we reduce the frog’s nervous system to the 
spinal cord alom^, by making a section behind the base of 
the skull, between the spinal cord and the medulla oblon¬ 
gata, thereby cutting off the brain from all connection with 
the rest of the body, the frog will still continue to live, but 
with a very peculiarly modified activity. It ceases to breathe 
or swallow; it lies flat on its belly, and does not, like a 
normal frog, sit up on its fore paws, though its hind legs are 
kept, as usual, folded against its body and immediately re¬ 
sume this position if drawn out. If thrown on its back, it 
lies there quietly, without turning over like a normal frog. 
Locomotion and voice seem entirely abolished. If we sus¬ 
pend it by the nose, and irritate difiereiit portions of its 
skin by acid, it performs a set of remarkable ‘defensive’ 
movements calculated to wipe away the irritant. Thus, if 
the breast be touched, both fore paws will rub it vigorously; 
if we touch the outer side of the elbow, the liind foot of the 
same side will rise directly to the spot and wipe it. The 
back of the foot will rub the knee if that be attacked, whilst 
if the foot be cut away, the stump will make ineffectual 
movements, and then, in many frogs, a pause will come, as 
if for deliberation, succeeded by a rapid passage of the 
opposite unmutilated foot to the acidulated spot. 

The most striking character of all these movements, 
after their teleological appropriateness, is their precision. 
They vary, in sensitive frogs and with a proper amount of 
irritation, so little as almost to resemble in their machine¬ 
like regularity the performances of a jumping-jack, whose 
legs must twitch whenever you pull the string. The spinal 
cord of the frog thus contains arrangements of cells and 
fibres fitted to convert skin irritations into movements of 
defence. We may call it the centre for defensive movements 
in this animal. We may indeed go farther than this, and 
by cutting the spinal cord in various places find that its 
separate segments are independent mechanisms, for appro¬ 
priate activities of the head and of the arms and legs respec- 
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tively. The segment governing the arms is especially 
active, iu male frogs, in the breeding season; and these mem¬ 
bers alone witli tlxe breast and back appertaining to them, 
everytliing else being cut away, will then actively grasp a 
finger })la( ed between them and remain hanging to it for a 
considerable time. 

The s])inal cord in other animals has analogous powers. 
Even in man it makes movements of defence. Paraplegics 
draw up their legs when tickled; and Robin, on tickling 
the breast of a criminal an hour after decapitation, saw the 
arm and hand move towards the spot. Of the lower func¬ 
tions of the mammalian cord, studied so ably by Goltz and 
others, this is not the })lace to speak. 

If, in a second animal, the cut be made just behind the 
optic lobes so that the cerebellum and medulla oblongata 
remain attached to the cord, then swallowing, breathing, 
crawling, and a rather enfeebled jumping and swimming 
are added to the movements previously observed.* There 
are other reflexes too. The animal, thrown on his back, 
immediately turns over to his belly. Placed in a shallow 
bowl, whiidi is floated on water and made to rotate, he re- 
s})onds to the rotation by first turning his head and then 
waltzing around with his entire body, in the opposite direc¬ 
tion to the whirling of the bowl. If his support be tilted so 
that his head })oints downwards, he points it up ; he points 
it down if it be pointed upwards, to the right if it be 
pointed to the left, etc. But his reactions do not go 
farther than these movements of the head. He will not, 
like frogs whose thalami are preserved, climb up a board 
if the latter be tilted, but will slide off it to the ground. 

If the cut be made on another frog between the tha¬ 
lami and the optic lobes, the locomotion both on land 
and water becomes quite normal, and, in addition to the 
reflexes already shown by the lower centres, he croaks 
regularly whenever he is pinched under the arms. He 
compensates rotations, etc., by movements of the head, and 
turns over from his back; but still drops off higj^tilted 

* It should be said that this particular cut conimonlv proves fatal. The 
text refers to the rare cases which survive. 
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board. As his optic nerves are destroyed by the usual 
operation, it is impossible to say whether he will avoid 
obstacles placed in his path. 

When, finally, a frog’s cerebral hemispheres alone are cut 
off by a section between them and the thalami which pre¬ 
serves the latter, an unj)ractised observer would not at first 
suspect anything abnormal about the animal. Not only is 
he capable, on proper instigation, of all the acts already 
described, but he guides himself by sight, so that if an 
obstacle be set up between him and the light, and he be 
foiced to move forward, he either jumps over it or swerves 
to one side. He manifests sexual passion at the proper 
season, and, unlike an altogether brainless frog, which em¬ 
braces anything placed between his arms, postpones this 
reflex act until a female of his own species is provided. 
Thus far, as aforesaid, a person unfamiliar with frogs 
might not suspect a mutilation; but even such a person 
would soon remark the almost entire absence of spontane¬ 
ous motion—that is, motion unprovoked by present in¬ 
citation of sense. The continued movements of swimming, 
performed by the creature in the water, seem to be the 
fatal result of the contact of that fluid with its skin. They 
cease when a stick, for example, touches his hands. This 
is a sensible irritant towards which the feet are automatic¬ 
ally drawn by reflex action, and on which the animal re¬ 
mains sitting. He manifests no hunger, and will suffer a 
fly to crawl over his nose unsnapped at. Fear, too, seems 
to have deserted him. In a word, he is an extremely com¬ 
plex machine whose actions, so far as they go, tend to 
self-preservation ; but still a ^nachine, in this sense—that it 
seems to contain no incalculable element. By applying 
the right sensory stimulus to him we are almost as certain 
of getting a fixed response as an organist is of hearing a 
certain tone when he pulls out a certain stop. 

But now if to the lower centres we add the cerebral 
hemispheres, or if, in other words, we make an intact ani¬ 
mal the subject of our observations, all this is changed. In 
addition to the previous responses to present incitements 
of sense, bur frog now goes through long and complex acts 
of locomotion spontaneously^ or as if moved by what in our- 
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selves we should call an idea. His reactions to outward 
stimuli vary their form, too. Instead of making simple 
defensive movements with his hind legs like a headless 
frog if touched, or of giving one or two leaps and then sit¬ 
ting still like a hemisphereless one, he makes persistent 
and varied eiForts at escape, as if, not the mere contact of 
the physiologist’s hand, but the notion of danger suggested 
by it were now his spur. Led by the feeling of hunger, 
too, lie goes in search of insects, fish, or smaller frogs, and 
varies his procedure with each species of victim. The 
physiologist cannot by manipulating him elicit croaking, 
crawling up a board, swimming or stopping, at will. His 
conduct has become incalculable. We can 116 loiiger foretell 
it exactly. Effort to escape is his dominant reaction, but 
he may do anything else, even swell ijtp tod become per¬ 
fectly passive in our hands. 

Such are the phenomena commonly observed, and such 
the impressions which one naturally receives. Certain 
general conclusions follow irresistibly. First of all the 
following: 

The acts of all the centres involve the use of the same 
muscles. When a headless frog’s hind leg wipes the acid, he 
calls into play all the leg-muscles which a frog with his 
full medulla oblongata and cerebellum uses when he turns 
from his back to his belly. Their contractions are, how¬ 
ever, combined differently in the two cases, so that the re¬ 
sults vary widely. We must consequently conclude that 
specific arrangements of cells and fibres exist in the 
cord for wiping, in the medulla for turning over, etc. 
Similarly they exist in the thalami for jumping over 
seen obstacles and for balancing the moved body; in the 
optic lobes for creeping backwards, or what not. But in 
the hemispheres, since the presence of thesis organs brings 
no }ieiv elementary form of movement with it, but only deter- 
Raines differently the occasions on w^hich the mov^i||ients shall 
occur, making the usual stimuli less fatal and mayme-like; 
we need suppose no such machinery directly co«fl||^ative 
of muscular contractions to exist. We may rath^fflHlpume/^ 
when the mandate for a wiping-movement is sent fprth by 
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tlie lieiiiisplieres, that a current goes straight to the wiping- 
arrangement in the spinal cord, exciting this arrangement 
as a whole. Similarly, if an intact frog wishes to jump 
oyer a stone which he sees, all he need do is to excite ^^rom 
tlie hemispheres the jumping-centre in the thalami or 
wherever it may be, and the latter will provide for the de¬ 
tails of the execution. It is like a general ordering a 
colonel to make a certain movement, but not telling him 
how it shall be done.* 

The same ‘muscle, then, is repeatedly represented at different 
heights; and at each it enters into a different combination 

with other muscles to co-operate in some special form of 
concerted movement. At each height the movement is dis^ 
vharged by some particular form oj sensorial stimulus. Thus 

in the cord, the skin alone occasions moA^ements; in the 
rip])er ])art of the optic lobes, the eyes are added; in the 

tlialami, the semi-circular canals Avould seem to play apart; 
whilst the stimuli which discharge the hemispheres Avould 
seem not so ma(‘h to be elementary sorts of sensation, as 
groups ot sensations forming determinate objects or things. 
Prey is not pursued nor are enemie.s shunned by ordinary 
hemisphere]ess frogs. Those reactions upon complex cir¬ 
cumstances which we call instiindive rather than reflex, are 
already in this aninnil dependent on the brain’s highest 
lobes, and still more is this the case with animals higher 
in the zoological scale. 

The results are just the same if, instead of a frog, we 
take a pigeon, and cut out his hemispheres as they are ordi¬ 
narily cut out for a lecture-room demonstration. There is 
not a movement natural to him which this l)rainless bird 
cannot perform if expressly excited thereto; only the inner 
promptings seem deficient, and wdien left to himself he 

spends most of liis time crouched on the ground with hia 
head sunk between his shoulders as if asleep. 

** I confine myself to the frog for simplicity’s sake. In higher animals, 

especially tlie ape and man, it would seem as if not only determinate com¬ 

binations of muscles, but limited groups or even sincle muscles could be 
innervated from the hemispheres. 
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OBNBRAL NOTION OP HEMISPHERES. 

All these facts lead us, when we think about them, to 
some such explanatory conception as this : The lower centres 
ict f rom present sensational stimuli alone; the hemispheres act 
from perceptions and considerations^ the sensations which they 
may receive serving only as suggesters of these. But what 
are perceptions but sensations grouped together? and what 
are considerations but expectations, in the fancy, of sensa¬ 
tions which will be felt one way or another according as 
action takes this course or that ? If I step aside on seeing 
a rattlesnake, from considering how dangerous an animal 
he is, the mental materials which constitute my prudential 
reflection are images more or less vivid of the movement 
of his head, of a sudden pain in my leg, of a state of terror, 
a swelling of the limb, a chill, delirium, unconsciousness, 
etc., etc., and the ruin of my hopes. But all these images 
are constructed out of my past experiences. They are repro- 
diLctions of what I have felt or witnessed. They are, in 
short, remote sensations; and the difference hetioecn the hemi- 
spherekss anmial ami the whole one may be concisely ex¬ 
pressed by saying that the one obeys absent, the other only 
present, objects. 

The hemispheres would then seem to be the seat of 7mrn- 
cry. Vestiges of past experience must in some way be 
stored up in them, and must, when aroused by present 
stimuli, first appear as representations of distant goods 
and evils; and then must discharge into the appropriate 
motor channels for warding off the evil and securing the 
benefits of the good. If we liken the nervous currents to 
electric currents, we can compare the nervous system, C, 
below the hemispheres to a direct circuit from sense- 
organ to muscle along the line S... G... Mol Fig. 2(p. 21). 
The hemisphere, H, adds the long circuit or loop-line 
through which the current may pass when for any reason 
the direct line is not used. 

Thus, a tired wayfarer on a hot day throws himself on 
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the damp earth beneath a maple-tree. The sensations of 
delicious rest and coolness pour¬ 
ing themselves through the direct 
line would naturally discharge into 
the muscles of complete exten¬ 
sion : he would abandon himself 
to the dangerous repose- But the 
loop-line being open, part of the 
current is drafted along it, and 
awakens rheumatic or catarrhal 
reminiscences, which prevail over 
tli(^ instigations of sense, and make ' 
tin' man arise and pursue his way to where ho may enjoy his 
rest more safely. Presently we shall examine the manner 
in which the hemispheric loop-line may be supposed to 
serve as a reservoir for such reminiscences as these. Mean¬ 
while I will ask tln^ reader to notice some corollaries of its 
being such a reservoir. 

First, no animal without it can deliberate, pause, post¬ 
pone, nicely weigh one motive against another, or compare. 
Prudence, in a word, is for such a creature an impossible 
virtue. Accordingly we see that nature removes those func¬ 
tions in the exercise of which prudence is a virtue from tlie 
lower centres and hands them over to the cerebrum. Wher¬ 
ever a creature has to deal with complex features of the en¬ 
vironment, prudence is a virtue. The higher animals have so 
to deal; and the more complex the features, the higher we| 
call the animals. The fewer of his acts, then, can an 
animal perform without the help of the organs in question. 
In the frog many acts devolve wholl^^ on the lower centres; 
in the bird fewer ; in the rodent fewer still; in the dog verw 
few indeed ; and in apes and men hardly any at all. I 

The advantages of this are obvious. Take the prehenl- 
sion of food as an example and suppose it to be a reflex 
performance of the lower centres. The animal will be con\ 
demned fatally and irresistibly to snap at it whenever 
presented, no matter what the circumstances may be; 
he can no more disobey this prompting than water can 
refuse to boil when a fire is kindled under the pot. Hi« 
life will again and again pay the forfeit of his gluttony. 
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Exposure to retaliation, to other enemies, to traps, to 
poisons, to tlie dangers of repletion, must be regular 
parts of his existeiu'e. His lack of all thought by which to 
weigh the danger against the attractiveness of the bait, and 
of all volition to remain hungry a little while longer, 
is the dircad measure of his lowness in the mental scale. 
And tlioso fishes whicli, like our (uinners and sculpins, 
are no sooner tlirown l)ack from the liook into the water, 
than th( y automatically seize the hook again, would soon 
ex])iate the degradation of their intelligeiu'O by the extinc¬ 
tion of their type, did not their exaggerated fecundity atone 
for their imprudence. Appetite and the acts it prompts 
have consequently become in all higher verhdjrates func¬ 
tions of the cerebrum. They disappear wlnm the physiol¬ 
ogist’s knife iias left the subordinate centres alone in place. 
The brainless pigeon will starve though left on a corn- 
heap. 

Take again the sexual function. In birds this devolves 
exclusively u})on the hemispheres. When these are shorn 
away the pigeon i>ays no attention to the billings and coo- 
iugs of its mate. And Goltz found tliat a bitch in heat 
would excite no emotion in male dogs who had suffered 
large loss of cerebral tissue. Tljose who have read Dar- 
,win's * Descent of Man’ know what immense importance in 

; the amelioration of the breed in birds this author ascribes 
to the mere fact of sexual selection. The sexual act is not 
performed until every condition of circumstance and senti¬ 
ment is fuliilled, until time, place, and partner all are fit. 
But in frogs and toads this passion devolves on the lower 
centres. They show consequently a machine-like obe¬ 
dience to the present incitement of sense, and an almost 
total exclusion of the power of choice. Copuiation occurs 
per fits ant nefas, occasionally beWeen males, often with 
dead females, in puddles exposed on the highway, and 
the male may 1)6 cut in two without letting go his hold. 
Every s^^ring an immense sacrifice of bati'achian life takes 
l[)lace from these cnuses alone. 

No one need be told how dependent all human social 
elevation is upon the prevalence of chastity. Hardly any 
factor measures more than this the difference between civili- 
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Ration and barbarism. Physiologically interpreted, chastity 
means nothing more than the fact that prescmt solicitations 
of sense are overpowered by suggestions of jesthetic and 
moral fitness Avhich the circumstances awaken in the 
cerebrum ; and that upon tlie iniiibitory or permissive in¬ 
fluence of these alone action directly depends. 

Within the psychic life due to the cerebrum itself the 
same general distinction obtains, between considerations of 
the mor(i injimaliate and considerations of the more remote. 
In all ages the man whose determinations are swaj^ed by 
reference to the most distant ends has been held to possess 
the highest intelligence. The tramp who lives from hour 
to hour ; the bolumiian whose engagemeiits are from day 
to day; tlie bachelor who builds but for a single life; 
the father v ho acts for another generation ; the patriot 
who thinks of a whole community and many generations ; 
and finally, the philosopher and saint whose cares are for 
humanity and for eternity,—these range themselves in an 
unbroken hierarch}-, wherein each successive grade results 
from an increased manifestation of the special form of 
action by ^vhich the cerebral centres are distinguished 

from all below them. 
In the ‘ loop-line ’ along which the memories and ideas 

of the distant are supposed to lie, the action, so far as it is 
a physical process, must be interpreted after the type of the 
action in the lower centres. If regarded here as a reflex 
process, it must be reflex there as well. The current in 
both places runs out into the muscles only after it has first 
run in ; but whilst the path by which it runs out is deter¬ 
mined in the lower centres by reflections few and fixed 
amongst the cell-arrangements, in the hemisi)heres the 
reflections are many and instable. This, it will be seen, is 
only a difference of degree and not of kind, and does not 
change the reflex type. The conception of oil action as 
conforming to this type is the fundamental conception of 
modern nerve-physiology. So much for our general pre¬ 
liminary conception of the nerve-centr^' .! Let us define it 
more distinctly before we see how well physiological ob¬ 
servation will bear it out in detail 
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THE EDUCATION OF THE HEMISPHERES. 

Nerve-ciirreiits run in through sense-organs, and whilst 
provoking reflex acts in the lower centres, they arouse ideas 
in the hemispheres, which either permit the reflexes in 
question, check them, or substitute others for them. All 
ideas being in the last resort reminiscences, the question to 
answer is : Hoic can processes hecotne organized in tJw hemi¬ 
spheres ivhich correspond to remmiscenees in the mind ?* 

Nothing is easier than to conceive a possible way in 
which tliis might be done, provided four assumptions be 
granted. These assumptions (which after all are inevitable 
in any event) are: 

1) The same cerebral process which, when aroused 
from without by a sense-organ, gives the i)erception of an 
object, will give an idea of the same object when aroused 
by other cerebral processes from within. 

2) If processes 1, 2, 3, 4 have once been aroused to¬ 
gether or in immediate succession, any subsequent arousal 
of any one of them (whether from without or within) will 
tend to arouse the others in the original order. [This is the 
so-called law of association.] 

3) Every sensorial excitement propagated to a lower 
centre tends to spread upwards and arouse an idea. 

4) Every idea tends ultimately either to produce a 
movement or to check one which otherwise would be pro¬ 
duced. 

Suppose now (these assum])tions being granted) that we 
have a baby before us who sees a candle-flame for the first 

* I hope that the reader will take no umbrage at my so mixing the 
physical and mental, and talking of reflex acts and hemispheres and remi¬ 
niscences in the same breath, as if they were homogeneous quantities and 
factors of one causal chain. I have done so deliberately ; for although I 
admit that from the radically physical point of view it is easy to conceive 
of the chain of events amongst the cells and flbres as complete in itself, 
and that whilst so conceiving it one need make no mention of ‘ideas,’ 
X yet suspect that point of view of being an unreal abstmction. Reflexes 
in centres may take place even where accompanying feelings or ideas guide 
them. In another chapter I shall try to show reasons for not abandoning 
this common-sense position ; meanwhile language lends itself so much 
more easily to the mixed way of describing, that I will continue to employ 
the latter. The more radical-minded reader can always read ‘ ideational 
orocess ’ for * idea.’ 
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time, and, by virtue of a reflex tendency common in babies 
of a certain age, extends his 
hand to grasp it, so that his 
fingers get burned. So far we 
have two reflex currents in 
play : first, from the eye to the 
extension movement, along the 
line 1—1—1—1 of Fig. 3; and 
second, from the finger to the 
movement of drawing back the 
hand, along the line 2—2—2—2. 
If this were the bab^^’s whole 
nervous system, and if the re- ‘ 
flexes were once for all organic, 
we should have no alteration in his behavior, no matter 
how often the experience rexmrred. The retinal image of 
the flame would always make the arm shoot forward, the 
burning of the finger would always send it back. But we 
know that ‘ the burnt child dreads the fire,’ and that one 
experience usually protects the fingers forever. The point 
is to see how the hemispheres may bring this result to pass. 

We must complicate our diagram (see Fig. 4). Let 
the current 1 —1, from the eye, discharge upward as well as 
downward when it reaches the lower centre for vision, and 
arouse the perceptional process in the hemispheres; let 

the feeling of the arm’s exten¬ 
sion also send up a current 
which leaves a trace of itself, 
m*; let the burnt finger leave 
an analogous trace, s"; and 
let the movement of retrac¬ 
tion leave m*. These four 
processes will now, by virtue 
of assumption 2), be associ¬ 
ated together by the path 

Fio. 4.—The dotted lines stand for affer¬ 
ent paths, the broken lines for paths 
between the centres; the entire lines 
for efferent paths. 

6*’—m‘~ , running from 
the first to the last, so that if 
anything touches off .s*, ideas 
of the extension, of the burnt 

finger, and of the retraction will pass in rapid succession 
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through the mind. Tlie effect on tlie child’s conduct when 
the candle hiiTue is next presented is easy to imagine. Of 
course the sight of it arouses the grasping reflex ; but it 
arouses simultaneously the idea thereof, together with that 
of the consequent pain, and of the final retraction of the 
hand; and if these cerebral processes ])i‘eyail in strength 
over t]je immediate sensation in the centr('s beloAv, tlie last 
idea will be the cue by wdiich the final action is discharged. 
The grasping will be arrested in mid-career, the hand 
drawn back, and the child’s fiiigm's saved. 

In all tliis we assunu^ tha.t the hemis[)heres do not 
natively couple an^’ jiarticuhir sejise-im])rc\ssion with any 
special motor discharge. They only registej’, and preserve 
ti-a(‘es of, such coujilings as are already organized in the 
reflex centres below. But this brings it inevitably about 
that, "when a chain of oxj)erienc-es has been alri^ady regis¬ 
tered and the first link is imjiresscul once again from without, 
the last link will often be awakemal in idea long Ixdbre it 
can exist in faeL And if this last link previously 
coupled with a motion, that motion may now cojik^ from the 
more ideal suggestion without waiting for tl)f3 acdual inqires- 

, sion to arise. Thus an animal with h(mnsj)lier(‘S acts in (na 
ticipaiion of future things; or, to us(‘ ouj* pi i'vious formula, he 
acts from (amsideratiojis of distant good and ill. If we give 
the name of partners to the original cou])li]igs of inq)ressions 
with motions in a reflex way, then we may say that the func¬ 
tion of the hemispheres is simply to bring about exchanges 
among the partners. Movement w”, which natively is sensa¬ 
tion 6*^’s partner, bec-onies through the hemispheres the 
partner of sensation .s*N)r.s‘\ It is like the great com- 

J mutating switch-board at a central telephone station. No 
new elementary imocess is involved ; no impression nor any 
motion pocndiar to the liemis])heres; but any number of 
combinations impossible to the lower machinery taken 
alone, and an endless consequent increase in the possibilities 
of behavior on the crc^ature’s part. 

All this, as a mere scheme,* is so clear and so concordant 

* I shall call it hereafter for shortness ‘ the Meynert scheme;' for the 
child-and-tlame example, as well as the whole general notion that the hemi- 
•pheres are a supernumerary surface for the projection and association o^ 
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with the general look of the facts as almost to impose itself 
on our belief; but it is anything but clear in detail. The 
brain-physiology of late years has with great effort sought 
to work out the 2)aths by whhdi tliese couj)lings of sensa¬ 
tions with movements take pla(*e, both in the hemispheres 
and in the centi es below. 

So we must next tc'st our scheme by the facts discovered 
in tliis di]‘ecti()n. We shall conclude, I tliiiik, after taking 
them all into a(‘count, tlmt tJie sclieme 2)robab]y makes 
the lower (‘entr(‘S too ma(*hine-like and tlie hemisj)heres 
not quite macliino-like enough, ainl must consequently be 
softene>d down a little. So much I may say in advance. 
Meanwhile, l>efore plunging into the details which await us, 
it will someAvliat clear our ideas if we contrast the modern 
way of looking at the matter Avith the i^hrenolvgical concep¬ 
tion which but labdy 2>i’eceded it. 

THE PHRENOLOGICAL CONCEPTION. 

In a certain sense Gall Avas the first to seek to explain 

in detail how the brain could subseiwi) our mental o})era- 

tions. His Avay of ])roceeding Avas only too simple. He took 

the faculty-psychology as his ultimatum on the mental side, 

and he made no farther psychological analysis. Wherever 

he found an individual AAith some strongly-marked trait 

of character he examined his head; and if he found the 

latter prominent in a certain region, he said without more 

ado that that region was the ‘organ’ of the trait or 

faculty in question. The traits Avere of very diverse con¬ 

stitution, some being simple sensibilities like ‘ weight ’ 

or ‘color; ’ some being instinctive tendencies like ‘alimen- 

tiveness ’ or ‘ amafWeness ; ’ and others, again, being com¬ 

plex resultants like ‘ conscientiousness,’ ‘ individuality.’ 

Phrenology fell promptly into disrepute among scientific 

men because obserA^ation seemed to shoAv that large facul- 

sensations and moveiuenls natively coupled in the centres below, is due to 
Th. Meynert, the Austrian anatomist. For a popular account of his views, 
see his pamphlet ‘ Zur Mechanik des Gehirnbaues/ Vienna, 1874. Hie 
most recent development of them is embodied in his ‘ Psychiatry/ a 
clinical treatise on diseases of the forebrain, translated by B. Sachs, New 
York, 1886. 
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ties and large ‘ bumps ’ might fail to coexist; because the 
scheme of Gall was so vast as hardly to admit of accurate 
determination at all—wdio of us can say even of his own 
brothers whether their perceptions of loeight and of time are 
well developed or not?—because the followers of Gall and 
Spurzheiin were unable to reform these errors in any appre¬ 
ciable degree; and, finally, because the whole analysis of 
faculties was vague and erroneous from a psychologic point 

, of view. Popular professors of the lore have nevertheless 
I continued to command the admiration of popular audiences; 
and tliere seems no doubt that Plirenology, however little 
it satisfy our scientific curiosity about the functions of dif¬ 
ferent portions of the brain, may still be, in the hands of 
intelligent practitioners, a useful help in the art of reading 
character. A hooked nose and a firm jaw are usually signs 
of practical energy ; soft, deli(*-ate hands are signs of refined 
sensibility. Even so may a prominent eye be a sign of 
])()wer over language, and a bull-neck a sign of sensuality. 
But the brain behind the eye and neck need no more be 
the organ of tlie signified faculty tlxan the jaw is the 
organ of the will or the hand the organ of refinement. 
These correlations between mind and body are, however, so 
frecpient that the ‘ characters ’ given by phrenologists are 
often remarkable for knowdngness and insight. 

Phrenology hardly does more than restate the problem. 
To answer the question, “Why do I like children?” by 
saying, “Because you have a large organ of philoprogeni¬ 
tiveness,” but renames the phenomenon to be explained. 
iWliat is my philoprogenitiveness ? Of what mental ele- 
Iments does it consist ? And how can a part of the brain 
(be its organ ? A science of the mind must reduce such 
complex manifestations as ‘ philoprogenitiveness ’ to their 
dements, A science of the brain must point out the func¬ 
tions of its elements. A science of the relations of mind 
and brain must show how the elementary ingredients of the 
former correspond to the elementary functions of the latter. 
But phrenology, except by occasional coincidence, takes no 

I account of elements at all. Its ‘faculties,’ as a rule, aie 
j fully equipped persons in a particular mental attitude. 
Take, for example, the ‘ faculty ’ of language. It involves 
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in reality a liost of distinct powers. We must first have 
images of concretci things and ideas of abstract qualities 
and relations ; \v(‘- ninst next liave the memory of words 
and then the capacity so to associate eacli idea or image 
with a i)articular v'ord that, when the word is heard, the 
idea shall forthwith enter our mind. We must conversely, 
as soon as the id(^a arises in our mind, associate with it a 
mental image of the word, and by iiKians of this image we 
must innervate our articxiiatory apparatus so as to repro¬ 
duce the word as physical sound. To road or to write a 
language other elements still must be introduced. But it 
is plain that the faculty of s])okeii language alone is so 
complicated as to call into play almost all the elementary 
powers which the mind possesses, memory, imagination, 
association, judgment, and volition. A portion of the brain 
competent to be the adequate seat of such a faculty would 
needs be an entire brain in miniature,—just as the faculty 
itself is rcially a specification of the entire man, a sort of 
homunculus. 

Yet just such homunculi are for the most part the 
phrenological organs. As Lange says : 

‘‘ We liave a [larliamerit of little men togethcn*, each one of whom, 

as happens also in a real parliament, possesses but a single idea 

whkdi he ceaselessly strives to make prevail ”—benevolence, firmness, 

hope, and the rest. “Instead of one soul, phrenology gives us forty, 

each alone as enigmatic as the full aggregate psychic life can be. In¬ 

stead of dividing the latter into effective elements, she divides it into 

pc'rsonal beings of peculiar character. , . . ‘ Herr Pnstor, sure there 

b() a horse inside,’ called out the peasants to X aft(U‘ their spiritual 

shepherd had spent hours in explaining to them tin? construction of the 

locomotive. With a horse inside truly cverytliing becomes clear, even 

though it be a queer enough sort of horse—the horse i I self calls for no 

explanation! Phrenology tak€3s a start to get beyond the point of view' 

of the ghost-like soul entity, but she ends by populating the whole skull 

with ghosts of the same order.” * 

Modern Science conceives of the matter in a very ditSfer- 
ent way. Brain and mind alike consist of simple dements, 
sensory and motor. “All nervous centres,” says Dr. Hugli- 
lings Jackson,f “from the lowest to the very highest (the 

*Geschichte des Materialismus, 2d ed., ii. p. 845. 
f West Ridiug Asylum Reports, 1876, p. 267. 
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substrata of coTisciousiiess), are made up of uotliing else 
tluiD nervous fiiTaujgoments, ro])resenting iiii])ressiojis and 
movements. ... 1 do not see of wliat otlu'r materials 
tlie brain cav ])e made.” Meynert re])resouts the matter 
similarly when lie calls the cortex of the liemis])lieres the 
surface of projectir)n for every muscle and every sensitive 
point of the body. The muscles and the sensitive jioints 
are represented each by a (*ortical point, and the brain is 
nothing but the sum of all these cortical points, to which, 
on the mental side, as man}^ ideas correspond. Tdeas oj 
sensation, ideas of motion are, on the other hand, the ele¬ 
mentary factors ont of ivhich the miml is hnilt nj) hy the 
associationists in psychology. There is a complete' })ai'allel- 
ism between the two analyses, the same diagram of little 
dots, circles, or triangh^s joined bylines syinbolizcis ecpially 
well the cerebral and mental proc^esses : the dots stand for 
cells or ideas, the lines for fibres or associations. We shall 
have later to criticise this analysis so far as it relates to 
the mind ; biit there is no dou].)t that it is a most convenient, 
and has been a most useful, hypothesis, formulating the 
facts in an extremely natural way. 

If, then, we grant that motor and semsory ideas variously 
associated are the materials of the mind, all avc need do to get 
a complete diagram of the mind’s and the brain’s relations 
should be to ascertain whicli sensory idea corres})onds to 
wdiich sensational sui'face of projection, and which motor 
idea to wliicli muscular surface of projection. The associa¬ 
tions would then correspond to the fibrous connections be¬ 
tween the various surfaces. This distinct cerebral localization 
of the various elementary sorts of idea has been treated as 
a ‘ postulate ’ by many physiologists (e.g. Munh); and the 
most stirring controversy in nerve-physiology which the 
present generation has seen has been the localization- 
question. 

THE LOCALIZATION OP FUNCTIONS IN THE 
HEMISPHEKES. 

Up to 1870, the opinion which prevailed was that which 
the experiments of Flourens on pigeons’ brains had made 
plausible, namely, that the different functions of the hemb 
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spheres were not locally se2)aratecl, but carried on each by 
the aid of the whole organ. Hitzig in 1870 showed, how|- 
over, that in a dog’s brain highly specialized movements 
could b(^ produced by electric irritation of determinate^ 
legions of the cortex ; and Ferrier and Munk, half a dozen 
years later, seemed to prove, either by irritations or excis¬ 
ions or both, that tluire were (n|ually determinate regions 
conuectml with the senses of sight, touch, hearing, and 
srmdi. i\llink’s s])ecial sensorial localizations, however, 
disiigreed with FcuTier’s ; and (loltz, from his extirpation- 
ex])(n“iments, c;im(‘ to a, (‘onclusion a,dverse to strict local¬ 
ization of any Ivind. The (‘controversy is not yet over. I 
will not ])ret(md to say anything more of it historically, but 
give a lirief account of the condition in which matters at 

])r('S(mt stand. 
Tlie one tiling whicJi is perfectly well established is this, 

that the ‘ (central ’ (‘on volutions, on either side of the fissure of 
liolando, and (at hmst in the monkey) the callosomarginal 
convolution (wlii(di is (‘ontinuous with them on the mesial 
surfa(*e wlnu-eojic hemis]>here is applied against the other), 
form tin* region b\ which all the motor incitations w^hich 
leave the cortex pass out, on their wuiy to those executive 
centres in th(‘ region of the pons, medulla, and sjiinal cord 
from which the musculai’ contractions are discharged in 
the last resort. The existeuc'e of this scv-called ‘motor 
zone ’ is established by the lines of evidence successively 
giv(m below : 

(1) Cortical Irritafiom, Electrical currents of small 
intensity a])plied to the surface of the said convolutions in 
dogs, monkeys, and other animals, produce well-defined 
movements in face, fore-limb, hind-limb, tail, (^r trunk| 
according as on(^ point or another of the surface is irritatedj 
These movements affect almost invariably the side opposite 
to the brain irritaiions : If the left hemisphere be excited, the 
movement is of the right leg, side of face, etc. All the objec¬ 
tions at first laised against the validity of these experiments 
have been overcome. The movements are certainly not due 
to irritations of the base of tlie brain by the downward spread 
of the current, for: (/) mechanical irritafions will produce 
them, though less easily than electrical; b) shifting the 
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electrodes to a point close by on the surface changes the 
movement in ways quite inexplicable by changed physical 
conduction of the current; c) if the cortical ‘ centre’ for a 
certain movement be cut under with a sharp knife but left 
in situ, althougli the electric conductivity is physically 
unaltered by the operation, the physiological conductivity 
is gone and cuirrents of the same strength no longer pro¬ 
duce the movement's which they did; d) the time-interval 
between the application of the electric stimulus to the cor¬ 
tex and the resultant movement is wdiat it would be if the 
cortex acted physiologically and not merely physically in 
transmitting the irritation. It is namely a, well-known fact 
that when a nerve-cnrrent has to pass through the spinal 
cord to excite a muscle by reliex action, the time is longer 
than if it passes directly down the motor nerve: the cells 
of the cord take a certain time to discharge. Similarly, 
when a stimulus is applied directly to the cortex the muscle 
contracts two or three hundredths of a second later than it 
does when the place on the cortex is cut away and the elec¬ 
trodes arc applied to the white fibres below.* 

(2) Cortical Ablations, When the cortical spot which is 
found to produce a movement of the fore-leg, in a dog, 
is excised (see spot 5 in Fig. 5), the leg in question becomes 
peculiarly afiected. At first it seems paralyzed. Soon, how¬ 
ever, it is used with the other legs, but badly. The animal 
does not bear his weight on it, allows it to rest on its dorsal 
surface, stands with it crossing the other leg, does not remove 
it if it hangs over the edge of a table, can no longer ‘give the 
paw’ at word of command if able to do so before the opera¬ 
tion, does not use it for scratching the ground, or holding a 
bone as formerly, lets it slip out when running on a smooth 

* For a thorough discussion of the various objections, see Ferrier’s 
‘Functions of the Brain,’ 2d ed., pp. 227-234, and Francois-Franck’s 
‘ Lemons sur les Functions Motrices du Cerveau ’ (1887), Le9on 81. The most 
mimitely accurate experiments on irritation of cortical points are those 
of Paneth, in Pflilger’s Archiv, vol 37, p. »'528,—Recently the skull has been 
fearlessly opened by surgeons, and operations upon the human brain par- 
formed, sometimes with the happiest results. In some of these operations 
the cortex has been electrically excited for the purpose of more exactly 
localizing the spot, and the movements first observed in dogs and monkeys 
have then been verified in men. 
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surface or when shaking himself, etc., etc. Sensibility of 
all kinds seems diminished as well as motility, but of this I 
shall speak later on. Moreover the dog tends in voluntary 
movements to swerve towards the side of the brain-lesion in¬ 
stead of g</ing straight forward. All these symptoms gradu¬ 
ally decrease, so that even with a very severe brain-lesion 
the dog may be outwardly indistinguishable from a well dog 
after eight or ten weeks. Still, a slight chloroformization 
will reproduce the disturbances, even then. There is a cer¬ 
tain appearance of ataxic in-codrdination in the movements 
—the dog lifts his fore-feet high and brings them down with 
more strength than usual, and yet the trouble is not ordi- 

Fio, 5.—Left Hemisphere of Doga’s Brain, after Ferrier. A. the Assure of Sylvius. 
the crucial sulcus. O, the olfactory hiilb. /, //, III, /F, indicate the Arst, second, 
third, and fourtli external convolutions respectively. (1), (4), and (5) are on the 
sigvwid pyrus, 

nary lack of co-ordination. Neither is there paralysis. 
The strength of whatever movements are made is as great 
as ever—dogs with extensive destruction of the motor zone 
can jump as high and bite as hard as ever they did, but 
they seem less ecisily moved to do anything with the affected 
parts. Dio Loeb, who has studied the motor disturbances 
of dogs more carefully than any one, conceives of them en 
masse as effects of an increased inertia in all the processes 
of innervation towards the side opposed to the lesion. All 
such movements require an unwonted effort for their exe¬ 
cution ; and when only the normally usual effort is made 
they fall behind in effectiveness.* 

* J. Loeb: ' Beitrage zur Physiologie des Grosshirns;' Pfltiger's Ar- 
chiv, xxxix. 293. I simplify the author’s statement. 
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Even when the entire motor zone of a dog is removed, 
there is no 2)ernianent i)aralysis of any part, but only this 
curious sort of relative inertia when the two sides of the 
body are com2)ared; and this itself becomes hardly notice¬ 
able after a number of weeks have elapsed. Prof. Goltz 
has described a dog whose entire left hemisjdiere was de¬ 
stroyed, and who retained only a slight motor inertia on the 
right half of the body. In particular he could use his right 

Fig. G.—Left Hemisphere of Monkey’s Brain. Outer Surface. 

paw for holding a bone wdiilst gnawing it, or for reaching 
after a })iece of meat. Had he been taught to give his paw" 
before the 02)erations, it would have been curious to see 
whether that faculty also c.ame back. His tactile sensi¬ 
bility was })ermanently diminished on the right side.* In 
vionhujH a genuine paralysis follows upon ablations of the 
cortex in the motor region. This yjaralysis affects parts of 
the body whicdi vary with the brain-parts removed. The 
monkey’s opj)osite arm or leg hangs flaccid, or at most takes a 
small part in associated movements. When the entire region 
is removed there is a genuine and permanent hemiplegia 
in which the arm is more affected than the leg; and this is 

* Goltz; PflDger’s Arcbiv, xlii. 419. 
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followed montliB later by contracture of the muscles, as in 
man after inveterate hemiplegia.* According to Schaefer 
and Horsley, the trunk-muscles also become paralyzed after 
destruction of the 'marginal convolution on both sides (see 
Fig. 7). These differences between dogs and monkeys show 
the danger of drawing general conclusions from experiments 
done on any one sold of animal. 1 subjoin the figures given 
by the last-named authors of the motor regions in the 

monkey’s brain.t 

Fig. 7.—Left Hemisphere of Monkey’s Brain. Mesial Surface. 

In 'man we are necessarily reduced to the observation 
post-rnorfnn. of cortical ablations produced by accident or 
disease (tumor, hemorrhage, softening, etc.). What results 
during life from such conditions is either localized spasm, 
or palsy of certain muscles of the opposite side. The cor¬ 
tical regions whicli invariably produce these results are 
homologous with thf>se which w^e have just been study¬ 
ing in the dog, cat, ape, etc. Figs. 8 and 9 show the result of 

* ‘Heinipl(>gia’ means one-sided pal&y. 
t Philosophical Transactions, vol. 179, pp. 6, 10 (1888). In a later paper 

{Ufid, p. 205) Messrs. Beevor and Horsley go into the localization still more 
minutely, showing spots from which single muscles or single digits can be 
made to contract. 
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169 cases carefully studied by Exuer. The parts shaded 
are regious where lesions produced no motor disturbance. 

Those left white were, on the contrary, never injured with¬ 
out motor disturbances of some sort. Where the injury to 

Fio. 9.—Ri^ht Hemisphere of Human Brain. Mesial Surface. 

the cortical substance is profound in man, the paralysis is 
permanent and is succeeded by muscular rigidity in the 
paralyzed parts, just as it may be in the monkey. 
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(3) DfHcending degenerations show the intimate connec¬ 

tion of the rohindic regions of the cortex with the motor 

tracts of the cord. When, either in man or in the lower ani¬ 

mals, these regions are destroyed, a peculiar degenerative 

change known as secondary sclerosis is found to extend 

downwards through the white fibrous substance of the 

brain in a perfectly definite manner, affecting certain dis¬ 

tinct strands whicli pass through the inner capsule, crura, 

and pons, into the anterior pyramids of the medulla oblon¬ 

gata, and from thence (partly crossing to the other side) 

downwards into the anterior (direct) and lateral (crossed) 

columns of the spinal cord. 

(4) Anatomical proof of the continuity of the rolandic 

regions with these motor columns of the cord is also clearly 

given. Flechsig’s ‘ Pyramidenbahn ’ forms an uninter¬ 

rupted strand (distinctly traceable in human embryos, 

before its fibres have a(^quired their white ‘medullary 

sheath ’) passing upwards from the pyramids of the me¬ 

dulla, and traversing the internal capsule and corona radi- 

ata to the convolutions in question (Fig. 10). None of the 

inferior gray matter of the brain seems to have any connec¬ 

tion with this important fibrous strand. It passes directly 

from the cortex to the motor arrangements in the cord, de¬ 

pending for its proper nutrition (as the facts of degenera¬ 

tion show) on the influence of the cortical cells, just as motor 

nerves depend for their nutrition on that of the cells of the 

spinal cord. Electrical stimulation of this motor strand in 

any accessible part of its course has been shown in dogs to 

produce movements analogous to those which excitement 

of the cortical surface calls forth. 

One of the most instructive proofs of motor localization 

in the cortex is that furnished by the disease now called 

aphemia, or motor Aphasia, Motor aphasia is neither loss 

of voice nor paralysis of the tongue or lips. The patient’s 

voice is as strong as ever, and all the innervations of his 

hy]3oglossal and facial nerves, except those necessary for 

speaking, may go on perfectly well. He can laugh and cry, 

and even sing; but he either is unable to utter any words at 

all; ora few meaningless stock phrases form his only speech ; 

or else he speaks incoherently and confusedly, mispronounc- 
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ing, misplacing, and misusing liis words in various degrees. 

St)metiiiies his speech is a mere broth of unintelligible syl¬ 

lables. In cases of j)ure motor aphasia the patient recog- 

Fiq. 10,—Schematic Transverse Section of Brain showinij Motor Strand,—After 
Kdint'cr. 

nizes his mistakes and suffers acutely from them. Now 

whenever a patient dies in such a condition as this, and 

ail examination of liis brain is permitted, it is found that 
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the lowest frontal gyrus (see Fig. 11) is the seat of injury. 

Broca first noticcul this fact in ISf)!, and since then the 

gyrus has gone by the name of Broca’s (ionvohition. The 

Fio. Il.—Scbomatic Profilt* of LeU ITeniispliorc. witii tlio parts shaded whose 
destrucLioii causes motor (,' Uroca ’) and seiJSoi ,> (‘ Wei nicke \) Apiiasia. 

injury in right-handed people is found on the left henii' 

S])]iere, and in left-lianded })eo])le on t]ie right hiunisphere. 

Most ])eo})l(% in fact, are left-brained, tliat is, all their 

delicate and sj)ecializ(Hl inoveineuts are handed over to 

the charge of the left honiisjdiere. The ordinaiy right- 

handedness for such movements is only a consetpience of 

that fact, a conse(]ueiu*.e which shows outwardly on account 

of that extensive decussation of th('. fibres whereby most of 

those from tlie left hemisphere pass to the right half of the 

body only. But the left-brainedness might exist in equal 

measure and not sliow outwardly. This would happen 

wherever organs on hath sides of the body could be gov¬ 

erned by the left hemisjdiere ; and just such a case seems 

offered by the vocarl organs, in that highly delicate and 

special motor service wliich we call specadi. Either hemi¬ 

sphere can innervate them bilaterally, just as either seems 

able to innervate bilaterally the muscles of the trunk, ribs, 

and diaphragm. Of the special movements of speech, how- 
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ever, it would appear (from the facts of aphasia) that the 

left hemisphere in most ])ersons habitually takes exclusive 

charge. With that Ijemispliere thrown out of gear, speech is 

undoiio ; even though the opposite hemisphere still be there 

for tlie ])ei‘formance of less specialized acts, such as the 

vaiious movements required in eating. 

It will be noticed that Bro(^a’s region is homologous 

with the parts ascertained to produce movements of the 

lips, tongue, and larynx when excited by electric currents 

in apes (cf. Fig. (5, p. 34). The evidence is therefore as com¬ 

plete as it well can be that the motor incitations to these 

organs leave the brain by the lower frontal region. 

Victims of motor aphasia generally have other disorders. 

One which interests us in this connection has been called 

agraphia: they have lost the power to write. They can 

read writing and understand it; but either cannot use the 

pen at all or make egregious mistakes with it. The seat 

of the lesion here is less well determined, owing to an in¬ 

sufficient number of good cases to conclude from.* There 

is no doubt, howovej*, that it is (in right-handed people) on 

the left side, and little doubt that it consists of elements 

of the hand-and-arm region specialized for that service, 

The symptom may exist wdien there is little or no disability 

in the hand for other uses. If it does not get well, the 

patient usually educates his right hemisphere, i.e. learns 

to write with his left hand. In other cases of which we 

shall say more a few pages later on, the patient can write 

both spontaneously and at dictation, but cannot read even 

what he has himself written ! All these phenomena are 

now quite clearly explained by se])arate brain-centres foi 

the various feelings and movements and tracts for associat¬ 

ing these together. But their minute discussion belongs to 

medicine rather than to general psychology, and I can only 

use them here to illustrate the principles of motor locali- 

zatiomf Under the heads of sight and hearing I shall 

have a little more to say. 

* Nothnagel und Nauuyii; Die Localization in den Gehirnkrankhoiten 
(Wiesbaden, 1887), p. 34. 

t An accessible account of the history of our knowledge of motor 
aphasia is in W. A. Hammond’s ‘Treatise on the Diseases of the Nervous 
System,' chapter vii. 
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The diflferent lines of proof which I have taken up 

establish conclusively the proposition that all the motor 

impvlses tvhich leave the cortex pass out, in healthy animals, 

from the com)olutions about the fissure of Bolando. 

When, however, it comes to defining precisely what is 

involved in a motor impulse leaving the cortex, things grow 

more obscure. Does the impulse start independently from 

the convolutions in question, or does it start elsewhere and 

mer(dy flow tlirough ? And to what particular phase of 

psychic activity does the activity of these centres corre¬ 

spond? Opinions and authorities here divide ; but it will 

be better, before entering into these deeper aspects of the 

problem, to cast a glance at the facts which have been 

made out concerning the relations of the cortex to sight, 

hearing, and smell. 

Sight 

Ferrier was the first in the field here. He found, when 

the angular convolution (that lying between the ‘ intra 

j)arietal ’ and ‘ external occipital ’ fissures, and bending 

round the top of the fissure of Sylvius, in Fig. 6) was ex¬ 

cited in the monkey, that movements of the eyes and head 

as if for vision occurred; and that when it was extirpated, 

what he supposed to be total and 2)ermanent blindness 

of the opposite eye followed. Munk almost immediately 

declared total and permanent blindness to follow from de¬ 

struction of the occipital lobe in monkeys as well as dogs, and 

said that the angular gyrus had nothing to do with sight, 

but was only the centre for tactile sensibility of the eyeball. 

Munk’s absolute tone about his observations and his theo¬ 

retic arrogance have led to his ruin as an authority. But he 

did two things of permanent value. He was the first to 

distinguish in these vivisections between sensorial and 

psychic blindness, and to describe the phenomenon of restL 

tution of the visual function <after its first impairment by 

an operation; and the first to notice the hemiopic character 

of the visual disturbances which result when only one 

hemisphere is injured. Sensorial blindness is absolute 

insensibility to light; psychic blindness is inability to rec¬ 

ognize the rnexmmg of the optical impressions, as when we 
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see a page of Cliinene print but it suggests notliing to us. 

A liemiopic distur])ance of vision is one in A\^liicli neither 

retina is affected in its totality, but in which, for example, 

the left portion of each retina is blind, so that the animal 

sees nothing situated in sj^ace towards its right. Later 

observations have corroborated this hemiopic character of 

all the disturbances of sight from injury to a single hemi¬ 

sphere in the higher animals; and the question whether 

an animal’s ap])arent blindness is sensorial or only psychic 

has, since Munk’s first publi(*ations, been the most urgent 

one to answer, in all observations I’elative to the function of 

sight. 

Cxoltz almost simultaneously with Ferrier and Munk 

reported experiments whitdi led hiin to deny that the 

visual function was essentially bound up with any one 

localized portion of the hemispheres. Other divergent 

results soon came in from many quarters, so that, without 

going into the history of the matter any more, I may report 

the existing state of the case as follows: * 

In fshes, f rogs, and lizards vision persists when the 

hemispheres are entirely removed. This is admitted for 

frogs and fishes even by Munk, who denies it for birds. 

All of Munk’s birds seemed totallj^ blind (blind senso- 

rially) after removal of the hemispheres by his operation. 

The following of a candle by the head and winking at a 

threatened blow, which are ordinarily held to jDrove the 

retention of crude optical sensations by the lower centres 

in supposed hemisphereless pigeons, are by Munk ascribed 

to vestiges of the visual sphere of the cortex left behind 

by the imperfection of the operation. But Schrader, who 

operated after Munk and with every apparent guarantee of 

completeness, found that all his pigeons saw after two 

or three weeks had elapsed, and the inhibitions resulting 

from the wound had passed away. They invariably avoided 

even the slightest obstacles, flew very regularly towards 

certain perches, etc., diftering toto coelo in these respects 

with certain simply blinded pigeons who were kept with 

* The history up to 1885 may be found in A. Christian!: Zur Physi 
ologie des Gehirnes (Berlin. t8S5h 
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them for com])<‘iris()n. They did not pick up food strewn 

on the ground, howevcu'. Schrader found that they would 

do this if OYcu a small pari of the frontal region of the 

hemisph(U’(>s was hd't, and ascribes their non-self-feeding 

when dt'prived of their occipital cerebrum not to a visual, 

but to a motor, dcdect, a sort of alimentary aphasia.* 

In presence of such discord as that between Munk and 

his o})]a)nents one must carefully note how difierently sig¬ 

nificant is loss, ixinixpreservation, of a function after an opera¬ 

tion on the brain. The Joss of the function does not neces¬ 

sarily show that it is de])eudent on the part cut out; but its 

preservation does show that it is not de])endent: and this is 

tiue though the loss sljould be observed ninety-nine times 

and the ])reser\ atiou only oma^. in a hundred similar excisions. 

'Ihat birds and marnimds can be blinded by cortical abla¬ 

tion is undoubted ; the only question is, must they be so? 

()?dy then can the cortex be certainly called the ^seat of 

sight.’ The ])]indn(.‘ss may always be due to one of those 

remote efieds of the wound on distant parts, inhibitions, 

exhuisions of iidiajiimation,—interferences, in a word,— 

u])ou which Ih’()wn-S(H|uard and Goltz have rightly insisted, 

and the importa,i)ce of wlnhdi becomes more manifest every 

day. Such efiects a,r(‘trausient; whereas the .S7/7n/)fomrS‘ of 

(leprivaiion{ AvsfaJlsersclunnuraj(n^ a,s Goltz calls them) which 

conui fj'om the acdvial loss of the cut-out region must from 

the nature of the c^ase be })ermanent. Blindness in the 

pigeons, so far as it passes awa?/, cannot possibly be charged 

to their seat of vision being lost, but only to some influence 

which temporarily depresses the actidty of that seat. 

The same is true mntatis mutandis of all the other effects of 

operations, and as we pass to mammals we shall see still 

more the importance of the remark. 

In rabbits loss of the entire cortex seems compatible 

with the preservation of enough sight to guide the poor 

animals’ movements, and enable them to avoid obstacles. 

Christiani’s observations and discussions seem conclusively 

* Pflttger’s Archiv, vol. 44, p. 176. Munk (Berlin Aeaclemy Sitzsiings- 
berichtc, 1889, xxxi) returns to the charge, denying the extirpations of 
Schrader to be complete; ‘ * Microscopic portions of the Sehsphdre must 
remain.” 
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to have established this, although Munk found that all Ma 

animals weie made totally blind.* 

In dogs also Munk found absolute stone-blindness after 

ablation of the occipital lobes. Ho went farther and 

mapped out determinate portions of the cortex thereupon, 

which he considered correlated with definite segments of the 

two retinae, so that destruction of given portions of the cor¬ 

tex produces blindness of the retinal centre, top, bottom, 

or right or left side, of the same or opposite eye. There 

seems little doubt that this definite correlation is mythologi¬ 

cal. Other observers, Hitzig, Goltz, Luciani, Loeb, Exner, 

etc., find, whatever part of the cortex may be ablated on 

one side, that there usually results a herniopic disturbance 

of hoth eyes, slight and transient when the anterior lobes 

are the parts attacked, grave when an occipital lobe is the 

seat of injury, and lasting in proportion to the latter’s 

extent. According to Loeb, the defect is a dimness of vis¬ 

ion (‘hemiamblyopia’) in which (however severe) the centres 

remain the best seeing 2)ortions of the retina, just as they 

are in normal dogs. The lateral or temjioral part of eac^h 

retina seems to be in exclusive connection with the cortex 

of its own side. The (centre and nasal part of each seems, 

on the contrary, to be connected with the cortex of the 

opposite hemisj)heres. Loeb, who takes broader views 

than any one, conceives the heiniamblyopia as he con¬ 

ceives the motoT’ disturbances, namely, as the exj)ression 

of an increased inertia in the whole optical machinery, of 

which the result is to make the animal respond with greater 

effort to imj^ressions coining from the half of sj^ace ojiposed 

to the side of the lesion. If a dog has right hemiamblyojua, 

say, and two ])ieces of meat are hung before him at once, 

he invariably turns first to the one on his left. But if the 

lesion be a slight one, sluicing slightly the jiiece of meat 

on his right (this makes of it a stronger stimulus) makes him 

seize upon it first. If only one jnece of meat be offered, he 

takes it, on whichever side it be. 

When both occipital lobes are extensively destroyed 

total blindness may result. Munk maps out his ‘ Seh- 

* A. Christiaiii: Zur Physiol, d. Gehirnes (Berlin, 1885),chaps, ii, in, iv. 
H. Munk : Berlin Akad. Stzgsb. 1884, xxiv. 
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sphare ’ definitely, and says that blindness must result 

when the entire shaded part, marked A, A, in Figs. 12 

and 13, is involved in tln^. lesion. l)isere])ant reports 

of other observations he explains as due to incomplete 

Fro. 12, Fig. 13. 
The Dog’s visual centre according to Munk, the entire striated region, A, being the 

(exclusive scat of visKwj, and the dark central circle, A\ being correlated with the 
retinal centi-e of the opi>ositc eye. 

ablation. Luciani, Goltz, and Lannegrace, however, con¬ 

tend that they have made complete bilateral extirpations 

of Munk’s Hehs])hare more than oiKio, and found a sort 

of crude indiscriniinating sight of objects to return in a 

few weeks.* The question whether a dog is blind or not 

is harder to solve than would at first appear; for simply 

blinded dogs, in places to which they are accustomed, show 

little of their loss and avoid all obstacles; whilst dogs 

whose occipital lobes are gone may run against things fre¬ 

quently and yet see notwithstanding. The best proof that 

they may see is that which Goltz’s dogs furnished: they 

carefully avoided, as it seemed, strips of sunshine or paper 

on the floor, as if they were solid obstacles. This no really 

blind dog would do. Luciani tested his dogs when hungry 

(a condition which sharpens their attention) by strewing 

* Luciaoi und Seppili; Die Funclious-Localization auf der Grosshiru- 
rinde (Deutsch von Fnienkel), Leipzig, 1886, Dogs M, N, and S. Goltz in 
Pfltlger's Archiv, vol. 34, pp. 490-6; vol. 42, p. 464. Of. also Mimk: Berlin 
Akad. Stzgsb. 1886, vii, viii, pp. 113-121, and Loeb; PllUger’s Archiv, 
vol. 89, p. 337. 
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pieces of meat and pieces of cork before them. If they 

went straight at them, they sair; aiiid if they chose the meat 

and left the i\\o,y discritniiiitfitujhj. The quarrel 

is very acrimonious; indeed the subject of localization of 

functions in the brain se(‘itis to have a- po(*u]iar* ellec't on the 

temper of those who cultivate it ex])ej-j men tally. The 

amount of preserved vision which (loltz and Luciani rej)ort 

seems hardly to be wortli considering, on the one hand; 

and on the other, Munk admits in his penultimate paper 

that out of 85 dogs In^ only ‘ succeeded ’ 4 times in his opera¬ 

tion of producing complete blindm'.ss by complete extirpa¬ 

tion of his ‘ 8ehs})hiu-e/ The safe conclusion for m is that 

Luciani’s diagram, Tig. 14, represents something like the 

truth. The occipital lobes are far more important for 

vision than any other part of the cortex, so that their com¬ 

plete destruction makes the animal almost blind. As for 

the crude sensibility to light which may then remain, noth¬ 

ing exact is known either about its nature or its seat. 

In the monlcey, doctors also disagree. The truth seems, 

however, to be that the occipital lobes in this animal also are 

the part connected most intimately with the visual function. 

The function would seem to go on when very small portions 

of them are left, for Terrier found no ‘ appreciable impair¬ 

ment ’ of it after almost complete destruction of them on both 

sides. On the other hand, he found complete and perma¬ 

nent blindness to ensue when they and the angvlar gyri in 

addition were destroyed on both sides. Munk, as well as 

* Berlin Akad. Sitzungsberichte, 1886, vu, viii, p. 134. 
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Brown and Scdiaefer, found no disturbance of sight from 

destroying the (Uigular gyri alone, although Ferrier found 

blindness to ensu(‘.. This blindness was probably due to 

inhibitions ex(u*ted in disfaits, or to cutting of the white 

opth^al li])res passing under the angular gyri on their way 

to tln^ (xaiipital lolx's. Brown and Schaefer got complete 

and permancuit Idindness in one monkey from total destruc¬ 

tion of both ociupital lobes. Luciani and Seppili, j^^erform- 

ing tliis o])era,iion on two monkeys, found that the animals 

Avere only mentally, not sensorially, blind. After some 

weeks th('y saw their food, but could not distinguish by 

siglit betwe(Mi hgs and pieces of cork. Luciani and Seppili 

se(uu, howevier, not to have extirpated the entire lobes. 

When om; lobe oiily is injured the aflection of sight is 

hemio])i(* in monkeys: in this all observers agree. On 

the whoh‘, tlum, Munk’s original location of vision in the 

oceijhtal lobes is confirmed by the later evidence.* 

In liHin we liavc^ moi'e exact results, since we are not 

drhen to int(‘rj)r(d the vision from the outward conduct. 

On th<‘. other Inind, however, we cannot vivisect, but must 

wait for ])athological lesions to tarn u}). The pathologists 

Avlio have discussed thes(‘ (the literature is tedious ad lihi^ 

conclude that the (K*cipital lobes are the indispensable 

part for vision in man. Heiuiopic disturbance in both eyes 

comes from lesion of either one of them, and total blindness, 

sensorial as well as psychic, from destruction of both. 

Heiniopia may also result from lesion in other parts, 

especially the neighboring angular and supra-marginal gyri, 

and it may acconi2)any extensive injury in the motor region 

of the cortex. In these cases it seems probable that it is 

due to an actio in dislans, j)robably to the interruption of 

* H. Miink: Functionen der Grosshirnrinde (Berlin, 1881), pp. 36-40. 
Ferricr : Functions, etc., 2d ed., chap, ix, pt. i. Brown and Schaefer: 
Philos. Transactions, vol. 179, p. 321, Luciani u. Seppili, op. cit. pp. 
131-138. Lannegrace found traces of sight with both occipital lobes de¬ 
stroyed, and in one monkey even when angular gyri and occipital lobes 
were destroyed altogether. His paper is in the Archives de Medecine 
Kxperimentale for January and March, 1889. I only know it from the 
abstract in the Neurologisches Centralblatt, 1889, pp. 108-420. The reporter 
doubts the evidence of vision in the monkey. It appears to have consisted 
in avoiding obstacles and in emolicmal disturbance in the presence of men. 
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fibres proceeding from tlie occipital lobe. There seem to 

be a few cases on record where there was injury to the 

occipital lobes without visual defect. Ferrier has collected 

as many as possible to prove his localization in the angular 

gyrus.* A strict application of logical principles would make 

one of these cases outweigh one hundred contrary ones. And 

yet, remembering how imperfect observations may be, and 

how individual brains may vary, it would certainly be rash foi* 

their sake to throw away the enormous amount of positive 

evidence for the occipital lobes. Individttal variability is 

always a possible explanation of an anomalous case. There 

is no more prominent anatomical fact than that of the ‘de¬ 

cussation of the pyramids,’ nor any more usual pathologi¬ 

cal fact than its consequence, that left-handed hemorrhages 

into the motor region produce right-handed paralyses. 

And yet the decussation is variable in amount, and seems 

sometimes to be absent altogether.t If, in such a case as 

this last, the left brain were to become the seat of apoplexy, 

the left and not the right half of the body would be the 

one to sufier paralysis. 

The schema on the f)pposite page, copied from Dr. 

Seguin, expresses, on the wdiole, the pro])al)le trutli about the 

regions concerned in vision. Not the entire occipital lobes, 

but the so-called cunei, and the first ('onvolutions, are the 

cortical parts most iniimahdy concerned. Nothnagel agrees 

with Seguin in this limitation of the essential tracts.:]: 

A most interesting effect of cortical disorder is mental 

blindmess. This consists not so much in insensibility to 

optical impressions, as in inahility to understand them. 

Psychologically it is interjiretable as loss of associations be¬ 

tween optical sensations and what they signify; and any 

interruption of the paths between the optic centres and the 

centres for other ideas ought to bring it about. Thus, 

* Localization of Cerebral Disease (1878). pp- 117-8. 
f For cases see Flechsig : Die Leitiingsbahneii in Gehirn n, Rilckenmark 

(Leipzig, 1876), pp. 112, 272; Exner’sUntersuchungen, etc., p. 83 ; Ferrier s 
Localization, etc., p. 11; Francois-Franck’s Oervean Moteiir, p. 63, note. 

X E. C. Seguin : Hemianopsia of (-ercbral Origin, in Journal of Nervous 
and Mental Disease, vol. xiir. p. 30. Nothnagel iind Naunyn : Ueber die 
Localizationder Gehirnkraukbeiten (Wiesbaden, 1887), p. 10. 
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printed letters of tlie alpliabet, or words, signify certain 

sounds and ccutain articulatory movements. If the con¬ 

nection botwecm tlie articulating or auditory centres, on the 

one hand, and tht^. visual ctmtres on the other, be ruptured 

L.O S L 0.0 

i'lo. 16.—Scheme of the mechanism of vision, after Segnin. The cuneus oonvolutloD 
iCu) of the right occipital lobe is supposed to be injured, and all the parts which 
lead to it are darkly shaded to show that they failto exert their function, F O are 
the intra-hemispheric optical fibres. P. (K O. is the region of the lower optic cen¬ 
tres (corpora geuiculata and quadrigemina). T, O. JJ. is the right optic tract; C the 
chiasma; F. L. D. are the fibres going to the lateral or temporal half Tof the right 
retina; and F. C. S. are those going to the central or nasal half of the left retina. 
O. i>. is tlie right, and O. S. the left eyeball. The rightward half of each is there¬ 
fore blind; in other words, the right nasal field, R. N. F., and the left temporal field 
L. T. i?’., have become invisible to the subject with the lesion at Ou. * 

we ought a priori to expect that the sight of words would 

fail to awaken the idea of their sound, or the movement for 
pronouncing them. We ought, in short, to have alexia, or 
inability to read : and this is just what we do have in many 
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cases of extensive injury about tlie fronto-teniporal regions, 

as a complication of aphasic disease. Notlinagel suggests 

tliat whilst the cunois is tlie seat of optical the 

other parts of tlie occi])ital lobe may be the tic^ld of ojitical 

'memories and ideas, from the loss of which mental blind¬ 

ness should ensue. In fact, all tln^ medical authors speak 

of mental blindness as if it must consist in the loss of visual 

images from the memory. It seems to me, hovvi'.ver, that 

this is a psychological misapprehension. A man whose 

power of visual imagination has decayed (no unusual phe¬ 

nomenon in its lighter grades) is not mentally blind in 

the least, for he recognizes j^erfectly all that he sees. On 

the other hand, he may be nnvntally blind, with his optical 

imagination well preserved; as in the interesting case pub¬ 

lished ly Wilbrand in 1887.'^ In the still more intej’i‘st- 

ing case of mental blindness recently published by Lissauer,t 

though the patient made the most ludicrous mistak(;s, call¬ 

ing for instance a clothes-brush a pair of sjiectach^s, an um¬ 

brella a plant with flowers, ajia})])le a ])ort]*ait of a lady, eti*. 

etc., he seemed, accoixling to the reporter, to have his men¬ 

tal images fairly well preserved. It is in fact the momen¬ 

tary loss of our/m?i-optical images which makes us mentally 

blind, just as it is that of our ??oa-auditory images which 

makes us mentally deaf. I am mentally deaf if, hearing a 

bell, I can’t recall how it looks; and mentally blind if, see¬ 

ing it, I can’t recall its sound or its name. As a matter of 

fact, I should have to be not merely mentally blind, but 

stone-blind, if all my visual images were lost. For although 

I am blind to the right half of the field of view if my 

left occipital region is injured, and to the left half if my 

right region is injured, such hemianopsia does not deprive 

me of visual ima^ges, experience seeming to show that 

the unaffected hemisphere is always sufficient for pro¬ 

duction of these. To abolish them entirely I should have 

to be deprived of both occipital lobes, and that would de¬ 

prive me not only of my inward images of sight, but of my 

* Die Seelenblindheit, etc., p. 51 ff. The meutal blindness was in 

this woman’s case moderate in degree, 
t Archiv f. Psychiatric, voL 21 r p. 222. 
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sight altogotlior.* Hecent pathological annals seem to offer 

a few siK^li (‘ases.f Meanwhile there are a number of cases 

of mental blindness, especially for written language, coupled 

with hemianopsia, usually of the rightward field of view. 

These are all (explicable by the breaking down, through 

disease, of tln^, covAiecting tracf.s between the occipital lobes 

and other parts of the brain, especially those which go to 

the centres for speech in the frontal and tem]X)ral regions of 

the left hemisphere. They are to be classed among distur¬ 

bances of conduction or of assocudion ; and nowhere can I find 

any fact which should forces us to btdieve that oj)tical images 

ne(ulj be lost in mcmtal blindness, or that the cerebral 

centres for such images are locally distiiud from those for 

direct sensations from the eyes, 

Where an object fails b) be recognized by sight, it often 

happens that the patient will re(*X)gnize and name it as soon 

as he touches it with his hand. This s1k)ws in an interest- 

* NotliiiJigcl {loc. cM. p. 22) says : Dks triffi <iber nirht lie gives, 

however, no cuscj in support of his opinion that double-sided cortical lesion 

may make one stone-blind and y('t not destroy one’s visual images ; so that 

I do not know whciher it is an observation of fact or an a prirn'i as¬ 

sumption. 
f In a case published by C. S. Freund: Arcliiv f. Psychiatric, vol. xx, the 

(K?cipital lobes were injured, but their cortex was not destroyed, on both 
sides. There was still vision. (If. pp. 291-5. 

XI say ' need,' fori do not of course deny the possible coexistence of the 
two symptoms. Many a brain-lesion might block optical associations and at 
the same time impair ojjtical imagination, without entirely stopping vision. 
Such a case seems to have been the remarkable one from Charcot which I 
shall give rather fully in the chapter on Imagination. 

g Freund (in the article cited above ‘ Ueber oplische Aphasie und 
Seelenblindheit *) and Bruns (‘Fin Fall von Alexie,’ etc., in the Neuro- 
logisches Centralblatt for 1888, pp. 581, 509) ex|)lain their eases by broken- 
down conduction. Wilbrand, whose painstaking monograph on mental 

blindness was referred to a moment ago, gives none but a reasons for 
his belief that the optical ‘ Erinneruugsfeld ' must be locally distinct from 
the Wuhrnehmungsfeld (cf. pp. 84, 93). The a priori rcjasons are really the 
other way. Mauthuer (‘ Gehirn u. Auge ’ (1881), p. 487 ff.) tries to show 
that the ‘mental blindness' of Muuk’s dogs and apes after occipital mutila¬ 
tion was not such, but real dimness of sight. The best case of mental 
blindness yet reported is that by Lissauer, as above. The reader will also 
do well to read Bernard : De TAphasie (1885) chap, v; Ballet: Le Langage 
Interieur (1886), chap, tiii ; and Jas. Ross’s little book on Aphasia (1887), 
p. 74 
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ing way how numerous the associative paths are which all 

end by running out of the brain through the channel of 

speech. The hand-path is open, though the eye-path be 

closed. When mental blindness is most complete, neither 

sight, touch, nor sound avails to steer the patient, and a sort 

of dementia which has been called asymboUa or apraxia is 

the result. The commonest articles are not understood. 

The patient will put his breeches on one shoulder and his 

hat upon the other, will bite into the soap and lay his shoes 

on the table, or take his food into his hand and throw it 

down again, not knowing what to do with it, etc. Such dis¬ 

order can only come from extensive brain-injury.* 

The method of degeneration corroborates the other evi¬ 

dence localizing tlie tracts of vision. In young animals one 

gets secondary degeneration of the occipital regions from 

destroying an eyeball, and, vice versa, degeneration of the 

optic nerves from destroying the occipital regions. The 

corpora geniculata, thalami, and subcortical fibres leading 

to the occipital lobes are also found atrophied in these 

cases. The phenomena are not iiniforrn, but are indispu¬ 

table ; t so that, taking all lines of evidence together, the 

special connection of vision with the occipital lobes is per¬ 

fectly made out. It should be added that the occipital 

lobes have frequently been found shrunken in cases of in¬ 

veterate blindness in man. 

Hearing, 

Hearing is hardly as definitely localized as sight. In the 

dog, Luciani’s diagram will show the regions which directly or 

indirectly aflfect it for the worse when injured. As with sight, 

one-sided lesions produce symptoms on both sides. The 

mixture of black dots and gray dots in the diagram is meant 

to represent this mixture of ‘ crossed ’ and ‘ uncrossed ’ con¬ 

nections, though of course no topographical exactitude is 

aimed at Of all the region, the temporal lobe is the most 

important part; yet permanent absolute deafness did not 

* For a case see Wernicke's Lehrb. d. Gehirnkrankhelten, vol. ii. p. 
554 (1881). 

f The latest account of them is the paper * Uber die optischen Centren 
u. Bahnen' by von Monakow in the Archiv fUr Psychiatrie, vol. xx. p. 714. 
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result in a dog of Luciani’s, even from bilateral destruction 

of both temporal lobes in their entirety. * 

In the jnonkey, Ferrier and Yeo once found permanent 

deafness to follow destruction of the upper temporal con¬ 

volution (the one just below the fissure of Sylvius in Fig. 

fi) on both sid(\s. Brown and Schaefer found, on the con¬ 

trary, that ill several monkeys this operation failed to notice¬ 

ably affect the hearing. In one animal, indeed, both entire 

temporal lobes wa>re destroyed. After a week or two of 

depression of the mcmtal faculties this beast recovered and 

became one of the brightest monke^^s possible, domineering 

over all his mates, and admitted by all who saw him to 

have all his senses, including hearing, ‘ perfectly acute.'t 

Terrible recriminations have, as usual, ensued between the 

investigators, Ferrier denying that Brown and Schaefer’s 

ablations were complete, ^ Schaefer that Ferrier’s monkey 

waS really doaf.§ In this unsatisfactory condition the sub¬ 

ject must be left, although there seems no reason to doubt 

that Brown and Schaefer’s observation is the more important 

of the two. 

In man the temporal lobe is unquestionably the seat of 

the hearing function, and the superior convolution adjacent 

to the syhdan fissure is its most important part. The phe¬ 

nomena of aphasia show this. We studied motor aphasia a 

few pages back; we must now consider sensory aphasia. 

* Die Fiinctions-Localization, etc.. Dog X; see also p. 161. 

t Philos. Trans., vol. 179, p. 312. 
t Brain, vol. xi. p. 10. 
§ im. p. 147 
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Our knowledge of this disease has had three stages: we 

may talk of the period of Broca, the period of Wernicke, 

and the period of Charcot. What Broca’s discovery was we 

have seen. Wernicke was the first to discriminate those 

cases in which the pati(mt can not even understand speech 

from those in wdiich he can understand, only not talk ; and 

to ascribe the former condition to lesion of the temporal 

lobe.* The condition in (juestion is ivord-deafness, and the 

disease is auditory aphasia. The latest statistical survey of 

the subject is that by Dr. Allen Starr, f In the seven cases 

oipure word-deafness wdiich he has collected, eases in which 

the patient could read, talk, and w^ite, but not understand 

what was said to him, the lesion w^as limited to the first and 

second temporal convolutions in their posterior tw^o thirds. 

The lesion (in right-handed, i.e. left-brained, persons) is 

always on the left side, like the lesion in motor aphasia. 

Crude hearing wT)uld not be abolished, even w'ere the left 

centre for it utterly destrojcMl; the right centre would still 

provide for that. But the limfuistic use of hearing appears 

bound up wdth the integrity of the left centre more or less 

exchisively. Here it must be that words heard enter into 

association with the things which they repnisent, on the one 

hand, and wdth the movements necessary for pronouncing 

them, on the other. In a largo majority of Dr. Starr’s fifty 

cases, the powder either to name objects or to talk coherently 

was imjjaired. This shows that in most of us (as Wernicke 

said) spee(di must go on from auditory cues ; that is, it 

must be that our ideas do not innervate our motor centres 

directly, but only after first arousing the mental sound of 

the words. This is tlie immediate stimulus to articulation; 

and where the possibility of this is abolished by the de¬ 

struction of its usual channel in the left tempo]*al lobe, the 

articulation must suffer. In the few cases in which the 

channel is abolished with no bad effect on speech we must 

suppose an idiosyncrasy. The patient must innervate his 

speech-organs either from the corresponding portion of the 

other hemisphere or directly from the centres of ideation, 

* Der ai>basische Symptomencomplcx (1874). See in Fig. 11 Ibc con 
volution marked Wernicke, 

f *Tbe Pathology of Sensory Aphasia,’ ‘Brain,’ July, 1889. 
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those, namely, of vision, touch, etc., without leaning on the 

auditory region. It is the minuter analysis of the facts in 

the light of such individual differences as these which con¬ 

stitutes (Jharcot’s contribution towards clearing up the 

subject. 

Every namable thing, act, or relation has numerous 

properties, qualities, or aspects. In our minds the proper¬ 

ties of each thing, together with its name, form an associated 

group. If different parts of the brain are severally con¬ 

cerned with the severjil properties, and a farther part with 

the hearing, and still another with tlie uttering, of the name, 

there must inevitably be brought about (through the law of 

association which we shall later study) such a dynamic connec¬ 

tion amongst all these brain-parts that the activity of any one 

of them will be likely to awaken the a{‘tivity of all the rest. 

When we are talking as we think, the ultimate process is that 

of utterance. If the brain-part for that b(^ injured, speech 

is impossible or disorderly, even though all the other brain- 

parts be intact: ajid this is just the condition of things 

which, on page 37, we found to be brought about by 

limited lesion of the left inferior frontal convolution. But 

back of that last act various orders of succession are 

possible in the associations of a talking man’s ideas. The 

more usual order seems to be from the tactile, visual, or 

other properties of the things thought-about to the sound 

of their names, and then to the latter’s utterance. But if in 

a certain individual the thought of the look of an object or 

of the look of its printed name be the j^rocess which 

habitually precedes articulation, then the loss of the 

hearing centre will pro tanto not affect that individual’s 

speech. He will be mentally deaf, i.e. his understanding of 

speech will suffer, but he will not be aphasic. In this way 

it is possible to explain the seven cases of pure word-deaf¬ 

ness which figure in Dr. Starr’s table. 

If this order of association be ingrained and habitual in 

that individual, injury to his visual centres will make him 

not only word-blind, but aphasic as well. His speech will 

become confused in consequence of an occipital lesion. 

Naunyn, consequently, plotting out on a diagram of the 

hemisphere the 71 irreproachably reported cases of 
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aphasia wliich lie was able to collect, finds that the lesions 

concentrate themselves in three places: first, on Broca’s 

centre ; second, on Wernicke’s ; third, on the supra-marginal 

and angular gjri under wliich those fibres pass which con¬ 

nect the visual centres with the rest of the brain* (see Big. 

17). With this result Dr. Starr’s analysis of purely sensory 

cases agrees. 

Fio. 17- 

In a later chapter we shall again return to these differences 

in the effectiveness of the sensory spheres in difierent 

individuals. Meanwhile few things show more beautifullj’^ 

than the history of our knowledge of aphasia how the 

sagacity and patience of many banded workers are in time 

certain to analyze the darkest confusion into an orderly 

display.t There is no ‘ centre of Speech’ in the brain any 

more than there is a faculty of Speech in the mind. The 

entire brain, more or less, is at work in a man who uses 

language. The subjoined diagram, from Ross, shows the 

four parts most critically concerned, and, in the light of our 

text, needs no farther explanation (see Fig. 18). 

*Nothnagel und Nauiiyn ; op. cii., plates. 
f Ballet’s and Bernard’s works cited on p. 61 are the most accessible 

documents of Charcot’s school, Baslian’s book on the Brain as an Organ 
of Kind (last three chapters) is also good. 
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Smdl. 

Everything conspires to point to the median descending 

part of the temporal lobes as being the organs of smell. 

Even Ferrier and Munk agree on the hippocampal gyrus, 

though Ferrier restricts olfaction, as Munk does not, to the 

lobule or uncinate process of the convolution, reserving the 

rest of it for touch. Anatomy and pathology also point to 

the hippocampal gyrus ; but as the matter is less interest¬ 

ing from the point of view of human psychology than were 

sight and hearing, I will say no more, but simply add 

Lucianiand Seppili’s diagram of the dog’s smell-centre.* Of 

*For details, see Ferrier’s ‘Functions,’ chap ix. pt. lii, and Chaa 
K, Mills: Transa(‘tions of Congress of American Physicians and Bur 
geons, 1888, vol. i. p. 278. 
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Taste 

we know little that is definite. What little there is points 

to the lower temporal regions again. Consult Ferrier as 

below. 

Touch. 

Interesting problems arise with regard to the seat of 

tactile and muscular sensibility. Hitzig, whose experiments 

on dogs' brains fifteen years ago opened the entire subject 

which we are discussing, ascribed the disorders of motility 

observed after ablations of the motor region to a loss of 

what he called muscular consciousness. The animals do 

not notice eccentric positions of their limbs, will stand with 

their legs crossed, with the affected paw resting on its back 

or hanging over a table's edge, etc.; and do not resist our 

bending and stretching of it as they resist with the un¬ 

affected paw. Goltz, Munk, Schiff, Herzen, and others 

promptly ascertained an equal defect of cutaneous sensi¬ 

bility to pain, touch, and cold. The paw is not withdrawn 

when pinched, remains standing in cold water, etc. Far¬ 

rier meanwhile denied that there was any true anaBsthesia 

produced by ablations in the motor zone, and explains 

the appearance of it as an effect of the sluggish motor 

responses of the affected side.* Munkt and Schiff X, on the 

^FunctioDs of the Brain, chap. x. § 14. 
tUebcr die Functionen d. Grosshirnrinde (1881), p. 50 
;tLezioni di Fisiologia sperimeiitale sul sistema nervoso encefalico 

(1. 78), p. 627 ff. Also * Brain/ vol. ix. p. 298. 
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contrary, conceive of tlie ‘motor zone’ as essentially sen' 

sory, and in dilfercnt ways explain the motor disorders as 

secondary results of the anjestliesia which is always there, 

Munk calls the motor zone the Fiihlsphare of the animaFs 

limbs, etc., and makes it coordinate with the Sehsphiire, 

the Hr)rsph;ire, etc., the entire cortex being, according to 

him, nothing but a projection-surface for sensations, with 

no exclusively or essentially motor part. Such a view 

would be important if true, tlirough its bearings on the 

psychology of volition. What is the truth? As regards 

the fact of cutaneous aiucsthesia from motor-zone ablations^ 

all other observers are against Ferrier, so that he is proba¬ 

bly wrong in denying it. On the other hand, Munk and 

SchifF are wrong in making the motor symptoms depend on 

the auiesthesia, for in certain rare cases they have been 

observed to exist not only without insensibility, but with 

actual hyperiestliesia of the parts.* The motor and 

sensory symptoms s(^.cm, therefore, to be independent 

variables. 

In laonkeys the latest experiments are those of Horsley 

and Schaefer,f whose results Ferrier accepts. They find 

that excision* of the hippocampal convolution produces tran¬ 

sient insensibility of the opposite side of the body, and that 

permanent insensibility is produced by destruction of its 

continuation uj)wards above the corpus callosum, the so- 

called gyrm fornicatm (the part just below the ‘calloso- 

marginal fissure ’ in Fig. 7). The insensibility is at its maxi¬ 

mum when the entire tract comprising both convolutions is 

destroyed. Ferrier says that the sensibility of monkeys is 

‘entirely unafiected’ by ablations of the motor zone,:j; and 

Horsley and Schaefer consider it by no means necessarily 

*Becbterew (PflUger’s Archiv., vol. 35, p. 137) found no anaesthesia in 
a cat with motor symptoms from ablation of sigmoid gyrus. Luciani got 
hyperaesthesia coexistent ^vi\h cortical motor defect in a dog, by simulta¬ 
neously hemisecting the spinal cord (Luciani u. Seppili, op. cit. p. 234). 
Goltz frequently found hyperaesthesia of the whole body to accompany 
motor defect after ablation of both frontal lobes, and he once found it 
after ablating the motor zone (Pfiiigcr’s Archiv, vol. 34, p. 471). 

t Philos. Transactions, vol. 179, p. 20 ff. 
j Functions, p. 875, 
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abolished.* Luciani found it diminished in his three ex¬ 

periments on apes.f 

In man we have the fact that one-sided paralysis from 

disease of the opposite motor zone may or may not be 

accompanied with anaesthesia of the parts. Luciani, who 

Fig. 20.—Luciani’s Tactile Region in the Dog. 

believes that the motor zone is also sensory, tries to minim¬ 

ize the value of this evidence by pointing to the insufficiency 

with which patients are examined. He himself believes that 

in dogs the tactile sphere extends backwards and forwards 

of the directly excitable region, into the frontal and parietal 

lobes (see Fig, 20). Nothnagel considers that pathological 

evidence points in the same direction ; X and Dr. Mills, care¬ 

fully reviewing the evidence, adds the gyri fornicatus and 

hippocampi to the cutaneo-muscular region in man.§ If one 

compare Luciani’s diagrams together (Figs. 14,16, 19, 20) 

one will see that the entire parietal region of the dog’s skull 

is common to the four senses of sight, hearing, smell, and 

touch, including muscular feeling. The corresponding re¬ 

gion in the human brain (upper parietal and supra-marginal 

gyri—see Fig. 17, p. 66) seems to be a somewhat similar 

place of conflux. Optical aphasias and motor and tactile 

disturbances all result from its injury, especially when that is 

on the left side.II The lower we go in the animal scale the 

* Pp. 15-17. t Luciani u. Seppili, op. cit. pp. 275-288. 
t Op, cit. p, 18. § Trans, of Congress, etc., p. 272. 
i See Exner's Unters. tlb. Localization, plate xxv. 
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i88S differentiated the functions of the several brain-parts 
seem to be.* It may be that the region in question still 
represents in ourselves something like this primitive condi¬ 
tion, and that the surrounding parts, in adapting themselves 
more and more to specialized and narrow functions, have 
left it as a sort of carrefour through which they send cur¬ 
rents and converse. That it should be connected with 
musculo-cutaneous feeling is, however, no reason why the 
motor zone proper should not be so connected too. And 
the cases of paralysis from the motor zone with no accom¬ 
panying anaesthesia may be explicable without denying all 
sensory function to that region. For, as my colleague Dr. 
James Putnam informs me, sensibility is always harder to 
kill than motility, even where we know for a certainty that 
the lesion affects tracts that are both sensory and motor. 
Persons whose hand is paralyzed in its movements from 
compression of arm-nerves during sleep, still feel with their 
fingers ; and they may still feel in their feet when their legs 
are paralyzed by bruising of the spinal cord. In a simi¬ 
lar way, the motor cortex might be sensitive as well as 
motor, and yet by this greater subtlety (or whatever the 
peculiarity may be) in the sensory currents, the sensibility 
might survive an amount of injury there by which the 
motility was destroyed. Nothnagel considers that there are 
grounds for supposing the mmcular sense to be exclusively 
connected with the parietal lobe and not with tlie motor 
zone. “ Disease of this lobe gives pure ataxy without palsy, 
and of the motor zone pure palsy without loss of muscular 
sense.” f He fails, however, to convince more competent 
critics than the present writer,:}: so I conclude with them 
that as yet we have no decisive grounds for locating muscular 
and cutaneous feeling apart. Much still remains to be 
learned about the relations between musculo-cutaneous 
sensibility and the cortex, but one thing is certain: that 
neither the occipital, the forward frontal, nor the temporal 
lobes seem to have anything essential to do with it in man. 

* Cf. Ferrier's Functions, etc., chap, iv and chap, x, §§ 6 to 9. 
t Op. ciU p. 17. 
i E.g. Starr, loc. cit. p 272; Leyden, Beitrilge zur Lehre v. d. LocaliaM 

tion im Gehirn (1888), p. 72. 
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It is knit np with the performances of the motor zone and 
of the convolution backwards ayul ynidivards of them. The 
reader must remember this conclusion when we come tc 
the chapter on the Will. 

I must add a word about the connection of aphasia 
with the tactile sense. On p. 40 I spoke of those cases 
in which the patient can write but not read his own writ¬ 
ing. He cannot read by his eyes ; but he can read by the 
feeling in his fingers, if he retrace the letters in the air. 
It is convenient for such a patient to have a pen in hand 
whilst reading in this waj^ in order to make the usual feel¬ 
ing of writing more complete.* In such a case we must 
8up230se that the path between the oi^tical and the graphic 
centres remains open, whilst that between the o2)tical and 
the auditory and articulatory centres is closed. Only thus 
can we understand how the look of the writing should fail 
to suggest the sound of the words to the j)atient’s mind, 
whilst it still suggests the proj^er movements of gra])hic 
imitation. These movements in their turn must of course 
be felt, and the feeling of them must be associated with 
the centres for hearing and j^ronouncing the words. The 
injury in cases like this where very special combinations 
fail, whilst others go on as usual, must always be supposed 
to be of the nature of increased resistance to the passage 
of certain currents of association. If any of the dements of 
mental function were destroyed the incapacity would 
necessarily be much more formidable. A patient who can 
both read and write with his fingers most likely uses an 
identical ‘ graphic ’ centre, at once sensory and motor, for 
both operations. 

I have now given, as far as the nature of this book will 
allow, a complete account of the j^resent state of the locali¬ 
zation-question. In its main outlines it stands firm, though 
much has still to be discovered. The anterior frontal lobes, 
for example, so far as is yet known, have no definite functions. 
Goltz finds that dogs bereft of them both are incessantly in 
motion, and excitable by every small stimulus. They are 

* Bernard, op, dU p. 84. 
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kascible and amative in an extraordinary degree, and their 
sides grcrw bare with perpetual reflex scratching; but they 
show no local troubles of either motion or sensibility. In 
monkeys not even this lack of inhibitory ability is shown, 
and neither stimulation nor excision of the prefrontal lobes 
produces any sjmpbmis whatever. One monkey of Horsley 
and Schaefer’s was as tame, and did certain tricks as well, 
after as before the o]>eration.* It is probable that we have 
about reached the limits of what can be learned about brain- 
functions from vivisecting inferior animals, and that we 
must hereafter look more exclusively to human pathology 
for light. The existence of separate speech and writing 
centres in the left hemisphere in man; the fact that palsy 
from cortical injury is so much more complete and endur¬ 
ing in man and the monkey than in dogs; and the farther 
fact that it seems more difficult to get complete sensorial 
blindness from cortical ablations in the lower animals than 
in man, all show that functions get more spe(ually local¬ 
ized as evolution goes on. In bii'ds localization seems 
hardly to exist, and in rodents it is much less conspicuous 
than in carnivora. Even for man, however, Munk’s way of 
mapping out the cortex into absolute areas within which 
only one movement or sensation is represented is surely 
false. The truth seems to be rather that, although there is 
a correspondence of certain regions of the brain to certain 
regions of the bod}', yet the several parts within each bodily 
region are represented throughout the whole of the corre¬ 
sponding brain-region like pepper and salt sprinkled from 
the same caster. Tliis, however, does not prevent each 
* part’from having itsat one spot within the brain- 
region. The various brain-regions merge into each other 
in the same mixed way. As Mr. Horsley says: “There are 
border centres, and the area of representation of the face 
merges into that for the representation of the upper limb. 
If there was a focal lesion at that point, you would have 
the movements of these two parts starting together.” f 

* Philos. Tnms., vol. 179, p. 3. 
f Traus. of Congress of Am. Phys. and Surg. 1888, vol, i. p. 343. 

Bcevor and IIorsley^s paper on electric stimulation of the monkey’s bniin 
is the most beautiful work yet done for precision. See Phil, Trans., vol 
179, p. 205, especially the plates. 
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The accompanying figure from Paneth shows just how the 
matter stands in the dog.* 

I am speaking now of localiza¬ 
tions breadthwise over the brain- 
surface. It is conceivable that 
there might be also localizations 
depthwise through the cortex. The 
more superficial cells are smaller, 
the deepest layer of them is large; 
and it has been suggested that the 
superficial cells are sensorial, the 
deeper ones motor ;t or that the 
superficial ones in the motor region 
are correlated with the extremities 
of the organs to be moved (fingers, 
etc.), the deeper ones with the more 
central segments (wrist, elbow, 
etc.). X It need hardly be said that 
all such theories arc as yet but 
guesses. 

We thus see that the postulate 
of Meynert and Jackson which we 
started with cn p. 30 is on the whole 
most satisfactorily corroborated 
by subsequent objective research. 
The highest centres do probably 

contaw jwthhig hut arrangements 

representing impressions and 
muscles; the loops with the orbi- 
ciUaris palpebrarum; the plat a 
crosses with the flexor, the crosses 
inscribed in circles with thti ex- 

movements, and other arrangements 

for coupling the activity of these 

the7ore?paw^-'^‘theG^rrongemcnts together,^ Currents 
with the abductor poiiicis pouring in from the sense-organs 
lonffus; the double crosses with x ry o 

hind excite some arrangements, 

* Pfiliger's Archiv, vol. 37, p. 523 (1885). 
f By Lays in his generally preposterous book ‘The Brain'; also by 

Horsley. 
t C. Mercier: The Nervous System and the Mind, p. 124. 
§ The frontal lobes as yet remain a puzzle. Wundt tries to explain 

them as an organ of ‘apperception' (GnindzUge d. Physiologischcn 
Psychologic, 3d ed., vol. i. p. 233 fi.), but 1 confess myself unable to appre¬ 
hend clearly the Wundtian philosophy so far as this word enters into it. sc 
must be contented with this bare reference.—Until quite recently it wa« 
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which in turn excite others, until at last a motor discharge 
downwards of some sort occurs. When this is once 
clearly grasped there remains little ground for keeping 
up that old controversy about the motor zone, as to 
whether it is in reality motor or sensitive. The whole 
cortex, inasmuch as currents run through it, is both. All 
the currents probably have feelings going with them, and 
sooner or later bring movements about. In one aspect, then, 
every centre is afferent, in another efferent, even the motor 
cells of the spinal cord having these two aspects insepara¬ 
bly conjoined. Marique,* and Exner and Panethf have 
shown that by cutting round a ‘motor’ centre and so sepa¬ 
rating it from the influence of the rest of the cortex, the 
same disorders are produced as by cutting it out, so that 
really it is only the mouth of the funnel, as it were, 

through which the stream of innervation, starting from else¬ 
where, pours consciousness accompanying the stream, 
and being mainly of things seen if the stream is strongest 
occipitally, of things heard if it is strongest temporally, 
of things felt, etc., if the stream occupies most intensely the 
‘ motor zone.’ It seems to me that some broad and vague 
formulation like this is as much as we can safely venture on 
in the present state of science; and in subsequent chapters 
I expect to give confirmatory reasons for my view. 

MAN’S CONSCIOUSNESS LIMITED TO THE HEMISPHERES. 

But is the conscioumiess ivhich accompanies the activity of 

the cortex the ouJy consciousness that man has ? or are his louver 

centres conscious as tvell ? 

This is a difficult question to decide, how difficult one 
only learns when one discovers that the cortex-conscious¬ 
ness itself of certain objects can be seemingly annihilated 
in any good hypnotic subject by a bare wave of his opera- 

common to talk of an ‘ ideational centre * as of something distinct from the 
aggregate of other centres. Fortunately this custom is already on the 

wane. 
* Rech. Exp. sur le Fonctionnement des Centres Psycho-moteurs (Brus- 

•els, 1885). 
t Pflilger’s Archiv, vol. 44, p. 544. 
j 1 ought to add, however, that Fran9ois-Franck (Fonctions Motrices, 

p. 870) got, in two dogs and a cat. a different result from this sort of ‘cir* 
eumvallation.' 
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tor’s hand, and yet be proved by circumstantial evidence to 
exist all the while in a split-ofFcondition, (piite as ‘ ejective ’ * 
to the rest of the subject’s mind as tliat mind is to the mind 
of the bystanders.|- The loAver (jentres themselves may 
conceivably all the while have a split-olF consciousness of 
their own, similarly (\jective to the cortex-consciousness; 
but whether they have it or not can never be known from 
merely introspective (evidence. Meanwhile the fact that 
occipital destruction in man may cause a blindness which 
is apparently absolute (no feeling remaining either of light 
or dark over one half of the field of view), would lead us to 
suppose that if our lower optical centres, the corpora 
quadrigemina, and thalami, do have any consciousness, it 
is at all events a consciousness which does not mix with 
that which accompanies the cortical activities, and which 
has nothing to do with our personal Self. In lower 
animals this may not be so much the case. The traces of 
sight found (supra, p. 4(5) in dogs and monkeys whose occip¬ 
ital lobes were entirely destroyed, may possibly have been 
due to the facd that the lower centn^s of these animals saw, 
and that what they saw was not ejective but objective to 
the remaining cortex, i.e. it formed part of one and the 
same inner world with the things which that cortex per¬ 
ceived. It may 1)0, however, that the phenomena w^ere due 
to the fact that in these animals the cortical ‘ centres ’ for 
vision reach outside of the occipital zone, and that destruc¬ 
tion of the latter fails to remove them as completely as in 
man. This, as we know, is the opinion of the experiment¬ 
ers themselves. For practical purposes, nevertheless, and 
limiting the meaning of the w^ord consciousness to the per¬ 
sonal self of the individual, we can pretty confidently answer 
the question prefixed to this paragraph by saying that the 

cortex is the sole organ of consciousness in man.^ If there 

* For this w ord, see T. K. Clifford’s Lectures and Essays (1879), vol. ii. 
p. 72. 

t See below, Chapter VIII. 
t Cf. Ferrier’s Functions, pp. 120, 147, 414. See also Vulpian: Lemons 

sur la Physiol, du Syst. Nerveux, p. 548; Luciani u. Sepplli, op. cit. pp. 
404-5; II. Maudsley: Physiology of Mind (1876), pp. 188 ff., 197 ff., and 
241 ff. In G. n. Lewes’s Physical Basis of Mind, Problem IV: ‘ The Reflex 
Theory,’ a very full history of the question is given. 
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be any eonscionsiK^ss jxn'taining to tbe lower centres, it is 
a conseiousuess of wliicli tlie self knows nothing. 

THE BESTITUTION OP FUNCTION. 

Another prcjbleiii, not so metaj)hysical, remains. The 
most g(;neral and striking fact connected with cortical in¬ 
jury is that of the resioralionof function. Functions lost at 
first are after a, few days or weeks restored. Uoiv are we 

to andersiand this restitution. ? 

Two theories ar(i in the field: 
1) Itestitution is due to the vicarious action either of the 

rest of tlie cortex or of centres lower down, acquiring func¬ 
tions which until then they had not performed ; 

2) It is due to the remaining cent]*es (whether cortical or 
Mower’) resuming functions which they had always had, 
but of which the wound had temporarily inhibited tljc 
exercise. This is the view of which Goltz and Brown* 
Seijuard ar(‘ the most distinguished defenders. 

Inhibition is a vera causa, of that there can be no doubt. 
The pneumogastric nerve inhibits the heart, the splan(‘.h' 
nic inliibits the intestinal movements, and the superior 
laryngeal those of inspiration. The nerve-irritations which 
may inhibit the contraction of arterioles are innumerable, 
and reflex actions are often repressed by the simultaneous 
excitement of other sensory nerves. For all such facts the 
reader must consult the treatises on physiology. What 
concerns us here is the inhibition exerted by differ(mt parts 
of ^me nerve-centres, when irritated, on the activity of dis¬ 
tant parts. The flaccidity of a frog from ‘shock,’ fV)r a 
minute or so after his medulla oblongata is cut, is an in¬ 
hibition from the seat of injury which cpiickly passes away. 

What is known as ‘ surgical shock ’ (unconsciousness, 
j)allor, dilatation of splanchnic blood-vessels, and general 
syncope and collapse) in the human subject is an inhibition 
which lasts a longer time. Goltz, Freusberg, and others, 
cutting the spinal cord in dogs, proved that there were 
functions inhibited still longer by the wound, but which re¬ 
established themselves iiltimately if the animal was kept 
alive. The lumbar region of the cord was thus found to 
contain independent vaso-motor centres, centres for erec- 
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tion, for control of tlio sphincters, etc., which could be 
excited to activity by tactile stimuli and as readily reinhib¬ 
ited by others siuudtjuuK)usly applied.* * * § We may therefore 
plausibly su])poso tliat the rapid reap2)earance of motility, 
vision, etc., after their first disappearance in consequence 
of a corti(‘a] mutilation, is due to the passing off of 
inhibitions exerted by the irritated surface of the wound. 
Tlie only ([uestion is whether all restorations of function 
must be ex})lained in this one simple w^ay, or whether some 
part of them may not be owing to the formation of entirely 
new paths in the remaining centres, by wdiich they become 
‘ educated ’ to duties whi(^h they did not originally possess. 
In favor of an indefinite extension of the inhibition theory 
facts may be cited such as the follow ing : In dogs whose dis¬ 
turbances due to cortical lesion have disappeared, they may 
in consequence of some inner or outer accident reappear in all 
their intensity for 24 hours or so and then disappear again, f 
In a dog made half blind by an operation, and then shut 
up in the dark, vision comes back just as quickly as in 
other similar dogs whose sight is exercised systematically 
every day.:}: A dog which has learned to beg before the 
operation recommences this practice quite spontaneously 

a w'eek after a double-sided ablation of the motor zone.§ 
Occasionally, in a pigeon (or even, it is said, in a dog) 
we see the disturbances less marked immediately after 
the operation than they are half an hour later. | This 
would be impossible were they due to the subtraction of the 
organs which normally carried them on. Moreover the 
entire drift of recent physiological and pathological specu¬ 
lation is towards enthroning inhibition as an ever-present 
and indispensable condition of orderly activity. We shall 
see how great is its importance, in the chapter on the Will. 
Mr. Charles Mercier considers that no muscular contraction, 
once begun, would ever stop without it, short of exhaustion 

* Goltz : Pfliiger’s Archiv, vol. 8, p. 460; Freusberg: ibid.voX. 10, p. 174 
t Goltz; Verrichtungen des Grosi^irus, p. 78. 
X Loeb : PflUger's Archiv, vol. 89, p. 976. 
§ Ibid. p. 289. 
I Schrader: ibid. vol. 44, p. 2lS. 
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of the system; * * * § and Brown-Seqiiard has for years been 
accumulating examples to show how far its influence ex¬ 
tends. f Under these circumstances it seems as if error 
might more j^robably lie in curtailing its sphere too much 
than in strc^tching it too far as an explanation of the 
phenomena following cortical lesion. 

On the other Inind, if Ave admit no re-education of cen¬ 
tres, we not oiil}^ fly in the fac(^ of an a priori probability^ 
but we find ourselves compelled by facts to suppose an 
almost incredible number of functions nati vidy lodged in the 
centres below the thalami or even in those below the corpora 

quadrigemina. I will consider the a priori objection after 
first taking a look at the facts which I have in mind. They 
confront us the moment Ave ask ourselves just tvhioli are the 

parts ivhicli perforni the ftmUons abolished by an operatiuit 

after sifjficient time has elapsed' for restoration to occur ? 

The first observers thought that they must be the cor- 

respomiiny parts of the opposite or intact hemisphere. But as 
long ago as 1875 (5irville and Duret tested this by cutting 
out the fore-leg'C.oiitre on one side, in a dog, and then, after 
waiting till restitution liad occurred, cutting it out on the 
opposite side as well. Goltz and others haA^e done the 
same thing.§ If the opposite side Avere really the seat of the 
restored fuiudion, the original palsy should haA^e appeared 
again and been permanent. But it did not appear at all; 
there appeared only a palsy of the hitherto unaffected side. 
The next supposition is that the parts surrounding the cut-out 

region learn vicariously to perform its duties. But here, 
again, experiment seems to xipset the hypothesis, so far as 
the motor zone goes at least; for Ave may Avait till motility 
has returned in the afiected limb, and then both irritate the 

* The Neiwoiis System and the Mind (1888), chaps, iii, vi; also in 
Drain, vol. xi. p. 361. 

f Brown S{!(iuard has given a resum6 of his opinions m the Archives 
ie Pbysiologie for Oct. 1889, 5me. Serie, vol. i. p. 751. 

X Goltz first a])plied the inhibition theory to the brain in his ‘ Verrich- 
tungen des Grosshirns,’ p. 89 if. On the general pliilosoi)hy of Inhibition 
the reader may consult Brunton's ‘ Phaririakology and Therapeutics, 
p. 154 ff., and also ‘ Nature,* vol. 27, p. 419 ff. 

§ E.g. Herzen, Herman u. Schwalbe's Jahres-bericht for 1886, Physiol 
Abth. p. 38. (Experiments on new-born puppies. 
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cortex surrounding the wound without exciting the limb 
to movement, and ablate it, without bringing back the 
vanished pals} It would accordingly seem that the cere¬ 

bral centres heloir the cortex must be the seat of the regained 
activities. But Cioltz destroyed a dog’s entire left hemi¬ 
sphere, together with the corpus strkitnin and the tlKdames 

on that side, and ke])t him alive until a surprisingly small 

amount of motor and tactile disturbance remained.t TJiose 
centres cannot hej‘e have accounted for the restitution, lie 
has even, as it would appear,;]; ablated both the hemispluin^s 
of a. dog, and kept him alive 51 days, able to walk and staaid. 
The cor])oj* * * §a striata, and thahiini in this dog were also prac¬ 
tically gone. In view of such nesults we schuii driven, with 
M. Bran(;ois-Fra,nck,sJ to fall back on the (javglia loiver still, 

or even on tlie spimil cord as the 'vicarious' oigan of which 
we are in quest. If the abeyance of function betwc'mi the 
operation and the restoralion was due exclusively to inhil:>i- 
tion, tlien we must su])})ose these lowest ciuitres to be in 
reality extremely accomplished organs. They must always 
have done what Ave iioav find them doing after function is 
restored, even xvlien the hemispheres were intacd. Of 
course this is conceivably the (^ase; yet it does not seem 
ver}^ plausible. And the a priori considerations which a 
moment since I said I should urge, make it less plausible 
still. 

For, in the first place, the brain is essentially a place of 
currents, which run in organized paths. Loss of function 
can only mean one of tAvo things, either that a current caui 

no longer run in, or that if it runs in, it can no longer run 
out, by its old path. Either of these inabilities may come 
from a local ablation; and ‘ restitution ’ can then only mean 
that, in spite of a temporary block, an inrunning current has 
at last become enabled to fioAv^ out by its old path again— 
e.g., the sound of ‘ giA e your paw ’ discharges after some 

* Fran(;oi.s-Franck : op. cit. p. 382. Kosults arc somewhat coiitnvdiotory, 
f Ptlugcr’s Archiv, \"o]. 42, p. 419. 
t meurologisches Oentralblatt, 1889, p. 372. 

§ Op. cit. p. 387. See pp. 378 to 388 for a discussion of the whole 
question. Compare also W\indt\s Physiol. Psych., 3d ed., i. 225 U,, and 
Luciani u. Seppili, pp. 243, 293. 
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weeks into tlie saine caiiiiK*. muscles into which it used to 
discharge befoie the ()])erati(m. As far as tlie cortex itself 
goes, since one of the })urposes for which it actually exists 
is tin? production of new patiis,* the oiil}^ question before 
us is: Is the formation of these. p((rticular ^ vicariom^ paths 

too much to ex2)ect of its }>lastic powers? It would cer- 
. tainly be too much to exi)ect tliat a hemisphere sliould 

receive currcuits from optic fibres whose arriving-place with¬ 
in it is destroyed, or that it should discharge into fibres of 
th(^ ])yrami(lal strand if their place of exit is broken down. 
Sucli lesions iis these must be irre]>arable within that 

hemisphere. Yet even then, through the other hemisphere, 
the corpus callosum^ and the bilateral connections in the 
s])inal cord, one can imagine some road by which the old 
muscles might eventually be innervated by the same in¬ 
coming currents which innervated them before the block. 
And for all minor interruptions, not involving the arriving- 
place of th(‘ ‘cortico-petar or the place of exit of the ‘cortico- 
fugal ’ fibres, roundabout paths of some sort through the 
affected hemisphere itself must exist, for every point of it 
is, remotely at least, in potential communication with every 
other point. The normal paths are onl}" paths of least 
resistance. If they get blocked or cut, paths formerly more 
resistant become the least resistant paths under the changed 
conditions. It must never be forgotten that a current that 
runs in has got to run out sonieivhere ; and if it only once 
succeeds by accident in striking into its old place of exit 
again, the thrill of satisfaction which the consciousness 
connected wdth the whole residual brain then receives will 
reinforce and fix the ])aths of that moment and make them 
more likely to be struck into again. The resultant feeling 
that the old habitual act is at last successfully back again, 
becomes itself a new" stimulus which stamps all the exist¬ 
ing currents in. It is matter of experience that such feel¬ 
ings of successful achievement do tend to fix in our memory 
whatever processes have led to them; and we shall have 

* The Chapters on Habit, Association, Memory, and Perception wiU 
change our present preliminary conjecture that that is one of its essential 
uses, into an unshakable conviction. 
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a good deal more to say n[>oii the subject when we come t(; 
the Cliapier oji tiie Will. 

My coucliision theu is this: that sojiie of the restitution 
of function (es])ecially where the cortical lesion is not too 
great) is probably due to genuinely vicarious function on 
the p^xt of the centres that remain; whilst some of it 
is due to tJie passing off of inhibitions. In other words, 
both the vicarious theory and the inhibition theory are 
true in their measure. But as for determining that measure, 
or saying which centres are vicarious, and to what extent 
they can learn new tricks, that is impossible at present. 

FINAIi OORHECTION OF THE MEYNEBT SCHEME. 

And now, after learning all these facts, what are we to 
tljiink of the child and the (*aiidle-Hame, and of that scheme 
which ])ro\dsionally imposed itself on our acceptance after 
surveying the actions of the frog? {Cf. pp. '25~6, supra.) It 
will be remembered that we then considered the lower cen¬ 
tres en masse as machines for responding to ])resent sense- 
impressions exclusively, and the hemispheres as equally 
exclusive organs oi action from inward (Considerations or 
ideas ; and that, following Meynert, we suppos^^d the hemi¬ 
spheres to have no native tendencdes to determinate activity, 
but to be merely superadded organs for breaking up the 
various reflexes performed by the lower centres, and com¬ 
bining their motor and sensory elements in novel ways. It 
will also be remembered that I prophesied that we should 
be obliged to soften down the sharpness of this distinction 
after we Lad completed our survey of the farther facts. 
The time has now come for that correction to be made. 

Wider and completer (d^servations show us both that the 
lower centres are more spontaneous, and that the hemi¬ 
spheres are more automatic, than the Meynert scheme 
allows. Schrader’s observations in Goltz’s Laboratory on 
hemisphereless frogs * and pigeons t give an idea quite 
different from the picture of these creatures which is 
classically current. Steiner’s :j: observations on frogs 

*Pflllger^8 Archiv, vol. 41, p. 75 (1887). \lbid., vol. 44, p. 175(1889) 

fUnterBuchungen Uber die Physiologic des Froschhirns^ 1885. 
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already went a good way in the same direction, showing, 
for example, that locomotion is a well-developed function 
of the medulla oblongata. But Schrader, by great care 
in tlie operation, and by keeping the frogs a long time alive, 
found that at least in some of tlnun the spinal cord would 
j)roduce movements of locoimdion when the frog w^as 
smartly roused by a 2>oke, and that swimming and croaking 
could sometimes be performed wdien nothing above the 
medulla oblongata remained.* Schrader’s hemisphereless 
frogs moved spontaneously, ate flies, buried themselves 
in the ground, and in short did many things which before 
his observations were supj)osed to be impossible unless the 
hemispheres remained. Steinert and Vulpian have re¬ 
marked an even greater vivacity in fishes deprived of their 
hemispheres. Vulpian says of his brainless carpsj that 
three days after the o})eration one of them darted at food 
and at a knot tied on the end of a string, holding the latter so 
tight between his jaw^s that his head w^as drawm out of 
water. Later, ‘‘ they see morsels of white of egg; the 
moment these sink through the water in front of them, 
they follow and seize them, sometimes after the}^ are on the 
bottom, sometimes before they have reached it. In captur¬ 
ing and swallowing this food they execute just the same 
movements as the intact carps w hich are in the same aqua¬ 
rium. The only diflerence is that they seem to see them at 
less distance, seek them with less im])etuosity and less per¬ 
severance in all the points of the bottom of the aquarium, 
but they struggle (so to speak) sometimes with the sound 
carps to grasp the morsels. It is certain that they do not 
confound these bits of wdiite of egg w ith other wdiite bodies, 
small pebbles for example, which are at the bottom of the 
welter. The same carp which, three days after operation, 
seized the knot on a piece of string, no longer snaps at it 
now, but if one brings it near her, she draws aw-ay from it 
by swimming backwards before it comes into contact with 

* Lac. cit. pp. 80, 82-8. Schrader also found a biting-re^ex developed 
when the medulla oblongata is cut through just behind the cerebellum. 

f Berlin Akad. Sitzung-sberichte for 1886. 
X Comptes Rendus, vol. 102, p. 90. 
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her mouth.”* Already ou pp. 9-10, as the reader may re 
member, we instanced those adaptations of conduct to i\ev^ 
conditions, on the part of the frog’s spinal cord and thalami, 
which led Plliiger and Lewes on the one hand and Goltz on 
the other to locate in these organs an intelligence akiii to 
that of which the hemispheres are the seat. 

When it conies to birds deprived of their hemispheres, 
the (‘vidence that some of their acts have conscious purpose 
behind tluun is (piite as persuasive. In pigeons Sclirader 
found that the state of somnolence lasted only three or four 
days, after which time the birds began indefatigably to 
walk about the room. They climbed out of boxes in which 
they were jiut, jumped oven* or flew up upon obstacles, and 
their siglit was so ])erfect that neitlier in walking nor flying 
did they ever strike any object in the room. Tliey had 
also didinite ends or purposes, Hying straight for more 
convenient ],)erching placets when made uncomfortable by 
movements imparted to those on which they stood; and of 
several possible j)erches they always chose the most con¬ 
venient. “If we give the dove the choice of a horizontal 
bar {Heck) or an equally distant table to fly to, she always 
gives decided preference to the table. Indeed she chooses 
the tal)le even if it is several meters farther off than tlie bar 
or the chair.” Placed cm the back of a chair, she flies first 
to the seat and then to the floor, and in general “will for¬ 
sake a high position, although it give her sufficiently firm 
support, and in order to reach the ground will make use of 
the environing objects as intermediate goals of flight, show¬ 
ing a perfectly correct judgment of their distance. A1 though 
able to fly directly to the ground, she prefers to make the 
journey in successive stages. . . . Once on the ground, she 
hardly ever rises spontaneously into the air.” f 

Young rabbits deprived of their hemispheres will stand, 
run, start at noises, avoid obstacles in their path, and give 
responsive cries of suffering when hurt. Hats will do the 
same, and throw themselves moreover into an attitude of 
defence. Dogs never survive such an operation if per¬ 
formed at once. But Goltz’s latest dog, mentioned on p. 

* (^)nipt('s Uendus de I’Acad. d, Hdeiices, voi. 102. p I5i50. 
f Log. dt. p. 216. 
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70, which is said to have been kept alive for fifty-one days 
after both hemispheres had been removed by a series of 
ablations and the cor})ora striata and tlialami had softened 
away, shows liow miicli the mid-brain centres and the cord 
can do even in the canine species. Taken together, the 
number of reactions shown to exist in the lower centres by 
these observations make out a pretty good case for the Mey- 
nert sclieme, as applied to these lower animals. That 
scheme demands hemispheres which shall be mere supple¬ 
ments or organs of repetition, and in the light of these 
observations they obviously are so to a great extent. But 
the Meynert scheme also demands that the redactions of the 
lower centres shall all bo native, and we are not absolutely 
sure that sonic of those which we have been considering 
may not have been acquired after the injury ; and it further¬ 
more demands that they should be machine-like, whereas 
the expi ession of some of them makes us doubt wdiether 
they may not be guided by an intelligence of low degree. 

Even in the lower animals, then, there is reason to soften 
down that opposition between the hemispheres and the 
lower centres which the scheme demands. The hemi¬ 
spheres may, it is time, only supplement the lower centres, 
hut the latter resemble the former in nature and have 
some small amount at least of ‘spontaneity’ and choice. 

But when we come to monkeys and man the scheme 
well-nigh breaks down altogether; for wm find that the 
hemispheres do not sim2:)ly repeat voluntarily actions which 
the lower centres perform as machines. There are many 
functions which the lower centres cannot b}" themselves 
perform at all. When the motor cortex is injured in a man 
or a monkey genuine paralysis ensues, which in man is 
incurable, and almost or quite equally so in the ape. Dr. 
Seguin knew a man with hemi-blindness, from cortical 
injury, which had persisted unaltered for twenty-three 
years. ‘ Traumatic inhibition ’ cannot possibly account 
for this. The blindness must have been an ‘ Ausfallser- 
scheinung,’ duo to the loss of vision’s essential organ. It 
would seem, then, that in these higher creatures the lower 
centres must be less adequate than they are farther down 
in the :soological sc^ale; and that even for certain elementary 
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combinations of movement and impression the co-operation 
of the hemispheres is necessary from the start. Even in 
birds and dogs the 2)ower of eating properly is lost when 
the/frontal lobes are cut off*.* 

The plain truth is that neither in man nor beast are the 
hemispheres the virgin organs which our scheme called 
them. 8o far from being unorganized at birth, they must 
have native tendencies to reaction of a determinate sort.f 
These are the tendencies which we know as emotiom and 
insHnctSf and which we must study with some detail in later 
chapters of this book. Both instincts and emotions are reac¬ 
tions upon special sorts of objects of peiTeption; they de¬ 
pend on the hemispheres; and they are in the first instance 
reflex, that is, they take place tlie first time the exciting ol>- 
ject is met, are accompanied b}^ no forethought or delibera¬ 
tion, and are irresistible. But they are modifiable to a 
certain extent by experience, and on later occasions of 
meeting the exciting object, the instincts especially have 
less of the blind impulsive character which they had at 
first. All this will be explained at some length in Chapter 
XXIV. Meanwhile we can say that the multiplicity of emo¬ 
tional and instinctive reactions in man, together with his 
extensive associative power, permit of extensive recouplings 
of the original sensor}^ and motor partners. The confie- 
quences of one instinctive reaction often prove to be the 
inciters of an opposite reaction, and being suggested on later 
occasions by the original object, may then suppress the 
first reaction altogether, just as in the case of the child and 
the flame. For this education the hemispheres do not need 

* Gk)ltz : PflQger’s Archiv, vol. 4S, p. 447 ; Schrader: ibid. vol. 44, p. 
219 II. It is possible that this symptom may be an effect of traumatic 
Inhibition, however. 

t A few years ago one of the strongest arguments for the theory that 
the hemispheres are purc'ly supernumerary was Soltmanu’s often-quoted 
observation that in new-born puppies the motor zone of the cortex is not 
excitable by electricity and only becomes so in the course of a fortnight, 
presumably after the experitmees of the lower centres have educated it to 
motor duties. Paneth's later observations, however, seem to show that 
Soltmann may have been misled through overnarcotizing his victims 
(Pflttger's Archiv, vol. 37. p. 202). In the Neurologisches (?entralblalt 
for 1889, p. 513, Bechterew returns to the subject on Soltmann’s side with 
out, however, noticing Paneth\s work. 
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to be tahulcp, rascp. at first, as the Meynert scheme would 
have them ; and so far from their being educated by the 
lower centres exclusively, they educfito themselves.* 

We have already noticed the absence of reactions from 
fear and hunger in the ordinary brainless frog. Schrader 
gives a striking account of the instinctless condition of his 
brainless pigeons, active as they were in the way of loco¬ 
motion and voice. “ The hemisphereless animal moves in a 
world of bodies which . . . are all of equal value for him. . . . 
He is, to nse Goltz’s apt expression, unpersonal. . . . Every’ 
object is for him only a space-occupying mass, he turns out 
of his 2)atli for an ordinary pigeon no otherwise than for a 
stone. He may try to climb over both. All authors agree 
that tliey never found any difference, whether it was an in¬ 
animate body, a cat, a dog, or a bird of prey which came in 
tlioir pigeon’s way. The creature knows neither friends 
nor enemies, in the thickest company it lives like a hermit. 
The languishing cooing of the male awakens no more im¬ 
pression than the rattling of the peas, or the call-whistle 
which in the days before the injury used to make the birds 
hasten to be fed. Quite as little as the earlier observers 
have I seen hemisphereless she-birds answer the courting 
of the male. A hemisphereless male will coo all day long 
and show distinct signs of sexual excitement, but his activ¬ 
ity is without any object, it is entirely indifierent to him 
whether the she-bird be there or not. If one is placed near 
him, he leaves her unnoticed. . . . As the male pays no at¬ 
tention to the female, so she pays none to her young. The 
brood may follow the mother ceaselessly calling for food, 
but they might as well ask it from a stone. . . . The hemi- 

* Mtlnsterberg (Die Willenshandlung, 1888, p. 134) challeogoj? 
scheme in ioto, saying that whilst we have in our personal experience 
plenty of examples of acts which were at first voluntary becoming second¬ 
arily automatic and reflex, we have no conscious record of a single origi¬ 
nally reflex act growing voluntary.—As far as conscious record is concei ued, 
we could not possibly have it even if the Meynert scheme were wholly true., 
for the education of the hemispheres which that schenro postulates must 
in the nature of things antedate recollectic/a. Bot it s:A.ms to me that 
Mttnsterberg's rejection of the scheme may possibly be coirect as regards 
reflexes from the l<ywer centres. Everywhere in this dopattmei t of 
cliogenesis we are made to feel how ignorant wo really are 
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splioreloss pigeon is in ilie highest degree tame, and fearj* 
man as little as cat or bird of ])rey.” * 

Putting together now all the facts and relicctions whicli 
we have been tliiauigh, it seems to me that icc can no lojcjcr 
hold sir icily to the Meynert scheine. If anywliere, it will 
ap})ly to the lowest animals; but in them especially the 
lower centres seem to liave a degree of s2)ontaneity and 
choice. On the whole, I thiidv that wo are driven to sub¬ 
stitute for it some such general conco2)tion as the following, 
which allows for zoologicail diiibrences as we know them, 
and is vague and elastic enough to receive any number of 
future discoveries of detail. 

CONCIiUSION. 

All the centres, in all animals, whilst they are in one 
aspect mechanisms, ju'chably are, or at least once were, 
organs of consciousness in another, although the consciotis*- 
ness is doubtless much more develoi)ed in the hemisj^herea 
than it is anywhere else. The consciousness must every¬ 
where prefer some of the sensations which it gets to others ; 
and if it can remember these in their absence, however 
dimly, they must be its ends of desire. If, moreover, it can 
identify in memory any motor discharges which may have 
led to such ends, and associate the latter with them, then 
these motor discharges themselves may in turn become 
desired as nieaiw. This is the devclo])ment of will; and its 
realization must of course be j)roportional to the 2)ossil)le 
complication of the consciousness. Even the S])inal cord 
may possibly have some little power of will in this sense, 
and of effort towards modified behavior in consequence of 
new experiences of sensibility, t 

* Pflliger’s Archiv, vol. 44, p. 230-1. 
f Naturally, as Scliilf long ago i)oint(ifl out (Lebrb. d. Muskel-u. Ner- 

venphysiologie, 1859, p. 213 II.), the ‘ Kilckeniiiarksseele,'if it now exist, 
can have no higher sense-consciousness, for its incoming currents are 
solely from the skin. But it may, in its dim way, both feel, prefer, and 
desire. Bee, for tlie view favorable to the text: G. 11. Lewies, The Physiol 

ogy of Common Life (1860), chap. ix. Goltz (Nervencenlren des Frosches 
1869, pp. 102-130) thinks that the frog’s cord lias no adaptative power. Thift 

CUt*/ be the ense in such experiments as his. because the beheaded frog’« 
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All nervous centres have then in the first instance one 
essential function, that of ‘intelligent’ action. They feel, 
prefer one thing to anotiier, and have ‘ ends.’ Like all 
other organs, however, they from ancestor to descend¬ 
ant, and tlieir evolution takes two directions, the lower 
centres passing doAvnwards into more unhesitating autom¬ 
atism, and the higher ones ujiwards into larger intellectu¬ 
ality.*^ Thus it may hajipen that those functions which 
can safely grow uniform and fatal hecomo least accompanied 
by mind, and that their organ, the spinal cord, becomes a 
more and more soulless machine; whilst on the contrary 
those functions which it benehts the animal to have adapted 
to delicate environing variations pass more and more to the 
hemispheres, whoso anatomical structure and attendant 
consciousness grow more and moie elaborate as zoological 
evolution ])roceeds. In this way it might come about that 
in man and the monkeys the basal ganglia should do fewer 
things by tliemselves than they can do in dogs, fewer in dogs 
than in rabbits, fewer in rabbits than in hawks,f fewer in 
hawks than in pigeons, fewer in ]hgeons than in frogs, fewer 
in frogs than in fishes, and that the hemis])heres should 
correspondingly do more. This ]){issag(^ of functions for¬ 
ward to the ('.ver-enlarging hemis])heres would be itself one 
of the evolutive changes, to be ex])lained like the develo])- 
ment of the hemispheres tliemselves, either by fortunate 
variation or liy inherited effects of use. The reflexes, on 
tjiis view, upon which the education of our human hemi- 
spheres depends, would not be due to the basal ganglia 

short span of life docs not p:ive it time to leani the new tricks asked for. 
But Rosenthal (Biolof^isches Centralblatt. vol. iv. p. 247) and IVIendelssohn 
(Berlin Akad. Sitziin^^shericlite, 1885, p. 107) in their investigations on the 
simple, reilexes of the. frog’s cord, show that there is some ada])tatiou to new 
conditions, irmsmueh as when usual paths of conduction are interrupted by 
a cut, n(*w paths are taken. According to Rosenthal, these grow more 
pervious (i,e. recpiire a smaller stimulus) in proportion as they are more 
often traversed. 

* Whether this evolution takes place through the inheritance of habits 
acquired, or through the preservation of lucky variations, is an alternative 
which wf* need not discuss here. We shall consider it in the last chapter 
in the book. For our present ])iirpose the modus operatuH of the evolution 
makes no dilTerence, provided it he admitted to occur. 

f See Schrader’s Observations, loc. cit. 
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alone. They would be tendencies in the hemispheres them^ 
selves, modifiable by education, unlike the reflexes of the 
medulla oblonj^ata, pons, optic lobes and spinal cord. Such 
cerebral reflexes, if they exist, form a basis quite as good 
as that whiidi the Meynert scheme offers, for the acquisition 
of memories and associations which may later result in all 
sorts of ‘changes of partners’ in the psychic world. The 
diagram of the baby and the candle (see page 25) can be 
re-edited, if need be, as an entirely cortical transaction. 
The original tendency to touch will be a cortical instiuc-t; 
the burn will leave an image in another part of the cortex, 
which, being recalled by association, will inhibit the touch 

ing tendency the next time the candle is perceived, and 
excite the tendency to withdraw—so that the retinal picture 
will, upon that next time, be coupled with the original 
motor partner of the pain. Wo thus get whatever psycho¬ 
logical truth the Meynert scheme possesses without en¬ 
tangling oxirselves on a dubious anatomy and physiology. 

Some such shadowy view of the (‘volution of tlie c('ntrc.s, 
of the relation of consciousn('.ss to them, and of the hemi 
spheres to the other IoIk's, is, it .seems to me, that in which 
it is safest to indulge. If it has no other advantage, it at 
any rate makes us realize how enormous are the gaps in our 
knowledge, the moment we try to cover the facts by any 
one formula of a general kind. 



CHAPTER III. 

ON SOME GKNEKAL CONDITIONS OF BRAIN-ACTIVITY. 

Tiik ek'iiU'Titnry projx'rtk's of nerve-tissue on which 
the })r{iin-fun(*ti()ns (l('|)en(l are far from being satisfactorily 
ina(i(‘ out. The scluane that suggests itself in the first 

instance to the mind, Ix'cause it is so obvious, is certainly 

false: 1 mean the notion that each cell stands for an idea; 
or part of an idea, and that the ideas are associated or 

Hiound into ))imdles^ (to use a phrase of Lockers) by the 

fibres. If we make a, sym])olic diagi’am on a blackboard, 
of the laws of avssociation l)etw(‘en id(‘as, wc an* inevitably 

led to draw circlets, or (dosed hgur(*s of some kind, and to 
connect them by lines. When we liear that the nerve-cen¬ 

tres contain (a^lls whicdi send off fibres, we say that Nature 

lias realized our diagram for us, and tliat the mechanical 

substratum of thought is plain. In some way, it is true, out 

diagram must be realized in the brain; but surely in no 

such visible and palpable way as we at first suppose.* An 
enormous number of the cellular bodies in the hemispheres/ 

are fibreless. Where fibres are sent oflf they soon divide into 
untraceable ramifications ; and nowhere do we see a simple 
coarse anatomical connection, like a line on the black¬ 

board, between two cells. Too much anatomy has been 
found to order for theoretic purposes, even by the anat¬ 
omists ; and the popular-science notions of cells and fibres 

are almost wholly wide of the truth. Let us therefore rele¬ 
gate the subject of the intimate workings of the brain to 

* I shall myself in later places indulge in much of this schematization. 
The reader will understand once for all that it is symbolic; and that the 
use of it is hardly more than to show what a deep congruity there is between 
mental processes and mechanical processes of some kind, not necessarily ei 
the exact kind portrayed. 

SI 
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tlie pliysiolo^y of tlio fiiinro, in »-ospoct to a few points 
jf wliicli a word must now he Scii<l. And first of 

THE SUMMATION" OF STIMUIiI 

in tlie same nerve-tiaet. This is a ])ro])erty extremel y im¬ 
portant for the niiderstaiidijifij of a gn^at many phenomena 
of the neural, and eonsequontJy of tiie niental, life ; and it 
behooves us to gain a clear (a)nception of what it means be¬ 
fore we ])roceed any farther. 

The law is this, that n sti}Hidus which would he inadequate hy 

itself to excite a nerve-ceufre to effective disclionje may, by actimj 

with one or more other stimuli [equidly ineffcctuid hy themselves 

alone) hring the discharge about, TJie natural way to con¬ 
sider this is as a summation of tensions Avhich at last over¬ 
come a resistance. The first of them })roduce a ‘latent 
excitonumt’ or a, ‘heightened irritability*—the ])hrase is 
immaterial so far as practical consequences go; the hist is 
the straw which ])reaks the camel’s back. Where the 
neural process is one that has consciousness for its accom¬ 
paniment, the final explosion would in all cases seem to 
involve a vivid state of feeling of a more or less substantive 
kind. But there is no ground for su2)posing that the ten¬ 
sions whilst yet submaximal or outwardl>^ inefiective, may 
not also have a share in determining the total conscious¬ 
ness 2)resent in the individual at the time. In later 
chapters we shall see abundant reason to suj)poso that they 
do have such a share, and that without their contribution 
the fringe of relations which is at every moment a vital in¬ 
gredient of the mind’s object, would not come to conscicnis- 
ness at all. 

The subject belongs too much to physic)!ogy for the 
evidence to be cited in detail in thcvse pages. I will throw 
into a note a few references for such readers as may be im 
terested in folhming it out,* and sim})ly say that the direct 

* Valentin : Arcliiv f. <1. gesammt. Physiol., [>.458. blirling; 
Leipzig Acad. Bericlite, 1875, p. 372 (Jouriml of J^hysiol., 1875). J 
Ward: Archiv f. (Anat. u.) Physiol., 1880, p. 72. 11. Sewall ; Johns 
Hopkins Studies, 1880, Kronccker u. Nicolaidcs: Archiv f. 
(Anat. u.) Physiol., 1880, p. 437. Kxncr : Archiv f. die ges. Physiol., Bd. 
28, p. 487 (1882). Eckhard : in llcrinunn’s lidhch. d. Physiol., Bd. i. Thl, 
II. p. 31. Fran(;ois-f'ranck : Leyoiis sur les Fonctk>U8 jaotrices du Cer* 
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electrical irritation of the cortical centres sufficiently proves 
the point. For it was found by tlui (earliest experimenters 
here that wliereas it takes an exceedingly strong current 
to produce any movemejit wlien a single induction-shock 
is us(h1, a rapid succession of induction-shocks (‘faradiza¬ 
tion ’) will produce movements when the current is com¬ 
paratively weak. A single (piotation from an excellent 
investigation will exhibit this law under further asj)ects: 

“If we coiitiiHie to stiiiiulale the cortex at short intt?iwals with the 

strength of cnrnnit which produccis the minirnal muscular contrac* 

tiou [of the dog's digital extensor muscle|, the amount of contraction 

gradually increases till it r(^a(;lies the maximuim Each eailier stimula-' 

tion leaves thus an etl’ect behind it, vvhicli increiises the etlicacy of the 

following one. In this summidion of the stimuli .... the following 

])oints may be nottMl : 1) Single stimuli entirely inetlicacious when 

alone may become ellicacious by sntliciently ra])id reiteration. If the 

current used is very much less than tliat which provokes the first begin¬ 

ning of contraction, a very large number of successive shocks may be 

iKMMled )K‘fore the movement aj)pears--20, 50, otice 100 shocks were 

needed. 2) The summation takes i)lace easily in proportion to the; 

shortness of the interval between the stimuli. A current toow^eakto' 

give etfective summation wlu'ii its shocks are 3 seconds apart will be 

capable of so doing wlum the interval is siiortone<l to 1 second. 3) 

Not only electrical irritation leaves a. moditication which goes to swell 

the following .stimulus, but every sort of irritant which can produce a 

oont faction docs so. If in any way a reflex contraction of the muscle 

ex})erimented on has been produc(Ml, or if it is contracted 8])ontaueou.sly 

by the animal (as not unfr(‘(pi<mtly happens ‘ by sympathy,’during a 

deep insi)iration), it is found that an electrical stimulus, until then 

inoperative, operates energetically if immediately applied.” * 

Furthermore : 

“In a certain stage of the morphia-narcosis an ineffectively weak 

shock wdll become pow^erfully effective, if, immediately befort; its appli- 

veau, p. 51 fl\, 339.—For tlie process of summation in nerves and muscles^ 
cf. Hermann; ibid. Thl. i. p. 109, and vol. i. p. 40. Also Wundt; 
Physiol. Psych., i. 243 ff.; lii(“hct: Travaux du Lahoratoire deMarey, 1877, 
p. 97 ; Lllommc ct rintelligence, pp. 24 ff., 468; lievue Philosophique, 
t XXI. p. 564. Kronecker u. Hall: Archiv f. (Anal, u.) Physiol., 1879; 
Schiudein . ibid. 1882, p. 357. Sertoli (Hofmann and Schwalbe’s Jahres- 
bericht, 1882. p. 25. De Watteville; Neiirologisches Centralblatt, 1888, 
No. 7. Grlinhagen : Arch. f. d. ges. Physiol., Bd. 34, p. 301 (1884). 

*Bubnoff urid Heidenhain ; UcberErreguiigs- und Tlcmmuugsvorgftnge 
innerhalb der motorischeu Hirncentren. Art hiv f. d. ges. Physiol., Bd. 
26, p. 150(1881). 
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cation to the motor centre, the skin of certain parts of the body is 

i exposeti to gentle tactile stimulation. . . . If, having ascertained the 

submiiiimal strength of current and convinc(‘d one’s self repeatedly of its 

ineflicacy, wo draw our hand a single time lightly over the skin of the 

paw whose cortical centre is the object of stimulation, we find the cur¬ 

rent at once strongly effective. The incr(‘ase of irritability lasts some 

seconds before it disappears. Sometimes tii > effect of a single light 

stroking of the jiaw is only sutlicieiit to make the previously ineffectual 

current jiroduee a very weak contraction. Kejieating the tactile stimu¬ 

lation will then, as a rule, increase the contraction’s extent.” * 

We constantly nse the summation of stimuli in our 
practical appeals. If a car-liorse balks, the final way of 
starting him is by api>lying a number of customary incite¬ 
ments at once. If the driver uses reins and voice, if one 
bystander pulls at his luuid, another lashes his hind 
quarters, and the conductor rings the bell, and the dis¬ 
mounted passengers shove the car, all at the same moment, 
his obstinacy generally yields, and he goes on his way re¬ 
joicing. If we are striving to remember a lost name or fact, 
we think of as many ‘ cues ' as possible, so that by their 
joint action they may recall what no one of them can recall 
alone. The sight of a dead prey will often not stimulate a 
beast to pursuit, but if the sight of movenumt be added to 
that of form, pursuit occurs. “ Briicke noted that his brain¬ 
less hen, which made no attempt to peck at the grain under 
her very eyes, began pecking if the grain were thrown on 
the ground with force, so as to produce a rattling sound.” t 
“Dr. Allen Thomson hatched out some chickens on a carpet, 
where he kept them for several days. They showed no in¬ 
clination to scrape, . . . but when Dr. Thomson sprinkled 
a little gravel on the carpet, . . . the chickens immediately 
began their scraping movements.” X ^ strange person, and 
darkness, are both of them stimuli to fear and mistrust in 
dogs (and for the matter of that, in men). Neither circum- 

* Archiv f. d. ges. Physiol, Bd. 26, p. 176 (1881). Exner thinks 
Bd. 28, p. 497 (1882) ) that the summation here occurs in the spinal cord. 
It makes no difference where this particular summation occurs, so far as 
the general philosophy of summation goes. 

t G. n. Lewes : Physical Basis of Mind, p. 479, whm many simllM 
examples are given, 487-9. 

t Romanes : Mental Evolution in Animals, p» 168» 
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stance alone may awaken outward manifestations, but to- 
getlier, i.o. wlien tlie strange man is met in tlie dark, the dog 
will be excited to violent defiance. * S^.^liawkers well; 
know the efficacy of summation, for they arrange themselves 
in a line upon the sidewalk, and tlie passer often buys from 
the last oni^ of tliem, through the effiect of tlie reiterated so¬ 
licitation, what he refused to buy from tlie first in tlie row. 
Apliasia shoAvs many (^xamjdes of summation. A patient- 
who cannot name an object simply shown him, will name it 
if he touches as well as sees it, etc. 

Instances of summation might be multijdied indefinitely, 
but it is hardly Avortli while to forestall subsecpient chajiters. 
Those on Instinct, the Stream of Thought, Attention, Dis¬ 
crimination, Association, Memory, il^isthetics, and Will, will 
contain numerous exemjilifications of the reach of the prin¬ 
ciple in the luirely ]>sychological field. 

KEACTIOlSr-TIME. 

One of the lines of exjierimental investigation most 
diligently follow(‘d of late years is that of the ascertain¬ 
ment of the fn/ie occvpkd hy nervoim events, Helmholtz led 
ofl' by discovering the rapidity of the (uirrent in the sciatic 
nei*ve of the frog. But the methods he used were soon 
applied to the sensory nerves and the centres, and the 
results caused much popular scientific admiration when 
described as measurements of the ‘ velocity of thought.’ 
The phrase ‘quick as thought’ had from time immemorial 
signified all that was wonderful and elusive of determina¬ 
tion in the line of speed; and the way in which Science 
laid her doomful hand upon this mystery reminded people 
of the day when Franklin first ‘ eripuit ccelo f uhnen^^ fore- 

♦Sec a siniilar instance in Mach: Beitriigc zur Analyse der Empfin- 
dungen, p. 86, a sparrow being the animal. My young children are afraid 
of their own pug-dog. if he enters their room after they are in bed and the 
lights arc out. Compare this statement also : “ "I'he tirsl question to a 
peasant seldom proves more than a liapj)er to rouse the torpid adjustments 
of his ears. The invariable answer of a Scottish j)easant is, * What*s your 
wull? '—that of the English, a vacant stare. A second and even a third 
question may be required to elicit an answer.’’ (U. Fowler Some Obser¬ 
vations on the Mental State of the Blind, and Deaf, and Dumb (Salisbury, 
1848), p. 14.) 
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shadowing the reign of a newer and colder race of goda 
We shall take np the various operations measured, each in 
the chapter to which it more naturally pertains. I may 
say, however, immediately, that the phrase ‘ velocit}' of 
thought ' is misleading, for it is by no means clear in any 
of the cases what particular act of thought occurs during 
the time which is measured. ‘ Velocity of nerve-action ’ is 
liable to the same criticism, for in most cases we do not know 
what particular nerve-j)rocesses occur. What the times 
in question really represent is the total duration of certain 
reactions upon sthnulL Certain of the conditions of the rea(*-' 
tion are prepared ])oforehand; they consist in the assumj)- 
tion of those motor and sensory tensions which we name 
the expectant state. Just what haj)j)ens during the actual 
time occupied by the reaction (in other words, just what 
is added to the pre-existent tensions to j^roduce the actual 
discharge) is not made out at present, eithe]* from the 
neural or from the mental point of view. 

The method is essentially the same in all these investiga¬ 
tions. A signal of some sort is communicated to the subject, 
and at the same instant records itself on a time-register¬ 
ing apparatus. The subject then makes a muscular move¬ 
ment of some sort, which is the ‘ nuiction,’ and which also 
records itself automatically. The time found to have ela]:>sed 
between the two records is the total time of that observation. 
The time-registering instruments are of various ty2)es. 

Reaction* linft 

Time-line. 

One type is that of the revolving drum covered with smoked 
paper, on which one electric pen traces a line which the 
signal breaks and the ^reaction ’ draws again ; whilst another 
electric pen (connected with a pendulum or a rod of metal 
vibrating at a known rate) traces alongside of the forme; 

Signal. Reaction. 

KAA/\/VVVV>yW\AAA/V^ 

Fig. 21. 
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line a ' time-line * of which each undulation or link stands 
for a certain fraction of a second, and against which the 
break in the reaction-line can be measured. Compare 
Fig. 21, where the line is broken by the signal at the first 
arrow, and continued again by the reaction at the second. 
Ludwig’s Kymogra])h, Marey’s Chronograph are good ex¬ 
amples of this type of instrument. 

Another type of instrument is represented by the stop¬ 
watch, of which the most perfect form is Hipp’s Chrono- 
scope. The hand on the dial measures intervals as short 
as ^0-0^ of a second. The signal (by an a])propriate electric 

iTxg. 25.—Bowditch’s K«*act ion timer. F, tuninpr-fork carrying a little plate winch 
holds the paper on wdiich the electric pen M makes the tracing, and sliding in 
grooves on the l)as(‘-boanl. F, a plug which spreads the prongs of the fork apart 
when it is pushed forw'ard to its extreme limit, and releases them wlien it is drawn 
back to a certain point. The fork then vila'ates, and, its backward movement con¬ 
tinuing, an undiilating line is drawm on the smoked paper liy the pen. At is a 
longue fixed to tlie carriage of the fork, and at K an electric key which the tongue 
opens and with which the electric pen is connected. At the instant of opening, the 
oen changes its place and the undulating line is drawm at a different level on the 
paper. The opmiing can be made to serve as a signal to the reader in a variety 
of ways, and his reaction can be made to close the pen again, when the line re¬ 
turns to its first level. The reaction time = the number or undulations traced at 
the second level. 

connection) starts it; the reaction stops it; and by reading 
off its initial and terminal positions we have immediately 
and with no farther trouble the time we seek. A still 
simpler instrument, though one not very satisfactory in its 
working, is the ‘ psychodometer ’ of Exner & Obersteiner, 
of which I picture a modification devised by my colleague 
Professor H. P. Bowditch, which works very well. 

The manner in which the signal and reaction are con¬ 
nected with the chronographic apparatus varies indefinitely 
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in different experiments. Every new problem requires 
some new electric or mechanical disposition of ap})aratiis.'*^ 

The least complicated time-measurement is that known 
as simple reaction-time, in which there is but one possible 
signal and one possible movement, and both are known in 
advance. The movement is generally the closing of an elec¬ 
tric key with the hand. The foot, the jaw, the lips, even 
the eyelid, have been in turn made organs of reaction, and 
the apparatus has been mcdilied accordingly.f The time 
usually elapsing between stimulus and movement lies be¬ 
tween one and three tenths of a second, varying according 
to circumstances which will be mentioned anon. 

The subject of experiment, whenevcir the reactions are 
short and regular, is in a state of extreme tension, and feels, 
when the signal comes, as if it started the reaction, by a 
sort of fatality, and as if no psychic process of perception 
or volition had a chance to intervene. The whole succession 
is so rapid that perception seems to be retrospective, and 
the time-order of events to be read off in memory rather 
than known at the moment. This at least is my own per¬ 
sonal experience in the matter, and with it I find others to 
agree. The question is. What happens inside of us, eitlier 
in brain or mind ? and to answer that we must analyze just 
what processes the reaction involves. It is evident that 
some time is lost in each of the following stages : 

1. The stimulus excites the peripheral sense-organ 
adequately for a current to pass into the sensory nerve; 

2. The sensory nerve is traversed ; 
3. The transformation (or reflection) of the sensory into 

a motor current occurs in the centres; 
4. The spinal cord and motor nerve are traversed ; 
6. The motor current excites the muscle to the contract¬ 

ing point. 

* The reader will find a ^reat deal about cbronographic apparatus in 
J. Marey: La Methode Grapbiqiie, pt. ii. chap. ii. One (^an make prett)' 
fair measurements with no other instrument than a watch, by making a 
large number of reactions, each serving as a signal for the following one, 
and dividing the total time they hike by their number. Dr. O. W. Holmes 
first suggested this method, which has been ingeniously elaborated and 
applied by Professor Jastrow. See Science ’ for September 10. 1886. 

i See, for a few modifications, Cattell, Mind, xi. 220 ff. 
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Time is also lost, of course, outside the muscle, in the 
joints, skin, etc., and between the parts of the apparatus; 
and when the stimulus which serves as signal is applied to 
the skin of the trunk or limbs, time is lost in the sensorial 
conduction tlirough tlie spinal cord. 

The stage marked 3 is the only one that interests us 
here. The other stages answer to purely physiological 
processes, but stage 3 is psycho-j^hysical; that is, it is a 
higher-central process, and has probably some sort of con¬ 
sciousness accompanying it. What sort? 

Wundt has little difficulty in deciding that it is con¬ 
sciousness of a quite elaborate kind. He distinguishes 
between two stages in the conscious reception of an im¬ 
pression, calling one percejotion, and the other apperception^ 

and likening the one to the mere entrance of an object into 
the periphery of the field of vision, and the other to its 
coming to occupy the focus or point of view. Inattentive 

aivaTene.ss of an object, and attention to it, are, it seems to 
me, equivalents for perception and apperception, as Wundt 
uses the words. To these two forms of awareness of the 
impression AVundt adds the conscious volition to react, 
gives to the trio the name of ‘psycho-physical’ processes, 
and assumes that they actually follow upon each other in 
the succession in which the}' have been named. * So at 
least I understand him. The simplest way to determine 
the time taken up by this psycho-physical stage No. 3 
would be to determine separately the duration of the sev¬ 
eral purely physical processes, 1, 2, 4, and 5, and to sub¬ 
tract them from the total reaction-time. Such attempts 
have been made, t But the data for calculation are too 

* Physiol. Psych., ii. 321-2. Cf. also the first edition, 728-9. I must 
confess to finding all Wundt's utterances about ‘apperception ’ both vacil¬ 
lating and obscure. I. see no use wliatever for the word, as he employs it, 
in Psychology. Attention, perception, conception, volition, are its ample 
equivalents. Why we should need a single word to denote all these things 
by turns, Wundt fails t6 make clear. Consult, however, his pupil Staude's 
article, ‘ Ueber den Begriff der Apperception,’ etc., in Wundt’s periodical 
Philosophische Studien, i. 149. which may be supposed official. For a 
minute criticism of Wundt’s ‘apperception,’ see Marty. Vierteljahrschrift 
f. wiss. Philos., X. 346. 

f By Exner, for example, PflUger’s Archiv, vii. 628 ff. 
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inaccurate for use, and, as Wundt himself admits, * the pre¬ 
cise duration of stage 3 must at present be left enveloped 
with that of the other processes, in the total reaction-time. 

My own belief is that no such succession of conscious 
feelings as Wundt describes takes place during stage 3. 
It is a i)rocess of central excitejiient and discharge, with 
which doubtless some feeling coexists, but what feeling we 
cannot tell, because it is so fugitive and so immediattily 
eclii)sed by the moi*e substantive and enduring memory of 
the impression as it came in, and of the executed move¬ 
ment of response. Feeling of the impression, attention to 
it, thought of the reaction, volition to react, looidd, undoubt¬ 
edly, all be links of the process under otJwr comlitionHy\ and 
would load to the same reaction—after an indefinitely longer 
time, lint these other conditions are not those of the 
ex])erinients we are discussing; and it is mythological psy¬ 
chology (of which we shall see many later exam})les) to con¬ 
clude that because two mental processes lead to the same 
result they must be similar in their inward subjective con¬ 
stitution. The feeling of stage 3 is certainly no articulate 
perception. It can be nothing but the mere sense of a 
refiex discharge. The reaciion whom time is measnred, is^ 

in short, a> reflex axiion pure and simple^ and not a psychic 

act. A foregoing ]>sychic condition is, it is true, a })re- 
requisite for this reflex action. The preparation of the 
attention and volition ; the expectation of the signal and 
the readiness of the hand to move, the instant it shall come; 
the nervous tension in which the subject waits, are all con¬ 
ditions of the formation in hipi for the time being of a new 
path or arc of refiex discharge. The tract from the sense- 
organ which receives the stimulus, into the motor centre 
which discharges the reaction, is already tingling with pre¬ 
monitory innervation, is raised to such a pitch of heightened 
irritability by the expectant attention, that the signal is 
instantaneously sufficient to cause the overflow.:}: No other 

* P. 222. Of. also Kicliet, liev. Philos,, vi. 395-6. 

f For instance, if, on the previous day, one had resolved to act on a 
•ignal when it should come, and it now came whilst we were engaged in 
other things, and reminded us of the resolve. 

f “ I need hardly mention that success in these experiments depends in 
a high degree on our concentration of attention. If inattentive, one gets 
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tract of the nervous system is, at the moment, in this hair- 
trigger condition. The consequence is that one sometimes 
responds to a wrong signal, especially if it be an impression 
of the same kind with the signal we expect.* But if by 
chance we are tired, or the signal is unexpectedly weak, 
and we do n(jt react instantly, ])ut only after an express 
perception that the signal has come, and an express voli¬ 
tion, the time becomes quite disproportionately long (a 
second or more, according to Exiierf), and we feel that the 
process is in nature altogether different. 

In fact, the reaction-time experiments are a case to 
which we can immediately apply what we have just learned 
about the summation of stimuli. ^ Expectant attention ’ is 
but the subjective name for what objectively is a partial 
stimulation of a certain pathway, tlie pathway from the 
‘ centre ’ for the signal to that for tlie discharge. In Chapter 
XI we shall see that all attention involves excitement from 
within of the ti act concerned in feeling the objects to which 
attention is given. The tract here is the excito-motor arc 
about to be traversed. The signal is but the spark from 
without which ton (dies off a train ah*eady laid. The per¬ 
formance, under these conditions, exactly resembles any 
reflex action. The only diffenmce is that whilst, in the 
ordinarily so-called reflex acts, the reflex arc is a permanent 
result of organic growth, it is here a transient result of 
previous cerebral conditions. ^ 

very discrepant figures. , . . This conceiilralion of the attention is in the 
highest degree exhansiing. After some experiments in which I was con¬ 
cerned to get results as uniform as possible, 1 was covered with perspiration 
and excessively fatigued although I had siit quietl}^ in my chair all the 
while.” (Exner, loc. at. vii. 618.) 

* Wundt, Physiol. Psych., ii. 226. 
t Pflhger's Archiv, vii. 616. 
t In short, what M. Delbanif calls an 'organs adventice.’ The reaction- 

time, moreover, is quite compatible wdth the reaction itself being of a reflex 
order. Some reflex(‘s (sneezing, e.g.) are very slow. The only time- 
measurement of a reflex act in Xhc human subject with which I am 
acquainted is Exner’s measurement of winking (in Pfltiger's Archiv f. 
d. gesammt. Ph3^slol., Bd. viii. p. 526, 1874). He found that when the 
stimulus was a flash of light it took the wink 0.2168 sec. to occur. A strong 
electric shock to the cornea shortened the lime to 0.0578 sec. The ordinary 
‘ reaction-time ' is midway between these values. Exuer ‘ reduces' his times 
by eliminating the physiological process of conduction. His * reduced 
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I am happy to say that since the preceding paragraphs 
(and the notes thereto appertaining) were written, Wundt 
lias himself become converted to the view which I defend. 
He now admits that in the shortest reactions “there is 
neither apjierception nor will, but that they are merely 
hrain-reflexes due to pnictice,'" * The means of his conver. 
sion are certain experiments performed in his laboratorj' 
by Herr L. Lange, t wdio was led to distinguish between 
two ways of setting the attention in reacting on a signal, 
and who found that they gave very diiierent time-results. 
In the ‘ extreme sensorial' way, as Lange calls it, of reacting, 

minimum winking-time’ is then 0.0471 {ibid. 581), whilst his reduced reac¬ 
tion-time is 0.0828 {ibid. vii. 087). These hgure.s have really no scieiitilie 
value beyond that of showing, according to Exner’s own belief (vui. 581), 
that reaction-time and reflex-time measure processes of essentially the same 
order. His description, moreover, of the ])rocess is an excellent description 
of a reflex act. “Every one,” says he, ** who makes reaction-time experi¬ 
ments for the first time is surprised to find how little he is master of his own 
movements, so soon as it becomes a question of executing them with a 
maximum of speed. Not only does their energy lie, as it were, outside I he 
field of choice, but even the time in which the movement occurs depends 
only partly upon ourselves. We jerk our arm, and we can afterwards tell 
with astonishing precision whether we have jerked it quicker or s1ow(t than 
another time, although w'e have no power to jerk it exactly at the wished-for 
moment. ”—Wundt himself admits that when we await a strong signal with 
tense preparation there is no consciousness of any duality of ‘ appercep¬ 
tion’ and motor response; the two are continuous (Physiol. Psych., ii. 
226).—Mr. Cattell’s view is identical with the one 1 defend. “I think,” 
he says, “ that if the i)roces.ses of perception and willing are present at all 

they are very rudimentaiy. . . , The subject, by a voluntary effort [before 
the signal comes], puls the lines of communication betw^een the centre for" 
the stimulus “ and the centre for the co-ordination of motions ... in a state 
of unstable equilibrium. When, therefore, a nervous impulse reaches the” 
former centre, “ it causes brain-changes in two directions; an impulse moves 
along to the cortex and calls forth there a perception corresponding to the 
stimulus, while at the same time an impulse follows a line of small resist¬ 
ance to the centre for the co-ordination of motions, and the proper nervous 
impulse, already prepared and waiting for the signal, is sent from the 
centre to the muscle of the hand. When the reaction has often been 
made the entire cerebral process becomes automatic, the impulse of itself 
takes the well-travelled way to the motor centre, and releases the motor 
impulse.” (Mind, xi. 232-3.)—Finally, Prof. Lipps has, in his elaborate 
way (Grundtatsachen, 17^188), made mince-meat of tlie view that stage 3 
involves either conscious perception or conscious will. 

* Physiol. Psych., 3d edition (1887), vol. ii. p. 266. 
f Philosophische Studien, vol. rv. p. 479 (18^). 
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one keeps one’s mind as intent as possible upon the ex¬ 
pected signal, and ‘ purposely avoids' * thinking of the move¬ 
ment to be executed; in the ‘ extreme mmcnJ^r ’ way one 
‘ does not think at all ’ f of the signal, but stands as ready as 
possible for the movernento The muscular reactions are 
much shorter than the sensorial ones, the average differ¬ 
ence being in the neighborhood of a tenth of a second. 
Wundt accordingly calls them‘shortened reactions’ and, 
with Lange, admits them to be mere reflexes; whilst the 
sensorial reactions he calls - complete,’ and holds to his 
original conception as far as they are concerned. The 
facts, however, do nefl seem to me to warrant even this 
amount of fidelity to the original Wundtian position. 
When we begin to react in the ‘ extreme sensorial ’ way, 
Lange says that we get times so very long that they must 
be rejected from the count as non-typical. “ Only after 
the reacter has succeeded by repeated and conscientious 
practice in bringing about an extremely precise co-ordina¬ 
tion of liis voluntary imj)ulse with his sense-impression 
do we got times which can be regarded as typical sensorial 
reaction-times,'’:{: Now it seems to me that these excessive 
and ‘ untypical ’ times are probably the I'eal ‘ complete times,’ 
the only ones in which distinct processes of actual percep¬ 
tion and volition occur (see above, jip. 88-9). The typical 
sensorial time which is attained by practice is probably 
another sort of reflex, less perfect than the reflexes pre¬ 
pared by straining one’s attention towards the movement. § 
I'he times are much more variable in the sensorial way 
than in the muscular. The several muscular reactions 
differ little from each other. Only in them does the phe¬ 
nomenon occur of reacting on a false signal, or of reacting 
before the signal. Times intermediate between these two 
types occur according as the attention fails to turn itself 
exclusively to one of the extremes. It is obvious that Herr 
Lange’s distinction between the two types of reaction is a 
highly important one, and that the ‘extreme muscular 

^ Loc. cit. p. 488. \Loc. cit. p. 487. dt p. 489. 
§ Lange has an interesting hypothesis as to the brain-process concerned 

in the latter, for 'which 1 can only refer to his essay 
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method,’ giving both the shortest times and the most cou 
stant ones, ought to be aimed at in all eoin})ava,tive investi¬ 
gations. Herr Lange’s own muscular time averaged 
0'M23 ; his sensorial time, 0''.230. 

These reaction-time experiments are then in no sense 
measurements of the swiftness of thought. Only when we 
complicate them is there a chance for anj^thing like an 
intellectual operation to occur. They may be complicated 
in various ways. The reaction ma}^ be withheld until the 
signal has consciously awakened a distinct idea (Wundt’s 
discrimination-time, association-time) and then performed. 
Or there may be a variety of possible signals, each witli 
a different reaction assigned to it, and the reacter may 
be uncertain which one he is about to receive. The 
reaction would then hardly seem to occur without a pre¬ 
liminary recognition and choice. We shall see, however, 
in the appropriate chapters, that the discrimination and 
choice involved in such a reaction are wudely different from 
the intellectual operations of which we are ordinarily con¬ 
scious under those names. Meanwhile the simple reaction- 
time remains as the starting point of all these sujierinduced 
complications. It is the fundamental physiological con¬ 
stant in all time-measurements. As such, its own variations 
have an interest, and must be briefly passed in review.* 

The reaction-time varies with tJie imlividual and his oge. 
An individual may have it particularly long in respect of 
signals of one sense (Buccola, p. 147), but not of others. 
Old and uncultivated people have it long (nearly a second, 
in an old pauper observed by Exner, Pfliiger’s Arcliiv, vil. 
612-4). Children have it long (half a second, Herzen in 
Buccola, p. 152). 

Practice shortens it to a quantity which is for each indi¬ 
vidual a minimum beyond which no farther reduction can 
be made. The aforesaid old pauper’s time was, after 
much practice, reduced to 0.1866 sec. {loc. cit. p. 626), 

* The reader who wishes to know more about the matter will hud a 
most faithful compilation of all that has been done, together with mucli 
original matter, in G. Buccola's ‘Legge del Tempo,’etc. See also chap¬ 
ter XVI of Wundt’s Physiol. Psychology; Exner in Hermann’s Hdbch., 
Bd, 2, Thl. II. pp. 252-280; also Ribot’s Contemp. Germ. Psyck*. 
chap. vm. 
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Fatigue, lengtliciiR it. 
(hncentration of attention shortens it. Details will be 

given in tlie chapter on Attention. 
The nature of the signal makes it vary.* Wundt writes : 

“I found that the n^action-tirric for irnjuvssions on the skin with 

electric stimulus is less tluin for true touch-sensations, as the following 

averages show: 

AvfraKo. Avert^e 
Variation. 

Sound. 0.167s(‘c. 

. . 0.222 “■ 
Kl(‘ctric skin-sensation.. ....0.201 “ 

Toindi-scnsations. _0.213 “ 

“1 hen‘ bi’ing togcdln'r the averages which have 

some other observers ; 
llirsch. Harikel, 

Sound. 0.14 it 0. 1505 

Light. 0.200 0.2246 

Skins(Uisation. 0.182 0.1516 

0.0221 sec. 

0.0219 “ 
0.0115 “ 

0.0134 “ 

been obtained by 

Exner. 

0.1300 

0.1506 

0.1337”t 

Thermic reatdhiiis Jiave been labdy measured by A. 
Goldscheider and by Vintseligaa (1887), wlio find them 
Hlower than r(uictions from touch. Tliat from heat espe¬ 
cially is very slow, more so than iVt)ni cold, the differences 
(according to (b)l(lscheider) depending on the nerve-ter¬ 
minations ill tln^ skin. 

Gustatory reactions were measured by Vints(?hgau. They 
differed according to the substances used, running up to 
half a second as a maximum when identification took place. 
The mere perception of the presence of the substance on 
the tongue varied from 0''.159 to 0^'.219 (Pfliiger’s Archiv, 
XIV. 529). 

Olfactory reactions have been studied by Vintschgau, 

* The nature of the movement also seems to make it vary. Mr. B. I. 
Gilman and I reaeted to the same signal by simply raising our hand, and 
again by carrying our hand towuirds our back. The moment registered was 
always that at which the hand broke an electric contact in starting to 
move. But it started one or two liundredths of a second later when the 
more extensive movement was the one to be made. Orchansky, on the 
other hand, experimenting on contractions of the nuisseter muscle, found 
(Archiv f. (Anat. u.) Physiol., 1889, p. 187) that the greater the amplitude 
of contraction intended, tlie sliorter grew the time of reaction. He 
explains this by the fact that a more ample contraction makes a greater 
appeal to the attention, and that this shortens the times. 

+ Physiol. Psych., ii. 223. 
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Buccola, and Beaunis. They are slow, averaging about 
half a second (cf. Beaunis, Eecherches exp. sur I’Activite 
Cerebrale, 1884, p. 49 li*.). 

It will be observed that sound is more promptly reacted 
on than either sight or touch. Taste and smdl are slowcu* 
than either. One individual, who reacted to touch upon 
the tip of the tongue in iYWlo, took (>''.993 to react upon 
the taste of quinine applied to the same S2)ot. In another, 
u2)on the base of the tongue, the reaction to touch being 
0'M41, that to sugar was 0'.502 (Yiiitschgaii, quoted by 
Buccola, j). 103). Buccola found the reaction to odors to 
vary from 0".334 to ()'''.(38.1, according to the j^erfume used 
and the individual. 

The intemity of the signal makes a difference. The in- 
tenser the stimulus tlie shorter the time. Herzen (Gruiid- 
linien einer allg(‘m. Psychojjhysiologio, j). 101) compared 
the reaction from a corn on the toe with thal from the skin 
of the hand of tlie same subjetd. The two jjlaces were 
stimulated simultaneously, and the subject tried to reacd 
simultaneously with both hand and foot, but the foot always 
went quickest. Wlnm tlie sound skin of tlie foot was 
touched instead of tlie corn, it was the hand Avhiidi always 
reacted first. Wundt tries to show that when the signal is 
made barely j^erceptible, the time is jirobably the same in 
all the senses, namely, about 0.332" (Physiol. Psych., 2d 
ed., II. 224). 

Where the signal is of touch, the place to which it is 
apjdied makes a differeiute in the resultant reaction-time. 
G. S. Hall and V. Kries found (Archiv f. Anat. u. Physiol., 
1879) that when the finger-tip was the place the reaction 
was shorter than when the middle of the uj)per arm was 
used, in sjiite of the greater length of nerve-trunk to be 
traversed in the latter case. This discovery invalidates the 
measurements of the rajiidity of transmission of the current 
in human nerves, for they are all based on the method of 
comparing reaction-times from jdaces near the root and 
near the extremity of a limb. The same observers found 
that signals seen by the j>erijihery of the retina gave longer 
times than the same signals seen by direct vision. 

The semon makes a difference, the time being some hun* 
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dredths of a second shorter on cold winter days (Vintschgan 
apud Exner, Henriann’s Hdbli., p. 270). 

Inloxicanis alter tin', time. Coffee and tea ap])ear to 
shorten it. Small doses of irine and alcohol first shorten and 
tlien lengthen it; but the shortening stage tends to disap¬ 
pear if a large dose be given immediately. This, at least, 
is tlie report of tAvo German observers. l)r. J. W. Warren, 
whose observations are more thorough than any ])revioii8 
ones, could find no very decided efiects from ordinary doses 
(Journal of Physiology, viii. Jll). Morphia lengthens the 
time. Amyl-nitrite lengthens it, but after the inhalation it 
may fall to less than the normal. Ether and chloroform 
hmgthon it (for authorities, etc., see Buccola, p. 189). 

Certain dheafied dates naturally lengtlnm the time. 
The hypnotic trance has no constant effect, sometimes 

sliortening and sometimes leiigthening it (Hall, Mind, viii. 
170; James, Ih'oc. Am. Soc. for Psych. Pesearch, 24G). 

The time taken to inhihit a movement (e.g. to cease con¬ 
traction of jaw-muscles) seems to be about the same as to 
produce one (Gad, Archiv f. (Anat. u.) Physiol., 1887, 468; 
Orchansky, ihid,, 1889, 1885). 

An immense amount of work has been done on reaction¬ 
time, of Avhich I have cited but a snjall j)art. It is a sort 
of work which a})peals particularly to patient and exact 
minds, and they have not failed to profit by the o23portunity. 

CEKEBHAL BliOOD-SUPPLY. 

The next point to ()ccu])y our attention is the changes of 

drcidalion lohich accompany cerelwal activity. 

All parts of the cortex, when electrically excited, produce 
alterations both of respiration and circulation. The blood- 
pressure rises, as a rule, all over the l)ody, no matter where 
the cortical irritation is applied, though the motor zone is 
the most sensitive region for the purpose. Elsewhere the 
current must be strong enough for an epileptic attack to be 
produced.* Slowing and quickening of the heart are also 
observed, and are independent of the vaso-constrictive 
phenomenon. Mosso, using his ingenious ‘ plethysmo- 

* Frangois-Franck, Fonctions Motrices, Le^on xxn. 
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graph ’ as an indicator, discovered that the blood-supply tn 
the arms diininished during intellectual activity, and found 
furthermore that the arterial tension (as shown by the 
sphyginograph) was increased in these members (see 

B 

A 

Fio. J23.—Sphymoj^raphie pulso-traeinj^. ^1, durinj? intellectual repose ; during in¬ 
tellectual activity. (Mosso.) 

Fig. 23). So slight an emotion as that produced by the 
entrance of Professor Ludwig into the laboratory was in¬ 
stantly followed by a shrinkage of the arms.‘^’ The brain 
itself is an excessively vascular organ, a sponge full of 
blood, in fact; and another of Mosso’s inventions showed 
that when less blood went to the arms, more went to the 
head. The subject to be observed lay on a delicately bal¬ 
anced table which could tip downward either at the head 
or at the foot if the weight of either end were increased. 
The moment emotional or intellectual activity began in the 
subject, down went the balance at the head-end, in conse¬ 
quence of the redistribution of blood in his system. But 
the best proof of the immediate afflux of blood to the brain 
during mental activity is due to Mosso’s observations oji 
three persons whose brain had been laid bare by lesion ol 

the skull. By means of apparatus described in his book, f 
this physiologist was enabled to let the brain-pulse record 
itself directly by a tracing. The intra-cranial blood-pressure 
rose immediately whenever the subject was spoken to, or 
wdien he began to think actively, as in solving a problem in 
mental arithmetic. Mosso gives in his work a large num¬ 
ber of reproductions of tracings which show the instanta- 
neity of the change of blood-supply, whenever the mental 
activity was quickened by any cause whatever, intellectual 

* La Paura (1884), p. 117. 
t Ueber den Kreislaiif des Blutes im menschlicben GeMm (1881)» 

chap. II. The Introduction gives the history of our previous knowledge 

of the subject. 

A/\AA/V\AAAArM^^^ 
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or emotional. He relates of liis female subject that one 
day whilst tracing her brain-pulse he observed a sudden 
rise with no apparent outer or inner cause. She however 
confessed to him afterwards that at that moment she had 
caught siglit of a skull on top of a piece of furniture in the 
room, and that this had given her a slight emotion. 

The fluctuations of the blood supply to the brain were 
independent of respiratory changes,* and followed the 
quickening of mental activity almost immediately. We 
must suppose a ver}^ delicate adjustment whereby the cir¬ 
culation follows the needs of the cerebral activity. Blood 
very likely may rush to each region of the cortex accord¬ 
ing as it is most active, but of this we know nothing. I need 
hardly say that the activity of the nervous matter is the 
primaiy phenomenon, and the afflux of blood its secondary 
consequence. Many popular writ(U's talk as if it were 
the other way alx)ut, and as if numtal activity were due to 
the afflux of blood. But, as Professor 11. N. Martin has 
well said, *^that belief has no physiological foundation 
whatever; it is even directly opposed to all that we know of 
(!(.‘ll life.'^t chronic pathological congestion may, it is true, 
have secondary consequences, but the primary congestions 
which we have been considering follow the activity of the 
brain-cells by an adaptive reflex vaso-motor mechanism 
doubtless as elaborate as that which harmonizes blood- 
supply with cell-action in any muscle or gland. 

Of the changes in the cerebral circulation during sleep 
will speak in the chaj)ter which treats of that subject. 

CEBEBRAL THERMOMETRY. 

Brain-activity seems accompanied hy a local disengagemeni 

of heal. The earliest careful work in this direction was by 
Dr. J. S. Lombard in 1867. Dr. Lombard’s latest results in¬ 
clude the records of over 60,000 observations. J He noted the 

* In this conclusion M. Gley (Archives de Physiologic, 1881, p. 742) 
agrees with Professor Mosso. Gley found his pulse rise 1-3 beats, his 
carotid dilate, and his radial artery contract during hard mental work, 

t Address before Med. and Chirurg. Society of Maryland, 1879. 
X See his book: Experimental Researches on the Regional Tempera^ 

ture of the Head” (London, 1879). 
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changes in delicate thermometers and electric piles placed 
against the seal}) in human beings, and found tluit any intel¬ 
lectual effort, such as computing, composing, rciciting |)oetiy 
silently or aloud, and especially that emotional excitement 
such as an anger ht, caused a general rise of temperature, 
which rarely exceeded a degree Fahrenheit. The rise was 
in most cases more marked in the middle region of the head 
than elsewhere. Strange to say, it was greater in reciting 
poetry silently than in reciting it aloud. ])r. LoinbaixTs 
explanation is that “ in internal recitation an additional 
portion of energy, which in recitation aloud was con¬ 
verted into nervous and muscular force, now a})pears as 
heat.” * 1 should suggest rather, if we must have a theory, 
that the surplus of heat in recitation to one’s self is due to 
inhibitory })rocesses which are absent when we recite aloud. 
In the cha})ter on the ill we shall see that the simple cen¬ 
tral process is to speak when we think ; to think silently 
involves a check in addition. In 1870 the indefatigable 
Schilf took u]3 the subject, experimenting on live dogs and 
chickens, plunging thermo-electric needles into the sub¬ 
stance of tlieir brain, to eliminate possible errors from 
vascidar changes in the skin when the thermometers were 
placed upon the seal}). After habituation was established, 
he tested the animals with various sensations, tactile, o})tic, 
olfactory, and auditory. He found ver}" regularly an im¬ 
mediate deflection of the galvanometer, indicating an abru})t 
alteratioji of the intra-cerebral tem])erature. \\ hen, for in¬ 
stance, he presented an empty roll of ])a])er to the nose of 
his dog as it lay motionless, there was a small deflection, 
but when a piece of meat was in tlie pa})er the deflection 
was much greater. Schiff concluded from these and other 
experiments that sensorial activity heats the brain-tissue, 
but he did not try to localize the increment of heat beyond 
finding that it was in both hemispheres, whatever might be 
the sensation applied, t Dr. R, W<, Amidon in 1880 made 
a farther step forward, in localizing the heat produced by 
voluntary muscular contractions. Applying a number of 

* Loc, cit, p. 195. 
t The most convenient account of Schiff'B experiments Is hy Prof, 

Herzen, in the Revue Philosophique, vol. ni. p. 86. 
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delicate surface-tliermoineters simiiltaiieously against the 
scalp, he found that when different muscles of the body 
were made to contract vigorously for ten minutes or more, 
different regions of the scalp rose in temperature, that the 
regions were well focalized, and that the rise of temperature 
was often considerably over a Fahrenheit degree. As a re¬ 
sult of his investigations he gives a diagram in which num¬ 
bered regions represent tlie centres of highest temperature 
for the various special movements which were investigated. 
To a large exttmt they correspond to the centres for tlie 
same movements assigned by Terrier and others on other 
grounds ; only they cover more of the skull.* 

Phosphorus and Thought. 

Chemical action must of course accompany hrain-aciivity. 

But little definite is known of its exa(d nature. Cholesterin 
and creatin are both excj-ernentitious products, and are 
both found in the brain. The subject belongs to chemistry 
rather than to psychology, and I only mention it here for 
the sake of saying a word about a wide-spread popu¬ 
lar error about brain-activity and phosphorus. ‘ Ohm 

Phosphory kein Gedaukey' was a noted war-cry of the 
* materialists ’ during the excitement on that subject which 
filled Germany in the ’6()s. The brain, like every other 
organ of the body, contains phosphorus, and a score of 
other chemicals besides. Wliy the phosphorus should be 
picked out as its essence, no one knows. It would be 
equally true to say ‘ Ohne AVasser kein Gedanke,’ or ‘Ohne 
Kochsalz kein Gedanke ’; for thought would stop as qnickly 
if the brain should dry up or lose its NaCl as if it lost its 
phosphorus. In America the phosphorus-delusion has 
twined itself round a saying quoted (rightly or wrongly) 
from Professor L. Agassiz, to the effect that fishermen are 
more intelligent than farmers because they eat so much fish, 
which contains so much phosphorus. All the facts may be 
doubted. 

The only straight way to ascertain the importance of 

* A New Study of Cerebral Cortical Localization (N. Y., Putnam, 
1880), pp. 48-58. 
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phosphorus to thought would be to find whether more is 
excreted bj the brain during mental activity than during 
rest. Unfortunately we cannot do this directly, but can 
only gauge the amount of in the urine, which rej)re- 
sents other organs as well as the brain, and this 2)rocedure, 
as Dr. Edes says, is like measuring the rise of water at the 
mouth of the Mississipju to tell wliere there has been a 
thunder-storm in Minnesota.'^ It has been adoj)ted, how¬ 
ever, by a variety of observers, some of whom found the 
phosphates in the urine diminished, whilst others found 
them increased, by intellectual work. On the whole, it is 
impossible to trace any constant relation. In maniacal 
excitement loss phosphorus than usual seems to be excreted. 
More is excreted during sleep. There are difierences be¬ 
tween the alkaline and earthy phosj)hates into which I will 
not enter, as my only aim is to show that the popular way 
of looking at the matter has no exact foundation.f The 
fact that phosphorus-prej)arations may do good in nervous 
exhaustion proves nothing as to the part 2:)layed by phos¬ 
phorus in mental activity. Like iron, arsenic, and other 
remedies it is a. stimulant or tonic, of whose intimate work¬ 
ings in the system we know absolutely nothing, and which 
moreover does good in an extremely small number of the 
cases in which it is prescribed. 

The phosphorus-])hilosophers have often compared 
thought to a secretion. “ The brain secretes thought, as the 
kidneys secrete urine, or as the liver secretes bile,” are 
phrases which one sometimes hears. The lame analogy 
need hardly be pointed out. The materials whicli the brain 
fours into the hlood (cholesterin, creatin, xanthin, or what¬ 
ever they may be) are the analogues of the urine and the 
bile, being in fact real material excreta. As far as these 
matters go, the brain is a ductless gland. But we know of 
nothing connected witli liver- and kidney-activity which can 

* Archives of Medicine, vol. x, No. 1 (1883). 
t Without multiplying references, 1 will simply cite Mendel (Archiv f. 

Psychiatric, vol. ni, 1871), Mairet (Archives de Neurologic, vol. ix, 1885), 
and Beaunis (Rech. Ex peri men tales sur I’Activite Cerebrale, 1887). Richet 

gives a partial bibliography in the Revue Scientilique, vol, 38, p. 788 (1886). 
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be in the remotest degree compared with the stream of 
thought that accom])aiiies the brain’s material secretions. 

There remains another feature of general brain-physi¬ 
ology, and indeed for psychological purposes the most 
important feature of all. I refer to tlie aptitude of the brain 
for acquiring habits. But I will treat of that in a chapter 
by itself. 



^niAPTEE IV.* 

HABIT. 

When we look at livaiig creatures from an outward point 
of view, one of tlie llrst things that strike us is that they 
are bundles of habits. In wild animals, the usual round ot 
daily behavior seems a necessity implanted at birth; in 
animals d(unesticated, and especially in man, it seems, to a 
great extent, to be the result of education. The habits to 
which there is an innate tendency are called instincts; some 
of those due to education would by most persons be called 
acts of reason. It thus a])})ears that habit covers a very 
large part of life, and that one engaged in studying the 
objective manifestations of mind is bound at the very out¬ 
set to deline clearl}' just what its limits are. 

The moment one tries to detine what habit is, one is led 
to the fundamental properties of matter. The laws of 
Nature are nothing but the immutable habits which the 
different elementary sorts of matter follow in their actions 
and reactions upon each other. In the organic world, how¬ 
ever, the habits are more variable than this. Even instincts 
vary from one individual to another of a kind; and are 
modified in the same individual, as we shall later see, to 
suit the exigencies of the case. The habits of an elemen¬ 
tary particle of matter cannot change (on the principles of 
the atomistic philosophy), because the particle is itself an 
unchangeable thing; but those of a compound mass of 
matter can change, because they are in the last instance due 
to the structure of the compound, and either outward forces 
or inward tensions can, from one hour to another, turn that 
structure into something different from what it was. That 
is, they can do so if the body be plastic enough to maintain 

* This chapter has already appeared in the Popular Science Monthly 
for February 1887. 
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its integrity, and be not disrupted when its structure yields. 
Tlie change of structure here spoken of need not involve 
tlie outward shape; it may be invisible and molecular, as 
when a bar of iron becomes magnetic or crystalline through 
the action of certain outward causes, or India-rubber 
becomes friable, or plaster ‘ sets.’ All these changes are 
rather slow ; tlie material in question opposes a certain 
resistance to the modifying cause, which it takes time to 
overcome, but the gradual yielding whereof often saves the 
material from beir^g disintegrated altogether. When the 
structure has yielded, the same inertia becomes a condition 
of its comparative permanence in the new form, and of the 
new habits the body then manifests. Plasticity, then, in 
the wide sense of tlie word, means the possession of a struc¬ 
ture weak enough to yield to an influence, but strong 
enough not to yield all at once. Each relatively stable 
phase of equilibrium in such a structure is marked by 
what we may call a new set of habits. Organic matter, 
especially nervous tissue, seems endowed with a very ex¬ 
traordinary degree of plasticity of tnis sort; so that we 
may without hesitfUiion lay down as our first proposition 
the following, pJiewmena of habit in living beings are 

dm to the plaMicity"^ of the organic materials of ivhich their 

bodies are composed. ^ 

But the philosophy of habit is thus, in the first instance, 
a chapter in physics rather than in j^hysiology or psychol¬ 
ogy. That it is at bottom a physical jirinciple is admitted 
by all good recent writers on the subject. They call atten¬ 
tion to analogues of acquired habits exhibited by dead mat¬ 
ter. Thus, M. Leon Dumont, whose essay on habit is per¬ 
haps the most philosophical account yet published, writes: 

** Every one knows how a garment, after having been worn a certain 
time, clings to the shape of the body better than when it was new; 
there has been a change in the tissue, and this change is a new habit of 
cohesion. A lock works better after being used some time; at the out¬ 
set more force was required to overcome certain roughnesses in the) 
mechanism. The overcoming of their resistance is a phenomenon of; 
habituation. It costs less trouble to fold a paper when it has beeq 

* In the sense above explained, which applies to inner structure as well 
as to outer form. 
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folded already. This saving of trouble is duo to the essential nature of 

habit, which brings it about that, to reproduce the effect, a less amount 

of the outward cause is required. The sounds of a violin improve by 

use in the hands of an able artist, because the fibres of the wood at last 

contract habits of vibration conformed to harmonic relations. This is 

what gives such inestimable value to instruments that have belonged to 

great masters. Water, in flowing, hollows out for itself a channel, whicli 

grows broader and deeper; and, after having ceased to flow, it resumes, 

when it flows again, the patli traced by itself before. Just so, the im¬ 

pressions of outer objects fashion for themselves in the nervous system 

more and more appropriate paths, and tliese vital j)henoineiia recur 

under similar exciteraonts from without, when they have been inter¬ 

rupted a certain time.” * 

Not in the nervous system alone. A scar anywhere is 
a locus minoris resistentia^ more liable tf) be abraded, 
inflamed, to suffer pain and cold, than are the neighboring 
parts. A sprained ankle, a dislocated arm, are in danger 
of being sprained or dislocated again; joints that have oiic^e 
been attacked by rheumatism or gout, mucous membranes 
that have been the seat of catarrh, are with each fresh r(.‘- 
currence more prone to a relapse, until often the morbid 
state chronically substitutes itself for the sound one. And 
if we ascend to the nervous system, we find how many so- 
called functional diseases seem to keep themselves going 
simply because they happen to have once begun; and how 
the forcible cutting short by medicine of a few attacks is 
often sufficient to enable the physiological forces to get pos¬ 
session of the field again, and to bring the organs back to 
functions of health. Epilepsies, neuralgias, convulsive affec¬ 
tions of various sorts, insomnias, are so many cases in point. 
And, to take what are more obviously habits, the success 
with which a ‘weaning’ treatment can often be applied to 
the victims of unhealthy indulgence of passion, or of 
mere complaining or irascible disposition, shows us how 
much the morbid manifestations themselves were due to the 
mere inertia of the nervous organs, when once launched on 
a false career. 

Can we now form a notion of what the inward physical 
changes may be like, in organs whose habits have thus 

* Revue Philosophique, i, 824. 
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struck into new patlis ? In other words, can we say just 
what mechanical facts the expression ‘change of habit’ 
covers when it is a])p]ied to a nervous system ? Certainly 
we cannot in anything like a minute or definite way. But 
our usual scientific custom of interpreting hidden molecular 
events aftcu* the analogy of visible massive ones enables us to 
frame easily an abstract and general scheme of processes 
which the j)hysi(*-al changes in question mu?/ be like. And 
when once the 2:>ossil)ility of some kind of mechanical inter¬ 
pretation is establishc^d. Mechanical Science, in her present 
mood, will not hesitate to set her brand of ownership upon 
the matt(ir, feeling sure that it is only a question of time 
when the exact mechanical exjdanation of the case shall be 
found out. 

If habits are due to the plasticity^ of materials to out¬ 
ward agents, we can immediately see to what outward 
influences, if to any, the 1)rain-matter is 2:)lastic. Not to 
mechanical })ressures, not to thermal changes, not to any 
of the forces to which all the other organs of our body^ are 
exposed; for nature has carefully shut wp our brain and 
sjiinal cord in bony boxes, where no influences of this sort 
can get at them. She has floated them in fluid so that 
only the severest shocks can give them a concussion, and 
blanketed and wra^^ped them about hi an altogether exceji* 
tional way. The only impressions that can be made upon 
them are through the blood, on the one hand, and through 
the sensory nerve-roots, on the other ; and it is to the infi¬ 
nitely attenuated currents that pour in through these latter 
channels that the hemispherical cortex shows itself to be so 
peculiarly susceptible. The currents, once in, must find a 
way out. In getting out they leave their traces in the paths 
which they take. The only thing they can do, in short, is 
to deepen old j^aths or to make new ones; and the whole 
plasticity of the brain sums itself up in two words when 
we call it an organ in which currents j^ouring in from the 
sense-organs make with extreme facility paths which do 
not easily disappear. For, of course, a simple habit, like 
every other nervous event—the habit of snuffling, for 
example, or of putting one’s hands into one’s pockets, or of 
biting one’s nails—is, mechanically, nothing but a reflex 
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discharge; and its anatomical substratum must be a path 
in the sjstein. The most complex habits, as we shall 
presently see more fully, are, from the same point of view, 

\ nothing but concatemded discharges in the nerve-centres, 
’ due to the presence there of sj^stems of reflex ])aths, so 
organized as to wake each other up successively—the im¬ 
pression produced by one muscular contraction serving as 
a stimulus to provoke the next, until a final impression 
inhibits the j)rocess and closes the chain. The only diffi¬ 
cult mechanical problem is to explain the formation de novo 
of a simj^le reflex or path in a pre-existing nervous system. 
Here, as in so man}^ other cases, it is only the premier pets 

qui CO ate. For the entire nervous system is nothing but a 
system of paths between a sensory terminus a quo and a mus¬ 
cular, glandular, or other terminus ad quern. A path once 
traversed by a nerve-current might be expected to follow 
the law of most of the paths we know, and to be scooped 
out and ma.de more 2)ermeable than before; * and this ought 
to be repeated with eacli new passage of the current. 
Whatever obstructions may have kept it at first from being 
a path should then, little by little, and more and more, be 
swept out of the way, until at last it might become a natural 
drainage-channel. This is what hap])ens where either 
solids or liquids pass over a path; there seems no reason 
why it should not haj^^pen where the thing that passes is a 
mere w ave of rearrangement in matter that does not dis¬ 
place itself, but merely changes chemically or turns itself 
round in place, or vibrates across the line. The most 
plausible view^s of the nerve-current make it out to l.)e the 
passage of some such wave of rearrangement as this. If 
only a part of the matter of the path were to ‘ rearrange ’ 
itself, the neighboring parts remaining inert, it is easy to 
see how their inertness might oppose a friction wdiich it 
weald take many weaves of rearrangement to break downi 
and overcome. If we call the path itself the ‘ organ,’ and 
the wave of rearrangement the ‘ function,’ then it is obvi- 

* Some paths, to be sure, are banked up by bodies moving Ihrough 

them under loo great pressure, and made impervious. These special ctises 
we disregard. 
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ously a case for repeating the celebrated French formula 
of ‘ La fondion fait Vorgaiw" 

So iiotliiiig is easier than to imagine how, when a cur¬ 
rent once has traversed a path, it should traverse it more^ 
readily stil] a second time. But what made it ever traverse 
it the first time? * In answering this question we can only 
fall l)ack on our general conce})tion of a nervous system as 
a mass of matter wljose parts, constantly kept in states of 
different tension, are as constantly tending to equalize their 
states. The equalization between any two points occurs 
through whatever path may at the moment be most per¬ 
vious. But, as a given point of the system may belong, 
actually or potentially, to many different paths, and, as the 
play of nutrition is subject to accidental changes, blocks 

may from time to time occur, and make currents shoot 
through unwonted lim^s. Such an unwonted line would be 
a new-created path, which if traversed re]:>eatedly, would 
become tln^ beginning of a new reflex arc. All this is vague 
to tlie last degree, and amounts to little more than saying 
that a iu‘.w ]>ath may be formed by the sort of chances that 
in nervous material are likely to occur. But, vague as it 
is, it is really the last word of our wisdom in the matter, t 

It must be noticed that the growth of structural modi¬ 
fication in living matter may be more rapid than in any 
lifeless mass, because the incessant nutritive renovation of 
which the living matter is the seat tends often to corroborate 

* We cannot say tlm 'will, for, though many, perhupvS most, human 
habits were once voluntary actions, no action, us w^e shall sec in a later 
cha])ter, can be primarily such. While an habitual action may once have 
been voluntary, the voluntary action must before that, at least once, have 
been impulsive or reflex. It is this very first occurrence of all that we 

consider in the text. 
f Those who desire a more definite formulation may consult J. Fiske's 

‘Cosmic Philosophy,’vol. ii. pp. 142-146 and Spencer’s ‘Principles of 
Biology,’ sections 302 and 803, and the part entitled ‘Physical Synthesis’ 
of his ‘ Principles of Psychology.’ Mr. Spencer there tries, not only to 
show how new actions may arise in nervous systems and form new reflex 
arcs therein, but even how nervous tissue may actually be born by the pas¬ 
sage of new waves of isometric transformation through an originally indif¬ 
ferent mass. I cannot help thinking that Mr. Spencer’s data, under a great 
show of precision, conceal vagueness and improbability, and even self 
contradiction. 
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and fix the impressed modification, rather than to counter¬ 
act it by renewing the original constitution of the tissue 
that has been impressed. Thus, we notice after exercising 
our muscles or our brain in a iieAV way, that we can do so 
no longer at that time; but after a day or two of rest, when 
we resume the disci]>line, our increase in skill not seldom 
surprises us. I have often noticed tliis in learning a tune; 
and it has led a German author to say that we learn to swim 
during the winter and to skate during the summer. 

Dr. Carpenter writes 

It is a matter of universal experioiiet^ that every kind of training 

for special aptitudes is both far more effective, and leaves a more per¬ 

manent impress, Avhen exerted on the growiNy organism than when 

brought to bear on the adult. The (‘ffect of such training is shown in 

the tendency of the organ to ‘ grow to ’ the mode in which it is habitually 

exercised ; as is evidenced by the increas(‘d size and power of particular 

sets of muscles, and the extraordinary Ilexibility of joints, which are 

acquired by such as have been early exercised in gymnastic perfor¬ 

mances. . . . There is no jiart of the organism of man in which the 

r&mistrucUve activity is so great, during tlie whole period of life, as it 

is in the ganglionic substance of the brain. This is indicated by the 

enormous supply of blood which it receives. . . . It is, moreover, a 

fact of gFcat signiticaiicc that th.e nerve-substance is specially dis¬ 

tinguished by its reparative power. For while injuries of other tissues 

(such as the muscular) wdiich are distinguished by the speciality of their 

structure and endowments, are repaired by substance of a lower or less 

specialized type, those of nerve-substance are repaired by a complete 

reproduction of the normal tissue; as is evidenced in the sensibility of 

the newly forming skin which is closing over an open wound, or in the 

recovery of the sensibility of a piece of ‘ transplanted’ skin, which has 

for a time been rendered insensible by the complete interruption of the 

continuity of its nerves. The most remarkable example of this repro¬ 

duction, however, is afforded by the results of M. Brown-S6quard’st 

experiments upon the gradual restoration of the functional activity of 

the spinal cord after its complete division ; which takes place in a way 

that indicates rather a reproduction of the whole, or the loAver part of 

the cord and of the nerves proceeding from it, than a mere reunion of 

divided surfaces. This reproduction is but a special manifestation of 

the reconstructive change which is always taking place in the nervous 

system ; it being not less obvious to the eye of reason that the ‘ waste ’ 

occasioned by its functional activity must be constantly repaired by the 

♦ ‘ Mental Physiology ' (1874,) pp. 839-345. 
t[See, later, Masius in Van Beiiedens’ and Van Bambeke’s ‘Archives 

dc Biologie/ vol. i (Liege, 1880).—W. J.J 
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production of new tissue, than it is to the eye of sense that such repa¬ 
ration supplies an actual Iosh of substance by disease or injury. 

“Now, in this constant and active reconstruction of the nervous 
system, we recognize a most marked conformity to the general plan 
manifested in the nutrition of the organism as a whole. For, in the 
first place, it is obvious that there is a tendency to the production of a 
(ietenninate type of striictun^; which type is often not merely that of 
the species, but. some special modification of it which characterized one 
or both of the j)r(>gcnitors. But this type is peculiarly liable to modi¬ 
fication during the early period of life ; in which the functional activity 
of the nervous system (and particularly of the brain) is extraordinarily 
great, and the reconstructive process proportionally active. And this 
modifiability expr(\sses itself in the formation of the mechanism by 
which those secoiidanhj automatic modes of movement come to be 
established, which, in man, take the place of thos(; that are congenital 

in most of the animals bem^ath him ; and those modes of sense-percej^- 
tion come to be acquired, which are elsewliere clearly instinctive. For 
then', can lx; no n^asonable doubt that, in both cases, a nervous 
mechanism i^deretoped in the (X)urse of this self-education, correspond¬ 
ing with that which the lower animals inherit from their parents. The 
plan of that rebuilding proce.ss, which is necessary to maintain the 
integrity of the organism generally, and which goes on with peculiar 
activity in this portion of it, is thus being incessantly modified ; and in 
this manner all that portion of it which ministers to iht) ext€7mal life of 
sense and motion that is shared by man with the animal kingdom at 
large, becomes at adult age the expression of the habits which the 
individual has acquired during the period of growth and development. 
Of t hese habits, some are common to tlic race generally, while others 
are peculiar to the individual; those of the former kind (such as walk¬ 
ing erect) being universally ac(iuired, save where physical inability 
prevents ; wdiile for the latter a special training is needed, which is 
usually the more effective the earlier it is begun—as is remarkably 
seen in the case of such feats of dexterity as require a conjoint edu¬ 
cation of the perce})tive and of the motor powers. And when thu» 
developed during the period of growth, so as to have become apart of 
the constitution of the adult, the acquired mechanism is thenceforth 
maintained in the ordinary course of the nutritive ojierations, so as to 
be ready for use wdien called upon, even after long inaction. 

“What is so clearly true of the nervous apparatus of animal life can 
scarcely be otherwise than true of that which ministers to the automatic 
activity of the mind. For, as already .shown, the study of psychology 
has evolved no more certain result than that there are uniformities of 
mental action which are soentirely conformable to those of bodily action 
as to indicate their intimate relation to a ‘mechanism of thought and 
feeling,’ acting under the like conditions with that of sense and motion. 
The psychical principles of association^ indeed, and the physiological 
principles of nutritio7iy simply express—the former in terms of mind, 
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the latter in terms of brain—the universally admitted fact that any 
sequence of mental action which has been frequently repeated tends to 
perpetuate itself ; so that we find ourselves automatically prompted to 
think, feel, or do what, we have been before aecustomed to think, f(^el, 
or do, under like circumstances, without any consciously formed pur¬ 

pose^ or anticipation of results. For there is no reason to regard the 
cerebrum as an exception to the general principle that, wliih^ each part 
of the organism tends to form itself in accordance with the mode in 
which it is habitually exorcised, this tendency will be especially strong 
in the nervous apparatus, in virtue of that innssant reye^teration which 
is the very condition of its functional activity. It scarcely, indeed, 
admits of doubt that every state of ideational consciousness which is 
either very strong or is habitually repeated leaves an organic imprc's- 
sion on the cerebrum ; in virtue of which that same stale may be re¬ 
produced at any future time, in respondence to a suggestion fitted to 
excite it. . . . The ‘strength of early association’ is a fact so 
universally recognized that the expression of it has become proverbial; 
and this precisely accords with the physiological })rinciple that, during 
the period of growth and development, the formative activity of the 
brain will be most amenable to directing influences. It is in this way 
that what is early ‘ learned by heart’ becomes brandtul in (as it were) 
upon the cerebrum ; so that its ‘ trac(‘s ’ an^ never lost, even though 
the conscious memory of it may have coiii])ietely faded out. For, when 
the organic modification has been once Jixed in the growing brain, it 
becomes a part of the normal fabric, and is regularly maintained by 
nutritive substitution ; so that it may endure to the end of life, like the 
scar of a wound.” 

Dr. Carpenter’s plirase that out nervous system grows to 
the mode^ in which it has been exercised expresses the philos¬ 
ophy of habit in a nutshell. We may now trace some of 
the practical applications of the principle to human life. 

The first result of it is that habit simplifies the movements 
required to achieve a given result, makes them more accurate 
cmd diminishes fatigue. 

“The tieginner at the piano not only moves his finger up and down 
in order to depress the key, he moves the whole hand, the forearm and 
even the entire body, especially moving its least rigid part, the head, 
as if he would press down the key with that organ too. Often a con¬ 
traction of the abdominal muscles occurs as well. Principally, however, 
the impulse is determined to the motion of the hand and of the single 
finger. This is, in the first place, because the movement of the finger 
is the movement thought of, and, in the second place, because its move¬ 
ment and that of the key are the movements we try to perceive, along 
with the results of the latter on the ear. The more often the process 
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is repeated, the more easily the movement follows, on account of the 
increase in permeability of the nerves engaged. 

“Blit the more easily the movement occurs, the slighter is the 
stimulus required (o set it up; and the slighter the stimulus is, the 
more its etTect is contiued to the fingers alone. 

“ Thus, an impulse which originally spnsad its effects over the whole 
body, or at least over many of its movable ])arts, is gradually deter¬ 
mined to a single detinite organ, in which it effects the contraction of 
a few limited muscles. In this change the thoughts and perceptions 
whieh start the impulse acquire more and more intimate causal relations 
with a particular group of motor nerves. 

“To recur to a simile, at least partially apt, imagine the nervous 
system to represent a drainage-system, inclining, on the whole, toward 
certain muscles, but with the escape thither somewhat clogged. Then 
streams of water will, on tlie whole, tend most to till the drains that 
go towards these muscles and to wash out the esf'.ape. In case of a 
sudden ‘ flushing,’ liowcver, the* whole system of cdiannels will till itself, 
and the water overflow everywhere before it escai)es. But a moderate 
quantity of water invading the system will flow through the proper 
escape alone. 

“ Just so with the piano-player. As soon as his impulse, wTiich has 
gradually lr*arn(.‘d fo confine itself to single muscles, grows extreme, 
it overflows into larger muscular regions. He usually plays with his 
fingers, his body fnaiig at rest. But no sooner doiis be get excited than 
his whole body becomes ‘ animaled,’ and he moves his head and trunk, 
in particular, as if tliesc also were organs with which he meant to 
belabor the keys.’'* 

Man is born vvitli a tendency to do more tilings than he 
has ready-made arrangements for in his nerve-centres. 
Most of the ])erformauces of other animals are automatic. 
But in him the number of them is so enormous, that most 
of them must be the fruit of painful stud3\ If practice did 
not make perfect, nor habit economize the expense of ner¬ 
vous and muscular energy, he would therefore be in a sorry 
plight As Dr. Maudsley says : f 

“ If an act became no easier after being done several times, if the 
careful direction of consciousness were necessary to its accomplishment 
on each occasion, it is evident that the whole activity of a lifetime might 
be confined to one or two deeds—that no progress could take place in 
development. A man might be occupied all day in dressing and un- 

* G. H. Schneider : " Der luenschliche Wille ’ (1882), pp. 417-419 (freely 
translated). For the drain-simile, see also Spencer’s ‘Psychology/ part 
V, chap. vin. 

f Physiology of Mind, p. 155. 
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dressing himself; the attitude of his body would absorb all his atten¬ 
tion and en(u-gy ; the washing of his hands or the fast(uiing of a button 
would be as difficult to him on each occasion as to the (;hild on its first 
trial ; and h<‘ would, furthermore, be completely exhausted by his ex¬ 
ertions. Think of the pains in^cessary to teacdi a child to stand, of the 
many efforts which it must make, and of the ease with which it at 
last stands, unconscious of any effort. For while secondarily auto¬ 
matic acts are accomplished with comparatively litMi^ weariness—in 
this regard approaching the organic movements, or the original reflex 
movements—the conscious effort of the will soon produces exhaus¬ 
tion. A spinal cord without . . . memory would simply be an idiotic 
spinal cord. ... It is impossible for an individual to realize how 
much he owes to its automatic agency until disease has impaired its 
functions.” 

The next result is that habit diminishes the conscious atten¬ 
tion icith ivhich our acts are performed. 

One may state this abstractly thus : If an act require for 
its execution a chain, A, B, C, I), E, F, (r, etc., of successive 
nervous events, then in the first performances of the action 
the conscious will must choose each of these events from a 
number of wrong alternatives that tend to present the.m- 
selves ; but habit soon brings it al)out that eacli event calls 
up its own appropriate successor without any alternative 
oflering itself, and without any refereiuie to the conscious 
will, until at last the whole chain, ^i, /i, 0,1), E, F, (f rattles 
itself ofi* as soon as A occurs, just as if A and tlie rest (^f 
the chain were fused into a continuous stream. When we 
are learning to walk, to ride, to swim, skate, feaice, write, 
play, or sing, we interrupt ourselves at every step by un¬ 
necessary movements and false notes. When we are pro¬ 
ficients, on the contrary, the results not only follow with 
the very minimum of muscular action requisite to bring them 
forth, they also follow from a single instantaneous ‘ cue.’ 
The marksman sees the bird, and, before he knows it, he 
has aimed and shot. A gleam in his adversary’s eye, a 
momentary pressure from his rapier, and the fencer finds 
that he has instantly made the right f)arry and return. A 
glance at the musical hieroglyphics, and the pianist’s fingers 
have rippled through a cataract of notes. And not only 
is it the right thing at the right time that we thus involun¬ 
tarily do, but the wrong thing also, if it be an habitual 
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thing. Who is tliere tliat Inis never wound up his watch on 

taking off his waistt'ojit in tlu'. daytimo, or taken liis ];itch- 

key out on arriving at tln^, door-sh'j) of a friend ? Very 

absent-minded persons in going to theii' liedrooin to dress 

tor dinmu’ liave been known to take off* one garment after 

another and linally to get into bed, merel y l)ecause that was 

the hal)itual issin^ of the first few movenumts when l^er- 

formed at a later hour. The writer well remembers how, 

on revisiting Paris after ten years’ absence, and, finding 

himself in the sti'cet in which for one winbn- he had attended 

school, he lost himscdf in a brown study, from wliich he w^as 

awakened by lindiug himself up(jn the stairs whicdi led to 

the apartment in a house many streets away in which he 

had lived during that earlier time, and to which liis steps 

fi*om the school had then habitually h‘d. Vse ail of us have 

a detinit(‘ I’outine manner of })erforming cintain daily offi(*-es 

connected with llie toi1<d, with the opcming and shutting of 

familiar cupboards, and the like. Oui* lower centres know 

the order of these movements, and show their kiiow]e<lge 

by tlndr ‘surprise ’ if the olijects are altered so as to oblige 

the Tinnoment to b(‘ made in a diffoi’ent way. Put our 

higlier thought-centres know hardly aiiA thing about the 

matter. Few men (‘an tell oil-hand wJiieh sock, shoe, or 

trousers-leg they i)ut on first. They must first mentally 

rehearse the act; and even that is often insufficient— 

the act must be perfiH'ntnl. So of tlie (juestions, Which 

valve of my double door opens first? Wliich way does my 

door swing ? etc. I cannot fell the answer ; yet my lumd 

never makes a mistake. No one (^aii (Irseribe the order in 

wliicdi he bruslu's iiis hair or teeth; yet it is likely that the 

order is a pretty tixed one in all of us. 

These results ixiay bo expressed as follows: 

In action grown habitual, what instigates each new 

muscular contraction to take place in its ap[)oiiited order 

is not a thought or a perception, but the semaiioii occa^ 

sioned by the muscuJar coniracfion jfist finished, A strictly 

voluntary act has to be guided by idea,, ])erception, and 

volition, throughout its whole course. In an habitual ac¬ 

tion, mere sensation is a sufficient guide, and the upper 
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regions of brain and mind are set comparatively free. A 

diagram will make the matter clear : 

r a' 

Let Aj B, C, T), E, F, 0 represent an lifibitual chain of 

muscular contractions, and let a, />, c, d, e, f stand for tlie 

respective sensations which these contTactions excite in us 

when they are successively performed. Such sensations 

will usually be of the muscles, skin, or joints of the ])a] ts 

moved, but they may also be effects of the moverncuit uj)on 

the eye or the ear. Through them, and through them 

alone, we are made aware whether the contraction has or 

has not occurred. When the series, A, B, C, D, E, F, Gy is 

being learned, each of these sensations bet^omes the object 

of a separate perception by the mind. By it we test each 

movement, to see if it be right before advancing to the next. 

We hesitate, compare, choose, revoke, reject, etc., by intel¬ 

lectual means ; and the order by which the next movement 

is discharged is an express order from the ideational centres 

after this deliberation has been gone through. 

In habitual action, on the contrary, the onlj^ impulse 

which the centres of idea or percei)tion need send down is 

the initial impulse, the command to start. This is repre¬ 

sented in the diagram by B; it may be a thought of the 

first movement or of the last result, or a mere perception 

of some of the habitual conditions of the chain, the presence, 

e.g., of the keyboard near the hand. In the present case, 

no sooner has the conscious thought or volition instigated 

movement Ay than A, through the sensation a of its own 

occurrence, awakens B reflexly; B then excites G through 

by and so on till the chain is ended, when the intellect gen¬ 

erally takes cognizance of the final result. The process, in 

fact, resembles the passage of a wave of ‘ peristaltic ’ motion 
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down the bowels. The intellectual perception at the end 

is indicated in the diagram by the effect of G being repre¬ 

sented, at G'y in the ideational centres above the merely 

sensational line. The sensational ijnpressions, a, 6, c, d, e,/*, 

are all suj)p()sed to have their seat below tlie ideational 

lines. That our ideational centres, if involved at all by a, 

6, c, dj e,/y are involved in a minimal degree, is shown by 

the fact that the attention may be wholly absorbed else- 

wliere. We may say our prayers, or repeat the alphabet, 

wdtli our attention far away. 

“ A musical performer will play a piece which has become familiar 

by r(‘])elitioii while carrying on an animated conversation, or while con¬ 

tinuously engross('d by some train of deeply intcTcsting thought; the 

accustomed se(juence of movcniKuits being directly prompted by the 

of 1 li(^ nof(‘s, or by tlun'ennunbered succession of the sounds (if 

the piece is ])layed from imunory), aided in both cases by the guiding 

sensations derived from the muscles thernsehais. But, further, a higher 

degree of the same Mraining’ (acting on an organism spt?cialty fitted to 

profit by it) enabh‘s an accomplished j)ianist to })lay a difficult piece of 

music at sight; the movi'immls of the hands and fingers following so 

imnKHliately upon the sight of the notes that it seems impossible to 

b<di(‘ve that any but the very shortest and most direct track can be the 

channel of the inu'vous ('ommunication through which they are called 

forth. The following curious example of the same class of acquired 

aptitudes^ which differ from instincts only in being prompted to action 

by the will, is furnished by Kobert Hondin : 

“ ‘ With a vi(!W of cultivating the rajiidity of visual and tactile per¬ 

ception, and the precision of re.^pondent movements, which are neces¬ 

sary for success in every kind of prestidigitation, Hondin early practised 

the art of juggling with balls in the air; and having, after a month’s 

practice, become thorough master of the art of keeping up/o?/r balls at 

once, he jdaced a book before him, and, while the balls were in the air, 

accustomed himself to read without hesitation. ‘ This,’ he says, ‘ wdll 

probably seem to my readers very extraordinary; but I shall surprise 

them still more w hen I say that 1 have just amused myself with repeat¬ 

ing this curious experiment. Though thirty years have elapsed since 

the tinu^ I was writing, and though I have scarcely once touched the 

halls during that period, 1 can still manage to read with ease while 

keeping three balls up.’ (Autobiography, p. 2G.)* 

Wei liave called a, h, c, d, c,/, the antecedents of the suc¬ 

cessive muscular attractions, by the name of sensationa 

Some authors seem to deny that they are even this. If not 

Carpenter’s ‘ Mental Physiology ’ (1874), pp. 217, 218, 
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even this, they can only be centripetal nerve-cnrrents, not 

sufficient to arouse feeling, but sufficient to arouse motor 

response.* It may be at once admitted that they are not 

distiind voJifions. The will, if any will be present, limits 

itself to a jwntiission that tln‘y exert their motor effects. 

Dr. Car})enter Avrites : 

'‘Then3 may still be metaphysicians who maintain that actions 

which were originally pj-ompted })y th(‘ will with a distinct intention, 

and wliieh are still entirely under its control, can nevcir cease to lx* 

volitional; and that eitln'r an intinitesinially small amount of will is 

required to sustain them when tln^y hav<‘ betm once set going, or that 

the will is in a sort of pendulum-lik(3 oscillation between the two actions 

—the maintenance of the train of ihongld^ and the maintenance of the 

train of movement. Hut if only an infinitesimally small amount of will 

is necessary to sustain them, is not this tantamount to saying that tiny 

go on by a force of their own ? i\nd do(3S not the exjxu'ienee of the 

jyei'fect eontiu'uitij i)t our train of thought during the ixn-formance of 

movements that hav(3 beeomt^ habitual, entirely negative the hypothesis 

of oscillation ? Besides, if such an oscillation (*xisted, there must be 

intervals in which each action go(^s on of itself: so that its essentially 

automatic charactiT is virtually aduiitt(‘d. The physiological explana¬ 

tion, that the mechanism of hxmnotion, as of other habitual move¬ 

ments, f/?'oivs to th(3 mod(' in which it is early (3X(U‘cised, and that it then 

works automatically under the gimeral control and din'ction of thcAvill, 

can scarcely bi' put down by any assumption of an hypothetical neces¬ 

sity, which rests only on the basis of ignorance of one side of our com¬ 

posite nature.” t 

But if not distinct acts of wTll, these immediate ante¬ 

cedents of each movement of the chain are at any rate 

accompanied by consciousness of some kind. They^ are 

sensations to Avhicdi we are nsuaJly inattentive, but which im¬ 

mediately call our aitention if they go vmmg. Schneider’s 

account of these sensations deserves to be quoted. In the 

act of walking, he says, even when our attention is entirely 

off, 

“wo are continuously aware of certain muscular feelings; and we 

have, moreover, a feeling of certain impulses to keep our (equilibrium 

and to sot down one leg after another. It is doubtful whether we could 

preserve equilibrium if no sensation of our body’s attitude were there, 

* Von Hartmann devobis a chapter of his ' Philosophy of the Uncon¬ 
scious ’ (English translation, vol. I. p. 73) to proving that they must be 
both ideas and unconscious. 

f ‘ Mental Physiology, ’ p. 20. 
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and doubtful wlietlier we should advance our leg if we had no sensation 
of its Tnovenu'iit ;is (\\ecuted, and not even a, minimal f(je1irig of impulse 
to set it down. Knitting appears altogether iiH'ehaiiieal, and the knitter 
ket^ps up h(;r knitting (wen while, she reads or is ('ugaged in lively talk. 
But if we ask Iku’ how tliis be i)ossible, sln^ will hardly reply that the 
knitting goes on of itself. She will rathei* say that sIkj has a feeling of 
it, that she biels in hei* hands that she knits and how^ she must knit, and 
that therefore tin? mov(mients of knitting are calk'd forth and regulated 
by the sensations associated therewithal, even when the attention is 
called away. 

“So of every om^ who practises, appanuitly automatically, a long- 

familiar handicraft. The smith turning his tongs as he smites the iron, 

the carp(}iiter wielding his plane, the lace-ma,k(u* with her bobbin, the 

weaver at his loom, all will a,nsw(‘r the same (pa'stion in tlu^ same way 

by sajdng tliat th('y have a fe('ling of the pro])er management of the 

im})kmuMit in their hands. 

‘‘ In these eas(‘s, th(‘ tVelings which are cojulil ions of tin; appro})riato 

acts are V(U*y faint. But none the less are t!)('y neci'ssary. Imagine 

your hands not feeding; your movements coidd tlnm only be provoked 

l)y ideas, and if your i<l('as were then div(*rt('d away, the movements 

ought to come to a, standstill, whicli is a conse^iuence that seldom 

occurs.” * 

Again : 

“ All idea makes you take, for example, a violin into your left hand. 

But it is not nec(‘ss;iry that your idea remain fixed on the contrac¬ 

tion of the muscles of the left hand and tingiu’s in order that the 

violin may continue (o be held fast and not let fall. The sensations 

themselves which tin; holding of the instrument awakens in the hand, 

since they are associau'd with the motor impulse of grjisping, are suf¬ 

ficient to caus(‘ this impulse, which then lasts as long as tlio feeling 

it.self lasts, or until the impulse is inhibited by the idea of some antag¬ 

onistic motion.” 

And the same may be Raid of the manner in which the right 

hand holds the bow : 

“ It sometimes happens, in beginning these simultaneous combina¬ 

tions, that one movement or imi>ulse will cease if tlie consciousness 

turn particularly toward another, because at the outset the guiding 

sensations must u// be strongly/c//. The bow will perhaps slip from 

the fingers, because some of the muscles have relaxed. But the 

slipping is a cause of new sensations starting u}) in the hand, so that 

the attention is in a moment brought back to the grasping of the bow. 

“The following experiment shows this wtdl: When one begins to 

play on the violin, to keep him from raising his right elbow in playing 

* ‘ Der meuschliclie Wide/ pp. 447, 448- 
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a book is placed under his right armpit, which lie is ordered to hold 

fast by keeping tlie upper arm tight against his body. The muscular 

feelings, and feelings of contact connected with the book, provoke an 

impulse to j)ress it tight. But often it happens that the beginner, 

whose attention g(d.s absorbed in tlie production of tlie notes, lets drop 

the book. Later, however, this never haj)pens; the faint(vst sensations 

of contact suffice to awaken the impulse to keep it in its ])lac,e, and the 

attention may be wliolly absorbed by the notes and th(‘ ting(n-ing with 

the left- hand. simultaneous combination of movements is thus 

in the first instance cond itioned by the facility with which inns, along¬ 

side of intellectual processes, processes of inattentive feeling may still 

go on.”* 

Tliis brings us by a very natural transition to the ethical 
implications of tlw law of hahif. They are numerous and 

momentous. JJr. Carpenter, from whose ‘Mental Physiol- 

ogy ’ we have quoted, has so prominently enforced the 

principle that our organs gi\)w to tlu^ way in which they 

have been exercised, and dwelt upon its consequences, that 

his book almost deserves to be called a work of edilication, 

on this account alone. We need make no apology, then, 

for tracing a few of these consequences ourselves : 

“ Habit a second nature! Habit is ten times nature,” 

the Duke of Wellington is said to have exclaimed; and the 

degree to which this is true no one can ])robably appreciate 

as well as one who is a veteran soldier liimself. The daily 

drill and the years of discipline end by fashioning a man 

completely over again, as to most of the possibilities of his 

conduct. 

“ There is a story, which is credible enough, though it may not 

be true, of a practical Joker, who, seeing a disciiarged veteran 

carrying home his dinner, suddenly called out, ‘ Attention I ’ where¬ 

upon the man instantly brought his hands down, and lost liis mutton 

and potatoes in the gutter. The drill had been thorough, and its 

effects had become embodied in the man’s nervous structure.” t 

Riderless cavalry-horses, at many a battle, have been 

seen to come together and go through their customary 

evolutions at the sound of the bugle-call. Most trained 

domestic animals, dogs and oxen, and omnibus- and car- 

* ‘Der menschliche Wide,’ p, 439. The last sentence is rather freely 
translated—the sense is unaltered. 

f Huxley’s * Elementary Lessons in Physiology, ’ lesson xn. 
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horses, seem to be macliines almost pure and simple, un- 

doubtinglj, unhesitatingly doing from minute to minute the 

duties they have been taught, and giving no sign that the 

possibility of an albn-iiative ever suggests itself to their 

mind. Men grown old in prison have asked to be read¬ 

mitted after being oneo set free. In a railroad accident to 

a travelling menagerie in the United States some time in 

1884, a tiger, whose cage had broken o])en, is said to have 

emerged, but presently crept back again, as if too much 

bewildered by his new responsibilities, so that he was with¬ 

out difhculty secured. 

Habit is thus the enormous fly-wheel of society, its most 

])recious c^onservative agent. It alone is what keeps us all 

within the l)ounds of ordinanc^e, and saves the children of 

fortuiu^ from the en^dous uprisings of the poor. It alone 

prevents the hardest and most repulsive walks of life from 

being desertcal by thos(^ brought up to tread therein. It 

keeps tlie fislierman ajid the deck-hand at sea through the 

winter; it holds the miner in his darkness, and nails the 

countryman to Ids ](>g-ca})in and his lonely farm through 

all the months of snow ; it ])rotects us from invasion by the 

natives of the desert and the frozen zone. It dooms us all 

to light out t1]e battle of life upon the lines of our nurture 

or our eaa’ly choice, and to make the best of a pursuit that 

disagrees, because there is no other for which we are fitted, 

and it is too late to begin again. It keeps difterent social 

strata from mixing. Alrejidy at the age of twenty-five you 

see the professional mannerism settling down on the young 

commercial traveller, on the young doctor, on the young 

minister, on the young counsellor-at-law. You see the little 

lines of cleavage running through the character, the tricks 

of thought, the prejudices, the ways of the ‘shop,’ in a 

word, from which the man can by-and-by no more escape 

than his coat-sleeve can suddenly fall into a new set of 

folds. On the whole, it is best he should not escape. It 

is well for the world that in most of us, by the age of thirty, 

the character has set like plaster, and will never soften 

again. 

If the period between twenty and thirty is the critical 

one in the formation of intellectual and x^rofessional habits. 
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the ])erio(l below twenty is more im])ortaut still for the fix¬ 

ing of personal habits, properly so called, Hindi as vocaliza¬ 

tion and ])ronuuciatiou, gesture, motion, and address. 

Hardly (^ver is a language learned after twenty s])oken 

without a foreign accent; hardly ever can a youth trans¬ 

ferred to the sochdy of his betters unlearn tbe nasality and 

other vices of s])eech bred in him by the associations of 

his growing y(‘ars. Hardly ('ver, indeed, no matter how 

much money tln^re b(^ in his jiocket, can he even h^arn to 

dress like a gentleman-born. The merchants offer their 

wares as eagerly to him as to the veriest ‘ swell,’ but he 

simply eamiot buy the right things. An invisible law, as 

strong as gravitation, keeps him within his orbit, arrayed 

this year as he was the last; aaid how his bettca-bred 

acquaintances contrive to get tln^ things they wear will ])e 

for him a mystery till his dving day. 

The great thing, then, in all education, is to inalie our 

nervous system 0}ir ally instead of our enemy, It is to fund 

and capitalize our acquisitions, and live at ease upon the 

interest of the fund. For this ice must make aidomatic and 

hahiiualj as early as possible, as many useful actions as 'ire can, 

and guard against the growing into ways that are likely to 

be disadvantageous to us, as w(' should guard against the 

plague. The more of the details of our daily life we can 

hand over to the ellbrtless (uistody of automatism, the more 

our higher powers of mind will be set free for tludr own 

proper work. TIku’o is no more miserable human being 

than one in whom nothing is habitual but indecision, and 

for whom the lighting of every cigar, the drinking of every 

cup, the time of rising and going to bed every day, and 

the beginning of every bit of work, are subjects of express 

volitional deliberation, l^ull half the time of such a man 

goes to the deciding, or regretting, of matters which ought 

to be so ingrained in him as practically not to exist for his 

consciousness at all. If there be such daily duties not yet 

ingrained in any one of my readers, let him begin this very 

hour to set the matter right. 

In Professor Bain’s cha])ter on ‘The Moral Habits' 

there are some admirable ])raetical lemarks laid down. 

Two great maxims emerge from his treatment. The first 
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is that ill tlio acquisition of a new habit, or the leaving off 

of an old one, wo must take care to launch oursdvcH vnth as 

strong and decided an initiative as possible. Accumulate ?ill 

the possible cir(*umstances which shall re-enforce the right 

motives ; put y()urs(>lf assiduously in conditions that en¬ 

courage the new way; make engagements incompatible 

with the old; take a i)ublic pledge, if the case allows; in 

short, envelop your n^solution with every aid you know. 

This will give your m^w Ix^ginning such a momentum that 

the tem2)tation to break down will not occur as soon as it 

otherwise might ; and every day during vdiich a brfuikdown 

is ])ostp(Uied adds to the chances of its not occurring at all. 

The second maxim is : Nrver suffer an exception to occur 

^ till the nem h(d>il is serureli/ rooted, in your life. Eacdi la})se 

is like tlie letting fall of a ball of string which one is care¬ 

fully winding u]); a singl(‘ sli]) undoes more than a great 

many tui’iis will wind again. (Joutinuity of training is the 

great means of making the iiervous systeni act infallibly 

right. As Professor Bain says: 

“The iHuniliarily of the moral habits, eoiiti‘a(listiiiguishin,£f tliem 

from the iiitelhietual acquisitions, is the presence of two hoslik^ ])owers, 

one to be gradually I'aiscnl into the ascendant over the other. It is 

necessary, above all things, in such a situation, nev('r to lose a battle. 

Every gain on the wrong si(I(^ undoes the elfect of iiuuiy conquests on 

tlu^ right. The essential pr(‘caution, thend’ore, is so to regulate the 

two oi)})Osing powers that the one may have a series of uninterrupted 

successes, until ret>etition has fortified it to siudi a degree as to enable 

it to cope with the opposition, und(3r any circumstances. This is the 

theoretically best career of mental progress.” 

The need of 8(K*uriiig success at the outset is imperative. 

Failure at first is apt to dampen the energy of all future 

attempts, whereas piast experience of success nerves one to 

future vigor. Goethe says to a man who consulted him 

about an enterpirise but mistrusted his own powders: ‘^4cli! 

you need only blow on your hands! ” And the remark 

illustrates the effect on Goethe’s spirits of his own habitu¬ 

ally succ^essful career. Prof. Baumann, from whom 1 bor¬ 

row’ the aiKH’dote,* says that the collapse of barbarian 

*See the admirable pas.sage about success at the oulset, in hisllandbuch 
der Moral (1878), pp. 38-43. 
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nations when Europeans come among them is due to their 

despair of ever succeeding as the new-comers do in the 

larger tasks of life. Old ways are broken and new ones 

not formed. 

The question of ‘ tapering-oflV in abandoning sucli 

habits as drink and opium-indulgence, comes in here, and 

is a question about which experts difl’er within ccu’tain 

limits, and in regard to what may be best for an individual 

case. In the main, however, all expei't opinion would 

agree that abru})t acquisition of the new habit is the l>est 

way, there he a renl posfiihUity of corrylncj it out. We 

must be careful not to give the will so stilt’ a task as to in¬ 

sure its defeat at the very outset; but, provided 07ie eem 

stand it, a sharp period of suffering, and then a free time, 

is the best thing to aim at, whether in giving up a habit 

like that of opium, or in simply clianging one’s hours of 

rising or of work. It is surprising how soon a desire will 

die of inanition if it be never fed. 

“ One must first learn, unmoved, looking neitlier to the right nor 

left, to walk firmly on the straight and narrow path, before one oan 

begin ‘to make one’s self over again.’ He who every day makes a 

fresh resolve is like one who, arriving at tlu'- edge of the dit(*h he is to 

leap, forever stops and returns for a fresh run. Without unbroken 

advance there is no such thing as aecunuilation of the ethical forces 

possible, and to make this possible, and to exercise us and habituate us 

in it, is the sovereign blessing of regular work^ * 

A third maxim may be added to the preceding pair: 

Seize th/e very first possible opportunity to act on every resolu¬ 

tion you make, and on every emotional prompting you may 

experience in the direction of the habits you aspire to gain. It 

is not in the moment of their forming, but in the moment 

of their producing motor effects, that resolves and aspira¬ 

tions communicate the new ‘set’ to the brain. As the 

author last quoted remarks: 

“The actual presence of the practical opportunity alone funiishes the 

fulcrum upon which the lever can rest, by means of which the moral 

will may multiply its strength, and raise itself aloft. He who has no 

solid ground to press against will never get beyond the stage of empty 

gesture-making. ” 

* J. Bahnsen : 'Beitrfige zu Charakterologie ’ (1867), vol. i. p. 209. 
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\ No matter how full a reservoir of maxims one may pos- 

i Bess, and no matter liovv ^ood one’s sentimeyiis may he, if one 

/ have not taken advantage of every concrete opportunity to 

act, one’s character may remain entirely unaffected for the 

I better. With mere good intentions, hel] is jjroverbially 

1 paved. And this is an obvious consetiueiice of the prin~ 

liiples we have laid down. A ‘character,’ as J. S. Mill says, 

is a comj)]etely fashioned will ’; and a will, in the sense in 

which he means it, is an aggregate of tendencies to act in a 

firm and prompt and definite way upon all the principal 

emergencies of life. A tendency to act only becomes effec¬ 

tively ingrained in us in pro])ortion to the uninterrupted 

friupiency with which the actions actually occur, and the 

brain ‘grows ’ to their use. Every time a resolve or a fine 

glow of feeling evaja^rates without bearing 2)ractical fruit is 

worse than a chance lost; it works so as positively to 

hinder future resolutions and emotions from taking the 

normal path of discharge. There is no more contemptible 

type of human cliaracter tlian that of the nerveless senti¬ 

mentalist and dreamer, who spends his life in a weltering 

sea of sensibility and emotion, but who never does a manly 

concrete deed. liousseau, infiaming all the mothers of 

France, by his elocpieuce, to follow Nature and nurse their 

babies themselves, while he sends his own children to the 

foundling hospital, is the classical example of what I mean. 

But every one of us in his measure, whenever, after glow¬ 

ing for an abstractly formulated Good, he practically 

ignores some actual case, among the squalid ‘ other partic¬ 

ulars ’ of which that same Good lurks disguised, treads 

straight on Rousseau’s path. All Goods are disguised by 
the vulgarity of their concomitants, in this work-a-day 

world; but woe to him who can only recognize them when 

he thinks them in their pure and abstract form! The habit 
of excessive novel-reading and theatre-going will produce 
true monsters in this line. The weeping of a Russian lady 

over the fictitious personages in the play, while her coach¬ 

man is freezing to death on his seat outside, is the sort of 
thing that everywhere happens on a less glaring scale. 
Even the habit of excessive indulgence in music, for those 
who axe neither performers themselves nor musically gifted 
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enough to take it in a ptirely intellectual way, has probablj? 

a relaxing effect u])()u the character-. One becomes lilled 

with emotions which habitually pass without prompting to 

any drod, and so the inertly sentimental condition is kept 

up. The remedy would be, never to suffer one’s self to 

have an emotion at a concert, without expressing it after¬ 

ward in sonic active way.* Let the expression be the least 

thing* in the world—s})eaking genially to one’s aunt, or 

giving u}) one’s seat in a horse-car, if nothing more heroic 

offers—but lot it not fail to take place. 

These latter easels make us aware that it is not simply 

particvJar lines of discharge, but also (jencral fornis of dis¬ 

charge, that seem to be grooved out by habit in the brain. 

Just as, if wo let our emotions evaporate, they get into a 

way of evaporating; so there is reason to suppose that if 

we often flinch from making an effba t, before w^e know it the 

effort-making capacity will be gone; and that, if w'e suffer 

the wandering of our attention, p.resently it will wander all 

the time. Attention and effba t ai*(% as we shall see later, 

but two names for the same psychic fact. To what brain- 

processes the}" correspond we do not know. The strongest 

reason for believing that they do depend on brain-processes 

at all, and are not [)ure acts of the s])irit, is just this fact, 

that they seem in some degree subject to the law of habit, 

which is a material law. As a final practical maxim, rela¬ 

tive to these habits of the will, we may, then, offer some¬ 

thing like this: Keep the faculty of effort alive in yon hy a 

little gratuitous exercise every day. That is, be systematic¬ 

ally ascetic or heroic in little unnecessary points, do 

every day or two something for no other reason than that 

you would rather not do it, so that when the hour of dire 

need draws nigh, it may find you not unnerved and untrained 

to stand the test. Asceticism of this sort is like the insnir- 

ance which a man pays on his house and goods. The tax 

does him no good at the time, and possibly may never bring 

him a return. But if the fire does come, his having paid it 

will be his salvation from ruin. So with the man who has 

* See for remarks on this subject a readable article by Miss V. Scudde^ 
on 'Musical Devotees and Morals/in the Andover lieview for Januiuy 
1887. 
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daily inured himself to hahits of concentrated attention, 

energetic volition, and self-denial in unnecessary things. 

He will stand likf‘, a tower when everything rocks around 

him, and when his softer fellow-mortals are winnowed like 

chali in the blast. 

The physiological study of mental conditions is thus tbr; 

most powerful ally of hortatory ethics. Tln^ hell to be 

endured ht'reafter, of whicli tiieology kdls, is no wors(‘ than 

the hell we make for ourselves in this world by hal)itaal]y 

fashioning our (‘characters in the wrong way. Could the 

young but j-ealize how soon they will become mere walking 

bundles of habits, they would give more heed to their con¬ 

duct while in the plastic state. AVe ar(^ spinning our own 

fates, good or evil, and never to be undone. Every smalh^st 

stroke of virtue or of vice leaves its never so little scar. 

The (lrunk(m Hip Van AVinkle, in Jefferson’s ]>lay, excuses 

himself for (‘.very fresh dereliction by saying, ‘1 won’t count 

this time ! ’ AVell! he may not count it, and a kind Heavtm 

may n(;t countit; but it is being counted none tlie less. 

Down among his i]erv(‘-(‘(dls and libri's ilu} molecules are 

coimting it, registering and storing it u]) to be used against 

him when the next tem{)tation comes. Nothing we ever do 

is, in strict scientific literalness, wi})ed out. Of course, this 

has its good side as well as its bad one. As we become 

permanent drunkards by so many separate drinks, so we 

become saints in the moral, and authorities and experts in 

the practical and scientitic s})heres, by so many se]karate 

acts and hours of work. L(‘t no vouth have any anxiety 

about the upshot of liis education, Avliatevcu* the line of it may 

be. If ho keep faithfully busy eacli hour of the working- 

da3% he may safely leave the final result to itself. He can 

with perfect certainty coujit on waking up some fine morn¬ 

ing, to find himself one of the competent oiies of his gen¬ 

eration, in whatever pursuit he may have singled out. 
Silonthy, between all the details of his busim'ss, tlie power of 

judging in all that edass of matter will liave built itself up 

within him as a possession tliat will mner ])ass away. 

Young peo])le should know this truth in advance. The 

ignorance of it has probably engendercnl jnoro discourage¬ 

ment and faint-heartedness in y(^uths embarking on arduous 
c.arcers than all other causes put together. 



CHAPTER V. 

THE AUTOMATON-THEORY. 

In describing the functions of the hemispheres a short 

way batdi, we used language derived from botli the bodily 

and the mental life, saying now that the animal made inde¬ 

terminate and unforeseeable reactions, and anon that he 

was swayed by considerations of future good and evil ; 

treating his hemispheres sometimes as the seat of mem- 

oiy and ideas in tlie psychic sense, and sometimes talk¬ 

ing of them as simply a compli(‘ated addition to his 

reflex, machinery. This sort of vacillation in the point of 

view is a fatal imudent of all ordinary talk about those 

questions ; but I must now settle my scores with those 

readers to whom I already dropped a word in passing (see 

page 24, note) and who have probably been dissatisfied 

with my conduct ever since. 

Suppose wo restrict our view to facts of one and the same 

plane, and let that bo the bodily plane : cannot all the out¬ 

ward phenomena of intelligence still be exhaustively de¬ 

scribed ? Those mental images, those ‘ considerations/ 

whereof we spoke,—presumably they do not arise without 

neural processes arising simultaneously with them, and 

presumably eacdi consideration corresponds to a process sui 

qeneris, and unlike all the rest. In other words, however 

numerous and delicately differentiated the train of ideas 

may be, the train of brain-events that runs alongside of it 

must in both respects be exactly its match, and we must 

postulate a neural machinery that offers a living counterpart 

for every shading, however tine, of the history of its owner's 

mind. Whatever degree of complication the latter may 

reach, the complication of the machinery must be quite as 

extreme, otherwise we should have to admit that there 

may be mental events to which no brain-events correspond 

128 
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But 8ucli an adminsion as this the physiologist is reluctant 

to make. It would violate all his beliefs. ‘No psychosis 

without neurosis,’ is one form which the principle of con¬ 

tinuity takes in his mind. 

But tliis principle forces the jdiysiologist to make still 

another step. If neural action is as complicated as mind ; 

and if in the sympathetic system and lower spinal cord we 

see Avhat, so far as we know, is unconscious neural action 

executing deeds that to all outward intent may be called 

intelligent; w hat is there to hinder us from siij)posing that 

even where w'e know c<jnsciousiiess to be there, tlie still 

more complicated neural action which we believe to be its 

inseparable companion is alone and of itself the real agent 

of whatever intelligent deeds may appear ‘As actions of 

a (‘-firtain degree of complexity are brought about by mere 

mechanism, why may not actions of a still greater degree of 

complexity be the n^siilt of a more refined mechanism 

Tlie conception of reflex action is surely one of the best 

conqiuists of physiological theory ; why not be radical with 

it ? Wliy not say that just as the spinal cord is a machine 

with few reflexes, so the hemisplieres are a machine with 

many, and that tliat is all the diflerence ? The principle of 

continuity would press us to accept this view. 

But what on this view could be the function of the con¬ 

sciousness itself ? Meclianicinl function it would have none. 

The sense-organs w^ould awaken the brain-cells; these 

would awaken each other in rational and orderly sequence, 

until the time for action came ; and then the last brain- 

vibration would discharge downward into the motor tracts. 

But this would be a quite autonomous chain of occur¬ 

rences, and whatever mind went with it would be there 

only as an ‘ epiphenomenon,’ an inert spectator, a sort of 

‘foam, aura, or melody ’ as Mr. Hodgson says, whose oppo¬ 

sition or whose furtherance would be alike powerless over 

the occurrences themselves. When talking, some time ago, 

we ought not, accordingly, as physiologists, to have said any¬ 

thing about ‘ couvsiderations ’ as guiding the animal. We 
ought to have said ‘ paths left in the hemispherical cortex 

by former currents,’ and nothing more. 

Now so simple and attractive is tliis conception from the 
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consistently pliysiologicnl ])()int of view, tlnit it is quite 

woiulerfiil to see JiowiiiUi it wus stunihled on in p]nloso])]iy, 

and liuw f(‘,w ev(*n wlieji it lias been explained to 

them, fully and easily realiz(‘. its iinjiort. Much of the 

poleuiie writing against it is hy iiuui who have Jis 3^et failed 

U) lake it into their iniaginations. Hinc(‘ this has been tlie 

case, it seems worth uliile to devote a few mor(‘ words to 

making it jilausibli', befori^ erithdsing it ourselves. 

To Descartes bevlongs the credit of having first been bold 

enough to conceive of a conqiletely s(df-sufficing nervous 

mechanism whicli should b(‘ abh' to jierforiu comjilicated 

and apparently intelligent acts. Dy a singularly arliitrary 

restriction, however, Descartes sto])])ed short at man, and 

while cont(mding that in beasts the nervous machinery was 

all, he held that th(‘ liigher a-cts of man Avere the result 

of the agency of his rational soul. The o})inion that 

beasts have no consciousness a,t all was of course too para¬ 

doxical to maintain itself long as anything more than a 

curious item in tluj history of philosojihy. And with its 

abandonment the very notion that the nervous system pvrst^ 

might Avork the Avork of intelligence, Avhich Avas an integi'al, 

though detachable })art of tlu' Avhole theory, seemed also to 

slip out of men’s conception, until, in this centuiy, the 

elaboration of the doctrine of rehex action made it possible 

and natural that it should again arise. But it Avas not till 

1870, I believe, that Mr. Hodgson made the decisive step, 

by saying that feelings, no matter hoAv intensely they may 

be present, can liaA'e no causal efficacy Avhatever, and com- 

paring theiii to the colors laid on the surface of a mosaic, of 

which the events in the nerAams system are re])reseiited by 

the stones.* (Obviously the stones are held in ])lace by each 

other and not by the several colors Avhich they support. 

About the same time Mr. Spalding, and a little later 

Messrs. Huxley and Clifford, gave great publicity to an 

identical doctrine, though in their case it was backed by 

less relined metaphysical consideration s.f 

* The Theory of Practice, vol. i, p. 416 ff. 
f The present writer recalls how in 1869, when still a medical studeiu 

he began to write an essay showing how almost every one who speculateu 
about brain-processes illicitly interpolated into his account of them Hut u 
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A few sentences from Huxley and Clifford may be sub» 
joined to make tlio matter entirely clear. Professor Huxley 

says: 

“ Tlic consciousness of brutes would appear to be related to the 
niechanisrn of tlu‘ir body simply as a collateral product of its working, 
and to be as (M)mj>I(*lely without any power of modifying that working 
as the steam-whistle which accompanies the work of a locomotive engine 
is without iiitlueiice oii its machinery. Tlunr volition, if they have any, 
is an (‘motion nidii’afim of physical changes, not c\ cause ot such changes. 
, . . The soul stands related to the body as the bell of a clock to the works, 
and conseiousiK'ss answers to the s(umd which the bell gives out when 
it is struck. . . . 'I'lius far 1 have strictly confined myself to the 
automatism of hrut(‘s. ... It is quite true that, to the best of my 
judgm(‘nt, the argumentation which a})plies to brutes holds equally 
good of men ; and, th(a*efore, that all states of consciousness in us, as 
in them, ar(^ immcdiati'ly caused by molecular eiianges of the brain-sub- 
staiie(‘. It seems to me that in men, as in brutes, there is no proof that 
any state of consciousness is the cause of change in the motion of the 
matter of tlie organism. If these positions aie w(3ll based, it follows 
that our mental conditions are sinqdy the symbols in consciousness of 
the changes which lake place automatically in the organism ; and that, 
to take an extreme illustration, the feeling we call volition is not the 
cause of a voluntary act, but the symbol of that state of the brain which 
is the immediat(^ cause of that act. \Vc are conscious automata.” 

Professor Clifford writes: 

“All the evid(uice that we have goes to show that the physical world 
gets along entirely by itself, according to practically universal rules. 
. . , The train of physical facts between the stimulus sent into the eye, 
or to any one of our sen.ses, and the exertion which follows it, and the 
train of physical facts which goes on in (he brain, even when there is 
no stimulus and no exertion,—these are perfectly complete physical 
trains, and every step is fully accounted for by mechanical conditions. 
. . . The two things are on utterly different platforms—the physical 
facts go along by themselves, and the mental facts go along by them¬ 
selves. There is a parallelism between them, but there is no intiu'fer- 
ence of one with the other. Again, if anybody says that the will 
influences matter, the statement is not untrue, but it is nonsense. Such 
an assertion belongs to the crude materialism of the savage. The only 

derived from the entirely heterogeneous universe of Feeling. Spencer, 
Hodgson (in his Time and Space), Maudsley, Lockhart Clarke, Bain, Dr. 
Carpenter, and other authors were cited as having been guilty of the con¬ 
fusion. The writing was soon stopped because he perceived that the view 
which he was upholding against these authors was a pure conception, with 
no proofs to be adduced of its reality. Later it seemed to him that what¬ 
ever proofs existed really told in favor of their view. 
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thing which influences matter is the position of surrounding matter ot 
the motion of surrounding matter. . . . The assertion tiiat another 
man’s volition, a feeling in his (consciousness that 1 cannot perceive, is 
part of the train of physical facts which 1 may perceive,—this is neither 
true nor untrue, but nonsense; it is a combination of words whose cor¬ 
responding ideas will not go together. . . . Sometimes one series is 
known bettei*, and sometimes the other; so that in telling a story we 
speak sometiinc's of mental and somet imes of material facts. A feeling 
of chill made a man run ; strictly speaking, the nervous disturbance 
which coexisted with that feeling of chill made him run, if we want to 
talk about material facts ; or the feeling of chill produced the form of 
sub-consciousness which coexists with the motion of legs, if we want 
to talk about mental facts. . . . When, therefore, we ask : ‘ What is the 
physical link between the ingoing message from chilled skin and tlio 
outgoing message which moves th(‘ hg 'r and the answer is, ‘ A man’s 
will,’ we have as much right to be amused as if w^e had asked our friend 
with the picture what pigment was used in painting the cannon in the 
foreground, and received the answer, ‘ Wrought iron.’ It will be found 
excellent practice in the mental operations retjuired by this doctrine to 
imagine a train, the fore part of which is an engine and three carriages 
linked with iron couplings, and the hind part three other carriages 
linked with iron couplings ; the bond between the two parts being 
made up out of tlie sentiments of amity subsisting between the stoker 
and the guard.” 

To compreliencl completely the consequences of the 

dogma so confidently enunciated, one should unflinchingly 

apply it to the most complicated examples. Tlie move¬ 

ments of our tongues and pens, the flashings of our eyes in 

conversation, are of course events of a material order, and as 

such their causal antecedents must be exclusively material. 

If we knew thoroughly the nervous system of Shake¬ 

speare, and as thoroughly all his environing conditions, we 

should be able to show why at a certain period of his life 

his hand came to trace on certain sheets of paper those 

crabbed little black marks which we for shortness’ 

sake call the manuscript of Hamlet. We should under¬ 

stand the rationale of every erasure and alteration therein, 

and we should understand all this without in the slightest 

degree acknowledging the existence of the thoughts in Shake¬ 

speare’s mind. The words and sentences would be taken, 

not as signs of anything beyond themselves, but as little 

outward facts, pure and simple. In like manner we might 

exhaustively write the biography of those two hundred 
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poiindB, more or less, of warmish albuminoid matter called 

Martin Luther, without ever im])lying that it felt. 

But, on the otlier hand, nothing in all this could pre¬ 

vent us from giving an equally com])lete account of either 

Luther’s or Shakespeare’s spiritual history, an account in 

which every gleam of thought and emotion should find its 

place. The mind-history would run alongside of the body- 

history of each man, and each point in tlie one would cor¬ 

respond to, but not read upon, a point in the other. So 

the melody floats from the har})-string, but neitlier checks 

nor quickens its vibrations ; so the shadow runs alongside 

the pedestrian, Imt in no way infiuences his steps. 

Another inference, a})parently more 2)aradoxica] still, 

needs to be made, though, as far as I am aware. Dr. Hodg¬ 

son is the only writer who has exjylicitly drawn it. That 

inference is that feelings, not causing nerve-actions, cannot 

even cause each (dher. To ordinary common sense, felt 

j>aiii is, as such, not only the cause of outward tears and 

cries, but also tin' (*aus(^- of such inwaird events as sorrow^ 

conq)unctioii, (h.'sire, <u’ inventive thought. So the con¬ 

sciousness of good news is the direct 2)roducer of the feel¬ 

ing of joy, the a-wareness of 2)remises that of the belief in 

conclusions. But according to the automaton-theory, each 

of the feelings mentioned is only the correlate of some nerve- 

movement wdiose cause lay wholly in a previous nerve-move¬ 

ment. The first nerve-movement called u}' the second ; 

whatever feeling was attached to the second consequently 

found itself following upon the feeling that was attached 

to the first. If, for ('xam}>le, good new s wus the conscious¬ 

ness ca^rrelated with the first movement, then joy turned 

out to be tlie correlate in consciousness of the second. 

But all the wdiile the items of the nerve series were the 

only ones in causal continuity ; the items of the conscious 

series, however inwardly rational their sequence, were 

simply juxtaj^osed. 

REASONS FOR THE THEORY. 

The ‘ conscious automaton-tlieory,’ as this conception is 

generally called, is thus a radical and sinq)le concej^tion of 

the manner in which certain facts may possibly occur. But 
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between conception and belief, proof ought to lie. And 

when we ask, ‘ What proves that all this is more than a 

mere concej^tion of tlie ])ossible?’ it is not easy to get a 

sufficicnit rt^ply. If we start from the frog's spinal cord 

and reason by continuity, saying, as that acts so intelli¬ 

gently, though n7ico7iscwm, so the higher centres, though 

co7iscious, may have the intelligence they show quite as 

mechanically based; we are immediately met by the (‘xact 

counter-argument from continuity, an argument actually 

urged by such writers as Pfiiiger and LeAves, which starts 

from the acts of the hemisjdieres, and says: “As theue owe 

their intelligence to the consciousness Avhich we know to 

be there, so the intelligence of the spinal cord’s acts must 

really be due to the iiiAusible j>resence of a cojisciousness 

lower in degree.” All arguments from continuity work in 

two ways: you can either level up or hnel down by their 

means. And it is clear that such arguments as these can 

fiat each other up to all eternity. 

There remains a sort of philosophic faith, bred like 

most faiths from an aesthetic demand. Mental and physical 

evemts are, on all hands, admitbal to present the strongest 

contrast in the entire field of being. The chasm wliicli 

yawns between them is less easily bridged over b}^ the 

mind than any interval we know. W hy, then, Jiot call it au 

absolute chasm, and say not only that the two Avorlds 

are different, Init that they are independent ? This giv(\s 

us the comfort of all simple and absolute formulas, and it 

makes each chain homogeneous to our consideration. 

When talking of nervous tremors and bodily actions, we 

may feel secure against intrusion from an irrelevant mental 

world. AVdien, on the other hand, we speak of feelings, we 

may with equal consistency use terms always of one de- 

nomination, and never be annoyed by Avhat Aristotle calls 

‘ slipping into another kind.’ The desire on the part of men 

educated in laboratories not to have their physical reason¬ 

ings mixed uj) with sucli incommensurable factors as feelings 

is certainly very strong. I have heard a most intelligent 

biologist say: “It is high time for scientific men to protest 

against the recognition of any such thing as consciousness 

in a scientific investigation.” In a word, feeling constitute? 
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the ‘unscientific ’ half of existence, and anyone who enjoys 

calling himself a ‘scientist’ will be too happy to purchase 

an untrannnell(Ml lioriiogeneity of terms in the studies of his 

predilection, iit the slight cost of admitting a dualism 

which, in the same breath that it allows to mind an inde¬ 

pendent status of b(ung, banishes it to a limbo of causal 

in(u*tness, from whence no intrusion or interru2)tioii on its 

part need ever be feared. 

Over and above this great postulate that matters must 

be ke])t sim])le, there is, it must be confessed, still another 

highly abstract reason for den3dng causal eificacity to our 

feelings. We (^an form no positive image of the modus 

opennuli of a volition or other thought afiecting the cere¬ 

bral molecules. 

“ L('t iis fry fo imagine an idea, say of food, producing a inovenient, 
say of carrying food to th(‘ mouth. . . . Wliat i.s the method of its 
a(*liou ? I)(u^s it assist the decomposition of the molecules of the gray 
matter, or does it retard the process, or does it alter the direction in 
which th(^ shocks are distributed ? Let ns imagine the mol(*cules of the 
gray matter combined in such a way that they will fall into simplei 
com])inations on tlie impact of an incident force. Now suj)pose the in^ 
eideiit force, in the shape of a shock from soiikj other centre, to impinge 
upon these molecules. By hypothesis it will decompose them, and they 
wall fall into the simpler combination. Ilow is the ideti of food to pre¬ 
vent this decomposition? Manifestly it can do so only by increasing 
the force whicli binds the molecul(‘s together. Good ! Try to imagine 
the idea of a beefsteak binding two molecules together. It is impossi¬ 
ble. Equally impossible is it to imagine a similar idea loosening tlie 
attractive force between two molecules.”* 

This passage from au exceedingly clever writer expresses 

admirably the difficulty to whicli I allude, (hunbiiiod with 

a strong sense of the ‘ chasm ’ between the two worlds, and 

with a lively faitli in reflex machineiy, the sense of this 

difficulty can hardly fail to make one turn consciousness 

out of the door as a superfluity so far as one’s explanations 

go. One may bow her out politely, allow her to remain as 

an ‘ epiphenomenou’ (invaluable word !), but one insists that 

matter shall hold all the power. 

“Having thoroughly recognized the fathomless abyss that separates 
mind from matter, and having so blended the very notion into his very 

* Clia.s. Mercier : The Nervous System and t.h« Mind (1888), p. 9. 
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nature that there is no chance of his ever forgetting it or failing to 
saturate with it all his meditations, the student of psychology has next 
to appreciate the association between these two orders of j)henomena. 
. . . They are associated in a manner so intimate that some of the 
greatest thinkers consider tliem different aspects of the same process. 
. . . When the rearrangement of molecules takes place in the higher 
n'gions of the brain, a change of consciousness simultaneously occurs. 
. . . The change of consciousness never takes place without the change 
in tlie brain ; the change in the brain never . . . without the change 
in consciousness. But why the two occur together, or what the link is 
which connects them, we do not know, and most authorities believe 
that we never shall and never can know. Having firmly and tena¬ 
ciously grasped these two notions, of the absolute scjiarateness of mind 
and matter, and of the invariable concomitance of a mental eliange 
with a bodily change, the student, will enter on the study of psychology 
with half his difficulties surmounted.'’ * 

Half liis dirticulties ignored, I slionld prefer to say. For 
tliis ‘ concomitanee ’ in the midst of ‘ absolute se})arateness * 
is an utterly irrational notion. It is to my mind cpiite in¬ 
conceivable that consciousness should have nothing to do 
with a business whitdi it so faithfully attends. And the 
question, ‘What has it to do?’ is one which psychology 
has no right to ‘ surmount,' for it is her jilain duty to con¬ 
sider it. The fact is that the whole question of interaction 
and influence between things is a metaphysical question, 
and cannot be discussed at all by thoS(‘, who are unwilling 
to go into matters thoroughly. It is truly enough hard to 
imagine the ‘id(ui of a beefsteak binding two molecules 
together; ’ but since Hume's time it has been equally hard 
to imagine anything binding them together. The whole 
notion of ‘ binding ’ is a mystery, the first step towards the 
solution of which is to clear scholastic rubbish out of the 
way. Popular science talks of ‘ forces,’ ‘ attractions ’ or 
‘ affinities ’ as binding the molecules ; but clear science, 
though she may use such words to abbreyiate discourse, has 
no use for the conceptions, and is satisfied when she can 
express in simple ‘ laws ’ the bare space-relations of the 
molecules as functions of each other and of time. To the 
more curiously inquiring mind, however, this simplified 
expression of the bare facts is not enough ; there must 

* Op V V. 
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be a ‘ reason ’ for them, and something must ‘ determine ’ 

the laws. And when one seriously sits down to con¬ 

sider what sort of a thing one means when one asks 

for a ‘reason,’ one is led so far afield, so far away from 

popular science and its scholasticism, as to see that even 

such a fact as the existence or non-existence in the universe 

of ‘the idea of a beefsteak’ may not be wholly indifferent 

to other facts in the same universe, and in particular may 

have something to do with determining the distance at 

which two molexuiles in that universe shall lie apart. If 

ihis is so, then common-sense, though the intimate nature 

of causality and of the connection of things in the universe 

lies beyond her pitifully bounded horizon, has the root and 

gist of the truth in her hands when she obstinately holds 

to it that feelings and ideas are causes. However inade¬ 

quate our ideas of causal efficacy may be, we are less wide 

of the mark wdien we say that our ideas and feelings have 

it, than the Automatists are when they say they haven’t it. 

As ill the night all cats are gray, so in the darkness of meta- 

jdiysical criticism all causes are obscure. But one has no 

right to pull the pall over the psychic half of the subject 

only, as the automatists do, and to say that that causation 

is unintelligible, wdiilst in the same breath one dogmatizes 

about material, causation as if Hume, Kant, and Lotze had 

never been born. One cannot thus blow hot and cold. One 

must be impartially naif or impartially critical. If the 

latter, the reconstruction must be thorough-going or ‘ meta¬ 

physical,’ and will probably preserve the common-sense 

view that ideas are forces, in some translated form. But 

Psycln^logy is a mere natural science, accepting certain 

terms uncritically as her data, and stopjiing short of 

metaphysical reconstruction. Like physics, she must be 

naive; and if she tinds that in her very peculiar field of 

study ideas seem to be causes, she had better continue to 

talk of them as such. She gains absolutely nothing by a 

broach with common-sense in this matter, and she loses, 

to say the least, all naturalness of sj)eech. If feelings are 

causes, of course their effects must be furtherances and 

checkings of internal cer(d)ral motions, of wdiich in them¬ 

selves we are entirely without knowledge. It is probable 
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that for years to come we shall have to infer what happens 

in the brain either from our feelings or from motor effects 

which we observe. The organ will be for us a sort of vat 

in which feelings anti motions somehow go on stewing 

together, and in wdiich innumerable things happen of which 

we catch but the statistical result. Why, under these cir¬ 

cumstances, we should be asked to forswear the language 

of our childhood I cannot well imagine, especially as it is 

perfectly compatible with the language of physiology. The 

feelings can produce nothing absolutely new, they can only 

reinforce ami inhibit reflex currents which already exist, 

and the original organization of these by physiological 

forces must always be the ground-work of the psycho¬ 

logical scheme. 

My conclusion is that to urge the automaton-theory 

upon us, as it is now urged, on purely a priori and quasi^ 

metaphysical grounds, is an umoarrantahle impertinence in 

the present state of psychology, 

KEASONS AGAINST THE THEORY. 

But there are much more positive reasons than tliiswhy 

we ought to continue to talk in psychology as if conscious¬ 

ness had causal efficacy. The particidars of the distribu¬ 

tion of consciousness^ so far as we know them, point to its 

lieing ifficacioiun. Let us trace some of them. 

It is very generally admitted, though the point would 

be hard to prove, that consciousness grows the more com¬ 

plex and intense the higher we rise in the animal kingdom. 

That of a man must exceed that of an oyster. From this 

point of view it seems an organ, superadded to the other 

organs which maintain the animal in the struggle for exist¬ 

ence; and the presumption of course is that it helps him 

in some w^ay in the struggle, just as they do. But it 

cannot help him without being in some way efficacious and 

influencing the course of his bodily history. If now it 

could be shown in what way consciousness migld help him, 

and if, moreover, the defects of his other organs (where 

consciousness is most developed) are such as to make tliem 

need just the kind of help that consciousness would bring 

provided it were efficacious ; why, then the plausible infer- 
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ence would be that it came just l)emme of its efficacy—in 

otlier words, its efficacy would be inductively proved. 

Now tlie study of the phenomena of consciousness which 

w'e shall make throughout the rest of this book will show 

us that consciousness is at all times primarily a selecting 
agcTUty.^ AVhether we take it in the lowest sphere of sense, 

or in the highest of intellection, we find it always doing 

one thing, choosing one out of several of the materials so 

presented to its notice, emphasizing and accentuating that 

and suppressing as far as possible all the rest. The item 

emphasized is always in close connection with some interest 
felt by consciousness to bo jiaramount at the time. 

But what are now the defects of the nervous system in 

those animals whose consciousness seems most highly 

developed ? Chief among them must be instahility, The 

cerebral hemispheres are the characteristically ‘ high ’ 

nervo-(?entres, and we saw how indeterniiimte and unfore¬ 

seeable their performances were in comparison wdth those 

of the basal ganglia and the (U)rd. But this very vague¬ 

ness constitutes their advantage. They allow their pos¬ 

sessor to adapt his conduct to the minutest alterations in 

the environing circumstances, any one of wdiich may be 

for him a sign, suggesting distant motives more pow^erful 

than any present solicitations of sense. It seems as if cer¬ 

tain mechanical conclusions should be drawn from this 

state of things. An organ sw^ayed by slight impressions is 

an organ whose natural state is one of unstable equilibrium. 

We may imagine the various lines of discharge in the cere¬ 

brum to be almost on a par in point of permeability—what 

discharge a given small impression will produce may be 

called accidental, in the sense in which we say it is a mat¬ 

ter of accident wdiether a rain-drop falling on a moun¬ 

tain ridge descend the eastern or the western slope. It 

is in this sense that we may call it a matter of accident 

whether a child be a boy or a girl. The ovum is so un¬ 

stable a body that certain causes too minute for our appre¬ 

hension may at a certain moment tip it one w^ay or the 

other. The natural law^ of an organ constituted after this 

* See in particular the end of Chapter IX. 
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fashion can be nothing but a law of caprice. I do not see 
liow one could reasonably expect from it any certain pursu¬ 
ance of useful lines of reaction, such as the few and fatally 
determined performances of the lower centres constitute 
within their narrow sphere. The dilemma in regard to the 
nervous system seems, in short, to l)e of tlie following kind. 
\Ye may construct one which will react infallibly and cer¬ 
tainly, but it will then be capable of reacting to very few 
changes in the environment—it will fail to be adapted to all 
the rest. We may, on the other hand, construct a nervous 
system potentially adapted to respond to an infinite variety 
of minute features in the situation ; but its fallibility will 
then be as great as its elaboration. We can never be sure 
that its equilibriiim will be upset in the appropriate direc¬ 
tion. In short, a high brain may do many things, and may 
do each of them at a very slight hint. But its liair-trigger 
organization makes <.)f it a happy-go-lu('ky, hit-or-miss 
affair. It is as likely to do the crazy as the sane thing at 
any given moment. A low brain does few things, and in 
doing them perfectly forfeits all other use. The perform¬ 
ances of li high brain are like dice thrown forever on a 
table. Unhiss tliey be loaded, what chance is there that 
the highest number will turn up oftener than the lowest ? 

All this is said of the brain as a physical macliinc pure 
and simple. Can coiuicio^isne^ss imrease its efficiency by 
loading its dice ? Such is the problem. 

Loading its dice would mean bringing a more or less 
constant pressure to bear in favor of those of its perform¬ 
ances which make for the most permanent interests cf the 
brain’s owner; it would mean a constant inhibition of the 
tendencies to stray aside. 

Well, just such pressure and such inhibition are what 
consciousness seems to be exerting all the while. And the 
interests in whose favor it seems to exert them are its inter¬ 
ests and its alone, interests which it createSy and which, 
but for it, would have no status in the realm of being what¬ 
ever. We talk, it is true, when we are darwinizing, as if 
the mere body that owns the brain had interests; we speak 
about the utilities of its various organs and how they help 
or hinder the body’s survival; and we treat the survival as 
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if it were an absolute end, existing as such in the phj^sical 
world, a sort of actual should-he, presiding over the animal 
and judging his K^actions, (piibi apart from the presence of 
any commenting intelligence outsid(‘. We forget tliat in 
the absence of some sucli su])eradded commenting intelli¬ 
gence (whether it be tluit of the animal itscdf, (^r only ours 
or Mr. Darwin’s), the reactions cannot be properly talked 
jf as ‘useful’ or ‘hurtful’ at all. Considered merely 
physicjally, all that c.an be said of them is tliat 2/they occur 
in a certain way survival will as a matter of fac't prove to be 
their incidental consecpience. The organs themselves, and 
all the rest of the pliysical world, will, however, all the time 
bo quite indifferent to this consequence, and would cpiite as 
cluierfully, the circumstances changed, compass the animal’s 
destruction. In a word, survival can enter into a purely 
physiological discussion only as an hypothesis made hy an 
onlooker, about the future. But the moment you bring a 
consciousness into the midst, survival ceases to be a mere 
hypothesis. No longer is it, “ if survival is to occur, then 
so and so must brain and other organs Avork.” It has now 
become an imperative decree: “Survival shall occur, and 
therefore organs nimt so work !” Heal ends appear for the 
first time now upon the world’s stage. The conception of 
consciousness as a purely cognitive form of being, Avhich 
is the pet way of regarding it in many idcuilistic schools, 
modern as Avell as ancient, is thoroughly anti-psychologi- 
cal, as the leiuainder of this book will show. Every actu¬ 
ally existing consciousness seems to itself at any rate to 
be a fighter for ends, of which many, but for its presence, 
vould not be ends at all. Its powders of cognition are 
mainly subservient to these ends, discerning Avhich facts 
further them and which do not. 

Now let consciousness only be what it seems to itself, 
and it will help an instable brain to compass its proper 
ends. The movements of the brain per se yield the means 
of attaining these ends mechanically, but only out of a lot of 
other ends, if so they may be called, which are not the 
proper ones of the animal, but often quite opposed. The 
brain is an instrument of possibilities, but of no certainties. 
But the consciousness, with its own ends present to it, and 
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knowing also well which possibilities lead thereto and 
whicli away, Avill, if endowed with causal eflicacy, reinforce 
the favorable possibilities and repress the unfavorable or 
indifierent ones. The nerve-currents, coursing through the 
cells and fibres, must in this case be sup])osed strengthened 

the fact of their awaking one consciousness and damp¬ 
ened by awaking another. How such reaction of the con¬ 
sciousness upon the currents may occur must remain at 
present unsolved: it is enough for my purpose to have 
shown that it may not uselessly exist, and that the matter 
is less simple than the brain-automatists hold. 

All the facts of the natural history of consciousness lend 
color to this view. Consciousness, for example, is only 
intense when nerve-2)rocesses are hesitant. In rapid, 
automatic, habitual action it sinks to a minimum. Nothing 
could be more fitting than this, if consciousness have the 
teleological function we sujApose; nothing more meaning¬ 
less, if not. Habitual actions are certain, and being in no 
danger of going astray from their end, need no extraneous 
help. In hesitant action, there seem man}^ alternative ])os- 
sibilities of final nervous discharge. The feeling awakened 
by the nascent excitement of each alternative nerve-tract 
seems by its attractive or rej)ulsive quality to determine 
whether the excitement shall abort or shall become com¬ 
plete. Where indecision is great, as before a dangerous 
leap, consciousness is agonizingly intense. Feeling, from 
this point of view, may be likened to a cross-section of the 
chain of nervous discharge, ascertaining the links already 
laid down, and groping among the fresh ends j)resented 
to it for the one which seems best to fit the case. 

The phenomena of ‘ vicarious function ’ which we studied 
in Chapter II seem to form another bit of circumstantial 
evidence. A machine in w^orking order acts fatally in 
one way. Our consciousness calls this the right way. 
Take out a valve, throw a wheel out of gear or bend a 
pivot, and it becomes a different machine, acting just as 
fatally in another way which we call the wrong way. But 
the machine itself knows nothing of wrong or right: matter 
has no ideals to pursue. A locomotive will carry its train 
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through an open drawbridge as cheerfully as to any other 

destination. 

A brain with part of it scooped out is virtually a new 

machine, and during the first days after the operation 

functions in a thoroughly abnormal manner. As a matter 

of fact, however, its performances become from day to day 

more normal, until at last a practised eye may be needed 

to suspect anytliing wrong. Some of the restoration is un¬ 

doubtedly due to ‘ inhibitions ’ passing away. But if the 

consciousness which goes wdth the rest of the brain, be there 

not only in order to take cognizance of each functional 

error, but also to exert an efficient pressure to check it if it 

l)e a sin of commission, and to lend a strengthening hand 

if it be a weakness or sin of omission,—nothing seems 

more natural than that the remaining parts, assisted in 

this way, should by virtue of the principle of habit grow 

l)ack to the old teleological modes of exercise for which 

they were at first incapacitated. Nothing, on the contrary, 

seems at tirst siglit more unnatural than that they should 

vicariously take up the duties of a part now lost without 

those duties as such exerting any persuasive or coercive 

force. At the end of Chapter XXVII shall return to this 

again. 

There is yet another set of facts which seem explicable 

on the supposition that consciousness has causal efficacy. 

It is a loelUknoivn fact that pleasures are generally asso¬ 
ciated ivith heneficialj paim tvith detrimental^ experience's. 
All the fundamental vital processes illustrate this law. 

Starvation, suffocation, privation of food, drink and sleep, 

work when exhausted, burns, wounds, inflammation, the 

effects of poison, are as disagreeable as filling the hungry 

stomach, enjoying rest and sleep after fatigue, exercise after 

rest, and a sound skin and unbroken bones at all times, are 

pleasant. Mr. Spencer and others have suggested that 

these coincidences are due, not to any pre-established 

harmony, but to the mere action of natural selection which 

would certainly kill off in the long-run any breed of crea¬ 

tures to whom the fundamentally noxious experience seemed 

enjoyable. An animal that should take pleasure in a feel- 
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ing of suffocation would, if that pleasure were efficacious 
enougli to make him immerse his head in water, enjoy a 
longevity of four or live minutes. But if pleasures and 
j)ains have no efficacy, one does not see (without some 
such a prio7'i ratiomd harmony as would be scouted by the 
‘ scientific ’ champions of tlu^ automaton-theory) why the 
most noxicnis acts, such as burning, might not give thrills 
of delight, and the most necessary ones, sucdi as breatliing, 
cause agony. The exceptions to the law are, it is true, 
numerous, but relate to experiences that are either not vital 
or not universal, Urunkenness, for instance, which though 
noxious, is to many 2)ersous delightful, is a veiy" excej)tional 
experience. But, as the excadlent j)liysiologist Eick re¬ 
marks, if all rivers and springs ran alcohol instead of water, 
either all men would now be horn to hate it or our nerves 
w^ould have been sehaded so as to drink it with impunity. 
The only considera])le attempt, in fact, that has been made 
to explain the distrUndion of our feelings is that of Mr. Grant 
Allen in his suggestive little work Physiological JEsihdics ; 
and his reasoning is based exclusively on that causal efficacy 
of pleasures and pains which the ‘ double-aspect’ partisans 
so strenuously deny. 

Thus, then, from every point of view the circumstantial 
evidence against that theory is strong. A priori analysis 
of both brain-action and conscious action sho^vs us that if 
the latter were efficacious it would, by its selective emphasis, 
make amends for the indeterminateness of the former; whilst 
the study a posteriori of the distrihution of consciousness 
shows it to be exactly such as we might expect in an organ 
added for the sake of steering a nervous system grown too 
complex to regulate itself. The conclusion that it is use¬ 
ful is, after all this, quite justifiable. But, if it is useful, 
it must be so through its causal efficaciousness, and the 
automaton-theory must succumb to the theory of common- 
Bense. I, at any rate (pending metaphysical reconstruc¬ 
tions not yet successfully achieved), shall have no hesita¬ 
tion in using the language of common-sense throughout this 
book. 
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THE MINI) STUFF THEORY. 

The reader who found himself swamped with too much 

metaphysics in the last cha])ter will have a still worse 

time of it in this one, which is exclusively metaphysical. 
Metaphysics means nothing hut an unusually obstinate 
effort to think clearly. The fundamental conceptions of 
psychology are practically very clear to us, but theoreti¬ 
cally they are very confused, and one easily makes the ob¬ 
scurest assumptions in this science without realizing, until 
challenged, what internal difficulties they involve. When 
these assumptions liave once established themselves (as 
they have a way of doing in our very descriptions of the 
phenomenal facts) it is almost impossible to get rid of them 
afterwards or to make any one see that they are not essen¬ 
tial features of the subject. The only way to prevent tliis 
disaster is to scrutinize them beforehand and make tluun 
give an articulate account of themselves before letting tljein 
pass. One of the obscurest of the assumptions of which 
I speak is the assumption that our inental states are e(au- 
posits in strusture, made up of smaller states coujaiued. 
This hypothesis has outward advantages whicli make it 
almost irresistibly attractive to the intellect, and yet it is 
inwardly quite unintelligible. Of its uniiitelligibility, how¬ 
ever, half the writers on psychology seem unaware. As 
our own aim is to understand if possible, 1 make no apf)]ogy 
for singling out this particular notion for very explicit 
treatnumt l)cfon> taking up the descri])tivo part of our work. 
The theory of ^ iniud-stuf^ is the theory that our mental 
states are compounds, expressed in its most radical form. 

145 
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EVOLUTIONAKY PSYCHOLOGY DEMANDS A MIND DUST. 

Ill a general theory of evolution the inorganic comes 
first, then the lowest forms of animal and vegetable life, 
then forms of life that possess mentality, and finally those 
like ourselves that possess it in a liigh degree. As long as 
we keep to the consideration of purely outward facts, even 
the most complicated facts of biology, our task as evolution¬ 
ists is comparatively easy. We are dealing all the time with 
matter and its aggregations and separations; and although 
our treatment must perforce be hy])otheti(.al, tliis does not 
prevent it from being continiioiis. The point which as evo¬ 
lutionists we are bound to hold fast to is that all the new 
forms of being that make their appearance are really noth¬ 
ing more than results of the redistribution of the original 
and unchanging materials. The self-same atoms which, 
chaotically dispersed, made the nebula, now, jammed and 
temporarily caught in peculiar positions, form our brains ; 
and the ‘evolution’ of the brains, if understood, would be 
simply the account of how the atoms came to be so caught 
and jammed. In this story no new nntures, no factors not 
present at tin'. l>eginning, are introduced at any later stage. 

But with the dawn of consciousness an entirely new 
nature seems to slij) in, something whereof the potency w^as 
not given in the mere outward atoms of the original chaos. 

The enemies of evolution have been quick to pounce 
upon this undeniable discontinuity in the data of the world, 
and many of them, from the failure of evolutionary expla¬ 
nations at this point, have inferred their general incapacity 
all along the line. Every one admits tlie entire incommen¬ 
surability of feeling as such with material motion as 
such. “ A motion became a feeling ! ”—no phrase that our 
lips can frame is so devoid of apprehensible meaning. 
Accordingly, even tlie vaguest of evolutionary enthusiasts, 
when deliberately comparing material with mental facts, 
have been as forward as any one else to emphasize the 
* chasm ’ between the inner and the outer worlds. 

“ Can the oscillations of a molecule,” says Mr. Spencer, “bo repre- 

flented side by side with a nervous shock [he means a mental shock], 

and the two be recognized as one? No effort enables us to assimilate 
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thoin. That a unit of feeling has nothing in common with a unit of 

motion Ix^eornes more than ever manifest when we bring the two into 

juxtai)osition.’* * 

And again: 

“Suppose it to have become quite clear that a shock in conscious¬ 

ness and a molecular motion are tlie subjective and objective faces of 

the same thing; we continue utterly incai)able of uniting the two, so as 

to conceive that reality of which they are the opposite faces.” t 

In other words, incapable of perceiving in them any com* 
mon character. So Tyndall, in that lucky paragraph 
which has been quoted so often that every one knows it by 
heart: 

“The passage from the physics of the brain to the corresponding 

facts of consciousness is unthinkable. Granted that a definite thought 
and a definite molecular action in the brain occur simultaneously ; w«^ 
■ lo not possess the intellectual organ, nor apparently any rudiment of 

the organ, which would cnabhi us to pass, by a process of reasoning, 

trom one to the other. 

Or in this othei* passage: 

“ W(i can trace the devedopmont of a nervous system and correlate 

with it the paralhd phenomena of sensation and thought. We see with 

uudoiibtiiig ctii'tainty that tiny go hand in hand. But we try to soar 

in a vacuum the moment we scc^k to comprehend the connection 

between them. . . . Therti is no fusion possible between the two classes 

of facts—no motor energy in the intellect of man to carry it without 

logical rupture from the one to the other.” § 

None the less easily, however, when the evolutionary 
afflatus is upon them, do the very same writers leap over 
the breach whose flagrancy they are the foremost to an- 
nounce, and talk as if mind grew out of body in a con¬ 
tinuous way. Mr. Spencer, looking back on his review of 
mental evolution, tells us how “in tracing up the increase 

* Psychol, g 62. f Ibid. § 272. 
t Fragments of Science, 5th ed., p. 420. 
§ Belfast Address, ‘Nature,' August 20, 1874, p. 318. I cannot help 

remarking that the disparity between motions and feelings on which these 
authors lay so much stress, is somewhat less absolute than at first sight 
it seems. Tliere arc categories (jommon to the two worlds. Not only tem¬ 
poral succession (as Helmholtz admits, Physiol. Optik, p. 445), but such 
attributes as inlensity, volume, simplicity or complication, smooth or im¬ 
peded change, rest or agitation, are habitually predicated of both physical 
facts and mental facts. Where sur-b analogies obtain, the things do have 
somethin fir in common 
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we found ourselves passing imthout break from the phenomena 
of bodily life to the phenomena of mental life.” * And Mr. 
Tyndall, in the same Belfast Address from which we just 
quoted, dcilivers his other famous passage : 

“ Abandoning all disguise, the confession that 1 feel bound to make 

before you is that I prolong the vision backward across tin? boundary of 

the experimental evidence, and discern in that matter which we, in our 

ignorance and notwithstanding our professed reverence for its Creator, 

have hitherto covenid with opprobrium the promise and potency of 
every form and quality of life.” t 

—mental life included, as a matter of course. 
So strong a postulate is continuity ! Now this book will 

tend to show that mental postulates are on the whole to be 
respected. The demand for continuity has, over large tracts 
of science, proved itself to possess true proj>hetic power. 
We ought therefore ourselves sincerely to try every possible 
mode of conceiving the dawn of consciousness so that it 
may not appear equivalent to the irruption into the universe 
of a new nature, non-existent until then. 

Merely to call the consciousness ‘ nascent ’ w^ill not 
serve our turn.:}: It is true that the word signifies not yet 

* Psychology, ^131. f " ISalure,’as above, 317-8. 
X ‘ Nascent ’ is Mr. Spencer’s great word. In showing how at a certain 

point couscionsiicss must appear uj)on the evolving scene this author fairly 
outdoes himself in vagueness. 

In its higher forms, Instinct is probably accoinpanied by a rudimen¬ 
tary consc.ionsness. Tliere cannot he co-ordination of many stimuli without 
some ganglion through which they arc all brought into relation. In the 
process of bringing them into n^lation, this ganglion must be subject to 
the intluence of each—must uiuhngo many changes. And the quick suc¬ 
cession of changes in a ganglion, implying as it does perpetual experiences 
of dilferences aud likenesses, constitutes the raw material of consciousuess. 
The implicaiwii is that as fast as Instinct is developed, some kind of con¬ 
sciousness becomes nascent.” (Psychology, ^ 195.) 

The words ‘raw material’ and ‘implication’ which 1 have italicized 
aie the w'ords whi<.*h do the emlving. They are supposed to have ail the 
rigor which the ‘ synthetic philosophy ’ requires. In the following passage, 
when ‘impressions’ i)a8s through a common ‘centre of communication’ 
in succession (much as people might pass into a theatre through a turnstile) 
consciousness, non-existent until then, :s supposed to result: 

“Separate impressions arc received by the senses—by different parts of the 
body. If they go no further than the places at which they are received, they 
are useless. Or if only some of them are brought into relation with one an¬ 
other, they are useless. That an effectual adjustment may be made, they must 
be all brought into relation with one another. But this implies some centre 
of communication common to them all, through which they severally i>as9/ 
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quite born, and so seems to form a sort of bridge between 
(existence and nonentity. But that is a verbal quibble, 
Tlie fact is that discontinuity (*omes in if a new nature 
comes in at all. TIh^ quantity of the latter is quite imma¬ 
terial. The gil l in ‘ Mi(lshi])nian Easy ’ could not excuse the 
illegitiTnacy of lier ciiild by saying, ^it was a little small 
one.’ And ConscioiisiK^ss, however little, is an illegiti¬ 
mate birth ill any ])hilosophy that starts without it, and yet 
])rof('SS(^s to e\])lain all facts by continuous evolution. 

If evohfJiou is to icorlc s^uootJdy, consciousness in some shape 
must have been preseM at the very oriyin of things. Accord¬ 
ingly we find that the more clear-sighted evolutionary phi¬ 
losophers are Ix^ginningto posit it there. Each atom of the 
nebula, they suppose, must have had an aboriginal atom 
of cons(*iousn('Ss linked with it ; and, just as the material 
atoms have formed bodies and brains by massing them¬ 
selves together, so the mental atoms, by an analogous 
process of aggregation, have fused into those larger con¬ 
sciousnesses which we know in ourselves and suppose to 

exist in our hdlow-animals. Home such doctrine of 
aUrmisfic hytozaism as this is an indispensable part of a 
thorough-going philoso[)hy of evolution. According to it 

there must be an infinite number of degrees of conscious- 

and as they cannot pass tlirongh it simultaneously, they must pass through 
it ill succession. So that as the external phenomena responded to become 
greater in number and more complicated in kind, the variety and rapidity 
of the changes to wliich this common centre of (!ommuni(‘ation is subject 
must increase—there must, result an unbroken scries of these changes— 
there mvsi anse a conmiousnem. 

'‘Hence the progress of the correspondence between the organism and its 
environment necessitates a gradual reduction of the sensorial changes to a 
succession ; and ])y so doing evolves a distinct consciousness—consciousness 
that becomes higher as the succession becomes more raphl and the corrc* 
spoudenee more complete."’ {Ibid, § 179.) 

It is true that iu the Fortnightly Review (vol. xiv. p. 71C) Mr. Spencer 
denies thul he means by this passage to tell us anything about the origin of 
consciousness at all. It resembles, however, too many oilier places in his 
Psychology (e.g. 43, 110, 244) not to he taken as a serious attempt to ex¬ 
plain how eon.sciou.sness must at a certain point be ‘evolved.’ That, 
when a critic calls his attention to the inanity of his wmrds, Mr. Spencer 
should say he never meant anything particular by them, is simply an 
example of the scandalous vagueness with which this sort of ‘ chromo- 
philosophy ’ is carried on. 
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ness, following the degrees of complication and aggrega** 
tion of the primordial mind-dust. To prove the separate 
existence of these degrees of consciousness bj indirect evi¬ 
dence, since direct intuition of them is not to be had, be¬ 
comes therefore the first duty of psychological evolutionism. 

SOME ALLEGED PBOOP8 THAT MIND-DUST EXISTS. 

Some of tliis duty we hnd already performed by a num¬ 
ber of philosophers wlio, though 2iot interested at all in 
evolution, have nevertheless on independent grounds con¬ 
vinced themselves of the existence of a vast amount of 
sub-conscious mental life. The criticism of this general 
opinion and its grounds will have to be postponed for a 
while. At present let us merely deal with the arguments 
assumed to prove aggregation of bits of mind-stuff into 
distinctly sensible feelings. They are clear and admit of a 
clear reply. 

The German physiologist A. Tick, in 1862, was, so far 
as I know, the first to use them. He made experiments on 
the discrimination of the feelings of warmth and of touch, 
when only a very small ])ortion of the skin was excited 
through a hole in a card, the surrounding parts being pro¬ 
tected by the card. He found that under these circum¬ 
stances mistakes were frequently made by the patient,* 
and concluded that this must be because the number of 

* His own words are; “ Mistakes arc made in the sense that he admits 
having been tomdied, when in reality it was radiant heat that affected his 
skin. In our own before-mentioned experiments there was never any de¬ 
ception on the entire palmar side of the hand or on the face. On the back 
of the hand in one ease in a series of 60 stimulations 4 mistakes occurred, 
in another case 2 mistakes in 45 stimulations. On the extensor aide of the 
upper arm 3 deceptions out of 48 stimulations were noticed, and in the case 
of another individual, 1 out of 81. In one case over the spine 3 deceptions 
in a series of 11 excitations were observed ; in another, 4 out of 19. On 
the lumbar spine 6 deceptions came among 29 stimulations, and again 4 
out of 7. There is certainly not yet enough material on which to rest a 
calculation of probabilities, but any one can easily convince himself that 
on the back there is no question of even a moderately accurate discrimina¬ 
tion between warmth and a light pressure so far as but small i)ortiou8 of 
skin come into play. It has been as yet impossible to imike corresponding 
experiments with regard to sensibility to eold."' (Lehrb. d. Anat u 
Physiol, d. Sinnesorgane (1862), p. 29.) 
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sensations from the elementary nerve-tips affected was too 
small i(^ sum itself distinctly into either of the qualities of 
feeling in question. He tried to show how a different 
manner of the summation might give rise in one case to the 
heat and in another to the touch. 

“A feeling of leinperature,” he says, “arises when the intensities 

of the units of feeling are evenly gradated, so that between two 

elements a and b no other unit can spatially intervene whose intensity 

is not also between that of a and b. A feeling of contact perhaps arises 

when this condition is not fulfilled. Both kinds of feeling, however, are 

composed of the same units.'” 

But it is obviously far clearer to interpret such a grada¬ 
tion of intensities as a brain-fact than as a mind-fact. If 
in the brain a tract were first excited in one of the ways 
suggested by Prof. Pick, and then again in the otlier, it 
might very well happen, for auglit we can say to the con¬ 
trary, that the psvehic accompaniment in the one case would 
be heat, and in the other ])ain. Tlie pain and the heat w^ould, 
however, not be composed of psychic units, but would each 
be tlie direct result of one total brain“])rocess. So long as 
this latter interpretation remains o]>en, Pick cannot be held 
to have proved psychic summation. 

Later, both Spencer and Taine, inde})endently of each 
other, took up the same line of thought. Mr. Spencer’s 
reasoning is worth quoting in extenso. He writes : 

“Although the individual sensations and emotions, real or ideal, of 

which consciousness is built up, appear to be severally simple, homo¬ 

geneous, unanalyzable, or of inscrutable natures, yet they are not so. 

There is at least one kind of b^eling wdiich, as ordinarily experienced, 

seems elementary, that is demonstrably not elementary. And after re¬ 

solving it into its proximate ccmiponents, w'c^ can scarcely help suspect¬ 

ing that other apparently-elementary f(*elings are also compound, and 

may have proximate comi)onents like those which we can in this one 

instance identify. 

“ Musical sound is the name w’e give to this seemingly simple feeling 

which is clearly resolvable into simjder feelings. Well knowm experi¬ 

ments prove that when equal blow^s or taps are made one after another 

at a rate not exceeding some sixteen per second, the effect of each is 

perceived as a separate noise; but when the rapidity with which the 

blow s follow one another exceeds this, the noises are no longer identified 

in separate states of consciousness, and there arises in place of them a 

fiontinuous state of consciousness, called a tone In further increasing 
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Hio r-\pi(lity of the blows, ilio tone nndergoc^s the change of quality dis^ 

tingiiish(Ml as rise iii])itc]i ; and it continues to rise in pitch as tlie blows 

continue to increase in rapidity, until it reaclu's an ai‘ut(uiess bc^yond 

which it is no longer appreciable as a tone. So t hat out of units of feob 

ing of the same kind, many feelings distinguishable from one another 

in quality result, according as the units are more or less integrated, 

“ This is not all. The in<j[uiries of Professor Ihdmholtz have shown 

that when, along with one series of these ra})idly-reeurring noises, there 

is generafed another seri(\s in which the noises are more rapid though 

not so loud, th(‘ ('ft’ect is a change in that (piality known as its ti)nhre. 

x\s various musical instruments sliow us, Unjcs which are alike in ])itch 

and strengih are distinguishable by their harshness or sweetness, tiieir 

1‘ingingor their licpiid characters; and all their spt'cific peculiarities are 

[)roved to arise from tlie combination of one;, tw’o, three, or more, sup- 

plennuitary series of rtMuirrent noises with the erhief scries of recurrent 

noises. So tliat whiles tin* unlikeruNsses of leading knowm as differences 

of pitcli in tones are due to differences of integration among the rcicur- 

rent nois('s of one s(‘ries, tlui unliktmesses of heeling known as differ- 

<‘ncesof Unihre, are due to the simultaneous integration Avitli this series 

of other serii's having other dogrtu's of integration. And thus an 

enormous number of (pnditatively-contrastcd kinds of consciousness 

(hat seem stnau’ally elementary j>rove to Ix^ cornposcxl f)f one simple 

kind of consciousness, combined and recombined with itself in multb 

tudinous ways. 

‘‘Can w'e stop short here? If the difl'(‘r('nt sensations known as 

sounds are built out of a common unit, is it not to be rationally inferred 

that so likewise are the din'(U‘ent sensations kiumui as tastes, and the 

different sensations kriowui as odors, and the diffenmt sensations knowm 

as colors ? Nay, shall we not r(‘gard it as probable that there is a unit 

common to all these strongly-eontrast(^d classes of sensations ? If the 

unlikenesses among the sensations of eacdi class may be due to unlike- 

nesses among tlie modes of aggregation of a unit of consciousness com¬ 

mon to Them all ; so too may the much greater unlikenosses betweeu 

the sensations of each chess and those of otlier classes. There may bo a 

sing](5 primordial element of consciousness, and the countless kinds of 

consciousness may be produced by the eomjxaindiug of this element 

with itself and the recompoundiiig of its compounds with one another 

in higher and higher degrees : so producing increased multiplicity, 
variety, and comple.xity. 

“Have wa.‘ any clue to tliis primordial element? T think we have. 

That simple mental impression w^hich proves to bo the unit of composi¬ 

tion of the sensation of musical tone, is allied to certain other simple 

mental impressions differently originated. Tlie subjective effect pro¬ 

duced by a crack or noise that has no appreciable duration is little 

else than a nervous shock. Though w^e distinguish such a nervous 

shock as belonging to wdiat we call sounds, yet it does not differ very 

much from nervous shocks of other kinds. An electric discharge sent 
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through tho body causes a feeling akin to that which a sudden loud re¬ 

port (tausc^s. A strong unexpected iinprc'ssion made through tho eyes, 

as ])y a flash of lightning, similarly givers rise to a start or shock ; and 

tliough tlie feeling so named seems, like the electric shock, to have the 

body at large for its seat, and may therefore be regarded as the correla^ 

tive rather of the etferent than of the afferent disturbance, yet on re¬ 
membering the mental change that results from the instantaneous 

transit of an object across the field of vision, 1 think it may be perceived 

that the feeling accompanying the efferent disturbance is itself reduced 

very muirly to the same form. The state of consciousness so generated 

is, in fact.- comj)arable in (juality to the initial state of consciousness 

caus(‘d by a blow (distinguishing it from the jiain or otlicr feeling that 

commenc(\s the instant after); which stale of consciousness caused by a 

blow may bo taken as i1h‘ i)riinitive and typical form of the nervous 

shock. The fact that sudden brief disturbances thus set up by differ¬ 

ent stimuli through different s(‘ts of nerves cause feelings scarcely 

distinguishable in (piality will not appear strang('when we recollect that 

distinguisliabh'noss of feeling implies appreciable duration; and that 

when the duration is greatly abridg(‘d, nothing more is known than that 

some mental changt' has oec.urred and ceased. To have a sensation of 

rc'diK^ss, to know a tone as acute or grave, to lie eonseions of a taste as 

sweet, implies in (i!ich case a, considerable continuity of state. If thi 

state do(‘s not last long enough to admit of its being contemplated, it 

eannot be (‘lasscd as of tin's or that kind; and becomes a momentary 

modification very sirnilai* to momentary moditieations otherwise caused. 

“ It is }K)ssil)l(‘, tlu'.u—may we not even say iirobable ?—that some¬ 

thing of the same (U’di'i* as tluit which we (aill a nervous shock is the 

ultimat(^ unit of consciousness; and that all the iinlikeiiesscs among 

our feed rigs result from urdiko modes of integration of this ultimate 

unit. 1 say of the same, order, because there are discernible differences 

among tutvous shocks that are differently caused ; and the primitive 

iK^rvoiis shock probably differs somewhat from each of them. And I 

say of the sanu' ordiu*, for the further reason that while we may 

aserilx^ to them a general likeness in nature, we must suppose a great 

unlikem'ss in degree. The nervous shocks recogniztKl as such are vio¬ 

lent—must be violent before they can be perceived amid the proces¬ 

sion of mnltitudinons vivid feelings suddenly intcrrnpted by them. 

But the rapidly-roenrring ntTvous shocks of which the different forms 

of feeling (umsist, wt' must assume to be of comparatively moderate, or 

even of very slight intensity. Witc onr various sensations and emotions 

corn])os(H] of rapidly-reeurring shocks as strong as those ordinarily 

called shocks, they would bo unbearable ; imh'od life would cease at 

om^c. We must think of them rather as snceessive faint pulses of sub¬ 

jective change, each having the same (piality as the strong pulse of 

subjective changes distinguished as a nervous sliock.’”*' 

* Principles of Psychology, § 60. 
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riSrSUFPICIENCY OP THESE PKOOPS. 

Convincing as this argument of Mr. Spencer’s may 
appear on a first reading, it is singular how weak it really 
is.* We do, it is true, when we study the connection be¬ 
tween a musical note and its outward cause, find the note 
simple and continuous while the cause is multiple and dis¬ 
crete. Somewhere, then, there is a transformation, reduc¬ 
tion, or fusion. The question is, Where-in the nerve- 

world or in the mind-world ? Keally we have no experi¬ 
mental proof by which to decide ; and if decide we must, 

* Oddly enough, Mr. Spencer seems quite unaware of the general iwxic- 
tion of the theory of elementary units of mind-stuff in the evolutionary 
philosophy. We have seen it to be absolutely indispensable, if that phi¬ 
losophy is to work, to postulate consciousness in the nebula,—the simplest 
way being, of course, to suppose every atom animated. Mr. Spencer, how¬ 
ever, will have it (e g. First Principles, § 71) that consciousness is only the 
occasional result of the ‘ transformation ’ of a certain amount of ‘ physical 
force ’ to which it is ‘ equivalent.' Presumably a brain must already be there 
before any such ‘ transformation' can take place ; and so the argument 
quoted in the text stands as a mere local detail, without general bearings. 
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analogy and a priori ])robabiIity can alone guide us. Mr. 
Spencer assumes that tlie fusion must come to pass in the 
mental world, and that the physical processes get through 
air and ear, auditory nerve and medulla, lower brain and 
hemispheres, without their number being reduced. Figure 
25, on the previous page, will make the point clear. 

Let the line a—h represent the threshold of conscious¬ 
ness : then everything drawn below that line will symbolize 
a physical process, everything above it wdll mean a fact 
of mind. Let the (‘rosses stand for the physical blows, the 
circles for the events in successive!}^ higher orders of nerve- 
cells, and the horizontal marks for the facts of feeling. 
Spencer’s argument implies that each order of cells trans¬ 
mits just as many impulses as it receives to the cells above 
it; so that if the blows come at the rate of 20,000 in a second 
the cortical cells discharge at the same rate, and one unit 
of feeling corresponds to each one of the 20,000 discharges. 
Then, and only then, does ‘integration’’ occur, by the 
20,000 units of feeling ‘compounding with themselves’ into 
the ‘continuous state of consciousness’ represented by the 
short line at the top of the figure. 

Now such an inhupretation as this flies in the face of 
physical analogy, no less than of logical intelligibility. 
Consider physical analogy first. 

A pendulum may be deflected by a single blo'w, and swing 
back. Will it swing back the more often the more we multi¬ 
ply the blows? No ; for if they rain upon the pendulum too 
fast, it will not swing at all but remain deflected in a sensi¬ 
bly stationary state. In other w^ords, increasing the cause 
numerically need not equally increase numerically the 
effect. Blow" through a tube: you get a certain musical 
note ; and increasing the blowing increases for a certain time 
the loudness of the note. Will this be true indefinitely ? 
No; for when a certain force is reached, the note, instead of 
growing louder, suddenly disappears and is replaced by its 
higher octave. Turn on the gas slightly and light it: you 
get a tiny flame. Turn on more gas, and the breadth of the 
flame increases. Will this relation increase indefinitely? 
No, again ; for at a certain moment up shoots the flame 
into a ragged streamer and begins to hiss. Send slowly 
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through the nerve of a frog’s gastrocnemius muscle a suc¬ 

cession of galvanic shocks: you get a succession of twitches. 

Inc*-reasing the number of shocks does not increase the 

twitching; on the contrary, it stops it, and we have the 

muscle in the apparently stationary state of contraction 

called tetanus. This last fact is the true analogue of what 

must liappen between tlie nerve-cell and the sensory libi(\ 

It is c‘ertain that cells are more inert than fibres, and that 

rapid vibrations i]i the latter can only arouse rcdativoly 

simple processes or states in the former. The higher 

cells may ha\e oven a slower rate of explosion than the 

h)wer, and so the tAventy thousand supposed blows of the 

outer air may be ‘integrated’ in the cortex into a very 

small number of cell-discliarges in a second. This other 

diagram will serve to contrast this supposition witli 

Spencer’s. In Fig. 2G all ‘integratioir ’ occurs below the 

threshold of consciousness. The frecpiency of cell-events 

becomes more and more reduced as we approach the cells 

to wdiich feeling is most directly attached, until at last we 

come to a condition of things symbolized by the largei 

ellipse, which may be taken to stand for some ratluir 

massive and sIoav process of tension and discharge in the 

cortical centres, to which, (ts a tchole, the feeling of musical 

tone symbolized by the line at the top of the diagram 

simply ami totally corresponds. It is as if a long file 

of men Avere to start one after 

the other to reach a distant point, 

The road at first is good and 

they keep their original distance 

apart. Presently it is intersected 

by bogs each worse than the last, 

so that the front men get so re¬ 

tarded that the hinder ones catch 

up with them before the journey 

is done, and all arrive together 

at the goal.* 

*Tlie coiiipouDding of colors maybe dealt Avith in an identical way. 
Helmholtz has shown that if green light and red light fall simultaneously 
on the retina, we see the color yellow. The mind-stuff theory w^ould in 
terpret this as a case where the feeling green and the feeling red ‘ com 

Fio. SJC. 
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Ob this snppositioB tliero are no nnperceived units of 

rniiBl-stiiff pr('(*.o(liBg and (*<)}ni)osiBg tlie full consciousness. 

Tlie Jjrttor is itself an irriniediate psychic fact and bears 

an iininediaie rela-tiou to the neural state which is its un¬ 

conditional a(*(*.onipanimeut. Did each neural shock give 

rise to its own psychic shock, and the psychic shocks then 

conibine, it would be impossible to understand why sever¬ 

ing oiif' ])art of th(i central nervous system from another 

should break u]) the integrity of tlie consciousness. The 

cut has nothing to do with the psychic world. The atoms 

of mind-stuft* ought to float off from the nerve-matter on 

either side of it, and come together over it and fuse, just 

as well as if it had not been made. We know, however, 

tliat they do not; that severance of the patlis of conduction 

betwecnj a man’s left auditory centre or oj)tica] cejitre and 

the rest of his cortex will sever all communication between 

the words whicli he hears or sees written and the rest of 

liis ideas. 

Moreover, if feelings can mix into a fertinm quid^ why 

do we not take a feeling of greenness and a feeling of red¬ 

ness, and make a feeling of yellowness out of them? Why 

has optics neglected the open road to truth, and wasted 

centuries in disputing about theories of color-composition 

which two minutes of introspection would have settled 

forever?* We cannot mix feelings as such, though we may 

mix the objects we feel, and from iheir mixture get new 

feelings. We cannot even (as we shall later see) have two 

feelings in our mind at once. At most we can compare 

together ohjecfs previovsJy presented to us in distinct feel¬ 

ings ; but then we find each object stubbornly mainfaijiing 

l)iiie ’ into the iertiam quid of feeling, yellow. What really occurs is no 
doubt that a third kind of nerve-process is set up wlien the combined lights 
impinge on the retina,—not simply the process of red plus the process of 
green, but something quite different from both or either. Of course, then, 
there are no feelings, either of red or of green, present to the mind at all ; 
but the feeling of yellow which there, answers as directly to the nerve- 
process which momentarily then exists, as the feelings of green and red 
would answer to their respective nerve-processes did the latter happen to ba 
taking place. 

* Cf. Mill’s Logic, book vi. chan. iv. § 3. 
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its separate identity before conseionsness, whatever tlie 

verdict of the comparison niay be.* 

SEIiF-COMPOUNDING OF MENTAL PACTS IS INADMISSIBLE. 

But there is a still more fatal objection to the theory of 

mental units ‘ compounding with themselves ’ or ‘ integrat¬ 

ing.’ It is logically unintelligible ; it leaves out the es¬ 

sential feature of all the ‘ combinations ’ we actually know. 

All the ‘ comlnnations ’ which loe actually hiorv are effeoi'S, 

lurought hy the units said to be ^combined,' upon some entity 

OTHER THAN THEMSELVES. Without this feature of a medium 

or vehicle, the notion of combination has no sense. 

A in altitude of contractile units, by joint action, and by being all 

connected, for instance, with a single tendon, will pull at the same, and 

will bring about a dynamical effect which is undoubtedly the resultant 

of tlu‘ir combined individual energies. . . . On the whole, tendons are 

to muscular fibres, and bones are to tendons, combining recipients of 

mechanical energies. A medium of composition is indispensable to the 

summation of energies. To realize the complete dependence of mechan¬ 

ical resultants on a combining substratum, one may fancy for a moment 

all the individually contracting muscular elements severed from their 

attachments. They might then still be capable of contracting with the 

same energy as before, yet no co-operative result would be accomplished. 

The medium of dynamical combination would be wanting. The mul¬ 

tiple energies, singly exerted on no common recipient, would lose 

themselves on entirely Isolated and disconnected efforts.” t 

In other words, no possible number of entities (call them 

as you like, whether forces, material particles, or mental 

elements) can sum themselves together. Each remains, in 

the sum, what it alw ays ’was ; and the sum itself exists only 

for a bystander who happens to overlook the units and to 

* I find in my students an almost invincible tendency to think that we 
can immediately perceive that feelings do (iomhine. “ What!” they say, 

is not the taste of lemonade composed of that of lemon plus that of 
sugar This is taking the combining of objects for that of feelings. 
The physical lemonade contains both the lemon and the sugar, but its 
taste does not contain their tastes, for if there are any two things which 
are certainly not present in the taste of lemonade, those are the lemon-sour 
on the one hand and the sugar-.sweet on the other. These tastes aw 
absent utterly. The entirely new taste which is present resembles, it is true, 
both those tastes; but in Chapter XIII we shall see that resemblance can* 
not always be held to involve partial identity. 

+ E. Montgomery, in ‘ Mind,’ v 18-19. See also op. 24-5. 
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apprehend the sum as such ; or else it exists in the shape 

of some other effect on an entity external to the sum itself. 

Let it not he objected that and O combine of themselves 

into ‘water,’ and thenceforward exhibit new properties. 

They do not. The ‘ water ’ is just the old atoms in the 

new position, H-O-H; the ‘ new properties ’ are just their 

combined effects^ when in this position, upon external media, 

such as our sense-organs and the various reagents on which 

water may exert its properties and be known. 

“ Aggregations are organized wholes only wlien they behave as such 

in the presence of other things. A statue is an aggregation of par¬ 

ticles of marble; but as such it has no unity. For the spectator it is 

one; in itself it is an aggregate; just as, to the consciousness of an ant 

crawling over it, it may again appear a mere aggregate. No summing 

up of parts can make an unity of a mass of discrebj constituents, unless 

this unity exist for some other subject, not for the mass itself.”* 

»Tust so, in the parallelogram of forces, the ‘ forces ’ 

themselves do not combine into tlie diagonal resultant; a 

Imly is needed on which they may impinge, to exhibit their 

resultant effect. No more do musical sounds combine j[>cr 

m into concords or discords. Concord and discord are 

names for their combineAl effects on that external mcnlium, 

the ear. 

* J. Roycc, ‘Mind/ vi. p. 1176. Lotze has set forth the truth of this law 
more clearly and copiously than any other writer. Unfortunately he is too 
lengthy to quote. See his Microcosmus, bk. ii. ch. i. § 5; Metaphysik, 

343, 360; Outlines of Metaphysics, part ii. chap. i. 3,4, 5. Compare 
also Reid’s Intellectual Powers, essay v, chap, in ad Jin.; Bowne’s Meta¬ 
physics, pp. 361-76; St. J. Mivart; Nature and Thought, pp. 98-101; E. 
Gurney; ‘Monism,’ in ‘ Mind,’vi. 153; and the article by Prof. Royce, 
just quoted, on ‘ Mind-stuff and Jieality.’ 

In defence oj' the viind-ttUiff view, see W. K, (>lifford; ‘Mind,’ ili. 57 (re* 
printed in his ‘Lectures and Essays,’ ii. 71); G. T. Fechner, Psycho- 
physik, Bd. ii. cap. xlv; H. ’Paine: on Intelligence, bk. iii ; E. Haeckel. 
‘Zellseclen u. Seelenzellcn ’ in Gesammelte pop. Vortrilge, Bd. i. p. 143; W. 
S. Duncan . Conscious Matter, pasnm; II. Zollner: Natur d. Cometen, pp, 
330 ff.; Alfred Barratt: ‘ Physical Ethic ’and ‘ Physical Metempiric,’pflw* 
9tm; J. Soury. ‘ Hylozoismus,’ in ‘ Kosinos,’ V. Jahrg., Heft x. p. 341; A. 
Main; ‘Mind,’ i. 292, 431, 566; ii 139. 403; Id. Revue Philos., ii. 86, 88, 
419; III. 51,503; iv. 403; F. W. Frankland: ‘Mind,’ vi. 116; Whittaker; 
‘Mind,’ VI. 498 (historical); Morton Prince: The Nature of Mind and 
Human Automatism (1885); A. Riehl: I)er philosophischc Kriticismus. Bd. 
II. Theil 3, 3ter Abschnitt, 3le8 Cap. (1887). The clearest of all ihese 
Btatements is, as far as it goes, that of Prince- 
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Where the elemental units are supposed to be feelings, 
the case is in no wise altered. Take a hundred of them, 
shuffle them and pack them as close together as you can 
(whate\er that may mean); still each remains the same feed¬ 
ing it always was, shut in its owm skin, windowless, igno¬ 
rant of what the other feelings are and mean. There would 
be a hundred-and-first feeling there, if, when a grou]) oi* 
series of such feelings wxn-e set up, a consciousness Jwlomj- 
ing to the group as such should emerge. And this 101st feel¬ 
ing would he a totally new fact; the 100 original feelings 
might, by a curious physical law, be a signal for its creation, 
when they came together; but they would have no sub¬ 
stantial identity with it, nor it with them, and one could 
never deduce the one from the others, or (in any intelligible 
sense) say that they evolved it. 

Take a sentence of a dozen w^ords, and take twelve men 
and tell to each one w^ord. Tlieii stand the men in a row or 
jam them in a bunch, and let each tl]ink of his w'ord as 
intently as he will; nowhere will there be a consciousness 
of the whole sentence.'^ We talk of the ‘spirit of tlie ag;e,’ 
and the ‘sentiment of tln^ })eo])le,’ and in various ways w'e 
hypostatize ‘public opinion.* But w^e know^ this to he sym¬ 

bolic speech, and never dream that the spirit, o|,yi]iion, 
sentiment, etc., constitute a consciousness other than, and 
additional to, that of thc^ sev(*ral individuals whom the 
words ‘age,’ ‘people,’ or ‘public’ denote. The ])rivato 
minds do not agglomerate into a higher compound mind. 
Tliis has always been tlie invincible contention of tlje 
spiritualists against the associationists in Psychology,—a 
contention which we shall take up at greater length in 
Chapter X. The associationists say the mind is constituted 

* “ Someoiie might say that although it is true that neitlier a blind 
man nor a deaf man himself can compare sounds with colors, yet 
since one hears and the oilier sees they might do so both together. . . . 
But vvliether thiiy are apart or close togelher makes no dilference; not even 
if they permanently keej) house togetlier, no, not if they were Siamese 
tv/ins. or more than Siamese twins, and were inseparably grown together, 
would it make the assumption any more possible. Only when sound and 
color are represented in the same reality is it thinkable that they should 
be compared/’ (Brentano: Psychologic, p. 309.1 
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by a multiplicity of distinct ‘ideas’ (mociated into a uuity. 
There is, they say, au idea of a, and also an idea of h. 
Therefore, they say, thore is an idea of a-f h, or of a and h 
together. Which is like saying that the matljiematical 
s(|uare of a plus that of h is equal to the square of a + 
a })alpable untruth. Idea of a -f- idea of h is not identical 
with idea of (a-]-&)• It is one, they are two; in it, what 
knows a also knows h; in them, wliat knows a is expressly 
posited as not knowing h; etc. In short, the two separate 
ideas can never by any logic be made to figure as one and 
the same thing as the ‘associated’ idea. 

Tliis is what tlie sjjiritualists keep saying ; and since we 
do, as a matter of fact, have the ‘ compounded ’ idea, and do 
know a and h tf)gether, they adopt a farther hypotliesis to 
explain that fact. The separate ideas exist, they say, but 
({(feet a third entity, the soul. This has the ‘ compounded ’ 
idea, if you please so to call it; and the compounded idea 
is an altogether new psychic fact to whicli the se]>arate ideas 
stand in the relation, not of constituents, but of occasions 
of production. 

This argument of the spiritualists against the association- 
ists has never been answered by the latter. It holds good 
against any talk about self-cjompoundiiig amongst feelings, 
against any ‘ blending,’ or ‘ complication,’ or ‘ mental 
chemistry,’ or ‘psychic synthesis,’ which supposes a re¬ 
sultant consciousness to float off from the constituents se, 
in the absence of a supernumerary ])riu(dple of conscious¬ 
ness which they may affect. The mind-stuff tlieoiy, in 
short, is unintelligible. Atoms of feeling canned compose 
higher feelings, any more than atoms of matter can com])Ose 
physical things! The ‘things,’ for a clear-headed ato¬ 
mistic evolutionist, are not. Nothing is but the everlasting 
atoms. When grouped in a certain way, toe name them 
this ‘ thing ’ or that; but the thing we name has no exist¬ 
ence out of our mind. So of the states of mind which are 
supposed to be compound because they know many differ¬ 
ent things together. Since indubitably such states do exist, 
they must exist as single new facts, effects, possibly, as 
the spiritualists say, on the Soul (we will not decide that 
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poiut here), but ut any rate independent and integral, and 
not eoinpoiinded of psychic atoms.* 

CAN STATES OF MIND BE UNCONSCIOUS P 

The passion for unity and smoothness is in some minds 
so insatiate tliat, in spite of the logical clearness of these 
reasonings and conclusions, many will fail to be influenced 
by them. They establish a sort of disjointedness in things 
which in certain quarters will appear intolerable. They 

* The render must observe that we are reasoning altogether about the 
logic of the mind-stuff theory, about whether it cwxi explain the constitution 
of higher mental states by viewing them as identical with lower ones 
summed together. We say the two sorts of fact are not identical; a higher 
state is not a lot of lower slates ; it is itself. Wlien, however, a lot of 
lower states have come together, or when certain brain-conditions occur 
together which, (f they occurred separately, would produce a lot of lower 
states, we have not for a moment pretended that a higher state may not 
emerge. In fact it does emerge under those conditions ; and our Chapter 

IX will be mainly devoted to the proof of this fact. But such emergence 
is that of a new psychic entity, and is toto copIo different from such an 

‘integration’ of the low^er states as the mind-stuff theory afllrms. 

It may seem strange to suppose that anyone should mistake criticism of 
a certain theory about a fact for doubt of the fact itself. And yt't the 
confusion is made in high quarters enough to justify our remarks. Mr. J. 
Ward, in his article Psychology in the Encyclopaedia Britannica, speak¬ 
ing of the hypothesis that “a series of feelings can be aware of itself ns 
a series,” says (p. 39): “ Paradox is too mild a word for it, even contradiction 
will hardly suffice.” Whereupon, Professor Bain takes him thus to task: 
*' As to ‘a series of states being aware of itself, I confess I see no insur¬ 
mountable difficulty. It may be a fact, or not a fact; it may be a very 
clumsy expression for what it is applied to; but it is neither paradox nor 
contradiction. A series merely contradicts an individual, or it may be 
two or more individuals as coexisting ; but that is too general to exclude 
the possibility of self-knowledge. It certainly does not bring the property 
of self-knowledge into the foreground, w hich, however, is not the same 
os denying it. An algebraic series might know itself, without any con¬ 
tradiction : the only thing against it is the w^ant of evidence of the fact.* 
(' Mind,* XT. 459). Prof. Bain thinks, then, that all the bother is about the 
difficulty of sedng how a series of feelings can have the knowledge of 
itself added to ii ! / ! As if anybody ever was troubled about that. That, 
notoriously enough, is a fact: our consciousness is a series of feelings to 
which every now and then is added a retrospective consciousness that they 
have come and gone. What Mr. Ward and I are troubled about is merely 
the silliness of the mind-stuffists and associationists continuing to say that 
the ‘ series of states * is the ‘ awareness of itself ;* that if the states be posited 
severally, their collective con^tcionsness is eo ipso given ; and that we need 
no farther explanation, or ‘ evidence of the fact,* 
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Bweep away all chance of ‘passing without break’either 
from the material to the mental, or from the lower to the 
higher mental; and they thrust us back into a pluralism of 
consciousnesses—each arising discontiniiously in the midst 
of two disconnected worlds, material and mental—which is 
even worse than the old notion of the separate creation of 
each particular soul, l^ut tlu^ malcontents wall hardly try 
to refute our reasonings by dirtnd attack. It is more j^rob- 
able that, turning their back upon them altogether, they 
will devote themselves to sapping and mining the region 
roundabout until it is a bog of logical liquefaction, into the 
midst of which all definite conclusions of any sort may be 
trusted ere long to sink and disappear. 

Our reasonings have assumed that the ‘integration’ of 
a thousand psychic units must be either just the units over 
again, simply rebaptized, or else something real, but then 
other than and additional to tliose units, that if a certain 
existing fact is that of a thousand feelings, it cannot at the 
same time be that of OKE feeling; for the essence of feeling 
is to bo felt, and as a psychic existcmt feelSy so it must he. 
If the one feeling feels like no one of the thousand, in what 
sense can it be said to he the thousand ? These assumptions 
are what the monists will seek to undermine. The Hegelizers 
amongst them wall take high ground at once, and say 
that the glory and beauty of the psychic life is that in it all 
contradicti(^ns find their reconciliation j and that it is just 
because the facts w^e are considering are facts of the self 
that they are both one and many at the same time. With 
this inteliectual temper I confess that I cannot contend. 
As in striking at some unresisting gossamer with a chib, 
one but overreaches one's self, and the thing one aims at 
gets no harm. So I leave this school to its devices. 

The other monists are of less deliquescent frame, and 
try to break down distinctness among mental states by 
making a distinction. This sounds paradoxical, but it is 
only ingenious. The distinction is that between the uncon¬ 
scious and the conscious being of the mental state. It is the 
sovereign means for believing what one likes in psychology, 
and of turning what might become a science into a tum¬ 
bling-ground for whimsies. It has numerous champions. 
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aud elaborate reasons to give for itself. We must there¬ 
fore accord it due consideration. In discussing the question; 

DO UNCO-NSCIOUS MENTAL STATES EXIST? 

it will he best to give the list (^f so-called proofs as briefly 
as possible, and to follow each by its objection, as in scho* 
lastic books.'^' 

First Proof, The mininmm visihile^ the minimum audihile^ 
are objects composed of ].)arts. How can the whole afl'ect 
the sense unless each part does ? And yet each part does 
so without being separately sensible. Leibnitz calls the 
total consciousness an ‘ aperceptioyi,' the supposed insensi¬ 
ble consciousness by the name of ^petites perceptions,'* 

lo judge of the latter/’ he says, “ 1 am accustomed to use the ex¬ 

ample of th(^ roaring of t he sea with which one is assailed when near the 

shore. To hear this noise as one does, one must hear the parts which 

compose its totality, that is, the noise of each wave, . . . although this 

noise would not be noticed if its wave wore alone. One must bo atfected 

a little by the movement one wave, one must have some perception 

of each several noise, however small it be. Otherwise one would not 

hear that of 100,000 waves, for of 100,000 zeros one can never make a 

quantity.” f 

Beply. This is an excellent example of the so-called 
‘ fallacy of division,’ or predicating what is true only of a 
collection, of each member of the collection distributively. 
It no more follows that if a tliousand things together cause 
sensation, one thing alone must cause it, than it follows 
that if one pound weight moves a balance, tlnm one ounce 
weight must move it too, in less degree. One ounce 
weight does not move it at all; its movement begins with 

* Tlie writers about ‘ uiK^onseious cerebration ’ seem sometimes to mean 
that and sometimes uuf'onsoious thought. The arguments which follow 
are culled from various quarters. The reader will lind them most sys¬ 
tematically urged by E. von Harlmann: Philosophy of the Uncouscious, vol. 
I, and by E Oolseiiet; La vie Inconsciente de I’Esprit (1880). Consult also 
T. Laycoek : Mind and Brain, vol. i. chap, v (1860); W. B. Carpenter: 
Mental Physiology, chap, xni; F. P. Cobbe: Darwinism in Morals and 
other Es.says, essay xi. Unconscious Cerebration (1872); F. Bowen; Mod¬ 
ern Philosophy, pp 42S-480; li. H. Hutton ; (’ontemporary Review, vol. 
XXIV. p. 201 ; J. S. Mill: Exam, of ITamillon. chap, xv; G. H. Lewes: 
Problems of Life and Mind, 3d series, Prob. ii. chap, x, and also Prob. 
nr. chap, ii; D G. Thompson: A System of Psychology, chap, xxxui 
J. M. Baldwin, Hand-book of Psychology, chap. rv. 

i: Nouveaux Essais, Avant-propos. 
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the pound. At most we can say that each ounce affects 
it in some way which lielps the advent of that move¬ 
ment. And so each infra-sensible stimulus to a nerve 
no doubt affects tlie nerve and helps the birth of sensa¬ 
tion when the other stimuli come. But this affection is 
a nerve-affection, and there is not the slightest ground for 
supposing it to be a ‘perception’ unconscious of itselt 
“A certain quantity of the cause may be a necessary con¬ 
dition to the production of any of the effect,” * when the 
latter is a mental state. 

Second Proof, In all acquired dexterities and habits, 
secondarily automatic performances as they are called, we 
do what originally required a chain of deliberately con¬ 
scious perceptions and volitions. As the actions still keep 
their intelligent characbu*, intelligence must still preside 
over their execution. But since our consciousness seems 
all the while elsewhere engaged, such intelligence must 
consist of unconscious })erceptions, inferences, and volitions. 

Iteply, There is more than one alternative explanation 
in accordance with larger bodies of fact. One is that the 
perceptions and volitions in habitual actions may be per¬ 
formed consciously, only so quickl}^ and inattentively that 
no memory of them remains. Another is that the conscious¬ 
ness of these actions exists, but is from the rest of 
the consciousness of the hemispheres. We shall find in 
Chapter X numerous proofs of the reality of this split-off 
condition of portions of consciousness. Since in man the 
hemispheres indubitably co-operate in these secondarily 
automatic acts, it will not do to say either that they occur 
without consciousness or that their consciousness is that of 
the lower centres, which we know instiling about. But 
either lack of memory or split-off cortical consciousness 
will certainly account for all of the facts.f 

Third Proof, Thinking of A, we presently find our¬ 
selves thinking of C. Now B is the natural logical link 
between A and C, but we have no consciousness of having 
thought of B. It must have been in our mind ‘ wwcon- 

* J. S. Mill, Exam, of Hamilton, chap, xv 

t Cf. Dugald Stewart, Elements, chap. il. 
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sciouslj,’ and in that state affected the sequence of oui 
ideas. 

Reply, Here again we liave a choice between more 
plausible explanations. Either B was consciously there, 
but the next instant forgotten, or its hrain-tract alone was 
adequate to do the whole work of coupling A with C, with¬ 
out the idea B being aroused at all, whether consciously 
or ‘unconsciously.’ 

Fourth Proof, Problems iinsolved when we go to bed 
are found solved in the morning Avhen we wake. Somnam¬ 
bulists do rational things. We awaken punctually at an 
hour predetermined overnight, etc. Unconscious thinking, 
volition, time-registration, etc., must have presided over 
these acts. 

Reply. Consciousness forgotten, as in the hypnotic 
trance. 

Fifth Proof Some j^atients will often, in an attack 
of epileptiform unconsciousness, go through complicated 
processes, such as eating a dinner in a restaurant and pay¬ 
ing for it, or making a violent homicidal attack. In trance, 
artificial or pathological, long and complex performances, 
inv<dving the xise of tlie reasoning powers, are executed, of 
which the patient is wholly unaware on coming to. 

Reply, Bapid and complete oblivescence is certainly 
the explanation here. The analogue again is hypnotism. 
Tell the subject of an hypnotic trance, during his trance, 
that he ivill remember, and he may remember everything 
perfectly when he awakes, though without your telling him 
no memory would have remained. The extremely rapid 
oblivescence of common dreams is a familiar fa(*.t. 

Sixth Proof, In a musical concord the vibrations of the 
several notes are in relatively simple ratios. The mind 
must unconsciously count the vibrations, and be pleased by 
the simplicity which it finds. 

Reply, The brain-process produced by the simple ratios 
may be as directly agreeable as the conscious process of 
comparing them would be. No counting, either conscious 
or ‘unconscious,' is required. 

Seventh Proof. Every hour we make theoretic judgments 
and emotional reactions, and exhibit practical tendencies, 
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[or which we can give no explicit logical justification, but 
which are good inference's from certain premises. We 
know more than we can say. Our conclusions run ahead 
of our power to analyze their grounds. A child, ignorant 
of the axiom that two things equal to the s?ime are equal to 
each other, applies it nevertheless in his concrete judgments 
unerringly. A boor will use the dictum de omni et nnllo who 
is unable to understand it in abstract terms. 

“We seldom eoiisciously think how our liouse is painted, what the 

shade of it is, what tlie pattern of our furniture is, or whether the door 

op(‘ns to the right or left, or out or in. But how quickly should 

notice a change in any of these things! Think of the door you have 

most often opened, and tell, if you can, whether it opens to the right or 

left. Old or in. Y(}t when you open the door you never put the hand 

on the wrong side to find the latch, nor try to push it w^hen it oiiena 

with a })ull. . . . What is the precise characteristic in your friend's step 

that (‘iiabh^s you to recognize it when he is coming? Did you ever con¬ 

sciously think the idea, ‘ if 1 run into a solid piece of matter J shall get 

hurt, or be hinder(‘d in my progress’? and do you avoid running into 

obstacles bijcause you ev(ir distinctly conceived, or consciously acquired 

and thought, that idea?’'* 

Most of our knowledge is at all times potential. We act 
in accordance with the whole drift of what we have learned, 
but few items rise into consciousness at the time. Many 
of tliem, however, we may recall at will. All this co¬ 
operation of unrealized principles and facts, of potential 
knowledge, with our actual thought is quite inexplicable 
unless we suppose the perpetual existence of an immense 
mass of ideas in an unconscious state, all of them exerting a 
steady pressure and influence upon our conscious thinking, 
and many of them in such continuity with it as ever and 
anon to become conscious themselves. 

Reply, No such mass of ideas is supposable. iiut there 
are all kinds of short-cuts in the brain; and processes not 
aroused strongly enough to give any ‘ idea ’ distinct enough 
to be a premise, may, nevertheless, help to determine just 
that resultant process of whose psychic accompaniment the 
said idea would be a premise, if the idea existed at all, A 
certain overtone may be a feature of my friend’s voice, and 

* J. E. Maude : ‘The Uncouscioiis in Education/in * Education ’ vol 
u p. 401 (1882). 
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may coiisj)ire with the other tones thereof to arouse in mj 
brain the jn’ocjess wliich suggests to my consciousness his 
mimo. And yet I may be ignorant of the overtone per se, 
and unable, evej^ wlien he speaks, to tell whotlier it be there 
or fio. it lends me to the idea of tlie name; but it pro- 
du(‘es in me no such cerebral process as that to which the 
idea of the overtone would correspojid. And similarly of our 
learning. Each sidjject we learn leaves behind it a modifi¬ 
cation of the brain, which makes it impossible for the latter 
to react upon thijigs just as it did before; and the result of 
the difference may be a tendency to act, though with no idea, 
much as we should if we were consciously thinking about 
the subject. The becoming conscious of the latter at will 
is equally readily explained as a result of the brain-modifi¬ 
cation. This, as Wundt 23hrases it, is a ‘ predisposition ’ to 
bring forth the conscious idea of the original subject, a pre¬ 
disposition Avhich other stimuli and brain-processes may 
convert into an actual result. But such a predisposition is 
no ‘unconscious idea;’ it is only a particular collocation of 
the molecules in certain tracts of the brain. 

Eighth Proof Instincts, as pursuits of ends by appro¬ 
priate means, are manifestations of intelligence ; but as the 
ends are not foreseen, the intelligence must be unconscious. 

Reply, Cliapter XXIV will show that all the phenomena 
of instinct are explicable as actions of the nervous system, 
mechanically discharged by stimuli to the senses. 

Ninth Proof. In sense-perception we have results in 
abundance, which can only be explained as conclusions 
drawn by a process of unconscious inference from data 
given to sense. A small human image on the retina is 
referred, not to a pygmy, but to a distant man of normal 
size. A certain gray patch is inferred to be a white object 
seen in a dim light. Often the inference leads us astray: 
e.g., pale gray against pale green looks red, because we 
take a wrong premise to argue from. We think a green 
film is spread over everything; and knowing that under 
such a film a red thing would look gray, we wrongly infer 
from the gray appearance that a red thing must be there. 
Our study of space-perception in Chapter XVIII will give 
abundant additional examples both of the truthful andillu- 
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Bory percepts which have been explained to result from 
unconscious logic operations. 

Reply. That chapter will also in many cases refute 
this explanation. Color- and light-contrast are certainly 
purely sensational atfaii s, in which inference plays no part. 
This has been satisfactorily proved by Hering,* and shall 
be treated of again in Chapter XYII. Our rapid judg¬ 
ments of size, shape, distance, and the like, are best ex¬ 
plained as processes v f simple cerebral association. Cer¬ 
tain sense-impressions directly stimulate brain-tracts, of 
whose activity ready-made conscious perc("})ts are the 
immediate psychic counterparts. They do this])y a niecli- 
anism cither connate or acquired by habit. It is to be 
remarked that Wundt and Helmholtz, who in their earlier 
writings did more than any one to give vogue to the notion 
that unconscious inference is a Autal factor hi sense-percep¬ 
tion, have seen fit on later occasions to modify their views 
and to admit that results those of reasoning may accinio 
without any actual reasoning process uncojisciously taking 
})lace.t Maybe the excessive and riotous ai)plications made 
by Hartmann of their principle have led them to this 
change. It would be natural to feel towards him as the 
sailor in the story felt towards the horse who got his foot 
into the stirrixp*,—“ If you’re going to get on, I must get off.” 

Hartmann fairly boxes the compass of the universe with 
the principle of unconscious thought. For him there is no 
namable thing that does not exemplify it. But his logic 
is so lax and his failure to consider the most obvious alter¬ 
natives so complete that it would, on the whole, be a 
waste of time to look at his arguments in detail. The same 
is true of Schopenhauer, in whom the mythology reaches 
its climax. The visual perception, for example, of an 
object in space results, acavmling to him, from the intellect 
performing the following operations, all unconscious. First, 
it apprehends the inverted retinal image and turns it right 
side up, constructing /Zuf space as a preliminary operation ; 

* Ziir LeLre vom Lichlsinne (1878). 

f Of. Wundt: Ueber den Einfluss der Philosophie, etc. Antritlsrede 
11876), pp. 10-11;—Helmholtz: Die Thatsachen in der Walirnebmuug. 
1879), p. iJT. 
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then it computes from the angle of convergence of the eye¬ 
balls that the two retinal images must be the projection of 
but a single object; thirdly, it constructs the third dimen¬ 
sion and sees this object solid; fourthly, it assigns its 
tance; and fifthly, in each and all of these operations it gets 
the objective character of what it ‘constructs’ by uncon¬ 
sciously inferring it as the only possible came of some sen¬ 
sation which it unconsciously feels.* Comment on this 
seems hardly called for. It is, as I said, j^iire mythology. 

None of these facts, then, appealed to so confidently in 
proof of the existence of ideas in an unconscious state, 
prove anything of the sort. They prove either that con¬ 
scious ideas were present which the next instant were 
forgotten ; or they prove that certain results, similar to 
results of reasoning, may be wrought out by raj)id brain- 
processes to which no ideation seems attached. But there 
is one more argument to be alleged, less obviously insuffi¬ 
cient than those which we have reviewed, and demanding 
a new sort of reply. 

Tenth Proof, There is a great class of experiences in 
our mental life which may be described as discoveries that 
a subjective condition which we have been having is really 
something different from what Ave had supposed. We sud¬ 
denly find ourselves bored by a thing which we thought we 
were enjoying well enough ; or in love with a person Avhom 
we imagined we only liked. Or else we deliberately ana¬ 
lyze our motives, and find that at bottom they contain 
jealousies and cupidities which we little sus2)ected to be 
there. Our feelings towards people are jjerfect wells of 
motivation, unconscious of itself, which intros2)ection brings 
to light. And our sensations likewise: we constantly dis¬ 
cover new elements in sensations which we have been in 
the habit of receiving all our days, elements, too, which 
have been there from the first, since otherwise we should 
have been unable to distinguish the sensations containing 
them from others nearly allied. The elements must exist, 
for we use them to discriminate by; but they must exist in 

* Cf. Satz vom Grunde, pp. 59-65. Compare also F. Z5llner*8 Natoi 
der Konielen, pp. C42 IT., and 425 
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an unconscious state, since we so completely fail to single 
them out.* The books of the analytic school of psychol¬ 
ogy abound in examples of the kind. Who knows the 
countless associations that mingle with his each and every 
thought? Who can pick apart all the nameless feelings 
that stream in at every moment from his variotis internal 
organs, muscles, heart, glands, lungs, etc., and compose in 
their totality his sense of bodily life ? Who is aware of the 
part played by feelings of innervation and suggestions of 
possible muscular exertion in all his judgments of distance, 
shape, and size ? Consider, too, the difierence between a 
sensation which we simply have and one which we attend to. 
Attention gives results that seem like fresh creations; and 
yet the feelings and elemeuts of feeling which it reveals 
must have l)een already there—in an unconscious state. 
We all know practicaJby the difierence between the so-called 
sonant and the so-called surd consonants, between D, B, Z, 
G, V, and T, P, S, K, F, respectively. But comparatively few 
persons know the difierence theoreticaUy^ until their atten¬ 
tion has been called to what it is, when they perceive it 
readily enough. The sonants are nothing but the surds 
plus a certain element, which is alike in all, superadded. 
That element is the laryngeal sound Avith which they are 
ntterec^ surds liaAuug no such accompaniment. When we 
hear the sonant letter, both its component elements must 
really be in our mind; but Ave remain unconscious of Avhat 
they rerlly are, and mistake the letter for a simple quality 
of sound until an effort of attention teaches us its two com¬ 
ponents. There exist a host of sensations Avhich most men 
pass through life and never attend to, and consequently 
have only in an unconscious Avay. The feelings of opening 
and closing the glottis, of making tense the tympanic mem¬ 
brane, of accommodating for near Ausion, of intercepting the 
passage from the nostrils to the throat, are instances of 
what I mean. Every one gets these feelings many times an 
hour; but few readers, probably, are conscious of exactly 
what sensations are meant by the names I liaA^e just used. 
All these facts, and an enormous number more, seem to 

* Cf. the statements from Helmholtz to be found later in Chaptei 
XIII. 
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prove conclusively that, in addition to the fully conscious 
way in which an idea may exist in the mind, there is also 
an unconscious way; that it is unquestioniibly the same 
identical idea which exists in these two ways; and that 
therefore any arguments against the mind-stuff tlieorA , 
based on the notion that esse in our mental life is senfiri, 
and that an idea must consciously be felt as what it is, fall 
to the ground. 

Ohjection. These reasonings are one tissue of confusion. 
Two states of mind which refer to the same external reality, 
or two states of mind the later one of which refers to the 
earlier, are described as the same state of mind, or ‘idea,’ 
published as it were in two editions ; and then whatever 
qualities of the second edition are found oj)enly lacking in 
the first are explained as having really been there, only in 
an ‘ unconscious’w'aj^ It would be difficult to believe that 
intelligoiit men could be guilty of so })atent a fallacy, were 
not the history of psychology there to give the proof. The 
psychological stock-in-trade of some authors is the belief 
that two thoughts about one thing are virtually the san]{^ 
thought, and that this same thought may in subsequent 
reflections become more and more conscious of what it reall y 
tvds all along from the first. But once make the distinc¬ 
tion between simply an idea at the moment of its pres¬ 
ence and subsequently knowing all sorts of things ?7 ,• 
make moreover tliat between a state of mind itself, taken 
as a subjective fact, on the one hand, and the objective 
thing it knows, on the other, and one lias no difficulty in 
escaping from the labyrinth. 

Take the latter distinction first: Immediately all the 
arguments based on sensations and the new features in 
them which attention brings to light fall to the ground. 
The sensetions of the B and the V when we attend to these 
sounds and analyze out the laryngeal contribution which 
makes them differ from P and V res])ectively, are different 
sensations from those of the B and the V taken in a simple 
way. They stand, it is true, for the same letters, and thus 
mean the same outer reaUties; but they are diflerent mental 
affections, and certainly depend on widely different processes 
of cerebral activity. It is unbelievable that two mental 
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states so diflferent as the passive reception of a sound as a 
whole, and the analysis of that whole into distinct inf^re- 
dients by voluntary attention, should be due to processes 
at all similar. And the subjective difterence does not con¬ 
sist in that the first-named state is the second in an ‘un¬ 
conscious ’ form. It is an absolute psychic difference, even 
greater than that between the states to which two diiiereni: 
surds will give rise. The same is true of the other sensa¬ 
tions chosen as examples. The man who learns for the 
first time how tlie closure of his glottis feels, experiences in 
this discovery an absolutely new psychic modification, the 
like of which he never had before. He had another feeling 
before, a feeling incessantly renewed, and of which the same 
glottis was the organic starting , ^oint; but that was not tlie 
later feeling in an ‘ unconscious state ; it was a feeling sm 
generis altogether, although it took cognizance of the same 
bodily part, the glottis. We shall see, hereafter, that the 
same reality can be cognized by an endless number ot 
psychic states, which may differ cce/o among themselves, 
without ceasing on that account tc refer to the reality in 
question. Each of them is a conscious fact: none of them 
has any mode of being whatever except a certain way oi 
being felt at the moment of being j)resent. It is simply 
unintelligible and fantastical to say, because they foint to 
the same outer reality, that they must therefore be so mfiny 
editions of the same ‘ idea,’ now in a conscious and now in 
an ‘ unconscious ’ phase. There is only one ‘ phase’ in 
which an idea can be, and that is a fully conscious condi- 
ticm. If it is not in that condition, then it is not at all. 
Something else is, in itsj^lace. The something else may be 
a merely phj^sical brain-process, or it may bo another con¬ 
scious idea. Either of these things may perform much the 
same function as the first idea, refer to the same object, 
and roughly stand in the same relations to the upshot of 
our thought. But that is no reason why wo should throw 
away the logical principle of identity in psychology, and 
say that, however it may fare in the oxiter world, the mind 
at any rate is a place in which a thing can be all kinds of 
other things without ceasing to be itseli as well. 

Now take the other cases alleged, and the other distino 
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tion, that namely between having a mental state and know¬ 
ing all about it. Tlie truth is here even simpler to unravel. 
When I decide that I have, without knowing it, been for 
several weeks in love, I am simply giving a name to a state 
which previously 1 have not 7iamed, but which was fully eon- 
Bcious; wdiich had no residual mode of being except the 
manner in which it was conscious ; and which, though it was 
a feeling towards the same person for whom I now have a 
much more inflamed feeling, and though it continuously led 
into the latter, and is similar enough to be called by the 
same name, is yet in no sense identical with the latter, and 
least of all in an ‘ unconscious ’ way. Again, the feelings from 
our viscera and other dimly-felt organs, the feelings of 
innervation (if such there ) e), and those of muscular exer¬ 
tion which, in our spatial judgments, are supposed uncon¬ 
sciously to determine what we shall perceive, are just exactly 
what we feel them, perfectly determinate conscious states, 
not vague editions of other conscious states. They may be 
faint and weak ; they may be very vague cognizers of the 
same realities which other conscious states cognize and name 
exactly; they may be unconscious of much in the reality 
which the other states are conscious of. But that does not 
make them in themselves a whit dim or vague or uncon- 
sciouSi They are eternally as they feel when tlie}^ exist, 
and can, neither actually nor potentially, be identifled with 
anything else than their own faint selves. A faint feeling 
may be looked back upon and classified and understood in 
its relations to wdiat went before or after it in the stream of 
thought. But it, on the one hand, and the later state of 
mind which knows all these things about it, on the other, 
are surely not two conditions, one conscious and the other 
‘ unconscious,’ of the same identical psychic fact. It is the 
destiny of thought that, on the whole, our early ideas are 
superseded by later ones, giving fuller accounts of the same 
realities. But none the less do the earlier and the later 
ideas preserve their own several substantive identities as so 
many several successive states of mind. To believe the con¬ 
trary would make any definite science of psychology im¬ 
possible. The only identity to be found among our suc¬ 
cessive ideas is their similarity of cognitive or representa* 
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live function as dealing with the same objects. Identity oi 
heing^ there is none; and I believe that throughout the rest 
of this volume the reader will reap the advantages of the 
simpler way of formulating the facts which is here begun.* 

So we seem not only to have ascertained the unintelli¬ 
gibility of the notion that a mental fact can be two things 
at once, and that what seems like one feeling, of blueness 
for example, or of hatred, may really and ‘ unconsciously ’ 
be ten thousand elementary feelings which do not resem¬ 
ble blueness or hatred at all, but we find that we can 
express all the observed facts in other ways. The mind- 

* The text was written before Professor Lipps’s Grundtatsachen des Sce- 
lenlebens (1883) came into my hands. In Chapter III of that book the 
notion of unconscious thought is subjecietl to the clearest and most search¬ 
ing criticism which it has yet received, Some passages are so similar to 
what I have myself w ritten that I must quote them in a note. After 
proving that dimness and clearness, ineompleteness and completeness do 
not pertain to a state of mind ns such—since every state of mind must be 
emctly what it is, and uothing else—but only pertain to the way in which 
states of mind stand for objects, wduch they more or less dimly, more 
or less clearly, represent; Lippstakes the case of those sensations W’^hich 
attention is said to make more clear. “ I perceive an object,*' he says, 

now in clear daylight, and again at night. Call the content of the day- 
perception a, and that of the evening-perception ah There will probably 
be a considerable difference between a and a\ The colors of a will be 
varied and intense, and will be sharply bounded by each other; those of 
a’ w ill be less luminous, and less strongly contrasted, and will approach 
a common gray or brown, and merge more into each other. Both percepts, 
how'ever, as such, are completely determinate and distinct from all others. 
The(;olors of a* appear before luy eye neither more nor less decidedly dark 

and blurred than the colors of a appear bright and sharply bounded. But 
now I know, or believe I know, that one and the same real Object A corre- 
gpoiuisto both a and aK I am convinced, moreover, that a represents A 
better than does ah Instead, how^ever, of giving to my conviction this, its 
only correct, expression, and keeping the content of my consciousness and 
the real object, the representation and what it means, distinct from each 
other, I substitute the real object for the content of the consciousness, 
and talk of the experience as if it consisted in one and the same object 
(namely, the surreptitiously introduced real one), constituting twice over 
the content of my consciousness, once in a clear and distinct, the other 
time in an obscure and vague fashion. I talk now of a distincter and of a 
less distinct consciousness of A, whereas I am only justified in talking of 
two consciou.siiesscs, a and a\ equally distinct in se, but to w^hich the sup¬ 
posed external object A corresponds with different degrees of distinctness." 

(P. 
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stuff theory, however, though scotched, is, we may be sure, 
not killed. If we ascribe consciousness to unicellular 
animalcules, then single cells can have it, and analogy 
should make us ascribe it to the several cells of the Vjrain, 
each individually taken. And what a convenience would it 
not be for the psychologist if, by the adding together of vari¬ 
ous doses of this separate-cell-consciousness, he could treat 
tliought as a kind of stuff or material, to be measured out 
in great or small amount, increased and subtracted from, 
and baled about at will! He feels an imperious craving 
to be allowed to co'ihsirnct synthetically the successive 
mental states which he describes. The mind-stuff theory 
so easily admits of the construction being made, that it 
seems certain that ‘man’s unconquerable mind ’ will devote 
mucli future pertinacity and ingenuity to setting it on its 
legs again and getting it into some sort of plausible work¬ 
ing-order. I will therefore conclude the chapter with some 
consideration of the remaining difficulties which beset the 
matter as it at present stands. 

DIFFIOUIiTY OF STATING THE CONNECTION BETWEEN MIND 
AND BRAIN. 

It will be remembered that in our criticism of the theory 
of the integration of successive conscious units into a feel¬ 
ing of musical pitch, we decided that whatever integration 
there was was that of the air-j)ulses into a simpler and sim- 
))ler sort of physical efiect, as the jnopagations of material 
change got higher and higher in the nervous system. At 
last, we said (p. 23), there results some simple and massive 
process in the auditory centres of the hemispherical cortex, 
to which, as a whole, the feeling of musical pitch directly 
corresponds. Alread}', in discussing the localization of 
functions in the brain, 1 had said (pp. 158-9) that conscious¬ 
ness accompanies the stream cff' innervation through that 
organ and varies in quality with the character of the cur¬ 
rents, being mainly of things seen if the occipital lobes are 
much involved, of things heard if the action is focalized in 
the temporal lobes, etc., etc.; and I had added that a vague 
formula like this was as much as one could safely venture 
on in the actual state of physiology. The facts of mental 
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deafness and blindness, of auditor}^ and optical aphasia, 
show us that the whole brain must act together if certain 
thoughts are to oc.cur. The consciousness, which is itself 
an integral thing not made of 2:)arts, ‘ c'.orresjionds ’ to the 
entire activity of the brain, wlin-hwcir that may be, at the 
moment. This is a way of ex2)ressing tlio relation of mind 
and brain from which I shall not depart during the re¬ 
mainder of the book, because it expresses the bare 
jjhenomenal fact with no liypothesis, and is exposed to no 
such logical objections as we have found to cling to the 
theory of ideas in combination. 

Nevertlieless, this formula which is so unobjectionable 
if taken vaguely, j)Ositivistically, or scientifically, as a 
mere em2)irical law of concomitance between our thoughts 
and our brain, tumbles to 2)ieces entirely if we assume 
to represent anything more intimate or ultimate by it. 
The ultimate of ultimate problems, of course, in the 
study of the relations of thought and brain, is to under¬ 
stand why and how such dispaiate things are connected 
at all. But before that problem is solved (if it ever is 
solved) there is a less ultimate preduem which must first 
be settled. Before the connection of thought and brain 
can be explained, it must at least be sUttrd in an elementary 
form ; and there are great ditlicultiiis about so stating it. 
To state it in elementary form one must reduce it to its 
lowest terms and know which menial fact iiiid which cerebral 
fact are, so to sjieak, in immediate juxtaposition. We must 
find the minimal mental fact whose being reposes directly 
on a brain-fact; and we must similarly find the minimal 
brain-event which will have a mental counterpart at all. 
Between the mental and the 2)hysical minima thus found 
there will be an immediate relation, the expression of 
which, if we had it, would be the elementary psycho-physic 
law. 

Our own formula escapes the unintelligibility of psychic 
atoms by taking the entire thought (even of a complex 
object) as the minimum with which it deals on the mental 
side. But in taking the entire brain-process as its mini¬ 
mal fact on the material side it confronts other difficulties 
almost as bad. 
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In the first place, it ignores analogies on which certain 
critics will insist, those, namely, between the composition 
of the total brain-process and that of the object of the 
thought. The total brain-process is composed of parts, 
of simultaneous processes in the seeing, the hearing, the 
feeling, and other centres. The object thought of is also 
composed of parts, some of which are seen, others heard, 
others perceived by touch and muscular manipulation. 
'‘How then,'’ these critics will say, “should the thought 
not itself be composed of parts, each the counterpart 
of a part of the object and of a part of the brain-pro- 
cess?” So natural is this way of looking at the matter 
that it has given rise to what is on the whole the most 
flourishing of all psychological systems—that of the Lock- 
ian school of associated ideas—of which school the mind- 
stuff theory is nothing but the last and subtlest offshoot. 

The second difficulty is deeper still. The ^entire brain- 
process ’ is not a physical fact at all. It is the appearance to 
an onlooking mind of a multitude of physical facts. ‘ En¬ 
tire brain ’ is nothing but our name for the way in which a 
million of molecules arranged in certain positions may 
affect our sense. On the principles of the corpuscular or 
mechanical philosophy, the only realities are the separate 
molecules, or at most the cells. Tlndr aggiegation into 
a ‘ brain ’ is a fiction of popular speech. Such a fiction 
cannot serve as the objectively real counterpart to any 
psychic state whatever. Only a genuinely physical fact can 
so serve. But the molecular fact is the only genuine physi¬ 
cal fact—whereu})on we seem, if we are to have an elemen¬ 
tary psycho-phj^sic law at all, thrust right back upon some¬ 
thing like the mind-stuff theory, for the molecular fact, 
being an element of the ‘ brain,’would seem naturally to 
correspond, not to the total thoughts, but to elements in 
the thought. 

What shall we do ? Many would find relief at this 
point in celebrating the mystery of the Unknowable and the 
‘ awe ’ which we should feel at having such a principle to 
take final charge of our perplexities. Others would rejoice 
that the finite and separatist view of things with which we 
started had at last developed its contradictions, and was 
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about to lead us dialectically upwards to some ‘higher 
synthesis’ in which inconsistencies cease from troubling 
and logic is at r(‘st. It may bo a constitutional infirmity, 
l)ut I can take no comfort in such devices for niaking a 
luxury of intellectual d(deat. They are but spiritual 
chloroform. Better live on the ragged edge, better gnaw 

the file fuiever! 

THE MATEBIAL-MONAD THEORY. 

The most rational thing to do is to suspect that there 
may l)e a third possibility, an alternative supposition which 
we have not considered. Now there is an alternative sup* 
position—a sup})osition moreover which has been fre- 
qmmtly made in the history of x^hilosophy, and which is 
freer from logical objections than either cf the views we 

have ourselves discussed. It may be called the theory of 
polyzoism or ynultiple monadisjn; and it conceives the matter 
thus: 

Every brain-cell has its own ijidividual consciousness, 
which no other cell knows anything about, all individual 
consciousnesses being ‘ejective’ to each other. There is, 
liowever, among the cells one central or ])ontifical one to 
wdiich our consciousness is attached. But the events of all the 
other cells j^hysically influence this arch-cell; and through 
producing their joint effects on it, these other cells may be 
said to ‘combine.’ The arch-cell is, in fact, one of those 
‘ external media ’ without w^hich we saw that no fusion or 
integration of a number of things can occur. The physical 
modifications of the arch-cell thus form a sequence of 
results in the production wdiereof every other cell has a 
share, so that, as one might say, every other cell is repre¬ 
sented therein. And similarly, the conscious correlates to 
these j)hysical modifications form a sequence of thoughts 
or feelings, each one of which is, as to its substantive 
being, an integral and uncompounded psychic thing, but 
(nich one of which may (in the exercise of its cognitive 
function) be aware of things many and complicated in 
proportion to the number of other cells that have helped 
to modify the central cell. 

By a conception of this sort, one incurs neither of the 
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internal contradictions which we found to beset the other 
two theories. One has no unintelligible self-combining of 
psychic units to account for on the one hand; and on the 
other hand, one need not treat as the physical counterpart 
of the stream of consciousness under observation, a ‘ total 
brain-activity ’ which is non-existent as a genuinely ])hy8i- 
cal fact. But, to offset these advantages, one has physio¬ 
logical difficulties and improbabilities. There is no cell 
or group of cells in the brain of such anatomical or func¬ 
tional pre-eminence as to appear to be the keystone or centre 
of gravity of the whole system. And even if there were 
such a cell, the theory of multiple monadism would, in 
strictness of thought, have no right to stop at it and treat 
it as a unit. The cell is no more a unit, materially con- 
sidered, than the total brain is a unit. It is a compound of 
molecules, just as the brain is a compound of cells and fibres. 
And the molecules, according to the prevalent physical theo¬ 
ries, are in turn compounds of atoms. The theory in ques¬ 
tion, therefore, if radically carried out, must set up for its 
elementary and irreducible psycho-physic couple, not the 
cell and its consciousness, but the primordial and eternal 
atom and its consciousness. We are back at Leibnitzian 
monadism, and therewith leave physiology behind us and 
dive into regions inaccessible to experience and verification ; 
and our doctrine, although not self-contradictory, becomes 
so remote and unreal as to be almost as bad as if it were. 
Speculative minds alone will take an interest in it; and 
metaphysics, not psychology, will be responsible for its 
career. That the career may be a successful one must be 
admitted as a possibility—a theory which Leibnitz, Her- 
bart, and Lotze have taken under their protection must 
have some sort of a destiny. 

THE SOtJL-THEORY. 

But is this my last word? By no means. Many 
readers have certainly been saying to themselves for the 
last few pages : ‘‘ Why on earth doesn’t the poor man say 
the Sold and have done with it ? ” Other readers, of anti- 
spiritualistic training and prepossessions, advanced think¬ 
ers, or popular evolutionists, will perhaps be a little sur- 
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prised to find this much-despised word now sprung upon 
them at the end of so physiological a train of thought. But 
the plain fact is that all the arguments for a ‘ pontifical cell * 
or an ‘ arch-monad ’ are also arguments for that well-known 
spiritual agent in which scholastic psychology and com¬ 
mon-sense have always believed. And my only reason for 
beating the buslies so, and not bringing it in earlier as a 
possible solution of our difficulties, lias been that by this 
procedure I might perhaps force some of these materialistic 
minds to feel the more strongly the logical respectability of 
the spiritualistic position. The fact is that one cannot 
allord to despise any of these great traditional objects of 
belief. Whether we realize it or not, there is always a great 
drift of reasons, positive and negative, towing us in their 
direction. If there be such entities as Souls in the universe, 
they may possibly be affected by the manifold occurrences 
that go on in the nervous centres. To the state of the en¬ 
tire brain at a given moment they may respond by inward 
modifications of their own. These changes of state may be 
pulses of consciousness, cognitive of objects few or many, 
nirnple or complex. The soul would be thus a medium 
upon which (to use our earlier phraseology) the manifold 
brain-processes comhine their effects. Not needing to con¬ 
sider it as the ‘ inner aspect' of any arch-molecule or brain- 
cell, wo escape that physiological improbability ; and as its 
pulses of consciousness are unitary and integral affairs from 
the outset, we escape the absurdity of supposing feelings 
which exist separately and then ‘ fuse together' by them* 
selves. The separateness is in the brain-world, on this 
theory, and the unity in the soul-world ; and the only 
trouble that remains to haunt us is the metaphysical one of 
understanding how one sort of world or existent thing can 
affect or influence another at all. This trouble, however, 
since it also exists inside of both worlds, and involves 
neither physical improbability nor logical contradiction, is 
relatively small. 

I confess, therefore, that to posit a soul influenced in 
some mysterious way by the brain-states and responding to 
them by conscious affections of its own, seems to me the 
line of least logical resistance, so far as we yet have attained. 
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If it (loos liot strictly explam anything, it is at any rate 
loss positivelx^ objec'tionahle than eitlier mind-stiifl’ or a 
mat(0‘ial"-raonad creed. Hie hare thenomenon, however, the 
rMMEOiA^i'KLY KNOWN thing which 0)1 the mental side is in appo- 
sitio)i with the entiir. hrahwproeess is the state of consciousness 
and not the soul itself Many of tlie stancdiest believers in 

the soul admit that wo know it only as an inference from 
experiencing its states. In Chapter X, accordingly, we must 
return to its consideration again, and (wk ourselves jvhether, 

after all, the ascertainment of a blank unmediated correspond¬ 
ence, term for term, of the succession of states of consciousness 
ivith the succession ef toUd hrain-processes, he not the simplest 
psycho-physic formula, and the last word of a psychology 

which contents itself with verifiai'ie laws, and seeks only to 
he clear, and to avoid unsafe hypotheses. Such a mere ad¬ 

mission of the empirical parallelism will there appear the 
wisest course. By keeping to it, our psychology will re¬ 

main positivistic and non-metaphysical; and although this 

is certainly only a provisional halting-place, and things 

must some day be more tlioroughly thought out, we shall 
abide there in this book, and just as we have rejected mind- 
dust, we shall take no account of the soul. The spiritualis ¬ 

tic reader may nevertheless believe in the soul if he will; 
whilst the j)ositivistic one who wishes to give a tinge of 
mystery to the expression of his positivism can continue to 

say that nature in her unfathomable designs has mixed us 
of clay and flame, of brain and mind, that the two things 
hang indubitably together and determine each other’s being 
but how or why, no mortal may ever know. 



CHAPTEB VII. 

THE METHODS AND SNARES OF PSYCHOLOGY 

We have now finished the ph3^siological preliminaries ol 
our subject and must in the remaining chapters study the 
mental states themselves whose cerebral conditions and 
concomitants we have been considering hitherto. Beyond 
the brain, however, there is an outer world to which the 
brain-states themselves 'correspond.’ And it will be well, 
ere we advance farthei, to saj^ a word about the relation of 
the mind to this larger sphere of physical fact. 

PSYCHOLOGY IS A NATURAL SCIENCE. 

That is, the mind which the jjsychologist studies is the 
mind of distinct individuals inhabiting definite portions of 
a real space and of a real time. With any other sort of 
mind, absolute Intelligence, Mind unattached to a particular 
bodj^ or Mind not subject to the course of time, the psychol¬ 
ogist as such has nothing to do. ‘ Mind,’ in his mouth, is 
only a class name for minds. Fortunate will it be if his 
more modest inquiry result in any generalization’^ which 
the philosopher devoted to absolute Intelligence as such 
can use. 

To the psychologist, then, the minds he studies are 
objects, in a world of other objects. Even when he intro- 
spec tively analyzes his own mind, and tells what he finds 
there, he talks about it in an objective way. He saj s, for 
instance, that under certain circumstances the color gray 
appears to him green, and calls the appearance an illusion. 
This implies that he compares two objects, a real color 
seen under certain conditions, and a mental perception 
which he believes to represent it, and that he declares the 
relation between them to be of a certain kind. In making 
this critical judgment, the psychologist stands as much out¬ 
side of the perception which he criticises as he does of the 
color. Both are his objects. And if this is true of him when 

188 
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he reflects on his own conscious states, how much truer is it 
when he treats of those of others ! In German pliilosophy 
since Kant the word Erlcenntnisstheoriey criticism of the 
faculty of knowledge, plays a great part. Now the psychol¬ 
ogist necessarily becomes such an ErkemninisHtheoretiker. 
But the knowledge he theorizes about is not the bare 
function of knowledge which Kant criticises—he does not 
inquire into the possibility of knowledge uherlixmpt. He 
assumes it to be possible, he does not doubt its presence 
in himself at the moment he speaks. The knowledge he 
criticises is the knowledge of particular men about the 
particular things that surround theiu. This he may, upon 
occasion, in the light of liis own unquestioned knowledge, 
pronounce true or false, and trace the reasons by which it 
has become one or the other. 

It is highly important that this natural-science point 
of view should be understood at the outset. Otherwise 
more may be demanded of the psychologist than he ought 
to be expected to perform. 

A diagram wdll exhibit more emphatically w^hat the 
assumptions of Psychology must be : 

1 2 8 4 
The The Thought The Thought’s The Psycholo¬ 

Psychologist Studied Object 1 gist’s Reality 

These four squares contain the irreducible data of 
psychology. No. 1, the psychologist, believes Nos. 2, 3, 
and 4, which together form his total object, to be realities, 
and reports them and their mutual relations as truly as he 
can without troubling himself with the puzzle of how he 
can report them at all. About such ultimate puzzles he in 
the main need trouble himself no more than the geometer, 
the chemist, or the botanist do, who make precisely the 
same assumptions as he.* 

Of certain fallacies to which the psychologist is exposed 
by reason of his peculiar point of view—that of being a 

* On the relation between Pyschology and General Philosophy, see G. 
C. Robertson, *Mind,' vol. vm. p. 1, and J. Ward, ibid, p. 163; J. Dewey, 
ibid, vol. IX. p. 1. 
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reporter of subjective as well as of objective facts, we must 
presently speak. But not until we have considered the 
methods he uses for ascertaining what the facts in question 
are. 

THE METHODS OP IHVESTIOATION. 

Introspective Observation is ivhat ive have to rely on first 
ami foremost and always. The word introspection need 
hardly be defined—it moans, of course, the looking into our 
own minds and reporting what we there discover. Every 
one a greets that we there discover states of consciousness. So 
far as 1 know, the existence of such states lias never been 
dviubted by any critic, however sceptical in other respects 
he may have been. That we have cogitatiom of some sort is 
the mconciissum in a world most of whose other facts have 
at some time tottered in the breath of philosophic doubt. 
All people unhesitatingly believe that they feel themselves 
thinking, and that they distinguish the mentfal state as an 
inward activity or passion, from all the objects with which 
it may cognitively deal. I rega/rd this belief as the most 
fumiamental of all the postulates of Psychology, and shall dis¬ 
card all curious inquiries about its certainty as too meta¬ 
physical for the scope of this book. 

A Question of Nomenclalure. We ought to have some 
general term by which to designate all states of con¬ 
sciousness merely as such, and apart from their par¬ 
ticular quality or cognitive function. Unfortunately most 
of the terms in use have grave objections. ‘ Mental 
state,’ ‘ state of consciousness,’ ‘ conscious modification,’ are 
cumbrous and have no kindred verbs. The same is true 
of ‘subjective condition.’ ‘Feeling’ has the verb ‘to feel,’ 
both active and neuter, and such derivatives as ‘ feelingly,’ 
‘felt,’ ‘feltness,’ etc., which make it extremely convenient. 
But on the other hand it has specific meanings as well as 
its generic one, sometimes standing for pleasure and pain, 
and being sometimes a synonym of ^sensation' as opposed 
to tfwught; whereas we wish a term to cover sensation and 
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thought indifferently. Moreover, ‘ feeling ’ has acquired in 
the hearts of platonizing thinkers a very opprobrious set of 
implications; and since one of the great obstacles to mutual 
understanding in pliilosopliy is the use of words eulogisti- 
cally and disparagingly, impartial terms ought always, if 
possible, to be preferred. The word psychosis has been 
proposed by Mr. Huxley. It has the advantage of being 
correlative to neurosis (the name applied by the same author 
to the corresponding nerve-process), and is moreover tech¬ 
nical and devoid of })artial implications. Bat it has no 
verb or other grammaiica] form allied to it. The expres¬ 
sions ‘ affection of the soul,’ ‘ modiluuition of the ego,’ are 
clumsy, like ‘state of consciousness,’ and they implicitly 
assert theories which it is not well to embody in terminol- 
ogy before they have been openl}’ discussed and approved. 
‘ Idea ’ is a good vague neutral word, and was by Locke 
employed in the broadest generic w^ay; but notwithstanding 
his authority it has not domesticated itself in the language 

so as to cover bodily sensations, and it moreover has no 
verb. ‘ Thought ’ would be by far the best wu:)rd to use if 
it could ]>e made to cover sensations. It has no opprobri¬ 
ous (‘onnotation sucii as‘feeling’ has, and it immediately 
suggests the omnipresen(*e of cognition (or rofercn(‘-e to an 
object other than the mental state itself), wdiich w^e shall 
soon see to be of th(' mental life’s essence. But can the 
expression ‘thought of a toothache’ ever suggest to the 
reader the actual present pain itself? It is hardly possi¬ 
ble ; and w^e thus seem about to be forced back on some 
pair of terms like Hume’s ‘impression and idea,’ or Ham¬ 
ilton’s ‘presentation and representation,’ or the ordinary 
‘feeling and thought,’ if w^e wish to cover the whole ground. 

In this quandary we cim make no definitive choice, but 
must, according to the convenience of the context, use 
sometimes one, sometimes another of the synonyms that 
have been mentioned. My partiality is for either 
FEELING or THOUGHT. I shall probably often use both words 
in a wider sense than usual, and alternately startle two 
classes of readers by their unusual soiznd; but if the con¬ 
nection makes it clear that mental states at large, irrespec- 
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tive of their kind, are meant, this will do no harm, and may 
even do some good.* 

T}w, inmcuracy of introspective ohservotion has been made 
a subject of debate. It is important to gain some fixed 
ideas on this point before we proceed. 

The commonest spiritualistic opinion is that the Soul 
or Subject of the mental life is a metapln^sical entity, inac¬ 
cessible to direct knowledge, and that the various mental 
states and operations of which we reflectively become 
aware are objects of an inner sense whicli does not lay hold 
of the real agent in itself, any more tlian sight or hear¬ 
ing gives us direct knowledge of matter in itself. From 
this })oint of view intros])ection is, of course, iticom2)etent 
to lay hold of anytliing mon^ tlian the Soul’s phenorneua. 
But even then the question remains, How well can it know 
the phenomena thenjselves? 

Some authors tak(^ high ground here and claim for it a 
sort of infallibility. Thus Ueberweg: 

Wlieii a mental image, as siicli, is the oj)ject of my a])]>r(^hension, 

there is no m(‘aning in s(aiking to disTinguish its existence in my con¬ 

sciousness (in me) from its existence out of my consciousness fin itself) ; 

for the (»bject a})prehended is, in this case, one which do<3S not even 

exist, as ttje objects of external perception do, in itself outside of my 

conscio\isness. It exists only within me.” t 

And Brentano: 
“ The phenomena inwardly apprehended are true in themselves 

As they appear—of this the evidence with which they are aj>prelumded 

is a warrant—so they are in reality. Who, then, can deny tliat in this 

a great superiority of Psychology over the physical sciences comes to 

light?” 

And again : 

“No one can doubt whether the psychic condition he apprehends in 

himself be, and be so^ as lie apprehends it. Whoever should doubt this 

would have reached that flnislied doubt which destroys itself in de¬ 

stroying every fixed point from which to make an attack upon knowl- 

edge.”f 

Others have gone to the opposite extreme, and main¬ 
tained that we can have no introspective cognition of our 

♦Compare some remarks in MilTs Logic, bk. i. chap, iii §§ 2, 8. 
f Logic, § 40. ^ Psychologic, bk ii. chap. in. 1, 2. 
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own minds at all. A deliverance of Auguste Comte to this 
effect lias been so often quoted as to be almost classical; 
and some reference to it seems therefore indispensable 

here. 
Philosophers, says Comte,* have 

these latter days imagined themselves able to distinguish, bj a 

very singular subtlt'ty, two sorts of oi>s(U’vation of equal importance, 

one exteniab the other internal, the latter being solely destined for the 

study of intellectual phenomena. ... I limit myself to pointing out 

the principal consideration which provt'.s clearly that this pretended 

direct conttunplation of the mind by itself is a pure illusion. , . . 

It is in fact evident that, by an invincible neccessity, the human mind 

can oliserve direcdly all phenomena excejit its own proper states. For 

by whom shall the observation of tliese be made ? It is conceivable 

that a man might obsm’vc^ himself with respect to the passions that 

animate him, for the anatomical organs of passion are distinct from 

those whose function is observation. Though wo have all made such 

observations on ourse^lves, they can iK^ver have much scientihe value, 

and the best mode of knowing the passions will always be that of ob¬ 

serving them from without; for every strong state of passion ... is 

necessarily incompatible with the state of observation. But, as for 

observing in the same way intellectual phenomena at the time of their 

actual presence, that is a manifest im])ossibility. The thinker cannot 

divide himself into two, of whom one reasons whilst the other observes 

him reason. The organ observed and the oi'gaii observing being, in 

tliis case, identical, how could observation take place ? This pretended 

psychological metliod is then radically null and void. On tlui one 

hand, they advise you to isolate yourself, as far as possible, from every 

external sensation, especially every intellectual work,—for if you were 

to busy yourself even with the simplest calculation, what would b(‘C0Tne 

of internal observation ?—on the other hand, after having with the 

utmost care attained this state of intellectual slumber, you must begin 

to contemplate the operations going on in your mind, when nothing 

there takes place ! Our descemdants will doubtless see siieb pretensions 

some day ridiculed upon the stage. The results of so strange a proeed- 

ure harmonize entirely with its principle. For all the two thousand 

years during wiiich metaphysicians have thus cultivated psychology, 

they are not agreed about one intelligible and established proposition. 

‘ Internal observation ’ gives almost as many divergent results as there 

are individuals who think they practise it,” ' 

Comte hardly could have known anything of the English, 
and nothing of the German, empirical psychology. The 
‘ results ’ which he had in mind when writing were probably 

♦ Cours de Philosophie Positive, i. 34-8. 
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scholastic ones, such as principles of internal activity, the 
faculties, the ego, tlie liberum arhitrium indifferentia\ etc. 
John Mill, in replying to him,* says: 

“ It might have occurred to M. Comte that a fact may be studied 

through the medium of memory, not at the very moment of our i^er* 

ceiviug it, but the moment after: and this is really the mode in which 

our best knowledge of our intellectual acts is generally acquired. We 

reflect on what we have been doing when the act is past, but when its 

impression in the memory is still fresh. UnU^ss in one of these ways, 

we could not have acquired the knowledge which nobody denies us to 

have, of what passes in our minds. M. Comte w'ould scarcely have 

aflirmed that we are not aware of our own intellectual operations. We 

know of our observings and our reasonings, either at the very time, oi 

by memory the moment after; in eitherea.se, by direct knowledge, and 

not (like things done by us in a state of somnambulism) merely by 

their results. Tliis simple fact d(‘stroys the whole of M. Comte’s argu¬ 

ment. Whatever we are directly aware of, we can directly observe.” 

Where now does the truth lie? Our quotation from 
Mill is obviously the one wdiich expresses the most of 
projctical truth about tlie matter. Even the writers who 
insist upon the absolute veracity of our immediate inner 
apprehension of a conscious state have to contrast with 
this the fallibility of our memory or ohservaiion of it, a 
moment later. No one has emphasized more sharply than 
Brentano himself tlje difference between the immediate 
feltness of a feeling, and its perception by a subsequent re* 
flectivo act. But which mode of consciousness of it is that 
which the psychologist must depend on ? If to hxwe feel¬ 
ings or thoughts in their immediacy were enougli, babies 
in the cradle would be psychologists, and infallible ones. 
But the psychologist must not only have his mental states 
in their absolute veritableness, he must report them and 
write about them, name them, classify and compare them 
and trace their relations to other things. Whilst alive they 
are their own property; it is only post-mortem that they be¬ 
come his prey.t And as in the naming, classing, and know- 

. - . - - - 

* Auguste Comte and Positivism, 3d edition (1882), p. 64. 
t Wundt says: ‘*The first rule for utilizing inward observation con- 

Biats in taking, as far as possible, experiences that are accidental, unex* 
pected, and not intentionally brought about. . . . First it is best as far aa 
possible to rely on Mermrj/ and not on immediate Apprehension. . . 
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ing of things in general we are notoriously fallible, why noli 
also here ? Comte is quite right in laying stress on the 
fact that a feeling, to bo named, judged, or perceived, must 
be already past. No subjective state, whilst j)resent, is its 
own object; its object is always something else. There 
are, it is true, cases in which we ap}>ear to be naming f)ur 
present feeling, and so to be experiencing and observing 
the same inner fact at a single stroke, as when we say ‘ I 
feel tired,’ ‘ I am angry,’ etc. But these are illusory, and 
a little attention unmasks the illusion. The present con¬ 
scious state, when I say ‘I feel tired,’ is not the direct 
state of tire; when I say ‘ I feel angry,’ it is not the direct 
state of anger. It is the state of say ing-I-f eel-tired, of 
saying-l-feel-angry,—entirely different matters, so different 
that the fatigue and anger apj)areiitly included in them are 
considerable modifications of the fatigue and anger directly 
felt the previous instant. The act of naming them has 
momentarily detracted from tlieir force.* 

The only sound grounds on which the infallible veracity 
of the introspective judgment might bo maintained are 
empirical. If we had reason to think it has never yet 
deceived us, w^e might continue to trust it. This is the 
ground actuallj^ maintained by Herr Mohr. 

“The illusions of our senses,’’ says this author, “have undermined 

our belief in the reality of the outer world; but in the sphere of inner 

observation our confidence is intact, for we have never found ourselves 

to be in error about the reality of an act of thought or feeling. We 

Second, internal observation is better fitted to grasp clearly conscious 
states, especially voluntary mental acts; such inner processes as are ob¬ 
scurely conscious and involuntary will almost entirely elude it, because 
the effort to observe interferes with them, and because they seldom abide 
in memory.’* (Logik, ii. 432.) 

* In cases like this, where the state outlasts the act of naming it, exists 
before it, and recurs when it is past, we probably run little practical risk 
of error when we talk as If the state knew itself. The state of feeling and 
the state of naming the feeling are continuous, and the infallibility of 
such prompt introspective judgments is probably great. But even here the 
certainty of our knowledge ought not to be argued on the a priori ground 
Xhfii percipi and e«w are in psychology the same. The states are really 
two; the naming state and the named state are apart; "peroipi i&esae* is not 
the principle that applies. 
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have never been misled into thinking we were not in doubt or in anger 

when these conditions were really statics of our consciousness.” * 

But sound as the reasoning here would be, were the 

premises correct, I fear the latter cannot ])ass. However 

it may be with such strong feelings as doubt or anger, 

about weaker feelings, and about the niaiiom to each other 
of all feelings, we find ourselv(‘-s in continual error and 

uncertainty so soon as we are called on to name and class, 

and not merely to feel. Who can be sure of the exact order 
of his feelings when they are excessively rapid? Who can 

be sure, in his sensible percejition of a chair, how much 

comes from the eye and how much is su2:)plied out of the 

previous knowledge of the mind? Who can compare with 

precision the qmmtities of disparate feelings even where the 

feelings are very much alike ? For instance, where an object 

is felt now against the back and now against the cheek, 

which feeling is most extensive? Who can be sure that 

two given feelings are or are not exactly the same ? Who 

can tell which is briefer or longer than the other when 

both occupy but an instant of time? Who knows, of many 

actions, for what motive they were done, or if for any motive 

at all ? Who can enumerate all the distinct ingredients of 

such a complicated feeling as anger ? and who can tell off¬ 

hand whether or no a perception of distance be a compound 

or a simple state of mind ? The whole mind-stuff contro¬ 

versy would stop if we could decide conclusively by intro¬ 

spection that what seem to us elementary feelings are 

really elementary and not compound. 

Mr. Sully, in his work on Illusions, has a chapter on 

those of Introspection from which we might now cpiote. 

But, since the rest of this volume will be little more than a 

collection of illustrations of the difficulty of discovering by 

direct introspection exactly what our feelings and their 

relations are, we need not anticipate our ow n future details, 

but just state our general conclusion that introspection is 
difficult and fallible; and that the difficulty is simply that 
of all observation of whatever kind. Something is before 

* J. Mohr; Grundlage der Empirischen Psychologie (Leipzig, 1882), 

p- 47. 
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US; we do our best to tell what it is, but in spite of oui 
good will we maj go astray, and give a description more 
applicable to some other sort of thing. The only safeguard 
is in the final conseoisus of our farther knowledge about the 
thing in question, later views correcting earlier ones, until 
at last the harmony of a consistent system is reached. 
Such a system, gradually worked out, is the best guarantee 
the psychologist can give for the soundness of any partic¬ 
ular psychologic observation which he may report. ISuch a 

system we ourselves must strive, as far as may be, to attain. 
The English writers on ])sychology, and the school of 

Hcrbart in Germany, have in the main contented them¬ 
selves with such results as the immediate introspection of 
single individuals gave, and shown what a body of doctrine 
they may make. The works of Locke, Hume, Heid, Hart¬ 
ley, Stewart, Brown, the Mills, will always be classics in 
this line; and in Professor Bain’s Treatises we have prob¬ 
ably the last word of what this method taken mainly by 
itself can do—the last monument of the youth of our science, 
still untechriical and generall}^ intelligible, like the Chem¬ 
istry of Lavoisier, or Anatomy before the microscope was 
used. 

The Experimental Method. But psychology is passing 
into a less simple phase. Within a few j^ears what one may 
call a microscopic psychologj^ has arisen in Germany, car¬ 
ried on by experimental methods, asking of course every 
moment for introspective data, but eliminating their uncer¬ 
tainty by operating on a large scale and taking statistical 
means. This method taxes patience to the utmost, and 
could hardly have arisen in a country whose natives 
could be hored. Such Germans as Weber, Fechner, 
Vierordt, and Wundt obviously cannot; and their success 
has brought into the field an array of younger experi¬ 
mental psychologists, bent on studying the elements of the 
mental life, dissecting them out from the gross results in 
which they are embedded, and as far as possible reducing 
them to quantitative scales. The simple and open method 
of attack having done what it can, the method of patience, 
starving out, and ha’'"'ssing to death is tried; the Mind 
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must submit to a regular siege, in wLicli minute advantages 
gained niglit and day }>y tiie forces that Lem Ler in must 
sum tlnmiselves up at last into her overthrow. There is 
little of the grand style about these new prism, pendulum, 
and chr()nograpli-philoso2)hors. They mean business, not 
chivalry. What generous divination, and that superiority 
in virtue wliich was thought by Cicero to give a man the 
best insiglit into nature, have failed to do, their spying 
and s(*ra]>iug, tlieir deadly tenacity and almost diabolic 
cunning, \N'il] doubtless some day bring about. 

No g(ni(n-al description of the methods of experimental 
psychology would be instructive to one unfamiliar with the 
instances oi their application, so we will waste no words 
upon the attempt. The principal fields of experm tenialion 

BO far have been : 1) tlie connection of conscious states 
with their physical conditions, including the whole of brain- 
physiology, and the recent minutely cultivated physiology 
of the sense-organs, togetln^r with what is technically known 
as ‘ psycho-physics,’ or the laws of correlation between 
sensations and the outward stimuli by which tliey are 
aroused; 2) the analysis of space-j^erception into its sensa¬ 
tional elements ; 3) the measurement of the duration of the 
simplest mental processes; 4) that of the accuracy of re- 

production in the memory of sensible experiences and of 
intervals of space and time; 5) that of the manner in 
which simple mental states iujluence each other, call each 
other up, or inhibit each other’s reproduction ; 0) that of 
the number of facts which consciousness can simultaneously 
discern; finally, 7) that of the elementary laws of obli- 
vescence and retention. It must be said that in some of 
these fields the results have as yet borne little theoretic 
fruit commensurate with the great labor expended in their 
acquisition. But facts are facts, and if we only get enough 
of them they are sure to combine. New ground will from 
year to year be broken, and theoretic results will grow. 
Meanwhile the experimental method has quite changed the 
face of the science so far as the latter is a record of mere 
work done. 

The comparative method, finally, supplements the intro* 
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spective and experimental methods. This method pre* 
supposes a normal psychology of introspection to be estab¬ 
lished in its main features. But where the origin of these 
features, or their dependence upon one another, is in ques¬ 
tion, it is of the utmost importance to trace the j^henom- 
enon considered through all its possible variations of type 
and combination. So it has come to pass that instincts of 
animals are ransacked to throw light on our own ; and that 
tlie reasoning faculties of bees and ants, the minds of savages, 
infants, madmen, idiots, the deaf and blind, criminals, and 
eccentrics, are all invoked in support of this or that special 
theory about some part of our own mental life. The history 
of sciences, moral and political institutions, and languages, 
as types of mental producd, are pressed into the same ser¬ 
vice. Messrs. Darwin and Galton have set the example of 
circulars of questions sent out by the hundred to those 
supposed able to re])ly. The custom has sj^read, and it 
will be well for us in the next generation if such cir¬ 
culars be not ranked among the common pests of life. 
Meanwhile information grows, and results emerge. There 
are great sources of error in the comparative method. 
The interpretation of the ‘ psychoses ’ of animals, savages, 
and infants is necessarily wild work, in which the per¬ 
sonal equation of the investigator has things very much 
its own way. A savage will be reported to have no 
moral or religious feeling if his actions shock the ob¬ 
server unduly. A child will be assumed without self-con¬ 
sciousness because he talks of himself in the third person, 
etc., etc. No rules can be laid down in advance. Com¬ 
parative observations, to be definite, must usually be made 
to test some pre-existing hypothesis ; and the only thing 
then is to use as much sagacity as you possess, and to be 
as c tndid as you can. 

THE SOURCES OF ERROR IN PSYCHOLOGY. 

The first of them arises from the Misleading Infiuence oj 
Speech. Language was originally made by nuai who were 
not psychologists, and most men to-day employ almost 
exclusively the vocabulary of outward things. The car¬ 
dinal passions of our life, anger, love, fear, hate, hope. 
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and the most comprehensive divisions of our intellectual 
activity, to remember, expect, think, know, dream, with 
the broadest genera of aisthetic feeling, joy, sorrow, 
pleasure, pain, are the only facts of a subjective order 
which this vocabulary deigns to note by special words. 
The elementary qualities of sensation, bright, loud, red, 
blue, hot, cold, are, it is true, susceptible of being used in 
both an objective and a subjective sense. They stand for 
outer qualities and for the feelings which these arouse. But 
the objective sense is the original sense; and still to-day 
we have to describe a large number of sensations by the 
name of the object from which they have most frequently 
been got. An orange color, an odor of violets, a cheesj 
taste, a thunderous sound, a fiery smart, etc., will recall 
M'hat I mean. This absence of a special vocabulary for sub¬ 
jective facts hinders the study of all but the very coarsest 
of them. Emjnricist writers are very fond of emphasizing 
one great set of delusions which language inflicts on the 
mind. Whenever we have made a word, they say, to denote 
a certain group of phenomena, we are prone to suppose a 
substantive entity existing beyond the phenomena, of which 
the word shall be the name. But the lack of a word quite 
as often leads to the directly opposite error. We are then 
prone to suppose that no entity can be there; and so we 
come to overlook phenomena whose existence would be 
patent to us all, had we only grown up to hear it familiarly 
recognized in speech.* It is hard to focus ou^ attention on 
the nameless, and so there results a certain vacuousness in 
the descriptive parts of most psychologies. 

But a worse defect than vacuousness comes from the 
dependence of psychology on common speech. Naming 
our thought by its own objects, we almost all of us assume 
that as the objects are, so the thought must be. The 
thought of several distinct things can only consist of several 
distinct bits of thought, or ‘ ideas; ’ that of an abstract or 
universal object can only be an abstract or universal idea 

* In English we have not even the generic distinction between the- 

thing-thought-of and the-thought-thinking-it, which in German is expressed 

by the opposition between Qedaehtes and Qedank^, in Latin by that between 
tagiiatum and coqiUntdo, 
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As each object may come and go, be forgotten and then 
thought of again, it is held that the thought of it has a pre¬ 
cisely similar inde])endence, self-identity, and mobility. 
Tlie thought of the object’s recurrent identity is regarded 
as the identity of its recurrent thought; and the percej)tions 
of multiplicity, of coexistence, of succession, are severally 
conceived to be brought about only through a multiplic¬ 
ity, a coexistence, a succession, of perceptions. The con¬ 
tinuous flow of the mental stream is sacrificed, and in its 
place an atomism, a brickbat plan of construction, is 
preached, for the existence of which no good introspective 
grounds can be brought forward, and out of which pres¬ 
ently grow all sorts of j)ara(loxes and contradictions, the 
heritage of woe of students of the mind. 

These w'ords arc iiu^ant to im})ea{'h the c'ntirc^ EnglisJi 
psychology dcTivod from Locke and llunu', and the entire^ 
CTcrinan psychology derived from Heubart, so far as tln^y 
both treat ^ ideas ^ as separate subjective entities that come 
and go. Examples wall soon make the matter ckiarer. 
M{‘anwlule our psychologic insight is vitiated by still other 
snares. 

‘ The Psychologists Fallacyt The great snare of the psy¬ 
chologist is the confusion of his own standpoint inth that of the 

7))ental fact about which he is making his report. 1 shall 
lua’cafter call this the 'psychologist’s fallacy’ par excellence. 

Tor some of the mischief, here too, language is to blame. 
The psychologist, as we reiiiarkcal above (p. IN.S), stands out¬ 
side of the mental state he speaks of. Both itself and its 
object art; objects for him. Noav when it is a cognitive state 
(percept, thought, concept, etc.), lit; ordinarily has no other 
way of naming it than as the thought, ])ercept, etc., of that 

object. He himself, meanwhile, knowing the self-same 
obj(;ct in his way, gets easily led to suppose that the 
thought, which is of it, knows it in the same way in which 
he knows it, although this is often very far from being the 
case.* The most fictitious puzzles have been introduced 
into our science by this means. The so-called question of 
])n;sentative or representative perception, of whether an 

* Compare B. P. Bowne's Metaphysics (1882), p. 408r 
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object is pi(‘S(int to tlj(‘ tlioiiglit that tliiiiks it by a coun¬ 
terfeit image of itself, or directly and without any intervene 
ing imago at all ; the (juestioii of nominalism and concep¬ 
tualism, of t])(‘ .shap(‘ ijj wliicli things are present when only 
a general notion of tlnnu is before the mind; are compara¬ 
tively easy (pmsticms when once the psychologist's fallacy 
is eliminated from their treatment,—as we shall ere long 
see (in Chapter XII). 

Another voriety of the psycholoyist^s faJhicy is the as- 

mmipfioji that the 'meiit(d state studied tuusi be conscious of if- 

4e]f as the psychologist is conscious of it. The mental state is 
aware of itsidf only from within ; it grasps what we call its 
own content, and nothing more. The psychologist, on the 
contrary, is aware of it from without, and knows its relations 
with all sorts of otluu' tilings. What the thought sees is 
only its own objiict; what the psychologist sees is the 
thought’s object, ]>lus tin*, thought itself, plus possibly all 
th rest of the Avorld. Wt' must be very careful therefore, 
in discussing a state of mind from the psycliologist’s point 
of view, to avoid foisting into its own ken matters that are 
only there for ours. We must avoid substituting what we 
know the consciousness es*, for what it is a consciousness of, 

and counting its outward, and so to speak ])hysical, rtdations 
with fdher facts of tlu^ world, in among th(‘ objects of which 
we set it down as aware. Crude as such a confusion of 
stand})oints seems to be Avhen abstraidly stated, it is never¬ 
theless a snare into whicdi no psychologist has kept himself 
at all times from falling, and wdiich forms almost the entire 
stock-in-trade of ciirtain scdiools. We cannot be too watch¬ 
ful against its subtly corrupting influence. 

Suvimary. To sum up the chajiter, Psychology assumes 
that thoughts successively occur, and that they know objects 
in a world wdiich the psychologist also know s. These thoughts 

are the subjective deda of which he treats, and their relations to 

their objects, to the brain, and> to the rest of the world constitide 

the suhject-rnedter of psychologic science. Its methods are 
introspection, experimentation, and comparison. But intro¬ 
spection is no sure guide to truths about our mental states ; 
and in particular the poverty of the psychological vocabu. 
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lary leads us to drop out certain states from our consid¬ 
eration, and to treat others as if they knew themselves and 
their objects as the psychologist knows both, which if, a 
disastrous fallacy in the science. 



CHAPTER Vni. 

THE REFLATIONS OF MINDS TO OTHER THINGS. 

Since, for psy(*liolo«;y, a mind is an object in a world of 

otlier objects, its i(‘lation to those* other ol)j(‘cts must next 

lie surveyed. Fii'st of all. to its 

TIMh>RELATIONS. 

Minds, as we know tlieni, are temporary existences. 
Wlietlier rny mind had a being prior to the birth of my body, 
whether it sliall liave one after the latter’s decease, are 
cpiestions to be decided by general philosophy or the¬ 
ology rather than by what we call ‘ scientific facts ’—I leave 
nut tlie fa(ds of so-called spiritualism, as beiiig still in dis¬ 
pute. Psychology, as a natural science, confines itself to 
the present life, in which every mind appears yoked to a 
body through which its manifestations appear. In the 
present world, then, minds precede, succeed, and coexist 
with each other in the common receptacle of time, and of 
their coUeetive relations to the latter nothing more can be 
said. The life of the individual consciousness in time seems, 
however, to be an interrupted one, so that the question: 

Are ivc ever loholly iincouMdous ? 

becomes one which must be discussed. Sleep, fainting, 
coma, epilepsy, and other ‘ unconscious ’ couditions are apt 
to break iu upon and occupy large durations of what we 
nevertheless consider the mental history of a single man. 
And, the fact of interruption being admitted, is it not 
possible that it may exist where we do not suspect it, and 
even perhaps in an incessant and fine-grained form ? 

This might happen, and yet the subject himself never 
know it. We often take ether and have operations per 
formed without a suspicion that our consciousness has suf- 
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fered a breach. The two ends join each other smoothly 
over the gap ; and only the sight of our wound assures us 
that we must liave been living through a time which for 
our immediate consciousness was non-existent. Even in 
slee]) this sometimes ha])pens : AVe think we have had no 
nap, and it takes the clock to assure us that we are wrong.* 
We thus may live through a real outward time, a time 
known by the psychologist who studies us, and yet not 
feel the time, or infer it from any inward sign. The ques¬ 
tion is, how often does this happen ? Is consciousness 
really discontinuous, incessantly interrupted and recom¬ 
mencing (from the psychologist’s point of view)? and does 
it only seem continuous to itself by an illusion analogous 
to that of the zoetrope ? Or is it at most times as continu¬ 
ous outwardly as it inwardly seems? 

It must be confessed that we can give no rigorous 
answer to this question. Cartesians, who hold that the 
essence of the s(^ul is to think, can of course solve it 
a priori^ and explain the appearance of thoughtless inter¬ 
vals either by lapses in our ordinary memory, or by the 
sinking of consciousness to a minimal state, in w^hich per- 
ha})s all that it feels is a bare existence which leaves no 
particulars behind to be recalled. If, how^ever, one have 
no doctrine aliout the soul or its essence, one is free to take 
the appearances for what they seem to be, and to admit 
that the mind, as well as the body, may go to sleep. 

Locke was the first prominent champion of this latter 
view, and the pages in which he attacks the Cartesian belief 
are as spirited as any in his Essay. ‘‘ Every drowsy nod 
shakes their doctrine who teach that their soul is always 
thinking.” He will not believe that men so easily forget. 
M. Joutfroy and Sir W. Hamilton, attacking the question in 
the same empirical way, are led to an opposite conclusion. 
Their reasons, briefly stated, are these : 

* Messrs. Payton Spence (Journal of Spec. Phil., x. 388, xiv. 286) 
and M. M. Garver (Amer. Jour, of Science, 3d series, xx. 189) argue, the 
one from speculative, the other from experimental grounds, that, the physi¬ 
cal condition of consciousness being neural vibration, the consciousness 
must itself be incessantly interrupted by unconsciousness—about fifty times 
a second, according to Garver. 
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In somnambulism, natural or induced, there is often a 
great display of intellectual activity, followed by com})lete 
oblivion of all that has passed.* 

On being suddenly awakened from a sleep, however pro¬ 
found, we always catch ourselves in tlie middle of a dream. 
Common dreams are often remembercHl for a few minutes 
after waking, and then irretrievably lost. 

Frequently, when a^vake and absent-minded, we are 
visited by thoughts and images which the next instant we 
cannot recall. 

Our insensibility to habitual noises, etc., whilst awake, 
proves that we can neglect to attend to that which we never¬ 
theless feel. Similarly in sleep, we grow inured, and sleep 
soundly in presence of sensations of sound, cold, contact, 
etc., which at first ])revented our complete reposes. We have 
learned to neglect them wliilst asleep as we should whilst 
awake. The mere seme-bnjyressions are the same wlien the 
sleep is deep as when it is light; the difference must lie in 
a judgmeiii on the part of the apparently slumbering mind 
that they are not worth noticing. 

This discrimination is equally shown by nurses of the 
sick and mothers of infants, who will sleep through much 
noise of an irrelevant sort, but waken at the sliglitest stir¬ 
ring of the patient or the babe. This last fact shows the 
sense-organ to be pervious for sounds. 

Many people have a remarkable faculty of registering 
when asleep the flight of time. They will habitually wake 
up at the same minute day after day, or will wake punctu¬ 
ally at an unusual hour determined upon overnight. How 
can this knowledge of the hour (more accurate often than 
anything the waking consciousness shows) be possible 
without mental activity during the interval ? 

Such are what we may call the classical reasons for ad¬ 
mitting that the mind is active even when the person after¬ 
wards ignores the facif Of late years, or rather, one may 

* That the appearance of mental activity here is real can be proved by 
suggesting to the ‘ hypnotized' somnambulist that he shall remember when 

he awakes. He will then often do so. 
f For more details, cf. Malebranche, Rech. de la Verite, bk. iii. chap, 

li J. Locke, Essay cone. H. U., book ii. ch. i; C. Wolf, Psychol. 
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say, of late montlis, they have been reinforced by a lot of 

curious observations made on hysterical and hypnotic 

subjects, whicli prove the existence of a highly develoj)ed 

consciousness in places where it has hitherto not been sus¬ 

pected at all. These observations throw such a novel light 

upon human nature that I must give them in some detail. 

That at least four different and in a certain sense rival ob- 

servei's should agree in the same conclusion justifies us in 

accepting the conclusion as true. 

‘ Unconsciousness' in Hysterics. 

One of the most constant symptoms in persons suffer¬ 

ing from hysteric disease in its extieme forms consists in 

alterations of the natural sensibility of various parts and 

organs of the body. Usually the alteration is in the direc¬ 

tion of defect, or anesthesia. One or both eyes are blind, 

or color-blind, or there is hemianopsia (blindness to one 

half the field of view), or the field is contracted. Hearing, 

taste, smell may similarly disappear, in part or in totalit}". 

Still more striking are the cutaneous anesthesias. The old 

witch-finders looking for the ‘devil’s seals’ learned well 

the existence of those insensible 2)atches on the skin of 

their victims, to which the minute physical examinations 

of recent medicine have but recently attracted attention 

again. They may be scattered anywhere, but are very 

apt to affect one side of the body. Not infrequently they 

affect an entire lateral half, from head to foot; and the 

insensible skin of, say, the left side will then be found 

separated from the naturally sensitive skin of the right by a 

perfectly sharp line of demarcation down the middle of the 

front and back. Sometimes, most remarkable of all, the 

entire skin, hands, feet, face, everything, and the mucous 

membranes, muscles and joints so far as they can be ex- 

raliorialis, § 59; Sir W. Hamilton, Lectures on Metaph., lecture xvii; 
J. Bascora, Science of Mind, § 12; Th. Jouffroy, Melanges Philos., *du 
Sommeil H. Holland, ('hapters on Mental Physiol., p. 80; B. Brodie, 
Psychol. Researches, p. 147; E. M. Ohesley, Journ. of Spec. Phil., vol. xi. 
p. 72; Th. Ribot, Maladies de la Personnalile, pp. 8-10; H. Lotz(‘, Meta¬ 
physics, S 533. 
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plorod, become c/rmpletely iiiBcnsible without the other vital 

functions becoming gravely disturbed. 

These hysterical amestliesias can be made to disappear 

more or less completely by various odd processes. It has 

been recently found that magmds, plab's of metal, or the 

electrodes of a battery, })laced against the skin, have this 

peculiar power. And when one side is relieved in this way, 

the anjcsthesia is often found to have transhu'rcul its(df to 

the o])posite side, which until then was well. Whether these 

strange effetds of magiiets and metals be due to their direct 

physiologit^al action, or to a prior effect on the patient’s 

mind (‘ exj)ectant atbuition’ or ‘ suggestion’) is still a 

mooted (jnestioii. A still better awakener of sensibility is 

the hypnotic trance, into which many of these patients can 

be very ea-sily placml, and in which their lost sensibility not 

infrequently bocxunes entirely restored. Such returns of 

sensibility su(^(*e(ul the times of insensibility and alternate 

with them. But Jbissrs. Pierre Janet* and A. Binot t have 

shown that during the tilings of anjcstln^sia, and coexisting 

with it, seiisibility to fJic ava’sUiedc parts is also ther(% in the 

forni of a secondary vonsvionsness entirely (uit otf from the 

primary or normal one, Imt susceptible of being tapped and 

made to testify to its existence in various odd ways. 

Chief amongst these is what M. Janet calls ' the method 

of distraction.' These hysterics are a})t to possess a very 

narrow field of attention, and to be unable to think of more 

than one thing at a tim(‘. When talking with any person 

they forget everything else. “ When Lucie talked directly 

with any one,” says M. Janet, ‘‘she ceased to be able to hear 

any other person. You may stand behind her, call her by 

name, shout abuse into her ears, without making her turn 

round; or place yourself before her, show her objects, 

touch her, etc., without attracting her notice. When finjilly 

she becomes aware of you, she thinks you have just come 

into the room again, and greets you accordingly. This 

singular forgetfulness makes lier liable to tell all her secrete 

aloud, unrestrained by the presence of unsuitable auditors.” 

* L’Automalisuu; Psycliologiqiie, J^aiis, 1889, passim. 
f See his articles in the Chi(!ac:o Open Court, for July, August and 

November, 1889. Also in the Revue Philosophique for 1889 and ’90. 
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Now M. Janet found in several subjects like this that if he 

came up behind them whilst they were j)lunged in conversa¬ 

tion wit!) a third party, and addressed them in a whis])er, tell¬ 

ing them t(^ raise their hand or perform other sim})lo acts, 

they would obey the order given, although their talk¬ 

ing intelligence was quite unconscious of receiving it. Lead¬ 

ing them from one thing to another, he made them reply by 

signs to his whis])ered qu(\stions, and finally made them 

answer in writing, if a pencil were placed in their hand. 

The jirimary consciousness meaiiwhile went on with the 

conversation, entirely unaware of these performances on the 

hand’s part. The consciousness which presided over these 

latter ap])eared in its turn to be quite as little disturbed by 

the upper consciousness’s concerns. This proof hy ‘ auto¬ 

matic' loriting, of a secondary consciousness’s existence, is 

the most cogent and striking one ; but a crowd of otlu'r facts 

prove the same thing. If I run through them ra])idly, tlie 

reader will probably be convinced. 

The apparently amvsthetic hand of these subjects, for 

one thing, nnJl often adapt itself discrindnatingly to what¬ 

ever objea't 11]ay be put into it. With a pencil it will make 

writing movements ; into a])air of scissors it will put its fin¬ 

gers and will o})en and shut them, etc., etc. The primary con¬ 

sciousness, so t(] call it, is meanwhile una,ble to say whether 

or no anything is in the hand, if tln^ latter be hidden from 

sight. “I put a pair <.)f eyeglasses into Jjeonic^’s anjesthetic 

hand, this hand o])ens it and raises it towards the nose, but 

half way thither it enters the field of vision of Leonie, who 

sees it and stop)s stupefied : ' AVTiy,’ says she, ‘ T have an ewe- 

glass in my left hand !’ ” M. Binet found a very curious sort 

of connection between the a|>parently aiaesthtdic skin and 

the mind in some Salpetriere-subjects. Things jdaced in 

the hand were not felt, but thought of (apparently in visual 

terms) and in no wise referred by the subject to their start- 

ing point in the hand’s sensation. A key, a knife, placed in 

the hand occasioned ideas of a key or a knife, but the hand 

felt nothing. Similarly the subject thought of the number 

3, 6, etc., if the hand or finger was bent three or six times 

by the operator, or if he stroked it three, six, etc., times. 

In certain individuals there was found a still odder 
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phenomenoii, wliicli reminds one of that curious idiosyncrasy 

of ‘ colored lioaring ’ of which a few cases have been lately 

described with great care by foreign writers. These indi¬ 

viduals, namely, mio the impression received hy the hand, 

but could not feel it; and the thing seen appeared by no 

means associated with the hand, but more like an indepen¬ 

dent vision, which usually interested and surprised the 

patient. Her hand Ixung hidden by a screen, she was 

ordered to look at another screen and to tell of any visual 

image whicdi might project itself thereon. Numlau’s would 

then come, corrc^sponding to the number of times the in¬ 

sensible member was raised, touched, etc. Colored lines 

and figures would come, corresponding to similar ones 

tracaul on the palm ; the hand itself or its fingers would 

come, when manipulatcnl ; and finally objiMds placed in it 

would come ; but oji the hand its(df nothing would ever be 

felt. Of (‘ourse Simula,tion would not be ha,rd Inu’e; but 

M. Binet disladieves this (usually very sliallow) explanation 

to Ixi a 2)robal)lo one in cases in question. 

The usual way in which doctors measure the delicacy 

of our touch is by the coni])ass-points. Two points are 

normally felt as one whenever thej^ are too close together 

for discrimination ; but what is ‘ too close ’ on one ])art of 

the skin may seem very far apart on another. In the 

middle of the back or on the thigh, less than 3 inches may 

be too close ; on the finger-tip a tenth of an inch is far 

enough apart. Now, as tested in this way, with the appeal 

made to the primary (jonsciousness, whi(di talks through 

the mouth and seems to hold the field alone, a certain ])er- 

son’sskin may be entirely anaesthetic and not feel the com¬ 

pass-points at all ; and yet this same skin will prove to liave 

a p(U*fectly normal sensibility if the appeal be made to that 

other secondary or sub-consciousness, wdiich expresses 

itself automatically by writing or by movements of the hand. 

M. Binet, M. Pierre Janet, and M. Jules Janet have all found 

this. The subject, whenever touched, would signify ‘one 

* This whole phenomenou shows liow^ an idea which remains itself below 
the threshold of a certain conscious self may occasion associative effects 
therein. The skin-sensations unfelt by the patient’s primary consciousness 
awaken nevertheless their usual visual associates therein. 
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point * or ‘two points,’ as accurately as if she were a nor^ 

mal person. She would signify it only by these movements; 

and of the movements themselves her primary self would 

be MS unconscious as of tlie facts they signified, for what the 

submerged consciousness makes the hand do automatically 

is unknown to the consciousness which uses the mouth. 

Messrs. Bernlieim and Pitres have also proved, by ob¬ 

servations too complicated to be given in this spot, 

that tlie hysterical blindness is no real blindness at all. 

The eye of an hysteric which is totally blind when the 

other or seeing eye is shut, will do its share of vision 2)er- 

fectly well when hoik eyiis are 02)en together. But even 

where both eyes are semi-blind from hysterical disease, 

the method of automatic writing proves that their percep¬ 

tions exist, only (uit otl’ from communication with the upj)er 

consciousness. M. Binet has found the hand of his j)atients 

unconsciously writing down words which their eyes were 

vainly endeavoring to ‘ see,’ i.e., to bring to the U2>2)er con¬ 

sciousness. Their submerged consciousness was of coarse 

seeing them, or the hand could not Inive written as it did. 

Colors are similarly 2)erceived by tlie sab-cons(*if)us self, 

which the hysterically color-blind eyes cannot bring to the 

normal consciousness. Pricks, burns, and pinchej^ on the 

anaesthetic skin, all unnoticed by the ujijDer self, are recol¬ 

lected to have been suflered, and comjjlained of, as soon 

as the under self gets a chance to exjiress itself by the 

passage of the subject into hyjinotic trance. 

It must be admitted, therefore, that in certain persons, 

at least, the total possible consciousness may he split into 

parts tuhich coexist hut mutually ignore each other, and 

share the objects of knowledge between tliem. More re¬ 

markable still, they are complementary. Give an object 

to one of the consciousnesses, and by that fact you remove 

it from the other or others. Barring a certain common 

fund of information, like the command of language, etc.^ 

what the upper self knows the under self is ignorant of, 

and vice versa, M. Janet has proved this beautifully in his 

subject Lucie. The following exjjeriment will serve as the 

type of the rest: In her trance he covered her lap with 

cards, each bearing a number. He then told her that on 
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waking she should not see any card whose number was a 

multiple of three. This is the ordinary so-called ‘ post- 

hypnotic suggestion,’ now well known, and for which Lucie 

was a well-adajitod subject. Accordingly, when she was 

awakened and asked about the papers on her laj), she 

counted and said she saw those only whoso number was 

not a multiple of 3. To the 12, 18, 9, etc., she was blind. 

But the hand, when the sub-conscious self was interrogated 

by the usual method of engrossing the upper self in another 

conversation, wrote that the only cards in Lucie’s lap were 

those numbered 12, 18, 9, etc., and on being asked to pick 

up all the cards which were there, picked up these and let 

the others lie. Similarly when the sight of certain things 

was suggested to the sub-conscious Lucie, the normal 

Lucie suddenly became partially or totally blind. “ What 

is the matter? I can’t see!” the normal personage sud¬ 

denly cried out in the midst of lier conversation, when 

M. Janet whispered to the secondary personage to make 

use of her eyes. The amesthesias, paralyses, contractions 

and other irregularities from which hysterics suffer seem 

then to be due to tlic fact that their secondary personage 

has enriched itself by robbing the primary one of a func¬ 

tion which the latter ought to have retained. The curative 

indication is evident: get at the secondary personage, by 

hypnotization or in whatever other way, and make her give 

up the eye, the skin, the arm, or whatever the affected part 

may be. The normal self thereupon regains possession, sees, 

feels, or is able to move again. In this way M. Jules Janet 

easily cured the well-known subject of the Salpetriere, Wit., 

of all sorts of afflictions which, until he discovered the 

secret of her deeper trance, it had been difficult to subdue. 

‘^Cessez cette mauvaise plaisanterie,” he said to the sec¬ 

ondary self—and the latter obeyed. The way in which the 

various personages share the stock of possible sensations 

between them seems to be amusingly illustrated in this 

young woman. When awake, her skin is insensible every¬ 

where except on a zone about the arm where slie habitually 

wears a gold bracelet. This zone has feeling; but in the 

deepest trance, when all the rest of her body feels, this par¬ 
ticular zone becomes absolutely anaesthetic. 
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Sometimes the mutual ignorance of the selves leads to 

incidents which are strange enough. The acts and move¬ 

ments i^erformed by the sul)-coi]scious self are withdrawn 

from the conscious one, and the subject will do all sorts of 

incongruous things of which he remains quite unaware. 

“ I order Lucie [ by the method of disti'action^ to make a 

pied de nez, and lier hands go fortliwitli to the end of her 

nose. Asked what she is doing, she re2)lies that slie is 

doing nothing, and continues for a long time talking, with 

no apparent suspicion that her lingers are moving in front 

of her nose. I make her walk about the room ; she con¬ 

tinues to speak and believes herself sittijig down.” 

M. Janet observed similar acts in a man in alcoholic 

delirium. AVhilst the doctor was questioning him, M. J. 

made him by whispered suggestion ^valk, sit, kneel, and even 

lie down on his face on the floor, he all the while beliciving 

himself to be standing beside his bed. Such hizarrerie.^ 

sound incredible, until one has seen their like. Long ago, 

without understanding it, I myself saw a small example of 

the way in which a person’s knowledge may be shared by 

the two selves. A young woman who had been writing 

automatically was sitting with a ])encil in her hand, trying to 

recall at my request the name of a gentleman whom she had 

once seen. She could only recollect the first syllable. Her 

hand meanwhile, Avithout her knowledge, Avrote doAvn the 

last tAvo syllables. In a perfectly healthy young man who 

can write Avith the planchette, I lately found the hand to 

be entirely anfcsthetic during the Avriting act; I could prick 

it severely without the Subject knoAving the fact. The writ¬ 

ing on the planchette, however, accused me in strong terms 

of hurting the hand. Pricks on the other (non-Avriting) 

hand, meanwhile, Avhich aAvakoned strong protest from the 

young man’s vocal organs, were denied to exist by the self 

which made the planchette go.* 

We get exactly similar res'iMs in the so-called post-hyp- 

notic suggestion. It is a familiar fact that certain sub¬ 

jects, when told during a trance to j)erform an act or to 

* See Proceedings of American Soc. for Psych. Research, vol. i. p. 

548. 
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experience an hallucination after waking, will when the time 

comes, obey the command. How is the command regis¬ 

tered ? How is its performance so accurately timed? 

These problems were long a mystery, for the primary per¬ 

sonality rememl)ers nothing of the trance or the suggestion, 

and will often trump up an improvised pretext for yielding 

to the unac(^ountable impulse which possesses the man so 

suddenly and which he cannot resist. Edmund Gurney 

was the first to discover, by means of automatic writing, that 

the secondary self is awake, keeping its attention con¬ 

stantly fixed o]i the command and watching for the signal 

of its execution. Certain trance-subjects who were also 

automatic writers, when roused from trance and put to the 

planchette,—not knowing tlien what they wrote, and having 

their upper attention fully engrossed by reading aloud, talk¬ 

ing, or solving problems in mental arithmetic,—would in¬ 

scribe the orders whicli tho}^ had received, together with 

notes relatival to tJie tijiie ela2)S(Hl and the time yet to run 

before tlie execution. * It is therefore to no ‘ automatism * 

in the mechanical sense that sucli acts are due : a self 2:)re- 

sides over them, a s[)]it-off, limited and buried, but yet a 

fully conscious, self. More than this, the buried self often 

comes to the surface and drives out the other self whilst 

the acts are j)erforiiiiiig. In other words, the subject 

lapses into trance again when the moment arrives for exe¬ 

cution, and has no subsequent recollection of the act which 

he has done. Gurney and Beaunis established this fact, 

which has since been verified on a large scale; and Gurney 

also showed that the patient became svgge.sf ible again during 

the brief time of the ])erformance. M. Janet’s observa¬ 

tions, in their turn, well illustrate the phenomenon. 

“ I tell Lucie to keep her arms raised after she shall have 
avvakened. Hardly is she in the uorninl staUs when up go her arms 
above lier head, but slie pays no attenlion to them. She goes, comes, 

converses, holding her arms high in the air. If asked what lier arms 

are doing, slie is sur]wised at such a question, and says very sincerely : 
‘My hands are doing nothing; they are just like yours.* ... I com- 

* Proceedings of the (London) Soc. for Psych, Research, IVIay, 1887, p. 

268 ff. 
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mand her to weep, and when awake she reall}’- sobs, hnt continnefl ir 
the midst of her P'jirs to talk of very gay ma!t(‘rs, "Phe sobbing over, 

then*, n inainc'd no trace of this grief, which seemed to have been quite 

sub-conscious.’* 

The primary self often has to invent an hallucination by 
wliicii to mask ami hide from its own view the deeds which 
the other self is enacting. Leonic o * ivritos real letters 
whilst Leonie 1 believes that she is knitting; or Lucie 
really comes to the doctor’s oflice, whilst Lucie 1 believes 
herself to be at Inune. This is a sort of delirium. The 
alphabet, or the series of numbers, when handed over to 
the attention of the secondary pei'sonage may for the 
time be lost to the normal self. AVliilst the hand writes 
the alphabet, obediently to command, the ‘ subject,’ to 
her great stupefaction, finds h(U*self unable to recall it, etc. 
Few things are more curious than these relations of mutual 
exclusion, of which all gradations exist between the several 
partial consciousnesses. 

How far this splitting up of the mind into separate con¬ 
sciousnesses may exist in each one of us is a problem. M. 
Janet holds that it is only^ possible wdierc there is abnormal 
weakness, and consequently a defect of unifying or co-or¬ 
dinating power. An hysterical woman abandons part of her 
consciousness because she is too weak nervously to hold 
it together. The abandoned part meanwhile may solidify 
into a secondary or sub-conscious self. In a perfectly sound 
subject, on tlie other hand, wdiat is dropped out of mind at 
one moment keeps coming back at the next. The whole 
fund of experiences and knowdedges remains integrated, and 
no split-off portions of it can get organized stably enough 
to form subordinate selves. The stability, monotony, and 
stupidity of these latter is often very striking. The post- 
hypnotic sub-consciousness seems to think of nothing but 
the order which it last received; the cataleptic sub-con¬ 
sciousness, of nothing but the last position imprinted on the 
limb. M. Janet could cause definitely circumscribed red¬ 
dening and tumefaction of the skin on two of his subjects, 

* M. Janet designates by numbers the dilferent personalities which th^ 
subject may display. 
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by snggestiug to them in hypnotism the hallucination of a 
mustard-poultice of any specdal shape. ‘‘J*ai tout le 
temps ponse a votre sinapisrne,” says the subject, when 
put back into traii(.*e after the suggestion has taken efiect. 
A man N., . . . whom M. eTanet operated on at long in¬ 
tervals, was Ixdweenwhiles tampered with by another 
operator, and w1j(ui put to sleep again by M. Janet, said he 
was ‘ too far away to receive orders, being in Algiers/ 
The other o})erator, having suggested that hallucination, 
had forgotten to remove it before waking the subject from 
his trance, and the poor passive trance-personality had 
stuck for weeks in the stagnant dream. Leonie’s sub-con¬ 
scious performances having been illustrated to a caller, by 
Vi ' pied de nez ' oKeented with her left hand in the course 
of (‘conversation, when, a year later, she meets him again, 
u}) goes the same hand to her nose again, without Leonie’s 
normal self sus])ecting the fact. 

All these facts, taken tog^cher, form unquestionably the 
beginning of an iii(j[uiry which is destined to throw a new 
light into the very abysses of our nature. It is for that 
re.ason that I have cibnl them at such lengtli in this early 
chapter of the book. They prove one thing conclusively, 
namely, that 2ve 7inwt 7ivver take a testhnony, how¬ 
ever sincere, that he has felt Clothing, as proof positive that 
HO feeling has been there. It may have been there as part of 
the consciousness of a ‘ secondary 2)ersonage,’ of whose ex- 
2>eriences the primary one whom w^e are consulting can 
naturally give no account In hyj3notic subjects (as we 
shall see in a later chapter) just as it is the easiest thing in 
the world to 2)aralyze a movement or member by simple 
suggestion, so it is easy to produce what is called a system 
atized ana3sthesia by word of command. A systematized 
anjesthesia means an insensibility, not to any one element 
of things, but to some one concrete thing or class of things. 
The subject is made blind or deaf to a certain j)erson in the 
room and to no one else, and thereupon denies that that per¬ 
son is present, or has sj^oken, etc. M. P. Janet’s Lucie, blind 
to some of the numbered cards in her lap (p. 207 above), is 
a case in point. Now when the object is simple, like a red 
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wafer or a black cross, iJje subje(*.t, altliongb he denies that 

he sees it when he looks straight at it, nevertheless gets a 

‘ negative after-image ’ of it when ho looks away again, 

showing that the optical impression of it has been retieived. 

Moreovtn* reflection shows that sucdi a subject must dis- 

tingnisli the object from others like it in order to be blind, to 

it. Make him blind to one person in the room, set all 

the persons in a row, and tell him to count them. He will 

count all but that one. But how can he bdl ivhich one not 

to count w'ithout recu)gnizing who he is ? In like manner, 

make a stroke on })aper or blackboard, and tell him it is 

not there, and he will see nothing but the clean pa])er or 

board. Next (he not looking) surround the original stroke 

with other st) okes exactly like it, and ask him what he 

sees. He will pennt out one by one all the new strokes, and 

omit the original one every time, no matter how numerous 

the new strokes may be, or in what order they are 

arranged. Himilarly, if the original single stroke to which 

he is blind be doubled by a prism of some sixteen degrees 

placed before om^ of his eyes (both being ke])t open), he 

will say that he now sees o??c stroke, and point in the direc¬ 

tion in which the image seen through the prism lies, ignor¬ 

ing still the original stroke. 

Obviously, then, he is not blind to the kind, of stroke in 

the least. He is blind only to one individual stroke of that 

kind in a particular position on the board or pa})er—that 

is to a particular com])lex object; and, paradoxical as it 

may seem to say so, he must distinguish it with great ac¬ 

curacy from others like it, in order to remain blind to it 

when the others are brought near. He discriminates it, as 

a preliminary to not seeing it at all. 

Again, when by a prism before one eye a previously in¬ 

visible line has been made, visible to that (iye, and the other 

eye is thereupon closed or screened, its closure makes no 

ditference; the line still remains visible. But if then the 

prism be removed, the line will disappear even to the eye 

which a moment ago saw it, and both eyes will revert to 

their original blind state. 

We have, then, to deal in these cases neither with a blind¬ 

ness of the eye itself, nor with a mere failure to notice, but 
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with something much more complex; namely, an active 

counting out and positive exclusion of certain objects. It 

is as when one ‘ cuts ’ an acquaintance, ‘ ignores ’ a claim, 

or ‘ refuses to be influenced ’ by a consideration. But the 

perceptive activity which works to this result is discon¬ 

nected from the cojisciousness which is personal, so to 

speak, to the subject, and makes of the object concerning 

which the suggestion is made, its own private possession 

and prey.* 

The mother who is asleep to every sound but the stir¬ 

rings of her babe, evidently has the babe-portion of her au¬ 

ditory sensibility systematically awake. Kelatively to that, 

the rest of her mind is in a state of systematized ana3sthesia. 

That department, split ofi* and disconne(ited from the sleep¬ 

ing part, can none the less wake the latter up in case of 

need. So that on the whole the quarrel between Des¬ 

cartes and Loelvo as to whether the mind ever sleeps is less 

near to solution than ever. On a priori speculative grounds 

Locke’s view that thought and feeling may at times wholly 

disajjpear seems the more plausible. As glands cease to 

secrete and muscles to contract, so the brain should some¬ 

times cease to carry currents, and with this minimum of its 

activity might well coexist a minimum of consciousness. 

On the other hand, we see how deceptive are appearances, 

and are forced to admit that a part of consciousness may 

sever its connections with other parts and yet continue to be. 

On the whole it is best to abstain from a conclusion. The 

science of the near future will doubtless answ'er this ques¬ 

tion more wisely than we can now. 

* How to coucdve of this state of mind is not easy. It would be much 
simpler to understand the process, if adding now strokes made the first one 
visible. There would then be two ditferent objects apperceived as totals, 
—paper with one stroke, paper with many strokes ; and, blind to the for¬ 
mer, he would see all that was in the latter, because he would have apper¬ 
ceived it as a different total in the first instance. 

A process of this sort occurs sometimes (not always) when the new 
strokes, instead of being mere repetitions of the original one, are lines 
which combine with it into a total object, say a human face. The sub¬ 
ject of the trance then may regain his sight of the line to which he had 
previously been blind, by seeing it as part of the face. 
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Let US turn now to consider the 

BEIiATIONS OP CONSCIOUSNESS TO SPACE. 

This is tlie problem known in the history of philoso¬ 

phy iis the quvHiio7i of the seat of the soul. It has given 

rise to much literature, but we must ourselves treat it very 

brieflj'. Every tiling depends on what we conceive the soul 

to be, an extended or an inextendod entity. If the former, 

it may occupy a seat. If the latter, it may not; though it 

has b(‘en thought that even then it might still have a 'posi¬ 

tion. Much hair-splitting has arisen about the possibility 

of an inextended thing nevertheless being present through¬ 

out a certain amount of extension. We must distinguish 

the kinds of presence. In some manner our consciousness 

is ^ present’ to everything with which it is in relation. I am 

cognitively present to Orion whenever I perceive that con¬ 

stellation, but I am not dynaniically present there, I work 

no effects. To my brain, however, I am dynamically present, 

inasmuch as my thoughts and feelings seem to react upon 

the processes thereof. If, then, by the seat of the mind is 

meant nothing more than the locality with which it stands 

in immediate dynamic j*elations, we are certain to bo 

right in saying that its seat is somewdiere in the cortex of 

the brain. Descartes, as is well known, tliought that the 

inextended soul was immediately present to the pineal 

gland. Others, as Lotze in his earlier days, and W. Volk- 

mann, think its position must be at some point of the struc¬ 

tureless matrix of the anatomical brain-elements, at which 

point they suppose that all nerve-currents may cross and 

combine. The scholastic doctrine is that the soul is to¬ 

tally present, both in the whole and in each and every part 

of the body, ddiis mode of presence is said to be due to 

the soul’s inextended nature and to its simplicity. Two ex¬ 

tended entities could only correspond in space with one 

another, part to part,—but not so does the soul, which has 

no parts, correspond with the body. Sir Wm. Hamilton 

and Professor Bowen defend something like this view. I. 

H. Fichte, Ulrici, and, among American philosophers, Mr. 

J. E. Walter,* maintain the soul to be a space-filling prin- 

* Perception of Space and Matter, 1879, part ii. chap. 8 
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ciple. Fichte calls it the inner body, Ulrici likens it to a 

fluid of non-moletndar (*.omposition. Tlicse theories remind 

us of the ‘ theosoj)hi(‘, ’ doctrines of the present day, and 

carry us back to times when the soul as vehicle of con¬ 

sciousness Avas not disciiminated, as it now is, from the 

vital principh‘ presiding over the formation of the body. 

Phito gave head, breast, and abdomen to the immortal rea¬ 

son, tlie courage, and the iippetites, as their seats res})ec- 

tively. Aristotle argues that the heart is the sole seat. 

Elsciwlnu'c we find the blood, the brain, the lungs, the liver 

tlie kidneys even, in turn assigned as seat of the whole or 

])art of the S(.)ul.* 

I'he truth is that if the thinking principle is extended we 

neither knoAV its form nor its seat; whilst if unextended, it 

is absurd to speak of its having any^ space-relations at all. 

Si)ac(vrelations we shall see hereafter to be .smmhle things. 

The only objects that can have mutual relations of position 

ai’e objects that are perceived coexisting in the same felt 

s])a('i\ A thing not perceived at all, su(*h as the inextended 

soul must be, cannot coexist with any perceived objects in 

this way. No lines can be felt strcdching from it to the 

other objects. It can form no terminus to any space-inter¬ 

val. It (am therefore in no intelligible sense enjoy position. 

Its relations (‘annot l)e spatial, but must be exclusively 

cognitive or dynamic, as we have seen. 8o far as they are 

dynamic, to talk of the soul being ‘])resent ’ is only a figure 

of speecih. Hamilton’s doctrine that the soul is present to 

thti whoh' body is at any rate false : for cognitively its ])res- 

ence extends far beyond the body, and dynamically it does 

not extend beyond the brain.f 

^ For n very good coiideiisfxi history of the various opinions, see W. 
Volkinann von Volkinar, Lehrbiich d. Psychologic, § 16, Anin. Complete 
refereiKtes to Sir W. Hamilton are given in J. E. Walter, Perception 0/ 
Space and Matter, pp. 65-6. 

f Most contemporary writers ignore the question of the soul’s seal. 
Lotze is the only one who seems to have been much concerned about it. 

and his vi(^ws have varied. Of. Medicinische Psychol., § 10. Microcos- 

mus, bk. HI. eh. 2. Metaphysic, bk. 111. ch. 5. Outlines of Psychol., 
part II. ch. 8. See also O. T. Fechner. Psychophysik, chap, xxxvii. 
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THE KBIiATIONS OP MINDS TO OTHER OBJECTS 

are eitlier relations to other minds, or to material things. The 

material things are either the mimrs own hruAiiy on the one 

hand, or anything else, on the other. The relations of a 

mind to its own brain are of a unique and utterly mysterh 

ous sort; we discussed them in the last two chapters, and 

can add nothing to that account. 

Tlie mind’s relations to other objects than the brain are 

cogrdiive and emotional relations (ixclusively, so far as we 

know. It knows tLeni, and it inwardly welcomes or rejects 

them, but it has no other dealings with them. When it seems 

to act upon them, it only does so through the intermediary 

of its own body, so that not it but the body is what acts on 

them, and the brain must first act upon the body. The 

same is true wlieii otluu- things seem to act on it—they only 

act on the body, and through that on its brain.* All that 

it can do directly is to know other things, misknow or 

ignore them, and to find that they interest it, in this fashion 

or in that. 

Now the relation of knounng is tlie most mysterious thing 

in the world. If we ask hoAv one thing can know another 

we are led into the heart of Erkenntnisstheorie and metaphys¬ 

ics. The psychologist, for his part, does not consider the 

matter so curiously as this. Finding a world before him 

which he cannot but l)elieve that he knows, and sotting 

himself to study his own past thoughts, or someone else’s 

thoughts, of what he believes to bo that same world ; he 

cannot but conclude that those other thoughts know it after 

their fashion even as he knows it after his. Knowledge be- 

comes for him an ultimate relation that must be admitted, 

wlndher it be exjdained or not, just like difference or re¬ 

semblance, which no one seeks to explain. 

Were our topic Al>solut(^ Mind instead of being the con¬ 

crete minds of individuals dwelling in the natural world, 

we could not tell whether that Mind had the function of 

knowing or not, as knowing is commonly understood. We 

* I purposely ignore ‘clairvoyance’ and action upon distant things by 
’mediums/ as not yet matters of common consent. 
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might learn the complexion of its thoughts ; but, as we 

should liave no realities outside of it to compare them with, 

—for if we had, the Mbid would not be Absolute,—we could 

not criticise tliem, and find them either right or Avrong; and 

we should have fo call tlunii sim])iy the thoughts, and not 

the hmwledge, of the Absolute Mind. Finite minds, how¬ 

ever, can be judged in a different way, because the psychol¬ 

ogist himself can go bail for the independcmt reality of the 

ol»j(3cis of whicli they think. He knows these to exist out¬ 

side as well as inside the minds in question ; he thus knows 

whether the minds think and Imow, or only think; and 

though his knowl('dg(i is of course that of a fallible mortal, 

aliens is nothing in the conditions that should make it more 

lik(‘]y to be wrong in this case than in any other. 

Now by Avhat tests does the j»sy(diologist decide whcdher 

the state of Jiiiiid he is studying is a bit of knowledge, or 

only a subjective fact not referring to an^^thing outside 

itself? 

11(3 uses the tests we all ]>ractically use. If the state of 

mind ruHVhddes his own idea of a certain reality ; or if without 

resembling his idea of it, it seems to inqdy that reality and 

refer to it by operating upon it through the bodily organs; 

or (?A"eu if it resembles and o])erates on some other reality 

that im])lies, and loads uj) to, and terminat(3S in, the first 

on(‘,—in either or all of these cases the psychologist admits 

that the state of mind takes cognizance, directly or remotely, 

distinctly or vaguely, truly or falsely, of the reality’s nature 

and j)osition in the Avorld. If, on the other hand, the 

ineTital state under examination neither resembles nor o])er- 

ates on any of the realities known to the psychologist, h(3 cralls 

it a subjective state pure and sim])le, possessed of no cog¬ 

nitive worth. If, again, it resemble a reality or a set of 

realities as he knoAvs them, but altogether fail to operate 

on them or modify their course by producing bodily motions 

which the psychologist sees, then the psychologist, like all 

of us, may be in doubt. Let the mental state, for example, 

occur during the sleep of its subject. Let the latter dream 

of the death of a certain man, and let the man simulta¬ 

neously die. Is the dream a mere coincidence, or a veri¬ 

table cognition of the death? Such puzzling cases are 
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what the Societies for ‘ Psychical Eosearch ’ are collect 

ing and trying to interpret in the most reasonable way. 

If the dream were the only one of the kind the subject 

ever had in his life, if the context of the death in the dream 

differcal in many particulars from the real death’s context, 

and if the dream led to no action about the death, unques¬ 

tionably we should all call it a strange coincidence, and 

naught besides. But if the death in the dream had a long 

context, agreeing point for })oiut with every feature that 

attended the real death ; if the subject were constantly 

havung such dreams, all equally perfecd, and if on awaking 

he had a habit of a(ding immediately as if they were true 

and so getting ‘the start’ of his more tardily informed 

neighbors,—we should probably all have to admit that ho 

liad some mysterious kind of clairvoyant power, that his 

dreams in an inscrutable way knew just those realities 

which they figured, and that the word ‘coincidence’ failed 

to touch the root of the matter. And whatever doubts any 

one prescu’ved would completely vanish if it should appear 

that from the midst of his dream he had the power of 

fering with the course of the regality, and making the events 

in it turn this way or that, according as he dr(^.amed they 

should. Then at least it would be certain that he and the 

psychologist were dealing with the ,s((me. It is by siudi 

tests as these that we are convinced that the waking minds 

of our fellow^s and our own minds know the same externa] 

world. 

The psychologists attitude toivards cognition will be so 

important in the seqtiel that we must not leave it until it is 

made perfectly clear. It is a thoroughgoing dualism. It 

supposes two elements, mind knowing and thing known, and 

treats them as irreducible. Neither gets out of itself or 

into the other, neither in auj way is the other, neither 

makes the other. They just stand face to face in a common 

woild, and one simply knows, or is known unto, its counter¬ 

part. This singular relation is not to be expressed in any 

lower terms, or translated into any more intelligible name. 

Some sort of signal, must be given by the thing to the mind’s 

brain, or the knowing will not occur—we find as a matter 
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of fact that the mere existeiwe of a tiling outside the brain 

is not a sufficient cause for our knowing it: it must strike 

the brain in some way, as well as be there, to be known. 

But the brain being struck, the knowledge is constituted 

by a new construction that occurs altogether in the mind. 

Tlie thing remains the same whether known or not.* And 

when once there, the knowledge may remain there, what¬ 

ever b(‘-comes of the thing. 

By the ancients, and by unreflecting people perhaps to¬ 

day, knowledge is exiilained as the passage of something 

from without into the mind—the latter, so far, at least, as 

its sensible aflections go, being passive and receptive. 

But even in mere sense-impression the duplication of the 

object by an inner construction must take place. Consider, 

with Professor Bowne, what happens when two people con¬ 

verse together and know each other’s mind. 

“No thoughts Iei»ve the mind of one and cross into tlie mind of the 

other. When we speak of an exchange of thought, even the crudest 

mind knows that this is a mere ligure of speech. . . . To perceive 

another’s thought, we must construct his thought within ourselves; . . . 

this thought is our own and is strictly original with us. At the same 

tiuK^ we owe it to the other; and if it had not originated with him, it 

would ])robably not have originated with us. But what has the other 

done ? . . . This: by an entirely mysterious world-order, the speaker 

is (rnabled to produce a series of signs whicli are totally unlike [the] 

thought, but which, by virtue of the same mysterious order, act as a 

series of incitements upon the hearer, so that he constructs within 

himself the corresponding mental state. The act of the speaker consists 

in availing himself of the proper incitements. The act of the hearer is 

immediately only the reaction of the soul against the incitement. . . . 

All communion beiween finite minds is of this sort. . . . Probably no 

reflecting person would deny this conclusion, but when w^e say that 

what is thus true of perception of another’s tliought is equally true of 

the perception of the outer world in general, many minds will be 

disposed to question, and not a few' will deny it outright. Yet there is 

no alternative but to affirm that to perceive the universe we must 

construct it in thought, and that our knowledge of the universe is but 

the unfolding of the mind’s inner nature. ... By describing the mind 

as a waxen tablet, and things as impressing themselves upon it, we 

seem to get great insight until we think to ask wdiere this extended 

tablet is, and how things stamp themselves on it, and how the percep- 

* I disregard consequences which may later come to the thing from the 
that it is known. The knowing pw' se in no wise affects the thing 
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tivo act would bo explained even if they did. . , . The immediate 
antoc(Hlonts of sensation and perception fire a series of nervous changes 

in the brain. Whatever wc know of tlie outer world is revealed only 

in and through these nervous changes. But these are totally unlike 

th(^ objects assumed to exist as their causes. If we might conceive the 

mind as in the light, and in direct contact with its objects, the 

imagination at least would be comforted; but wdien we conceive the 

mind as coming in contact with the outer world oidy in the dark 

chamber of the skull, and then not in contact with the objects per¬ 

ceived, but only with a series of nerve-chang(‘s of which, mor(a>ver, it 

knows nothing, it is plain that the object is a long way off. All talk 

of pi(;turcs, impressions, etc., ceases Ixicause of the lack of all the 

conditions to give such figures any meaning. It is not even clear that 

we shall ever find our way out of the darkness into the world of light 

and reality again. W(^ begin witli complete trust in physii^s and the 

senses, and are forthwith led away from the object into a lu'rvous 

labyrinth, where the object is entirely displaced by a set of n(a‘voiis 

changes which are totally unlike anything but themselves. Kinally, 

we land in the dark chamber of the skull. The object has g(>nt> com¬ 

pletely, and knowledge has not yet appeared. Nervous signs are the 

raw material of all knowledge of the outer world according to llx^ most 

decided realism. But in order to pass beyond these signs into a 

knowledge of the outer world, we must posit an interpnMer who shall 

read back these signs into their objective meaning. But that inter¬ 

preter, again, must implicitly contain the meaning of the nnivt'rso 

within itself; and these signs are really hut excitations whioli cause the 

soul to tinfold what is within itself. Inasmuch as by common consent 

the soul communicates with the outer world only through signs, 

and never conics nearer to the olijcet than such signs (am bring it, it 

follows that the principles of interpretation must be in tin' mind itself, 

and that the rc'sulting construction is primarily only au expression of ilio 

mind’s own nature. All reaction is of this sort; it expr(‘ss(‘s tlu' nature 

of the reacting agent, and knowledge comes under the sann^ head, 

this fact makes it imeessary for us eitlmr t-o admit a ])rc-cstablished 

harmony between the laws and nature of thought ami the laws and 

nature of things, or else to allow that the objc'cts of i)erception, the 

universe as it appears, are imrely j)henom(3nal, being but tlie way in 

which the mind reacts against the ground of its sensations.”* 

The dualism of Object and Subject and their pre-estab¬ 

lished harmony are what the pisychologist as such must 

assume, whatever ulterior monistic philosopliy he may, as 

an individual who has the right also to be a metaphysician, 

have in reserve. I hope that this general jioint is now 

* B. P. Bowne: Metaphysics, pp. 407-10. Cf. also Lotze: Logik, 

§§ 308, 820-7. 
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made clear, so that we may leave it, and descend to some 

distinctions of detail. 

There are two kinds of knoivledge broadly and j^ractically 

distinguishable: we may call them respectively knowledxje 

of acguamtance and knowledge-ahouf. Most languages ex¬ 

press the distincdhm; thus, yvcdvai^ eifievai; 7ioscere, scire; 

keivtien, ttnssen; connaHre, suvoir.'^ I am accpiainted with 

many people and things, which I know very little about, 

exce})t th()ir presence in the jdaces where I hay(^. met them. 

I know the color blue when I see it, and the flavor of a 

pear when I taste it; 1 know an inch when I move my 

fingiu- througli it; a second of time, when I feel it j)ass; 

an ellbrt of attenticjii when I make it; a difference between 

two things when I notice it; but (ihout the inner nature of 

these facts or what makes them what tliey are, I can say 

nothing at all. I (‘.annot impart ac(piaintanc6 with them 

to any one who has not aJready made it himself. I cannot 

describe them, make a blind man guess wdiat blue is like, 

define to a child a syllogism, or tell a philosopher in just 

wliat respect distanca^. is just what it is, and differs from 

other forms of relation. At most, I can say to my friends, 

(io to certain ])laces and act in certain ways, and these 

ol)j(icts Avill probably c.ome. All the elementary natures of 

th(‘. world, its highest gmiera, the simple qualities of matter 

and mind, together with the kinds of relation that subsist 

between them, must either not be known at all, or knowm 

in this dumb w^ay of acquaintance wdthout knowledge-about. 

In minds able tf ) s])eak at all there is, it is true, some knowl¬ 

edge about eveiything. Things can at least be (tlassed, and 

the times of their a[)]>eara,nce told. But in general, the less 

we analyze a thing, and the fewer of its relations we j)er- 

ceive, the less we know about it and the more our famili¬ 

arity with it is of the acquaintance-type. The tAvo kinds 

of knowledge are, therefore, as the human mind practi¬ 

cally exerts them, relative terms. That is, the same thought 

of a thing may be called knowledge-about it in comparison 

with a simpler thought, or acquaintance with it in compari- 

* Cf. John Grote; Exi)lomtio Philosophica, p. 00; H. Helmholtz, 
Popular ScioiitiDe Lectures, Loudou, p. 308-9. 
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sou with a thought of it that is more articulate and explicit 

still. 

The grammatical seuteuce expresses this. Its ‘subject’ 

stands for an object of acquaintance which, by the addition 

of the predicate, is to get something hiiown about it. We 

may already know a good deal, when we hear the subject 

named—its name may have rich connotations. But, know 

we much or little then, we know more still when the sen¬ 

tence is done. We can relapse at will into a mere condi¬ 

tion of acquaintance with an object by scattering our 

attention and staring at it in a vacuous trance-like way. 

We can ascend to knowledge aboiif it by rallying our wits 

and proceeding to notice and anal} ze and think. What we 

are only acquainted with is only present to our minds; we 

have it, or the idea of it. But when we know about it, we 

do more than merely have it; we seem, as we think over its 

relations, to subject it to a sort of treatment and to operate 

upon it with our thought. The words feeling and thought 

give voice to the antithesis. Through feelings we become 

acquainted with things, but only by our thoughts do we 

know about them. Feelings are the germ and starting 

point of cognition, thoughts the developed tr(^e. The mini¬ 

mum of grammatical subject, of objective presence, of reality 

known about, the mere beginning of knowledge, must be 

named by the word that says the least. Such a word is the 

interjection, as to! there! eccol voild ! or the article or 

demonstrative 2)ronoun introducing the sentence, as the^ it, 

that. In Chapter XII we shall see a little deo])er into what 

this distinction, between the mere mental having or feeling 

of an object and the thinking of it, j)ortends. 

The mental states usually distinguished as feelings are 

the emotions, and the sensations we get from skin, muscle, 

viscus, eye, ear, nose, and palate. The ‘thoughts,’ as 

recognized in popular parlance, are the conceptions and 

judgments. When we treat of these mental states in par¬ 

ticular we shall have to say a word about the cognitive 

function and value of each. It may perhaps be well to 

notice now that our senses only give us acquaintance with 

facts of body, and that of the mental states of other persons 
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we only have coi]cei)tiial knowledge. Of our own past 

states of mind we take cognizance in a peculiar way. They 

are ‘ objects of nKiiriory,’ and ap})ear to us endoAved with 

a sort of w^armth and intimacy that makes tlje percey)tion 

of them seem more like a process of sensation than like a 
thought. 



CHAPTEH IX.- 

TllK STREAM OF THOIKHIT. 

We now begin onr study of tlio mind from within. Most 

books start with sensations, as tJie simplest mental facts, 

and proceed synthetically, constructing eacli liigher stage 

from those below it. But tliis is abandoning tlie empirical 

method of investigation. No one ev(‘r had a simple sensa¬ 

tion by itself. Consciousness, from our natal day, is of a 

teeming multiplicity of ol)jects and relations, and what we 

call simple sensations are results of discriminative atten¬ 

tion, pushed often to a very higli degree. It is astonishing 

what havoc is wrougl.it in psychology by admitting at the 

outset apparently innocent suppositions, that nevertheless 

contain a Haw, The bad consecpiences develop themselves 

later on, and are irremediable, being woven through the 

whole texture of the work. The notion that sensations, 

being the simplest things, are the first things to take up in 

psychology is one of these suppositions. The only thing 

which psychology has a right to postulate at the outset is 

the fact of thinking itself, and that must first be taken up 

and analyzed. If sensations then prove to be amongst the 

elements of the thinking, we shall be no worse off as re¬ 

spects them than if we had taken them for granted at the 

start. 

The first fact for iiSy theriy as psychologists, is that thinlcing 

of some sort goes on. I use the w^ord thinking, in accordance 

with what was said on p. 186, for every form of conscious¬ 

ness indiscriminately. If we could say in English ‘it 

thinks,’ as we say ‘it rains’ or ‘it blows,’ we should be 

* A good deal of this chapter is reprinted from an article 'On some 

Omissions of Introspective Psychology * which appeared in * Mind' fot 

January 1884. 

m 
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stating tlio fact most simply and with the minimum of as¬ 

sumption. As Ave cannot, we must simply say that thought 

(joes on, 

FIVE CHARACTEBS IN THOUGHT. 

How does it go on ? We notice immediately five impor 

tant characters in tlie j)rocess, of which it shall be the diitj 

of the })reseut chajiter to treat in a general wa\^ : 

1) Every thouglit tends to be part of a jxu’sonal com 

sciousness. 

2) Witliin each personal consciousness thouglit is always 

changing. 

3) Within each personal consciousness thouglit is sen- 

sibl}^ continuous. 

4) It always appears to deal with objects independent 

of itself. 

5) It is interested in some parts of these objects to tlu’ 

exclusion of others, and w(dcomes or rejects—chooses from 

among them, in a word—all the while. 

In considering these five points successhxdy, we shall 

have to plunge m viedicis res as regards our vocabulary, and 

use psychological terms which can only be adecpiately de¬ 

fined in later chapters of tlie book. But every one knows 

what the terms mean in a rough way ; and it is only in a 

rough Avay that we are now to take them. This chapter is 

like a jiainter’s first charcoal sketch u])on his cam^as, in 

which no niceties appear. 

1) Thought tends to Person(yl Form, 

When I say every thought is part of a personal eon- 

sciotisne^sSf ‘personal consciousness’ is one of the terms in 

question. Its meaning we know so long as no one asks us 

to define it, but to give an accurate account of it is the most 

difficult of philosophic tasks. This task Ave must confront 

in the next chapter; here a preliminary word will suffice. 

In this room—this lecture-room, say—there are a mul¬ 

titude of thoughts, yours and mine, some of Avhich cohere 

mutually, and some not. They are as little each-for-itself 

and reciprocally independent as they are all-belonging- 

together. They are neither: no one of them is separate, 
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but each belongs with certain others and with none beside. 

My tlioiight belongs with niy other tlioughts, and your 

thought with your otlier tliouglits. Whether aiiywliere in 

the room there be a mere thought, which is nol)ody’s 

thought, we have no means of ascertaining, for we have no 

experience of its like. The only states of consciousness 

that we naturally deal with are found in personal con¬ 

sciousnesses, minds, selves, concrete j)articular I’s and 

you’s. 

Each of these minds k('e})s its own thoughts to itself. 

There is no gmng or bartering between them. No thought 

even conies into direct xsujht of a thought in another per¬ 

sonal consciousness than its own. Absolute insulation, 

irreducible pluralism, is the law. It seems as if the ele¬ 

mentary psychic fact were not thomjhi or tltis tlionghi or that 

thought, but 7ny thought, every thought being oirned. Neither 

contemporaneity, nor proximity in spaces nor similarity of 

quality and content are able to fuse thoughts together 

which are sundered by this barriei* of belonging to difler- 

ent personal minds. The breaches between such thoughts; 

are the most absolute breaches in nature. Everyone wil? 

recognize this to be true, so long as the existence of some- 

thing corresponding to the term ‘ personal mind ’ is all tliat 

is insisted on, without any particular view of its nature 

being implied. On these terms the personal self rather 

than the thought might be treated as the immediate datum 

in psychology. The universal conscious fact is not ‘feel¬ 

ings and thoughts exist,’ but ‘I think’ and ‘I feel.’* No 

psychology, at any rate, can question the existence of per¬ 

sonal selves. The Avorst a psychology can do is so to 

interpret the nature of these seh^es as to rob them of their 

worth. A French writer, speaking of our ideas, says some¬ 

where in a fit of anti-spiritualistic excitement tliat, misled 

by certain peculiaritities which they display, we ‘ end by 

personifying’ the procession which they make,—such per¬ 

sonification being regarded by him as a great philosophic 

blunder on our part. It could only be a blunder if the 

notion of personality meant something essentially different 

* B. P. Bowne: Metaphysics, p. 362. 
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from anytliing to be found in the mental procession. But if 

that procession be itself the very ‘original’ of the notion of 

personality, to personify it cannot possibly be wrong. It is 

already personified. There are no marks of personality to 

be gathered aUimde, and then found lacking in the train of 

thought. It has them all already; so that to whatever 

farther analysis we may subject that form of j)ersonal self¬ 

hood under whicJi thoughts ap[)ear, it is, and must remain, 

true that the thoughts which psychology studies do contin¬ 

ually tend to a^jpear as parts of jjersonal selves. 

I say ‘ tend to appear’ rather than ‘appeaj’,’ on account 

of those facts of sub-conscious personality, automatic writ¬ 

ing, etc., of which avo studied a few in the last chapter. 

The buried feelings and thoughts proved noAv to exist in 

hystiU'ical amesthetics, in recipients of post-hypnotic sug¬ 

gestion, etc., themselves are 2)arts of seamdary personal 

selves. These selves are for the most part very stupid and 

contracted, and are cut off at ordinary times from commu¬ 

nication with the regular and normal self of the individual; 

but still they form conscious unities, have continuous mem¬ 

ories, speak, write, invent distinct names for themselves, or 

adopt naiiH^s that are suggested ; and, in short, are entirely 

worthy of that title of secondary })ersonalities which is now 

commonly given them. According to M. Janet these second¬ 

ary personalities are ahvays abnormal, and result from the 

s})litting of what ought to be a single complete self into two 

j)arts, of which one lurks in the ba(dvground Avhilst the othei 

appears on the surface as the only self the man or w^oman 

has. For our present purpose it is unimportant Avhether 

this account of the origin of secondary selves is appli(*able 

to all possible cases of them or not, for it certainly is true 

of a large number of them. Now although the size of a 

secondary self thus formed will depend on the number of 

thoughts that are thus split-off* from the main conscious¬ 

ness, the form of it tends to personality, and the later 

thoughts pertaining to it remember the earlier ones and 

adopt them as their own. M. Janet caught the actual mo¬ 

ment of inspissation (so to speak) of one of these secondary 

personalities in his annosthetic somnambulist Lucie. He 

found that when this young woman’s attention was absorbed 
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in conversation witli a third partj^, her ansosthetic hand 

would wi itc simple answers to (questions whispered to her by 

hims(‘lf. “ i)() you liear?” lie asked. iVb,” was the uncon¬ 

sciously written re])]y. “But to answer you must hear.” 

Yes, quite 6*0.” “Then how do you manage?” 1 dont 

knoiry “There must be some one who bears me.” “ lev.” 

“ Who ?” “ Someone other tlnen LucieY “ Ah ! another per¬ 

son. Shall we give luu* a name?” NoY “ Yes, it will 

be more convenient.” “ Wetl, Adrienne, then A “ Once bap¬ 

tized, the sub('ons(.‘ioiis ])ersonage,” M. Janet continues, 

“grows m(U‘(^ definitely outlined and display^s better her 

psychological characters. In particular she shows us that 

she is conscious of the feelings excluded from the conscious¬ 

ness of the primary or normal pm'sonage. She it is who 

tells us that 1 am pinching the arm or touching the little 

linger in which Lucie for so long has had no tactile sensa¬ 

tions.” * 

In other cases the adojition of the name by the second¬ 

ary self is inoi’e spontaneous. I have seen a iiumber of 

incipient automatic writers and mediums as yet impcniectly 

‘ develojH'd,’ avIio immediately and of their own accord 

write and s])cak in the name of depai’ted spirits. These 

may" be public chai*acters, as Mozart, Faraday, or real jxu*- 

sons formerly known to the subject, or altogether imagi¬ 

nary beings. Without prejudicing the (question of real 

^ spirit-control ’ in the more developcul sorts of traiu^e- 

utterance^ I incline to think that these (often deplorably 

unintelligent) rudimentary utterances ai’e the work of an 

inferior fraction of the subject’s own natural mind, set free 

from conti’ol by the rest, and working after a set pattern 

fixed by the prejudices of the social environment. In a 

spiritualistic community we get optimistic messages, whilst 

in an ignorant Catholic village the secondary personage 

calls itself by the name of a demon, and protiers blas¬ 

phemies and obscenities, instead of telling us how happy it 

is in the summer-land.t 

* 1/ Automatisme Psychologiquo, p. 318. 
f Cf. A. Con.staiis: Kelation sur une Epidemie cl'Iiystmj-rlenioiioj^atliie 

en 1861. 2me ed. Paris, 1863.—Chiap e Franzolini: L’Ei)id<3mia distero' 
demonopalie in Verzegnis. lieggio, 1879.—Bee also J. Keriier’s little 
work : Nacbriclit von dem Vorkommen des Bescssenseins. 188fi. 
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Beneath these tracts of thought, whicli, however rudi¬ 

mentary, are still organized selves with a memory, habits, 

and sense of their own identity, M. «Janet thinks tliat the 

facts of catalepsy in hysteric patients drive us to sup2)ose 

that there are tlioughts quite unorganized and imj)ersonal 

A 2)atient in catalejitic trances (wliicii can be 2>roduced arti¬ 

ficially in certain liy^motizc'd subjects) is without memory 

on waking, and seems inscujsibhi and uiK-oiiscious as long 

as the catalejitic condition lasts. If, liowever, one raises 

the arm of such a siibj(H‘t it stays in that position, and the 

whole body can tims l)e moukhal lilo* Avax: undm' the liands 

of the operator, ndaining for a consi<leral)le time Avhatever 

attitude he communicates to it. In ljysteri(*s wJiose arm, 

for examjile, is ainestijetic, tlui same tiling may hajiixm. 

The anaesthetic arm may remain [lassively in ])ositions whiidi 

it is made to assume ; or if tlu^ hand be talam and nunh^ to 

hold a jieiKuI and tracM^ a (*.ertaiu letter, it Avill continue 

tracing tliat letter indefinitely on the iiaixu-. These acts, 

until recamtiy, were su2)})osed to Ix^ acconq)aaiied by no 

consciousness at all: they Avere jihysiological reflexes. M. 

Janet considers Avith much more 2)ha^i^ihility that hading 

escorts them. The hading is ju'obably merely that of the 

position or moA^ement of the limb, and it 2>r(>duces no more 

than its natural eflects Avhen it discharges into the motor 

centres Avhich keeyithe position maintained, or the movement 

incessantly renewed.* Such tlioughts as these', says M. 

Janet, “are knoAAUi by o7?c, for disaggi-egahul sensations 

reduced to a state of mental dust are not syuthetized in 

any personality.” f He admits, liowever, that these very 

same unutterably stu]ml thoughts tend to develoii memory, 

—the cataleptic ere long moves her arm at a bare hint; so 

that they form no important exception to the laAv that all 

thought tends to assume the form of jiersonal conscious¬ 

ness. 

2) Thought w in Goiistant Change, 

I do not mean necessarily that no one state of mind has 

any duration—even if true, that Avould be hard to establish. 

*For the Physiology of this compare the chapter on the Will 
i Loc, eit. p. 316. 
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The change which I have more particularly in view is that 

which takes place in sensible intervals of time ; and the result 

on which I wish to lay stress is this, that no state once gone 

can recur and be identical mitli luliat it teas before. Let us 

begin with Mr. Shadworth Hodgson’s description : 

“ I go straight to the facts, without saying I go to perception, or 

sensation, or thought, or any special mode at all. What I find when I 

look at my consciousness at all is that wliat I cannot divest myself of, 

or not have in consciousness, if I have any consciousness at all, is a 

sequence of different feelings. I may shut my eyes and keep perfectly 

still, and try not to contribute anything of my own will; but whether 

I think or do not think, whether I perceive external things or not, I 

always have a succession of different feelings. Anything else that 1 may 

have also, of a more special character, comes in as parts of this suc« 

cession. Not to have the succession of different feelings is not to be 

conscious at. all. . . . The chain of consciousness is a sequence of 

differeuts, ” * 

Sucli a description as this can awaken no possible pro¬ 

test from any one. We all recognize as diiierent great 

classes of our conscious states. Now w^e are seeing, now 

hearing ; now reasoning, now willing; now recollecting, now 

expecting ; now loving, now hating; and in a hundred other 

ways we know onr minds to be alternately engaged But 

all these are complex states. The aim of science is always 

to reduce complexity to simplicity; and in ^psychological 

science we have the celebrated ‘theory of ideas' wdich, 

admitting the great difference among each other of what 

may be called concrete conditions of mind, seeks to show 

how this is all the resultant effect of variations in the com¬ 

bination of certain simple elements of consciousness that 

always remain the same. These mental atoms or molecules 

are what Locke called ‘simple ideas.’ Some of Locke’s 

successors made out that the only simjple ideas were the 

sensations strictly so called. Which ideas the simple ones 

may be does not, however, now concern us. It is enough 

that certain philosophers have thought they could see 

under the dissolving-view^-appearance of the mind elemen¬ 

tary facts of any sort that remained unchanged amid the 

flow. 

♦The Philosophy of Reflectioo, i. ^8, 390, 
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And the view of these philosophers has been called little 

into question, for our common experience seems at first 

sight to corroborate it entirely. Are not the sensations we 

get from the same object, for example, always the same? 

Does not the same piano-key, struck with the same force, 

make us hear in the same way ? Does not the same grass 

give us the same feeling of green, tlie same sky the same 

feeling of blue, and do we not get the same olfactory sen¬ 

sation no matter how many times we put our nose to the 

same flask of cologne? It seems a piece of metaphysical 

sophistry to suggest that wo do not; and yet a close at¬ 

tention to the matter shows that there is no proof that ilee 

same bodily sensation is ever got by us tivice. 

What is got tioice is thje same object. We hear the same 

mte over and over again ; we see the same quality of green, 

or smell the same objective perfume, or experience the same 

species of pain. The realities, concrete and abstract, physi¬ 

cal and ideal, whose permanent existence we believe in, 

seem to be constantly coming up again before our thought, 

and lead us, in our carelessness, to suppose that our ‘ideas’ 

of them are the same ideas. When we come, some time 

later, to the chapter on Perception, we shall see how invet¬ 

erate is our habit of not attending to sensations as subjec¬ 

tive facts, but of simply using them as stepping-stones to 

pass over to the recognition of the realities whose presence 

they reveal. The grass out of the window now looks to me 

of the same green in the sun as in the shade, and yet a 

painter would have to paint one part of it dark browm, 

arother part bright yellow, to give its real sensational eflect. 

We take no heed, as a rule, of the different way in which 

the same things look and sound and smell at different dis¬ 

tances and under different circumstances. The sameness 

of the things is what we are Concerned to ascertain; and 

any sensations that assure us of that will probably be con¬ 

sidered in a rough way to be the same with each other. 

This is what makes off-hand testimony about the subjective 

identity of different sensations well-nigh w^orthless as a 

proof of the fact. The entire history’^ of Sensation is a com¬ 

mentary on our inability to tell whether two sensations 

received apart are exactly alike- What appeals to our 
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attention far more than the absolute quality or quantity oi 

a giTon sensation is its ratio to whatever other sensations 

we may liave at the same time. When everything is daik 

a somewhat less dark sensation makes us see an object 

white. Helmholtz calculates that the white marble painted 

in a picture representing an architectural view by moon- 

liglit is, when seen by daylight, from ten to twenty thousand 

times brigliter tlian the real moonlit marble would be.* 

Such a difference as this could never have becni sensibly 

learned; it had to be inferred from a series of iudiren*! con¬ 

siderations. There are facts which make us believe that 

our sensibility is altering all the time, so that the same 

object cannot easily give us the same sensation ovei* again. 

The eye’s sensibility to light is at its maximum when the 

eye is first exposed, and blunts itself wdth sur})rising rapid¬ 

ity. A long night’s sleej) will make it see things twice as 

brightly on wakening, as simple rest by closure will make 

it see them later in the day.t We feel things differently 

according as we are sleepy or awake, hungry or full, fresh 

or tired; differently at night and in the morning, differently 

in summer and in winter, and above all things differently in 

childhood, manhood, and old age. Yet we never doubt that 

our feelings reveal the same world, with the same sensible 

qualities and the same sensible things occupying it. The 

difference of the sensibility is shown best by the difference 

of our emotion about the things from one age to another, or 

when we are in different organic moods. What was bright 

and exciting becomes weary, flat, and unprofitable. The 

bird’s song is tedious, the breeze is mournful, the sky is 

sad. 

To these indirect presumptions that our sensations, fol¬ 

lowing the mutations of our capacity for feeling, are always 

undergoing an essential change, must be added another 

presumption, based on what must happen in the brain. 

Every sensation corresponds to some cerebral action. For 

an identical sensation to recur it would have to occur the 

second time in an unmodified brain. But as this, strictly 

* Populare Wissenscbaftliche Vortrage, Drittes Heft (1876), p. 72. 
t Fick, in L. Hermann’s Handb. d. Physiol., Bd. iii. Th. i. n. 225. 
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speaking, is a physiological iiiipossihility, so is an un¬ 

modified feeling an im])ossil)ility ; for to eveiy brain-modi¬ 

fication, however small, must <‘orrespond a cliange of equal 

amount in the feeling which the braiji siibscu’ves. 

All this would be true if evcm sensations came to us pure 

and single and not combined into ‘thijigs.’ Even then we 

should have to confess that, however we might in ordinary 

conversati(jn speak of g(dting the same scujsation again, we 

never in strict the(3re,tic a.ccuracy could do so; and tliat 

whatever was true of tlnmaver of life, of ih(m i\er of ehmien 

tary feeling, it would certainly be. true to say, like Hcnacditus, 

that we never descend twice into the same stream. 

But if the assumjdion of ^simple ideas of sensation' 

recuri’ing in immutable shapes is so easily shown to be 

baseless, how mindi more baseh^.ss is the assumj)tiou of 

immutability iji the larger masses ()f our thought! 

For there it is obvious and palpabh*. that our state of 

mind is never precisely tln^ same, hhery tliought we hav(‘, 

of a givcmfact is, stj’ictly sjxsaking, uni(pie, and only bears a 

resemblance of kind with our othei' thoughts of the same 

fact. AVlien the identical fact recurs, we niuhI think of it 

in a fresh manner, see it under a somewhat dillerent angle, 

apprehend it in difh'rent relations from those in which it 

last appi^'ired. And the thought by which we cognize it is 

the thought of it-in-those-relations, a thought sutlused 

with the consciousness of all that dim context. Often we 

are ourselves struck at the strange differences in our suc¬ 

cessive views of the same thing. Vi e wonder how w(^ ever 

yould have opined as we did last month about a certain 

matter. We have outgrown the possibility of that state of 

mind, we know not how. From one year to another we see 

things in new lights. What was unreal has grown real, 

and what was exciting is insipid. The friends we used ko 

care the world for are shrunken to shadows ; the women, 

once so divine, the stars, the woods, and the waters, how 

now so dull and common! the jamng girls that brought an 

aura of infinity, at present hardly distinguishable exist¬ 

ences ; the pictures so empty; and as for the books, what 

was there to find so mysteriously significant in Goethe, or in 

John Mill so full of weight? Instead of all this, more 
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eestful than ever is the work, the work ' and fuller and 

deeper the import of common duties and of common goods. 

But what here strikes us so forcibly on the flagrant 

scale exists on every scale, dowui to the imperce2)tible 

transition from one hour’s outlook to that of tlie next. Ex¬ 

perience is remoulding us every nmment, aiul our mental 

reaSili^ on every thing is ^‘eally a resultant of our 

experience of the whole Avorld up to tliat date. The analo¬ 

gies of brain-ph3^siology must again be ajipealed to to 

corroborate our view. 

Our earlier chapters liave taught us to believe tliat, 

whilst wo think, our brain changes, and that, like the auro¬ 

ra borealis, its whole internal equilibrium shifts with every 

pulse of change. The precise nature of the shifting at a 

given moment is a ])roduct of mam' factors. The acciden¬ 

tal state of local nutrition or blood-supply may be among 

them. But just as one of them certainly is the influence of 

outward objects on the sense-organs during the moment, 

so is another certainly the very special suscejitibility in 

whicdi the organ has been left at that moment by all it 

has gone through in the past. Every brain-state is partly 

determined by the nature of this entire past siu'cession. 

Alter the latter in any part, and the brain-state must bo 

somewhat diflereni. Each present brain-state is a re(a)rd 

in which the eye of Omniscience might read all the fore¬ 

gone history of its owner. It is out of the question, then, 

that any total brain-state should identically recur. Some¬ 

thing like it may recur ; but to suppose it to recur would 

be equivalent to the absurd admission that all the states 

that had intervened between its two appearances had been 

pure nonentities, and that the organ after their passage 

was exactly as it was before. And (to consider shorter 

periods) just as, in the senses, an impression feels very dif-^ 

ferently according to what has ])receded it; as one color 

succeeding another is modified hy the contrast, silence 

sounds delicious after noise, and a note, when the scale is 

sung up, sounds unlike itself when the scale is sung down ; 

as the presence of certain lines in a figure changes the ap¬ 

parent form of the other lines, and as in music the whole 

aesthetic effect comes from the manner in which one set of 
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sounds alters our feeling of another; so, in thought, we 

must admit that those portions of the brain that have just 

been maximally excited retain a kind of soreness which is 

a condition of oui* present consciousness, a codeterminant 

of how and wliat we now' shall feel.'^ 

Ever some tracds are weaning in tension, some waxing, 

whilst others actively discharge. The states of tension 

have as positive an iidhience as any in determining the 

total condition, and in deciding w^hat the psychosis shall be. 

All we know of sul)maximal nervi^-irritations, and of the 

summation of apparently ineflective stimuli, tends to show^ 

that no change's in the brain are physiologically ineffective, 

and tliat presumably none are bare of psychological result. 

But as the braiii-temsioji shifts from one redative state e)f 

eepiilibrium to another, like> tin* gyrations of a kaleido¬ 

scope, HOW' rapid and now' slow', is it likely that its faithful 

psychic ce)ncomitant is heavier-footeel than itself, and that 

it caiinot match each e>ne* of the e)rgan’s irraeliations by a 

shifting inwarel iridescence of its owm ? But if it can elo 

this, its in ware! iridescem(*es must be iiiliiiite, for the brain- 

redistributie)ns are in infinite variety. If so coarse a thing 

as a telephe)ne-plateb can be maele to thrill for years and 

never reeluplicate its iinvarel <amditie)n, he)w much me>re 

must this bo the case with the infinitely delicate brain ? 

1 am sure that this concrete and total manner of regard¬ 

ing the mind’s changes is the only true manner, difticult as 

it may be to carry it out in detail. If any thing seems ob¬ 

scure about it, it wdll grow clearer as we advance. Mean¬ 

while, if it be true, it is certainly also true that no two 

‘ideas ’ are ever exactly the same, wdiich is the proposition 

we started to prove. The proposition is more important 

theoretically than it at first sight seems. For it makes it 

*It need of course not follow, because a total brain-state does not re¬ 
cur, that no of the brain can ever be twice in the same condition. 
That would be as improbable a consequence as that in the sea a wave-crest 
should never come twice at the same point of space. What can hardly 
come twice is an identical combination of wave-forms all wdth their crests 

and hollows reoccupying identical places. For such a total combina¬ 
tion as this is the analogue of the brain-state to which our actual conscious¬ 
ness at any moment is due. 
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already imjxxsHible for us to follow obediently in tlie foot¬ 
prints of eitlier the Locldan or the Hei‘l)<irtiau scliool, 
schools which liavo liad almost unlimited inhuence in Ger¬ 
many and among ourselves. No doubt it is often con- 
venient to formuhite the mental facts in an atomistic sort 
of way, and to treat the higher states of consciousness as if 
they were all built out of unchanging simple ideas. It is 
convenient often to treat curves as if tln^y were composed 
of small straight lines, and (de(*iricity and nerve-force as if 
they were fluids. But in the one case as in the other we 
must never forget that we are talking symbolically, and 
that there is nothing in natui'e to answer to our words. A 
'permanently existing ‘ idea ' or * Vorstcllnng ’ ivliich malces its 
appearance before Ibc footlights of consciousness at periodical 
intervals^ is as myihologiad an entity as the Jack of Spades. 

What makes it convenient to use the mythological for¬ 
mulas is the whole organizaiion of speech, which, as was 
remarked a while ago, was not made by psychologists, but 
by men who were as a rule only interested in the facts their 
mental states revealed. They only spoke of their states as 
ideas of this or of that thing. What wonder, then, that the 
thought is most easily conceived under the law of the thing 
whose name it bears ! If the thing is composed of parts, 
then we suppose that the thought of the thing must be 
composed of the thoughts of the parts. If one part of the 
thing have appeared in the same thing or in other things on 
former occasions, why then we must be having even now the 
very same ‘idea ’ of that part which was there on tliose occa¬ 
sions. If the thing is simple, its thought is simple. If it 
is multitudinous, it must require a multitude of thoughts 
to think it. If a succession, only a succession of thoughts 
can know it. If permanent, its thought is j^ermanent. And 
so on ad libitum. What after all is so natural as to assume 
that one object, called by one name, should be known by 
one affection of the mind ? But, if language must thus in¬ 
fluence us, the agglutinative languages, and even Greek and 
Latin with their declensions, would be the better guides. 
Names did not appear in them inalterable, but changed 
their shape to suit the context in which they lay. It must 
bave been easier then than now to conceive of the same 
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object as being tlioiiglit of at differeDt times in non-identical 

conscious states. 

This, too, will grow clearer as we proceed. Meanwhile 

a necessary conse((U(uic(i of the belief in permanent self¬ 

identical j)sychic facts that absejit themselves and recur 

periodically is the Humian doctrine that our thought is 

composed of separate indejtendent parts and is not a sen¬ 

sibly continuous stream. That this doctrine entirely mis¬ 

represents the natural appearances is what I next shall try 

to show. 

3) Within each personal conseiousTiess, thought is sensibly con- 
iinuous. 

I can only define ‘ continuous ’ as that which is with¬ 

out brea<;h, crack, or division. I have already said that 

the breach from one mind to another is perhaps the great¬ 

est breach in nature. The only brejrches that can well be 

conceived to occur within the limits of a single mind would 

either be interrvptiomy /??//c-gaps during which the con¬ 

sciousness went out altogether to come into existence again 

at a later moment; oi' they would be breaks in the quality,, 
or content, of t}K‘. thought, so at)nipt that the segment that 

followed had no coiUKMUion what(‘V(n* with the one that 

went before. The pro])osition tliat within each personal 

consciousness thought h'c'ls continuous, means two things: 

1. That even where there is a time-gap the conscious¬ 

ness after it feels as if it belonged togethc^r with the con¬ 

sciousness before it, as another part of the same self; 

2. That the changes from one moment to another in the 

quality of the consciousness are never absolutely abrupt. 

The case of the tiiiu'-gaps, as the simplest, shall be taken 

first. And first of all a word about time-gaps of which the 

consciousness may not be itself aware. 

On page 200 we saw that such time-gaps existed, and 

that they might be more numerous than is usiially supposed. 

If the consciousness is not awan^ of them, it cannot feel 

them as intcTruptions. In the unconsciousness produced 

by nitrous oxide and other ana'sthetics, in that of epilepsy 

^id fainting, the broken edges of the sentient life may 
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meet aud merge over the gap, much as the feelings of space 

of the opposite margins of tlie ‘ blind spot' meet and 

merge over tliat objective interruption to the sensitiveness 

of the eye. Such consciousness as this, whatever it be for 

the onlooking psyche logist, is for itself unbroken. It feeh 
unbroken ; a waking day of it is sensibly a unit as long as 

that day lasts, in tlie sense in which tht^ hours tlieniselves 

are units, as having all tluur parts nc^xt each otber, with no 

intrusive alien substance between. To exi)ect the con¬ 

sciousness to feel the interruptions of its objective con¬ 

tinuity as gaps, would be like expecting the eye to feel a 

gap of silence because it does not liear, or tlie ear to feel a 

gap of darkness because it does not see. So much for the 

gaps that are unfelt. 

With the felt gaps the case is diflerent. On waking from 

sleep, we usually know that we have been unconscious, 

and we often have an accurate judgment of how long. The 

judgment here is certainly an inference from sensible signs, 

and its ease is due to long practice in the particular field.* 

The result of it, however, is that tlie consciousness is, for 
itselft not what it was in the former case, but interrupted 

and discontinuous, in the mere sense of the words. But 

in the other sense of continuity, the sense of the 23arts being 

inwardly connected and belonging together because tliey 

are parts of a common whole, the consciousness remains 

sensibly continuous and one. What now is the common 

whole ? The natural name for it is myself, /, or me. 
When Paul and Peter wake up in the same bed, and 

recognize that they have been asleep, each one of them 

mentally reaches back and makes connection with but oiie 
of the two streams of thought which were broken by the 

sleeping hours. As the current of an electrode buried in 

the ground unerringly finds its way to its own similarly 

buried mate, across no matter how much intervening earth ; 

so Peter’s present instantly finds out Peter’s past, and never 

by mistake knits itself on to that of Paul. Paul’s thought 

in turn is as little liable to go astray. The past thought of 

Peter is appropriated by the present Peter alone. He may 

* The accurate registration of the * how lony' U still a little mysterious^ 
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have a knoiuled^ge^ and a correct one too, of what Paul’s 

last drowsy states of mind were as he sank into sleep, but it 

is an entirely different sort of knowledge from that which he 

has ot his own last states. He remembers his own states, 

whilst he only coneeives Paul’s. Kemembrance is like direct 

feeling ; its object is suffhsed with a warmth and intimacy 

to which no objecd of mere conception ever attains. This 

quality of warmth and intimacy and immediacy is what 

Peter’s present thought also possesses for itself. So sure 

as this jiresent is im\ is mine, it says, so sure is anything 

else thad comes witli the same warmtli and intimacy and 

immediacy, me and mine. What the qualities called 

warmth and intimacy may in themselves be will have to be 

matter for futures consideration. But whatever past feel¬ 

ings appear with those qualities must be admitted to re¬ 

ceive the greeting of the jiresent mental state, to be owned 

b}^ it, and acccT'ted as belonging togedher with it in a com¬ 

mon self. This community of self is what the time-gap 

cannot l)reak in twain, and is wliy a present thought, al¬ 

though not ignorant of the time-gap, can still i‘egard itself 

as continuous with cc'rtain chosen portions of the past. 

Consciousness, tlnm^ does not appear to itself chojiped 

up in bits. 8uch words as ‘ chain ’ or ‘ train ’ do not de¬ 

scribe it fitly as it presents itself in the first instance. It 

is nothing jointed ; it flows. A ‘ river ’ or a ‘ stream ’ are 

the metaphors by which it is most naturally described. In 

talking of it hereafter, let ns call it the stream of thought, of 

consciousness, or of subjective life. 

But now there appears, even within the limits of the 

same self, and between thoughts all of whicth alike have 

this same sense of belonging together, a kind of jointing and 

separateness among the parts, of which this statement 

seems to take no account. I refer to the breaks that are 

produced by sudden contrasts in the quality of the successive 

segments of the stream of thought If the words “chain’ 

and ‘train' had no natural fitness in them, how came such 

words to be used at all ? Does not a loud explosion rend 

the consciousness upon which it abruptly breaks, in twain ? 

Does not every sudden shock, appearance of a new object, 
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or change in a sensation, create a real interruption, sensibly 

felt as such, which cuts the conscious stream across at the 

moment at which it appears? Do not sucli interruptions 

smite us every liour of our lives, and have we the right, in 

their presence, still to call our consciousness a continuous 

stream ? 

Tliis objection is based l)artlj on a confusion and ])artly 

on a superhcia] introspe(*tive view. 

The confusion is between the thoughts tliemselves, taken 

as subjective facts, and the tilings of wliicli thev are aware. 

It is natural to make this confusion, but I'asy to avoid it 

when once put on one’s guard. The things are discrete 

and discontinuous ; they <lo pass before us in a. train or 

chain, making often explosive ajijiearances aaid rending 

each other in twain. But their comings and goings and 

contrasts no more break the how^of the thought that thinks 

them than they break the time and the sjiace in w liich they 

lie. A silence may be broken by a thunder-claj), and we 

may be so stunned and confused for a moment by the shock 

as to give no instant account to ourselves of wdiat has hap¬ 

pened. But that very confusion is a mental state, and a 

state that passes us straight over from the sileiu'e to the 

sound. The transition between the thought of one object 

and the thought of another is no more a break in the ihonghi 

than a joint in a bamboo is a break in the wood It is a 

part of the consciomness as much as the joint is a part of thf^ 

barnhoo. 

The superficial introspective vhnv is tlie overlooking, 

even when the tilings are contrasted wdth eaidi other moet 

violently, of the large amount of alfinity that may still re¬ 

main between the thoughts by wdiose means they are 

cognized. Into the awmreness of the thunder itself the 

awareness of the previous silence creeps and continues; for 

wliat we hear when the thunder crashes is not thunder 

pure, but thunder-breaking-upon-silence-and-contrasting- 

with-it.* Our feeling of the same objective thunder, com¬ 

ing in this way, is quite different from what it would be 

* Of. Brentano; Psychologic, vol. i. pp. 219-20. Altogether this 
chapter of Brentano’s on the Unity of Consciousness is as good as anything 
with which I am acquainted, 
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were tlie thunder a continuation of previous thunder. The 

thunder itself we believe to abolish and exclude the silence ; 

but theof the thunder is also a feeling of the silence 

as just gone; and it would be difficult to find in the actual 

eonttr<de consciousm^ss of man a feeling so limited to the 

present as not to have an inkling of an3dhing that went be¬ 

fore. Hero, again, language works against our perception 

of the truth. We name our thoughts simply, each after its 

thing, as if (^ach knew its own thing and nothing else. 

What each really knows is clearly^ the thing it is named for, 

with dimly perhaps a thousand other things. It ought to 

be named after all of them, but it never is. Some of them 

are always things known a moment ago more clearly ; others 

are things to be known more clearly a moment hence.* Our 

own bodily position, attitude, condition, is one of the things 

of which awareness, however inattentive, invariably 

accompanies tlie knowledge of whatever else we know. We 

* Ifonor to wltoui honor Is duo ! Tlio most explicit acknowledgment 1 
hav(‘ ail}'wlcjjx' found of ull this is in a buried and forgotUiii paper hy the 

.las Wills, on ‘Accidental Association,’ in tin* Transactions of tlie 
Uoyal Irisli Academy, vt)I xxi. part Mr Wills writes; 

“ At rvery instant of conscious thouglit tliere is a {.u*rtaiii sum of per- 
C('i'tions, or rt'tleclions, orlioth Uigetlier, pn'.sinit, and together constituting 
one wliole stale; of apiirelnnisiou. Of this some detinite portion may be fur 

more distinct than all the rest; and the rest be in consequence propor¬ 
tion ably vague, even to the limit of obliteration. But still, within this 
limit, the most dim shade of perception enters into, and in some infinites¬ 
imal degree modifies, the whole existing state. This state will thus be in 
somi* way modified by any sensation or emotion, or act of distinct attention, 
that may give prominence to any part of it; so that the actual result is 
capable of tln^ utmost variation, according to the person or the occasion. 
... To any portion of the entire scope here described there may be a 
special direction of the attention, and this special direction is recognized 
as strictly what is recognized as the idea present to the mind. This idea is 
evidently not commensurate with the entire state of apprehension, and 
much perplexity lias arisen from not observing tliis fact. However deeply 
we may suppose the attention to be engaged by any thought, any consider¬ 
able alteration of the surrounding phenomena would still be perceived; the 
most abstruse demonstiatiou in this room would not prevent a listener, 
however absorbed, from noticing the sudden extinction of the lights. Our 
mental states have always an essenlM unity, such that each state of appre¬ 
hension, however variously compounded, is a single whole, of which every 
component is, therefore, strictly apprehended (so far as it is apprehended) 
as a part. Such is the elementary basis from which all our intellectual 
operations commence.*' 
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think; and as we think we feel our bodily selves as the seat 

of the thinking. If the thinking be our thinking, it must 

be suffused through all its parts with tliat poeuliar warmth 

and intimacy that make it (*x)me as ours. Whetlier tln^ 

warmth and intimac3^ be an^dliing more than tln^. feeling of 

the same old bodj^ always there, is a matter for the n(*xt 

chapter to decide. JVhafever the content of the ego may be, 

it is habitually felt with everything else by us humans, 

and must form a liaison between all the things of whicli we 

become successively aware. * 

On this gradualness in the cJianges of our mental con¬ 

tent the princijdes of nerve-action (^an throw some more 

light. When studying, in (Jha])ter III, the summation of 

nervous activities, we saw that no state of the brain can be 

supposed instantly to die away. If a ninv state conies, the 

inertia of the old state will still be there and modify the 

result accordingh". Of course we cannot hdl, in our igno¬ 

rance, what in each instance the moditicatious ought to lie. 

The commonest modifications in sense-pcu’cejition are 

known as the phenomena of contrast. In ^esthetics tlu^y^ 

are the feelings of delight or displeasure which certain 

particular orders in a series of impressions give. In 

thought, strictlj^ and narrowly so called, they are unques¬ 

tionably that consciousness of the whence and the whither 

that always accompanies its fl<jws. If recently the brain- 

tract a was vividly ex(*ited, and tlieii h, and now vividly c, 

the total present consciousness is not produced simply by 

c’s excitement, but also by^ the dying vibrations of a and h 

as well. If we want to represent the brain-process we 

must write it thus : —three different processes coexist- 
a 

ing, and correlated with them a thought which is no one 

of the three thoughts which they would have produ(*ed had 

each of them occurred alone. But whatever this fourth 

thought may exactly be, it seems impossilde that it should 

not be something like each of the three other thoughts 

whose tracts are concerned in its production, though in a 

fast-waning phase. 

* Compare the charming passage in Taine on Intelligence (N. Y. ed.), 
i. 8&-4. 
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It all goes hack to wliat we said in another connection 

only a few i)ages ago (]>. 233). As the total neurosis changes, 

so does tJie total psychosis change. I>ut as the changes of 

ueurosis are noAin* al>soJutely discontinuous, so must the 

successive psychoses sliade gradually into each other, 

althougli their rate of change may he nm(‘h faster at one 

moment than at the next. 

This difference in the rate of change lies at the basis of 

a difrerence of subjective states of which we ought immedi¬ 

ately to speak. When the rate is sIoav we arf^ aware of the 

o])je(it of our thought in a conn)aratively restful and stable 

way. When rapid, we are aware of a passage, a relation, 

d transition from it, or between it and something else. As 

we take, in fact,'a general view of tlie wonderful stream of 

our consciousness, what strikes us first is this different 

pace of its parts. Ijike a bird’s life, it seems to be made of 

an alternation of flights and pcu'cliings. Tin', rhythm of 

liinguage expresses this, whei*e <'very thought is ex2)ressed 

in a sentence, and every sentence (dosed by a })eriod. The 

r(\stiiig-2)laces are usually o(*cu])ied by sensorial imagina¬ 

tions of some sort, whose ])eculiarity is that they can be 

held before the mind for an indefinite time, and (*.ontem- 

jjlated without changing ; the jdaces of flight are filled with 

thoughts of relations, static or dynamic, that for the most 

f)art obtain between the matters contemplated in the 

periods of (;om2)arative rest. 

Let ns call the resting-places the ‘ snbstaMive parts,' and 

the places of flight the ^transitive parts,' of the stream a of 

thougliL It then a])j)ears that the main end of our 

thinking is at all times the attainment of some other sub¬ 

stantive j)art than the one from which we have just been 

dislodged. And we may say that the main use of the 

transitive j>arts is to lead us from one substantive conclu¬ 

sion to another. 

Now it is very difficult, introspectively, to see the tran¬ 

sitive parts for what they really are. If they are but flights 

to a conclusion, stopping them to look at them before the 

conclusion is reached is really annihilating them. Whilst 

if we wait till the conclusion he reached, it so exceeds them 
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in vigor and stability that it quite eclipses and swallows 

them Tip in its glare. Let anyone try to cut a thought 

across in the middle and get a look at its section, and he 

will see how difficult the introsi)octive observation of the 

transitive tracts is. Tlie rush of the thought is so lieadlong 

that it almost always brings us up at the conclusion before 

we can arrest it. Or if our purpose is nimble enough and 

we do arrest it, it ceases forthwith to be itself. As a snow¬ 

flake crystal caught in the warm hand is no longer a crystal 

but a drop, so, instead of catching the feeling of relation 

moving to its term, we find we have cauglit some substantive 

thing, usually the last word we Avere pronouncing, statically 

taken, and with its function, tendency, and particular 

meaning in the sentence quite evaporated. Tho attempt 

at introspective analysis in these cases is in fact like seiz¬ 

ing a spinning top to catch its motion, or trying to turn up 

the gas quickly enough to see Iioav the darkness looks. 

And the challenge to produce these psychoses, whicli is 

sure to be throAvn by doxibting psychologists at anyone 

who contends for their existence, is as unfair as Zeno’s 

treatment of the advocates of motion, when, asking them 

to point out in what place an arroAv is wlien it moves, he 

argues the falsity of their thesis from their inability to 

make to so preposterous a question an immediate reply. 

The results of this introspective difficult}" are baleful. 

If to hold fast and observe the transitive jiarts of thought’s 

stream bo so hard, then the great blunder to which all 

schools are liable must be the failure to register them, and 

the undue emphasizing of the more substantive parts of the 

stream. Were we not ourseWes a moment since in danger 

of ignoring any feeling transitive l)etween the silence and 

the thunder, and of treating their boundary as a sort of 

break in the mind ? Now such ignoring as this has histor¬ 

ically worked in two ways. One set of thinkers have been 

led by it to Sensationalism. TJliable to lay their hands on any 

coarse feelings corresponding to the innumerable relations 

and forms of connection between the facts of the world, 

finding no named subjective modifications mirroring such 

relations, they have for the most part denied that feelings 

of relation exist, and many of them, like Hume, have gone 
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80 far as to deny the reality of most relations out of the 

mind as well as in it. Substantive psychoses, sensations 

and their copies and derivatives, jiixtajDOsed like dominoes 

in a game, but really separate, everything else verbal illu¬ 

sion,—such is the upshot of this view.* The Intellectual^ 

ists, on the other hand, unable to give up the reality of 

relations extra raenleta^ but (M^ually unable to point to any 

distinct substantive feelings in wlii(di they were known, have 

made the same admission that the feelings do not exist. 

But they have drawn an opposite conclusion. The rela¬ 

tions must be known, they say, in something that is no 

feeling, no mental moditication continuous and consub- 

stantial with the subjective tissue out of which sensations 

and other substantive states are made. They are known, 

these relations, by something that lies on an entirely 

different ])lane, by an actus pur oh of Thought, Intellect, or 

Reason, all written with capitals and considered to mean 

something uuutteral)ly superior to any fact of sensibility 

whatever. 

But froiu our point of view both Intellectiialists and Sen¬ 

sationalists ar(^ wrong. If there be sindi things as feelings 

at all, then so surely as relations betiveen objects exist in reruni 

naturd, so surely, and more surely, do feelings exist to which 

these relations are known. There is not a conjunction or a 

preposition, and hardly an adverlnal phrase, syntactic form, 

or inflection of voice, in Jiuman speech, that does not express 

some shading or other of relation which we at some mo¬ 

ment actually feel to exist between the larger objects of our 

thought. If we speak objectively, it is the real relations 

that appear revealed ; if we speak subjectively, it is the 

stream of consciousness that matches each of them by an 

inward coloring of its own. In either case the relations 

are numberless, and no existing language is capable of do¬ 
ing justice to all their shade's. 

We ought to say a feeling of and, a feeling of if, a feeling 

of but, and a feeling of by, quite as rea<lily as we say a feel- 

*E.g.: ‘"The stream of thouglitis not a continuous current, but a series 
of distinct ideas, more or less rapid in their succession ; the rapidity being 
measurable by the number that pass through the mind in a given time " 
(Bain; B. and W.. p. 29.) 
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ing of hlne or a feeling of cold. Yet w(» do not: so inveter 

ate lias our habit become of recognizing the existence ol 

the substantive jiarts a]on(\ that hinguage almost refuses 

to lend itself to any other use. The Empirifdsts liave al- 

Avays (hvelt on its influema' in mahing us su])])ose that 

where Ave have a separate nam(% a separate thing must 

needs be tlituxi to corres])ond wiili it; and they have right¬ 

ly denied tlu^ existence (d’ the meh of abstract entities, 

princi])les, and foi'ces, in whose favor no other evidence^ 

than this could be brouglit up. But they have said noth¬ 

ing of that obverse error, of Avliicli we said a word in (diap- 

ter Vll,(see p. 195), of su})posing that wluu’e tluu’e is iio name, 

no entity can exist. All dviuhor anonymous psyidiic stales 

have, oAving to this error, Ikmui coolly suj)press(Ml; or, if 

recognized at all, have bemi naimal after the substantive 

perception they led to, a,s thoughts ‘about’ this ol^jiad oj' 

‘about’ that, the stolid Avord (d>out engulhng all their del¬ 

icate idios\aicrasi('s in its monotonous sound. TJius the 

greater and greater accentuation and isolation ol tlui sub¬ 

stantive parts have continually gone on. 

Once more take a look at th<^. bi ain. A\ believe the 

brain to be an organ Avhos(‘ internal iapiilibrium is ahvays 

in a state of change,—the change aifecting (^viny ])art. The 

pulses of change are doubtless more violent in one placi' 

than in another, ilndr rhythm more ra,])id at this time than 

at that. As in a kaleidoscojie n^volving at a uniform rat(^, al¬ 

though the Hgui'('Sare always leairanging thmiiscdves, there 

are instants during Avhich the transformation seems minute 

and interstitial and almost absent, folloAved by others Avheii 

it shoots Avith magical rapidity, relatively stable forms thus 

alternating with forms we should not distinguish if s(‘.en 

again; so in the brain the })erpetual I’eaiTaiigcunent must 

k-esult in some forms of tension lingering relatively long, 

ivhilst others simply (;ome and pass. But if consciousness 

corresponds to the faid of rearrangement itself, why, if 

the rearrangement sto]) not, sliould the consciousness ever 

cease ? And if a linguu'ing reariangennuit brings with it 

one kind of consciousness, Avhy should not a swift rearrange¬ 

ment bring another kind of consciousness as jjeculiar as 

the rearrangement itself ? The lingering consciousnesseiv 
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if of simple objects, we call ‘ sensatiims ’ or ‘images/ ac¬ 

cording as they a re vivdd or faiut; if of com2)lex objects, 

we call them ‘percepts’ whim vivid, ‘ (H)iicej)ts ’ or 

‘ thoughts ’ when faint. For the. swift consciousnesses we 

have only thos(‘. narnes of ‘ transitive states,’ or ‘ feelings of 

relation,’ which we have used.* As the brain-cJianges 

* Few writvi’H have adiuitted that W(^ cognize relations through feidiiig. 
The iiitelleetualists have explieitly (leniial tic* i)ossi])ility of such a thing— 
e.g., Prof. T. 11. Green (‘Mind,’ vol. vii. p, 28): “ Ko feeling, as such 
or as felt, is [of ?J a relation . . . Kven a relation between feelings is not 
Itself a feeling or felt.” On the othtn* hand, the sensationists liave either 

sinuggh‘d in the cognition without giving any account of it, or have denied 
llie relations to be cogni/aal, or even to exi.st, at all. A few honorable ex- 
(•(‘ptions, hnwev(*r, deHerv<; to be nanual among the sensationists. Destutt 
de ^I’racy, Laroniiguiere, (’ardaillac. Brown, and hnally Spencer, have ex¬ 
plicitly contc-iided for feelings of relation, coiisubstantial with our feelings 
or thoughts of the terms ‘ between ’ which they ol)tain. Thus Destutt de 
Tracy says (Elements d’Ideologic, T. ler, ('ha}), iv); “ The faculty of 
judgment is it.self a, sort of s«Misi])ility, for it is th(‘ faculty of feeling the 
relations among our idc'as, and to feel relations is to feel.” Laromiguic^re 
writes (Leyons de 1‘hilosophie, lime Paiiie, oine Lec/on); 

“ There is no one' whose intelligence d(H‘S not embrace simultaneously 
many ideas, more? oi' h'ss distinct, more or less confused. Now, when we 
have many idc'as atonce, a i»eculiar feeling aiises in us: wu* feel, among 
th(!sc ideas, resc-mblances, ditl'erences, relations. Let us call this inode of 
feeling, common to us all, the feeling of relation, or riLition-feeling 
Usetiiinient rnp]K)ii). One sees immediately tliat tin si; relation-feidings, re¬ 

sulting from the ])ro])in<piity of ideas, must be infinitely more numerous 

than the sensation-feelings {.^etttimiUts-senHdtionx) or the feelings we have 

of th(‘ action of our faculties. Tlie sliglitest knowledge of the matlieinat- 
ieal theory of eomhinations will prove this. . . . Idcax of relation origi¬ 
nate in feelings of ndatioLi. They are the elleet of our coin]>ai ing them and 

reasoning about them.” 
Similarly, de Cardaillac (fitudes filenieiitaires de Philosophic, Section I, 

chap. VII): 
“ By a natural conseiiuence, w'e are led to sujipose that at the same time 

thatwm have several sensations or several ideas in the mind, w e feel the rela¬ 
tions wdiieli exist between these sensations, and the relations which exist be¬ 
tween these ideas. ... If tlie feeling of relathms exists in us, ... it is 
necessarily the most varied and the most fertile of all human L elings; 
1° the most varied, because, relations being more numerous than beings, 
the feelings of relation must be in the sanui proportion more numerous 
than the sensations whose presence gives rise to their formation; 2% the 
most fertile, for the relative ideas of which tin* fecling-of-relation is the 
source . . . are more important than absolute ideas, if such exist. ... If 
we interrogate common speech, w'c find the feeling of relation expressed 
there in a thousand different wuiys. If it is easy to seize a relation, we sayt 
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are continuous, so do all tliese consciousnesses melt into 

each other like dissolving views. Properly they are but 

one protracted consciousness, one unbroken stream. 

that it is semible, to distinguish it from one wljich, Ix'C’ause its t(‘rms are 
too remote, cannot l)e as (luiekiy jXTcadvtal. A sensible tlilfeitMiee, or re¬ 
semblance. . . . What is taste in the arts, in intelleetual productions r 
What but the feeling of those relations among tin* parts which constitutes 
their merit ? . . . Did we not feel relations wo should never attain to true 

knowledge, . . . for almost all our knowledge is of relations, ... We 

never liave an isolated sensation ; . . - we are therefore never vvillioiit the 
feeling of relation. . . . An object strik(*s our sens(\s ; wv srv iu it only a 
sensation. . . . The relative is so near the absolute, 1 lu* relalioii-fccling so 
near the sensation-feeling, the? two are so intimately fused in the composi¬ 
tion of the object, that the relation appears to us as ])arl of the scusation 
itself. It is doubtless to this sort of fusion between sfaisstions and feelings 
of relation that the silence of metatdiysieiaiis as to tlie latUr is due; and 

it is for the same reason that they have obstinately ]>ersisted in asking from 
sensation alone those ideas of relation which it was powerless to give.” 

Dr. Thomas Brown writes (Lectures, XLV. /o/’t.): “There is an exten¬ 
sive order of our feelings which involve this notion of relation, and which 
consist indeed in the mere perception of a relation of some sort. . . . 
Whether the relation be of two or of many (!xtcmal objects, or of two or 
many affections of the mind, the feeling of this relation ... is what I term 
a relative suggestion; that i>hrase being the simph'st wliieli it is possible to 
employ, for expressing, without any theory, tlie mere fact c'f theiiseof 
certain feelings of relation, after certain other f(*elings which pref'cde 
them; and therefore, as involving no particular theory, and simply ex- 
pres.sive of an undoubted fact.I’hat tlie feelings of relation are states 
of the mind essentially different from our simple perc(’ption.«. or eoDccj)- 
tions of the objects, . . . that they are not what C'ondillac^ lerjns trans¬ 
formed sensation,h, I proved in a forincu- lecture, when I combated llie ex¬ 
cessive simplification of that ingenious hut not very aeeuralt; philosopher. 
There is an original tendency or siisccptihility of the mind, by wliich, on 
perceiving together different objects, we are instantly, without tlie inter 
ventiou of any other mental process, sensible of their relation in certain 
respects, as truly as there is an original tendency or susce])ti])ility by wdiich, 
when external objects are present and have produced a c(u-tain affection of 
our sensorial organ, we are instantly affected witlj the primary elementary 
feelings of perception; and, I may add, that as our sensations or percep¬ 
tions are of various species, so are there various species of relations;—the 

number of relations, indeed, even of external things, being almost infinite, 
while the number of perceptions is, necessarily, limited by that of the ob¬ 
jects which have the power of producing some affection of our organs of 
sensation. . . . Without that susceptibility of the mind by which it has 
the feeling of relation, our consciousness would be as truly limited to a 
single point, as our body would become, were it possible to fetter it to a 
single atom.” 

Mr, Spencer is even more explicit. His philosophy is crude in that he 
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Fedings of TendeTwy, 

So much for the transitive states. But there are other 

unnamed states or qualities of states that are just as im- 

seems to suppose that it is only in transitive states that outward relations 
are known; whereas in truth space-relations, relations of contrast, etc., are 
felt along with their terms, in sub.stuntive states as well as in transitive 
states, as w^e shall al)un(lant]y see. Nevertheless Mr. Hpencer’s passage is 
so clear that it also deserves to he quoted in full (Principles of Psychology, 
§ 65): 

“ The proximate components of Mind are of two l)roa<lly-contrasted 
kinds—Peelings and the relations hcdw^etui feelings. Among tin* members 
of each group there exist multitudinous unlikenesses, many of which are 
extremely strong; but such unlikenesses are small compared with those 
which distinguish members of the one group from members t)f the other. 

Let us, in the lirst i)lace, consider what are the characters which all Peel¬ 
ings have in common, and what are the charact(TS which all Kelations 
between feelings have in common. 

•'Each feeling, as we here deline it, is any portion of consciousness 
which occupies a place sutliciently large to give it a ])erceivab]e individ¬ 
uality; which has its indi\iduality marked olT from adjacent portions of 
consciousness by qualitative contrasts; and which, when introspeetively 

conteinplait'd, ai)pears to be homogeneous. These are the e.ssentials. 
Obviously if, under introspection, a state of consciousness is decomposable 
into unlike parts that t'xist either simultaneously or successively, it is not 
one feeling but tw'o or more. Obviously if it is indistinguishable from an 

adjacent portion of consciousness, it forms one with that portion—is not 
an individual feeling, but part of one. And obviously if it docs not 
occupy in conscioiLsness an appreciable area, or an appreciable duration, it 
cannot be known as a feeling. 

A K(;latioii between feelings is, on the contrary, characterized by 
ooeiipying no appreciable part of consciousness. Take away the terms it 
unites, and it disaj)pears along with them; having no independent place, 
no individuality of its owui. It is true that, undc^r an ultimate analysis, 
what w'e call a relation proves to be itself a kind of feeling—the momen¬ 
tary feeling accompanying the tmnsition from one conspicuous feeling to 
an adjacent conspiemous feeling. And it is true that, notwithstanding its 
extreme brevity, its qualitative character is appreciable; for relations are 
(as w^e shall hereafter see) distinguishable from one another only by the 
unlikenesses of the feelings which accompany the momentary transitions. 
Each relational feeling may, in fact, be regarded as one of those nervous 
shocks which we suspect to be the units of composition of feelings; and, 
Ibough instantaneous, it is known ns of greater or less strength, and as 
taking place wdth greater or less facility. But the contrast between these 
relational feelings and what we ordinarily call feelings is so strong that 
we must class them apart. Their extreme brevity, their small variety, and 
their dependence on the terms they unite, differentiate them in an unmis¬ 
takable way. 

Perhaps it will be well to recognize more fully the truth that this did 
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portant autl just as cognitive as tliey, and just as inucli 

unrecognized by tlje traditional sensationalist and inbdlect- 

ualist })liilos()pliies of mind. Tlie first fails to find them 

at all, tlie second fiJids their v(Kjni five function, but deijies 

that anything in the way fccUnij has a sliare in bringing 

it about. Examples will inake clear what these inarticu¬ 

late psychoses, due to waxing and waning excitements of 

the brain, are like.* 

Sup[)Ose three successive^ })ersons say to us: ‘ A\'ait! ‘ 

‘Hark!’ ‘Look!* Our consciousness is thi'own into 

tinctieri cniinot. be absolute. Besides admitlinji: that, as an eleiiK'nt of 
conseiousness. a. relation is a inoinentary feelini::, w(‘ must jilso admit that 
just as a relation can have no existence ajmrt from the feelings \vhi(‘h form 
its terms, so a feeling can exist only by relations to other feelings which 
limit it in si)ac*e or time or both. Strictly speaking, neither a feeling Hor 
a relation is an independemt element of consciousness ; there is throughout 
a dependence such that the ai)preeial)le areas of cons(‘iousness o( cuj>i(*d by 
feelings can no more, ]H)ssess individualities apart from the relations \vhi(‘h 
link them, than these relations can ])ossess individualities a]>art from tlie 
feelings they link. The (-ssential distinelion la'tween the Iw’o, tlnm, 
appears to be that wherc'as a relational feeling a poiifon of eonsciousiiess 
inseiiarablc into parts, a feeling, ordinarily .so called, is .a portion of eon- 
seiousiK’Ss that admits iinaginary division into like jiarts which are related 
to one another in stHpienee or eoexistenee. A fetding iproper is <*itluT 
made up of like parts that oee.u}>y tiiiie, or it is made up ol like parts that 
occupy''space, or both. In any ras(‘, a feeling proper Is an aggregate of 
related like parts, while a relational feeling is undeeomposahle. And this 
is exactly the camtrast between the two which must result if, as we hav(> 
infernal, feelings are composcsl of units of feelings, or shocks.” 

* M. Paulhan (Revue Philosopdiiquc, xx. 45.5-0), after spetiking of tlie 
faint mental images of objects and emotions, says: ” We lind other vaguer 
states still, upon which atttmtioii seldom rests, exeejit in persons who by 
nature or profession are addicted to internal observation. It is even difli 
cult to name llicm precisely, for they are litthi knowm and not (dassed ; 
but we may cite as an example of them that ])cculiar imjiression which we 
feel when, .strongly preoccupied by a certain subjiH*!, we nevertheless are 
ongag(‘d wdth, and have our attmition almost eoinplctely ab.sorbed by, mat 
ters quite diseonneeted tberewdlbal. Wi* do not then (‘xactly think of the 
object of our preoccupation; wumIo not represent it in a clear manner; and 

yet our mind is not as it would lx? without this pn*oecupalion. Its object, 
absent from consciousness, i.s nevertlude.ss represented th(M*e by a peculiar 
unmistakable impression, wddrdi often persists long and is a strong feeling, 
although so obscure for our intelligenee.” “A mental .sign of the kind is 
the unfavorable disposition left in our mind tow'ards an individual by pain- 
'pi incidents erewhilc experienced and now' perhaps forgotten. The sign 
emalns, but is not understood; its definite meaning is lost.’" (P. 458.) 
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three quite different attitudes of expectancy, although no 

definite object is before it in any one, of the three cases. 

Leaving out different actual bodily attitudes, and leav¬ 

ing out the reverl)(U‘ating images of the three words, wliich 

are of course diverse, probably no one will deny the exist¬ 

ence of a residual conscious afTection, a sense of the direc¬ 

tion from which an imprt^ssion is about to come, although 

no positive impressicm is yet there. Meanwhile we have 

no names for the })sychoses in question but the names 

hark, look, and wait. 

8uppos(i we try to recvill a forgotten name. Thti state 

of our consciousness is peculiar. There is a gap therein ; 

but no mere ga|). It is a gap that is intensely active. A 

sort of wraith of the name is in it, beck<ming us in a given 

direction, making us at momemts tingle with the sense of 

our closeness, and then letting us sink back without the 

longed-for term. If w rong nann^s are proposed to us, this 

singularly definite gu]) acts imnualiately so as to negate 

them. Th(‘y do not fit into its mould. And the gap of one 

wa)rd does not feel like the gap of another, all empty of 

content as both might scu^m necessarily to be wdien descril)ed 

as gaps. When I vainly try to recall the name of Spalding, 

my consciousness is far I'enioved from what it is when I 

vainly try to recall the name of Bowles. Here some ingen¬ 

ious ])ersons wdll say : “ How^ cmi the two c'onsciousnesses 

])e different wdien the terms wdiich might make them differ¬ 

ent are not there V All that is there, so long as the effort 

to recall is vain, is the bare effort itself. How^ should that 

differ in the two cases? You are making it seem to differ 

by prematurely tilling it out with the different luimes, 

although these, by the hy]>othesis, hav(^ not y(d c.ome. 

Stick to the two efforts as they an^ without naming them 

after facts not yet existent, and you’ll be quite unable to 

designate any point in w Inch tliey differ.*’ Designate, truly 

enough. We can only designate the difference by borrow¬ 

ing the names of obj<H‘ts not yet in the iiiind. Which is to 

say that our [)sychologi(ra.l vocabuhiry is w holly inadequate 

to name the differences that exist, even such strong differ¬ 

ences as these. But namelessness is compatible witli 

existence. There are innumerable consciousnesses of 
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emptiness, no one of which taken in itself has a name, 

bnt all ditlerent from each other. Tlie ordinary way is to 

assume that they are all emptinesses of consciousness, and 

so the same' state. But the feeling of an absence is toto coolo 

other than the absence of a feeling. It is an intense feel¬ 

ing. The rhythm of a lost wor<l may b(^ tln're without a 

sound to clotlie it; or the evaiu'scent st'iise of something 

wliich is the initial vowel or consonant may mock us fit¬ 

fully, without growing more distinct. Evei’y one must 

know the tantalizing effect of the blank rliythm of some 

fV)rgotten verse, restlessly dancing in one’s mind, striving 

to be filled out with words. 

Again, what is tln^ strange difference between an expe¬ 

rience tasted for the first time and the same experience 

recognized as familial’, as having been enjoyed before', 

though we cannot name it or say wlnu’e or wluui ? A tune, 

an odor, a flavor soiindimes carry" this inarticulate feeling 

of their familiarity so deep into our consciousness tliat we 

are fairly" shaken by" its mystcu’ious emotional 2)ower. But 

strong and characteristic as this psychosis is—it })robah»ly 

is due to the subinaximal excitement of wide-spi’cading 

associational brain-tracts—the only nanu', we liave for all 

its shadings is ‘ sense of familiarity.’ 

When w"e read sindi ])hrases as Mniught but,’ ‘either 

one or the other,’ ‘n is />, but,’ ‘although it is, iKiverthe- 

less,’ ‘it is an exeduded middle, there is no terfivvi qnid,' 

and a host of other verbal skeletons of logical relation, is it 

true tliat there is nothing more in our minds than the 

words themselves as they pass? What then is the mean¬ 

ing of the words wdiich we think we understand as we read ? 

What makes that meaning different in one phrase from 

what it is in the other? ‘Who?’ ‘When?’ ‘Where?’ 

Is the difference of felt meaning in these interrogatives 

nothing more than their dilference of sound ? And is it 

not (just like the difference of sound itself) know"n and 

understood in an affection of consciousness correlative to 

it, though BO impal])ab]e to direct examination ? Is not 

the same true of such negatives as ‘ no,’ ‘ never,’ ‘ not 

yet’? 

The truth is that large tracts of human speech are noth* 
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ing but sigm of direction in thought, of which direction we 

nevertheless have an acutely discriminative sense, though 

no definite sensorial image plays any part in it whatsoever. 

Sensorial images are stable psychic facets; we can hold 

them still and look at them «as long as we like. These bare 

images of logical movement, on the contrary, are psychic 

transitions, always on the wing, so to speak, and not to be 

glimpsed except in flight. Their funi^tion is to lead from 

one set of images to another. As they pass, Ave feel both 

the waxing and the waning images in a way altogether 

peculiar and a way (piite diflerent from the way of their 

full j)resenc(\ If we try to hold fast the feeling of direc¬ 

tion, the full presence comes and the feeling of direction is 

lost. The blank verbal scheme of the logical movement 

gives us the fleeting sense of the movement as Ave read it, 

quite as well as does a rational sentence awakening defi¬ 

nite imaginations by its w^ords. 

What is that first instantaneous glim])so of some one’s 

meaning which avc have, w hen in vulgar ])hrase Ave say we 

HAvig ’ it? Surely an altogether specific aiTection of our 

mind. And has the readcn* never asked himself Avliat kind 

of a mental fact is his intention of tidying a thing before he 

lias said it? It is an entircdy definite intention, distinct 

from all other intentions, an absolutely distinct state of 

consciousness, therefore ; and yet Iioav much of it (consists of 

definite sensorial images, either of Avoids or of things? 

Hardly anything! Linger, and the Avords and things come 

into the mind; the antici])atory intention, the divination is 

there no more. But as the words that re])lace it arrive, it 

welcomes them successiA^ely and calls them right if they 

agree with it, it rejects them and calls them w 3’ong if they 

do not. It has therefore a nature of its own of the most 

positive sort, and yet what can Ave say about it Avithoiit 

using words that belong to the later mental facts that 

replace it? The intention to-my-so-and-so is the cujly name 

it can receiA^e. One may admit that a good third of our 

psychic life consists in these rapid premonitory perspective 

views of schemes of thought not yet articulate. How 

comes it about that a man reading something aloud for the 

first time is able immediately to emphasize all his words 
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aright, uuless from the very first lie have a sense of at 

least the form of tlio sentence yet to come, whicli sense is 

fused witli Ids coiisciousm^ss of tlie })i’('.sent word, and modi¬ 

fies its (‘in[)hasis in liis mind so as to make him give it 

the ])roi)er accent as he utters itV Emphasis of this kind 

is almost altogether a matter of grammatical construction. 

If we read * no more ’ we expect ])resently to come upon a 

‘than’; if we read ‘ however’ at the outset of a sentence 

it is a ‘ yet,’a ‘ still,’ or a ‘nevertheless,’ tliat we expect. 

4 noun in a certain position demands a, verb in a certain 

mood and number, in another position it exj)e(*ts a indative 

pronoun. Adjectives call for nouns, verbs for adverbs, 

etc., etc. And this foreboding of the coming grammatical 

scheme combined with each successive uttered word is so 

practicjally accurate that a reader incapable of understanding 

four ideas of the book he is reading aloud, can nevertheless 

read it with the most delicabdy modulated exjiression of 

intelligence. 

Some will interpret these facts by calling them all cases 

in which certain images, by laws of association, awaken 

others so very rapidly that we think afk'rwards we felt the 

very tendencies of the nascent images to arise, before the y were 

actually there. For this school the only possible materials 

of consedousness are images of a perfectly definite natui'e. 

Tendencies exist, but they are facts for the outsnle psychol¬ 

ogist rather than for the subject of the observation. The 

tendency is thus a psychical zero ; only its results are felt. 

Now what I contend for, and accumulate exam])les to 

show, is that ‘ tendencies ’ are not only descriptions from 

without, but that they are among the ohjects of the stream, 

which is thus aware of them from within, and must be 

described as in very large measure constituted oi feelings of 

tendency, often so vague that we are unable to name them 

at all. It is, in short, the re-instatement of the vague to its 

proper place in our mental life Avhich I am so anxious t<.' 

press on the attention. Mr. Gal ton and Prof. Huxley have, 

as we shall see in Chapter XVTII, made one step in advance 

in exploding the ridiculous theory of Hume and Berkeley 

that we can have no images but of perfecdly definite things. 

Another is made in the overthrow of the equally ridiculous 
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notioij that, whilst simple objective qualities are revealed 

to our knowledge in subjective feelings, rcdjitions are not 

But these reforms are not half sweeping and radical enough. 

What must be admitted is that tlie definite images of tra¬ 

ditional psycholog}^ form but the very smallest part of our 

minds as th(^y actually live. Tlie traditional ])syclio]ogy 

talks like one who should sn,y a liver consists of nothing 

but pailsful, s])oonsful, t|uart}>otsful, barrelsful, and other 

mould(?d forms of wahn*. Even W(u*e tlu' pails and the pots 

all actually standing in the streaui, still lietween them the 

free water would continue to llow. It is just this free water 

of consciousiK'SS that iisychologists resrdutely overlook. 

Every definite image in the mind is steeped a,nd dycnl in 

the free water that Hows round it. With it go(^s the s(mse 

of its relations, near and remote, the dying ecdio of whence 

it (!ame to us, the dawning sense of whither it is to h'.ad. 

The significance, the valins of the image is all in this halo 

or penumbra that surrounds and escorts it,—or rather that 

is fused into one with it and has hecome bone of its bone 

and flesh of its flesh ; leaving it, it is triu', an image of the 

same thing it was before, but making it an image of that 

thing newly taken and freshly understood. 

What is that shadowy scheme of the ‘form' of an 

opera, jday, or bo(di, whi(di remains in our mind and on 

wdiich we pass judgment when the actual thing is done ? 

What is our notion of a scientific or philosojihieal system ? 

Great thinkers have vast jiremonitory glim})ses of schemes 

of relation between terms, which hardly ev(‘n as verbal 

images enter the mind, so rapid is the whole ])roc(\ss.* We 

all of us have this permanent consciousness of whither our 

thought is going. It is a feeling like any other, a feeling 

* Mozart describes thus liis manner of composinir: First bits and crumbs 
of the piece come and gradually join together in his mind ; then the soul 
getting warmed to the work, the thing grows more and more, “and I 
spread it out broader and clearer, and at last it gels nlinost tinislied in my 
bead, even whim it is a long pieee, so that I can si'c tbn wdiole of it at a 

single glance in my mind, as if it w'ere a beautiful ])aintingor a handsome 
human being; in which way 1 do not hear it in my imagination at all as 

a succession—the way it must come later—but all at onc(\ as it were. It 
is a rare feast! All the inventing and making goi^s on in me as in a beau¬ 

tiful strong dream. But the best of all is the hearing of it all at oncel* 
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of wliat tliouglits are next to arise, before they have arisen. 

This field of view of (ionsc^oiisness varies very much in 

extent, depending largely on the degree of mental frc^slmess 

or fatigue. VVlien very fresh, our minds carry an immense 

horizon vitli them. The ]>resent image shoots its perspec¬ 

tive far before it, irradiating in advance the regions in which 

lie the thoughts as yet unborn. Under ordinary conditions 

the halo of felt relations is much more circaimsc'ribed. And 

in states of extreme brain-fag the horizon is mirrowed 

almost to the ])assing word,—tln^ associative macdiinery, 

however, providing for the next word turning uj) in orderly 

sequence, until at last the tired thinker is led to some kind 

of a conclusion. At certain moments he may lind hijnself 

doubting whether his thoughts have not coim^ to a full sto]); 

but the vague sense of ii plm ultra makes him even* struggle 

on towards a more definite ex])ression of what it may be ; 

whilst the sh)wness of his utterance shows liow diflicult, 

under such conditions, the lalxn* of thinking must be. 

The awareness that our defuite thought has come to a 

stop is an entirely different thing from the awainmess that 

our thought is deffnitivc^ly conqdcded. The expression of 

the latter state of mind is the falling inffcadJon which be¬ 

tokens that the sentence is ended, and sileiu'e. The ex¬ 

pression of the fornu*r state is ‘Inmiming and hawing,’ or 

else such phrases as V/ eefera.y or 'and so forth.’ But 

notice that every part of tl»e sentence to l)e loft incomj)lete 

feels differently as it passes, by reason of the ]>remonition 

wo have that we shall be unable to end it. The ‘and so 

forth’ casts its shadow back, and is as integral a< ])art of 

the object of the thought as the distinctest of images 
would be. 

Again, when we use a common noun, such as man, in a 

universal sense, as signifying all possible men, we are fully 

aware of this intention on our part, and distinguish it care¬ 

fully from our intention when we mean a certain group of 

men, or a solitary individual before us. In the chapter on 

Conception we shall see how important this diff'erence of 

intention is. It casts its influence over the whole of the 

sentence, both before and after the spot in which the word 
man is used. 
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Notliing is easier than to symbolize all these facts in 

terms of ])raiu-acti()n. Just as the (K*ho of the whence^ tlie 

sense of the starting point of our thought, is ])rol)ably 

due to the dying excitement of proc(‘sses but a moment 

since vividly aroused ; so the sense of the whither, the fore¬ 

taste of tlie t(n*minus, must be duo to the waxing excite¬ 

ment of tracts or processes which, a moment hence, will be 

the corebi'al correlatm^s of some thing which a moment 

hence will be vividly 2)resent to the thought. Represented 

by a curve, the neurosis underlying consciousness must at 

any moment be like this: 

Each point of the horizontal line stands for some* 

brain-tract or pr(»cess. The height of the curve above 

the line stands for the intensity of the process. All the 

processes are prmmt, in the intensities shown by the 

curve. But those before the latter’s apex ive.re more in¬ 

tense a moment ago ; those after it tviU he more intense a 

moment hence. If I recite a, h, c, d, c, /’, f/, at the moment 

of uttering d, neither u., h, c, nor e, /’, (j, are out of my 

consciousness altogether, but both, after their respective 

fashions, ‘ mix their dim lights ’ with the stronger one of 

the d, because their neuroses are both awake in some 

degree. 

There is a common class of mistakes which shows how 

brain-processes begin to be excited before the thoughts 

attached to them are due—due, that is, in substantive and 

vivid form. I mean those mistakes of speech or writing 

by which, in Dr. Carpenter’s words, “ we mispronounce or 

misspell a word, by introducing into it a letter or syllable 

of some other, whose turn is shortly to come ; or, it may be, 

the whole of the anticipated word is substituted for the one 
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which ought to have been expressed/'* In these cases 

one of two things must have happened: cither some loc^al 

accident of nutrition blocks the procc'ss that is due, so that 

other processc's discharge that ought as yet to be but nas- 

cently aroused; or some opposite local accident furthers 
tlie bdicr processes and makes tJiein explode before their 

time. In the eJiapter on Association of Ideas, numerous 

instaiu'es will come before us of the actual effect on con¬ 

sciousness of neuroses not yet maximally aroused. 

It is just like the ‘ overtones' in music. Different in¬ 

struments give the ‘ same note/ but each in a different 

voice, because each gives more than that note, namely, vari¬ 

ous upper harmonics of it which differ fnun one instrument 

to another. They are not separately heard by the ear ; 

they blend with the fundamental note, and suffuse it, and 

alter it; and even so do the waxing and waning brain- 

processes at every moment blend with and suffuse and alter 

the psycdiic effect of the processes which are at their cul¬ 

minating point. 

Let us use the words psychic overione, suffusion, or fringe, 

to designate the influence of a faint Imiin-prot'ess u])on our 

thought, as it makes it aware of relations and objects but 

dimly ])erceived.t 

If we then consider the cognitive function of difl'erent 

^ Mental Physiology, ^236. Dr. Carpenter’s exi)lanation dilTers materi¬ 
ally from that given in the text. 

f Cf also S. Strieker ; Vorlesungen Qber allg. n. exp. Pathologic (1879), 
pp. 402-3,501, 547; Romanes: Origin of Unman Facnlty, p. 82. It is so 
hard to make one’s self clear that 1 may advert to a misunderstanding of 
uiy views by the late Prof. Tbos. Maguire of Dublin (Lectures on Philoso¬ 
phy, 1885). This author considers that by the ‘ fringe’ I mean some sort 
of psychic material by whicli sen.salions in themselves separate are made 
to cohere togetlier, and wittily sa^^s that I ought to “ see that uniting sensa¬ 
tions by their ‘ fringes ’ i:; inon* vague than to construct the universe out 
of oysters by platting their beards” (j). 211). But the fringe, as I use the 
word, means nothing like this ; it is part of the oiveci cognized,—substantive 

qualities and things appearing to the mind in a fringe of relations. Some parts 
—the transitive parts—of our stream of thought cognize the relations rather 
than the things ; but both the transitive and the substantive parts form one 
continuous stream, with no discrete ‘sensationsMn it such as Prof. Ma 
guire suppo'ic'^. and supposes me to suppose, to be thei/» 
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states of mind, we may feel assured that the difference be¬ 

tween tliose that are mere ‘ ac'cpiaiiitanec',’ and those that 

iii'i) ‘ ]vnowledges-f(/j(/a/* (see |>. 221) is reducible almost 

entirely to th(‘, a])S(‘n(a) or pr(\s(iiu*(‘ of psycdiic fringes or 

ov(u tones. Knowh^lge (fboNf a thing is knowledge of its 

relations. Ae(|uaintaiice with it is limitation to the bare 

impression whieli it makes. Of most of its relations we are 

only aware in the })euumbral nascent way of a ‘fringe’ of 

unarti(uilat(nl affinities about it. And, lad'ore passing to the 

next tojhc in order, I must say a little of this sense of 

affinity, as itself one of the most interesting features of the 

subjective stream. 

In all our voluntary thinking there is some topic or 

subject about which all tln^ members of the thought revolve. 

Half the time this topic is a proldem, a gap we cannot 

yet fill with a definite^ picture, word, or })hrase, but whi(*h, in 

tlie manner descrilanl some time bacA, infliiences us in an 

intensely active and d(*terminate psychic*, way. Whatever 

may be the images and ph'.'ases that pass before us, we feel 

tludr relation to this aching ga]). To fill it up is our 

thoughts’ destiny. Some biijig us nearer to that consum¬ 

mation. Some the gap negates as (piite irrelevant. Each 

swims in a felt fi’inge of relations of which the aforesaid 

gap is the term. Or instead of a definite gap we may 

merely carry a mood of interest about with us. Then, 

however vague the mood, it will still act in the same way, 

throwing a mantle of felt affinity over such representa¬ 

tions, entering the mind, as suit it, and tingeing with the 

feeling of tediousness or disetord all those with which it 

has no concern. 

Kelation, then, to our topic or interest is constantly felt 

in the fringe, and particularly the relation of harmony and 

discord, of furtlierance or hindrant;e of the topic. When 

the sense of furtherance is there, we are ‘all right;’ with 

the sense of hindrance we are dissatisfied and perplexed, 

and cast about us for other thoughts. Now any thought 

the quality of whose fringe lets us feel ourselves ‘all right,* 

is an acceptable member of our thinking, whatever kind of 

thought it may otherwise be. Provided we only feel it 

to have a place in the scheme of relations in which the in- 
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terestiBg topic also lies, that is quite sufficient to make of 

it a relevant and appropriate portion of our train of ideas. 

For the important thing about a train of thought is its 

co7ictasion, Tli;it is the meanhig, or, as we say, tlie topic of 

the thought. That is what abides when all its other mem¬ 

bers liave faded from memory. Usually this conclusion is 

a word or phrase or particular image, or ])ractical attitude 

or resolve, whether rising to answer a })roblern or fill a 

pre-existing gap that worried us, or whether accidentally 

stumbled on in revery. In either case it stands out from 

the other segin(ints of the stream by reason of the peculiar 

interest attaching to it. This interest arrests it, makes a 

sort of crisis of it when it comes, induces attention upon it 

and makes us treat it in a substantiv(? way. 

The parts of the stream that }>recede these substantive 

conclusions are but the means of the latter’s attainment. 

And, provided the same comdu.sion l)e readied, the means 

may be as mutable as we like, for the ^ meaning ’ of the streiwn 

of thought will be the same. Wliat dilVeiencc^ does it make 

what the means are? ''Qu'importe le Jtacon^ ponrvu quon 

oit Vivresse?'' The relative unimjiortance of the means 

appears from the fact that when the conclusion is there, we 

have always forg(itten most of the sie])s preceding its attain¬ 

ment. When we liave uttered a proposition, we are rarely 

able a moment afterwards to recall our exact words, though 

we can express it in different words easily enough. The 

practical upshot of a book we read remains with us, though 

we may not recall one of its sentences. 

The onlj^ paradox would seem to lie in sujiposing that 

the fringe of felt affinity and discord c*an be the same in 

two heterogeneous sets of images. Take a train of words 

passing through the mind and leading to a certain conclu¬ 

sion on the one hand, and on the other hand an almost 

wordless set of tactile, visual and other fancies leading to 

the same conclusion. Can the halo, fringe, or scheme in 

which we feel the words to lie be the same as that in which 

we feel the images to lie ? Does not the discrepancy of 
terms involve a discrepancy of felt relations among them ? 

If the terms be taken qua mere sensations, it assur¬ 

edly does. For instance, the words may rhyme with each 
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other,—the visual images can have no such affinity as that. 

But qua thoughts, qua sensations nmlerstood, the words have 

contracted by long association fringes of mutual repugnance 

or affinity with (uich other and witli the conclusion, which 

run exactly parallel with like fringes in the visual, tactile 

and other ideas. The most important ehunent of these 

fringes is, I repeat, the feeling of harmony or discord, 

of a right or wrong direction in the thought. Dr. (ktmp- 

bell has, so far as 1 know, made tin? best analysis of this 

fact, and his Avords, often (piob^l, d(‘S(M*ve to b(i (pioted again. 

The chapter is entitled What is tlie cause tiiat nonsense 

so often escapes being detected, both by tlie writer and by 

the reader?” The author, in ajiswering this question, makes 

{inter alia) the following remarks:* 

“ That connection [he says] or relation which conies ^j;radually tosul> 
sist among theditfcnmt wordh of a language, in the minds of tliose who 
speak it, . . . is merely consiMpamt on this, that those words are 
employed as signs of ('.onmuhed or ndated things. It is an axiom in 
geometry that things (Hjual to the saim' thing are equal to one another. 
It may, in like manner, be admittt‘d as an axiom in psycliology that 
id«‘as associated by the same id(‘a will associate one another. Hence it 
wall happen th.at if, from exjieriencing tlu; conmM'tion of two things, 
there results, as infallibly there will result, an asvsociation iietw^een the 
ideas or notions ann(*X(‘(l to them, as each idea will moreovtT be asso¬ 
ciated by its sign, t lu.'n^ will likewise hr. an association b(‘twe(m the ideas 
of th(^ signs. Hence tli<‘ sounds considered as signs will be conceived to 
have a coniKHiion analogous to that wiiicli subsisteth among tln^ things 
signified; I say, the sounds considered as signs; for this way of consid¬ 
ering them constantly attends us in speaking, wuiling, liearing, and 
reading. Wlien we pur[)os(iy abstract from it, and r(‘gard them merely 
as sounds, we are instantly simsible that they an^ quite unconm'cted, and 
have no other relation than wiiat ariseth from similitude of tone or 
accent. But to eonsid(‘r them in this manner eommonly results from 
previous design, and re(piiresa kind of etlorr w hich is not exerted in the 
ordinary use of sja^eeh. In ordinary nsi; th(‘y tire iX'garded solely as 
signs, or, rather, they are confounded wdth tlu' things they signify; the 
consequence of which is that, in the manner just now explained, we come 
insensibly to conceive a connection among them of a very different sort 
from that of wbich sounds are naturally susiaqitible. 

“Now this conception, habit, or tendency of the mind, call it which 
you phmse, is considerably strengthened by the frequent use of language 
and by tbe structure of it. Language is the sole channel through which 

George Campbell: Philosophy of Rhetoric, book ii. chap. vii. 
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we commimicate our knowloclgo and discoveries to others, and throngli 

which the kiiowiedge and disctnxTies of others are communicated to us. 

By reiterated recourse to this medium, it necessarily happens tliat 

when things are related to each other, the words signifying those* 

things are more commonly brought together in discourse. Hence the 

words and names by themselves, by customary vicinity, (Huitract in tiie 

fancy a relation additional to that which they derive purely from being 

the symbols of related things. Fartlu'r, this tendemey is stnmgthemal 

by the structure of language. All languages wbat(‘V('r, even the juo.^t 

barbai'ous, as far as hath yet appeared, are of a r(‘gular and analogical 

make. The conse(pienee is that similar relations in things will bt^ (*x- 

pressed similarly ; that is, by similar intleetions, (hu'iv at ions, comi)osi- 

tions, arrang(mK'nt of words, or juxtaposition of particles, according to 

the genius or grammatical form of tin* ]^ar^ieular tongm*. Now as, by 

the habitual usi'.of a language (even though it wi'ia* <piite ii’rc'gular), 

the signs would insensi])ly becom(M!onnect(‘d in tin* imagination wiu'r- 

ever the things signified aia* eonneetiul in milure, so, by the n'gnlar 

strnelurcofa languag(‘, this eonn(*etion among tln^ signs is eonet*ived 

as analogous to that which subsisteth among their archetypes.” 

If we know English tind Fnoteh tind begin a sentence bi 

French, all the lahu’ words tluit coiiti* tire Fvettch ; we hardly 

ever drop into English. And this allinity the EiTnudi 

words for each other is not soinethitig merely optnailng me¬ 

chanically as a brain-law, it is sonteihing we feel at the tiiiK*. 

Onr nnderstanding of a French senteiu'e heard ne\or falls 

to so low an ei)b that we are not aware that the words lin¬ 

guistically belong together. Our attention can hardly so 

wander that if an English word be suddenly inirodnccul we 

shall not start at the change. Sxndi a vague sense as this 

of the words belonging together is the very niinimuin of 

fringe that can accom])any them, if ‘thought’ at all. 

Usually the vague perceixtion that all the words wo Inmr 

belong to the same language and to the same s])ecial vocab¬ 

ulary in that language, and that the grammaticaJ se(|uencc 

is familiar, is practically equivalent to an admission that 

what we hear is sense. But if an unusual foreign word 

be introduced, if the grammar trip, or if a term from an 

incongruous vocabulary suddenly a])])ear, such as ‘rat- 

trap ’ or ‘ plumber’s bill ’ in a philosophical discourse, the 

sentence detonates, as it were, we receive a shock frf)m the 

incongruity, and the drowsy assent is gone. The feeling r)f 

rationality in these cases seems rather a negative than a 
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positive tiling, being the mere absence of shock, or sense 

of discord, between the terms of tliought. 

So deli(*ato and incessant is tliis rcaiognition by the 

mind of the mere lltness of words to ]>e mentioned together 

that tiie sliglitost misreading, sucli as ‘ casualty ’ for 

‘causality,’ or ‘ })erpetual ’ foi* ‘ perc(q)tual,’ will be cor- 

nuded by a lisb'uer whose attention is so relaxed that he 

gets no idea of tin' tucduing of tlu‘. siujtence at all. 

Conversely, if words do belong to tlie same vocabulary, 

and if the grammatical structure is correct, sentences witli 

absolutely no meaning may b(5 uttered in good faith and 

})ass unchallenged. l)iscours(‘S at })rayer-me(‘tings, re- 

sliultting the sam<‘. colhudion of cant ])liras(‘s, and the whole 

genus of pennv-a-lint‘-isnis and newspaper-reporter’s 

hourislies give illustrations of this. Tiie birds tilled the 

tree-tops with tlndr morning song, making tlui air moist, 

cool, and ]>leasant,” is a. sent(‘nce 1 lemember reading once 

in a rei)oi’t of some athletic exercises i]) Jerome Park. It 

was probably written unconsciously by the hurried re¬ 

porter, and read uncritically by many rmiders. An entire 

volaim‘ of 784 ])ages lately ])ublislnHl in Boston* is com- 

])osed of stutr like this ])assage j)icked out at J andom : 

“ Tlic flow of tlie ('fferont fluids of all these vessels from their out¬ 

lets at the tt'nninal loop of each culminate link on the surface of the 

nuchau* organism is eontinuous as their res})ec(ive atmos])heric fruitage 

np to tin* altitnclinal limit of their e.xj)ansihility, wlience, wlicn atmos- 

l>here(l by like hut coalescing essences from higlier altitiahvs, —those 

sensibly ex})ress<id as tlie essential (piaiities of external forms,—they 

descend, and beconn? assimilal(Hl by the afl’crents of the nuclear organ¬ 

ism. ”t 

* Snhstanlialism or Philosophy of Knowledge, by ‘ J(‘an Story' (IHTO). 
f M. G. Tarde, quoting (in Dellxeiif, Le Sommeil et les JiCvc.s (1885), p. 

5i2G) some noiiscuise-verses from a dream, says they show how prosodic 
forms may subsist in a mind from which logical rn]<*s arc e.Tl’aeed. . . . 
I was able, in dreaming, to preserve the fat.aiUyof linding I wo words which 
rhymed, to uppreeiate the rhyme, to till np tin; verse as it first presented 
itself with other words which, added, gave the right number of syllables, 
and yet I was ignorant of the sense of tlie words. . . . Thus we have the 
extraordinary fact that the words called each t)tlier up, without calling up 
their sense. . . . Even when awake, it is more difficult to ascend to the 
meaning of a word than to j>ass from one word to another ; or to put it 
otherwise, it is harder to he a thinker than to he a rhetorician, and on the 
whole nothing is commoner than trains of words not understood.” 
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There are every yeaa' works published whose contents 

show them to be by real lunatics. To the reader, the 

book (|Uot(Hl from seems pure nonsense from beginiiiiig to 

end. It is impossible to divine, in sucli a case, just wliat 

sort of feeling of rational relation ladweeu tln^ words may 

have a])peared to the author’s mind. The border line 

between! objective sense and nonsense is hard to draw ; 

tlmt between subjective sense and nonsense, impossible. 

Subjectively, any collocation of wa)rdvS may make sense- 

even the wildest words in a dream—if one only dotis not 

doubt their belonging together. Take the obscurer })as- 

sages in Hegel: it is a fair (piestion wdietlier thti rationaJilv 

iinduded in tlunn be anytliing more than the fact that tlie 

w'ords all belong to a common vocabulary, and are striuig 

together on a scheme of })redication and relation,—imme¬ 

diacy, self-relation, and wdiat not,—wdiich has habitually 

recurred. Yet there seems no reason to doubt that the 

subjective feeling of th(‘ rationality of these sentences was 

strong in the writer as he penned them, or even that some 

readers by straining may have reproduced it in themselves. 

To sum up, certain kinds of verbal associate, c(‘.rtain 

grammatical expectations fulfilled, stand for a good jiart of 

our impression that a sentence has a meaning and is 

dominated by the Unity of one Thought. Nonsense in 

grammatical form sounds half rational; sense wdth gram¬ 

matical sequence upset sounds nonsensical; e.g., Elba the 

Napoleon English faith had banished broken to he Saint 

because Helena at.” Finally, there is about each waml the 

psychic ‘overtone’ of feeling that it brings us nearer to a 

forefelt conclusion. Suffuse all the words of a sentence, 

as they pass, with those three fringes or haloes of relation, 

let the conclusion seem worth arriving at, and all will 

admit the sentence to })e an expression of thoroughly 

continuous, unified, and rational thought.* 

* We think it odd that young children should listen with such rapt 
attention to the reading of stories expressed in words half of which they 
do not understand, and of none of which they ask the meaning. But 
their thinking is in form just what ours is when it is rapid. Both of us 
make flying leaps over large portions of the sentences uttered and we give 
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Each word, in such a sentence, is felt, not only as a 

word, but as having a meaning. The ‘ meaning ’ of a word 

taken thus dynaniically in a senhmee may bo quite differ¬ 

ent from its meaning when taken staiicall)^ or without con¬ 

text. The dynamic meaning is usually reduced to the bare 

fringe we have described, of feJt suitability er unfitness to 

the context and conclush^n. The static meaning, when the 

word is concrete, as ‘table,’ ‘Boston,’ consists of sensory 

images awakened; when it is abstract, as ‘criminal legisla¬ 

tion,’ ‘ fallacy,’ the meaning consists of other words aroused, 

forming the so-called ‘definition.’ 

Hegel’s celebrated dictum that pure l>eing is identical 

with pure nothing results froiu his taking the words stati¬ 

cally, or without the fringe they wear in a context. Taken 

in isolation, they agree in tln^. single ])oint of awakening no 

sensorial images. But taken dynamically, or as significant, 

—as thoughty—their fringes of rehitioji, their alhnities and 

repugnancies, their function and meaning, are felt and 

understood to be absolutely opposed. 

Such considerations as tlu'sc^ reniovci all a])poarance of 

paradox from those cases of extremely deficient visual im¬ 

agery of whose existence Mr. ( l-alton has made us aware (see 

below). An ex(ie])tionally intelligent friend informs me that 

he can frame no image whatever of the ap})earan(*e of his 

breakfast-table. AVhen asked how he then remembers it at 

all, he says he simple ‘knoirs ’ that it seated four people, and 

was covered with a white cloth on which were a butter- 

disli, a coffee-pot, radishes, and so forth. The iiiind-stuff 

of which this ‘ knowing’ is made seems to be verbal images 

exclusively. But if the words ‘ coffee,’ ‘bacon,’ ‘ mu thus,’ 

and‘eggs’ lead a man to speak to his cook, to pay his 

bills, and to take measures for the morrow’s meal exactly as 

visual and gustatory memories would, why are they not, 

attention only to substantive starting points, turning points, and conclu¬ 
sions here and there. All the rest, * substantive ’ and separately intelligible 
as it may potentially be, actually serves onlj^ as so much transitive material. 
It is iniernodal consciousness, giving us the sense of continuity, but having 
no significance apart from its mere gap-filling function. The children 
probably feel no gap when through a lot of \inintelligible words they arc 
swiftly carried to a familiar and intelligible terminus. 
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for all practical intents and purposes, as good a kind oi 

material in which to think? In fact, we may susj)ectthem 

to be for most purposes better than terms with a riclier 

imaginative coloring. The scheme of reJatiouship and tlie 

conclusion being the essential things in thinking, that kind 

of mind-stutr which is liandiest will be the best for tlie 

purpose. Now words, uttered or unex])ressed, are tlie 

handiest mental elements we have. Not only are tlu'y vm-y 

rapidly revivable, but they a,re revivable as a (dual sen¬ 

sations more easily than any other items of our ex¬ 

perience. Did tliey not })ossess some such advantage', as 

this, it would hardly be the' case that tlie older men are and 

the more eflective as thinkers, tlu' mor(‘, as a rul(', tlu'v 

have lost their visualizing power and (h'pend on words. 

This was ascertained by Mr. (lalton to be the case with 

members of the Iloyal Hociety. The present wribn* ob¬ 

serves it in his own ])ei‘son most distinctly. 

On the other hand, a. (hntf and dumb man can wea\e 

his tactile and visual images into a system of thought rjuite 

as efiectivo and rational as that of a word-user. 77/(^ 

question whether thought is possible ivitJumf Jougudye lias 
been a favorite topic of discussion among philosoph<M‘s. 
Some interesting reminis(*ences of his childhood by Mr. 

Ballard, a deaf-mute instructor in the National C-olliga^ at 

Washington, show it to be })erfect]y jiossible. A hnv 

paragraphs may be quested here. 

“In conseqiuaic('of fhe loss of tny hearing in infancy, I was dtv 

barred from enjoying tlie advantages which children in the full po,s- 

session of their senses derive from the exi'rcises of th(‘ common primary 

school, from the every-day talk of their sehool-hdlows and playmate's, 

and from the conversation of their paiamtsand other grown-up iiersons, 

“ I could convey my thoughts and feelings to my parents and 

brothers by natural signs or j)antomime, and I could understand what 

they said to me by the same medium; our intercourse being, however, 

confined to the daily routine of home affairs and hardly going beyond 

the circle of my own observation. . . . 

‘‘My father adopted a course which he thought would, in some 

measure, compensate me for the loss of my lu'aring. It was that of 

taking me with him when business rerpiired him to ride abroad; and 

he took me more frequently than he did my brothers ; giving, as the 

reason for his apparent partiality, that they could acquire information 
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through the ear, while I depended solely upon my eye for acquaintance 

with affairs of the outside world. . . . 

“1 have a vivid nioolleetion of the delight 1 felt in watching the 

diffenuit scenes we passed through, o))serving the various phases of 

nature, both animate and inanimate ; though w(! did not, owing to my 

infirmity, (uigagi! in conversation. It was during those delightful rides, 

some two oi‘ three years before my initiation into llie rudiments of 

wiittmi languages, I hat I began to ask myself the (pu'stion : Hoiv mint 

iftt tvorhi into hvitig f When this question oceurr(‘d lo my nund, 1 set 

myself to t hinking it ovm* a, long time. My euriohity was awakened as 

to what, was tluMirigin of human life in its first a])p(‘arance upon the 

earth, and of vi'gidable life as well, and also the cause of the existence 

of the earth, sun, in(»ou, and stars. 

“ 1 remember at one time wlum my ey(^ fell upon a, very large old 

stump which wo hajipemal to pass in oiu' of our rides, I askc'd myself, 

‘ Is it possibh‘ that tin* first man that ever canui into tlie world rose out 

of that stump? But that stum]) is only a nunnant of a onvo noble mag« 

nifutent tree, and how (uinu‘ that tree ? Why, it came only by ))(‘ginning 

to grow out of the gi'ound just like those little tnais now (‘(>ming up.' 

And 1 dismiss('d frvun my mind, .as an absurd idea, the connection 

betwec'ii tlu^ origin of man and a (U^caying old stum]). . . . 

“ I hav(‘ no r('coll(‘e{ion of what it w.as that first suggested to me the 

qiK'stion as lo tin* origin of things. 1 had Ind'on* this time gained ideas 

of th(^ des(*cnt from ])arent. lo child, of the [iropagation of aidmals, and 

of the product ion of jilants from simhIs. Th(‘ ({Uestion that occurred to 

my mind was: whenei'came tin* first man, the first, animal, and the 

first ])lant, at the remoti'st dista,ne<^ of time, before which there was no 

man, no animal, no plant : since 1 knew they all had a beginning and 

an end. 

“It is im])Ossible to statt' tlie (exact orchu- in which tlicse difl'eiamt 

questions aroste i.e., about imui, animals, })lants, the earth, sun, moon, 

etc. The lower animals did not recauve so mncli thought as was laestowed 

U})on man and the (‘arth ; ])erha]>s b(icaus(^ T put man and beast in the 

same class, since I beli(*ved that man waanld be annihilated and there was 

no resurrection beyond the grave.—though I am told by my mother that, 

in answer to my (]iiestion, in the ease of a de(H‘as(‘d uncle who looked 

to me lik(* a ])(‘rson in sleep, she had tried to make me understand that 

he would .awake in the far future. It was my belief that man and 

beast derived their being from the same source, and were to be laid 

down in the dust in a state of annihilation. (\)nsidering the brute 

animal as of S(^condary imjKwtance, and allied to m.an on a lower level, 

man and tlie earth were the two things on which my mind dwelled 

most. 

“ 1 think 1 was five ye.ars old, when I heg.an to understand the de- 

s(ient from parent to child .and the pro])ngatioTi of animals. 1 was 

iu‘arly eleven years old, when 1 entered the Institution where I w.as ed- 
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ucated ; and I remember distinctly that it was at least two years before 

this time that 1 began to ask myself the quest ion as to the origin of the 

universe. My age was then alxmt eight, not over nine years. 

“Of the form of the (^arth, i had no idea in my childhood, exee}>t 

thjit, from a look at a ma]) of the liemispheres, 1 inferred tlaTe were 

two immense disks of matter lying near each other. 1 also believed the 

sun and moon to be round, flat plates of illuminal ing matter ; and fot 

those luminari(‘s I (uit^u’tained a sort of rev(‘ren('e on account of tlndr 

power of lighting and heating the (‘arth. 1 thought from their (loming 

up and going down, tra\t'lling across the sky in so n^gular a manmu' 

that there must be a cei'tain something liuving power to govern their 

course. I believed the sun went into a hole at the west and came out 

of anotluT at the east, travelling through a great tube in the earth, dte 

seribing the same curve as it semiuKl to describe in the sky. The stars 

seemed to me to be tiny lights studded in tht^ sky. 

“ The source from which the univ(u*se came was th(‘ (piestion about 

which my mind rcvolvevl in a vain struggle to grasp it, or rather to 

fight the way up to attain to a satisfactory answer. WIk'Ii 1 had occupied 

myself with this subject a considerabh' time, 1 p(U*ceived that it was a 

mattt^r much greater than my mind could comprehend ; and 1 remem¬ 

ber well that 1 bt'came so apj)alled a,t its myst<u’y and so bewdderi‘d at 

my inability to grapple with it that I laid the subject aside and out of 

my mind, glad to escape being, as it wer(‘, drawn into a vortex of inex¬ 

tricable confusion. Though 1 felt reli(‘ved at tliis es(tape, yet 1 (!ould not 

resist the desire to know th(‘ truth ; and 1 returned to the subject ; but 

as before, 1 left it, aftm* thinking it ov<u' for some time. In this stab' of 

perplexity, I hoped all the tiim^ to get at the truth, still belit'ving that 

the more I gave thought to the subject, the more my mind would pene¬ 

trate the mystery. Thus T was tossed lik(^ a shuttlecock, returning to 

the subject and recoiling from it, till T came to school. 

“ I remember that my motluT once told me about a being up above, 

pointing her finger towards the sky and with asohnnn look on her eoim- 

tenance. T do not recall the circumstance which h'd to this communica¬ 

tion. When she mentioiK'd the mysterious being up in the sky, 1 was 

eager to take hold of the subject, and plied Iut with (piest ions concern¬ 

ing the form and appearance of this unknown b(*ing, asking if it was 

the sun, moon, or one of tlie stars. T knew she meant that there was a 

living one somewhere up in the sky ; but when 1 ivalized that she could 

not answer my questions, 1 gave it up in diispair, f('eling sorrowful that 

T could not obtain a definite idea of the mysterious living one np in the 

sky. 

‘ ‘ One day, while we were hayingin a field, there was a series of heavy 

thunder-(;lai)s. T asked one of my brothers wheni they came from. He 

pointed to the sky and made a zigzag motion with his finger, signifying 

lightning. T imagined there was a great man somew^herc in the blue 

vault, who made a loud noise with his voice out of it; and each time I 
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heard * a thunder-clap I was frighlcned, and looked up at the sky, fear¬ 

ing he was speaking a threatening word.”t 

Hero we may j)aiise. The read(‘r sees by tliis time that 

it makes little or uo difterence in what sort of mind-stnfl’, in 

what quality of irtiagery, his thinking goes on. The only 

images intrrthsicdUy important are tln^ halting-places, the 

substantive conclusions, provisional or final, of the thought. 

Throughout all the rest of the stream, the feelings of rela¬ 

tion ar("- (everything, and the terms relatml almost naught. 

^Jdn^se feelings of relation, these 2)SY(‘hic overtones, halos, 

suffusions, or fringcis about the hirms, may be the same 

in very diflerent systems of imag(n*y. A diagram may helj) 

to aceentuahi this indifrenuKa^ of the juental means Avhere 

the (Ujd is the sauna ]j(d A be som(^ ex])(n'iene(‘ from 

wliich a numl)t*rof tliinkers start. L(d be the ])ractical 

conclusion jationally inferribhi f)‘om it. Oin^ gets to the 

concJusicm by om* liin^ anotlier by another; one folloAVs a 

(tourse of English, anotlnu' of 

G(U-man, verbal imag<‘ry. 

Witli one, visual imag(‘s pi’t‘.- 

dominatc' ; with another, tan- 

tile. Some trains are tinged 

with (‘motions, others not; 

some are v('rv abridg(‘d, syn¬ 

thetic and ra])id, ()th(‘i*s, hesi- Fm 2S. 

fating and broken into many steps. But when the penul¬ 

timate terms of all the trains, hoAvever differing infer se, 

finally shoot into the same conclusion, we say and rightly 

say, that all the thinkers have had substantially the same 

tliought. It Avould ])robably astound each of them beyond 

* Not Htemlly heard, of (course. Deaf mutes are quick to perceive 
shocks aud jars tluit can be felt, even wdien so slight as to be unnoticed by 
those who can hear. 

f Quoted by Samuel Porter : *Is Thought possible Avithout Language?’ 
in Princeton Review, 57tli year, pp. 108-12 (Jan. 1881 ?). Of. also W. W. 
Ireland : The Blot upon the Brain (i886), Paper X. part ii; G. J. Romanes : 
Mental Evolution in Man, pp. 81-88, and references tli(.^rein made. Prof. 
Max Muller gives a very complete history of this controversy in pp. 30-04 of 
his ‘ Science of Thought ’ (1887). His own view is that Thought and Speech 
are inseparable ; but under speech lie includes any conceivable sort of sym¬ 
bolism or even mental imagery, and he makes no allowance for the word¬ 
less summary glimpses which Ave have of systems of relation and direction. 
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measure to be lot ito his neighbor’s mind and to find now 

difTeront the sc(ui(‘ y IIh'H' was from that in liis own. 

Tliought is ill fact a kind of Algebra, as Hc'rkelcy long ago 

said, whieh, though a particular quantity bo marked by 

oa(‘h l(dte)', ytd. to jiroet'od riglit, it is not i*(‘(|uisite that in 

{‘V('ry ste[> ('aeh l(dt(U- suggest to your tlunights that par¬ 

ticular quantity it was appointed to stand for.” Mr. Ijowes 

has developed this algi^bra-analogy so well that 1 must 

quote his words : 

‘‘ Tlie leading chanietoristie of alg<‘.bra is that of ojxiratioii on rf’la- 

tions. This also is leading (diaracaeristie of Tiiouglit. Algebra can¬ 

not exist willioiit valiu's, nor'riioiiglit vvillioia Feelings. The o))eratioius 

are siMiiany blank forms till tht‘valiU's are assigmsl. Words are va¬ 

cant sounds, id(^as are l)lank forms, unless tiny symbolize images and 

sensationswbi('h are their values. Neserlhehvss il is rigorously true, 

and of the greatesr importamas that analysts carry on very (‘xtensive 

ojH‘rations with blank I'orms, iu‘ver pausing to supply the symbols with 

values until th(‘ calenlalion is coniph'ted; amt ordinary imm, no less 

than philosoph(‘rs, carry on long trains of thought without })aiisiug to 

translate their idi'as (words) into iinag<‘s. . . , Su})]>()s(* some omM'roin 

a distaiUH* shouts ‘a lion!’ At oiiee th(‘ man smarts in alarm, . . . 

To the nuiii tlie word is not. only an . . , expression of all that ln' has 

seen and heard of lions, capable of reealling various experituKH's, but is 

also capable of taking its place in a eomieeted series of thouglits without 

recalling any of those cx[>erieii(;es, without reviving an image, however 

faint, of the lion—simply as a sign of a certain relation Ineludcd in the 

comj)lex so named. Lik(^ an a1gebrai(*. symbol it may ])e op(;raT(xi on 

without conveying other signifh^anec than an abstract n'lation : it is a 

sign of Ikuigcr, rehit(xl to fear with all its motor sc(picnces. Its logical 

position sutlices. . . . Ideas a,re which nxpiin^ as(*eondary 

process when wTiat is symbolized by them is translated into tIu^ imagers 

and experiences it replaces; and tliis sec'ondary process is fnHjuently not 

performed at a,ll, generally only performed to a very small ext(mt. Let 

anyone clexsedy examine what has ])asse'el in liis minel wliem he; has eem- 

structed a chain of reasoning, atul he‘ will be surprise'd at the fewimss 

ariei faintness of the; itnages vvliich Iiave aece>mpanied the ielt;as. Sup¬ 

pose you inform me that ‘the hle)()d riisheel vie)lently fre)m the man’s 

lioart, epiiekening his pulse at the sight of his cmmiy.’ Of the many la¬ 

tent images in this phrase, how many were salient, in yemr mind anel in 

mine? Pre:)bably two—the man and his enemy—and the;se image's were 

faint. Images of blood, heart, violent rushing, pulse, epiiekening, and 

sight, were either not revived at all, or were; jiassing shadows. Had 

any such images arisen, they woiilel have hampereel thought, retarding 

the logical process of judgment by irrelevant ceiiinections. The symbeds 

had substituteel relatio)is for these mZwcvv. . . . There are no images of 
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two things and throe tilings, when I say ‘ two and throe equal five;’ 

there are simply familiar symbols having pn;eis<i relations. . . . The 

verbal symliol ‘ hors(^,’ whi(;h stands for all our expericnices of horses, 

servers all the purpose's of Thought, without rcjoalling one of the images 

elu.stered in tlni j)eree])tion of horses, just as tla; sight of a, horse’s form 

serves all the [uirposes of nrofjnitioii without reealling the sound of its 

neighing or its tramp, its qualities as an animal of draught, and so 
forth. 

It iiecul only Ixi added tliat as tlio Alg(d>rist, though the 

soijinnic.e of his terms is hxtul }>y their relations ratln.‘r tlian 

by their sevt'ral values, must giveaianil valiu'. to tinyone 

Ijo reaelu's ; so the think(U‘ in words must let his eoncdiid- 

iug w'ord or phrase be translabul into its full sensibh‘-itna.ge» 

A'abie, under [uuialty of tin* thought being left unnnilizcHl 

and ])ale. 

This is all I liave to say a]K)ut tlu‘ sensible (continuity 

and unity of our thought as contrasbul with tiie apjtarent 

dis(cr(',teness of the words, images, aud other menus by 

whi(di it seems to be (uMried on. ]h‘tween all their sub¬ 

stantive elennuits there is ‘ transitive ’ eons(*ionsness, and 

the words and ininges ai’o ‘ fring(‘d,’ njul not as discrete as 

to a (*ar(dess vii'w they si^ein. lj(‘t ns advanee now to the 

next hea,d in our description of Thouglit's stream. 

4. Hum (in thought apjx’oru to de(d tnilh ohjeefs hidejwvdent 

of if urif; that is, it is cogn'diiH^ or possesses the fuvetion. of 

hiotriinj. 

Fo]* Absolute Idealism, the infinite Thought and its ob¬ 

jects are one. The Objects are, through lacing thought; 

the eternal Mind is, tlirough thiiiking them. AVere a 

human thouglit alone in tlie world there would be no 

reftson IVu* any other assum])tion regarding it, AV hatever 

it miglit have before it would be its vision, would be there, 

in its ' there,’ (^r then, in its ‘ then ’ ; and the (picstion would 

never arise whether an extra-mental duplicate of it existed or 

not. Th(' nnison why we all believe that the objects of our 

tlioughts liavo a dup)licat(c existent^' ontsich^, is that there 

are many Iniman thoughts, eacli witli the same objeccts, as 

* Problems of Life aud Mind, 8d Series, Problem tv, chapter 5. Corn- 

pare also Victor Kgger : La Parole Interieure (Paris, 1881), chayv vt. 
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we cannot help supj^osing. Tln^ judgment that my thought 

has thr. same object as lils thought is what makes the 

psychologist call my thought cognitive of an outcu* reality. 

The judgment that my own past tliouglit and my own pres¬ 

ent thought are of tln^ same object is what makes me take 

tin', object out of either and project it by a sort of triangu¬ 

lation into an inde])endent j^^^^^ition, froii] which it may 

appear to both. Sameness in a multiplicity of objective 

appearama's is thus the basis of ouj* belief in realities 

outside of thought.* In Chapbu* XII w(^ shall have to take 

up the judgment of samem^ss again. 

To show that the <|uestion of reality being extra-mental 

or not is ]iot likely to arise in the absence^ of ]'e])eated ex¬ 

periences of the stnne, take the example' of an altogether 

unprecedented ex})erience, such as a ik'w taste in the throat. 

Is it a subjective quality of fending, or an objeelive quality 

felt? You do not eveuj ask the (piestif)n at this point. It 

is simply that taste. But if a elocteu* hears )’ou describe it, 

anel says : ‘‘ Ha ! Now you know what hearihurn is,” tlieu 

it becomes a epiality alremely existent extra mentem tvam^ 

which you in turn have coiije upon and learned. The tirst 

spaces, times, things, eiualitie^.s, experieneaul by tlie child 

probably appenir, like' the tirst lieartburn, in this absolute 

w^ay, as simple heimjs^ neither in nor out eh thought. But 

later, by having other thoughts than this 2)resemt one, and 

making rej)eateHl judgments of sameness amoTig their ob¬ 

jects, he corrobe>i‘ates in himself tlu', notion of realities, 

past and elistant as well as pre'seuit, wliiedi realities no one 

singles tliought either posse'sse's or engeiiders, but which all 

may contemplate anel knoAV. This, as a\ as stated in tlie last 

chapter, is the psychological ]>oint of vienv, the relatively 

uncritical nem-idenilistic point of view of all natural science, 

beyond wliicli this book cannot go. A mind wliich has 

become conscious of its owm cognitive function, plays what 

we have called ‘ the psychologist ’ upon itself. It not only 

knows the things that appear before it; it knows that it 

*If btit one person sees an apparition we consider it his private halluci* 

nation. If more than one, we begin to think it may be a real external 
presence. 
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fenows them. This stage of reflective condition is, more oi 

less explicitly, onr habitual adult state of mind. 

It cannot, however, be regarded as primitive. The con¬ 

sciousness of obje(ds must come first. We seem to lapse 

into this primordial condition when consciousness is re¬ 

duced to a minimum by the inhalation of anaesthetics or 

during a faint. Manj^ persons testify that at a certain stage 

of the amesthetic*. process objects are still cognized whilst 

the thought of self is lost. Professor Herzen says:* 

‘‘ During the synco})^ there is ai)solute psychic annihilation, the ab¬ 

sence of all conseiousiK'Ss ; then at the }>eginning()f coining to, one ha» 

at a certain moment a vague, limithiss, intinite feeling—a sense of exists 

ew‘e in general without tlie least trace of distinction between the me and 

the not-me.” 

Dr. Shoemaker of Pliiladeljihia describes during the 

deepest conscious stage of ether-intoxication a vision of 

“ two endless parallel lines in swift longitudinal motion . . . on a uni¬ 

form misty background . . . togt'ther with a constant sound or whirr, 

not haul but distinct . . . whicli seemed to be connected with the paral¬ 

lel lines. . . . These plienomena ()(*cupied the whole held. There were 

present no dreams or visions in any way connected with human affairs, 

no ideas or im[)ressions akin to any tiling in past exjierienee, no emo¬ 

tions, of course no idiui of pirrsonality. There was no coneeption as to 

what being it was that was regarding tlie two lines, or that there existed 

any such thing as such a being; the lines and waves were all.” f 

Similarly a frioiul of Mr. Herbert Spencer, quoted by 

him in ‘Mind ’ (vol ni. p. 55G), speaks of “ an undisturbed 

empty quiet everywhere except that a stupid presence lay 

like a heavy intrusion somewhere—a blotch on the calm.” 

This sense of objectivity and lapse of subjectivity, even 

when the object is almost indefinable, is, it seems to me, a 

somewhat familiar phase in chloroformization, though in 

my own case it is too deep a phase for any articulate after¬ 

memory to remain. I only know that as it vanishes I 
seem to wake to a sense of my own existence as something 

additional to what had previously been there.:|: 

* Revue Philosophiqiie, vol, xxi. p. 671. 
f Quoted from the Therapeutic Gazette, by the N. Y. Semi-weekly 

Evening Post for Kov. 3, 1886. 
fin half-stunned states self-consciousness may lapse. A friend writes 

me : “We were driving back from-in a wagonette. The door flew 
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Mixiiy philosophers, however, hold that the reilo(‘tive 

consciousness of the self is essential to the cf)gnitive fuiu*- 

tion of tliouglit. They liold that a thought, in order to know 

a thing at all, must exj)ressl3' distinguisli hetvveen tlui thing 

and its own self.* This is a })erfectly Avanton assuin])tiou, 

and not tlie faintest shadow of reason exists for supposing 

it true. As well might 1 contend that I cannot dream 

without dreaming that I dream, swear without swearing 

that I SAvear, deny without den3ing that I deny, as main¬ 

tain that I cannot knoAv AAuthout knowing that I know. I 

may have either accjuaintaiu'e-Avith, or knoAvledge-about, 

an object O Avithout think about myself at all. It suflic(\s 

for this that I tliink O, and that it exist. If, in tuldition 

to thinking (), I also think that I exist and that I knoAV O, 

well and good ; I then knoAv one more thing, a fact about (), 

of Avhicli I previously Avas unmindful. That, hoAvever, does 

not prevent mo from having already known O a good dead. 

O per se, or O plus P, are as good objects of knowledge as 

O plus 'me is. The pliilosoplnuxs in ipiestion simply substi¬ 

tute one particular object for all others, and call it the ob¬ 

ject par excellence. It is a case of the ‘psyudiologist’s fal¬ 

lacy ’ (see p. 197). Theij knoAv the object to bo o]je thing 

open and X., alias ‘ Baldy,’ fell out on tlie road. We pulled up at once, 
and then he said, ‘ Did anybody fall out ?’ or ‘ Who fell out?'—1 don’t 
exactly remember the words. When told that Baldy fell out, he said, ‘Did 
Baldy fall out ? Poor Baldy! ’ ” 

* Kant originated this view. 1 subjoin a few English stateinenls of it, 
J. Ferrier, Institutes of Metajdiysie, Pro])osition i: “ Along with Avhat- 
ever any intelligence knows it must, as tin; ground or condition of its 
knowledge, have some knowh.alge of itself," Sir Win. Hamilton, Discus- 
sions, p. 47: “ We know, and wt* know that avc know,—these propositions, 
logically distinct, are really identical; each implies the other. . . . So true 
is the scholastic brocard ; non seiiUinm nm ,sejitlamvfi non sentlre.'* 11. L. 
Mansel, Metai)hysics, p. 58: “ Whatever \^ariely of materials may exist 

within reach of my mind, I can become conscious of them only b}^ recog¬ 
nizing them as mine. . . . Relation to the conscious self is thus the perma- 
netjt and universal feature which every state of consciousness as such must 
exhibit." T. H. Green, Introduction to Hume, p. 12: “A consciousness 
by the man ... of himself, in negative relation to the thing that is his 
object, and this consciousness must be taken to go along with the percep¬ 
tive act itself. Not less than this indeed can he involved in any act that is 
to be the beginning of knowledge at all. It is the minimum of po.ssible 
thought or intelligence." 
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and the thought another; and they forthwith foist their 

own knowledge into tliat of the thonglit of which they pre¬ 

tend to give a true acc-ount. To conclude, then, thought vtay, 

but need not, in hioivmg, diseriuiinote between its object and 

itself. 

We have been using the word Object. Something must 

now be said about the proper use of the term Object in Psy¬ 

chology. 

In popular parlance the word object is conirnonh^ taken 

without reference to the act of knowledge, and treated as 

synonymous with individual subject of exisbnice. Thus 

if anyone ask what is the mind’s object when you say 

‘Columbus discovered America in 1492,’ most peoj)le will 

reply ‘ Columbus,’ or ‘ America,’ or, at most, ‘ the discovery 

of America.’ They will name a substantive kernel or nu¬ 

cleus of the consciousness, and say the thought is ‘about’ 

that,—as indeed it is,—and they will call that your thought’s 

‘ object.’ lieally that is usually only the grammatical 

object, or more likely the grammati('al subject, of your sen¬ 

tence. It is at most your * fractional object; ’ or you may call 

it the ‘ tojjjic ’ of your thought, or the ‘ subject of your dis¬ 

course.’ But the Object of your thought is really its entire 

content or deliverance, neither more ]ior less. It is a vicious 

use of speech to take out a substantive kernel from its con¬ 

tent and call that its object; and it is an equally vicious use 

of speech to add a substantive kernel not articulately in¬ 

cluded in its content, and to call that its object. Yet either 

one of these two sins we commit, whenever we content our¬ 

selves with saying that a given thought is sinq)ly ‘ about ’ a 

certain topic, or that that topic is its ‘object.’ The object of 

my thought in the previous sentence, for (example, is strictly 

speaking neither Columbus, nor America, nor its discovery. 

It is nothing short of the entire sentence, ‘ Columbiis-dis- 

covered-America-in-1492.’ And if w e wish to speak of it 

substantively, we must make a substantive of it by writing 

it out thus with hyphens betw^een all its words. Nothing 

but this can possibly name its delicate idios3m(*rasy. And 

if we wish to fed that idiosyncrasy w’^e must reproduce the 

thought as it was uttered, with every w^ord fringed and the 
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whole sentence bathed in that original halo of obscure rela¬ 

tions, which, like an horizon, then spread about its meaning. 

Our ])sychologiea] duty is to cling as closely as j)ossible 

to the actual constitution of the thought we are studying. 

We may err as much by excc^ss as by defe(*t. If the kernel 

or Hopic,’ Columbus, is in one way less than the thought’s 

object, so in another way it may be mor(\ That is, when 

named by the psychologist, it may mean much more than 

actually is present to the thought of which he is reporter. 

Thus, for example, suppose you should go on to think : 

' He was a daring gcuiius! ’ An ordinary })sychologist would 

not hesitate to say that the object of your thought was still 

‘Columbus.’ True, your thought is about Columbus. It 

‘terminates’ in Columbus, leads from and to the direct 

idea of Columbus. But for the moment it is not fully and 

immediately Columbus, it is only ‘ he,’ or rather ‘ he-was- 

a-daring-geniuswhich, though it may be an unimportant 

difi’erence for conversational })urposes, is, for introspective 

psychology, as great a dilleience as there caji be. 

The object of every thought, then, is neither more nor 

less than all that the thought thinks, exactly as the thought 

thinks it, however com})licated tljc matter, and however 

symbolic the manner of the thinking may be. It is need¬ 

less to say that memory can seldom ac;curately reproduce 

such an objecd, when once it has passed fi’om before the 

mind. It either makes too little or too much of it. Its 

best plan is to repeat the verbal sentence, if there was 

one, in which the object was expressed. But for inarticu¬ 

late thoughts there is not even this rc^source, and intro¬ 

spection must confess that the task exceeds her powers. 

The mass of (uir thinking vanishes for ever, beyond hope 

of recovery, and psychology only gathers up a few of the 

crumbs that fall from the feast. 

The next point to make clear is that, lioioever complex the 

object may he, the thought of it is one undivided state of con- 

sciousness. As Thomas Brown says : * 

“ I have already spoken too often to require again to caution you 

against the mistake into which, I confess, that the terms which the 

* Lectures on the Philosophy of the Human Mind, Lecture 46, 
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poverty of our language obliges us to use might of themselves very 

naturally lead you ; lh(^ mistake of supposing that the most complex 

states of mind are Tiot truly, in their very ess(Uiee, as much one and 

indivisible as those which we term siinpk^—the complexity and seem¬ 

ing coexistence which they involve being relative to our feeling* only, 

not to tlieir own absolute nature. 1 trust I need not repeat to you 

that, in itself, every noti(Ui, however s(;ejningly conijdex, is, and must 

be, truly simple—being oin^ state or aiTtudion, of one simple substance, 

mind. Our eoncej)ti()n of a whole army, for exain[)le, is as truly this 

one mind existing in this one state, as our conception of any of the 

individuals that compose an army. Our notion of the abstract num¬ 

bers, eight, four, tw’o, is as truly one feeling of the mind as our notion 

of simide unity.” 

The ordinary assocdationist-psychology supposes, in 

contrast with this, tltat whenever an o])ject of thought con¬ 

tains many elements, the thought itself must he made up 

of just as many id(‘as, one idea for each element, and all 

fused together in a])pearanc(^, but really st^parate.f The 

encunies of this psychology find (as we Inivc; already seen) 

little trouble in showing that such a bundle of separate 

ideas woiild never form on(^ thought at all, and they con¬ 

tend that an Ego must be added to the bundle to give it 

unity, and bring the various ideas into relation with each 

other. J We will not discuss the ego just yet, but it is ob¬ 

vious that if things are to be thought in relation, they must 

be thought together, and in one somefJn'ng, be that something 

ego, })sychosis, state of consciousness, or whatever you 

please. If not thought with each otlnu*, things are not 

thought in relation at all. Now most believers in the ego 

make tlie sann^ mistake as tlje associationists and sensa- 

tionists wliom they (.)pp()se. Both agree that the elements 

of the subjective stream are discrete and se])arate and con¬ 

stitute what Kant calls a ‘ manifold/ But while the asso- 

* lustead of saying to our feeling only, he should have said, lo the object 

only. 
f “There can be no dilhculty in admitting that association does form 

the ideas of an indefinite number of individuals into one complex idea; 
because it is an acknowledged fact. Have we not the idea of an army? 
And is not that precisely the ideas of an indefinite number of men formed 
into one idea?” (Jas. MilV.s Analysis of the Human Mind (J. S. Mill’s 
Edition), vol. i. p. 264.) 

X For their arguments, see above, pp. 
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eiationists tliink that a ‘manifold ’ can form a single knowl¬ 

edge, the egoists deny this, and say that the knowledge 

comes only wlien the manifold is subjected to the synthe- 

tizing activity of an ego. Both make an identical initial 

hypothesis; but the egoist, tinding it won’t express the 

fa(*ts, adds anotlier liypothesis to correct it. Now 1 (lo not 

wish just yet to ‘ commit myself’ a])out the existence or non¬ 

existence of the (^go, but I do contend tliat we need not 

invoke it for this })articular rt^ason—namely, be(*.ause the 

manifold of ideas has to be reduced to unity. There is no 

nionifold of coexisting ideas ; the notion of such a thing is 

a chimera-. Whatever things are thoi/ghf in rehdion are 

thought from the oidset in a unity^ in a single pulse cf subjec¬ 

tivity^ a> single psychosis, feeling^ or state of mind. 

The reason wliy this fact is so strangel}^ garbled in the 

books seems to be what on an ea-rliei* page (see p. 19f) fl'.) I 

called the psy(‘hologist’s fallac'y. We have the invetei’ati' 

habit, whenever we try introsj)ectively to describe one of 

our thoughts, of dro])])ing the thought as it is in itself and 

talking of something else. We describe the things that 

appear to tlu^ thought, and we describe other thoughts 

about those things—as if these and the original thought 

were the same. If, for exann)le, the thought be ‘ tlie pack 

of cards is on the table,’ we say, “ Well, isn’t it a thought of 

the pack of cards? Isn’t it of the cards as includ('d in the 

pack? Isn’t it of the table? And of the legs of the table 

as well ? The table has legs -how (^an you think the table 

without virtually thinking its legs? Hasn’t our thought 

then, all these ]_)a7’ts—one })art for the pack and another for 

the table ? And within the {)a(‘k->part a part foj* each card, 

as within the table-part a part for each leg ? And isn’t 

ea(;h of these parts an idea ? And can our thought, then, 

be anythiiig ljut an assemblage or pack of ideas, each 

answering to some element of what it knows?” 

Now not one of these assumptions is true. The thought 

taken as an example is, in the first place, not of ‘a pack of 

cards.’ It is of ‘ the-pack-of-cards-is-on-the-table,’an en¬ 

tirely different subjective phenomenon, whose Object implies 

the pack, and every one of the cards in it, but whose conscious 

l^onstitution bears very little resemblance to that of the 
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tlioiiglit of tlie pa(^]\ per se. What a tlioiiglit iv, aud wliat it 

may be developed into, o?- explained to sta.iid for, and be 

equivalent to, are two things, not oik'.* 

An analysis of wliat pa,sses tlirou^li tlie mind as we utter 

the phrase the pack of cartJs is on the tat>Je will, I hope, make 

this cdear, and may at the same time condense into a con¬ 

crete example a. good deal of what has gone bcd’ore. 

It takes time to utter tli(‘ piii'ast^ Let the horizontal 

line in .Fig. 29 rejueisent lime. Every part of it will then 

stand for a fraction, every point for an instant, of the time. 

Of course the thought has Ume-parts. The ]airt 2-3 of it, 

though ('.ontinuous witli 1- 2, is yet a dillerent part from 1-2. 

Now I say of these time-parts that we cannot take any one 

of them so short tinit it will not after some fashion or other 

be a thought of the whole object ‘the pack of cards is on 

the tablin’ They melt into each other like dissolving views, 

and no two of them feel the object just alike, but each feels 

the total object in a unitary undivided way. This is what 

I mean liy denying that in the thought any parts can be 

found corresponding to the object’s parts. Time-parts are 

not such parts. 

* I know Uicrearo readers whom nothing can convince that the Ihoiiglit 
of a complex object has not as many parts as are discnininntcd in the ob¬ 
ject itself. Well, then, h't the word x>arls pass. Only observe that these 
parts are not the separate ' ideas ’ of traditional psychology. Ko one of 
them can live out of that particular thought, any more than my head can 
live oU of my particular shoulders. In a sense a soap-bubble has parts; it is 
a sum of juxtaposed si>hcrical triangles. But these triangles are not sepa¬ 
rate realities; neither arc the ‘parts’ of the thought separate realities. 
Touch the bubble and the triangles are no more. Dismiss the thought 
and out go its parts. You can no more make a new thought out of ‘ ideas ’ 
that have once served than you can make a new bubble out of old triangles. 
Kach bubble, each thought, is a fresh organic unity, suigejieria. 
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Now let tlie vertical dimensions of the figure stand for 

the objects or contents of the thoughts. A line vertical to 

aii}^ point of tlie horizontal, as 1-1', will then symbolize the 

object in the mind at the instant 1; a space above the. hori¬ 

zontal, as 1~1'“2'-12, Avill symbolize all that passes through 

the mind during the time 1-2 whose line it covers. The 

entk-e diagram from 0 to 0' represents a finite length of 

thought’s stream. 

Can we now define the psycliic (‘onstitution of each ver¬ 

tical section of this segment? AVe can, though in a very 

rough way. Imimuliately after 0, e\’(ui before we ha.ve 

opened our mouths to s})eak, the entire thought is j)resent to 

our mind in the form of an intention to utter that sentence. 

This intention, though it has no sim])le name, and though 

it is a transitive state immediately dis])bic(ul by the first 

word, is yet a ])erfectly d(iterminate ])hase of thought, 

unlike anything (dse (s('e p. 25d). Again, immediately 

before O', afhu' tlie last word of the sentence is sjioken, all 

will admit that we again think its entire conhuit as we 

inwai'dly Realize its completed deliver in(‘(\ All vertical 

sections made through any other j)arts of the diagram will 

be respectively tilled with other ways of hading tlie sen¬ 

tence’s meaning. Through 2, for example, the <'ards will 

1)0 the part of the object most emphatically present to the 

mind ; through 4, the table. The stream is made higher in 

the drawing at its end than at its beginning, because the 

final waiy of feeling tln^ conteiit is fuller and richer than the 

initial way. As Joubert says, '‘we onl}^ know just wdiat w’-e 

meant to say, after we have said it.” And as M. V. Egger 

remarks, “ before speaking, one barely knows what one in¬ 

tends to say, but afterwards one is filled with admiration 

and surjirise at having said and thought it so well.” 

This latter author seems to me to have kept at much 

closer (piarters with the facts than any other analyst of con¬ 

sciousness.* But even he does not (piite hit the mark, for, 

as I understand him, he thinks that each word as it occu¬ 

pies the mind displaces the rest of the thought’s content. 

He distinguishes the ‘idea’ (wdiat I liave called the total 

* In his work, La Parole Interieure (Paris, 1881), especially chapters 
VI and vu. 
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object or meaning) from the consciousness of the words, 

calling the fornuir a very hioble state, and contrasting it 

with the liveliness of the words, even when tliese are only 

silently rehearstMl. “TJie feeling,” he says, ‘‘of the words 

makes t(ui or twenty times more noise in our consciousness 

than tlni sensii of tlie plirase, wJjicli for ('onsciousness is a 

very sliglit mathu’.” And having distijiguished those two 

things, he g()(*s on to sej)arate them in tinn‘, saying that the 

idea may eitlun* ])rec(ule or follow the words, but that it is 

a‘pure illusioii ’ to suppose them simultaneous.t Now I 

believ(^ that in all cases where the words are understood, the 

total idea may be and usually is pj*(\sent not only before 

and after the phrase has been spoken, but also whilst each 

separate wa)rd is uttered.:}: It is the overtone, halo, or fringe 

of the (fs S'polcen in ihot sentence. It is never absent; 

no W'ord in an understood sentence comes to consciousness 

as a mere noise. AVe fe(‘] its moaning as it passes; and 

although our object differs from one monuuit to another as 

to its verbal kerind or nucleus, yet it is siuiihrr throughout 

the (intire Sf^gment of tlni st]*eam. The same object is 

knowni everywhei’e, now from thb j>oint of view, if may 

so call it, of this word, now from the ])oi]it of vie^v of that. 

And in our feeling of each waml there chimes an echo or 

foretaste of every other. The consciousness of the ‘ Idea ’ 

* Page aOl" ’ 
f Page 218. To prove this point, M. Egger appeals to the fact that we 

oft(3n hear some on(* s})eak whilst our mind is preoccupied, hut do not under¬ 
stand him until some moments afterwards, when we suddenly ‘ realize ’ 
what he meant. Also to our digging out the meaning of a sentence in an 
unfamiliar tongue, where the words are present to us long before the idea 
is taken in. In these s})eeial cases the word does indeed precede the idea. 
The idea, on the contrary, ])recedes the word whenever we try to (‘xpress 
ourselves witli elfort, as in a foreign tongue, or in an unusual held of intel¬ 
lectual invention. Both sets of cases, however, are exceptional, and M. 
Egger would pi’obahly himself admit, on rellection, tJiat in the former class 
there is soine sort of a verbal sulfusion, howevc^r evanescent, of the idea, 
when it is gras])ed—we hear the echo of the words as we catch their mean¬ 
ing. And he would probabiy admit that in the second class of ca.ses the 
id(;a persists after the words that came with so much elfort are found. In 
normal eases the simultaneity, as he admits, is obviously there. 

t A good way to get the w^ords and the sense separately is to inwardly 
articulate word for w^ord the discourse of another. One then lliids that 
the meaning will often come to the mind in pulses, after clauses or 
fences are finished. 
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and that of the words are thus consubstantial. Tliey 

are made of the same ‘ mind-stuff,’ and form an un- 

brokc'u stream. Annihilate a mind at any instant, cut 

its thought through whilst j^et uncompleted, and examine 

the object present to the cross-section thus suddenly 

made ; you will find, not the bald word in piocess of ut¬ 

terance, but that word suffused Avith the whole idea. The 

word may be so loud, as M. Egger Avould say, that we 

cannot tell just hoAV its suffusion, as such, f(>els, or how it 

differs from the suffYision of the next word. But it does 

differ ; and we maybe sure that, could we see into the brain, 

we should find the same processes active through the entire 

sentence in diff'erent degrees, each one in turn becoming 

maximally excited and then Auelding the inomentary verbal 

‘kernel,’ to tlie thought’s content, at other times being only 

sub-excihul, ajid then combining Avitli the other sub-excited 

proc('ss(\s to give the oA^ertone oi* fringe.*^* 

riu‘ I'.u Ik ot ( 

J0(;. 30. 

AV(^ may illustrate this by a farther 

deATlopnnnit of the diagram on ]3. 279. 

Tj(d the obje^dive content of any Aair- 

tical section through the streain be 

reju’eseiited no longer by a line, but by 

a plane figure, highest o])p(^sit(i Avliatever part of Die object 

is most j)roniinent in consciousness 

at the moment Avhe]i the section is 

made. This part, in verbal thought, 

Avill usually be some Avord. A series 

of sections 1-1', taken at the moments 

1, 2, ?), would then look like this: 

The horizontal breadth stands for the entire object 

in each of the figures; the height 

of the curve above each part of 

that object marks the relative 

prominence of that part in the 

thought. At the moment symbol¬ 

ized by the first figure pack is the 

prominent part; in the third figure it is table, etc. 

Tht* prt<.'k of (“ivrds i.s on Mio (abJi\ 

Fig. 31 

The pack of card.s in on the table. 

Fl«. 32. 

* The nearest approach (with wliich I am acquainted) to the doctrine 
set forth here is in 0. Liebmann’s Zur Analysis der Wirkliehkeit, pp 
427-438. 
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Wo can easily add all these plane sections together to 

make a solid, one of whose solid dimensions will represent 

time, whilst a cut ac^ross this at right angles will give the 

thought’s content at the moment when the cut is made. 

Let it be the thought, ‘ I am the same I that I was yesterday.’ 

If at tlie fourtli moment of time w'e annihilate the tliinker and 

examine how the last pulsation of his consciousness w^as 

inaiie, we find that it was an awareness of the whole content 

with same most prominent, and the other parts of the thing 

known relatively less distinct. AVith each prolongation of 

the scheme in the time-direction, the summit of the curve 

of section would come further towards the end of the sen¬ 

tence. If we make a solid wooden frame with the sentence 

written on its front, and the time-scale on one of its sides, 

if we spread flatly a sheet of India rubber over its top, on 

which rectangular co-ordinates are painted, and slide a 

smooth ball under the rubber in the direction from 0 to 

‘yesterda}",’ the bulging of the membrane along this diagonal 

at successive moments wull sjunbolize the changing of the 

thought’s content in a way plain enough, after what has 

been said, to call for no more explanation. Or to express 

it in cerebral terms, it will show the relative intensities, at 

successive moments, of the several nerve-processes to 

which the various parts of the thought-object correspond. 

The last peculiarity of consciousness to which attention 

is to be drawn in this first rough description of its stream 

is that 
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6) It is always interested more in one part of its object than in 

another^ and welcomes and rejects, or chooses, all the ivhile 

it thinks, 

TJie plieuoineiiM of sole(*tive attention and of delibera¬ 

tive Avill are of course patent examples of this choosing 

activity. But few of us are aware how incessantly it is at 

work in operations not ordinarily called by theses names. 

Accentuation ajid Emphasis arc^ present in every ].)er(*.eption 

we have. AVe tind it quite impossible to dis])erse our 

attention impartially over a iiuml)er of impressions. A 

monotonous siicci^ssion of sonorous strokes is broken up 

ijito rhythms, now of one sort, now of another, by the dif¬ 

ferent acc(‘nt whicli wo place on diilerent strokes. The 

simplest of these rhythms is the double one, ti(‘k-tdck, tick- 

tock, tick-tdek. Dots dispersed on a surface are ])erceived 

in rows and groups, Lint‘s separate into diveu’se tigures. 

The ubiipiity of tlie distinctions, this and that, here and 

there, now and then, in our minds is the i‘(^sult of our laying 

the same selective enq)hasis on parts of place and time. 

But w^e do far more than em])hasizo things, ami unite 

some, and keep others apart. AVe actually ignore most of the 

things before lis. Let me briefly show how this goes on. 

To l)egin at the bottom, what are our very sens('.s them¬ 

selves but organs of selection? Out of the intinito chaos 

of movements, of wdiich physics tea(*hes us that the outer 

wa)rld consists, each scuise-organ picks out those which fall 

witliin certain limits of velocity. To these it responds, but 

ignores the rest as completely as if they did not exist. It 

thus accentuates particular movements in a manii(?r for 

which objectively there seems m^ valid ground; for, as 

Lange says, there is Jio reason wdiatever to think that the 

gap in Nature between the highest sound-waves and the 

lowest heat-wuives is an abrupt i>reak like that of our sen¬ 

sations ; or that the difterence between violet and ultra¬ 

violet rays has anything like the objective ini])ortance sub¬ 

jectively re})res(Ujted by that between light and darkness. 

Out of what is in itself an undistingiiishable, swarming 

continunm, devoid of distinction or emphasis, our senses 

make for us, by attending to this motion and ignoring that, 
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a world full of contrasts, of sharp accents, of abrupt changes, 

of pictures(|ue light and shade. 

If the sensations we receive from a given organ have 

their causes thus picked out for us by tlie conformation of 

the organ’s termination, Attention, on tln^ otlier hand, out 

of all tlie sensations yielded, ])icks out ceitain ones as 

worthy of its notice and suppresses all the rest. Helm¬ 

holtz’s work on 0})tics is little mo7'e tliaii a stud>' of those 

visual sejisations of which common men ne\er become 

aware—blind s])ots, volifanlos, allm-images, irradia¬ 

tion, chromatic fringes, marginal (diangcs of color, double 

images, astigmatism, movemmits of acc'ommodation and 

convergejice, r(d,inal rivalry, and more besides. W do not 

even know without s]>ecial training on whiidi of our (^yes aai 

image falls. So habitually ignorant are most men of tliis 

that one may bo blind for years of a single eye and m^ver 

know the fact. 

Helmholtz sa^^s that we ]iotic(' only those sensations 

which are signs to us of thitajs. Hut w hat are thiiigs ? Noth¬ 

ing, as w^e shall abundantly se(s but sp(Hnal groups of sen¬ 

sible qualities, which happen practically or iesthetically to 

interest us, to wdiich w e tlierefore give substantive names, and 

wdiich we exalt to this exclusive status of indep(‘ndeuce and 

dignity. Jbit in itscdf, apart from my interest, a particular 

dust-w reath on a windy day is just as much of an individual 

thing, and just as much or as little deserv(^s an individual 

name, as my own body does. 

And then, among the sensations we get from each sepa¬ 

rate thing, what hapi^ens? The mind selects again. It 

chooses certain of the sensations to represent the thing 

most trulyy and considers the rest as its appearances, modi¬ 

fied by the conditions of the moment. Thus my table-top 

is named square, after but one of an infinite nund)er of 

retinal sensations which it yields, the rest of them being 

sensations of tw^o acute and tw^o obtuse angles ; but I call 

the latter perspective views, and the foui* right angles the 

true form of the table, and erect the attribute squareness 

into the table’s essence, for msthetic reasons of my own. 

In like manner, the real form of the cnrcle is deemed to be 

the sensation it gives when the line of vision is perpendicu- 
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lar to its centre—all its other sensations are signs of this 

sensation. The real sound of the cannon is the sensation 

it mak(^s when the ear is close l)y. The real (u>lor of the 

brick is the sensation it gives when the eye looks squarely 

at it from a near point, out of the sunshine and yet not in 

the gloom ; under other circumstances it gives us other 

color-sensations which are but signs of this—we then see 

it looks ])inker or blacker than it really is. The rc^ader 

knows no object which he does not represent to hims(df by 

preference as in some typical attitude, of some norimal size, 

at some characteristic distance, of some standard tint, 

etc., etc. But all these essential characteristics, which to¬ 

gether form for us the genuine objectivity of the thing and 

are contrasted with what we call the subjective sensations 

it may yield us at a given moment, are mere sensations like 

the latter. The mind chooses to suit itself, and decides 

what particular sensation shall be held more real and valid 

than all the rest. 

Thus perception involves a twofold choice. Out of all 

present sensations, w(^ notice mainly siudi as are signilj(*ant 

of absent ones ; and out of all the absent asso(*iates v\ hich 

these sugg()st, we again pick out a very few to stajid for the 

objective reality par excellence. We could have no more 

exquisite example of selective industry. 

That industry goes on to deaJ with the things thus given 

in perception. A man’s empirical thought di'pends on the 

things he has experienced, but what these shall be is to a 

large extent determined by his habits of attention. A thing 

may be present to him a thousand times, but if he persist¬ 

ently fails to notice it, it cannot be said to enter into his ex¬ 

perience. We are all seeing flies, moths, and beetles by the 

thousand, but to whom, save an entomologist, do they say 

anything distinct ? On the other hand, a thing met only once 

in a lifetime may leave an indelible experience in the mem¬ 

ory. Let four men make a tour in Europe. One will bring 

home only picturesque impressions—costumes and colors, 

parks and views and works of architecture, pictures and stat¬ 

ues. To another all this will be non-existent; and distances 

and prices, populations and drainage-arrangements, door- 

and window-fastenings, and other useful statistics will take 
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their place. A third will give a rich account of the theatres, 

restaurants, and pul)li(^ balls, and naught beside; whilst 

the fourth will p(^rhii})s have been so wrapped in his own 

subjective broodings as to tell little more than a few names 

of ])l«‘ices through wljich In^ passed. Each has selected, out 

ol' th(^ same imiss of ])resented objects, those which suited 

his private intcu-est and lias made liis experience thereby. 

if, now, leaving the empirical combination of objects, 

we ask Jiow tlu> miinl proceeds rafionaUy to connect them, 

we find selection again to be (unnijiotent. In a future 

chajihn* we shall s(‘e that all lieasoning depends on the 

ability of the mind to lireak up the totality of the phe- 

nonle^non reasoned aliout, into jiarts, and to pick out from 

among thesis ihe ])a,rticiilar om^ which, in our given emer¬ 

gency, may lead to the projier conclusion. Anotlnu' ]>re- 

dicainent will ik.mhI another conclusion, and recpiire another 

element to be ])ick(ul (»ut. Tlui man of genius is he who 

will always stick in Ins bill at the right point, and bring it 

out with the right ehunent-‘ reason ’ if the emergency be 

theoretical, ‘moans’if it l>e jiractical—transfixed upon it. 

I here (*onfine nivsidf to this brief statement, but it may 

suffice to show that Ib^asoning is but another form of the 

selective activity of the mind. 

If now we ])ass to its msthetic department, our law is 

still more obvious. The artist notoriously selects his items, 

rejecting all tones, colors, shapes, which do not harmonize 

with each other and with the main pur])ose of his work. 

That unity, harmony, ‘convergence of characters,’ as M. 

Taine calls it, which gives to works of art tlieir superiority 

over works of nature, is wholly due to eliminafion. Any 

natural subject will do, if the artist has wit enough to 

pounce u})on some one feature of it as characteristic, and 

suppress all merely accidental items which do not harmon¬ 

ize with this. 

Ascending still higher, we reach the plane of Ethics, 

where choice reigns notoriously supreme. An act has no 

ethical quality whatever unless it be chosen out of several 

all equally possible. To sustain the arguments for the 

good course and keep them ever before us, to stifle our 
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longing for more flowery ways, to keep the foot unflinch¬ 

ingly on the arduous path, these are characteristic ethical 

energies. But more than these; for these but deal with 

tlie means of compassing interests already felt by the man 

to be su})reme. The etliicail energy jtxrr excellence has to go 

farther and choose which inierest out of several, equally 

coercive, shall l)econie supreme. Tlie issue here is of the 

utmost pregnancy, for it decides a man’s entire career. 

When he debates. Shall I commit this (*rime? choose that 

profession ? accept that office, or marry this fortune ?—his 

choice really lies between one of sevcu'al equally possible 

future Characters. What he shall become is fixed by the 

conduct of this monumt, S(diopenhauer, who enforces his 

determinism by the argument that with a given fixed charac¬ 

ter only one reaction is possible under given circumstances, 

forgets that, in these critical ethical moments, what con¬ 

sciously seems to bo in quc^stion is the conij)lexion of the 

character itself. The problem wdth the man is less what 

act he shall now cdioose to do, than what being he shall 

now resolve to become. 

Looking back, then, over this review, we see that the mind 

is at every stage a theatre of simultaiu'ous possibilities. 

Consciousness consists in the comparison of these with each 

other, the selection of some, and th(' suj jpression of the rest 

by the reinforcing and inhibiting agency of attention. The 

highest and most elaborated mental products are filtered 

from the data chosen by the faculty next IxiiK^ath, out of 

the mass oflered by the faculty below that, which mass in 

turn was sifted from a still larger jimount of yet simpler 

material, and so on. The mind, b\ short, W'orks on the 

data it receives very mu<di as a sculptor works on his block 

of stone. In a sense the statue stood there from eternity. 

But there were a thousand different ones beside it, and 

the sculptor alone is to thank for having extricated this one 

from the rest. Just so the world of each of us, howsoever 

different our several views of it may be, all lay embedded 

in the primordial chaos of sensations, which gave the mere 

matter to the thought of all of us indifferently. AVe may, 

if we like, by our reasonings unwind things back to that 
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black and jointless continuity of s])ace and moving clouds 

of swarming atoms wliicli S(dence calls the only real world. 

But all the while the world feel and live in will be that 

whi(di our ancestors and we, by slowly cumulative strokes 

of choice, have extricated out of this, like sculptors, by 

simj)ly rejecting certain portions of the given stuff. Other 

scul])turs, otlier statues from the same stone ! Other minds, 

other w(n*lds from the same monotonous and in(ixj)ressiv© 

chaos ! My world is but one in a million alike embedded, 

alik(* rc'al to tliose wdjo may abstract them. How different 

must be the worlds in the consciousness of ant, cuttle-hsh, 

or crab! 

But in my mind and 3^our mind the rejected portions and 

the s(dected })ortions of the original world-stutl' are to a 

great extent the same. The luimaii race as a whole largelj^ 

agrees as to what it shall notice and name, and what not. 

And among the noticed parts we select in much the same 

way for accentuation and preference or subordination and 

dislike. There is, howevej*, one entirely extraordinary case 

in whi(*]i no two men ever are known to choose alike. One 

g]’eat splitting of the whole universe into two halves is 

made by each of us; and for each oi us almost all of the 

interest attaches to one of the halves ; but we all draw 

the line of division between! them in a different place. 

When I say that we all call the two halves by the same 

names, and that those names are ‘ ’ and ‘ ’ re¬ 

spectively, it will at once be seen what T mean. Tlie alto¬ 

gether unique kind of interest wdiich each human mind 

feels in those ])arts of creation Avliich it can call me or mme 

may be a moral riddle, but it is a fundamental psychologi¬ 

cal fact. No mind can take the same interest in his neigh¬ 

bor's me as in his owui. The neighbor’s me falls togethei 

with all the rest of things in one foreign mass, against which 

his owm me stands out in startling relief. Even the trodden 

worm, as Lotze somewdiere says, contrasts his own suffer¬ 

ing self with the whole remaining universe, though he have 

no clear conception either of himself or of what the uni¬ 

verse may be. He is for me a mere part of the world ; 
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for him it is I who am the mere part. Each of us dichoto- 

miz(‘s the Kosmos in a different place. 

l)(\sc('nding now to finer woi*k than this first ^caicral 

sketch, let us in tlu' next chapter try to trac(' the psy- 

(‘hology of this fact of self-consciousness to which we have 

thus once more been led. 



aiAPTER X. 

THE CONSCIOU1SNEB8 OF BELF. 

Let iiB begin with the S(0f in its widest ace(^)tation, 

and follow it up to its niost delicate and subtle form, ad¬ 

vancing from the stud}" of the empirical, as the Germans 

call it, to that <3f the pure, Ego. 

THE EMPIRICAL SELF OB ME. 

The Empirical Self of each of us is all that he is 

tem})ted to call by the name of me. But it is clear that 

between what a man calls me and what he simply calls 

'mive the line is difficult to draw. We feel and act about 

certain things that are ours veiy much as we feel and act 

about ourselves. Our fame, our children, the work of our 

hands, may be as dear to us as our bodices are, and arouse 

the same feelings and the same acts of reprisal if atta<‘ked. 

And our bodies themselves, are they simply ours, or are 

they us? Certainly men have been ready to disown their 

very bodies and to regard them as mere vestures, or even 

as prisons of clay from which they should some day be glad 

to esca2)e. 

We see then that we are dealing with a fluctuating 

material. The same object being sometimes treated as a 

part of me, at other times as simply mine, and then again 

as if I had nothing to do with it at all. lu its tvidesi 

possible sense, however, a man\^ Self is the sum total of all 

that he can call his, not only his body and his psychic powers, 

but his clothes and his house, his wife and children, his 

ancestors and friends, his reputation and works, his lands 

and horses, and yacdit and bank-account. All these things 

give him the same emotions. If they wax and prosper, he 

feels triumphant; if they dwindle and die away, he feel^ 

cavst down,—not necessarily in the same degree for each 
291 
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thing, but in much the same way for all. Understanding 

the Self in this widest sense, we may begin by dividing the 

history of it into three ])arts, relating respectively to— 

1. Its constituents; 

2. rdie feelings and emotions they arouse,—Self-feelings; 

3. The actions to which they prompt,—Self-seeking and 

Self 'prcserva lion. 

1. The constitiienis of the Self may be divided into two 

classes, those which make up respectively— 

(a) The material Self; 

(h) The social Self; 

(c) The spiritual Self; and 

(d) The pure Ego. 

{a) The body is the innermost part of the material Self 

in each of us; and certain parts of the ])ody seem more 

intimately ours than the rest. The clothes come next. 

Tlie old saying that the human j)erson is composed of 

tliree parts—soul, bodj^ and clothes—is mori^ than a joke. 

We so appropriate our clothes and identify ourselves with 

them that there are few of us who, if asked to choose 

between having a beautiful body clad in raiment ])erpetu- 

ally shabby and unclean, and having an ugly hw] bleinished 

form always spotlessly attired, would not hesitate a moment 

before making a decisive reply.Next, our immediate 

famih^ is a ])ai-t of ourselves. Our father and mother, our 

wufe and babes, are boiie of our bone and flesh of our 

flesh. When they die, a part of our very selves is gone. 

If they do anything wrong, it is our shame. If they are 

iiisulh'd, our anger flashes forth as readil}^ as if we stood in 

theij- place. Our home comes next. Its scones are part 

of our life; its aspects awaken the teiiderest feelings of 

aftection; and we do not easily forgive the stranger who, 

in visiting it, finds fault with its arrangements or treats it 

with contempt. All these different things are the objects 

of instinctive preferences coupled with the most impor¬ 

tant practical interests of life. We all have a blind im- 

imlse to watch over our body, to deck it with clothing of 

* Sec, for a charming passage on the Philosophy of Dress, H. Lotze’s 
Microcosmus, Eng, tr. vol. I. p. 592 ff. 
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an ornamental sort, to cherish parents, wife and babes, 

and to find for ourselves a home of our own which we may 

live in and ‘improve.’ 

An ecpially instinctive impulse drives us to collect prop¬ 

erty ; and the collections thus made become, with different 

degrees of intimacy, j)arts of our emjdric'al selves. The 

parts of our wealth most intimately ours are those which 

are saturated with our labor. There are few men who 

would not feel personally annihilated if a life-long con¬ 

struction of their hands or brains—say^ an entomological 

collection or an extensive wa:)rk in manuscri])t—were 

suddenly sw’-ept away. The miser feels similarly towards 

his gold, and although it is true that a part of our depres¬ 

sion at the loss of 2>ossessions is due to our feeling that wo 

must now go without certain goods that w o ex2)ecie(I the 

possessions to bring in their train, yet in (‘-very case there 

remains, over and above this, a sense of the shrinkage of 

our personality, a coinau’sion of ourselvcis to 

nothingness, wdii(di is a 2)sycho]ogical ])lienomenon by 

itself. We are all at once assimilated to the tram2)s and 

poor devils wdiom we so despise, and at the same tiiiie re¬ 

moved farther than ever away fi*om the ha2)py sons of 

earth who lord it over land and sea and nnm in the full¬ 

blown lustihood that wauilth and ])ower can give, and 

before wdiom, stifien ourselves as wa^ wdll by ajiiiealiug to 

anti-snobbish first princijiles, we cannot escape an emo¬ 

tion, open or sneaking, of resjiect and dread. 

Q)) A 7)uw\s Social Self is the recognition which he gets 

from his mates. We are not (mly gregarious animals, liking 

to be in sight of our fellows, but wa^ hav(^ an innate jjropen- 

sity to get ourselves noticed, and noticed favorably, by our 

kind. No more fiendish punishment could be devised, 

were such a thing physically possible, than that one should 

be turned loose in society and remain alisolutely unnotic^ed 

by all the members thereof. If no one turned round when 

we entered, answ^ered when w^e s^ioke, or minded what we 

did, but if every person we met ‘ cut us dead,’ and acted as 

if we were non-existing things, a kind of rage and impotent 

despair would ere long well up in us, from which the 
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cruellest bodily tortures would bo a relief ; for these would 

make us feel that, however bad might be our plight, we had 

not sunk to such a depth as to be unworthy of attention 

at all. 

Pro])erly S])eaking, a man has as many social selves as 

there are individuals who recognize him and (?arry Jin image 

of him in their mind. To wound any one of those his 

images is to wound him.* But as tlie individuals Avho 

caTiy the images fall naturally into classes, we may praeti- 

call3^ say that he has as many dilTeient soc'ial selves as 

tliore are distinct groups of persons about wdios(3 oj^inion 

he cares. He generalh*^ show^s a diliertuit side of himself 

to each of these different groups. Many a youth wdio is 

demure enough before his i)arents and teachers, swears 

and swaggers like a })irato among his Hough ’ yoiujg friends. 

We do not show ourselves to our (diildrcm as to our club- 

companions, to our customers as to the laborers we (uii- 

pioy, to our own masters and em])loyers as to our intimate 

friends. From this there results what practically is a 

division of the man into several selves; and this may be a 

discordant splitting, as where one is afraid to let one set of 

his acquaintan(*es know^ him as he is elsewdiere ; or it may 

be a perfectlj^ liarjiionious division of labor, as wdiore one 

tender to his children is stern to the soldiers or prisoners 

under his command. 

The most peculiar social self wdiich one is apt to have 

is in the mind of the person one is in love with. The 

good or bad fortunes of this self cause the most intense 

elation and dejection—unreasonable enough as measured 

by every other standard than that of the organic feeling of 

the individual. To his owm consciousness he is not, so long 

as this particular social self fails to get recognition, and 

when it is recognized his contentment passes all bounds. 

A man's fame, good or bad, and his honor or dishonor, 

are names for one of his social selves. The particular 

social self of a man called his honor is usually the result 

of one of those splittings of which we have spoken. It is 

Ids imago in the eyes of his own ‘set,’ which exalts or con- 

* “ Who filches from me my good uame,” etc. 
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demns him as he conforms or not to certain requirements 

that may not be made of one in another walk of life. Thus 

a layman may abandon a (dty infe(d(^d with cholera; but a 

priest or a dotdor w()uld think such an act incompatible 

with his honor. A soldier’s honor requires him to fight or 

to dit'v under circumstanc.es where another man can apolo¬ 

gize or run away with no stain u])on his social self. A 

judge, a statesman, are in like mann(‘.r dolnirred by the 

honor of their (doth from entering int(j pecuniary relations 

perfectly honorable to persons in private lifti. Nothing is 

commoner than to hear people discriminate between their 

(lifierent selves of this scirt: “As a man T pity you, but as 

an official I must show you no mercy; as a politician I 

regard him as an ally, ])ut as a moralist 1 loathe him etc'.., 

etc. What may be called ‘ club-oj)inion ’ is one of the very 

strongest forcuiS in life.* The thief must not steal from 

other thi(wes ; th(i gambler must pay his gambling-debts, 

though he pa.y no other d(d.)fs in the Avoidd. The code of 

honor of fashional)le society has throughout liistc^ry been 

full of permissions as widl as of vetoes, the only reason for 

following either ol which is that so we best servo one of 

who inmgiiies c.onnneiulation and disgrace not to be strong 
motives on men . , . vseems little skilled in the nature and history of man¬ 
kind; the greatest part whena^f lie shall find to govern themsidves chictly, 
if not solely, by this law of fashion ; and so they do that which keeps 
them in reputation witli their company, little regard the laws of God or the 
magistrate. The j)ena]ties that attend the breach of God’s laws some, nay, 
most, men seldom seriously reflect on; and amongst those that do, many, 
whilst they break the laws, entertain thoughts of future reconciliation, 
and making their peace few such breaches: and as tc the punishments due 
from the laws of th(5 commonwealth, they frequently flatter themselves 
with tlH‘ hope of impunity. But no man escapes the xmnishment of their 
censure and dislike vvho ofTeiids against the fashion and oj)inion of the 
comi>any he keeps, and would recommend himself to. Nor is tliere one 
in ten thousand who is stiff and insensible enough to bear uj> under the 
constant dislike and condemnation of his own club. He must be of a 
strange and unusual constitution who can content himseif to live in con¬ 
stant disgrace and disrepute with his own particular society. Solitude many 
men have sought and been reconciled to; but nobody that has the least 
thought or sense of a man about him can live in society under the 
constant dislike and ill opinion of his familiars and those he converses 
with. This is a burden too heavy for human sufferance: and he must be 
made up of irreconcilable contradictions who can take pleasure in com¬ 
pany and yet be insensible of contempt and disgrace from his companions. ” 
Quocke’s Essay, book ii. ch, xxviii. § 12.) 
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our socdal selves. You must not lie in general, but you 

may lie as inueli as you please if asked about your relations 

witli a lady ; you must accept a challenge from an equal, 

but if cliallenged by an inferior you may laugh him to 

scorn : those are exam])les of what is meant. 

(c) By the Spiritual Self, so far as it belongs to the 

Empirical Me, I. mean a man’s inner or subjective being, his 

psychic faculties or dispositions, taken concretely; not the 

bare ])rin(‘i]de of personal Unity, or ‘pure’ Ego, which 

remains still to l)e discussed. These ps3chic dispositions 

are the most enduring and intimah? part of the self, that 

whi(*h most verily seem to be. AVe take a purer self- 

satisfaction when we think of our ability to argue and dis¬ 

criminate, of our moral sensibility and conscicuice, of our 

indomitable will, than wdien W(^ survey any of our other 

])ossessions. Only when these are altered is a man said to 

be alieiiafus a se. 

Noav tliis spiritual self may be considered in various 

w^ays. AVe may divide it into faculties, as just instanced, 

isolating them one from another, and identifying ourselves 

with eitlnn* in tuj'u. This is an ahstract way of dealing wuth 

consciousness, in which, as it actually presents itself, a 

plurality of such faculties are always to be simultaneously 

found ; or we may insist on a concrete view, and then the 

spiritual self in us will be either the entire stream of our 

personal consciousness, or the present ‘ segment ’ or ‘ sec¬ 

tion ’ of that stream, according as w e take a broader or a 

narrower view—both the stream and the section being con¬ 

crete existences in time, and each being a unity after its 

own peculiar kind. But w hether w e take it abstractly or 

concretefy, our considering tlio spiritual self at all is a 

rehecdive process, is the result of our abandoning the out¬ 

ward-looking point of view, and of our having become able 

to thiidv of subjectivity as such, to think ourselves as thinkers. 

This attention to tliought as such, and the identification 

of ourselves with it rather than with any of the objects 

whhdi it reveals, is a momentous and in some respects a 

rather mysterious operation, of which we need here only 

say that as a matter of fact it exists; and that in everyone, 

at an early age, the distinction between thought as such. 
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and what it is ‘ of ’ or ‘ about,’ lias b(3Come familiar to tlie 

mind. Tlio deeper grounds for tliis discrimination maj 

possibly be bard to find ; but superficial grounds are 2)leiity 

and near at band. Almost anyone will tell us that thought 

is a diflfereut sort of (existence from things, because many 

sorts of thought are of no things—e.g., ])leasures, pains, 

and emotions ; others are of non-existent tilings- errors 

and fictions ; others again of c'xistent things, hut in a form 

that is symbolic and does not resemble them—abstract 

ideas and concepts; whilst in the thoughts that do resem¬ 

ble the things they ar(‘ ‘of’ (jau-cejits, sensations), we can 

feel, alongside of the thing known, the thought of it going 

on as an altogether se^iarate act and ()2)eration in tin? mind. 

Now this subjective life of ouj*s, distinguished iis such 

so clearly fi*um the o])jt‘cts known by its means, may, as 

afon^said, be taken by us in a concrete or in an abstract 

way. Of the (ioiu*rete way I will say nothing just now, ex- 

ce})t that the actual ^section’ of the sliaaim will ere long, 

in our discussion of the nahure of the jirinciide of nriiiy iii 

consciousness, ])lay a very imjiortant jairt. The abstract 

way claims our attention first. If the stream as a whole is 

identified with the Self far more than any oiitwai'd thing, a 

certain portion of the f^treani at)sfracted fro)n the rest is so 

identified in an altogether jieculiar degree, and is felt by all 

men as a sort of inmuniost centre within the circhy of sanc¬ 

tuary within the citadel, constituted by the subjective life 

as a whole. C()mj)ared with this element of the stream, 

the other j^ixrts, (ueii of the subjective life, seem trajisicmt 

external j^ossessions, of wdiich each in turn can b(^ disow ned, 

whilst that which disowns them launains. Now, what is 

this set/of all the other selves? 

Probably all men wamld describe it in much the same 

way uj) to a certain jxfint. They would call it the active 

element in all consciousness; saying that whatever quali¬ 

ties a man’s feelings may 2)ossess, or whatever content his 

thought may include, there is a s])iritual sonudhing in 

him wdiich seems to go out to meet theses cpialities and 

contents, whilst they seem to come in to bo received by it. 

It is what welcomes or rejects. It presides over the 2)er- 

ception of sensations, and by giving or withholding its 
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assent it influences the movements they tend to arouse. 

It is the home of interest,—not the pleasant or the painful, 

not even pleasure or pain, as such, but that within us to 

wliicli pleasure and pain, the pleasant and the painful, speak. 

It is the soui’ce of eli'ort and attention, and the place from 

which appear to emanate the fiats of the will. A physiol¬ 

ogist who should reflect u])on it in liis own j>erson could 

hardly help, I should think, connecting it more or less 

vaguely witli the process by wdiich ideas or incoming sensa¬ 

tions are ‘ reflected ’ or pass over into outward acts. Not 

necessarily that it should he this process or the mere feel¬ 

ing of this process, but that it should be in some close way 

related to this process; for it plajs apart analogous to it in 

the psychic life, being a sort of junction at which sensory 

ideas terminate and from which motor ideas ])roc(H>d, and 

forming a kind of link between the two. Being more in¬ 

cessantly there than any other single element of the immtal 

life, the other elements end by seeming to accrete round it 

and to belong to it. It become o])posed to them as the per¬ 

manent is opposed to the changing and inconstant. 

One may, I think, without fear of being upset by any 

future Oaltonian circulars, believe that all men must single 

out from the rest of what they call theins(dves some central 

principle of which each would recognize the foregoing to be 

a fair general description,—accurate enough, at any rate, to 

denote what is meant, and keej) it unconfused with other 

things. The moment, how ever, they came to closer quarters 

with it, trying to define more accurately its i)recise nature, 

we should find opinions beginning to diverge. Some w ould 

say that it is a simple active substance, the soul, of w^hich 

they are thus conscious; others, that it is nothing but a 

fiction, the imaginary being denoted by the pronoun I; and 

between these extremes of opinion all sorts of intermediaries 

would be found. 

Later we must ourselves discuss them all, and sufficient 

to that day will be the evil thereof. Now, let us try to 

settle for ourselves as definitely as we can, just how this 

central nucleus of the Self may feel, no matter whether it be 

a spiritual substance or only a delusive word. 

For this central part of the Self is felt. It may be all that 
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TranscendentalistH say it is, and all that Empiricists say it 

is into the bargain, but it is at any rate no mere ens rationiSy 

cognized only in an intollectual way, and no mere summation 

of memories or mere sound of a word in our ears. It is some¬ 

thing witJi vvhieli we also have direct sensible acquaintance, 

and wljicli is as fully present at any moment of conscious¬ 

ness in whicli it ifi present, as in a whole lifetime of such 

moments. Wlnui, just now, it was called an abstraction, 

that did not mean that, like some general noticni, it could 

not be presented in a 2>articular experi(mc(5. It only meant 

that iji the stream of consciousness it never was found all 

alone. But wlieu it is found, it is felt; just as the body is 

felt, the feeling of which is also an abstraction, bec'ause never 

is the body felt all alone, but always together with other 

things. Non? can we fell more precisely in wlioi the feeling of 

this central active self conswtSy—not necessarily as yet what 

the active self is, as a lauug or ])rinci])le, but what we feel 

when we l)econie aware of its existentio ? 

I think I (am in lu)" own case ; and as what I say will 

be likely to meet with op2)osition if generalized (as indejed 

it may be in 2)art ina])2>li(*able to other individuals), I had 

better continue in the first 2>erson, leaving my description 

to be a(*>cej>ted by those to whose introsyjection it may com¬ 

mend itself as true, and confessing my inability to meet the 

demands of otliers, if others there be. 

First of all, I am aware of a constant play of furtherances 

and hindrances in my thinking, of chocks and releases, ten¬ 

dencies which run with desire, and tendencies which run the 

other way. Among the matters I think of, some range them¬ 

selves on the side of the thought’s interests, whilst others 

play an unfriendly part thereto. The mutual inconsisten¬ 

cies and agreements, reinforcements and obstructions, which 

obtain amonst those objective matters reverberate back¬ 

wards and j)roduce what seem to be incessant reactions of 

my spontaneity uj^on them, welcoming or o])2)osing, appro¬ 

priating or disowning, striving with or against, saying yes 

or no. This palpitating inward life is, in me, that central 

nucleus which I just tried to describe in terms that all men 

might use. 

But when I forsake such general descriptions and grap- 
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pie with particulars, coming to the closest possible quarters 

with the facts, it is difficult for me to delect in the activity any 

purely spiritual dement at all. Whenever my introspective 

glance succeeds in turning roiimi quickly enough to catch one of 

these tnanifestations of spontaneity in the act, all it can ever fed 

distinctly is some bodily process, for the most part taking place 

•within the head. Omitting for a momimt wliat is obscure in 

these introspective results, let me try to state those ])articu- 

lars which to my own consciousness seem indul)ita])le ajid 

distinct. 

In the first place, the acts of attending, assenting, ne¬ 

gating, making an effort, are felt as movements of soitu^- 

thing in the head. In many cases it is possible to d(‘S('ribe 

these movements quite exactly. In jittending to eitho’ an 

idea or a sensation belonging to a particular s(mse-s])her(^, 

the movement is the adjustment of the sense-organ, IV^lt as 

it occurs. I cannot think in visual terms, for exanj])l(‘, 

without feeling a fluctuating play of })70ssures, (u)nverg- 

ences, divergences, and accommodati(ms in my (eyeballs. 

The direction in which the object is conceived to lie deter¬ 

mines the character of these movements, the feeling of 

which becomes, for my consciousness, identified with the 

manner in which I make myself ready to receive the visible 

thing. My brain appears to me as if all shot across with 

lines of direction, of which I have become conscious as my 

attention has shifted from one sense-organ to another, in 

passing to successive outer things, or in hdlovving trams of 

varying sense-ideas. 

When I try to remember or reflect, the movements in 

question, instead of being directed towards tlie periphery, 

seem to come from the periphery inwards and feel like a 

sort of withdrawal from the outer world. As far as I can 

detect, these feelings are due to an actual lolling outwards 

and upwards of the eyeballs, such as I believe occurs in 

me in sleep, and is the exact opposite of their action in fix¬ 

ating a physical thing. In reasoning, I find that I am apt 

to have a kind of vaguely localized diagram in my mind, 

with the various fractional objects of the thought disposed 

at particular points thereof; and the oscillations of my at¬ 

tention from one of them to another are most distinctly felt 
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as alternations of direction in movements occurring inside 

the head.* 

In consenting and negating, and in making a mental 

effort, tile movenients seem more complex, and I find them 

harder to desmdbe. The o2)ening and cdosing of the glottis 

play a great part in thesis o])erations, and, less distinctly, 

the movements of the soft jialate, eti%, shutting i)ff the pos¬ 

terior nares from the mouth. My glottis is like a sensitive 

valv(% intercepting my lireath instantaneously at ev^ery 

mental In^sitafion or felt aversion to the objects of my 

thought, and as c[uickly opmiing, to let tlie air pass through 

my throat and nose, the moment the repugnance is over¬ 

come. Tlie feeling of the moviunent of this air is, in me, 

one strong ingredient of the feeding of assemt. The move¬ 

ments of the muscles e)f the brow and eyed ids alscj respond 

very sensitivedy to en^ery fluctuation in the agreeableness 

or elisagremibleness e)f \vha.t coines before my mind. 

In {‘(fort of any sort, contractions of the jaw-muscles and 

of those of respii’ation are aeleleel to those of the brow and 

glottis, and thus the feeding passes e>ut e)f th(3 head pre)per- 

ly se) called. It passes out of the heael whenever the wel¬ 

coming or rejecting e)f the obje'ct is sfnmgly felt. Then a 

set of feelings ])e)ur in from many bodily paj’ts, all ‘expres¬ 

sive’ of my emotion, anel the heael-feelings jiroper are 

swalloweel up in this larger mass. 

In a sense, then, it may lie truly said that, in one per¬ 

son at least, fhe ‘ Self of selvesf ivhen amfuJly examined^ 

is found to cemsist vidinly of the collection of these peculiar 

motions in the head or heUceen the head and throat. I do 

not for a moment say that this is all it consists of, hu* I 

fully realize how desperately hard is introspection in this 

field. But I feel quite sure that these cephalic motions are 

the portions of my innermost activity of which I am most 

distinctly aware. If the dim portions w hich I cannot yet 

define should prove to be like unto these distinct portions 

in me, and I like other men, it looiild follow that our entire 

feelmg of spiritual activity, or what commonly passes by that 

* For some farther remarks on these feelings of movement see the 
next chapter. 
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name, is really a feeling of bodily (wtivifieji whose exact nature 

is by most men overlooked. 

»ow, without pledging onrsolvos in any way to adopt this 

hyjjothesis, let us dally with it for a wliihi to see to what 

consecpiences it might lead if it were true. 

In the first place, the nuclear part of the Self, inter¬ 

mediary between ideas and overt acts, would be a collection 

of activities 2)hysiologically in no essential w^ay dilferent 

from the overt acts themselves. If w^e divide all possible 

physiologic*al acts into adjustments and execidum.s, the 

nuclear self w^ould be the adjustments collectively consid¬ 

ered ; and the less intimate, more shifting self, so far as 

it was active, w^ould be the executions. But both adjust¬ 

ments and executions would obey the reflex type. Both 

would be the I'esult of sensorial and ideational prcx'esses 

discharging either into eacdi otlier within the brain, or into 

muscles and other parts outside. The peculiarity of the 

adjustments would l)e that they are minimal reflexes, few' 

in number, incessantly repeated, constant amid great fluc¬ 

tuations in the rest of tht^ mind’s camtcmt, and entirely 

unimportant and uninteresting ex(*ept through thdr uses 

in furthering or inhibiting the presence of various things., 

and actions before consciousness. These charact(U‘s would 

naturally keeji us from intros])ectively ])aying nnndi atten¬ 

tion to them in detail, w hilst they would at the same time 

make us aw^are of them as a coherent group of ])rocesses, 

strongly contrasted with all the other things (‘onsdousness 

contained,—even with the other constituents of the ‘ Self,' 

material, social, or spiritual, as the case might be. They 

are reactions, and they are primary reactions. Everything 

arouses them ; for objects wdiicli have no other efiects 

will for a moment contract the brow and make the glottis 

close. It is as if all that visited the mind liad to stand an 

entrance-examination, and just show its face so as to be 

either approved or sent back. These ])rimary reactions 

are like the oY)ening or the closing of the door. In the 

midst of psychic change they are the permanent core 

of turnings-towards and turnings-from, of yieldings and 

arrests, which naturally seem central and interior in com- 
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parison with the foreign matters, apropos to which they 

occur, and hold a sort of arbitrating, decisive position, quite 

unlike that held by any of the other constituents of the Me. 

It would not be surprising, then, if we were to feel them as 

the birthplace of conclusions and the starting pjoint of acts, 

or if tln^y came to appear as what we calltul a while back 

the ‘sajictua,ry within the citadel’ of our personal life.* 

“ Wundt’s account of Sclf-(;onsciousucss dcsorvos to be compared with 
this. Wljat 1 have called ‘adjwslments ’ h(‘ calls ]>rocesses of ‘ Apperccp' 
tion. ’ “In this dev('U)i)nieni (of consciousness) one i)articiilar group of per- 
ccj)ls (claims a proiniiKuit signilicance, namely, those of which th(‘ spring 
lies in ourselves. The images of feelings wc get from our own body, and 
tlie representations of our own movements distinguish themselves from all 
others by forming a pennaneiU group. As there are always some muscles 
in a state either of tension or of activity it follows that vv(* never lack a 
setise, tiitluM- dim or clear, of llie positions or movements of our body. . . . 
This permanent sense, moreover, has this ]Hiciiliarity, tliat we are aware of 
our power at any moment voluntarily to arouse any one of its ingredients. 
We excite the sensations of movement immediately by such impulses of the 
will as sluill ai’ouse tin* movements tlnmiseives; and we excite the visual 
and tactile feelings of our body by tin* voluntary movi'iiKUit of our organs 
of sense. tso we come to conceive, this permsinent mass of feeling as 
imm(;diately or remotely sul)ject to our will, and call it the cojisciomnsss oj 
ourself. This s(df-c‘onsciousness is, at the outset, thoroughly sensational, 
. . . ordy gradually tin; s(M‘ond-named of its characters, its subjection to 
our will, attains predomiimnee. In pro])ortion as the aj^perception of all 
our mental o})jects appears to us as an inward extTcise of will, does our 
self-consciousness begin both to widen itself and to narrow^ itself at the 
same time. It Avideiis itself in that every mental act w^hatever comes to 
stand in relation to our will; and it narrows itself in that it concentrates 
itself more and more upon th(i inner activity of apperception, over against 
wiiich our own body and all the repr(*s(*ntations connected with it appear 
as external objects, different from our proper self. 1’his consciousness, 
contracted down to the proct^ss of apperception, wc call our Ego ; and the 
apperception of mental objects in general, may thus, after Leibnitz, be 
designated as the raising of tbeni into our self-consciousness. Thus the 
natural devedopment of self-consciousness implicitly involves the most 
abstract forms in wdueb this faculty has been described in philosophy; only 
philosophy is fond of placing the abstract ego at the outset, and so revers¬ 
ing the i>roc(‘ss of development. Nor should w^e overlook the fact that the 
completely abstract ego [as ]nirc activity], although suggested by the 
natural development of oin consciousness, is never actually found therein. 
The most speculative of philosophers is incapable of disjoining his ego 
from thos<* bcxlily feelings and imag(;s which form the incessant back¬ 
ground of his awareness of himself. The notion of his ego as such is, like 
every notion, derived from sensibility, for the. process of apperception itself 
comes to our knowledge chiefly through those feelings of tension [what I 
have above called inward adjustments] whicdi accompany it.” (Physiolo- 
gische Psychologic, 2te Aufl. Bd. ii. pp. 217-19.) 
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If they really were the innermost sanctuary, the 'dti* 

mate one of all the selves whose being we can ever directly 

experieiK*e, it would follow that all that is experienced is, 

strictly considered, objective; that this Objective falls asun¬ 

der into two contrasted parts, one Realized as ‘ Self,’ the 

other as ‘ not-Self; ’ and that over and above th('se parts 

there is nothing save the fact that they are known, the fact 

of the stream of thought being there as the indispensable 

subjective condition of their being exjanienced at all. But 

this rovdition of the experience is not one of the things ex 

perienced at the moment; this knowing is not iinmediately 

know7i. It is oid}^ known in subsecpient reHectioji. Instead, 

then, of the stream of thought being one of coa-sdousncss, 

thinking its own existence along with whatever else it 

thinks," (as Ferrier says) it might be Ixdbu* called a stream 

of SciousneHii pure and sim})le, thinking objects of some of 

which it makes what it (*alls a ‘ Me,’ and only aware of its 

‘'pure’ Self in an abstract, hypotludic or conceptnal way. 

Each ‘ section ’ of the stream would tlum be a bit of scious- 

ness or knowledge of this sort, including and con tern {)]at.- 

ing its ‘ me ’ and its ‘ not-me ’ as objects which work out tln ir 

drama together, but not yet including or contein])h‘itiiig its 

own siibjective being. The sciousness in (piestion would be 

the Thinker, and the existence of this think(U- wor ld be given 

to us rather as a logical })ostulate tlnin as that dire(*t inner 

perception of spiritual activity which we naturally believe 

ourselves to have. ‘ Matter,' as something belli ml ])hysical 

phenomena, is a postulate of this sort. Betwecm the postu¬ 

lated Matter and the postulated Thinker, the shed of phe¬ 

nomena would then swing, some of them (tlu' ‘realities’) 

pertaining more to the matter, others (the tidioiis, o[)inions, 

and errors) pertaining more to the Thinker. Ibit ndio the 

Thinker would be, or how many distinct Thinkers we ought 

to suppose in the universe, Avould all be subjects for an 

ulterior metaphysical inquiry. 

Speculations like this traverse common-sense; and not 

only do they traverse common sense (which in philosophy 

is no insuperable objection) but they contradict the funda¬ 

mental assumption of every philosophic school. Spiri¬ 

tualists, transcendentalista. and emi)iricists alike admit in 
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US a continual direct perception of the thinking activity in 

the concrete. Hcjwever they may otherwise disagree, they 

vie with each otJier in the cordiality of their recognition of 

our fhomjhis as the one sort of existent which skepticism 

cannot touch.* 1 will therefore treat the last few pages as 

a parenthetical digression, and from now to the end of the 

volume revert to the path of common-sense again. I mean 

by this that 1 will continue to assume (as I have assumed 

all along, especially in the last chaj)ter) a direct awareness 

of the proc(iss of our thinking as such, simply insisting on 

the fact that it is an even more inward and subtle phenome¬ 

non than most of us suppose. At the conclusion of the 

volume, however,! may permit myself to revert again to the 

doubts here provisionally mooted, and will indulge in some 

metaphysical reflections suggested by them. 

At present, then, the only conclusion I come to is the 

folhnving : That (in some persons at least) the part of the 

innermost Self which is most vividly felt turns out to con¬ 

sist for tlie most part of a collection of (cephalic move¬ 

ments of ‘adjustments’ which, for want of attention and 

reflection, usually fail to be perceived and classed as what 

they are ; that over and above these there is an obscurer 

feeling of something more; but whether it be of fainte’* 

physiological ])roccsses, or of nothing objective at all, but 

rather of subjectivity as such, of thought become ‘ its own 

object,’ must at present remain an open question,—like the 

question whether it be an indivisible active soul-substance, 

or the question whetlier it be a personification of the pronoun 

I, or any other of the guesses as to what its nature may 

be. 

Farther than this we cannot as yet go clearly in our 

analysis of the Self’s constituents. So let us proceed to the 

emotions of Self which they arouse. 

2. SEIiP-FEEIiTlVa. 

These are primarily self-complacency and sdf-dissojtis^ 

faction. Of what is called ‘ self-love,’ I will treat a little 

*Tlie only exception I know of is M. J. Souriau, in his important 
article in the lievue Philosophique, vol. xxii. p. 449. M. Souriau’s con¬ 
clusion is ‘ que la conscience n’existe pas' (p. 472). 
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farther on. Language has synonyms enough for both pri¬ 

mary feelings. Thus pride, conceit, vanity, self-esteem, 

arrogance, vaingloiy, on the one hand; and on the other 

modesty, humility, confusion, diffidence, shame, mortihca- 

tion, contrition, the sense of ol)l()quy and jau’sonal des])air. 

These two opposite classes of atiei'.tion seem to ]>e direct and 

elementary endowments of our nature. Associationists 

would have it that they are, on tlui other hand, secondary 

phenomena arising from a rapid com])utation of the sensi¬ 

ble pleasures or pains to which our })ros])(n()us or debas(ul 

personal predicament is likel^^ to lead, tlie sum of the re])re- 

sented pleasures harming the self-satisfaction, and the sum 

of the represented piiius forming the o})posito feeling of 

shame. No doubt, when we ai*e self-satisfied, Ave do fondly 

I'ehearse all possible rewards for our desert, and when in a 

fit of self-despair we forebode evil. But the mere expec'ta- 

tion of reward is not the self-satisfaction, and the mere 

apprehension of the evil is not the s(df-d(‘spair, for tliere is 

a certain average tonci of self-feeling which each one of us 

carries about with him, and which is independent of the 

objective reasons we may have for satisfactic^n or discontent. 

That is, a very meanly-conditioned nja]i may abound in 

unfaltering conceit, and one wln)se succisss in life is secure 

and who is esteemed by all may remain diffident of his 

powers to the end. 

One may say, however, that the normal provomtive of 

self-feeling is one’s actual success or failure, and the good 

or bad actual position one holds in the world. “ He put in 

his thumb and pulled out a i)lum, and said w hat a good boy 

am I.” A man with a broadly extended empirical Ego, 

with powers that have uniformly brought him success, with 

place and wealth and friends and fame, is not likely to be 

visited by the morbid diffidences and doubts about himself 

which he had when he was a boy. “Is not this great 

Babylon, which I have planted ?” ^ Whcu’eas he Avho has 

made one blunder after another, and still lies in middle life 

among the failures at the foot of the hill, is liable to grow 

* 8e» the excellent remarks by Prof. Bain on the ‘ Emotion of Power' 

in hie ‘ Emotions and the Will.' 
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all sicklied o’er with self-distrust, aud to shrink from trials 

with which his powers can really co])e. 

The eniotioiis themselves of self-satisf;iction and ahase- 

nieut are of a nni(pie sort, each as woi tliy to ho classed as 

a })rimitive emotional species as an*, for example, rage or 

pain. Each has its owji pcuailiar pliysiognomical expres¬ 

sion. In self-satisfaction the (*xtensor muscles are inner¬ 

vated, the eye is strong and glorious, the gait rolling and 

elastic, the nostril dilated, and a peculiar smile ])lays upon 

tln^ li])S. This whole com])lex of sym})toms is seen in an 

exipiisite way in lunatic asylums, which always contain 

some ])atients who are literally mad with (conceit, and 

whose fatuous expression and absurdly strutting or swag¬ 

gering gait is in tragic contrast witli their lack of any 

valuable personal quality. It is in tliese same castles of 

despair that we find the strongest examples of the op]>osite 

physiognomy, hi good jxuiple wlio tliink tlu'y liave com- 

mittiul ‘ tlie unjiardonalih^ sin ’ and are lost forever, who 

crouch and cringe and slink from notice, and ar() unable to 

speak al(Uid or look us in the eye. Like fear and like 

anger, in similar morbid conditions, tliese oj^posite feedings 

ot Self may be air)used with no adcupiatc^ exciting cause. 

And in fact we ourselves know how'' the barometer of our 

se]f-este(un and confidimcc rises and falls from one day to 

another through causes that seem to be visceral and organic 

rather than rational, and which (certainly answer to no cor¬ 

responding variations in the esteem in which wo are held 

by our friends. Of the origin of these emotions in the race, 

we can speak better when we have treated of— 

3. SEIiF-SEEKXNa AISTD SEEP-PKESEE.VATION. 

These words cover a large number of our fundamental 

instinctive impulses. We have those of hodily self-seeJdngy 

those of social sdf-sceMngy and those of spiritual self-seeking. 

All the ordinary useful reflex actions and movements 

of alimentation and defence are acts of bodily self-preser¬ 

vation. Fear and anger prompt to acts that are useful 

in the same way. Whilst if by self-seeking we mean 

the providing for the future as distinguished from main¬ 

taining the present, we must class both anger and fear 
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with the hunting, the acquisitive, the home-constructing 

and the tool-constructing instincts, as impulses to self- 

seeking of the bodily kind. Eeally, however, these latter 

instincts, with amativenoss, parental fondness, curiosity 

and emulation, seek not only the development of the 

bodily Self, but that of the material Self in the widest pos¬ 

sible sense of the word. 

Our social self-seeMng, in turn, is carried on directly 

through our amativeness ami friendliness, our desire to 

please and attract notice and admiration, our emulation 

and jealousy, our love of glory, influence, and power, 

and indirectly through whicdievor of the material self- 

seeking impulses prove servicc'able as means to social 

ends. That the dh‘ect social self-seeking im])ulses are 

probably pure instincts is easily seen. The noteworthy 

thing about the desire to be ‘recognized’ l)y others is that 

its strength has so little to do with the worth of the recog¬ 

nition computed in sensational or rational terms. We are 

crazy to get a visiting-list which shall be large, to be able 

to say when anyone is mentioned, “ Oh ! I know him well,” 

and to be boAved to in the street by half the peo])le we 

meet. Of coinse distinguished friends and admiring 

recognition are the most desirable—'^^Idiackeray somewhere 

asks his readers to confess whetlnu’ it would not give 

each of them an exquisite pleasure to bo met walking down 

Pall Mall with a duke on either arm. But in default of 

dukes and envious salutations almost anything will do for 

some of us; and there is a whole race of beings to-day 

whose passion is to keej> their names in the newspapers, 

no matter under what hoarding, ‘ arrivals and departures,’ 

‘personal paragraphs,’ ‘interviews,’—gossip, even scandal, 

will suit them if nothing better is to be had. Guiteau, 

Garfield’s assassin, is an example of the extremity to which 

this sort of craving for the notoriety of print may go in a 
pathological case. The newspapers bounded his mental 

horizon ; and in the poor wretch’s prayer on the scaffold, 

one of the most heartfelt expressions was : “ The newspaper 

press of this land has a big bill to settle with thee, O Lord !” 

Not only the people but the places and things I know 

enlarge my Self in a sort of metaphoric social way, 
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me connaH,^ as the French workman says of the implement 

he can use well. So that it comes about that persons for 

whose opinion we care nothing are nevertheless persons 

whose notice we woo; and that many a man truly great, 

many a woman truly fastidious in most respects, will take a 

deal of trouble to dazzle some insignificant cad whose 

whole personality they heartily despise. 

ITndor the head of spiritual sdf-seebhig ought to be 

included every impulse towards psychic progress, whether 

intellectual, moral, or spiritual in the narrow sense of the 

term. It must be admitted, liowever, that much that com¬ 

monly passers for sjnritual self-seeking in this narrow sense 

is only material and social self-seeking beyond the grave. 

In the Mohammedan d(^sire for paradise and the Christian 

aspiration not to be damned in hell, the materiality of the 

goods sought is undisguised. In the more positive and 

refined view of heav(‘n inain’ of its goods, the fellowship of 

the saints and of our dead ones, and the ])resence of God, 

are but so(*ial goods of the most exalted kind. It is only 

the s(‘arcJi of tln^. redecmied inward nature, the spotlessness 

from sill, whether hovo or hereafter, that can count as 

spiritual self-seeking pure and undefiled. 

But this broad external rexfiew of the facts of the life Oi 

the Self will be incomjileb'. without some account of the 

BIVALKY AND CONFIiICT OF THE DIFPEKENT SELVES. 

With most objects of desire, physical nature restricts our 

choice to but one of many rejiresented goods, and even so it 

is here. I am often confronted by the necessity of stand¬ 

ing by one of my em})irical selves and relinquishing the rest. 

Not that I wu)uld not, if 1 could, be both handsome and 

fat and well dressed, and a great athlete, and make a million 

a year, bo a wit, a ho7i-vivant, and a hidj^-killer, as well as a 

philosopher; a philanthropist, statesman, warrior, and 

African explorer, as well as a ‘ tone-poet ’ and saint. But 

the thing is simply impossible. The millionaire’s work 

would run counter to the saint’s; the hon~vivant and the 

philanthropist would trip each other up; the philosopher 

and the lady-killer could not well keep house in the same 
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tenement of cliiy. 8ueli diflerent cLaracters may conceive 

ably at tlie outset of life be alike possihle to a man. But 

to make any one of tliem actual, tlie rest must more or less 

be suppressed. So tin? se(^k(U* of liis truest, strongest, 

dec'pest self must review tlie list carefully, and ])ick out the 

one on which to stake his salvation. All other selves 

thereupon become nnr(‘al, but the foi-iuiu's of tJiis self are 

real. Its failures aje I'eal failurc^s, its tj'iumj)hs Kaal tri¬ 

umphs, caiaying shanu^ and ghidin'ss with them. This is 

as strong aii 0xamj)]e as there is of that selective industry 

of the mind on which I insisted some ])ages back (}). 281 ff.). 

Our thought, incessantly deciding, among many things ol 

a kind, Avhich ones for it shall be realities, h(u*e chooses 

one of many possible selves or characters, and forthwith 

reckons it no shame to fail in any of tliose not a(lo2)ted 

ex23ressly as its own. 

I, who for the time have staked my all on bei]ig a 

psychologist, am mortified if others know much more 

psychology than 1. But I am conhmted to wallow in the 

grossest ignorance oi Greek. My deficiencies thcu’o give me 

no sense of 2)ersoual humiliation at all. H ad I ‘ ])ret(msions* 

to be a linguist, it would have been just the revers(‘. So 

we have the 2>aa’adox of a man shamed tod{;ath biMauise he 

is only the second ])ugilist or tlie second oarsman in the 

world. That he is able to beat the wholes ])o])ulation of the 

globe minus one is nothing ; he has ‘ ])itted ’ himself to 

beat that one ; and as long as he doesn’t do that nothing 

else counts. He is to his own regard as if he Avere not, in¬ 

deed he not. 

Yonder })uny fellow, howa^ver, whom every one can beat, 

suffers no chagrin about it, for he has long ago abandemed 

the attemjjt to ‘carry that line,’ as the merchants say, of 

self at all. AVith no attemiit there can be no failure ; with 

no failure no humiliation. So our self-feeling in this world 

dej^ends entirely on Avhat Ave hick ourselves to be and do. 

It is determined by the ratio of our actualities to our sup¬ 

posed potentialities; a fraction of Avhich our pretensions 

are the denominator and the nunu'rator our success : thus, 

Self-esteem= 
Success 

Pretensions 
Such a fraction may be increased 
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as well by (lirniiiishing tlie donomiujitor as by increasing the 

nuiinn-ater.’^' ^1 o giv(^ np pretensions is as blessed a rt^lief ns 

to g(‘t them gnilili(Ml; and where disa.])pointnient is incessant 

and tlu^ struggle unending, this is w liat men will always do. 

The history of evangelical th(‘ology, with its (amviction of 

sin, its self-(h^spair, and its abandonment of salvation by 

works, is the deejx^st of possible examples, but we meet 

others in (^vei'y walk of lih^. Then' is the strangest light¬ 

ness about the heart when om^’s nothingness iii a })articular 

limuM once acc(^])ted in good faith. AU is not bitbu'ness in 

the lot of the lover scnit away by the final inexorable ‘ No.’ 

Many Bostonians, cm/c expvrio (and inhabitants of other 

citi(^s, too, T feai*), would be ha.])pier Avomeji and men to-day, 

if they could once foi* all abandon the notion of keeping up 

a, Musical Self, and without simme let ])t‘o])le hear them 

call a sym[)hony a nuisance. How pleasant is the thyy when 

we give up striving to be young,—or slender! Thank (fod! 

we say, illusions a,i‘e gone. Everything added to the 

S(df is a, bnrdtm as wtdl as a ])7'ide. A ceibiiji man wdio 

lost o\i^vy jxmny duiing our civil war went and actually 

rolled in the dust, saying In^ had not felt so free and ha])py 

since In^ w^as born. 

Once more, then, our self-feeling is in onr power. As 

Carlyle says: “ Make thy claim of wages a zcn-o, then hast 

thou the world under thy feet. M ell did tlu^ \\is(‘sL af our 

time W’rite, it is only with rennvvudiov tliat life, properly 

speaking, can be said to begin.” 

Neither tlmaits nor pleadings can niovt^ a man unless 

they touch some one of his potential or actual selves. Only 

thus can we, as a rule, get a ‘purchase ’ on another’s will. 

The first care of diplomatists and monarcdis and all wdio wish 

to rule or inflmuice is, accordingly, to find out their victim’s 

strongest principle of self-regard, so as to mak(i that the 

^ Of. Carlyle : Sartor liesartiis, *The Everlasting Yea/ “T tell thee, 
blockhead, it all comes of thy vanity; of what thou fanciest those same 
deserts of thine to be. Fancy that thou deservest to be hanged (as is most 
likely), thou wilt feel it happiness to be only shot: fancy that thou deserv¬ 
est to be hanged in a hair halter, it will be a luxury to die in hemp. . . . 
What act of legislature was there that thou shouldst be happy? A little 
while a^fo thou hadst no right to hefiX all/’ etc., etc. 
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fulcram of all appeals. But if a man has given up those 

things which are subject to foreign fate, and ceased to 

regard them as parts of himself at all, we are Avcdl-nigh 

powerless over him. The Stoic recei[)t for conteiitnnmt 

was to disj^ossess 3'ourself in advance of all that was out of 

your own power,— then fortune's sho(‘ks might rain down 

unfelt. Epictetus exhorts us, by thus narrowing and at the 

same time solidifying our Self to make it invulnerable : “I 

must die ; well, but must T die groaning too ? T will speak 

what appears to be right, and if the despot says, then 1 

will put you to death, I Avill re]>ly, ‘ Wlien did I ever tell 

you that I was immortal? You Avill do your part and 1 

mine; it is 3^ours to kill and mim^, to di(^ intrepid ; yours to 

banish, mine to depart untroubled.’ Hoav do we act in a 

voyage ? We choo >0 the pilot, the sailors, the hour. After¬ 

wards comes a stoiaii. What have I to care for? My ];)art 

is performed. This matter belojigs to the pilot. But the 

ship is sinking ; Avhat then have I to do ? That wdiich alone 

I can do—submit to l)eing droAvned Avitliout fear, Avithout 

clamor or accusing of (lod, but as one who knows that 

what is born must likeAvise die.” 

This Stoic fashion, though efficacious and heroi(^ enough 

in its place and time, is, it must be confessc'd, r>n]y ])ossible 

as an habitual mood of the soul to mu’row and unsyni])a- 

thetic characters. It 2>roceeds altogether by exclusion. If 

I am a Stoic, the goods] cannot a])p3*oj)riate cease to be Diy 

goods, and the temptation lies very near to d(my that tln^y 

are goods at all. We find this mode of probuding the Self 

by exclusion and denial very common among ])eoplo Avho 

are in other respects not Stoics. All narrow p(M)ple iidnnicli 

their Me, they retract it,—from the region of Avhat they cam 

not securely possess. People avIio don’t resemble them, 01 

who treat them with indifference, people over whom they 

gain no influence, are people on whose existence, however 

meritorious it may intrinsically be, they look with chill 

negation, if not with positiA^e hate. Who will not be mine 

I will exclude from existence altogether; that is, as far as 

* T. W. Higginson's tniaslution (’1866), p. 105. 
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I can make it ko, such people shall be as if they were not.* 

Thus may a certain absoluteness and definiteness in the 

outline of my Me console me for the smallness of its con¬ 

tent. 

Sym]>athetic j)eople, on the contrary, proceed by the 

entindy opposite way of ex])ansion and inclusion. The out¬ 

line of tludr s(df often gets uncertain enough, but for this 

the spread of its content more than atones. Nil Jiumani a 

me alievum. Let them desjnse this little person of mine, 

and tread me like a dog, I shall not negate iheya so long as 

I have a soul in my body. They are re.alities as much as I 

am. Wlia,t positive good is in them shall be mine too, etc., 

etc. The magnanimity of these expansive natures is often 

toindiing indeed. Sindi persons can feel a sort of delicate 

rapture in thinking that, however sick, ill-favored, mean- 

conditioiKHl, and generally forsaken they may be, they yet 

are integral })arts of the whole of this brave world, have a 

fellow’s share in the strength of the di’cay-horses, the happi- 

n(iss of the 3'oung peo]))e, the wisdom of the wise ones, 

and ar(' not altogether without ])art or lot in the good for¬ 

tunes of th(‘- VuJiderbilts and the Hohonzollerns themselves. 

Thus eitliei’ by negating or by embracing, the Ego may 

s('.ek to establish itself in reality. who, with Marcus 

Aurelius, can truly say, “O Iinivers(% I wish all that thou 

wishest,” has a self fj’oni vdiich every trace of negativeness 

and obstructivenc^ss has been removed—no wind can blow 

except to fill its sails. 

A tolerably unanimous opinion ranges the different 

selves of which a man may be ‘ seized and jiossessed,’ and 

the consequent difieront orders of his self-regard, in an 

hierarchicnl scale, yoith the bodily Self at the bottom, the 

spiritual Self al top, a,ml the extracorporeal material selves 

and the various social selves between. Our merely natural 

self-seeking would lead us to aggrandize all these selves; 

we give up deliberately only those among them which we 

* “ The usual mode of lessening the shock of disai>pointment or discs- 
teem is to contract, i»f possible, a low estimate of llu^ persons that inflict it. 
This is our remedy for the unjust censures of party spirit, as well as of 
personal malignity.” (Bain: Emotion and Will, p. 309.) 
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find A\ e ciiiiiiot ke(‘p. Our uiiHelfislinesB is thus apt to he a 

‘ virtiu' of iiecessily ’; and it is not without all show of rea¬ 

son fliat ( viiics quote the fable of the fox and the grapes in 

des(*ii])ing our j)r()gress therein. But this is the moral 

edueation of the race ; and if we agree in the result that 

on the whole the selves we (‘iui keep are the intrinsically 

best, we need not c()ni])lain of being led to the knowledge 

of tlndi* su])erior worth in such a tortuous way. 

Of eoinse this is not the only way in which we h^arn 

to snl)ordinat(^ our lower selves to our higlu'r. A direct 

ethical judgment unqu(\stionably also 2)lays its j)art, and last, 

not least, w(' ^^ppij to our own pcu’sons judgments oiiginally 

calhul fortli by the nets of others. It is one of the strangest 

laws of our nature that many things which we are well sat- 

istical witli in ourselves disgust us when seen in others. 

With anotlior man’s bodily ‘hoggishness’ hardly anyone 

has any sym2)atliy;—almost as little with his cujndity, his 

social vanity and eagerness, his jealousy, his des])otism, 

and Ins pi'ide. L(‘ft absolutely to myself 1 should pro])abl3" 

allow all tliese spontaneous tendencies to luxuriate in me 

unchec‘k(Hl, and it would be long before I formeal a distinct 

notion of the order of their subordination. But having 

constantly to ])ass judgment on my associates, I come ere 

long to s(‘e, as Herr Horwicz says, my own lusts in the 

rnii’ror of tlui lusts of others, and to thinh about them in a 

very different way from that in which I simj)ly Jed, Of 

course, the moral generalities which from childhood have 

been iiistilhal into me accelerate enormously the advent of 

this reflectiv(* judgment on myself. 

So it comes to {)ass that, a,s aforesaid, men have arranged 

the various selves which they may seek in an hierarchical 

scale according to their worth. A certain amount of bodily 

selfishness is required as .a basis for all the other selves. 

But too much sensuality is despised, or at best condoned 

on account of the other qualities of the individual. The 

wider material selves arc regarded as higher than the 

immediate body. He is esteemed a })oor creature who is 

unable to forego a little meat and drink and warmth and 

sleep for the sake of getting on in the world. The social 

self as a whole, again, ranks higher than the material self 
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as a whole. We must (%‘ire more for our honor, our friends, 

our liumau ties, tijuji for a sr)uiid skin or wealth. And the 

spiritual self is so supremely prcicious that, rather than 

lose it, a man ought to he willing to give up friends and 

good faimy and pro]>(U*ty, and life itself. 

In e(i(‘h khrJ of self, mdleriol, social, ami spiritual, men 

disfimjnish hehneen the immediate and actual, and the re¬ 

mote and potential, Ixdween the narrower and the wider 

view, to the d(itrim<Mit of the former and advantage of the 

latt(U'. must forego a present bodily enjoyment for 

the sake of om^’s gcuieral health ; one must abandon the 

dollar in the hand for the sake of the hundred dollars to 

come ; one must make an enemy of his present inku’locutor 

if t]ier(d)y one makes friends of a more valued circle ; one 

must go without It'ariiing and grace, and wit, the better to 

companss one’s soul’s salvation. 

Of all tlu'se wid(U', more pobuitial selves, the potential 

soci(fl self is the most inbu’estijig, by reason of certain 

a[)])arent paradox(‘S to which it leads in coiiduct, and by 

reason of its connection with our moral and religious life. 

When for inotha^s of honor and conscience T brave the con¬ 

demnation of my own family, club, and ‘sot '; whim, as a 

protestant, T turn catholic; as a catholic, freethinker; as a 

‘regular practitioner,’ homceopath, or what not, I am always 

inwardl}" strengthened in my course and steeled against the 

loss of my actual social self by the thought of other and 

better possible social judges than those whose verdict gcjos 

against me nowx The ideal social self which T thus seek 

in appealing to their decision may be very remote : it may 

be represented as bandy possible. I may not hope for its 

realization during my lifetime; I may even ('xpect the 

future generations, which would approve nui if they knew 

me, to know nothing about me when I am dead and gone. 

Yet still the enudion tliad beckons me on is indubitably 

the pursuit of an ideal so(dal self, of a self that is at least 

worthy of approving recognition by the highest possible 

judging companion, if such companion there be.* This 

* It must be observed tbut the qualities of the Self thus ideally consti- 
tuted are all qualities approved by my actual fellows in the first instance ; 
and that my reason for now appealing from their verdict to that of the 
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self is the true, the intimate, the ultimate, the perma¬ 

nent Me which I seek. This judge is God, the Absolute 

Mind, tlie ‘Great Companion.’ We hear,in these days of 

scientific enlightenment, a great deal of discussion about 

the efficacy of prayer ; and many reasons are given us why 

we should not pray, whilst otliers are given us why we 

should. But in all this very little is said of the reason why 

we do pray, which is simpl}^ that we cannot help praying. 

It seems probable that, in S2)ite of all that ‘ science ’ may do 

to the contrary, men will continue to pray to the end of time, 

unless their mental nature changes in a manner which 

nothing we know should lead us to expect. Th(3 impulse 

to pray is a necessary consecpieiu'o of the fact that whilst 

the innermost of the emjnrical s(dv('s of a man is a Self of 

the socAal sort, it yet ciiii find its only adequate Socins in an 

ideal world. 

All progress in the social Self is the substitution of 

higher tribunals for lower ; this ideal tribunal is the high¬ 

est; and most men, either continually or occ'asionally, 

carry a refen^nce to it in their breast. The humblest out¬ 

cast on this earth can feel himself to be real and Aalid by 

means of this higher recognition. And, on tli(3 other hand, 

for most of us, a world with no such inner refuge when the 

outer social self failed and dropped from us wa)uld 1x3 the 

abyss of horror. I say ‘for most of us,’ because it is 

probable that indi\’iduals differ a go(xl deal In the degree 

in which they are haunted by this sense of an ideal specta¬ 

tor. It is a much more essential part of the consciousness 

of some men than of others. Those who have the most of 

it are possibly the most religions men. But I am sure that 

even those who say they are altogether without it deceive 

themselves, and really have it in some degree. Only a 

noii-gregarious animal could be completely without it. 

Probably no one can make sacrifices for ‘ right,’ without 

ideal judge lies in some outward peculiarity of the immediate case. What 
once was admired in me as courage has now become in the ey(?s of men 
‘ impertinence ’ ; what was fortitude is obstinacy ; what was fidelity is 
now fanaticism. The ideal judge alone. I now believe, can read my 
qualities, my willingnesses, my powers, for what they truly are. My 
fellows, misled by interest and prejudice, have gone astray. 
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to some degree personifying the principle of right for 

which the sacrifice is made, and expecting thanks from it. 

Complete socdal unseltislmess, in otlier words, can hardly 

exist; complete social suicide hardly o(‘ciir to a man’s mind. 

Even such t('xts as Job’s, “ Thougii He slay 111(3 j et will I 

trust Him,” or Marcus Aurelius’s, “If gods hate me and 

my chiJdreji, tJiere is a reason for it,” c.iui least of all be 

cited to prove tlie contrary. For b(3yond all doubt Job 

revelh^d in tli(3 thought of Jehovah’s recognition of the wor¬ 

ship after the slaying should have been done ; and the Homan 

em})ei*or felt sure tlie Absolute lieason would not be all 

inditierent to his acajuiescence in the gods’ dislike. Tlie 

old test of piety, “Are you willing to ])e damned for the 

glory of (lod ?” was probably never answered in tlie allir- 

mative ex(*ept by those who felt sure in their heart of hearts 

that God would ‘cr(3dit^ them with their willingness, and 

set more stor(3 by them thus than if in His unfathomable 

scheme He had not damned them at all. 

All this about the impossibility of suicide is said cm the 

su])position of positive motives. When possessed bv the 

emotion of/mr, however, we are in a negative state of mind ; 

that is, our desire is limited to the mere banishing of some¬ 

thing, without regard to what shall take its place. In this 

state of mind there can unquestionably be genuine thoughts, 

and genuine acts, of suicide, spiritual and social, as well as 

bodily. Anything, anything, at such times, so as to escape 

and not to be! But such conditions of suicidal frenzy are 

pathological in their nature and run dead against every¬ 

thing that is regular in the life of the Self in man. 

WHAT SELF IS LOVED IN ‘ SELF-LOVE’P 

We must now try to interpret the facts of self-love and 

self-seeking a little more delicately from within. 

A man in whom self-seeking of any sort is largely 

developed is said to be selfish.* He is on the other hand 

* The kind of selfishness varies with the self that is sought. If it be 
the mere bodily self; if a man grabs the best food, the warm corner, the 
vacant seat; if he makes room for no one, spits about, and belches in our 
faces,—we call it hoggishness. If it be the social self, in the form of popu¬ 
larity or influence, for which he is greedy, he may in material ways subor- 
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called imsolfish if he shows consideration for the interests of 

other selves than liis own. Now what is the intimate nature 

of the seJtish (unotion in him? and what is the primary 

ohjecf of its regard? We have described him pnrsniiig and 

fostering as his self first one set of things and then another; 

we have seentlie same set of facts gain or lose interest in his 

eyes, leave him indifferent, or till him eitlun* with triumph 

or despair according as he made ])retensif)ns to a})])ropriate 

them, treated them as if they were potentially or actually 

parts of himself, or not. We know how litth^ it matters to 

us whether soine man, a man taken at large ajid in the 

abstract, prove a failure or succeed in lift%—he may be 

hanged for aught we cai'c,—but we know the utter momen¬ 

tousness and terribleness of the alternative when the man 

is the one whose name we ourselves bear. 1 must not be 

a failure, is the very loudest of the voices that clamor in 

each of our breasts: let fail wdio may, 1 at least must suc¬ 

ceed. Now the first conclusion which these facts suggest 

is that each of us is animated by a direct feetiiKj of regard 

for his own pure principle of indivulual existence, AV’hatev(U' 

that may ha, taken merely as such. It appears as if all our 

concrete manifestations of scdfishness might be th(‘ (‘onclu- 

sious of as many syllogisms, each with this princi])le as the 

subject of its major ])remiss, thus: Whatever is me is 

precious; this is me ; therefore this is precious; whatever 

is mine must not fail; this is mine; therefore this must 

not fail, etc. It appears, I say, as if this ])rinciple inocu¬ 

lated all it touched with its own intimate fpiality of worth; 

as if, ])revious to the touching, everything might be matter 

of indifference, and nothing interesting in its own right; as 

if my regard for my own body even were an interest not 

simply in this body, but in this body only so far as it is 

mine. 

But what is this abstract numerical principle of identity, 

dinnte himself to others as the best means to his end; and in this case ho is 
very apt to pass for a disinterested man. If it be the ‘other-worldly * self 
which he seeks, and if he seeks it ascetically,—even though he would 
rather see all mankind damned eternally than lose his individual soul— 
* sjiintliness' will probably be the name by which his selfishness will ho 
called. 
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this ‘Nnniber One ’ within me, for whicli, according to pro¬ 

verbial philosophy, I am sup])osed to keep so constant a 

^ lookout' ? Is it ihi) inner nucleus of my spiritual self, that 

collection of obscurely felt ‘ adjustments,’ plus j)erha23S that 

still more obscurely perceived subjectivity as such, of which 

w(^ recently spoke? Or is it perha])s thci concrete stream 

of my thought in its entirety, or some one st^ction of the 

same? Or may it be tlie hidivisible Soul-Substance, in 

which, according to tlui orthodox tradition, my faculties 

inhere ? Or, finalh^ can it be the mere 2)ronoun I ? Surely 

it is none of these things, tlnit s(df for whiclilted such hot 

regard. Though all of them togethcu' were 2>^it within me, 

I sliould still be cold, and fail to (‘xhibit anything worthy 

of the name of seltishiHiss or of devotion to ‘ ISbijnl)er One.’ 

To have a self that I can cv/rc/hr, nature niiist first 2)resent 

m(‘ with some ohjecf interesting enough to make nu5 instinc- 

tiv(dy wish to a2)pro2)riato it for its ourn sala^, and out of it 

to manufacture one of those mal(U’ial, social, or S2)ii‘itual 

selves, which we have already 2)assed in J’eview. shall 

find that all the facts of rivalry and substitutio]! that have 

so struck us, all the shiftijigs and expajisions and contrac¬ 

tions of tlui sjdiere of what shall l)e ('onsideianl me and 

mine, are but results of the fact that certain filings apjjeal 

to })rimitiv(i and instinctive impulsi's of onr nature, and 

tluit we follow’ their d(^stini(\s with an oxcitomeiit that owes 

jiolliiug to a reflective source. These objects our con¬ 

sciousness treats as the |)rimordial constituents of its Me. 

Whatever other objects, whether by association with the 

fate of these, or in any other way, come to be followed with 

the same sort of interest, form our remoter and more sec^- 

ondary self. The ivords me, thru, and seli', so far ^9 they 

arouse feeding and connede eniotiomd worth, are OB.TECTt\’E 

designations, meaning all the thin(JS irhich have the poiver 

to prodvee in a streeim of consciousness excitement of a 

certain pec'diar sort. Let us try to justify this projiosition 

in detail. 

The most palpable selfishness of a man is his bodil}^ 

sellishness ; and his most pal2)able self is the body to which 

that selfishness relates. Now I say tha.t he identifies him¬ 

self with this body because he loves it, and that he does 
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not love it because he finds it to be identified with himself. 

Keverting to natural historj-])sychology will help us to see 

the truth of this. In the chapter on Instincts we shall 

learn that every creature has a certain sek^ctive interest in 

certain portions of the world, and tliat tliis iiiterest is as 

often connate as accpiired. Our interest in things means 

the attention and emotion which the thought of them will 

excite, and the actions which their presence will evoke. 

Thus every species is particularly interested in its own 

pre}" or food, its own enemies, its ow^i sexual mates, and 

its own young. These things fascinate by tiieir intrinsic 

power to do so; they are cared ff>r for their own sakes. 

Well, it stands not in the least othoiwvise with our bod¬ 

ies. They too are percepts in our objective field—they are 

simply the most interesting perce})ts th<n;e. A\diat happens 

to them excites in us em()tions and tendencies to action 

more energetic and habitual than any w hich are excited by 

other portions of the ‘ field.’ What my (‘oinrades call my 

bodily seliisliness or self-love, is nothing but the sum of 

all the outer acts w hich this interest in my h yly s].)ontaiie- 

ously draws from mo. My ‘ selfishm^ss ’ is here but a de¬ 

scriptive name for groujdng together the outward symp¬ 

toms wdiich I show*. When I am led l)y self-love to keep 

my seat whilst ladies stand, or to grab something first and 

cut out my neighbor, what I really love is the comfortable 

seat, is the thing itself which 1 grab. I love them prima¬ 

rily, as the mother loves her l)abe, or a generous man an 

heroic d(‘ed. Wherever, as here, self-seeking is the out¬ 

come of simple instinctive propensity, it is but a name for 

certain reflex acts. Something rivets my attention fatally, 

and fatally provokes the ‘ selfish ’ response. Could an au¬ 

tomaton be so skilfully constructed as to ape these acts, it 

would be called selfish as properly as I. It is true that I 

am no automaton, but a thinker. But my thoughts, like 

my acts, are here concerned only wdth the outw^ard things. 

They need neither know nor care for any pure principle 

within. In fact the more utterly ‘ selfish ’ I am in this 

primitive way, the more blindly absorbed my thought will 

be in the objects and imi:)ulses of my lusts, and the more 

devoid of any inward looking glance. A baby, whose con- 
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Rciousness of tlie pure Ego, of himself as a thinker, is not 

usually supposed developed, is, in this way, as some Ger¬ 

man has said, ^ der vollendeteste Egoist,'' His corporeal per¬ 

son, and what ministers to its needs, are the only self he 

can possil)ly be said to love. His so-called self-love is but 

a name for his insensibility to all but this one set of things. 

It may bo that he needs a pure principle of subjectivity, a 

soul or pure Ego (he certainly needs a stream of thought) 

to make him sensible at all to anything, to make him dis¬ 

criminate and love vherhmpt—how tliat may be, we shall 

see ere long; but this pure Ego, which would then be the 

co7tdilion of his loving, m^ed no moni be the object of his 

love than it need be the object of his thought. If his in¬ 

terests lay altogether in other bodies than his own, if all 

his instincts were altruistic and all his acts suicidal, still he 

would ne(id a prijiciple of conscionsness just as he does now. 

Such a principle cannot then be the principle of his bodily 

selfishness any more than it is the principle of any other ten¬ 

dency he may show. 

So much for the bodily self-love. But my social self- 

love, my interest in the images other men have framed of 

me, is also an interest in a set of objects external to my 

thought. These thoughts in other men’s minds are out of 

my mind and ‘ejective’ to me. They come and go, and 

grow and dwindle, and I am pulled up with pride, or blush 

with shame, at the result, just as at my success or failure 

in the pursuit of a material thing. So that here again, just 

as in the former case, the 2)ure principle seems out of the 

game as an object of regard, and present only as the general 

form or condition under Avhicli the regard and the thinking 

go on in me at all. 

But, it will immediately be objected, this is giving a 

mutilated account of the facts. Those images of me in the 

minds of other men are, it is true, things outside of me, 

whose changes I perceive just as I perceive any other out¬ 

ward change. But the pride and shame which I feel are 

not concerned merely with those changes. I feel as if some¬ 

thing else had changed too, when I perceive my image in 

your mind to have changed for the worse, something in me 

to which that image belongs, and which a moment ago I felt 
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inside of me, big and strong and lusty, but now weak, com 

tractod, and collapsed. Is not LJiis latiiu* change the ciiango 

I feel the siianie al)()nt? Is not tlie condition of this thing 

inside :>f me the proper object of my egoistic concern, of my 

self-r(^gard ? And is it not, after all, my pure Ego, my bare 

numerical principle of distinction from other men, and no 

empirical part of me at all 

No, it is no such pure princdple, it is simj)ly my total 

em])irical sidfhood again, my historic M(% a (collection of 

objective facts, to whicdi tine ch^pncciated image in your mind 

‘belongs.’ In what capacity is it that I claim and demand 

a respectful greeting from you inskuid of this ('xpression of 

disdain ? It is not as being a bare I that I claim it; it is 

as being an I who has always been treated with respect, 

who l)(dongs to a certain family and ‘ set,’ who has certain 

powers, possessions, and j)ublic functions, sensibilities, 

duties, and purposes, and merits and desei'ts. All this is 

wdiat your disdain negates and contradicts ; this is ‘ the 

thing inside of me ’ whose changed trinitment I feel the 

shame about; this is what was lusty, and now, in conse- 

qmmee of your conduct, is collapscal; and this ccndainly is 

an empirical objective thing. Indiced, the tiling that is felt 

modified and cliang^Hl for the worse during my feeling of 

shame is often more concrete even than this,—it is simply 

my bodily person, iji which your conduct immediahely and 

without any reflection at all on my part works those 

muscular, glandular, and vascular (dianges whicli together 

mak(‘ uj) the ‘ ex])ression ’ of shame. In this instinctive, 

n^hex sort of shame, the body is just as much the entire 

vehiede cd' the self-feeling as, in the coarser cases which we 

first took up, it was the vehicle of the self-seeking. As, in 

simple ‘ hoggishness,’ a succulent morsel gives rise, by the 

reflex mechanism, to behavior which the bystanders find 

‘greedy,’ and consider to flow from a certain sort of ‘self- 

regard;’ so here your disdain gives rise, by a mechanism 

quite as reflex and immediate, to another sort of behavior, 

which the bystanders call ‘shame-faced’ and which they 

consider due to another kind of self-regard. But in both 

cases there may be no particular self regarded at all by the 

mind : and the name self-regard may be only a descriptive 
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title imposed from without the reflex acts themselves, and 

the feolijjgs tlin-t immediahdj result from their discharge. 

After the bodily and social selves come tlie spiritual. 

But which of my sj>ijitual selves do ] really care for? My 

vSoul-substaiuie ? my ‘ trajisc(;nd(mta.l Ego, or Thinker’ ? 

my pronoun I? my subjectivity as sucli? my nucleus of 

cephalic adjustments? or my more })henomenal and perish* 

able 2)ow(U‘s, my loves and hates, willingm^sses and sensibil¬ 

ities, and the like? Surely the latter. But they, relatively 

to the central principle, whatever it may be, are (external 

and objective. They conu^ and go, and it remains—‘‘so 

shakes the magnet, and so stands the pole.” It may indeed 

have to be there for them to be loA^ed, ljut being there is 

not identical with being loved itself. 

To sum up, then, we -see no reason to suppose that self-love ’ 

IS primarily^ or secondarily, or ever, Jove for one's niere primn- 

pie of conscious identity. It is always love for something 

which, as compared with that principle, is superficial, tran¬ 

sient, liable to be taken up or dropped at will. 

And zoological psychology again comes to the aid of 

our understanding and sliows us that tliis must needs be 

so. In fact, in answering the question what things it is that 

a man loves in his self-love, we have implicitly answered the 

farther question, of wh}" he loves them. 

Unless his consciousness were something more than 

cognitive, unless it experienced a partiality for certain of 

the objects, which, in succession, occu])y its ken, it could 

not long maintain itself in existence ; for, by an inscrutable 

necessity, each human mind’s appearance on this earth is 

conditioned upon the integrity of the b(aly with whicdi it 

belongs, upon the treatment which that body gets from 

others, and upon the s]>iritual dispositions which use it as 

their tool, and lead it either towards longevity or to destruc¬ 

tion. Its own hotly, then, first of all, its friends next, and 

finally its spiritual dispositions, must he the supremely in- 

'cresting objects for eadi human mind. Each mind, to 

begin with, must liave a ceiTain minimum of selfishness in 

the shape of instincts of bodily self-seeking in order to exist. 

This minimum must be tliere as a basis for all farther con¬ 

scious acts, whether of self-negation or of a selfishness 
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more subtle still. All minds must have come, by tlie waj 

of the survival of the fittest, if by no directer path, to take 

an intense interest in tJie bodies to which they are yoked, 

altogether apart from any interest in the pure Ego which 

they also possess. 

And similarly with the images of their person in the 

minds of others. I should not be extant now had I not be¬ 

come sensitive to looks of approval or disaj)proval on the 

faces among which my life is cast. Looks of con tern })t cast 

on other persons need affect me in no such peculiar way. 

Were my mental life dependent exclusively on some other 

person’s welfare, either directl}^)!* in an indirect way, then 

natural selection would unquestionably have brought it 

about that I should be as sensitive to the social vicissitudes 

of that other person as I now am to my own. Instead of 

being egoistic I should be spontaneously altruistic, then. 

But in this case, only partially realized in acdual human 

conditions, though the self I einpiri(^ally love would have 

changed, my pure Ego or Thinker would have to remain 

just what it is now. 

My spiritual powers, agaiji, must interest me nio3 e than 

those of other j^eojile, and for the same reason. ] should 

not be here at all unless I had cultivated them and kept 

them from decay. And the same law which made me (nice 

care for them makes me care for them still. 

My ovm hody and what jninwters to its needf^ arr thus the 

primitive object, instinctively determ ined, of 7riy egoistic interests. 

Other objects may become interesting derivatively through 

association with any of these things, either as means or as 

habitual concomitants ; a,nd, so in a thomanxl ways the primi¬ 

tive sphere of the egoistic emotions may enlarge and change 

its boundaries. 

This sort of interest is really the meaning of the word 

*myi* Whatever has it is eo ipso a part of me. My child, 

my friend dies, and where he goes I feel that part of my^ 

self now is and evermore shall be: 

“ For this losing is true dying; 

This is lordly man’s down-lying; 

This his slow but sure reclining, 

Star by star his world resigning.” 
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The fact remaius, however, that certain special sorts of 
thing tend primordially to possess this interest, and form 

the natural me. But all these things are ohjectSy properly 

so called, to the subject which does the thinking.* And 

this latter fa(tt upsets at once the di(*tum of the old-fash- 

ioiKul scnsatioiialist psych<dogy, that altruistic passions 

and interests are (amtradictoiy to the nature of things, and 

that if they a])pear anywherti to (‘xist, it must b(i as second¬ 

ary products, resolvable at bottom into cases (»f selfishness^ 

tanglit by ex])(ni(uice a hy})ocritical disguise. If the zoolog¬ 

ical and evolutionary point of view is the true one, there is 

no reason why any object whatever might not arouse passion 

and Intercast as primitively and instincllvdy as any other, 

whether connected or not witli the interests oi the me. 

The phenomenon of ])assion is in origin and essence the 

same, whatever be the ta.rg(d upon whidi it is disdiarged; 

and what the tai'gd: a.dually hap})ens to be is solely a ques¬ 

tion of fact. T might coucdvably be as much fascinated, 

and as [)riiiiitivdy so, by tln^ care of my neighbor’s body 

as by the car(^ of my own. Tln^ di(.H*k to sudi exuber¬ 

ant altruistic interests is natural sdection, which would 

weed out such as wen^- xary harmful to the individual or to 

his trilx^ Ma.ny sudi interests, liowevei*, I’emain unweeded 

out—the interest in the opposite sex, for example, which 

seems in mankind stronger than is calhul for by its utili¬ 

tarian need ; and alongside of them 3’emain interests, like 

that in alcoholic intoxication, or in musical sounds, wdiich, 

for aught we can se(', are without any utility nliatever. 

The sympathetic instincts and the egoistic ones are thus 

co-ordinate. TIk'y arise, so far as Ave can tell, on the same 

psychologic levd. The only ditferen(*e between them is, 

that the instincts called egoistic form mudi the larger mass. 

The only author Avhom I knoAv to have discussed the 

question whether the ‘])ure Ego,’se, can be an object 

of regard, is Herr HorA\icz, in his extremely able and acute 

Psychologisclie Analysvn. He too says that all self-regard 

is regard for certain objective things. Ho disposes so well 

* Lotze, Med. Psych. 498-501 ; Microcosmos, bk. ir. chap. v. §§ 3, 4 
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of one kind of objection tliat I must conclude by quoting a 

part of liis own words: 

Fii'st, tlie objection : 

“ 1'ho fact is iii(]u})itablc that one's own cliildnm always pass foi 

the pretti(‘st and brightest, tlie wine from one’s own ('(‘liar for tlie b(‘st 

—at least for its pric^e,—one's own lioiise and hors(\s for the tim'sl. 

With what tender admiration do we con over our own little d(‘(ul of 

Oenevoleiice ! our own frailties and inisdcmn'anors, how lU'ady we aic to 

ac(]uit ours(‘lves for them, whem we notice tluun at all, outlie ground of 

^ (‘xt{uiuating circumstances’! How much mori' really ('omic an^ our 

own jokes than those^ of others, which, unlike ouj-s, will not lanr being 

repeated ten or twelve times over! How (‘hxpieul. striking, powca-ful, 

our own speeches an^! How a])propriate our own addn'ss 1 In short, 

how much more in((‘llig(‘nt, soulful, better, is everything about us than 

in anyone (dse. The sad chajiter of artists’and authors’conceit and 

vanity behnigs here. 

“The prevalence of this olivious prefenmee which we feel for eveay- 

tliingof our own is iudeHal striking. J)o(\s it not look as if ourdear Kgo 

must first lend its color and flavor to anything in order to make it jileaso 

us? ... Is it not the siinjilest explanation for all these ]>h(!nomena, so 

consist(mt among themsttves, to suppose that the Kgo, the sidf, which 

forms the origin and cemtre of our thini'ing life, is at the same tune tho 

original and central object of our life of feeling, and tlu^ ground both 

of whatev(;r spi^cial ideas and of what(‘ver special feedings ensue?” 

Herr Horwicz goes oii to refer to what wo liavo already 

noticed, tliat vaiious tliiugs whicli disgust us in others do 

not disgust us at all in ourselves. 

“To most of us (^v('n the bodily warmth of another, for example the 

chair warm from another’s sitting, is felt uiiphiasaiitly, wh<?r(?as there 

is nothing disagnajable in the warmth of tho chair in which we have 

been sitting ourselves.” 

After some further remarks, ho re2)lies to these facts 

and reasonings as follows: 

“Wo may with confidence affirm that our own ])ossessions in most 

cases please us better [not because they are oui'sj, but simply because we 

know them bettiw, ‘realize’ them mon^ intimately, fe(d tliem more 

deeply. We learn to appi’eeiate wliat is ours in all its details and shad¬ 

ings, whilst the goods of others app(?ar to us in coarse outlines and rndc 

averages. Here are some examples: A piece of music which one plays 

one’s self is beard and understood better than wlum it is played by an¬ 

other. We get more exactly all the dcdails, penetrate more deeply into 

the musical thought. We may me.anwliile perceive perfectly well that 

the other person is the better })erf()rmer, and yet nevertheless—at times 

—get more enjoyment from our own playing because it brings the 
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melody and harmony so much nearer borne to ns. This case may almost 

be takini as typical for tlie otlnn* casiis of self-love. On close cxainina^ 

tion, we shall almost always lind iha.t a, pai*( of our feeling about 

wliat is ours is d\ie to tin; fact that we Hir c/avr/ to our own things, and 

so fc(d them more tliorouglily and deeply. As a friiuid of mine was 

about to marry, h(5 often bor(‘d nu* by the n;p(‘ated aiul minute way in 

which he would discuss the details of his new household arrangements. 

1 wondered that so intelh'ctual a man should b(‘ so de(‘ply interested in 

things of so external a naturii. Jhit as 1 (Uiten'd, a ft>w yc'ars later, the 

same condition mysi'lf, tinsse nuitters ac((uir<‘d for nu' an entirely difi'er- 

ent int(U‘(‘st, and it bi'came my turn to turn thi'in over and talk of them 

unceasingly. . . . The reason was simjdy this, t hat in tin; tirst instance 

! nnothing of tlies(‘. things and their iinjiortanei' for domestic 

comfort, wltilst in the latter ea.s(‘ they eana^ honu' to me with irresistible 

urgency, and vividly took possession of my fancy. So it is with many 

a one who mocks at diH'orations and titles, until ln‘ gains one himself. 

And this is alsosuri'ly the reason why one’s own portrait or retl(x*tion in 

the mirror is so ])f‘euliarly int(‘r(‘sting a thing to cont(‘mplat(^ . . . not on 

account of any absolute ‘ e'e.s/ /no/,' but just as with tin' music played 

by oursi'lves. What grei'ts our ('yi'S is what we know best, most deeply 
understand; beeausi'we oursi'lves have hdt it and livt'd tliroughit. We 

know what has })longhed tluisi^ furrows, (h'epemMl these shadows, 

IjlainduMl this hair ; and other faces may be handsouKT, but none can 

speak to us or iuten'st us like this.” * 

Moreover, tliis author goes on to show that our own 

tilings are fuller for us than tliose of otliors because of the 

memories they a^vaken aiut the ])ractical hojios and expecta 

tions they arouse. This alone tvould enj])hasize them, apart 

from any value derived from their belonging to ourselves. 

We may^ conclude with him, then, that (in ori(fin(il centrul 

self-feeling am, nrver explain the pansionafe trarinih (f our self- 

regardiug emotions, irhich niust, em the contrary, be addressed 

directly to spidal things less abstract and e7npty of content. To 

these things the naine if ^ self ^ may be. given, or to our conduct 

towards them the iiame of ‘ selfishness,^ but rwither in the self 

nor the selfishness does the pure Thinker play the ^ titlc-rdlef 

Only one more point connected with our self-regard need 

be mentioned. We have spoken of it so far as active in^ 

stiiKit or emotion. It remains to speak of it as cold intdr 
lectual self-estimation. We may Aveigh our own Me in th^ 

* Psycliologische Analysen anf Ph3\sio]ogischer Grundlage. Theil ii, 
llte Hfllfte, § 11. The whole section ought to be read. 
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balauce of praise and blame as easily as we weigh other 

pcojilo,—thougli with diHiculty <piite as fairly. The just 

man is the one who can w'eigh himself impartially. Impar¬ 

tial weighing presupposes a rare faculty of abstraction from 

the vividness with which, as Herr Horwicz has 2)ointed out, 

things known as intimately as our own possessions and 

performances appeal to our imagination ; and an ecpially 

rare power of vividly representing the affairs of others. But^ 

granting these rare powers, there is no reason why a man 

should not pass judgment on himself quite as objectively 

and w^ell as on anyone else. No matter how he feels about 

himself, unduly elated or unduly depressed, he may still 

truly know his owm worth by measuring it by the outward 

standard he applies to other men, and counteract the injus¬ 

tice of the feeling he cannot Avlu)]ly escape. This self- 

measuring process has nothing to do wi’th the instinctive 

self-regard we have hitherto been dealing Avith. Being 

merely one npplit'ation of intellectual comparison, it need 

no longer detain ns her(‘. Please note again, how'ever, how 

the pure Ego apja^ars merely as the vehicle in wddcdi the 

estimation is carried on, the objects estimated being all of 

them facts of an empirical sort, * one’s body, one’s credit, 

* Professor Bjiiu, in his olniptcr on ‘ Emotions of Self/ does scant jus¬ 
tice to tlie primitive nature of a large part of our self-feeling, and seems to 
reduce it to rellective self-estimation of this sober intellectual sort, which 
certainly most of it is not. ITe says that when the attention is turned 
inward upon self as a Personality, “ W(! are putting forth towards ourselves 
the kind of exercise that ])roi)erly accompanies our contemplation of other 
persons. We are accustomed to scrutinize the actions and (conduct of those 
about us, to set a higher value ui)on one man than upon another, by com¬ 
paring the two; to pity one in diatrt‘ss; to feel complacency towards a par¬ 
ticular individual; to congratulate a man on some good fortune that it 
pleases us to see him gain; to admire greatness or excellence as displayed 
by any of our fellows. All these exercises are intrinsically social, like 
Love and Keseulment; an isolated individual could iu*ver attain to them, 
nor exercise them. By what m(;ans, then, through what fiction [IJ can we 
turn round and play them off upon self? Or how comes it that we obtain 
any satisfaction bg putting self in the place of the other party? Perhaps 
the simplest form of the reflected act is that expressed by Self-worth and 
Self-estimation, based and begun upon observation of the ways and con¬ 
duct of our fellow-beings. We soon make comparisons among the indi¬ 
viduals about us; we see that one is stronger and docs more work than 
another, and, in consequence perhaps, receives more pay. We see one 
putting forth perhaps more kindness than another, and in consequence 
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Dne’s fame, one’s intellectual ability, one’s goodness, or 
whatever the case may be. 

The empirical life of Self is divided, as below, into 

Material. SociAJ.. I SPIItlTOAL. 

Self- 
Seeiung. 

Bodily Appetites 
and liislincis 

Love of Adorm 
meiit. Eoi)pery, 
Acquisitivenes.s, 
(yOiisIructivcrjcss, 

Love of Home, etc. 

Desire to plea.s(‘, be^ 
noticed, adniiied,! 
etc. 

8o(‘iability, Einnhi- 
tion, Envy, Love, 
Pursuit of Honor, 
Ambition, etc 

InU'lleetual. Moral 
and Keligious 
Aspiration, Con- 
seienliousness 

Self- 
Estimation. 

i 
Personal Vanity, 

M odesi,}, etc. 
Pride of Wealth, 

Fear of Poverty 

Social and Family 
Prid(‘, Vainglory, 
Snobbery, ilnmil-j 
ity. Shame, etc. 

1 

Sen.s(^ of Moral or 
M(*nlal Sn[)(‘iior- 
ity. Purity, (‘te. 

Scn.se of Inferiority 
or of Guilt 

THE PUKE EO-O. 

Having summed uj^ in the above table the principal 

results of the cliapter tlins far, I have said all that need 

receiving more love. We see some individuals surpassing tlie rest in aston¬ 
ishing feats, and drawing after them the gaz<i and admiration of a crowd. 
We accpiire a series of fixed as.sociations towards jun-sons so situated; favor¬ 
able in tlie case of th(* superior, and unfavorable to the inferior. To the 
strong and laborious man we attach an estimate of greater reward, and feel 
that to be in his place would he. ahappier lot than falls to others. Desiring, 
as we do, from the primary motives of our being, to posst'ss good things, 
and observing tlie.se to come by a inan^s superior exertions, we feel a re.spect 
for such ex(*rtion and a wi.sh that it might be ours. We know that we also 
put forth exertions for our .share uf good things; and on witnes.sing others, 
we are ajit to be reminded of ourselves and to make comparisons with our¬ 
selves, wliieh comparisons derive their interest from Uie substantial conse¬ 
quences. Having thus once learned to look at other ])er.sous as per- 
.lOrming Ijibors, greater or l(*ss. and as realizing fruits to accord; being, 
moreover, in all respects like our fellows,—wv lind if an excrcisi; neither 
difficult nor unmeaning to contemplate self as doing work and receiving 
the reward. ... As we decide between one man and another,—which is 
worthier, . . . so we decide between self and all other men; being, how¬ 
ever, in this decision under the bias of our own desires.” A couple of pages 
farther on we read: '‘Hy the terms Self-cornphuamey, Self-gratulation, is 
indicated a posilive enjoyment in dwelling upon our own merits and 
belongings. As in other modes, so here, the starting point is the contem¬ 
plation of excellence or pleasing (pialities'm another person, accompanied 
more or le.ss with fondness or love.” Self-pity is also regarded by Professor 
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be said of the constituents of the phenomenal self, and 

of the nature of self-regard. Our decks are consequently 

3]eaT (Hl for the struggle with that x)ure principle of personal 

identity which has met us all along our preliminary expo¬ 

sition, but which we have always shied from and tr(^ated as 

a difficulty to be postponed. Ever since Hume’s time, it 

has been justly regarded as the most ])uzzling puzzle with 

which psychology has to deal; and whatever view one may 

espouse, one has to hold his })osition against heavy odds. 

If, with the Spiritualists, one contend for a substantial so\d, 

or transcendental princi))le of unity, one (am give no j)ositiYe 

account of what that may be. And if, with the Humians, 

one deny such a princi})le and say that the stream of pass¬ 

ing thoughts is all, one runs against the entire common- 

sense of mankind, of which the belief in a distinct primnplo 

of selfhood seems an integral part. Whatever solution Ix' 

adopted in the pages to come, we may as well mak(‘ u]) our 

minds in advance that it will fail to satisfy th(^ nmjority of 

those to whom it is addressed. The b(\st w;iy of a-pjmoach 

ing the matter will be to take up hist- 

The Sense of Fersoncd Identify, 

In the last cha2)ter it was staled in as radical a way as 

possible that the thoughts which we actually kjiow to exist 

do not about loose, but seem each to Ijclong to some one 

Bain, in this place, as an emotion (Iiv(‘rted to ourselvc's from a more im¬ 
mediate object, “in a manner tliat we may term fictitious and unreal. 
Still, as we can view self in tlie light another person, we can feel towards 
it the emotion of pity callcci forth by otliers in our situation.” 

This account of Professor Bain’s is, it will be observed, a good specimen 
of the old-fashioned mode of explaining the several emotions as rapid cal¬ 
culations of results, and the transfer of feeling from one object to another, 
associated by contiguity or similarity with the first. Zoological evolu¬ 
tionism, which came up since Professor Bain fjr.st wrcjte, has made us see, on 
the contrary, that many emotions mu.st be priviitively aroused by special 
objects. None are more worthy of being ranked primitive than the self- 
gratulation and humiliation attendant on our own .succes.s(5s and failures in 
the main functions of life. We n(a*d no borrowed retiection for these feed¬ 
ings. Professor liain’s account applies to hut tliat small fraction of our 
self-feeling which reflective criticism can add to, or subtract from, the 
total mass.—Lotze has some pages on the modifications of our self-regard 
by universal judgments, in Microcosmus, book v. chap, v § 5. 
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thinker and not to another. Each thought, out of a multi¬ 

tude of otlior thoughts of which it may think, is able to 

distinguish those whicdi belong to its own Ego from those 

wlncli do not. Tlie former have a warmth and intimacy 

about tliem of Avhich t]]e latter are completely devoid, being 

ni(U’(^]y conceived, in a cold and foreign fashion, and not 

a])])(iaring as blood-relatives, bringing their greetings to us 

from out of the past. 

Now this consciousness of personal sameness may be 

treated eitlun* as a subjective })henomenon or as an objec- 

tiv(^ d(Oiveranc(‘, as a feeling, or as a truth. We may ex¬ 

plain how one l)it of thought can (‘.ome to judge other bits 

to belong to the same Ego with its(df; or we may criticise 

its judgment and decide how far it may tally with the 

nature of things. 

As a mere subjective jdienomenon the judgment presents 

no diflumlty or mysttu-y ])eculiar to itself. It belongs to 

the great class of judgments of sameness; and there is 

nothing more remarkable in making a judgment of same¬ 

ness in the first ])erson than in the second or the third. 

Tln^ inh'lhu'lual operations seem essentially alike, whether 

I say ‘I am ihi) same,’ or whether I say ‘the pen is the 

same, as yesterday.’ It is as (axsy to think this as to think 

the opposite and say ‘muther I nor the pen is the same.’ 

This sort of bringimj of things together into the oitjeci of a 

single judgment is of course (essential to all thinking. The 

things are conjoined in the thought, whatever be the 

relation in which they appear to the tliought. The thinking 

them is thinking them together, even if only with the result 

of judging that they dt) not belong together. This sort of 

subjective synthesis, essential to knowledge as such (when¬ 

ever it has a complex object), must not be confounded with 

objective synthefiis or union instead of difference or discon¬ 

nection, known among the things.* The subjective syn- 

* “ Also mir dfidurch, dtiss ich oiii Mannigfaltgogebeuer Vorslel- 
luijgen in einem. BewumUein vcrbiiidon kann, ist. (‘s inbglich dass ioli die 
IdeMitat dos Bewusstseins in diesen Voi'stellunffen stdbst vorstelle, d. li. die 
tinalylisclK^ Einhcil dor A])pcrce])tion ist niir imtor der Voranssctzimgirgend 
einer synthelisclien indglioh.” In this passage* (Krilik de.r reinen Ver- 
iiiinft, 2te AulJ. g 10) Kant calls by the names of analvtio and synthetic 
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thesis is involved in thought’s mere existence. Even a 

really disconnected world could only bo knomi to be such 

by having its parts temporarily united in the Object of some 

pulse of consciousness.* 

The sense of personal identity is not, then, this mere 

sjmthetic form essential to all thought. It is the sense of a 

sameness perceived hy thought and predicated of things 

thonght-ahoiif. These things are a present self and a self 

of yesterday. The thought not only tliinks them both, but 

thinks that they are identical. The j)S3^chologist, looking on 

and playing the critic, might prove the thought wrong, and 

show there was no real identit^^—tiiere might have been no 

yesterday, or, at any rate, no self of yesterday; or, if there 

were, the sameness predicated might not obtain, or might 

be predi(*-ated on insulFiclent grounds. In either case tlio 

personal identity' would not exist as a foci; but it would 

exist as a all the sanu^; tlie consciousness of it by 

the tliought Avould be there, and the psychologist would 

still have to analyze tliat, and show where its illusoriness 

lav. Let us now l)e the })sychologist and see whether it be 

right or wrong when it says, 1 am the same self that I was 

yesterday. 

We may immediately call it right and intelligible so fai 

as it posits a past time with past thoughts or selves con¬ 

tained therein—these were data which we assumed at the 

outset of the book. Ilight also and intelligible so far as it 

thinks of a 2>^'t>sent self—that present self we have just 

studied in its various forms. The only question for us is 

as to what the consciousness may mean when it calls the 

apperception what we here mean by objective and subjective synthesis 
respectively. It were much to be desired that some one might invent a 
good pair of terms in which to re<;ord the distinction—those used in the 
text are ( ei tainly very bad, ])ut Kant’s seem to me still worse. * C.^ategorical 
unity’ and ‘ transc^endental synthesis* would also be good Kantian, but 
hardly good human, speech. 

* So that we might say, by a sort of bad pun, ‘*only a connected world 
can be known as disconnected.*’ I siiy bad pun, because the point of view 
shifts between the connectedness and the disconnectedness. The discon¬ 
nectedness is of the realities known ; the connectedness is of the knowl¬ 
edge of them ; and reality and knowledge of it are, from the psychological 

f)oint of view held fast to in these pages, two different facto. 
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present self tlie siime with one of tlie past selves which it 

has in mind. 

We spoke a moment since of warmth and intimacy. 

This leads ns to tlie answer souglit. For, whatever the 

thought we are (-riticising may tJiink ahout its })res(nit self, 

that self comes to its acquaintaiua^, or is actually felt, with 

warmth and intimacy. (>f course', this is the case with the 

hodily part of it; we feel the whole cubic mass of oui* body 

all the while, it gives us an unceasing sense of personal 

existence. Equally do we feel the inner ‘nucleus of the 

spiritual self,’ either in the shape of yon faint ])hysiological 

adjustments, or (adopting the universal ])syc)iol()gi('al l)e- 

lief), in that of the pure activity of our tliouglit taking 

place as such. Our remoter spiritual, material, and social 

selves, so far as they are realized, c.ome alsf) with a glow 

and a warmth; for the thought of tlnun infallibly brings 

some degree of organic emotion in the sha2)e of quickened 

heart-1 )eats, opj)ressed breathing, or some other alteration, 

even though it be a slight one, in the general bodily tone. 

The character of ‘warmth,’ then, in the present self, re¬ 

duces itself to either of two things,—sf)mething in the feel¬ 

ing which 'we have of the thought itself, as thinking, or else 

the feeling of the body’s actual existen(*.e at the moment,— 

or finally to both. We cannot realize our j^resent self with¬ 

out simultaneously feeling one or other of these two things. 

Any other fact which brings these Uvo things with it into 

consciousness will be thought wdth a warmth and an inti¬ 

macy like those which cling to the present self. 

Any distant self which fulfils this condition will be 

thought with such warmth and intimacy. But whicii 

distant selves do fulfil the condition, when re2)resented? 

Obviouslj^ those, and only those, which fulfilled it when 

they Avere alive. Them we shall imagine with the animal 

warmth upon them, to them may possibly cling the aroma, 

the echo of the thinking taken in the act. And by a natural 

consequence, we shall assimilate them to each other and 

to the warm and intimate self we now feel within us as we 

think, and separate them as a collection from whatever 

selves have not this mark, much as out of a herd of cattle 

let loose for the winter on some wide western prairie the 
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Dwiier picks ont raid sorts together when the time for tlu. 

rouiul-112) comes iu ilie spring, all the heasts on Avliicli he 

finds his own particular brand. 

The various members of the collection ilius set a[)art 

are felt to belong with each other wlienevin' they are 

thought at all. The animal warmth, et(*., is their lierd-mark, 

the brand from which they can nevin- more escape. It 

runs through thmn all like a thread tlii'ongli a chaplet and 

makes them into a whoh', Avhi(‘h we treat as a unit, no 

matter how mindi in other ways tlio jiarts may dilibr hdvr 

8c, Add to this character the fartlier one that the disl:uit 

selves appear to our thought as having for hours of time 

been coniinnoitH with each other, and the most recent ones 

of them continuous witli tln^ Self of the prescnit moment^ 

melting into it by slow degrees; and we get a still stronger 

bond of union. As we think we scm an identical bodily 

thing when, in spite of changes of structure, it exists (*on- 

tinuously before our eyes, or when, however interrniited its 

presence, its cpiality returns unchanged; so here we think 

we experience an identical Self when it a])pcars to us in an 

analogous way. Oontinnity makes us unite what dissimb 

larity might otherwise separate ; similarity makes us unite 

what discontinuity might hold apart. And thus it is, 

finally, that Peter, awakening iu the same bed with Paul, 

find recalling what both had in mind before they went to 

sleep, reidentifies and appropriates the ‘warm* ideas as his, 

and is never tempted to confuse them with those cold and 

pale-ap])earing ones which ho ascribes to Paul. As well 

might he confound Paul’s body, which ho only sees, with 

his own body, which he sees but also feels. Each of us 

when he awakens says. Here’s the same old self again, just 

as he says, Here’s the same old bed, the same old room, the 

same old world. 

The sense of our own personal identity^ then^ is exactly lihe 

any one of our other ’percept ions of sameness among phenomena. 

It is a conclusion grounded either on the resemblance in a funda¬ 

mental respecty or on the continuity before the mindy of the phe¬ 

nomena compared. 

And it must not be taken to mean more than these 

grounds warrant, or treated as a sort of metaphysical or 
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absolute Unity in which all differouces are overwhelmed. 

The past and present selves compared are the same just so 

far as tliey are tlie snane, and no farther. A uniform feeling 

of ‘warmth,’ of bodily existence (or an equally uniform feel¬ 

ing of j)nre psychic energy?) pervades tlieni all ; and this is 

what gives them a (jrneric unity, and makes them (he same 

in lii7i(L But this g(m(n'ic unity coexists witli generic differ¬ 

ences just as real as the unity. And if from the one point 

of view th(iy are one self, from others they n,re as truly 

not one but many selves. And similarly of the attribute of 

continuity; it gives its own kind of unity to the self—that 

t)f mere connectedness, or unbrokenness, a })ei‘fectly definite 

phenomenal thing—but it gives not a jot or tittle more. 

And this ujibrokenness in the stream of selves, like the 

unbrokonness in an exhibition of ‘ dissolving views,’ in no 

wuse implies any fai'ther unity or contradicts any amount 

of ])lurality in other res]>(m‘ts. 

And accordingly weiijid that, wluu’o the resemblance and 

the continuity are no longer felt, the sense of ])ersonal iden¬ 

tity goes too. We hear from our j)arents various anecdotes 

about (Uir infant years, but we do not appro])riate them as 

W3 do our own memories. Those breaches of decorum 

awaken no blush, those bright sayings no self-complacency. 

That child is a foreign creature with which our j)resent 

self is no more identitied in feeling than it is wdth some 

stranger’s living child to-day. Why? Bartl}^ because 

great timo-ga])s break up all these early years—wm cannot 

ascend to them by continuous memories; and ])artly be¬ 

cause no representation of how the child/c?^ comes up with 

the stories. Wo know what he said and did ; but no senti¬ 

ment of his little body, of his emotions, of his psychic striv¬ 

ings as they felt to him, comes up to contribute an element 

of warmth and intimacy to the narrative w^o hear, and the 

main bond of union with our present self thus disappears. 

It is the same with certain of our dimly-recollected experi¬ 

ences. We hardly know 'whether to appropriate them or 

to disown them as fancies, or things read or heard and not 

lived through. Their animal heat lias eva[)orated ; the feel¬ 

ings that accompanied tlnun arji so lacliing in the recall, or 
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BO different from those we now enjoy, that no judgment of 
identity can he decisively cast. 

Besemhlance amov(j ilie 2)(irfs of a continuum of feelings 
(especially bodily feelings) ex2)erienced along with things 
wi(lely different in all other regards, thus constitutes tlie real 
and verifahJe ‘person(d identity ’ which we feel. There is 
no other identity than this in the ‘stream’of subjective 
consciousness which we described in tlie last chapter. Its 
parts differ, but under all their differences they are knit 
in these tw o ways ; and if either w^ay of knitting disa])])ears, 
the sense of unity dej^arts. If a nnin w^akes nj) some tiiio 
day unable to recall any of his 2)ast ex2)oriences, so that 
he lias to learn his biograjdiy afresh, or if he only lauadls 
the facts of it in a cold abstract Avay as things that ho is sure 
once hajipened ; or if, w ithout this loss of memory, his 
bodily and sjnritual habits all change during the night, eacdi 
organ giving a different tone, and the act of thought Ix^coni- 
ing aw^are of itself in a diflbrent w^ay ; he/cc/.v, and he says, 
that he is a (dianged j’^vson. Ho disowns his foi’mcn* me, 
gives himself a nc‘W name, identifies his present life with 
nothing from out of the ohhu' time. Such cases are not 
rare in mental pathology ; but, as wn still liave some rea- 
Boning to do, wo had better give no concrete account of 
them until the end of the cliaptei'. 

This descri2)tion of 2>ersona,l identity wall be recognized 
by the instructed reader as the ordinary doctrine jirofessed 
by the emjurical school. Associntioiiists in England and 
France, Herbartians in Goianany, all describe the Self as 
an aggregate of w^hicdi each jiart, as to its being, is a separate 
fact. So far so good, then ; thus much is true whatevei 
farther things may be true ; and it is to the imperishable 
glory of Hume and Herbart and their successors to have 
taken so much of the meaning of personal identity out of 
the clouds and made of the Self an em2)irical and verifia¬ 
ble thing. 

But in leaving the matter here, and saying that this sum 
of 2)assing things is all, these writers have neglected certain 
more subtle aspects of the Unity of Consciousness, to which 
we next must turn. 
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Our recent simile of the herd of cattle will help us. It 
will be remembered that the beasts were brought together 

into one herd because their owner ff>und on each of them 

his brand. The ‘ owner ’ symbolizes here that ‘ section ’ of 

consciousness, or pulse of thought, which we have all along 

rei)resented as the vehicle of the judgment of identity ; and 

the ‘brand* symbolizes the characters of warmth and con¬ 

tinuity, by reason of wliich the judgment is made. There 

is found a brand, just as there is found a herd-brand. 

Each brand, so far, is the mark, or cause of our know¬ 

ing, that certain things belong-together. But if the brand 

is the ratio cognoscemli of the belonging, the belonging, 

in the case of the herd, is in turn tlie ratio existnidi of 

the brand. No beast would be so branded unless lie be¬ 

longed to the owner of the herd. They are not his bec'ause 

they are branded; they are branded because they are his. 

So that it seems as if our description of the belonging- 

together of the various selves, as a belonging-together which 

is merely 7'epre<sental, in a later pulse of thought, had 

knocked the bottom out of the matter, and omitted the 

most characteristic one of all the features found in the herd 

—a feature which comnum-sense finds in the phenomenon 

of personal identity as well, and for our omission of which 

she will hold us to a strict account. For common-sense 

insists that the unity of all the selves is not a mere ap¬ 

pearance of similarity or continuity, ascertained after the 

fact. She is sure that it involves a real belonging to a real 

Owner, to a pure spiritual entity of some kind. Relation 

to this entity is what makes the self’s constituents stick to¬ 

gether as they do for thought. The individual beasts do 

not stick together, for all that they wear the same brand. 

Each wanders with whatever accidental mates it finds. The 

herd’s unity is only potential, its centre ideal, like the 

‘centre of gravity’ in physics, until the herdsman or owner 

comes. He furnishes a real centre of accretion to which 

the beasts are driven and by Avhich they are held. The 

beasts stick together by sticking severally to him. Just so, 

common-sense insists, there must be a real proprietor in 
the case of the selves, or else their actual accretion into a 
‘ personal consciousness ’ would never have taken place. 
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To tlie usual ein2)iricist explanation of personal conscious* 

ness this is a formidable ro])r()<)f, because all the individual 

Uioughts and feelings which have succeeded each other ‘ u^) 

to date’ are re|)r(^,sented by ordinary Associationism as in 

r^onie iiis(!rutable way ‘integrating’ oi* gmnining tlnmiselves 

jogether on their own account, and tlius fusing into a sti’eam. 

All tlie in(ami2)re]iensibilities which in Cha2)t(U’ VI we saw 

to attach to tlie idea of things fusing without a medium 
ai)2)ly to tlie emjuricist descri2)ti()n of 2)ersonal identity. 

But in our own account the medium is fully assigned, 

the herdsman is there, in the sha2)e of something not among 

the things collected, but superior to them all, namely, the 

real, jjresent oiilooking, remembering, ‘judging thought’ 

or identifying ‘ section ’ of tlu^ stream. This is what col¬ 

lects,—‘ owns ’ some of the 2)ast facts Avhich it surveys, and 

disowns the rest,—and so makes a. unity that is actualized 

ajul anchored and does not meiady tloat in the blue air of 

2)ossibility. And the ixadity of such ])ulses of thought, with 

their function of knowing, it will be remembered that we 

(lid not seek to deduce or explain, but sim})ly assumed them 

as the ultimate kind of fact that the je^yehologist must ad¬ 

mit to exist. 

But this assum2)tion, though it yields much, still does 

not yield all that commc/n-sense demands. The unity into 

which the Thought—as 1 shall for a time 2)roceod to call, 

with a cajutal T, the ])resent mental state—binds the indi¬ 

vidual past facts Avith each other and with itself, do(‘S not 

exist until the Thought is there. It is as if wild cattle Avei e 

lassoed by a neAvly-croated settler and then oAvned for the 

first time. But the essence of the matter to common-sense 

is that the past thoughts never were; wild catth^, they were 

ahvays owned. The Thought does not ca|>ture them, but 

as soon as it cojnes into existence it finds them already its 

own. How is this jAossible unless the Thought have a 

substantial identity Avith a former oAvner,—not a mere con¬ 

tinuity or a resemblance, as in our account, but a real unity ? 
Common-sense in fact would drive us to admit what we 

may for the moment call an Arch-Ego, dominating the en¬ 

tire stream of thought and all the selves that may be 

renresented in it. as the ever self-sjime and changeless 
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prin(‘.iple implied in tlieir union. The ‘Soul’ of Meta- 

pliysic.s and tlie ‘ Traiiseondenia] of ilie Kantian 

Pliilosopliy, are, as we sliall sooji scm*, l)ut attempts to sat¬ 

isfy this urgent (humuid of eommoii-seiise. But, for a time 

at least, we can still express without any such hypotheses 

that appearance of never-lapsing owiunsliip for wliich com¬ 

mon-sense contends. 

F(^r how would it be if the Thought, the pn^sent judg¬ 

ing ddiought, instead of being in any way substantially or 

transcendentally identical witli tln^ former owiier of the 

past self, merely inlierited liis ‘ title,’ aaid thus stood as 

his legal represfuitative iioav? It would then, if its birth 

coincided exactly with the death of anotiier owiuu’, f'nd 
th(^ past self alrc^ady its own as soon as it found it at all, 

and the past self would thus never be wild, but always 

owmnl, by a title that never L‘1])S(m1. AA^e can imagine a 

long succession of herdsmen coming rapidly into possession 

of tln^ same cattle by transmission of an original title by 

bequest. May not the ‘title’ of a collective self be passed 

from one Thought to another in some analogous way? 

It is a patiiiit fact of consciousness that a transmission 

likci this actually occurs. Each 2)ulse of cognitive conscious- 

n('ss, each Thought, dies away and is re})laced by another. 

The other, among the things it knows, knows its own ])rede- 

cessor, and finding it ‘warm,’ in the way we have de¬ 

scribed, greets it, saying: “Thou art mine, and ]uirt of the 

same self with me.” Each later Thought, knowing and in¬ 

cluding thus the Thoughts which Avent before, is the final 

receptacle—and a2)propriating them is the final owner— 

of all that they contain and oavu. Each Thought is thus 

born an OAvner, and dies oAvned, transmitting Avhatever it 

realized as its Self to its oavu later ]>roprietor. As Kant 

says, it is as if elastic balls Avere to h.awe not only motion 

but knoAvledge of it, and a first ball Avere to transmit both 

its motion and its consciousness to a second, Avhich took 

both up into its consciousness and them to a third, 

until the last ball held all that the other balls had held, 

and realized it as its own. It is this trick whicdi the nas¬ 

cent thought has of immediately taking up the expiring 

fchouuht and ‘adopting’ it, which is the foundation of the 
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appropriation of most of tlie reinoter constituents of the 

self. Who owns the last self owns the self before the last, 

for what possesses the possessor j)ossesses the 2)ossessed. 

It is ini2)ossible to discover an}" vcrijlahle fe^atiires in 

personal identity, Avhich this sketch dot's not contain, ini- 

possiblo to imagine hoAv a,ny transcendtmt non-2>hen()menal 

sort of an Arcn-Ego, were he there, could sha2)0 matters to 

any otlier result, or be knoAvn in time by any other fruit, 

tlian just this 2>roduction of a stream of ccmsciousness eacdi 

‘ studion ’ of whiclj should know, and knowing, hug to 

itself and ado2)t, all those that went before,—thus standing 

as the represeni(dive of the entire past stream ; and which 

should similarly ado2)t the objects already ado2)ted by 

any 2)<>i‘ti<>n of this S2)iritual stnuini. Such standing-as- 

re2^res(mtative, and such ado2>ting, arc 2^orfectly clear 2)he- 

nomenal relations. The Thought which, whilst it knows 

another Thought and the ()bj(‘.ct of that Otlier, a]^2^^’^^“ 

priates the Other and tin? Object whicJi the Other ap2>i‘o- 

priated, is still a 2>erfectly distinct 2>heno!nenon from that 

Other; it may hardly resemble it; it may be far reTm)ved 

from it in S2^a(‘e and <imo. 

The only point tliat is obscure is the act o/ opprojyria- 

how itself. Already in enumerating the constituents of the 

self and their rivalry, T had to use the word 

And the quick-witted reader ])robab]y nothted at tlu^ time, 

in hearing how one constitmmt was h't dro]) and disowned 

and amotlier one held fast to and es2)oused, that the 2>hrase 

was meaningless unless the c,onstituents were obje(*ts in the 

hands of something else. A thing caiinot a2)propriate itself ; 

it 7^9 itself ; and still less can it disown itself. There must 

be an agent of the a])2>ropriating and disowning ; ])ut that 

agent we have already named. It is the Thought to whom 

the various * constituents ’ are known. That Thought is a 

vehicle of choice as well as of cognition ; and among the 

choices it makes are these ap2)ro|iriations, or re2^udiations, 

of its * own.’ But the Thought never is an object in its own 

hands, it never appro2)riates or disowns itself. It appro- 

j)riates to itself, it is the actual focus of accretion, the hook 

from which the chain of oast selves dangles, planted firmlv 
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in the Present, which alone i)asses for real, and thus keep¬ 

ing the chain from being a juirely ide^al thing. Anon the 

hook itself will drop into the jjast with all it carries, and 

then be treated as an object and a2)})ropriated by a new 

Thought in the now' wdiicli will serve as living 

hook iji turn. The present moment of consciousness is 

thus, as Mr. Hodgscju says, the darkest in the Avhole series. 

It may feel its own immediate existence—we have all along 

admittcul the possibility of this, hard a.s it is by dircad in- 

trospe(dion to asccu'tain thelact—but nothing can be known 

ohout it till it b(‘, dead and gone. Its appropriations are 

therefore less to than to the most intimately felt pari 

of ii,s preseui Ohjed, the hody^ and the central adjudrnents^ 

whi(di acct)mpany the act of thinking, in the head. Tln\se 

are the real nucleus ef our per seen al identity, imd it is their 

actual existence, realized as a solid present fact, whicli 

makes us say ‘as sine as I exist, those ])ast facts were part 

of myself.’ Tlnn' are the keriu*] to which th(^ represented, 

parts of tlie S(df arte assimilated, accitited, and knit on ; 

and even were Thought (mtiroly unconscious t)f itself in 

the act of thinking, thest*. ‘warm’ ])arts of its present 

object would b(‘ a firm basis on whitdi the consciousness 

of 2>ersonaI identity would rest."^ Such consciousness, then, 

* Some siilale reader w ill objeci Hint tlie Thoiiglil eannol ea]! any part 
of its Ob;j(‘et ‘ 1' and knit other parts on to it, w itliout lirst knitting that 
part on to /AveZ/; and that it cannot knit it on to Itself witlunit knowing 
Itself so that onr siij)posilion (above, p. 304) that the 7"honght may con¬ 
ceivably have no immediate knowledge of Itself is thus oveithrown. To 
'Which the reply is that we must take care not to be (bip('d by words. The 
words /and me signify notliing mysterious and iinexamj)led—they are at 
bottom only names of emnlntm; and Tlif)ugbt is alw a^^s emj)hasi/Jng 
something. Within a tract of spaite which it cognizes, it contrasts a here 
'VNUtb a there : nilbin a tract of time a now with a. then : of a pair of things 
it calls one ihie, tin* other that. T and thou, I and // are distiiielious exactly 
on a par with thes{\—distinctions possible in an ('\cb'siv('ly lield of 
knowdedge, the ‘I ’ meaning for the Thought notliing but th{‘ bodily life 
which it momentarily feels. The sense of my bodily existence, how’cvcr 
obscurely recognized as such, may then be the absolute original of my con- 

scions selfhood, the fundamental perception that 7 am All appropriations 
may be made to it. hy a Thought not at tlu^ moment immediately cognized 
by itself. Whether these are not only logical ]^ossihilities but actual facta 
is something not yet dogmatically decided in the text. 
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as a psychologic fact, can be fully described without sup¬ 

posing any other agent than a succession of perishing 

thonglifs, endowed witli the functions of appropriation and 

rejection, and of which some can know and appropriate or 

reject objects already known, appropriated, or rejected by 

the rest. 

To illustrate by diagram, let A, B, and C stand for three 

Fig. 34. 

successive thoughts, each with its object inside of it. If B’s 

o])ject be A, and C’s object be B ; then A, B, and C would 

stand for three pulses in a consciousness of personal iden¬ 

tity. Each ])ulse would he something different from the 

others ; but B would know and a<lopt A, and 0 would 

know and [idopt A and B. Three successive states of the 

same brain, on which cacli experience in ]>assing leaves its 

mark, might very well engender thoughts differing from 

each other in just such a way as this. 

The passing Thought then seems to be the Thinker; 

and though there mtiy be another non-])henomenal Thinker 

behind that, so far we do not seem to need him to express 

the facts. But wo cannot definitively make up our mind 

about him initil we have heard the reasons that have his¬ 

torically been used to j^rovo his reality. 

THE PUBB SELF OB INNEB PKINCIPIiE OF PBBSONAL UNIT'S. 

To a brief survey of the theories of the Ego let us then 

next proceed. They are three in number, as follows: 

1) The Spiritualist theory ; 

2) The Associationist theory : 

3) The Transcendentalist theory. 

The Theory of the So9d, 

In Cha])ter VI we were led ruirscffves to the spiritualist 

theory of the ‘ Soul,’ as a means of es(‘ape from the unin¬ 

telligibilities of mind-stuff’ ‘ integrating ’ with itself, and from 
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fche physiological improbahilitj of a material monad, with 

tJiouglit attached io it, in the Ima.in. Ihit at the end of the 

chapter we said we shonld examine tlio ‘8onl’ critically in 

a later place, to see whether it had any other advantages 

as a theory over the Him})]e plienoimnial notion of a stream 

of thought accompanying a stream of cerebral activity, by 

a law yet unexplained. 

The theory of the Soul is the theory of popular philoso¬ 

phy and of scliolasticisin, which is only popular ])ljilosophy 

made systematic. It declares tliat the ]:)rim*i])l(^ of individ¬ 

uality Avithin us must be svhstaviinl, for psychic phenomena 

are activities, and there (*.an be no a(*tivity without a con- 

cnde agent. This substantial agent cannot be the brain but 

must be something iinnialerial; for its activity, thouglit, is 

both immaterial, and tabes cognizance of immaterial things, 

and of material things in general and intelligible, as well as 

in ]>articular and sensible ways,—all Avhich [)owers are in- 

comi)atible Avith the nature of matter, of Avhi(di the brain 

is com])osed. Thought moreover is simple, Avhilst the ac¬ 

tivities ^)f the brain are (compounded of the elementary ac¬ 

tivities of each of its ])arts. Furthermore, thought is spon¬ 

taneous or free, Avhilst all material activity is determined 

ah extra ; and the Avill can turn itscdf against all corporeal 

goods and appetites, which Avould be impossible w'ere it a 

corporeal function. For these objective reasons the prin- 

cij)le of psychic life must be both immaterial and simple as 

well as substantial, must be Avhat is called a Soul. The 

same consequence follows from sul>jectiA^e reasons. Our 

consciousness of personal identity assures us of our essen¬ 

tial simplicity • the OAvner of the A^arious constituents of the 

self, as we haA^e seen them, the hypothetical Arch-Ego 

whom we provisionally conceived as ])ossi])le, is a real en¬ 

tity of whose existence 8elf-(*.onsciousness makes us directly 

aAvare. No material agent could thus turn round and grasp 

iisdf—material actmties always grasp something else than 

the agent. And if a brain coiM. grasp itself and be self- 

conscious, it would be conscious of itself as a brain and 

not as something of an altogether different kind. The Soul 

then exists as a simple spiritual substance in which the 

vaj:iou8 psychic faculties, operations, and affections inhere. 
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If we ask w^liat a Substance is, the only answer is that 

it is a self-existent being, or one which needs no otlior sub¬ 

ject in which to inhere. At bottom its only positive detei- 

mination is Being, and this is something wlit)se meiining 

we all realize even though we find it hard to explain. The 

Soul is moreover an individual being, and if we ask what 

that is, we are told to look in upon our Self, and we shall 

learn by direct intuition better than through any abstract 

reply. Our direct perce])tion of our own inward beijig is 

in fact b}^ many deemed to be the original protot^-pe out 

of which our notion of sim])le active substance in genei’al is 

fashioned. The consequences of the simplicity and substan¬ 

tiality of the Soul are its incorruptibility and natural fm- 

inortality—nothing but God’s direct fiat caii annihilate it— 

and its respoyisihiliiy at all times for whatever it may have 

ever done. 

This substantialist view of the soul was essentially the 

view of Plato and of Aristotle. It received its coni}>lete}y 

tormal elaboration in the middle ages. It A\as believcal in 

by Hobbes, Descartes, Locke, Leibnitz, Wolf, Berkele}, and 

is now^ defended by tlio entire modern dualistic or s})irit- 

ualistic or common-sense school. Kant held to it while 

denying its fruitfulness as a premise for deducing conse¬ 

quences verifiable here below\ Kant’s successors, the abso¬ 

lute idealists, profess to liavc discarded it,—how that may 

be we shall inquire ere long. Let us make up our minds 

what to think of it ourselves. 

It is at all everds needless for expressing the actual suh-^ 

jective phenomena of consciousness as they ajypear. We 

have formulated them all without its aid, by the supj)osi- 

tion of a stream of thoughts, each substantially diflerent 

from the rest, but cognitive of the rest and ‘ aj)j)ropriative ’ 

of each other’s content. At least, if I have not already 

succeeded in making this plausible to the reader, I am 

hopeless of convincung him by anything I could add now. 

The unity, the identity, the individuality, and the immateri¬ 

ality that appear in the psychic life are thus accounted foi* 

as phenomenal and temporal facts exclusively, and with no 

need of reference to any more simple or substantial agent 

than the present Thought or ‘section’ of the stream. We 
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have seeB it to be single and unique in the sense of having 

no separable parts (above, p. 239 ff.)—perhaps that is the only 

kind of simplicity meant to be jjredicated of the soul. The 

present Thought also has being,—at least all believers in 

the Soul believe so—and if there be no other Being in 

wliich it ‘inheres,’ it ought itself to be a ‘ substance.’ T1 
this kind of simplicity and substantiality Avere all that is 

jTi-edicated of the Soul, then it might a])pear tliat we had 

been talking of the soul all along, Avitkuut knowing it, when 

we treated the present Thought as an agent, an oAvner, and 

the like. But the Thought is a perishing and not an im¬ 

mortal or incorruptible thing. Its su(‘.cessors may contin- 

iiouslj^ succeed to it, resemble it, and appropriate it, but 

t]i(\y are not it, Avlioroas the Soul-Substance is suj)posed to 

be a fixed umdianging tiling. By tlui Soul is always meant 

something heJdud the present Thought, another kind of 

substance, existing on a non-])henomenaJ plane. 

AVlieii Ave brought in the Soul at ilie cmd of Chapter VI, 

as an entity Avliicdi the Aairious brain-processes Avere sup¬ 

posed to affect simultaneously, and which responded to 

their combined influence by single pulstMH of its thouglit, it 

Avas to esca])e integrated mind-stuff on the one hand, and 

an ijiijii'obable cerebral monad on the other. But Avhen 

(as now, after all Ave have been through since that earlier 

passage) Ave take the two formulations, first of a brain to 

Avhose processes pulses of thought simply correspond, and 

second, of one to Avliose processes pulses of thought m a 

Sold correspond, and compare them together, Ave see that at 

bottom the second formulation is only a more roundabout 

way than the first, of expressing the same bald fact. 

That bald fact is that luhen the brain aefs^ a, tJioicght occurs. 

The spiritualistic formulation says that the brain-processes 

knock the thought, so to speak, out of a Soul Avliich stands 

there to receiA^e their influence. The simpler formulation 

says that the thought simply comes. But Avhat positive 

meaning has tlie Soul, wlien scrutinizral, but the ground of 

possibility oi the thouglit? And Avhat is tlu^ ‘knocking’ but 

the determinmg of the possibility to actuality ? And Avliat is this 

after all but giving a sort of concreted form to one’s belief 

that the coining of the thought, Avhen the brain-processes 
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occur, has some sort of ground in the nature of things ? If 

the world Soul be understood merely to express that claim, 

it is a good word to use. But if it be held to do more, 

to gratify the claim,—for instance, to connect rationally the 

thought which comes, with the j)X'ocesses which occur, and 

to mediate intelligibly between their two dis2)arate natures, 

—then it is an illusory term. It is, in fact, with the word 

Soul as with the word Substance in general. To say that 

phenomena inhere in a Substance is at bottom only to 

record one’s protest against the notion that the bare exist¬ 

ence of the phenomena is the total truth. A phenomenon 

would not itself bo, we insist, unless there were some tiling 

more than the phenomenon. To the more we give the jiro- 

visional name of Substance. So, in the pres(mt instance, 

we ought certainly to admit that there is more than the 

bare tact of coexistence of a. passing thought with a 

passing brain-state. But we do not answer the question 

‘ AVhat io that more ?' when wo say that it is a ‘ Sf)ul ’ 

which the brain-state affects. This hind of more explams 

nothing; and wlien we are once trying metaphysical ex¬ 

planations we are foolish not to go as far as Ave can. For my 

own jJart I coidess that the moment I become metaphysical 

and try to define the more, 1 lind the notion of some sort of 

an animu miindi thinking in all of us to be a more promis¬ 

ing hypothesis, in spite of all its ditfumltios, than that of a 

lot of absolutel)" individual souls. Meanwhile, na psycholo¬ 

gists, wo need not be metaphysical at all. The phenomena 

are enough, the })assing Thought itself is the onl}" verifiable 

thinker, and its emjiirical connection with the brain-process 

is the ultimate knoAvu law. 

To the other arguments which would prove the need of 

a soul, we may also turn a deaf ear. The argument from 

free-Avill can convince only those avIio believe in free-Avill; 

and even they Avill have to admit that spontaneity is just as 

possible, to say the least, in a terajiorary spiritual agent 

like our ‘ Thought ’ as in a permanent one like the supposed 

Soul. The same is true of the argument from the kinds of 

things cognized. Even if the brain could not cognize uni- 

versals, immaterials, or its ‘ Self,’ still the ‘ Thought ’ whicli 

we have relied upon in our account is not the brain, closely 
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as it seems connected Avitli it; and after all, if the brain could 

cognize at all, one does not well see why it might not cog¬ 

nize one sort of thing as well as another. The great diffi¬ 

culty is in seeing how a thing can cognize anytldng. This 

difficulty is not in the least reinoved l>y giving to tlie tiring 

that cognizes the name of Soul. The Spiritualists do not 

deduce any of the properties of the mental life from 

otherwise known properties of the soul. TJiey simply find 

various characters ready-made in the mental life, and 

these tliey clap into the Soul, saying, “ Lo ! behold tlio 

source from wliejice they flow!” Tlie merely verl)al charac¬ 

ter of this ‘explanation’ is obvious. Tln^ Soul invoked, far 

from making the phenomena jjjore intelligihh^ can only be 

made intelligible itself by borrowing tlieir foian,—it must 

be represented, if at all, as a tra,nscendent stream of con¬ 

sciousness du])licating the one we know. 

Altogether, tlu' Soul is an outbirth of that sort of phi¬ 

losophizing whose great maxim, according to Dr. Hodgson, 

is : “Whatever you are tofally ignorant of, assert to be the 

explanation of everything else.” 

Locke and Kant, whilst still believing in the soul, began 

the work of undermining the notion that we know anything 

about it. Most modern writers of the niitigat^'d spiritual¬ 

istic, or dualistic philoso2)hy—the Scotch school, as it is 

often called among us—are forward to proclaim this igno¬ 

rance, and to attend excdusively to tlie verifiable jihenomena 

of self-consciousness, as we have laid them down. Dr. 

Wayland, for example, begins his Elements of Intellectual 

Philosophy with the phrase “ Of the essence of Mind we 

know nothing,” and goes on : “ All that we are able to affirm 

of it is that it is sojrietliwg which perceives, reflects, remem¬ 

bers, imagines, and wills ; but what that something is 

which exerts those energies we knoAv not. It is only as we 

are conscious of the action of these energies that we are 

conscious of the existence of mind. It is only by the exer¬ 

tion of its own powers that the mind becomes cognizant of 

their existence. The cognizance of its jiowers, however, 

gives us no knowledge of that essence of which they are 

predicated. In these respects our knowledge of mind is 
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precisely analogous to our knowledge of matter/' "riiis 

analogy of our two ignorances is a favorite remark in tlie 

Scotch school. It is but a step to lump them together 

into a single ignorance, that of the ' ITnknowable' to which 

any one fond of superfluities in philosoph}^ may accord the 

liospitality of his betief, if it so please hinp but which any 

one else may as freely ignore and rejc'ct. 

The Soul-tlieory is, then, a complete supoTfluity, so far 

as accounting for the actually verified facts of cons(a‘ous 

experience go(‘S. So far, no one can be conpxtled to sub¬ 

scribe to it for definite scientific reasons. The (\ase would 

rest here, and the reader be left free to make' his choice', 

were it not for other demands of a more practical kind. 

The first of these is rnmortaUty^ for wdiich the simpli¬ 

city and substantiality of the Soul seem to offer a solid 

guarantee. A ‘stream^ of thought, for aught that we see 

to be contained in its essence, may come to a full stop at 

any moment; but a simple substance is incorruptible, and 

will, by its owm inertia, persist in Being so long as tlie Cre¬ 

ator does not by a dii-ect miracle snuff it out. Unques¬ 

tionably this is the sironghold of the spii*itualistic belief,— 

as indeed the po[)uhir t.ouchstone for all philosophi('s is the 

question, ^AVhat is their bearing on a future life?” 

The Soul, however, when closely scrutinized, guarantees 

no immortality of a sort ivv rare [or. The t'njoymerit of the 

atom-like simplicity of tlu'ir substarun in sarida saculorum 

wxuild not to most ])eopl(‘ s(?em a consummation devoutly 

to be wished. The substama^ must give ris(^ to a str'(^ani of 

consciousness continuous with the present stream, in order 

to arouse our hope, but of this the mere p(‘rsist('nce of the 

substaruje per se offers no guarantee. Moinover, in the 

genru’al advance of our moral ideas, there has come to bo 

soiruThing rediculous iiv the way our forefathers had of 

grounding their hopes of immortality on the simplicity of 

tlieir substance. The demand for immortality is nowadays 

essentially t(deological. We believe ourselves immoiTal 

because we believe ourstdves fit for immortality. A ^sub¬ 

stance'ought surely to perish, we think, if not worthy 

to survive; and an insubstantial ^stream^ to prolong itself, 

provided it be worthy, if the nature of Things is organized 
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in the rational way in which we trust it is. Substance or 

no substanc.c, soul or ‘ si)*(iaui/ wliat Ijotze siiys of immor¬ 

tality is about all tluit human wisdom can sa,y : 

“ \y(' liav(Mi(> otlu'r principle for (l(‘ci<lin,‘' it than this general ideal¬ 

istic belief : that ('V(Ty cn^ab'-d thing will continue vvhost^ cf)ntinuance 

belongs to tlu^ meaning of the world, and so long as it does so belong ; 

whilst everyone will pass away whose reality is jnstifK'd only in a tran¬ 

sit oiy phase of th(‘ world’s eours(.‘. That this priiicii)le admits of no 

further application in human hands need hardly be said. We surely 

know not the imu’its wlii(dj may give to om? being a claim on eternity, 

nor the dehMits whieii would cut. otluu's off.” ^ 

A second alh'^ed lu'cessity for a soul-substance is our 

forensic rcssponsibility ])efore Cbxl. Loc-ke caused an up 

roar when he said that the unity of coiisciovsnoss made a 

man the same pvracm, wh(dl](U* su]>p)orted by the same snh- 

stance or no, and that (lod would not, in the great day, 

make a })erson answer foj* what he rtuneml)ered nothing of. 

It was su])posed scandalous that our forgcdfuliiess might 

thus d(‘])rive (tod of the chance of certain retributions, 

which otherwise Avould have enhanced his ‘ glory.’ This is 

certainly a. good spcunilative ground for retaining the Soul— 

at least for those who dmiiand a ])leuitude of retribution. 

The mere stream of consciousness, with its lapses of mem¬ 

ory, cannot possibly be as ‘responsible ’ as a soul which is 

at the judgment day all that it ever was. To modern read¬ 

ers, however, who are less insatiate for retribution than 

their grandfathers, this argument Avill hardly be as con¬ 

vincing as it seems once to have been. 

One great of the Soul has always l)een to account 

for, and at the same time to guarantee, the closed individu¬ 

ality of each personal consciousness. The thoughts of one 

sold must unite into one self, it was su])posed, and must be 

eternally insulated from those of every other soul. But we 

have already begun to see that, although unity is the rule of 

eacli man’s consciousness, yet in some individuals, at least, 

thoughts may split away from the others and form sepa- 

Meiaphysik, §245J?7i. This writer, who in his early work, the Medi- 
zlnische Psychologic, was (to my reading) a strong defender of the Soul- 

Substance theory, has written in §§ 24&~5 of his Mefaphyslkthe most beau¬ 
tiful criticism of this theory which exists. 
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rate selves. As for insulation, it would be rasli, in view of 

tlio pliouomena of tliouglit-transference, mesmeric infiuenct^ 

and spirit-control, wliicli are being alleged nowadays on 
better authority than ever before, to be too sure about 

that point either. The definitively cdosed nature of our 

personal consciousness is probably an average statistical 

resultant of many conditions, but not an elementary forc^e 

or fact; so that, if one wishes to preserve the Soul, the less 

ho draws his arguments from that quarter the better. So 

long as our self, on the whole, makes itself good and prac¬ 

tically maintains itself as a closed individual, whj^ as Lotze 

says, is not that enough? And why is the fcm^-an-individ- 

ual in some inaccessible motaphj^sical way so much prouder 

an achievement ? * 

My final conclusion, then, about the substantial Soul is 

that it explains nothing and guarantees nothing. Its suc¬ 

cessive thoughts are the only intelligible and verififible 

things about it, and definitely to ascertain the correlations 

of these with brain-processes is as much as psychology can 

empirically do. From the metaphysical point of view, it is 

true that one may claim that the correlations have a ra¬ 

tional ground; and if the word Soul could be taken to moan 

merely some such vague problematic ground, it would be 

unobjectionable. But the trouble is that it professes to 

give the ground in positive terms of a veiy dubiously ci ed- 

ible sort. I therefore feel entirely free to discjird tbe word 

Soul from the rest of this book. If I ever use it, it will be 

in the vaguest and most pojmlar way. The reader who 

finds any comfort in the idea of the Soul, is, however, per¬ 
fectly free to continue to believe in it; for our reasonings 

have not established the non-existence of the Soul; they 

have only proved its superfluity for scientific purposes. 

The next theory of the pure Self to which we pass is 

The A SHoeiatlowist Th eory, 

Locke paved the way for it by the hypothesis he sug¬ 

gested of the same substance having two successive con- 

* Ou ihe empirical and transcendental conceptions of the self's unitj 
see Lolzn- Metaphysic, ^ 244. 
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Bciousuesses, or of tlie same consciousness being supported 
by more than one substance. He made his readers feel 

that the important unity of the Self was its verifiable and 

felt unity, and that a metaphysical or absolute unity would 

be insignificant, so long as a consciousness of diversity might 

bo tlnu’e. 

Hume showed how great the consciousness of diversity 

actually was. In the famt)us chapter on Personal Identity, 

in his Treatise on Human Nature, he writes as follows : 

“ There are some pliilosophcrs who imagine we are every moment 
intimaicfly eoiis(;ioiis ol‘ what we call our Self ; that we feel its exist¬ 
ences and its continuance in existence, and are certain, beyond the evi* 
dence of a dfunonstration, both of its perfect identity and simplicity. 
. . . Unluckily all these positive assertions are contrary to that very 
experi(mee whiedi is pi(‘aded for thcan, nor have wa) any idea of Self, 
aft(‘r the manner it is here (‘Xi)lained. ... It must be some one im¬ 
pression that gives rise to every real idea. . . . If any impression gives 
rise to the idea, of Seif, that inipr(‘ssion must continue invariubly 
the same through tlie wliole course of our lives, since stdf is supposed 
to exist after that tnaiimu’. But th<n*e is no impression constant and 
invariable. Tain and ph^asure, grief and joy, ])assions and sensations 
Biiece(Hl each other, and nevi.r all (exist at the same tinie. . . , For my 
j)firt, when I enter m(>.:t intimatedy into what I call myself, I always 
stumble on some particular j»(‘re(‘[)tion or other of heat or cold, light or 
shade, love or hatrc'cl, ])ain or pleasure. I never can catch at 
any time without a j)(n-(;('piion, and rever can ol)serve anything buttlio 
pere(‘])tion. When iny perca^ptions are removed for any time, as by 
sound sh^ep, so long am 1 insensible of myself, and may truly bo said 
not to exist. And were all iny t)ereeptions removcal by death, and could 
1 iicitlujr think, nor feel, iiorsca^ nor love, nor hate after the dissolution 
of my body, 1 should be entirely aiiiiiliilated, nor do 1 conceive what is 
farther re(|uisite to make me a perfect non-(mtity. If anyone, upon 
serious and unpia^jiidiced refh'ction, tliinks he has a different notion ot 
himself, 1 must confess 1 can reason no longer with him. All I cap 
allow him is, that lie may be in the right as well as I, and that we aro 
essentially diirerent in this })articular. He may, perhaps, perceive 
sometliing simple and continued which he callsthougu I am 
certain there is no such principle in me. 

“ But setting aside some metaphysicians of tliis kind, I may venture 
to affirm of the rest of mankind that they are nothing but a bundle or 
mlleetion of different perceptions, wliicli succeed each other with an 
inconceivable ra})idity, and are in a perpetual tlux and moviummt. (>ur 
eyes cannot turn in their sockets without varying our p(‘rce])tions. Our 
thought is still more variable than our sight; and all our other senses 
and faculties contribute to this change; nor is there any single power of 
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the soul which remains unalterably the same, perhaps for one moment 
The mind is a kind of theatre, where several perceptions successively 
make their appearance; pass, repass, glide away and mingle in an infi¬ 
nite variety of postures and situations. There is propeiTij no shnplicltfj 

ill it atone tinie^ nor Identity in different ; whatever natural prop(insion 
we may have to imagine that simplicity and identity. The comparison 
of the theatre must not mislead us. They are the successive perceiv 
tions only, that constitute the mind; nor have we the most distant 
notion of the place where these scenes arc rc'presenled, nor of the ma^ 
terial of which it is composed.” 

But Hume, after doing tliis good piece of introspective 

work, proceeds to pour out tlie child with the bath, and to 

flj to as great an extreme as the substantialist philosoplicrs. 

As they say the Self is nothing but Unity, unity abstract and 

absolute, so Hume say^s it is nothing but Diversity, diversity 

abstract and absolute; whereas in truth it is that mixture 

of unity and diversity which we ourselves have already 

found so easy to pick apart. We found among the objects 

of the stream certain feelings that hardly changed, that 

stood out warm and vivid in the past just as the present 

feeling does now; and we found the present feeling to bo 

the centre of accretion to which, de proche en proche, these 

other feelings are, by the judging Thought^ felt to cling. Hume 

says nothing of the judging Thought; and he denies tin’s 

thread of resembiance, this core of sameness running 

through the ingredients of tlie Self, to exist even as a phe¬ 

nomenal thing. To him there is no teriium quid, between 

pure unity and pure separateness. A succession of ideas 

connected by a close relation affords to an accurate view^ 

as perfect a notion of diversity as if there was no mannen 

of relation"' at aU. 

“All our distinct porceptloiifi are distinct exist mices, and the mind 
never perceives any renl connection among distinct existences. Did our 
perceptions either inhere in something simple or individual, or did the 

mind perceive some real coirnection among thorn, there would be no 
difficulty in the case. For my part, I must plead the privilege of a 
sceptic and confess that lliis difficulty is too hard for roy understanding, 
f pretend not, however, to prononnee it insuperable. Others, perhaps, 

. . may discover some hypothesis that will reconcile these con* 
tradictions.” * 

* Appendix to book i of Hume’s Treatise on Human Nature. 
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Hume is at bottom as miicli of a metaphysician as 

Thomas Aquinas. No wonder he can discover no ‘hypoth- 

asis.’ The unity of tlie parts of the stream is just as ‘real - 

a connection as tlieir diversity is a real separation; both 

connection and separation are ways in which the past 

thoughts ap2)ear to tJie present Tliouglit;—unlike each 

other in resj)oct of date and certain qualities—tljis is the 

3eparation; iiViko in other qiialiticvs, and continuous in time 

—this is the connection. In demanding a more ‘ real ’ con¬ 

nection than this obvious and veritiable likeness and cam- 

tinuity, Hume seeks ‘ the world behind tlie looking glass,’ 

and gives a striking examj)le of that Absolutism wliicli is 

the great disease of 2)hiloso2)hic Thought. 

The chain of distinct existences into which Hunui thus 

chopped up our ‘ stream ’ was ado2)ted by all of his succes¬ 

sors as a conqd(‘te invcntoiy of the facts. The association- 

ist Philosophy was founded. Somehow, out of ‘idcais,’ each 

separate, eacli ignorant of its mat(‘s, but sticking together 

and calling each otljer up according to certain laws, all tlie 

higher forms of consciousness were to be exjdained, and 

among them the consciousness of our personal identity. 

The task Avas a hard one, in which Avhat we called the 

psychologist’s fallacy (p. 19G fi".) bore the brunt of the 

work. Two ideas, one of ‘ A,’ succeeded by another of ‘B,’ 

were transmuted into a tliird idea of ‘JS after A.’ An idea 

from last year returning noAv was taken to be an idea of last 

year ; two similar ideas stood for an idea of sirnilarity, and 

the like; i)alpable confusions, in which certain facts ahmt 

the ideas, possible only to an outside knoAver of them, Avere 

put into the place of the ideas’ OAvn p]*o2)er and limited de¬ 

liverance and content. Out of such recui rmices and resem¬ 

blances ill a series of discrete ideas and feelings a knowl¬ 

edge Avas somehoAV sujAposed to be engendered in each 

feeling that it ivas recurrent and resembling, and that it 

helped to form a series to whose unity the name I came to 

be joined. In the same way, substantially, Herbart,* in 

* Ht^rbart believed in the Soul, too; but for him the ' Self' of which we 
are ‘ conscious' is the empirical Self—not the soul. 
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Germauj, tried to sliow liow a conflict of ideas would fuse 

into a manner of rejm'sevfing itself for which / was the con- 

secra-ted name.* 

Tlie defect of all these attempts is that the conclusion 

pretended to follow from (Certain j)remises is by no means 

rationally involved in the premises. A feeling of any kind, 

if it simply retimis, ought to be nothing else tlian what it 

was at tirst. If memory of previous ('xistenc'O and all sorts 

of (Aher cognitive functions are attribubal to it when it ro- 

turns, it is no longer the same, but a widely diflerent feel¬ 

ing, and ought to be so des(*ril)ed. We have so described 

it with the greatest explicitness. We have said that feel¬ 

ings never do return. We have not pretendiHl to exphiin 

this; we have recoi ded it as an em])irically ascertained 

law, analogous to certain laws of brain-physiology ; and, 

seeking to define the way in which new feelings do differ 

from tlu^ old, we have fouiid them to be cognizant and ap- 

propriative of tlie old, wlnireas tht-r old were always cogni¬ 

zant and appropriative of something else. Once more, this 

account pretended to be nothing more than a c.om]»lete 

description of the facts. It ex})lained them no more Ilian 

the associationist ac('ou!it explains them. But the latter 

both assumes to explain them and in tln^ same breath falsi¬ 

ties them, and for each n^asoii stands condeminal. 

It is but just to say that the associationist writers as a 

rule seem to have a lurking bad conscience about the Self; 

and that although thc^yare explicit (mouglj a])out wliat it is, 

namely, a train of feelings or thoughts, th(\y are very shy 

about openly tackling the problem of how it comes to be 

aware of itself. Neither Babi nor Spencer, for example, 

directly touch tliis problem. As a rule, associationist 

writers keep talking about ‘ the mind ’ and about what ‘ we ’ 

do; and so, smuggling in surreptitiously what they ought 

avowedly to have postulated in tln^. form of a present 

‘judging Thought,’ they either trade upon their reader’s 

lack of discernment or are undiscerning themselves. 

Mr. D. G. Thompson is the only associationist writer I 

know who perfectly escapes this confusion, and postdates 

* Compare again the remarks on pp. 158-162 above. 
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openly what be needs. “All states of consciousness,” he 

says, “iiu]>ly and postulate a subject Ego, whose sub¬ 

stance is iinlvnovvn and unknowable, to which [wliy not say 

by wliich ? 1 states of consciousness ai'e rt‘f(o-j‘ed as attri¬ 

butes, but wliich in the process of nd’erence becomes ob* 

jectitied jind Ix^conies itsedf an attribute^ of a snbj(a*t Ego 

whi(*h lies still beyond, and which ever eludes c.ognition 

though ever jiostulated for cognition.’* This is exactly 

our judging and remembering pr<‘sent ‘ Thought,’ described 

in less simple terms. 

After ]\Ir. Thompsoii, M. Taine and the two Mills disserve 

credit for seeking to be as clear as the}’ can. Taine tells us 

in the first Yolunio of his ‘Intelligence ’ what the Ego is,— 

a contijiuous web of conscious evemts no more really dis- 

tin(tt from each other f than rhomboids, triangles, and 

squares marlual with chalk on a plank are really distinct, 

for the phuik itself is one. Li the second volume he says 

all these jiarts have a common character embedded in them, 

that of lieing rufenud | this is our character of ‘ warmness,’ 

oth(U*Avis(^- named ]. This character is abstracted and iso¬ 

lated by a. iiKMital fiction, and is what are coiiscions of ns 

our self—‘this stable is what eacdi of us calls /or 

ined Obviously M. Taine forgets to tell us what this ‘ each 

of us’is, which suddenly starts u}) and performs the ab¬ 

straction and ‘ calls ’ its product 1 or me. The character 

does not abstract itself, Taine means by ‘each of us’ 

merely the present ‘ judging Thought’ with its memory and 

tendemyy to apjpropriate, but he does not name it distinctly 

enough, and lapses iiito the fiction thai the entire series of 

thoughts, the entire ‘ plank,’ is the reflecting ])sychologist. 

James Mill, after defining Memory as a train of associ¬ 

ated ideas beginning Muth that of my past self and ending 

with that of my present self, defines my Self as a train of 

ideas of which Memory declares the first to be continuously 

connected with the last. The successive associated ideas 

* System of Psycliology (1884), vol. i. p. 114. 
f ‘ Distinct only to observation,' he adds. To whose observation? the 

outside psychologist's, the Ego’s, their own, or the plank’s? Darauf 

kommt 68 an ! 
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* run, as it were, into a single point of consciousness.’ * 

John Mill, annotating this account, sajs : 

“ The prK'iioriienori of and that of M(*riiory are merely two sides 

of t}i(‘ same fact, or two ditfereiit modes of viewin^^ the same fact. We 

may, as psyeliologists, set out from (uther of them, and refer tlie other 

to it. , . . ihit it is hardly allowable to do both. At least it must 

be said that by doing .so we explain neitlier. We only show that the 

two things are essentially the same ; that my memory of having as¬ 

cended Skiddaw on a given day, and my eonsciousness of b(‘ing the 

same person who ascended Skiddaw on that day, are two modes of stat¬ 

ing the same fact: a fact which psytdiology has as yet failed to resolve 

into anything more (dementary. In analyzing the (U)niplex phenomena 

of consciousness, we must, come to sonnething ultimate ; and we seem 

to have reached two elements which hav(^ a good pruna fade claim to 

that title. TIichms, first, . . . the difrerence between a fact and the 

Thought of that fact : a distinction which we are able to cognize in the 

past, and which then constitutes Mcmiory, and in the futuns when it 

constitutes Expectation ; but in neither case can we giv(‘ any account 

of it except that it exists. . . . Secondly, in addition to this, and 

setting out, from tln^ belief . . . that the idea 1 now have was de¬ 

rived from a pr(‘vious sensation . . . then; is the further conviction 

that this sensation . . . was my own : that it luippcauHl to my s(‘lf. 

In other words, 1 am aware of a long and uninterrupted succession 

of past feelings, going back as far as mimiory reaches, and t(‘rmjnating 

with the sensations 1 have at the present moment, all of whieh are con¬ 

nected by an inexjdicable tic, that distinguishes th(*m not oaly from any 

succession or cornbiiuition in nuTt; thought, but also from the* parallel 

successions of feelings whieli 1 ))eli(‘ve, on satisfactory (‘vidence, to have 

happeiuHl to each of the other Inungs, shaped like myself, whom T per¬ 

ceive around me. Tliis suceevssion of feelings, which 1 call my mmnory 

of the past, is that by whieh I di.stingiiish my S«‘lf. Mys(‘lf is the 

person wdio had that series of feelings, and 1 know nothing of myself, 

by direct knowledge, except that I had them. But there is a bond of 
some sort among all the parts of the series, whieh makes me say that 

they were feelings of a p(U’son who was the same person throughout 

[according to us this is their ‘ warmth ’ and resemblance to the ‘ central 

spiritual self’ now actually felt] and a different person from those who 

had any of the parallel succt^ssioiis of feeling.s ; and this bond, to me, 

constitutes my Ego. Here I think the. (piestion must rest, until some 

psychologist succeeds bottcT than anyom^ else has done, in showing a 
mode in which the analysis can be carried further.” f 

* Analysis, etc., J. S. MilTs Edition, vol. i. p. 881. The ‘ as it were * 
is delightfully characteristic of the school, 

t J. Mill’s Analysis, vol. n. p. 175. 
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The reader munt judge of our owu success in carrying 

the analysis farther. The various distinctions we have 

made are all parts of an endeavor so to do. John Mill him¬ 

self, in a later-written passage, so far from advancing in the 

line of analysis, seems to fall back upon something peril¬ 

ously near to the Soul. He says: 

“ The fact of recognizing a sensation, . . . remembering that it 

has l)(‘en felt before^, is the simplest and most elementary fact of mem¬ 

ory : and the iluxpJimble tie . . . which connects the pn^sent con¬ 

sciousness witli th(i past one of wliieh it reminds me, is us near as I 

t hink we can get to a iiositive coiici^ption of Sell. Tliat there is some¬ 

thing real in this tie, real a,s tlie simsations themselves, and not, a, mm’e 

product of the laws of thought without any fae; eorres}>onding to it, I 

hold to b(‘ indubitable. . . . This original element, . . . to wliich we 

cannot give any luiYne but its own peculiar one, without imjilying some 

false or ungrounded tlu^ory, is tlu* Ego, (u* Self. As such I asc-ribe a 

reality to tlu‘ Ego—to my own mind - ditTereiit from that real existence 

as a Perma,U(‘ui Possibility, whicii is the* only reality 1 acknowledge in 

Mattiu’. . . . We are forced to apprtdiend every part of the series as 

linked with the other parts by sonuihiny in (.(ninnoii whieli is not the 

feelings themselv(‘s, any more than the sueeession of the feelings is the 

feelings themselves , and as that whieli is the same in the first as in the 

second, in tlu} second as in the third, in the third as in the fourth, 

and so on, must be the same in the fust and in tlie tiftietli, this com¬ 

mon element is a permanent element. But lieyond this we can aflirm 

nothing of it except the stativs of eonseiousness themselves. The feel¬ 

ings or consciousnesses which belong or have belonged to it, and its 

possibilities of having more, are the only facts there are to be asserted 

of Self—the only positive attributes, except permaneuee, which we can 

ascribe to it.” * 

Mr. Mill’s liiibitual method f>f philosophizing was to 

affirm boldly some general doctrine derived from his father, 

and then make so many concessions of detail to its enemies 

as practically to abandon it altogether.f In this place the 

* Examiuation of Hamilton, 4th ed. p. 268. 

f His chapter on the Psychological Tlieoryof Mind is a beautiful casein 
point, and his concessions there have become so cidehnited that they must 
be quoted for the reader’s benefit. He ends the chapter with these wordg 
{loc. cit. p. 247): ‘*Tho theory, therefore, which resolves Mind into a series 
of feelings, with a background of possibilities of feeling, can effectually 
withstand the most invidious of the arguments direc ted against it. But 
groundless as are the extrinsic objections, the theory has intrinsic difficul- 
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concessions amount, so far as they are intelligible, to the 

admission of something very like the 8oul. This ‘inex¬ 

plicable tie ’ which (connects the feelings, this ‘ something 

in common ' by whicli they are linked and which is not the 

2)assing feelings themselves, but something ‘ ])ermaneut,’ of 

which we can ' affirm nothing ’ save, its attributes and its 

l^tu’manence, Avhat is it but metaphysical Substance come 

again to life ? Miicli as one must rt^specd the fairness of 

Mill’s temper, (piite as much must one regret his failure 

of acumen at this point. At 1 bottom lie makes the same 

blunder as Hume : tlui sensations jwr sv, he thinks, have 

no ‘tie.’ The tie of resemblance and (a)ntinuity which the 

remembering Thouglit linds among tliem is not a ‘real tie’ 

but ‘a inert? ])roduct of tin? laws of thought;’ and the 

fact that the present Thought ‘ap})ro])riates ’ them is also 

ties wliifh we have not scM forth, and which it seems to me beyond the 
power of metaplivsical uiialysis to remove , 

“ The thread of consciousness whicli composes the miiurs phenonu'na^ 
life consist not only of presemt sensations, hut likewise, in j>art, of mem¬ 
ories and expectations, Now what are these? In themselves, they arc 
present feelings, states of prcseid consciousness, and in tliat res]>ee1 not dis- 
tingnislied from sensations. Th(‘y all, moreover, resemble some given sen 
sations or fta^lings, of which W(? have previously Inid experienc'e. Ihil they 
are attended with the peculiarity thac ea(?}i of them involves a belief in 
more than its own present existen(?e. A simsution involves only this ; hut 
a rem(>nibranee of sensation, even it noi. referred to any particular date, in- 
volvcs the sugg(*stion and belief that a scaisation, of wliieh it is a copy or 
representation, actually exisUai in the past ; and an (?X)>eetuti(>n involves 
the belief, more or less positive, that a sensation or other fet'ling to wdiich 
it directly nders will exist in the future. Nor can the phenomena irr 
volvcd in these two states of eonseiousm'ss he adequately ex[)ress(al, with¬ 
out saying that the beli«?f they include is, that 1 myself fornKrly liad, or 

that I myself, and no other, shall herejifter liave, the sensations remembered 
or expected. Tin* fact believed is, that the sens^ilions did actually form, or 
will hcreaft(;r form, part of tlic scif-sjuiie series of states, or thread of con¬ 
sciousness, of which the reinembrance or (‘xjieclation of those sensations is 
the part now present. If, therefore, we speak of the mind as a series of 
feelings we are obliged to complete the statement by calling it a series of 
feelings which is aw^are of itself as past and future : and w^e are reduced to 
the alternative of believing tbal th.' mind, or Kgo, is something different 
from any series of feelings, or ])ossibiIities of them, or of accepting the 
paradox that sonnithing which ejc JtypotJtetd is but a series of feelings, can 
be aware of itself as a series. 

“ The truth is. that we are here face to face with that final inexpli' ^^ 
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no real tie. But wliereas Hume was contented to say that 

there might after all he no ‘ real tie,’ Mill, unwilling to ad¬ 

mit this possibility, is driveji, like any scdiolastic;, to pla(*.e it 

in a non-phenomenal world. 

John Mill’s concessions may be regaixhul as tlie defini¬ 

tive hiinhntptnf of the (essiX'iidiouisf description of tlie con- 

S(donsness of s(df, starting, as it does, with the best 

intentions, and dimly conscious of the patli, but ‘ ])erplexed 

in the extnune ’ at last with the inadeqinu'y of those ‘ simple 

feelings,’ non-cognitive, non-transcendent of themselves, 

wliich wei*e tlie only baggage it was willing to take along. 

One must heg memory, knowledgi^ on the part of the feel¬ 

ings of something outside themselves. That granted, every 

other true thing follows naturallj^ and it is hard to go 

astray. The knowledge the present feeling has of the past 

6ility, alwliic^h, us Sir AV. llumilton observes, v e iii(?vit;ibly arrive when 
we reacb ultiniate fads; and in ^^eneral, one mode of statinj; it onlyappi\'irs 
more iiicoin])reliensibIe tiuin another, lieenuse the whole of human lan¬ 
guage is iieeoiiunodated to the one, and is so incongruous Avith the otlar 
tliut it cannot lx*('xpressed in any tiaans which do not deny its truth. The 
real stiiinbling'hkx'k is jaadiaps not in any theory of the fad, out in the fact 
itself. The true ineonu)rehensi)dity perhnjrs is, that something Avhieh Ims 

ceased, or Is not yet in exi.^leiu’c, can still he, in a manner, ])res€‘nt; that a 

series of feelings, the infinitely greater part of which is past or future, can 

tie gathered up, as it were, into a simple present coiua'iition, ac<'ompaiiied 
by a lielief of reality. 1 think by far the wisest thing we can do is to accept 
the inexplicable fad, witbont any tbeoiy of bow it takes place ; and wlien 
w’e are obliged to sjieakof it in terms Avhich assume a theory, to use them 
with a reservation as to their meaning.” 

In a later place in the same book (p. 561) Mill, speaking of what may 
rightly be demanded of a theorist, says: ‘‘He is not entitled to frame a 
theory irom one class of phenomena, extend it to another class which 
it does not lit, and excuse himself by saying that if w e cannot make it lit, 
a( ts because ultimate facts are inexplicable.” The class of phenomena 
which the associationist school takes to frame its theory of the Ego are feel¬ 
ings unaware of each other. The class of phenomena the Ego presents are 
feelings of which the later ones are intensely aware of those that w'eut be¬ 
fore. The two classes do not ‘lit,’ and no exercise of ingenuity can ever 
make them lit. Ko shuffling of unaware feelings can make them aAvare. 
To get the awareness we must openly beg it by postulating a new feel¬ 
ing which has it. This new feeling is no ‘ Theory ’ of the phenomena, 
but a simple statement of them ; and as such I posUilate in the text the 
present passing Thought as a psychic integer, with its knowledge of so 
much that has gone before. 
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ones is a real tie between tliem , so is tlieir resemblance; 

so is tlieir eoiiiijiiiity; so is tiio one’s ^appropriation’ 

of the otluo': all are null ties, rt^alized in the judging 

Thought of (‘viny moinent, the (Uily |)laco where disconnect 

fions eouhl Ik‘- nualizinl, did th(\v exist. Hume and Mill 

both iuqily that a diseoninudion ean b(‘. n'ali/aal tliere, whilst 

a ti(‘ (‘aiiuot. But the ties a,nd tlui disi'oiiiieetions are 

ai'tly on a jiar, in this in:itter of self-eonseiousness. ^JTie 

way in whieli the present Thouglit appropriates the past is 

a real Avay, so long a,s no other owner appropriates it in a 

more rcuil way, and so long as the Thought has no grounds 

for rejnidiating it stronger than those wliieh lead to its 

appropriation. But no other owuier ever does in point of 

facd present 1 dm self for my past; and the grounds which I 

perceive for appropriating it—viz., continuity and resem¬ 

blance with th(‘ present—outwcugh those I perceive for dis¬ 

owning it—viz., distajua^ in time. My present Thought 

stands thus in the plenitude of ownersldp of tin* train oi 

my yiast selves, is owiiei* not only dc /Wc/e, but de jnre.^ tlie 

most riual owner there can be, and all witliout the supposi¬ 

tion of any 'inexplicable ti(‘,’ but in a })erfectly veriliabJe 

and phenomenal way. 

Turn we nov/ to what we may call 

THE TBANSCElSrDENTAIilST THEORY. 

which owes its origin to Kant. Kant’s own statements are 

too lengthy and obscure for verbatim (piotation here, so 1 
must give their substance only. Kant starts, as 1 understand 

him, from a view of the Object essentiall}^ like our own de¬ 

scription of it on p. 275 ff., that is, it is a system of things, 

qualities or facts in relation. ^‘Object is that in the knowb 

edg(i (BegrifF) of which the Manifold of a given Perception 

is connected.” But whereas we simjily begged the vehi¬ 

cle of this connected knowledge in the shajie of what we 

call the present Thought, or section of the Stream of Con¬ 

sciousness (which we declared to be the ultimate fact 

for psychology), Kant denies this to be an ultimate fact 

and insists on analyzing it into a large number of distiiud, 

^ Kritik d. reincn Vcniunft, 2lc Autt. g 17. 
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tliough equally essential, elements. Tlie ‘ Manifoldness ’ of 
the Object is duo to Sensibility, which per se is chaotic, 
and the unity is due to the synthetic handling which this 
Manifold receives from the higher faculties of Intuition, 
Apprehension, Imagination, Understanding, and Appercep¬ 
tion. It is the oLK^ essential spontaneity of the Under¬ 
standing which, u]i(ler these different names, brings unity 
into the manifold of sense. 

“The Understanding /.v, in fact, nothing more than the faculty of 
binding together <t priori, and of bringing th(^ Manifold of giv(ui ideas 
under th(i unity of Appercei)tion, whieli consequently is the supreme 
principle in all human knowledge” (^‘ 1<>). 

The material connected must be given by lower fac¬ 
ulties to the Und(‘rstanding, for the latter is not an intui¬ 
tive faculty, but by nature ^ empty.’ And the bringing of 
this material Minder the unity of Apperception’ is ex¬ 
plained by Kant to mean the thinking it always so that, 
whatever its other determinations be, it may b(‘ known as 
ihonght hy me.* Though this consciousness, that / ihink 
it, need not be at eveiy moment explicitly realized, it is 
always capaJ)le of Ixung realized. For if an obje(*t ineapahle 
of being combined with the idea of a thinker were tliere, 
how could it be known, how related to other objects, how 
form part of ‘ experience ’ at all ? 

The awareness that I think is therefore implied in all ex¬ 
perience. No connected cons(*iousnes8 of anything without 
that of SelfuH its presupposition and ‘ traaiscendental ’ condi¬ 
tion ! All things, then, so far as they are intelligible at all, 
are so through combination with pure consciousness of SeJf, 

*It must be noticed, in justice to what was vsaiJ above on page 274 ff., 
that neither Kant nor his successors anywluirc discriminate between the 
presence of the apperceiving Ego to the combined object, and the aimi'e- 
nmthat Ego <?/its own presence and of its distinctness from wdiat it 
appcrceives. That the Object mnst be known to something which thinks, 
and that it must he known to something which tfUnkH that it thinks, are 
treated by them as identical necessities,—by what logic, does not appear. 
Kant tries to soften the jump in the reasoning by saying the thought of it¬ 
self on the part of the Ego need only be potcuilal the M think ’ must be 
capable of aec^ompanying all other knowledgiU’—hut a thought which is 
only potential is actuallv no thought at ail, which practically gives up th# 
case. 
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and apart from this, at least potential, combination nothing 

is kiioAvable to us at all. 

But this self, whoso consciousness Kant thus established 

dodiudively as a conditio sine qua non of (>xperien(*e, is in the 

sanu' breath denied by him to have any ])ositi\e attributi^s. 

Although Kant’s name for it—tlu^ ‘ original transcendental 

synthetic Unity of Apperception ’—is so long, our con¬ 

sciousness ahout it is, a.ccording to liiiii, short enough. Helf- 

consciousness of this ‘transcendental’ sort tells us, ‘ not 

hoAV w(i appear, not hoAV we inwardly are, but only that we 

ar(>’ (§25). At tlie basis of our knoAvdedge of our selv(‘S 

there lies (Aidy “the simple and utterly empty idea: 7; of 

wliich we cannot (^A^en say we have a notion, but only a con¬ 

sciousness whi(‘h accompanies all notions. In this 7, or la. 

or it (the thing) Avhich thinks, nothing more is i('])resi‘nted 

than the l)are transcendental Subject of the knoAvlcnlge —x, 

which is only recognized ])y the thoughts which are its })re- 

dicatos, and of Avliich, taken by itsidf, Ave cannot form tie* 

least conce])tion” (f/m/. ‘ Paralogisms’). Tlie pure Ego of 

all apperce])tioii is thus for Kant not tlie soul, but only that 

‘Subject’ which is tin', necessary correlate of the Object in 

all knoAvdedge. There is a soul, Kant thinks, l)ut this mere 

ego-forrn of our consciousness tells us nothing about it, 

neither Avdietlier it substantial, nor Avhether it b(‘ imma¬ 

terial, nor Avhether it be simple, nor Avhether it b(^ p(*r- 

manent. These deidarations on Kant’s part (d' the utter 

barrenness of the consci<)usm‘ss of the pure Sedf, and of the 

consequent impossibility of any deductive or ‘rational’ 

psychology, are Avhat, more than anything (dse, earned for 

him the title of the ‘ all-destroyer.’ The only self Ave know 

anything positive ahout, he thinks, is the empirical me, not 

the pure. 7 ,* the self which is an object among other objects 

and the ‘ ci^nstituents ’ of which Av^e ourselves liaA^e seen, and 

recognized to be phenomenal things ajApearing in the form 

of space as well as time. 

This, for our purposes, is a sufficient account of the 

‘ transcendental ’ Ego. 

Those purposes go no farther than to ascertain whether 

anything in Kant’s conception ought to make us give up our 

own, of a remem1>ering and appropriating Thought inces- 
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santly renewed. In many respects Kant’s meaning is oh- 

sciire, ])ut it will not bo necessary for ns to squeeze the 

texts in order to make sure what it actually and historically 

was. If we (5an define clearly two or three things which it 

may pcmihly have been, that will help us just as much to 

clear our own ideals. 

On the whole, a defensible interpretation of Kant’s 

view would take somewhat the following shape. Like our¬ 

selves he believes in a Reality outside the mind of which he 

writes, but the critic who vouches for that reality does so 

on grounds (jf faitlj, for it is ]iot a verifiable phenomenal 

thing. Ncdther is it manifold. The ‘Manifold ’ which the 

intellectual functions combine is a mental manifold alto 

gether, whi(!h thus stands heticeen the Ego of Appercep¬ 

tion and the outer Realltv, Init still stands inside the mind. 

In the fuutdion of knowing there is a multi})licity to be con¬ 

nected, and Kant ])rings this multiplicity inside the mind. 

The ReaJiiy becomes a mere (nn])ty Jocm, or unknowable, 

the so-caJl(‘d Noumeiion ; the manifold phenomenon is in 

th(i mind. We, on the contrary, put the Multiplicity with 

the Reality outside, and leave the mind simple. Both of us 

deal with the same elements—thought and object—the only 

question is in whitdi of them the n:iulti])licity shall be 

lodged. Wherever it is lodged it must be ‘ synthetized ’ 

when it cf)mes to be thought. And that particular way of 

lodging it will be the better, whicb, in addition to describ¬ 

ing the facts naturally, makes the ‘ mystery of synthesis ’ 

least hard to understand. 

Well, Kant’s way of describing the facts is mythological. 

The notion of our thought being this sort of an elaborate 

internal nnudune-shop stands condemned by all we said in 

favor of its simplicity on pages 270 fl*. Our Thought is not 

composed of parts, ho\vever so composed its objects may 

b('.. There is no originally chaotic manifold in it to be re¬ 

duced to order. There is something almost shocking in the 

notion of so chaste a function carrying this Kantian hurly- 

burly in her womb. If we are to have a dualism of Thought 

and Reality at all, the multiplicity should be lodged in the 

latter and not in the former member of the couple of related 

terms. The parts and their relations surely belong less to 

the knower than to what is known. 
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But even were all the mythology true, the process oi 

synthesis would in no whit be explahicd by calling the inside 

of the mind its seat. No mysterj’^ would be made lighter by 

such means. It is just as much a puzzle how the ‘ Ego ’ can 

3mploy the productive Imagination to make the Understand¬ 

ing use the categories to combine the data which liecognition, 

Association, and Apprehension re.ceive from sensible Intiii’ 

tion, as how the Thought can combine the objective facts. 

Phrase it as one may, the difliciilty is always the sajne : the 

Many hwivn by the One, Or does one seriously tliiiik he 

understands better hotv the knower ‘ connects ’ its objects, 

when one calls the former a transcendental Ego and the 

latter a ‘Manifold of Intuition’ than when one calls them 

Thought and Things respectively? Knowing must have a 

vehicle. Call the vehicle Ego, or call it Thought, Psycho¬ 

sis, Soul, Intelligence, Consciousness, INfind, Ileason, Feud¬ 

ing,—what 3^ou like—it must hiow. The best grammatical 

subject for the verb know Avould, if possible, be one from 

whose other ])roperties the knowing could be dculuced. 

And if there be no such subject, the best one would bo 

that Avith the feAvest ambiguities and the least pretentious 

name. Ba^ Kant’s confession, the transcendental Ego has no 

properties, and from it nothing can be deduced. Its name 

is pretentious, and, as Ave shall presently see, has its mean¬ 

ing ambiguously mixed up Avith that of the substantial 

soul. So on everj^ possible account wo are excuised from 

using it instead of our OAvn term of the })resent ])assing 

* Thought,’ as the princiido by Avhich the Many is simul¬ 

taneously known. 

The aTYthiguity referred to in the meaning of the tran¬ 

scendental Ego is as to whether Kant signified by it an 

Agent, and by the Experience it helps to constitute, an 

operation ; or whether the experience is an event produced 

in an unassigned way, and the Ego a mere indwelling de- 

ment therein contained. If an operation be meant, then 

Ego and Manifold must both be existent prior to that col¬ 

lision which results in the exj^eriejice of one by the other. 

If a mere analysis is meant, there is no such prior exist¬ 

ence, and the elements onl}’'arc in so far as they are in union. 

Now Slant’s tone and language are everywhere the very 
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words of one who is talking of operations and the agents 

by which they are i)erformed.* And 3’'et there is reason to 

think that at bottom lie may have had notliing of the sort 

in mind.t In tliis uncertainty we ikuhI again do no more 

than decide wliat to think of ids transcendental Ego z/ it he 

an agent. 

Well, if it be so, Transcendentalism is only Substantial- 

ism grown shame-faced, and the Ego only a ‘cheajiand 

nasty ’ edition of the. soul. All our reasons for preferring 

the ‘ Thought' to the ‘ Soul ’ apply ^vith redou'hled force 

when the Soul is shrunk to this estate. The Soul truly ex¬ 

plained nothing ; the ‘ syntheses,’ which she iierfornied, 

were simply taken ready-made and clapped on to her as 

expressions of her nature taken after the fact; but at least 

she had some semblance of nobility and outlook. She 

was called active; might select; was responsible, and per¬ 

manent in her Avay. Tlie Ego is simply iioUiing: as in¬ 

effectual and windy an abortio]i as Phi]oso])hy can show. 

It would indeed be one of Eeason’s tragedies if the good 

Kant, with all his honesty and strenuous pains, should 

have deemed this conception an important outbirth of his 

thought. 

But we have seen that Kant deemed it of next to no im¬ 

portance at all. It Avas reserA ed for his Fichtean and He¬ 

gelian successors to call it the first Principle of Philosophy, 

to spell its name in capitals and pronounce it Avith adora¬ 

tion, to act, in short, as if they were going in a balloon, 

Avhenever the notion of it crossed their mind. Here again, 

hoAvover, I am uncertain of the facts of history, and know 

that I may not read ray authors aright. The whole lesson 

of Kantian and post-Kantian speculation is, it seems to me, 

the lesson of simplicity. With Kant, complication both of 

thought and statement was an inborn infirmity, enhanced 

* “As regards the soul, noAv, or the * 1/ the ‘ thinker/ the whole drift of 
Kant’s advance upon Hume and sensational psychology is towards the 
demonstration that the subject of knowledge is an Agmt.** (Q. 8. Morris, 
Kant’s Critique, etc. (Chicago, 1882), p. 224.) 

f “In Kant’s Prolegomena,” says II. Cohen,—I do not myself find the 
passage,—“it is expressly said that the problem is not to show how expe¬ 
rience arises (enstcht), but of what it consists (besteht).” (Kant’s Theorie 
4. Brfahrung (1871), p. ISK) 
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by the musty academicism of liis Kchiigsberg existence. 

With Hegel it was a raging fever. Terribly, thertdon^, d(> 

the sour grapes Avhicli those fatlnu's of pliiloso]diy have 

eaten set our teeth on e(lg(\ AVe have in EiigL-ind and 

America, however, a contemporary (*on tin nation of Hegcd- 

ism from which, fortunately, somewhat sim])lei* deliverances 

come ; and, unable to hnd any definite psychology in what 

Hegel, Ros(mkraiiz, or Erdmann tells us of the Ego, I turn 

to Caird and Green. 

The great diflerence, ])ra.ctically, between these authors 

and Kant is their complete abstraction from the onlooking 

Psychologist and from the Reality ht‘ thinks he knows ; or 

rather it is the absor])tion of both of tln^se outlying terms 

into the proper topic of Psychology, viz., the mental ex¬ 

perience of the mind under observation. The Keality 

coalesces with the connected Manifold, the Psychologist 

with the Ego, knowing becojiies ^connecting,’ and there 

results no longer a finite or criticisable, but an ‘ absoiiit<^ ’ 

Experience, of which the Object and tln^ Subject are always 

the same. Our finite ‘ Thought’ is virtually and })otentially 

this eternal (or rather this ‘ timeless’), absolute Ego. and 

only provisionally and speciously the limited thing which 

it seems pri)H(i facie to be. The later ‘ sections ’ of our 

' Stream,’ which (a)nie and appro})ria.te the earlier ones, 

are those earlier ones, just as in substantialism the Eoul is 

throughout all time the same.* This ‘ solipsistic ’ char- 

*The contrast between the Monism thus reached and our own psycho¬ 
logical point of view can be exhibited schematically thus, the terms in 
squares standing for Mdiat, for us, are the idtimate irreducible data of 
psychological science, and tin* vincula above it symbolizing the reductions 
which post-Kantiaii id(.‘alism performs : 

Absolute Self-consciousness 
Reason or 

Experience. 

Transcendental Ego World 

Psychologist Thought Tliought’s Object 
Psycholorfst's 

Reality 

Psychologist's Object. 
These reductions account for the ubiquitousness of the * psychologist’s 

fallacy ’ tbk. ii. ch. i. d. 82J in the modern monistic writings. For it ia 
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acter of an Experience conceived as absolute really annihi¬ 

lates psychology as a distim*.t body of science. 

Psychology is a natural science, an account of particu¬ 

lar finite streams of thought, coexisting and succeeding 

in time. It is of course cojiceivabh^ (though far from clearly 

so) that in the last nudaphysical rc^sort all these streams 

of thought may 1)e thought by one universal All-thinker. 

But in this meta|)]iysical notion tliert^ is no profit for psy¬ 

chology ; for grant that one Thinlou- does think in all of us, 

still Avhat He thinks in me and what in you can never be de* 

duced from the bare id(^a of Him. The idea of Him seems 

even to exert a positively })aralyzing eflect on the mind 

The existcmce of finite thouglits is sup})ressed altogether. 

Thought’s characteristics, as Professor Green says, are 

“not to be sou^'lit in the ineidents of individual lives Avhich last 

but for a day. . . . No kno\vl<M}i^(‘, nor any mental act involved in 

knowledge, can pi'opeiiy be calle*d a ‘ phenomenon of consciousness.’ 

. . , For a. plnmomenon is a sensibl(‘ event, n!lated in the way of 

juitecedence or conse<pu‘nee to other sensible events, but the conscious¬ 

ness which constitutes a knowle.dge ... is not an event so related 

nor made up of such events.” 

Again, if 

“ w(‘ exainine the constituents of any perceived object, ... we 

shall find alike that it is only foi* conseionsness that tliey can exist, and 

that the eonsciousness for whi{‘h they thus t'xist cannot be merely a 

series of plienoiiKuia or a, .snc(M^ssion of states. . . . It then becomes clear 

that there is a, function of consciousness, as exer(*ised in the most rudi¬ 

mentary expori(nice |namely, the function of synthesis] which is incom- 

j)atible with the defiuition of c(nisciousucss as any sort of succession of 

any sort of phenomena.”'^ 

Were Ave to folloAv those remarks, we should liaA^e to 

abandon our notion of the ‘ Thought ’ (perennially reneAved in 

time, but always cognitive thereof), and to espouse instead of 

an unpardonable logical sin, when talking of a thought’s knowledge (eithei 
of an object or of its(df), to clnange the terms without warning, and, sub¬ 
stituting the psychologist’s knowledge therefor, still make as if we were 
continuing to talk of the same thing. For monistic idealism, this is the 
very enfranchisement of philosophy, and of course cannot be too much in¬ 
dulged in. 

* T. 11. Green, Prolegomena to Ethics, 57, 61, 64. 
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it an entity copied from thought in all essential respects, hut 

differing from it in being ‘out of time.’ What psychology 

can gain by this barter would be hard to divine. More¬ 

over this resemblance of tluj timeless Ego tt) the Soul is 

completed by other resemblances still. The monism of 

the post-Kantian idealists seems always lapsing into a 

regular old-fashioned spiritualistic dualism. They inces¬ 

santly talk as if, like the Soul, their All-thinker wer(‘ an 

Agent, o]:)eratiug on detacluHl materials of sense. This may 

come from the accidental fact that th(' English writings of 

the school have been more polemic than constructive, and 

that a reader may often take for a positive ])rof(‘ssion a 

statement cid hominem meant as ])art of a reduction to the 

absurd, or mistake the analysis of a bit of knowhalge into 

elements for a dramatic myth about its (natation. But 1 

think the matter has profounder roots. Professor Gree]i 

constantly talks of the ‘activity ’ of Self as a ‘condition’ of 

knowledge taking place. Ea(Ts ar(‘ said to become incor¬ 

porated with other facts only through the * action of a com¬ 

bining self-consciousness u])on data of s(msation.’ 

“Every object wo perceive . . . requires, iu onler to its pres(‘u- 

tation, the action of a principle of eonseiousiiess, not itself .subject to 

conditions of time, upon successive app(*ar.‘ince8, such action as may 

hold the appearances together,, without fusion, in an .‘ipprehended 

fact.'’ * 

It is needless to req^eat that the connection of things in 

our knowledge is in no whit explfcined by making it the 

deed of an agent whose essence is self-identity and who is 

out of time. The agency^ of pdienomenal thought coming 

and going in time is just as easy to understand. And when 

it is furthermore said that the agent that combines is the 

same ‘self-distinguishing subject’ wliich ‘in another mode 

of its activity ’ presents the manifold object to itself, the 

unintelligibilities become quite paroxysmal, and we are 

forced to confess that the entire school of thought in ques¬ 

tion, in spite of occasional glimpses of something more re¬ 

fined, still dwells habitually in tliat mythological stage of 

thought where phenomena are explained as results of 

“ Log. ait, § 64. 
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dramas enacted by entities wliicli but reduplicate the cliar-* 

acters of the phenomena thomsolvos. The self must not 

only knmv its object,—that is too bald and dead a relation 

to be written down and left in its static state. The know- 

in^ must be paijited as a ‘fanuuis victory’ in which the 

object’s distinctness is in some way ‘ overcome.* 

“The self exists as oik*, self only as it opposes itself, as object, tc 

itself as subject, and irinnediately denies and transcends that opposi¬ 

tion. Only b(‘cause it is such a eoiK'retc* unity, which has i)i itself a 

n‘solv«‘d contradiction, can the inlelli^imce cope with all the inanifold- 

lu'ss and division of the mighty universe, and hope to master its secrets. 

As the lightning sleeps in the dew-drop, so in the simple and trans- 

{)a,n*nt unity of s(‘lf-conseiousnoss there is held in equilibrium that vital 

aniagonisiu of o})posiles which . . . seems to rend the world asunder, 

Tlie int(;lligenc(* is able to understand the woi’ld, or, in other words, to 

break down tin,* barri(3r betw(‘eii itself and things and tind itself in tlicm, 

just because its own existemjeis im])licitlv the solution of all tluMlivision 
ami contlict of things,”* 

This (lyiiumic (I had almost written dynamitic) way of 

re})r(*s(Mitit)‘g knowledge has the mei*it of not being tame. 

To turn from it to oiu* own psycliological formulation is like 

turning from the fireworks, trap-doors, and transformations 

of the pantomime into the insi})idity of the midnight, where 
‘' ghastly through the drizzling rain, 

On the bald sti eet brt'aks the blank day I”f 

And yet turn we must, with the confession that our 

‘Thought*—a cognitive phenomenal event in time—is, if 

it exist at all, itself the only Thinker Avhich the facts require. 

The only service that transcendental egoism has done to 

psychology has been by its protests against Hume’s ‘ bundle 

* E. Caird: Hegel (18S3), p. 149. 
f One is almost tempted to believe that the pantomime-state of mind 

and that of the Hegelian dinleetics are, emotionally considered, one and the 
same thing. In the pantomime all common things are represented to 
happen in impossible ways, people jump down e;ieh other’s throats, houses 
liirn inside out, old women become young men, everything * passes into 
its opposite ’ with ineoneeivahlc celerity and skill; and this, so far from 
producing perplexity, brings ra])ture to the bchohler’s mind. And so in 
the Hegelian logic, relations elsewhere recognized under the insipid name 
of distinctions (such as that betw^een knower aud object, many and one) 
must first be translated into impossibilities and contradictions, then *tran- 
icended ’ and identified by miracle, ere the proper temper is induced for 
thoroughly enjoying the spectacle they show. 
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theory of mind. But this service has been ill-performed; 

for the Egoists themselves, let them say what they will, 

believe in the bundle, and in their own system merely fie it 

up, with their special transcendimtal string, invented for 

that use alone. Besides, they talk as if, with this miraculous 

tying or ‘relating,’ the Ego’s duties were done. Of its far 

more important duty of choosing some of the tilings it ties 

and appropriating them, to the exclusion of the r(\st, they 

tell us never a W'ord. To sum up, tlnm, my owm O]>inion of 

the transcendeiitalist school, it is (whatevfu' ulterior imda- 

physical truth it may divine) a school in which l>wych()logy 

at least has naught to learn, and whose didiverances about 

the Ego in particular in no wise oblige us to revise ourowm 

formulation of the Stream of Thought.* 

With this, all possible rival formulations have been dis¬ 

cussed. The literature of the S<df is large, but all its 

* The render will please understand that I am (piite willing to leave the 
hypothesis of the transcendental Ego as a substitute for the passing 
Thought open to discussion on f/eueivU specvlatm’ groun(U. Only in thtH 
boofc I prefer to stick l)y the common sense assnni])lion that we have sne- 
cessive conscious slates, because all psy<*hologists make it, and because one 
does not see how there can be a Psychology written which does not postulate 
such thoughts as its ultimate data. The data of all natural sciences be¬ 
come in turn subjects of a critical treatment more' letined than that wdiich 
the sci(;nces themselves accord; and so it may fare in the end with mir 
passing Thought. We have ourselviis seen (])p. 299-305) that lh(i sensible 
certainty of its existence is less strong than is usually assumed. My 
quarrel with the transcendental Egoists is mainly about Wunv c/rounds for 
their belief. Did they consistently propose it as a, svbsliltUe for ihe ])assing 
Thought, did they consistently denp the lailer's existence, I should respect 
their position more. But so far as 1 can understand th(uu, they habitually 
believe in the jiassing Thought also. They seem even to beliiwe in the 
Lockian stream of separate ideas, for the* chief glory of the Ego in their 
pages is always its powajr to ‘overcome’ this separateness and unite the 
naturally disunited, ^ synthetizing,’ ' connecHtig,' m' 'relating* the ideas 
together being used as synonyms, b}^ traDscemd(3ntalist writers, for knowing 
miixms objects at once. Not tbe being consc ion.s at all, but the being con¬ 
scious of many things together held lobe the dillicult thing, in our psychic 
life, which only the wonder-working Ego (3an perform. But on what 
slippery ground does one get the moment one changes the definite notion 
of knowing an object into the altogether vague one of uniting eu' synthetinng 
the ideals of its various parts I—^In the chapter on Sensation we shall come 
upon all this again. 
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autliors may be classed as radical or mitigated representa 

tives of the three schools we have named, siibstaiitialism, 

associationism, or transcendentalism. Our own o])inion 

mast be classed apart, although it incorporates essential 

ehnnents from all three schools. There 'need never have 

been a quarrel bet ween a^sociaf toiihHni, and, tin rivals if the former 

had admitted the mdecomposahle unity of every pulse cf thoughty 

a'ud the latter been willing to allow that ‘'perishing' pulses of 

thought might recollect and knoiv, 

AVe may sum up by saying that pei*sonality im})li(^s the 

incessant presence of two elements, an objective person, 

known by a passing subjective Thought and recognized as 

continuing in time. Hereafter let ns use the toords ME and I 

for the empirical person ami t1w judging Thought, 

Certain vicissitudes in the 'me demaml our notice. 

In the lirst place, althougli its changes are gradual, 

the^y become in time great. Tlie central })art of the me is 

the feeling of the body and of tin; adjustments in the head; 

and in the f(‘eliiig of tln^ ])ody sliould be included that of 

the gemu’al emotional tont^s and tendencies, for at bottom 

these are but the habits in which organic activities and sen¬ 

sibilities run. AVell, from infancy to old ago, this assem¬ 

blage of feelings, most constant of all, is yet a prey to slow 

munition. Our powers, bodily and mental, change at least 

as fast.”^’ Our possessions notoriously are perishable facts. 

Wlieii we compare the listk^ss inactivity of the infant, slumbering 
from the moment at which he takes his milky food to the moment at which 
he wakes to require it again, with the restless energies of that mighty being 
which he is to become in his maturer years, pouring truth after truth, in 
ra])id and dazzling profusion, upon the world, or grasping in his single hand 
the destiny of empires, how few are the circumstances of resemblance 
wliicli we c;an trace, of all that intelligence which is afterwards to be dis- 
j)Iayed; how little more is seen than what serves to give feeble motion to 
tlie mere machinery of life I . , . Every age, if we may speak of many 
ages in the few years of human life, seems to be marked with a distinct 
character. Each lias its peculiar objects which excite lively affections; and 
in each, exertion is excited by affections, which in other periods terminate 
without inducing active desire. The boy finds a world in less space than 
that which bounds his visible horizon; he wanders over his range of field 
and exhausts his strength in the pursuit of objects which, in the years that 
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The identity which the I discovers, as it surveys this long 

procession, can only be a relative identity, tliat of a slow 

shifting in which there is always some common ingredient 

retained.* The commonest element of all, tlie most uni¬ 

form, is the possession of the same memori(^s. However 

different the man may be from the youth, both look back 

on the same childhood, and itiiW it their own. 

Thus the identity found hj the 1 in its vie is only a 

loosely construed thing, an identity ‘ on the whole,’ just 

like that which any outside observer might lind in the same 

follow, are seen only to benegleeled; while to him the o])jects that are 
afterwards to absorb his whole soul are as india{‘reiit as the objects of hia 
present passions are destined then to appear. . . . Mow many o})iw)ituiii- 
tieii must every one have had of witnessin;^ the progress of inb'llcctual 
decay, and the coldness that steals upon the once benevolent heart! We 
quit our country, perhaps at an early period of life, and after an absence of 
many years we return with all the remembrances of })ast pleasure which 
grow more lender as they approach their objeetts. We eagerly seek him to 
whose paternal voice we liave been accustomed to listen with the same rev¬ 
erence as if its predictions Iiad j)ossessed oracular certainty,—wlio first led 
us into knowledge, ^nd whose image has been constantly joined in our 
mind with all that veneration which does not forbid love. We tind him 
sunk, perhaps, in the imbiaulity of idiotism, unable to rceogni7,(^ us,—igno¬ 
rant alike of the past and of the future, and living only in the sensibility of 
animal gratification. We seek tlie favorite ccunpanion of our childhood, 
whose tenderness of heart, etc. . . . We find him hardened into a man, 
meeting us scarcely with the cold hypocrisy of dissembled friciidship—in 
his general relations to the w'orld careless of tlie misery /te is not to feel. 
. . . When we observe all this, . . . do we use only a metaphor of little 
meaning when we say of him that he is become a different person, and that 

his mind and character are changed ? In wlmt does the identity consist? 
. , . The supposed test of identity, when apj)li(‘d to the mind in these 
cases, completely fails. It neither affects, nor is affected, in the same man¬ 
ner in the same circumstances. It therefore, if the test be a just one, is 
not the same identical mind.^^ (T. Brown: L(*clur(*s on the Philosophy of 
the Human Mind, *on Mental Identity.’> 

**‘Sir John Cutler had a pair of black worsted stockings, which his 
maid darned so often wdtb silk that they became at. last a pair of silk 
stockings. Now, supposing these stockings of Sir John's endued with 
some degree of consciousness at every particular darning, they would have 
been sensible that they were the siime individual i)air of stockings botlj be¬ 
fore and after the darning; and this sensation would have continued in 
them through all the succession of darnings; and yet after the last of all 
there was not perhaps one thread left of the first pair of stockings: but 
they were grown to be silk stockings, as was said before." (Pope's Ma^ 
tlnus Scriblerus, quoted by Brown, ibid.) 
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assemblage of facts. We often say of a man ‘ he is so 

changed one would not know him and so does a man, 

less often, speak of himself. These changes in the me, 

recognized by the I, or by outside observers, may be grave 

or slight. They deserve some notice here. 

THE MUTATIONS OF THE SELF 

may be divided into two main classes : 

1. Alterations of memory; and 

2. Alterations in the ])resent bodily and spiritual selves. 

1. AlterafIons of rnemor'ij are cither losses or false recol¬ 

lections. In either case the 7ne is changed. Should a man 

be punished for what ho did in his childhood and no longer 

remembers ? Should ho be punished for crimes enacted 

in post-epilepticf unconsciousness, somnambulism, or in any 

involuntarily induced state of which no recollection is re¬ 

tained ? Law, in accord with comnnui-sense, says: “No; 

he is not the same person forensically now which he was 

then.’* These losses of nnunory are a normal incident of 

extreme old age, and the person’s 7ue shrinks in the ratio 

of the facts that have disappeared. 

In dreams we forget our w-aking experiences; they are 

as if they w^ere not. And the converse is also true. Asa 

rule, no memory is retained during the waking state of 

wdjat has happened during mesmeric trance^, altliough wdien 

again entranced the person may remember it distinctly, and 

may then fen-get fac'ts belonging to the wuiking state. We 

thus liave, wdthin the bounds of healthy mental life, an 

approach to an alternation of ine's. 

False m'inories are by no means rare occurrences in 

most of us, and, wdienever they occur, they distort the con¬ 

sciousness of the me. Most people, probably, are in doubt 

about certain matters ascribed to their past. They may 

have seen them, may have said them, done them, or they 

may only have dreamed or imagined they did so. The 

content of a dream will oftentimes insert itself into the 

stream of real life in a most perplexing w^ay. The most 
frequent source of false memory is the accounts we give to 
others of our experiences. Such accounts we almost al« 
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ways make both more simple and more interesting than the 

truth. We quote wliat we slionld have said or done, 

ratli(*i' than wliat we really said or did ; and in the tirst 

telling we may be fully aware of the distinction. But ere 

long the fiction exp(ds the rmilit^^ from memory and reigns 

in its stead alone. This is one grejit souri'e of the fallibil¬ 

ity of testimony nnmut to be quite honest. Es])ecially 

where the marvellous is concerned, the story takes a tilt 

that way, and the memory follows the story. l_)r. Carpen¬ 

ter quotes from Miss Cobbe the following, as an instance 

of a \ery common sort: 

‘‘It happened once to tlie Writer to hear a most seruj)uloiisly con¬ 

scientious friend narrate an incident of tahle-turning, to whicli she 

ai)pended an assurance that tlie tai)le rapped when 'iiolnnhj ica^ u'Uhi){ 

a ijard of it. The writer being confoinKh‘d by tliis lattcn* fac't. tlui 

lady, though fully satisfied of the accuracy of hm* statement, promised 

to look at the note she had made ten yeai’s ])reviously of tlu' transac¬ 

tion. The note was examined, and was found to contain the distinct 

statement tlnit the table rapi)ed wIhu) the hands of six jxa’sons rested 

on it ! The lady’s memory as to all otlnu* points t)roved to Ix' strictly 

correct ; and in this point slu^ had (;rred in entire good faith.”* 

It is uexfc to impossi1)le to get a story of this sort accu-' 

rate in all its details, although it is the inessential details 

that suffer most change.t Dickens and Bidzac weix^ said to 

have constantly mingled tlndr fictions with their i-eal expe¬ 

riences. Ev('ry one must have known some sj)ecimen of 

our mortal dust so intoxicat(3d with the thought of his own 

person and the sound of his own voice as never to be able 

even to think the truth wlien his autobiography was in 

question. Amiable, harmless, radiant J. ! mayst thou 

ne’er wake to the difference between thy real and thy 

fondly-imagined self! 

* Hours of Work and Play, p. 100. 
fFor a careful study of the errors in narratives, see E. Gurney: Phan¬ 

tasms of the Living, vol. i. pp. 130-158, In the Proceedings of the 
Society for l^sycliical Research for May 1887 Mr. Richard Hodgson shows 
by an (*xtraordinary array of instances how utterly inaccurate everyone’s 
description from memory of a rapid series of events is certain to be. 

fSeo Josiah Royce (Mind, vol. 18, ]). 244, and Proceedings of Am. Soc. 
of Psych. Research, vol. i. p. 366), for evidence that a certain sort of hal 
lucination of memory which he calls ‘ pseudo-presentiment ’ is no uncom¬ 

mon phenomenon. 
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2. When we pass beyond alterations of memory to ab- 

noi'inal alteratnms in the present self w(i have still graver 

disturbance's. Tliese alterations are of tlireo main types, 

from the descriptive point ^>f view. ]>ut cei taiu cases unite 

features of two or more ty])es; and our kno^\ ledge of the 

elements and (*auses of these change's of jxu'sonality is so 

slight that the division into ty})es must not be regarded as 

having aijy profound signiticance. The t3'pes arc : 

(1) Insane delusions; 

(2) Alternating selves; 

(3) Mediumships or possessions. 

1) In insanity we ofhm have delusions projected into 

the past, which are melancholic or sanguine according to 

the character of the disease. But the worst alterations of 

the self come from }>rest‘nt perversions of sensibility and 

impulse which h>ave the past undisturlxul, but induce the 

patient to think that the present me is an altogether new 

personage. Homethiiig of this sort hap])ens normallv' in 

the ra})id expansion of the whole character, intellectual as 

w^ell as volitional, which takes place after the time of 

puberty. The pathological cases are curious enough to 

merit longer notice. 

The basis of our personality, as M. Bibot says, is that 

feeling of our vitality which, because it is so 2)erpetually 

2)resent, remains in the background of our consciousness. 

“It is the basis because, always present, always acting, without 

peace or rest, it knows neither sleep nor fainting, and lasts as long as 

life itself, of which it is one form. It serves as a support to tliat self- 

conscious me which memory constitutes, it is the medium of association 

among its otlior pjirts. . . . Suppose now that it were possible at once 

to change our body and put another into its place: skeleton, vessels, 

viscera, muscles, skin, everything made new, except the nervous sys¬ 

tem wdth its stored-up memory of the past. There can be no doubt 

tlmt in such a case the afflux of unaccustomed vital sensations wmuld 

produce the gravest disorders. Between the old sense of existence en¬ 

graved on the nervous system, and the new one acting with all the 

intensity of its reality and novelty, there would be irreconcilable con¬ 

tradiction.” * 

* Maladies dc la Memoire, p. 85. Tlje little that would be left of per¬ 
sonal consci<Misness if all our senses stopped their work is ingenuously 
shown in the iviuark of the extraordinary anuisthetie youth wliose case 
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With the beginnings of cerebral disease there often 
happens something quite comj)arable to this ; 

Masses of now sensation, liitherto foreign to the individual, im¬ 

pulses and ideas of the same inexperienced kind, for t^xanijilo terrors, 

representations of enacted crime, of enemies pursuing one, etc. At tlie 

outset, these stand in contrast with the old familiar vie, as a strange, 

often astonishing and abhorrent thou, * Often their invasion into tlio 

former circle of feelings is felt as if the old self were being taken pos¬ 

session of by a dark overpowering might, and the fact of such ‘j)oss(\s- 

sion^ is described in fantastic images. Always tliis doublrness, this 

struggle of the old self against the new distairdant forms of cx]ierienct% 

is accompanied with painful mental conflict, with ])assion, with violent 

emotional excitement. This is in gr(‘at ])art tlu^ reason for the common 

experience, that the tirst stage in the imnieiisfi majority of cas('s of 

mental disease is an emotional alteration j>articularly of a melancholic 

sort. If now the brairi-atfection, which is the immediate cause ot the 

new abnormal train of ideas, be not relieved, the latter becomes con¬ 

firmed. It may gradually contract associations with tiie Trains or ideas 

which characterized the old self, or portions of the latter may be ex¬ 

tinguished and lost in the progn^ss of the cerebral malady, so that little 

by little the opposition of the two conscious vie's abates, and the emo¬ 

tional storms are calmed. But by that time the old mo itself has been 

falsified atid turned into another by those associations, by that ree('f>- 

tion into itself of the abnormal elements of feeling and of will, 'the 

patient may again be quiet, and his thought sometimes logically correi't, 

but ill it the morbid erroneous ideas are always ])resent, with the adhe¬ 

sions they have contracted, as uncontrollable premises, and the man is 

no longer the same, but a really new person, his old self trans¬ 

formed.” t 

Professor Strllmpell reports (in the Deutsches Archiv f. klin. Med., xxii. 
847, 1878). This boy, whom we shall later find instructive in many con¬ 
nections, was totally ana3sthetic without and (so far as could be tested) 
within, save for tlie sight of one eye and the hearing of one ear. When 
his eye was closed, he said : “ Wenn ich nklii sehen kanii, da bin ich gar 
nieJd—I no longer amd* 

* One can compare the state of the patient to nothing so well as to 
that of a caterpillar, which, keeping all its caterpillar’s ideas and remem¬ 
brances, should suddenly become a butterfly with a buttertly’s senses and 
sensations. Between the old and tlie new state, between the first self, that 
of the caterpillar, and the second self, that of the butterfly, there is a deep 
scission, a complete rupture. The new feelings find no anterior series to 
which they can knit themselves on ; the patient can neither interpret nor 
use them ; he does not recognize them; they are unknown. Hence two 
conclusions, the first which consists in his saying, / no longer am; the 
second, somewhat later, which consists in his saying, I am another person * 
(H. Taine: de Tlntelligence, 3rae edition (1878), p. 462. 

f W. Griesinger : Mental Diseases, § 29. 
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But the patient himself rarely continues to describe the 
change in just these terms unless new hodily sensations in 
him or the loss of old ones play a predominant part. 
Mere perversions of sight and hearing, or even of impulse, 
soon cease to be felt as contradictions of the unity of the 
me. 

What tlie particular perversions of the bodily sensibil¬ 
ity may be, which give rise to these contradictions, is for the 
most part im])ossible for a sound-minded })erson to con¬ 
ceive. One patient has another stdf that repeats all his 
thoughts for him. Others, among whom are some of the 
first characters in history, have familiar daunons who speak 
with them, and are replied to. In anotlier someone 
‘ makes ’ his thouglits for him. Another has hvo bodies, 
lying in dilferent beds. Some patients feel as if they had 
lost parts of their bodies, t(u>t]», brain, stomach, etc. In 
some it is made of wood, glass, butter, et(^ In some it 
does not exist any longer, or is dead, or is a foreign object 
quite separate from tlie speaker’s self. Occasionally, parts 
of the body lose their connection for consciousness with 
the rest, and ai‘o treated as belonging to another person 
and moved by a hostile will. Thus the right hand may 

fight with the left as with an enem3^* Or the cries of the 

patient himself are assigned to another person with w'^hom 
the patient expresses sympathy. The literature of insan¬ 
ity is filled with narratives of such illusions as these. M. 
Taine quotes from a patient of Dr. Krishaber an account of 
sufferings, from which it will be seen how completely aloof 
from what is normal a man’s experience may suddenly be¬ 
come : 

“ After the first or second day it was for some weeks impossible to 
observe or analyze myself. The suffering—angina pectoris—was too 
overwhelming. It was not till the first days of January that 1 could 
give an account to myself of what I experienced. . , , Here is the first 
tning of which I retain a clear remembrance. I was alone, and already 
a prey to permanent visual trouble, when I was suddenly seized with a 
visual trouble infinitely more pronounced. Objects grew small and re¬ 
ceded to infinite distances—men and things together. I was myself im- 

* See the interesting case of ' old Stump * in the Proceedings of the Am. 
Soc. for Psych. Research, p. 553. 
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measurably far away. T lookc^d about me with terror and astonish¬ 
ment ; the world was escaping from me. ... I remarked at the same 

time that my voice was extremely far away from me, that it sounded no 

longer as if mine. 1 struck the ground with my foot, and perceived its 

resistance ; but this resistance seemed illusory—not that the soil was 

soft, but that the w<‘igh1, of my body was reduced to almost notiiing. 

... I had the feeling of bcung without weight. ..." In addition to 

being so distant, '‘objects appeart‘d to me JJat. AYheii T spoke with 

anyone, I saw him like an image cut out of paper with no relief. . . . This 

sensation lasted intermittently for two ye<‘irs. . . . Constantly it. s(‘enied 

as if my legs did not belong to me. It was almost as i)ad with my arms. 

As for my head, it seenuHl no longer to exist. ... 1 ap]){‘ared to my¬ 

self to act automatically, by an imi>iilsion foreign to myself. . . . There 

was inside of me a new being, and anotluu* part of myself, the old be¬ 

ing, which took no intere.st in the new-comer. 1 distinctly remcmiber 

saying to myself that the sufferings of this new being wtan^ to me 

indifferent. 1 was never really dupe of these* illusions, but my mind 

grew often tired of incessantly correcting the new impressions, and I 

let myself go and lived the unhappy life of this new entity. 1 had an 

ardent desire to see my old world again, to get back to my old self. 

This desire.* k(*pt me from killing myself. ... I was another, and T 

hated, I despised this other; he was perfectly odious to me ; it was cer¬ 

tainly am)ther who had taken my form and assumed my functions.” 

Ill cases similar to tin’s, it is as certain tliat tlie / is nn- 
altered as that the a/cis changenh That is to say, the pres¬ 
ent Thought of the j)ationt is cognitive of both the old me 
and the neAv, so long as its memory holds good. Only, 
within that objective sphere which formerly lent itself so 
simply to the judgment of recognition and of egoistic a])pro- 
priatiou, strange perplexities have arisen. The present and 
the past both seen therein will not uiiite. Where is my old 
me ? What is this new one ? Are they the same ? Or have 
I two ? Such questions, answered by whatever theory the 
patient is able to conjure up as plausible, form the begin¬ 
ning of his insane life.f 

* Be Tlntelligence, Sme edition (1878), vol. n, note, p. 461. Kris- 
haber’s book (La Nevropathie Cerebro-cardiaque, 1878) is full of similar 
observations. 

t Sudden alterations in outward fortune often produce such a change 
in the empirical me as almost to amount to a pathological disturbance of 
self-consciousness. When a poor man draws the big prize in a lottery, or 
unexpectedly inherits an estate ; when a man high in fame is publi(dy 
disgraced, a millionaire becomes a pauper, or a loving husband and bithe! 
sees Ids family perish at one fell swoop, there is temporarily such a rupture 
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A case with which I am acquainted through Dr. C. J. 
Fisher of Tewksbury has possibly its origin in this way. 
The woman, Bridget F., 

‘‘ has been many years insane, and always speaks of her supposed self 

as ‘ the rat,’ asking me to ‘bury the Jittle rat,’ etc. Her real self she 

speaks of in the third petson as ‘ the good woman,' saying, ‘The good 

Woman knew Dr. F. and used to work for liim,’ etc. Sometimes she 

sadly asks: ‘ Do you think the good woman will ever come back ?' She 

works at needlework, knitting, hiundiy, etc., and shows her work, say¬ 

ing, ‘ Isn’t that good for only a rat?' She has, during periods of d(‘pres- 

sion, hid herself under buildings, and crawled into lioles and under 

boxes. ‘ She was only a rat, and wants to die,' she would say when we 

found her.” 

2, The phenomeuou of aUernotwg personality in its sim¬ 
plest phases seems based on lapses of memory. Any man 
becomes, as we say, incohisistent with himself if he forgets his 
engagements, pledges, knowledges, and Ijabits; and it is 
merely a question of degree at what j)oint we shall say 
that his personality is changed. In the pathological cases 
known as those of double or alternate 2')ersonality the lapse 
of memory is abrupt, and is usually preceded by a 2>tniod 
of unconstdousness or syuco2>e lasting a yariable length of 
time. In the hypnotic trance we can easily produce an 
alteration of the j^ersonality, either by telling the subject to 
forget all that has hapiioned to him since such or such a date, 
in which case he becomes (it may be) a child again, or by 
telling him he is another altogetlier imaginary jiersonage, in 
which case all facts about himself seem for the time being 
to lapse from out his mind, and he throws himself into the 
new character with a vivacity 2)ro2)ortiouate to the amount 
of histrionic imagination which he possesses.* But in the 
j)athological cases the transformation is sj)ontaneous. The 
most famous case, perhai)s, on record is that of Felidu X., 

between all past habits, whether of an active or a passive kind, ana the 
exigencies and possibilities of the new situation, that the individual may 
find no medium of continuity or association to carry him over from the one 
phase to the other of bis life. Under these conditions mental derangement 
is no unfre(iu(mt result. 

* The number of subjects who can do this with any fertility and exu* 
berft«ce is relatively quite small. 
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reported by Dr. Azarn of Bordeaux.* At the age of four¬ 
teen this woman began to pass into a ‘ secondary ’ state 
characterized by a change in her general disposition and 
character, as if certain ‘inhibitions,’ previously existing, 
were suddenly removed. During the secondary state she 
remembered the first state, but on emerging from it into 
the first state she remembered notliing of the second. At 
the age of forty-four the duration of the secondary state 
(whicli was on the whole su])erior in qualitj^ to the original 
state) had gained upon the latter so much as to occupy most 
of her time. During it she remembers the events belonging 
to the original state, but her com])lete oblhion of the sec¬ 
ondary state when the original stfite recurs is oftcui very 
distressing to her, as, for example, when the transition 
takes place in a carriage on her way to a funeral, and she 
hasn’t the least idea Avhich one of her friends may be dead. 
She actually became pregnant during one of her early sec*- 
ondary states, and during her first state had ]io knowledge 
of how" it had come to pass. Her distress at these blanks 
of rneanory is sometimes intense and once drove her to 
attempt suicide. 

To take another example, Dr. Rieger gives an account t 
of an epile})tic man who for seventeen years had passed his 
life alternately free, in prisons, or in asylums, his character 
being orderly enougli in the normal state, but alternating 
with periods, during wdiich lie would leave his home for 
several w^eeks, leading the lifc^ of a thief and vagabond, be¬ 
ing sent to jail, having epileptic fits and excitement, being 
accused of malingering, etc., etc., and with never a memory 
of the abnormal conditions which were to blame for all 
his wretchedness. 

“ I have never got from anyone,” says Dr. Rieger, “so singular an 

impression as from this man, of whom it could not be said that he had 

any properly conscious past at all. ... It is really impossible to think 

one’s self into such a state of mind, Ilis last larceny had been per¬ 

formed in Niimberg, he knew nothing of it, and saw himself before the 

* First in the Revue Scientifique for May 26, 1876, then in his book, 
Hypnotisme, Double Conscience, et Alterations de la Personnalite (Paris, 
1887). 

t Der Hypnotismus (1884), pp. 109-15. 
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court and then in the hospital, but without in the least understand¬ 

ing the reason why. That he had epileptic attacks, he knew. But it 

was impossible to convince him that for hours together he raved and 

acted in an abnormal way.’’ 

Another remarkable case is that of Mary Reynolds, 
lately republished again by Dr. Weir Mit(djoll.* This dull 
and melancholy young woman, inhabiting the Pennsylvania 
wilderness in 1811, 

“ was found one morning, long after her habitual time for rising, in a 

profound sleep from which it was imjtossible to arouse her. After 

eighteen or twenty hours of sleeping she awakened, but in a state of 

unnatural consciousness. Memory had fled. To all intents and pur¬ 

poses she was as a being for tlje tirst time ushered into the world. ‘All 

of the past that remained to Inn- was the faculty of pronouncing a few 

words, and this seems to have bta;n as purely instinetiv(^ as the wailings 

of an infant; for at tiiT.t the words which she uttered were connected 

with no ideas in her mind.’ Until she was taught their significaiice 

they were unmeaning souiids. 

“ ‘ Her eyes were virtually for the first lime^ opened nj)on the world. 

Old things had passed away ; all things had iH^eome new.’ Her parents, 

brotliers, sisters, friends, were not recognized or aeknowiedged as such 

by her. She had nevei seen them before,--nevia' known them,—was 

not aware that rrach persons had been. Now for tlie first time she 

was introduced to their company and acquaintance. To the scenes by 

which she was surrounded she was a perfect stranger. The hous(‘, the 

fields, the forest., the hiils, the vales, the streams,—all were novelties. 

The beauties of the landscape were all imcxplon^d. 

“ She had not the slightest consciousness that she had ever existed 

previous to the moment in which she awoke from that mysterious 

slumber. ‘ In a word, she was an infant, just born, yet horn in a state of 

maturity, with a capacity for relishing the rich, sublime, luxuriant 

wonders of created nature.' 

“The first lesson in her education was to teach her by what ties she 

was bound to those by whom she was surrounded, and the duties de¬ 

volving upon her accordingly. This she was very slow to learn, and, 

‘ indeed, never did learn, or, at least, never would acknowledge the 

ties of consanguinity, or scarcely those of friendship. She considered 

those she had once known as for tho most part strangers and enemies, 

among whom she waj, by some remarkable and unaccountable means, 

transplanted, though from what region or state of existence was a prob¬ 

lem unsolved.’ 

“ The next lesson was to re-teach her the arts of reading and writing. 

She was apt enough, and made such rapid progress in both that in a 

* Transactions of the College of Physicians of Philadelphia, April 4, 
1S88. Also, less complete, in Harper’s Magazine, May 1860. 
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fell) iveeJis she had readily re-learnod to read and write. In copying hei 

name which her brother had written for her as a first lesson, she took 

her pcai in a very awkward manner and b(‘gan to copy from right to h'ft 

in the tlei)rew mode, as tiiough she had been transplanted from an 

Easti'rn soil. . . . 

‘‘ The ntixt thing that is noteworthy is (he (‘hang(^ which took })Iace 

in her disposition. Instead of being melancholy she was now clieer- 

ful to extremity. Instead of being res(‘rved slie was buoyant and social. 

Formerly taciturn and retiring, she w^as now’ merry and jocose. Her 

disposition w\as totally and absolutely changtMl. While sht' was. in this 

second state, extravagantly fond of (tonipany, she was much morc^ tni- 

amoured of nature’s W’orks, as exhibited in the forests, hills, vales, and 

v\'ater-cours(*s. She used to start in the morning, either on foot or 

horseback, and ramble until nightfall over the whole country ; nor W’as 

she at all particular whether she w’ere on a j)ath or in the trackless forest. 

Htu’ predilection for this manner of life may have Ixien occasioned by the 

restraint lu^cessarily imposed upon her by her friends, wdiich caused her 

to consider them her enemies and not companions, and she w^as glad to 

keep out of their way. 

‘‘ She knew no fear, and as benrs and pnntlKU’s vv(U‘e numerous in 

the woods, and rattlesnakes and copperheads abounded everywhere, 

her friends told her of tin* danger to wdiich she exposed herself, but it 

produced no other effect than to draxv forth a contemptuous laugh, as 

she said, ‘1 know' you only w’ant to fi'igh((‘n me and kan^p me at home, 

but you miss it, for 1 oftim see your beaib and I am ])erf(!Ctly convinced 

that they are nothing more than black hogs.’ 

“ One evening, after her return from her daily excursion, she told 

the following incident: ‘ As T wais riding to-day along a narrow path a 

great black hog came (Uii of the w’oods and stoppcnl before me. I never 

saw such an impudent black hog before. It stood up on its hind feet 

and grinned and gnashed its te(dh at me. I could not make the horse 

go on. I told him he w^as a fool to be frighten(‘d at a hog, and tried to 

wdiif) liim past, but he would not go and w^ant(‘(l to turn back. T told 

the hog to get out of the way, but he did not mind riH‘. “ Well,” said I, 

“ if you w’oiTt for w’ords, I’ll try blow's ; ’’ so I got otf* and took a stick, 

and walked up toward it. When 1 got pretty close by, it got down on 

all fours and w'alked away slowly and sullenly, stopping every few steps 

and looking back and grinning and growding. Then I got on my horse 

and rode on.’ . . . 
‘'Thus it continued for five weeks, when one morning, after a pro¬ 

tracted sleep, she awoke and wuis herself again. She recognized the 

parental, the brotherly, and sisterly ties as though nothing had hap¬ 

pened, and immediately went about the performance of duties in¬ 

cumbent upon her, and which she had planned five weeks previously. 

Great w’as her surprise at the change which one night (as she supposed) 

had produced. Nature bore a different aspect. Not a trace was left in 

her mind of the giddy scenes through which she had passed. Her ram- 
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blings through the forest,, her trichs jiiui humor, all were faded from her 

memory, and not a shadow left beliind. Her parents saw their child ; 

her brothers and sisters saw their sister. 8h(^ now had all the knowledge 

that she had possessed in lier first st ate })revious to the change, still 

fresh and in as vig(n*ous exenase as though no change had been. But 

any new acquisitions she liad made, and any new ideas she liad obtained, 

were lost to her now—yet not lost, but laid uj) out of siglit in safe-keep¬ 

ing for future use. Of course her natural dis[)osition ret.urned ; her 

melancholy was (h'ejKUU'd by the inforniation of what had occurred. All 

went on in the old-fashioned way, and it was fondly ho})ed that the 

mysterious occurrences of those live wc(^ks would iu;v(ir be repeated, but 

these antiicipal ions were not t(' be n^alized. Aft<ir the lapse of a few 

weeks slu' f<dl into a. profound sleep, and awoke in her st^trond slate, 

taking up her new life again ])r(icisely where she had left it when she 

before passed from that stat(e Slie was not now adaught(‘r or a sister. 

All the knowh*dgc she pf)ssessed was that acquired during the* few weeks 

of her former period of second conseionsiu^ss. She knt'vv nothing of 

the intervening time. Two jxu’iods widely separated were brought into 

conta(;t, Sln^ Ihonght it was but one night. 

“ In tliis stdte slie caini' to uiuhu'stand pcTfectly the facts of her case, 

not from imunory, but fi*om information. Y(d hei* buoyancy of spirits 

w^as so gn^af that no depression was produced. (.)n iht* contrary, it 

added to Inu* ('lH‘(‘rfulness, and was made the foundation, as was every¬ 

thing else, of mirth. 

“These alternations from one statido another continued at.intervals 

of varying length for tirie(Ui or sixteam velars, but finally C(‘ased when 

she attained tb('ag(‘of thirty-five or tliirty-six, permanently 

in herseco}id state. In this she remained without change for the last 

quarter of a century of her life.” 

The emotional opposition of the two states seems, how¬ 
ever, to have become gradually efiaced in Mary Ileymolds : 

“The change from a gay, hysterical, mischievous woman, fond of 

Jests and subject U) absurd beliefs or delusive (;ouvictions, to one retaim 

/ng tln^ joyousness and love of society, but sobcr(‘d down to levels of prac¬ 

tical usefulness, was gradual. The most of the twenty-five years which 

followed she was as different from her melancholy, morbid self as from 

the hilarious condition of tlie early years of her second state. Some of 

her family spoke of it as her third state, Sh(‘ is d(iscribed as becoming 

rational, industrious, and very cheerful yet reasomdily serious; pos¬ 

sessed of a well-balanced temperaituint, and not having the slightest 

indication of an injured or distur])ed mind. For some years she taught 

school, and in that capacity was both useful and acceptable, being a 

general favorite with old and young. 

“ During these last twenty-five years she lived in the same 

house with the Rev. Dr. John V. Reynolds, her nephew, part of that 
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time ke^eping house for liim, showing a sound judgment and a thorougli 

acquainhuico with the duties of her position. 

“ Dr. Keynolds, who is still living in Meadville,” says l>r. Mitchell, 

“and who has most kindly placed the facts at my dis])osal, states in 

his letter to me of January 4, 1888, that at a later period of her life she 

said she did sometimes seem to have a dim, di'eamy idea of a shadowy 

past, which she could not fully grasp, and could not be certain whether 

it originated in a }^artially restored memory or in the statements of the 

events by otlun-s during her abnormal state. 

“ Miss Keynolds dic'd in January, 1854, at the age of sixty-one. On 

the morning of the day of her dc'ath slu' rose in lu'r usual health, ate 

her breakfast, and snj)ei*int(‘nded liousehold duties. While thus em¬ 

ployed she suddenly raised her hands to her head and exclaimed : 

‘ Oh ! 1 wonder what is tlici matter with my head ! ’ and immediately 

fell to the floor. When carried to a sofa she gas])ed once or twice and 

died.” 

In such cases as the preceding, in wliich the secondary 
character is superior to the first, there seems reason to 
think that the first one is tlio morbid one. The word inhi- 

hition describes its dulness and melam^holy. Felida X.’s 
original character was dull and melancholy in comparison 
with that which she later acquired, and the change may be 
regarded as the removal of inliibitiojis wdiich had nniin- 
taiued themselves from earlier years. Such inhibitions we 
all know temporarily^ wdien we can not recollect or in some 
other way command our mental resoui’(‘es. The systema¬ 
tized amnesias (losses of memory) of hy2)notic subjects or¬ 
dered to forget all nouns, or all verbs, or a 2)articnlar letter 
of the al2)habet, or all that is relative to a certain j^erson, 
are inliibitions of tlio sort on a more extensive scale. They 
sometimes occur spoutaueously as sym])toms of disease.* 
Now M. Pierre Janet has shown that such inbibitions wdien 
they bear on a certain class of sensations (making the sub¬ 
ject ana3sthetic thereto) and also on tlie memory of such 
sensations, are the basis of changes of personality. The 
anjesthetic and ‘ amnesic ’ hysteric is one 2:)orson ; but when 
you restore her inhibited sensibilities and memories by 
plunging her into the hypnotic trance—in other words, when 

* Of. Ribot's Diseases of Memory for cases. See also a large number of 
them in Forbes Winslow's Obscure Diseases of the Brain and Mind, 
chapters xiii-xvii. 
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you rescue them from their ‘ dissociated ’ aud split-off con¬ 

dition, and make tliem rejoin tlio other sensibilities and 

memories—slie is a different person. As said above (p. 203), 

the hypnotic trance is one nnithod of restoring sensibility 

in hysterics. But one day when the liysteric aiuesthetic 

named Luchi was alrc^ady in the hypnotic trance, M. Janet 

for a certain nuison continued to make ])asses over her for 

a full half-hour as if she were not already asleep, The re¬ 

sult was to throw her into a sort of syncope from which, 

after half an hour, she revived in a second somnambulic con¬ 

dition entirely unlike that which had characttnized her 

thitherto—different sensibilities, a different niemor) , a dif¬ 

ferent person, in short. In the waking state the poor young 

woman was anaistlnffic all over, nearly deaf, and with a 

badly contracted held of vision. Biid as it was, howt^ver, 

sight was Inu' best stmse, and she used it as a guide in all 

her movements. With Inn* ey(‘.s bandaged she became en¬ 

tirely he][)l(\ss, and likt‘ other persons of a similar sort 

whos(^ cases have b(‘fm recorded, she almost immediately 

fell asleej) in C()nsequen('(‘, of the withdrawal of Inn* last 

sensorial stimulus. M. Janet calls this waking or primary 

(one can hardly in such a (‘onnection say ‘normal ’) state by 

the name of Luch^ 1. In Lucie 2, her first sort of hypnotic 

trance, the amesthesias were diminished but not removed. 

In the deeper trance, ‘Lucie 3,’ brought about as just de¬ 

scribed, no trace of them remained. Her sensibility became 

perfect, and instead of being an extreme example of the 

‘ visual ’ type, she was transformed into what in Prof. 

Charcot’s terminology is known as a motor. That is to 

say, that wliereas Avlien awake she had thought in visual 

terms exclusively, aud could imagine things only by remem¬ 

bering how they looked, now in this dee])er trance her 

thouglits and memories seemed to M. Janet to be largely 

composed of images of movement and of touch. 

Having discovered this deeper trance and change of 
personality in Lucie, M. Janet naturally became eager to 

find it in his other subjects. He found it in Rose, in Marie, 

and in Leonie ; and his brother, Dr. Jules Janet, who was 

interne at the Salpetriere H(xspital, found it in the celebrated 

subject Wit. . » . whose trances had been studied for years 
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by the various doctors of that institution without any of 

them having happened to awaken this very peculiar indi¬ 

viduality.* 

'With the return of all the sensibilities in the deeper 

traii(*e, these subjects turned, as it were, into normal 

j^ersons. Their memories in particular grew more exten¬ 

sive, and hereupon M. Janet spins a theoretic generaliza¬ 

tion. When a certain kind of tiensation, he says, is ahol- 

ished in an hysteric patient, there is also abolished along with 

it all recollection of past sensations of that kind. If, for ex- 

amj.)le, hearing be the amesthetic sense, the patient becomes 

unable even to imagine sounds and voices, and has to 

speak (when speech is still possible) by means of motor or 

articulatoiy cues. If the motor sense be abolished, the pa¬ 

tient must will the movements of his limbs by first defining 

them to his mind in visual terms, and must innervate his 

voice by premonitory ideas of the wa}^ in which the words 

are going to sound. The practical consequences of this 

law would be great, for all exj)eriences belonging to a 

sphere of sensibility which afterwards became amestludic, 

as, for example, touch, would have been stored awa.\ and 

remembered in tactile terms, and would be incontinently 

forgotten as soon as the cutaneous and muscular scmsibilit)' 

should come t('> be cut out in the course of diseast^ 

Memory of them w^ould be n'. stored again, on the 

other hand, so soon as the sense of touch caane back. 

Now, in ilie hysteric subjects on whom M. Janet ex2)eri- 

mented, touch did come ])ack in the state of ti'ance. The 

n^sult wnas that all sorts of memories, absent in the ordinary 

condition, came back too, and they could then go back and 

ex})lain the origin of many otherwise inexplicable things in 

their life. One stage in the great convulsive crisis of hys- 

tcro-ei)ileiisy, for examjile, is what French writers call the 

phase des (tititides p<xssionellesfm which the j)atieut, without 

speaking or giving any account of herself, will go through 

the outward movements of fear, anger, or some other emo¬ 

tional state of mind. Usually this phase is, with each 

* See the interesting account by M. J. Janet in the Revue Scientifique. 
May 19. 1888. 
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pationt, a thing so stereotyped as to seem automatic, and 

doubts have even been (expressed as to wliether any con- 

Bciousness exists wliilst it lasts. When, liowever, the 

patient Lucie’s tactile sensibility came back in the deeper 

trance, she expla-iiuul tin) origin of luu' liysteric crisis in a 

great fright which she had liad wIkui a child, on a day 

when certain men, hid behind tlie curtains, had jumped out 

upon luir; slie told liovv she wcmt tlirough this scene again 

in all her crises ; she tohl of Inn- sleep-walking fits through 

th(^ house? wlien a child, and how for several months she 

had beiui shut in a dark room because of a (lis(n‘der of the 

eyes. All thes(? were things of which she recollect(?d no- 

i liiiig when awak(?, because thej^ were records of experiences 

mainly of motion and of toindi. 

Lilt M. Janet’s subjiii?! Leonie is interesting, and 

shows best how with tin? sensibilities and motor impulses 

the memories and charactm* will change. 

‘‘This woman, whosi? lii'o s.^umls moro like an improbable romance 
than a giniuine history, has had a.ltacks of natural somnambulism since 
tin* age of thi'ce years. Sin? lias Ix'i'U liypnoti/A'd conslanlly by all sorts 
of persons from the age of sixtc'en upwards, and she is now forty-five?. 
Whilst her normal life dt'.veloped in one way in tin* midst of her poor 
eouiitry surroundings, her second life was jiassed in drawing-rooms and 
doctors’ ofiie(?s, and naturally took an entirely dilf(*rent direction. To¬ 
day, when in her nornud htate, this poor peasant woman is a serious 
ainl rather sad j)erson, calm and slow, V(?ry mild with every one, and 
extremely timid : to look at her oin* would nev(?r susjieet the j^ersonage 
which sh(? contains. Hut hardly is she jmtto sleep liypnotically when 
a. metamorphosis occurs. Her face is no longer the same. She keeps 
In*!- eyes closed, it is true, but the acuteness of her other senses siip})Ues 
t]u?ir place. She is gay, noisy, restless, sometinnxs insnp])ortably so. 
She n?mains good-natured, but has acapiired a singular tendency to irony 
and sliarp jesting. Nothing is more curious than to lu'ar her after a 
sitting when she lias received a visit from si rangers wlio wishc-d to see 
her asleep. She gives a word-portrail of th(?m, a}K*s their maniiers, 
pretends to know their little ridiculous aspects and ]>a.ssions, and for 
each invents a romance*. To this (diaract(*r must be addi.'d the ])osses- 
sion of an enormous numb(*r of reeolle(*t ions, wliose (?xistenee slu? does 
not even suspect wh(?n avvakt*. for lier ainn(‘shi is then (?otupleto. . . . 
Slu? refuses the name of lA?onie and takes that of Leontine (Leonie 2^ 
to which lier first magnetizers had accustomed lu'r. ‘ That good woman 
is not myself,’she says, ‘slu? is too stupid!' To herself, Leontine or 
Lf?onie 2, slie attributes all Hu? sen.sations and all the actions, in a word 
all the ftoiiscioLis exyH?rieuces which she has undergone m somnambulism., 
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and knits them together to make the history of her already long life. 

To I/onie 1 [as M. Janet calls the waking woman | on the other hand, she 
exclusively ascribes the events lived through in waking hours. I was 

at lirsf struck by an imi)()rtant exception to the rule, and was disposed 

to think that there might be something arbitrary in this partition of 

her recollections. In the normal state Leonie has a husband and chil¬ 

dren ; but Leonie 2, tlie somnambulist, whilst acknowledging the children 

as her own, attributes the husband to Mho other/ This choice, was 

perhaps explicable, but it followed no rule. It was not till later that T 

learned that her magnetizers in early days, as audacious as certain hyp- 

notizers of recent date, had somnambulized her for her first accouche- 

luents^ and that she had lapsed into that state spontaneously in the 

later ones. Leonie 2 was thus quite right in ascribing to herself the 

ehildi’en—it was she who had had tlnun, and the rule t hat her first 

trance-state forms a different personality w’as not broken. But it is 

the same with her second or deepest state of tranctc When after the 

renewed passes, syncope, etc., she reaches the condition which I have 

called Leonie 3, she is another person still. Serious and gravci, instead 

of being a restless child, she speaks slowly and moves but little. Again 

she separates herself from the waking Lf^onio 1. ‘A good but rather 

stupid woman,’ she says, ‘ and not me.’ And she also separates ]iers(‘lf 

from Lf^onie 2 : ‘ How can you st‘e anything of mo in that crazy crea¬ 

ture ? ’ she says. * Fortunately I am nothing for her.’ 

Leonie 1 knows only of herself; Leonie 2, of herself and 

of Leonie 1; Leonie 3 knows of herself and of both the 

others. Leonie 1 has a visual consciousness ; Leonie 2 has 

one both vdsual and auditory ; in Lfonie 3 it is at once 

visual, auditory, and tactile. Prof. Janet thought at first 

that he was Leonie 3’s discoverer. But she told him 

that she had been frequently in that condition before. A 

former magnetizer had hit upon her just as M. Janet had, 

in seeking by means of passes to deepen the sleep of 

Lfonie 2. 

“Tins resurrection of a somnambulic personage who had been 

extinct for twenty years is curious enough ; and in speaking to leonie 

8,1 naturally now adopt the name of L^onore which was given her by her 

first master.” 

The most carefully studied case of multiple personality 

is that of the hysteric youth Louis V. about whom MM. 

Bourru and Burot have written a book.* The symptoms 

are too intricate to be reproduced here with detail. Suffice 

it that Louis V. had led an irregular life, in the army, in 

* Variations de la Personnalite (Paris, 18801* 
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hospitals, and in houses of correction, and had had numer¬ 

ous hysteric anfcsthesias, paralj^ses, and contractures attack¬ 

ing him differently at different times and when he lived at 

difierent places. At eighteen, at an agricultural House of 

Correction he was bitten by a viper, which brought on a 

convulsive crisis and left both of his hys paralyzed for 

three years. During this condition he was gentle, moralj 

and industrious. But suddenly at last, after a long con¬ 

vulsive seizure, his paralysis disappeared, and with it his 

memory for all the time during which it had (uidured. His 

character also changed: he became (juarrelsonie, glutton¬ 

ous, impolite, stealing his comrades’ wine, and money from 

an attendant, and finally escaped from the establishment 

and fought furiously when he was overtaken and caught. 

Later, when he first fell under the observation of the 

authors, his right side was half paralyzed and insensible, 

and his character intolerable; the application of metals 

transferred the ])aralysis to the left side, abolished his 

recollections of the other (condition, and carried him psy¬ 

chically back to the hospital of Bicctre where he had been 

treated for a similar physical condition. His character, 

opinions, education, all underwent a concomitant trans¬ 

formation. He Avas no longer the ])ersonage of the moment 

before. It appeared ere long that any present nervous dis¬ 

order in him could be temporarily removed by metals, 

magnets, electric or other baths, etc.; and that any past 

disorder could be brought back by hypnotic suggestion. 

He also went through a rapid spontaneous repetition of his 

series of past disorders after each of the convulsive attacks 

which occurred in him at intervals. It was observed that 

each physical state in which he found himself, excluded 

certain memories and brought with it a definite modifica¬ 

tion of character. 

“The law of these changes,” say the authors, “is quite clear. 
There exist precise, constant, and necessary relations between the 
bodily and the mental state, such that it is impossible to modify the 
one without modifying the other in a parallel fashion.” * 

* Op. dt. p. 84. In this work and in Dr. Azam's (cited on a previous 
ptge), as well as in Prof. Th. Ribot's Maladies de la Personnalite (1886), the 
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The case of this proteifonii individual would seem, then, 

nicely to corroborate M. P. Janet’s law that anrcsthesias and 

gaps in nieinory go together, (h)upling Janet’s law with 

Locke’s that changes of meinory bring changes of personal¬ 

ity, we should have an apparent explanation of some cases at 

least of alternate ])ersonality. But nnu’e amesthesia does 

not sutliciently explain the changes of dls2)osition, which are 

probably due to modifications in the perviousiiess of motor 

and associative paths, co-ordinate with those of the senso¬ 

rial paths ratlier than consecutive upon them. And indeed 

a glance at other castes than M. Janet’s own, suftices to show 

us that sensibility and memoiy are not coupled in any 

invariable wa}.^' M. Janet’s law, true of his OAvn cases, 

does mJ seem to hold good in all. 

Of course it is mere guesswoih to speculate on what 

may be the cause of the amnesias which lie at the bottom 

of changes in tlje Self. Changes of blood-supply have 

naturally been invoked. Alternate action of the t\vo hemi¬ 

spheres was long ago ]^ro]>osed b}^ Dr. AAugaii in his bonk 

on the Duality of the l\[iud. I shall revert to this expla¬ 

nation after considei’ing the third class of alterations of tljo 

Self, those, namely, which 1 have called ‘possessions.’ 

I have myself become quite recently acquainted with 

the subject of a case of alternate personality of the ‘ ambu- 

reador will find information and references relative to the other known 
<;ases of the kind. 

* His own brother’s subject Wit. . . . ,aUboug]iinheran{estheticv/aking 

state sbe r(‘Collected nothing of either of her trances, yet remembered her 
d(;ej)er trance (in whi(di her .sensibilities became perfect—sec above, p. 207) 

wlieri sbe was in her lighter trance. Nevertheless in the latter sbe was as 
anjesthetic as wlieu awake. {Tj>c. cU. p. 619.)—It does not appear that 

tlierc was any important (li(T(‘reiice in the sensi])i]ity of Felida X. betweer 
her two states—as far as one can judge from M. Azam’s aeconnt she waste 

some degree ;uuesthetic in both {op. cit. pp. 71, 90). — In the ease of double 

personality reported by M. Dufay (Kevue Sclentiliqu(i, vol. xviir. p. 69), 
tiie memory seems to Jiave been best in the more an.’estlielic condition. — 

Hypnotic subjects made blind do not necessarily lose their visual ideas. Tt, 

aj)pears, then, both that amnesias may .M^cur without anaistliesias, and anfcs- 
thesias without amnesias, though tliey may also occur in combination 

Hypnotic subjects made blind by suggestion will tell you that they clearly 
Imagine the things which they can p*" longer see 
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latory ’ sort, who lias given me permission to name him in 

these pages.* 

The Rev. Ansel Bourne, of GreciK^, K. I., was brought up to th4 

tr;i(I(‘ of a earpenttn-; but, in conse(|U(;nee of a sudden temporary 

of si^ht and h(;aring und(T v(a-y peculiar circumstances, he became eon-- 

v(‘rt(Kl from Alheisni to ('hristianity just before his thirtieth year, and 

h;is since that time for the most part lived the life of an itinerant 

pr(*acher. He has been subject to headaches and temporary tits of de- 

pn‘ssion of s{)irits dui'ing most of his life, and has had a few tits of un¬ 

consciousness lasting an hour or less. He also has a region of somewhat 

diminished cutaneous semsibility on the left thigh. Otherwise hii 

health is good, amd his muscular strength and enduranct' excellent. 

H(‘ is of a iirin and self-reliant disjHjsition, a man whose yea is yea and 

his nay, nay; and his chai'acter for uprightness is such in the com¬ 

munity that no person who knows him will for a inonieiit admit tht 

possibility of his case not btung peiiectly genuine. 

On January 17, 18«7, Imdrew 551 dollars from a, bank in Provi¬ 

dence with which to })ay for a certain lot of land in Greime, paid 

C(U‘tain bills, and got into a l‘awd,uckt‘t horse-car This is the last 

imadiml vvhieli lie rememlxu's. He did not return home that day, and 

nothing was heard of liini for t wo months. He- was published in the 

pap('r:-> as missing, and foul play being suspected, the police sought in 

vain Ins \sliert'abonts. On the morniug of March 14th, however, at 

Non'islown, Ihmusylvania, a man calling himself A. J. Brown, w^ho 

hail rent(‘d a small sho)) six weeks previously, stocked it with station¬ 

ery, eonft'ciioiiery, fiaiit and small articles, and carried on his quiet 

trade without s(M*n\ing to auy one unnatural or eecentrie, \voke up in 

a fright and called in the peojde of the hous(3 to tell him where he was. 

He said that his name w’as Ansel Bourne, that he was entirely igno¬ 

rant of N(UTis(own, that he knew nothing of shop-keejung, and that 

the last thing h(‘ laMuemlxTed—it seemed only ye.stcu’day—was draw¬ 

ing tlie money froni the ha.uk, etc., in Providence. He w^mld not be¬ 

lieve that two months had elajvsed. The })eople of the house thought 

liim insam' ; and so, at first, did Dr. Louis II. Read, whom they called 

in to see hitu. But on tcJegraidiiug to Provuhmee, eoufirmatory mes- 

■lages ('.‘line, and pnvsc'utlv his neplu^wg Mr. Andrew Harris, arrived 

upon the scene, made everytlfiiig straight, and took him home. He was 

very weak, having lost apparently over twenty pounds of flesh during 

his escapade, and liad such a horror of the idea of the candy-store that 

he rt'fu.^ed to set foot in it again. 

The first two W('eks of the period remained iinaeconnted for, as ho 
had n(» nuunory, after he had once resumed his normal personality, of 

any part of t he time, and no one who knew him seems to have seen liim 

* A fidl account of the case, by Mr, R. Hodgsom will be found in the 
Proceedings of the Society for Psychical Research for 1891. 
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after he-left home. The remarkable part of the change is, of course, 

the peculiar occupation which the so-called Brown indulged in. Mr. 

Bourne has never in his life had the slightest con tacit with trade. 

‘Brown’was described by the neighbors as taciturn, orderly in his 

habiis, and in no way queer, ile went to Philadelphia several times; 

rcqjlenishcd his stock ; cooked for himself in tlui back shop, where he 

.also slept; went regularly to churcli ; and once at a prayer-meeting 

made what was considered by tlie hearers a good address, in the course 

of which be related an incident which he bad witnessed in his natural 

state of Bourne. 

This was all that was known of the case up to June 1890, when 1 

induccHl Mr. Bourne to submit to hyi)notisni, so as to see whether, in the 

hypnotic trance, his ‘ Brown’ memory would not come back. It did so 

with surprising readimsss; so much so indeed that it proved quite im¬ 

possible to make him whilst in tlie hypnosis nunember any of the facts 

of his normal life. He had heard of Ansel Bourne, but “didn’t know 

as he had ever met the man,” Winm confronted with Mrs. Bourne he 

said that he had “ never seeti the woman before,” etc. On the other 

hand, he told of his })eregrinations during the lost fortnight, * and gave 

all sorts of del tills about the Norristown episode. Th(‘ whole thing was 

prostiic enough ; tind the Brown-])crsonality seems to be nothing Init a 

rtither shrunktm, dejected, and amiu'.sic (‘xtract of Mr. Bourne himself. 

He gives no motive for the wandering except that there was ‘trouble 

back there ’ and he ‘ wanted rest.’ During the traiici* he looks old, 

the coimers of his mouth are drawn down, his voice is slow and weak, 

tind he sits screening his eyes find trying vainly to remember wiuit lay 

befori' and .after tlu^ two months of the Brown experimice. “ Pm all 

hedg(‘d in,” he says : “I can’t get out at either end. I don’t kno-w 

what set me down in that Pawtucket horse-car, and 1 don’t know how 

I ever left that store, or what became of it.” His eyes are practically 

normal, and all his sensibilities (save for tardier response) about the 

same in hypnosis as in waking. 1 had hoped by suggestion, etc., 

to run the two personalities into one, and make the memories con¬ 

tinuous, but no artifice would fivail to accomplish this, and Mr. Bourne’s 

skull to-day still covers t wo distinct personal selves. 

The case (whether it contain an epileptic clement or not) should 

apparently be classed as one of spontaneous hypnotic trance, persisting 

for two months. The peculiarity of it is that nothing else like it ever 

occurred in the man’s life, and that no eccentricity of character came 

* He had spent an afternoon in Boston, a night in New York, an after¬ 
noon In Newark, and ten days or more in Philadelphia, first in a certain 
hotel and next in a certain boarding-house, making no acquaintances, 'rest¬ 
ing/ reading, and ‘looking round.’ I have unfortunately been unable to 
get independent corroboration of these details, as the hotel registers are 
destroyed, and the boarding-house named by him has been pulled dowa 
He forgets the name of the two who kept it. 
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out. In most similar cases, the attacks recur, and the sensibilities and 
conduct markedly change. * 

3. In * mediumsTiips ’ or ‘possessions ’ tlie invasion and the 

passing away of the secondary state are both relatively 

abrupt, and tlie duration of the state is usually short—i.e., 

from a few minutes to a few hours. Whenever the second¬ 

ary state is well developed no memory for aught that hap¬ 

pened during it remains after the primary consciousness 

comes back. The subject during the se(a)ndary conscious¬ 

ness speaks, writes, or acts as if animated by a foreign per¬ 

son, and often names this foreign person and gives his 

history. In old times the foreign ‘control’ was usually a 

demon, and iz so now in communities which favor that be¬ 

lief. With us ho gives himself out at the worst f )r an 

Indian or other grotesquely speaking but harmless person¬ 

age, Usually Iij purports to be the spiiit of a dead per¬ 

son known or unknown to those present, and the subject is 

then what wo call a '^medium.’ Mediumistic possession in 

all its grades seems to form a perfectly natural s|)ecial type 

of alternate personality, and the susceptibility^ to it in some 

form is by no means an uncommon gift, in persons who have 

no other obvious nervous anomaly. The i)henomena are 

very intricate, and are only just beginning to be studied 

in a proper scientific way. The lowest phase of medium- 

ship is automatic writing, and the lowest grade of that is 

where the Subject knows what words arc coming, but feels 

impelled to write them as if from without. Then comes 

writing unconsciously, even whilst engaged i:, reading or 

talk. Inspirational speaking, playing on musical instru¬ 

ments, etc., also belong to the relatively^ lower phases of 

possession, in which the normal self is not excluded from 

conscious participation in the performance, though their 

initiative seems to come from elsewhere. In the highest 

phase the trance is complete, the voice, language, and 

The details of the case, it will be seen, are all compatible with simula¬ 
tion. I can only say of that, that no one who has examined Mr. Bourne 
(including Dr. Read, Dr. Weir Mitchell, Dr. Guy Hinsdale, and Mr. R. 
Hodgson) practically doubts his ingrained honesty, nor, so far as I can 
discover, do any of his personal acquaintances indulge in a sceptical view^ 
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every tiling are changed, and tliero is no after-memory 

whatever until the next trance comes. One curious thing 

about tranct‘--utterancos is their geiiei-ic similarity in diher- 

ent individuals. The S*ontrol ’ here in America is either a 

grotesque, slangy, and fiip})ai.t }>er;onage (‘Indian’ con¬ 

trols, calling th(‘ ladies ‘squaws,’ tlu^ nu'u ‘bravos,’ the 

house a ‘wigwam,’ etc., etc., are (‘X(‘.essive]y common); or, 

if he ventures on higher intell(H*tual flights, he abounds in a 

curi(>usly vague optimistic ])liil()soi)hy-/ind-wat(U‘, in ^^•hi(di 

plirasos about spirit, harmony, beauty, Inw, ))rog]'('ssion, 

development, et(*., keo]) recuii-ring. It sfn^ys exactly as if 

one autlior composed mor(^ than half of tlu' trance-mes¬ 

sages, no matter by' wliom tliey are uttered. Whetlu'ra-11 

sub-conscious selves are peculiarly sns(*(q)tible to a certain 

stratum of the Zfnignsf, ainl .<mt tbcdr inspiration from it, I 

know' not; but tliis is obyiously the case with tlie s(Ha)nd- 

ary s(dy('S w hich Ix'couk' ‘dev(do])e(r in spiritualist cirede^s. 

ITiere the b(‘giiinings of the medium traina? are indistin¬ 

guishable from eilects of hyjmotic suggestion. The sub¬ 

ject assumes the role of a medium simply because o])inion 

ex])ects it of him under the conditions w liicdi ])res(mt; 

and carries it out with a hadjleness or a vivacity pro])or- 

tionate to his histrionic gifts. But tlie odd thing is that 

persons unexposed to spiiltualist traditions will sooft(m act 

in tlie same w'ay' Avlum they l)('(‘ome entrancml, sjieak in the 

name of the do partial, go thr(nig]i the motions of their 

several death-agonirss, send rmassages about tlndr happy 

home in the sumnn'r-hind, and describe the ailments of 

those present. 1 have no theory to publish of these cases, 

several of which I have jiersonally seen. 

As an example of the automatic writing performances I 

will quote from an account of his owui (‘ase kindly furnished 

me by Mr. KSidney Dean of Warren, li. I., member of Con¬ 

gress from Connecticut from 1855 to 1859, w ho has been all 

his life a robust and active journalist, author, and man of 

affairs. He has for many years been a w riting subject, and 

liixs a large collection of manns(uipt automatically pro¬ 

duced. 

“ Some of it,” he writes us, “ is in hieroglyph, or strange coTn])oimd- 

ed arbitrary characters, each series possessing a seeming unity in genera] 
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design or cnaractor, tollowed by what purports to be a translation or 

rendering 111 to inothiu English. 1 never attempted the seemingly impos¬ 

sible feat of cojiying the characters. Th(‘y were cut with the precision 

of a graver’s ool, and generally with a single rapid stroke of the pen¬ 

cil. Many lnngnag(*s, some obsohde and passed from history, are pro¬ 

fessedly given. 'I'o see them would satisfy you that no one could copy 

them (‘xcept. by trat*ing. 
“These, however, are but a small ])art of tlie phenomena.. The 

‘automatic’ has given place to ?nipressi(}7i(iJ, and when the work is 

in pr()gr(\ss 1 am in tlio normal (condition, and seemingly two minds, in- 

telligenc(is, piu'sons, are j)ra,etical)y engaged. Tin* writing is in my own 

liand but th(‘ dictation not of my own mind and will, but that of an¬ 

other, upon subj(‘ets of which I can have no knowledge and hardly a 

theory ; and I, niysidf, consciously criticise ttn^ thought, fact, mode of 

ex})r(\ssing it, et(*., while the hand is recording th(‘ subject-matter and 

even tlie words iiujiressiMl to be written. If 1 refuses to writt; the sen¬ 

tence, or even t]u‘ word, the impression instantly ceases, and my wil¬ 

lingness must b(‘, mentally expressed bidon^ the work is resumed, and it 

is resumed al the ])oinr of cessation, ('ven if it should be in the middle 

of a s<mlenc(s Scmtimci^s are (.'ommenctal without kTiowhalge of mine as 

to th(ur sul)jt‘ct or ending. In fact., 1 have never known in advance the 

subj(Hd of dis()uisition. 

“ Thert^ is in ])i’ogi‘css now, at nnc(n*tain tinu's, not subject to my 

' 'ill, a stnh's of twenty-bmr (diapt(U’s u[)on the seieiititic haatures of life, 

moral, s])i]*i(ual, (‘t(‘riial. Soyeii hav(‘ aln^ady been written in the man¬ 

ner indicatiMl. Tlu'sc^ were j)n*cedcd by twenty-hmr chajiters relating 

giUH'raily to th<‘ life beyoml material death, its characteristics, etc. 

Ka(*h cha])t(‘r is sigiu^l ])y th(‘ name of some person who has lived on 

earth,—some with whom 1 have been personally accpiainted, others 

known in history. ... 1 know nothing of the alleged authorship 

of any chaiitiu* until it is completed and the name impressed and ap¬ 

pended. ... I am interest(Ml not only in tlie reputed authorship,— 

of which T have notlung corroborative,—but in the philosophy taught, 

of which I was in ignorance until these chapters apjieared. From my 

standpoint of life—which lias been that of biblical ortho<loxy—the 

pliilosophy is new, s(3ems to b(‘ reasonable, and is logically put. 1 con¬ 

fess to an inability to successfully controvert it to my own satisfaction. 

“It is an intelligent C//C who writes, or (dse the influence assumfxs 

individuality, which practically makes of tlu‘ influence a personality. It 

is 7iot myself ; of that I am conscious at every stej^ of the process. I 
hav(‘ also traversed the whole field of th(‘ <daims of ‘ nneonseious cere¬ 

bration,’ so called, so far as 1 am competent to critically examine it, and 

it fails, as a tlieory, in numberless points, wlien a])plied to this strange 

work throngli me. It would be far more reasonabhi and satisfactory for 

me to accept the silly hypothesis of re-incarnation,—the old doctrine of 

metempsychosis,—as taught by some spiritualists to-day, and to believe 

that I lived a former life bore, and that once in a while it dominates my 
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mtellectual powers, and writes chapters upon the philosophy of life, 

opens a post-office for ajiirits to drop their effusions, and have them 

put into English script. JSIo ; the easiest and most natural solution to 

me is to admit tlie claim made, i.e., that it is a dccarnated intelligence 

who writes. But who 1 that is the question. Th(5 names of scholars 

and thinkers who once lived are affixed to the most, ungrammatical and 

weakest of hofih. . . 

“ It seems reasonable to me—upon the hypothesis that it is a p(^r- 

son using another's mind or brain—that there must be more or less of 

that other’s style or tone incorporated in the message, and that to the 

unseen personality, i.e., the |/ower which impresses, the thought, the 

fact, or the philosophy, and not the stvh^ or tone, Ix^longs. For in¬ 

stance, while the influence is impressing my brain with the greatest 

force and rapidity, so that my pencil fairly flies over the papt'r to record 

the thoughts, I am conscious tha,t, in many eases, tlie vehicle of the 

thought, i.e., the language, is very natural and familiar to me, as if, 

somehow, mu personality as a w^riter was getting mixed np with the 

message. And, again, the style, language, ev(?rythiug, is entirely 

foreign to my cwu style.” 

I am myself persuaded by abundant acquaintauee tvitli 

the trances of one medium that the ‘control’ may be alto¬ 

gether diff'erent from ‘possible Avaking self of the piu'son. 

In the case I have in mind, it professes to be a certain de¬ 

parted Frencli doedor; and is, I am eoiivin(*ed, aequainted 

with facts about the circumstances, and tln^ living and dead 

relatives and acquaintances, of numberless sittoi’s Avhom the 

medium never met before, and of whom she lifts never heard 

the names. I record my bare opinion here unsupported by 

the eviden(*e, not, of course, in oi-der to convert anyone to 

my view, but because I am persuaded that a, serious study 

of these trance-j)heuomena is one of the greatest needs of 

psychology, and think that my personal confession may 

possibly draw a reader or two into a field which the soi- 

disant ‘ scientist ’ usually refuses to explore. 

Many persons have found evidence conclusive to their 

minds that in some cases the control is really the departed 

spirit whom it pretends to be. The i)henomena shade 

off so gradually into cases where this is obviously ab¬ 

surd, that the presumption (quite apart from a priori ‘ scien¬ 

tific ’ prejudice) is great against its being true. The case 

of Lurancy Vennum is perhans as extreme a case of ‘ pos- 
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seBsion’ of the modern Bort as one can find.* Lurancy was 

a young girl of fourteen, living with her parents at Watsoka, 

I]]., who (after various distressing hysterical disorders and 

spontaiKious tranches, during which she was possessed by de¬ 

parted spirits of a more or less grotesque sort) finally declared 

herself to be animated by th(3 s})irit of Mary Itoff (a 

neighbor’s daughter, who had died in an insane asylum 

twelve years before) and insisted on being sent ‘ home’ to Mr. 

Kofi”s house. After a week of ‘ homesi(*kness ’ and impor¬ 

tunity on her part, her parents agn^ed, and the Kofi's, who 

pitied h<‘r, and wlio were spirituiilists into the bargain, took 

her in. (Jnc(‘ there, she sciems to have convinited the family 

tliat tlndr dead Mary Inid excliangtal habitations witli Lu¬ 

rancy. Lura.iH‘y \vas said to be temporarily in heaven, and 

Mary’s spirit now controlled her organisni, and lived again 

in her forimu’ eartlil}^ lionu^ 

“Tlie3 girl, now iu uor new lioine, S(K*iiied p('rfe('tly h{i])py and con¬ 

tent, knowing (^V(‘ry person and evt^rytliing tnat Mary knew when in 

lier original body, twelve to twenty-live yea.rs ago, recognizing and call¬ 

ing by nam(} those who w(n*e fri(^nds and neigh])()rs of the family from 

lH5:i to 1865, when Mary dicnl, calling attention to scores, yes, hundreds 

of incidents that transj)ired during Ii(‘r natural life. During all the 

period of her sojourn at Mr. Rolf’s she had no knowledge of, and did 

not recognize, any of Mr. Vennum’s family, their friends or neighbors, 

yet Mr. and Mrs. Venuum and their children visited her and Mr. Kofl*’s 

people, she being inti-oduced to them as to any strangers. After fre¬ 

quent visits, and hearing them often and favorably spoken of, she 

learned to love them as acquaintanees, and visited them with Mrs. Roff 

three times. From day to day she appeanMl natural, easy, afifable, and 
industrious, attending diligently and faithfully to her household duties, 

assisting in tlie general work of the family as a faithful, prudent daugh¬ 

ter might be su})})osed to do, singing, reading, or conversing as op})or- 

tunity offered, upon all matters of private or general interest to the 

family. 

The so-called Mary whilst at the Koffs* would sometimes 

* go back to heaven,’ and leave the body in a ‘ quiet trance,’ 

i.e., without the original personality^ of Lurancy^ returning. 

After eight or nine weeks, however, the memory^ and 

manner of Lurancy would sometimes })artially% but not en¬ 

tirely, return for a few minutes. Once Lurancy’' seems to 

* The Watseka Wonder, by K. W. Stevens. C’hieago, Keligio-Philo- 

sophical Publishing House, 1887. 
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liave taken full possession for a short time. At last, after 

some fourteen weeks, conformably to tlie propli(H*y which 

‘Mary’had made wlien she first assumed ‘control,’ slie 

(h^})arted definitively and the Lurancy-consciousnc^ss came 

back for good. Mr. Itotf writes : 

“She wanted mo to take h('r wtiioli 1 did. Shee.'dled m(‘ Mi. 

lioff, and talk(‘d with me as a yoinii^ <^irl would, not benn^^ ae([uainted. 

1 asked her how thinii^s appeared <o Ikt— if they Ma'iinal natural. She 

.said it s(*('m(‘d like a, dream to Inu’. She met lu'r })arents and brothers 

in a very atb'etumate manner, huu:^in^ and kissing ('aeh one in t(\ars of 

gladness. She (‘lasped her arms around laa* father’s n(;ck a long tinn*, 

fairly smothering him witli kisse>. I saw hta* falla'i* just now (elt'veii 

o'elot'k). lie says she has been j)ei'f<Maly natural, and seems entirely 

well." 

Lurane3^’s motlior writes, a couple of months hit(U% tliat 

she was 

])erfectly and entirely well and natural. For two or thna' wi‘(‘ks after 

her ndurii hoim;, sht‘ .seemed a lit! h‘strang^do what .sJie had heiuj (before 

she was taken si(^k last summer, but oidy, perlia{)s. th(‘ natni’al ehang(^ 

that had takmi plae<‘ with the girl, and e.xei'pt it .s(H'med to her as 

though she had Ix'en dreajning or sleeping, (de. jjuraiicy has heeu 

smarter, more intelligent, mon* industrious, more womanly, and more 

]K)lite than before'. We giv(i the en'dit of her complete eure and restora¬ 

tion to h(‘r family, to l>r. K. W. Stevi'iis, and Mr. and Mrs. KolT, hy 

their ohtaiidng her rernovtd to iMr. Koff’s, wimrt' lierenre' was p('rfeeted. 

We firmly believe that, had she remaiiu'd at home', she would havi^ dii'd, 

or we would have bemi ohligiul to send her (o the insane asylum ; and 

if so, that slie would have' died then' ; and further, tliat 1 could not have 

lived but a short time with the eare and trouble di'volving on me. 

Several of the relatives of Lnran(;y, including oui'selves, now believe 

she was cured by spirit power, and that Mary Roflf controlled the girl.” 

Eight years later, Lurancy was reyxirted to be married 

and «a mother, and in good health. She had ajiparently out¬ 

grown the mediumistic phase of her existence.* 

On the condition of the sensibility^ during these inva¬ 

sions, few observations have been madi^. 1 have found the 

liauds of two automatic writers anastlietic during the act. 

* My friend Mr. R. Hodgson inftinns me that he visited VMalseka ir 
April 1890, and cross-examined the i)rincipal witnesses of this case. Hi?' 
confidence in the original narrative was strengthened by what he learned ; 
and various unpublished facts were ascertained, which increased the plau 
sibility of the spiritualistic iiiterj)retatiou of the phenomenon. 
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In two others I have found this not to be the case. Auto- 

matic writing is usually preceded by shooting pains along 

the arm-nerves and irregular contractions of the arm- 

muscles. I have found one medium’s tongue and lips 

ap])arently insensible to pin-pricks during lier (speaking) 

trance. 

If we speculate on the brain-condition during all these 

different perversions of personality, we see that it must be 

supposed capable of successively changing all its modes of 

action, and abandoning tlie use for tlie time being of whole 

sets of well-organized association-paths. In no other way 

can we explain the loss of memory in passing from one 

alternatijig condition to another. And not only this, but 

we must admit that organized systems of paths can be 

thrown out of gear with others, so that the processes in one 

system give rise to one consciousness, and those of another 

systeju to another muivliancoii^^ly existing consciousness. 

Thus only can we understand the facts of automatic writing, 

etc., whilst the patient is out of trance, and the false anaes¬ 

thesias and amnesias of the hystei'ic type. But just what 

sort of dissociation the phrase ‘ thrown out of gear * may 

stand foi’, we cannot even cojijecture ; only I think we ought 

not to talk of the doubling of the self as if it consisted in 

the failure to combine on the part of certain s^^stems of 

ideas whi(di usually do so. It is better to talk of objects 

usually combined, and which are now divided between the 

tw'o ^ selves,’ in the hysteric and automatic c;ases in ques¬ 

tion. Each of the selves is due to a system of cerebral 

paths acting by itself. If the brain acted normally, and 

the dissf)ciated systems came together again, we should get 

a new affection of consciousness in the forjn of a third ‘ Self* 

different from the other two, but knowing their objects 

together, as the result.—After all I have said in the last 

chaptei*, this hai'dly needs further remark. 

Some peculiarities in the lower automatic performances 

suggest that the systems thrown out of gear with each other 

are contained one in the right and the other in the left 

hemisphere. The subjects, e.g., often write backwards, or 

they transpose letters, or they write mirror-script. All these 
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are symptoms of agraphic disease. The left hand, if left 

to its natural impulse, will in most people write mirror- 

scrijjt more easily than natural script. Mr, F. W. H. Myers 

has laid stress on these analogies.* He has also called 

attention to the usual inferior moral tone of ordinary plan- 

chette writing. On Huglilings Jackson’s principles, the 

left hemisphere, being the more evolved organ, at ordinary 

times inhibits the activity of the right one; but Mr. Myers 

suggests that during the automatic performances the usual 

inhibition may be removed and tlui right hemisj)here set 

free to act all by itself. This is very likely to some extent 

to be the case. But the crude explanation of ‘ two ’ selves 

by ‘two’ hemispheres is of course far from Mr. Myers’s 

thought. The selves may be more tlian tva>, and the brain- 

systems severally used for each must be conceived as inter¬ 

penetrating each other in very minute ways. 

SXJMMABY. 

To sum up now this long chapter. The consciousness of 

Self involves a stream of thought, each part of which as ‘ I ’ 

can 1) I’cmember those which went before, and know the 

things they knew ; and 2) emphasize and care paramoiintly 

for certain ones among them as ‘ me,’ and appropriate to 

these the rest. The nucleus of the ‘ me ’ is alvvaysthe bodily 

existence felt to bo present at the time. AVhatever remem- 

bered-past-feelings resemble this present feeling are deemed 

to belong to the same me with it. Whatever other things 

are perceived to bo associated with this feeling are deemed 

to form part of that mo’s experience; and of them certain 

ones (which fluctuate more or less) are reckoned to be 

themselves constituents of the me in a larger sense,—such 

are the clothes, the material possessions, the friends, the 

honors and esteem which the person receives or may re¬ 

ceive. This me is an empirical aggregate of things object¬ 

ively known. The I which knows them cannot itself be an 

* See his highly important series of articles on Automatic Writing, etc., 
in the Proceedings of the Soc. for Psych. Research, especially Article II 
(May 1886). Compare also Dr. Maudsley's instructive article in Mind, 
vol. XIV. p. 161, and Luys’s essay, ‘Sur le Dedoublement,' etc., in 
I*Enc6phale for 1889. 
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aggregate, neither for psychological purposes need it be 

considered to be an unchanging metaphysical entity like 

the Soul, or a principle like the pure Ego, viewed as ‘ out 

of time,’ It is a Thought, at each moment different from 

that of the last moment, but oppropriative of the latter, 

together with all that the latter called its own. All the 

experiential facts find tlieir place in this description, unen¬ 

cumbered with any hypothesis save that of tlie existence of 

passing thoughts or states of mind. The same brain may 

subserve many conscious selves, either alternate or coexist¬ 

ing ; but by what modifications in its action, or whether 

ultra-c(3rebral conditions may intervene, are cpiestions which 

caniKjt now be answered. 

If anyone urge that I assign no reason why the succes 

sive passing tlioughts should inherit each other’s posses* 

sions, or wliy they and the brain-shites should bo functions 

(in the mathematical senses) of each other, I rtiply that the 

reason, if there be any, must lie where all real reasons lie, 

ill the total sense or meaning of the world. If there be such 

a meaning, or any approach to it (as we are bound to trust 

there is), it alone can make clear to us why such finite 

human streams of thought are called into existence in 

such functional dependence upon brains. This is as much 

as to say that the special natural science of psychology must 

stop with the mere functional formula. If the passing thought 

he the directly verifiaUe existent which no school has hitherto 

doubted it to he, then that thought is itself the thinker, and 

psychology need not look beyond. The only pathway that 

I can discover for bringing in a more transcendental thinker 

would be to deny that we have any direct knowledge of the 

thought as such. The latter’s existence would then be 

reduced to a postulate, an assertion that there mnst he a 

knotver correlative to all this knowji; and the problem who 

that knower is would have become a metaphysical problem. 

With the question once stated in these terms, the spirit¬ 

ualist and transcendentalist solutions must be considered 

as prinia facie on a par with our own psychological one, 

and discussed impartially. But that carries us beyond the 

|)sy(*.hological or naturalistic point of view. 



CHAPTER XL 

ATTENTION. 

STRANrjio to say, so patcait a fact as the perpetual pres* 

aiice of selective attention has reccaveal hardly any notice 

from psychologists of the l^higlisli empiricist scliooL Tlie 

Gennans have explicitly treated of it, cither as a faculty or 

as a resultant, but in the pages of such writers as Loelo^, 

Hume, Hartley, the Mills, and Spencer the word hardly 

occurs, or if it does so, it is parenthetically and as if by inad^ 

vertence.* The motive of this ignoring of the phenomenon 

of attention is obvious enough. These writers are bent on 

showing how the higher faculties of the mind are })urH 

products of‘ex])erience;’ and experience is supposed to be 

of something sinij)ly given. Attention, implying a degree 

of reactive spontaneity, would seem to break through the 

circle of pure receptivity which constitutes "experience,' 

and hence must not be spoken of under penalty of inter¬ 

fering with the smoothness of the tale. 

But the moment one thinks of the matter, one sees how 

false a notion of experiemje that is which would make it 

tantamount to the mere presence to the senses of an out¬ 

ward order. Millions of items of the outward order are 

present to my senses wdiich never properly enter into my 

experience. Why? Because they have no for me. 

My experience is tvliat 1 agree to attend to. Only those items 

which I notice shape my mind—without selective interest, 

experience is an utter chaos. Interest alone gives accent 

and emphasis, light and shade, background and foreground 

—intelligible perspective, in a word. It varies in every 

* Bain mentions attention in the Senses and the Intellect, p. 558, and 
even gives a theory of it on pp. 370-374 of the Emotions of the Will. 3 
shall recur to this theory later on. 
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creature, but without it the consciouBiiess of every creature 

would be a gray chaotic indiHcriininateneBs, im})ossible for 

us eveii to conceive. Such an euipiricist writer as Mr. 

Spencer, for exaiuple, regards the creature as absolutely 

passive clay, upon which ‘ experieucci ’ rains down. The 

clay will be impressed most det^ply where the drops fall 

thickest, and so the final sliapci of the mind is moulded. 

Give time eiiougli, and all seutieiit tilings ought, at this 

rat(^, to end by assuming an identical mental constitution— 

for ‘ experien(‘e/ tlie sole sliajier, is a constant fact, and the 

order of its iteans must eiid by ])eing (exactly refiected by 

the passive mirror which we call tlie sentient organism. 

If such an account were true, a rac(^ of dogs bred for gen¬ 

erations, say in the Vatican, witli characters of visual shajie, 

stuil])tured in marble, presented to tlicir eyes, in every va¬ 

riety of form and combination, ouglit to discriminate be¬ 

fore long the finest shades of tliese jieculiar characters. 

In a wa)rd, they ought to l)econie, if time were given, ac¬ 

complished conyioisfienrs of sculj^ture. Anyone may judge 

of the probability of this consummation. iSurely an eternity 

of experience of the statues would leave the dog as inartistic 

as he was at first, for tlu^ hick of an original interest to knit 

his discriminations on to. Meanwhile the odors at the bases 

of the pedestals would have organized themselves in the 

consciousness of this breed of dogs into a system of ' cor¬ 

respondences ’ to which the most hereditary caste of cus- 

todi would never approximate, merely because to them, as 

human beings, the dog’s interest in those smells would 

for ever be an inscrutable mystery. These writers have, 

then, utterly ignored the glaring faid that subjective inter¬ 

est may, by laying its weighty index-finger on particular 

iteins of experience, so accent them as to give to the least 

frequent associations far more power to shape our thought 

than the most frequent ones possess. The interest itself, 

though its genesis is doubtless perfectly natural, makes ex¬ 

perience more than it is made by it. 

Every one knows what attention is. ^ It is the taking pos¬ 

session by the mind, in clear and vivid form, of one out of 

what seem several simultaneously possible objects or trains 
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of thought. Focalization, concentration, of consciousness 

are of its essence. It implies withdrawal from somcp things 

in order to deal eflectively with others, and is a C()>ndition 

which has a real opposite in the confused, dazed, scatter¬ 

brained state which in French is called distraction, and Zer- 
streutJkeit in Grerman. 

We all know this latter state, even in its extreme degree. 

Most people probably fall several times a day into a fit 

of something like this: The eyes are fixed on vacancy, tlie 

sounds of the world melt into confused unity, the attention 

is dispersed so that the whole body is felt, as it were, at 

once, and the foreground of consciousness is filled, if by 

anything, by a sort of solemn sense of surrender to the 

empty passing of time. In the dim background of our 

mind we know meanwhile what we ought to be doing: get¬ 

ting up, dressing ourselves, answering the person who has 

spoken to us, trying to make the next step in our reason¬ 

ing. But somehow we cannot start; the pemee de derriere la. 
tete fails to pierce the shell of lethargy that wraps our state 

about. Every moment we expect the spell to break, for we 

know no reason why it should continue. But it does (*on- 

tinue, pulse after pulse, and we float with it, until—also 

without reason that we can discover—an energy is given, 

something—we know not what—enables us to gather our¬ 

selves together, we wink our eyes, we shako our heads, the 

background-ideas become eflective, and the wheels of life 

go round again. 

This curious state of inhibition can for a few moments be 

produced at will by fixing the eyes on vacancy. Some per¬ 

sons can voluntarily empty their minds and ‘ think of noth¬ 

ing.’ With many, as Professor Exner remarks of himself, 

this is the most efiicacious means of falling asleep. It is 

difficult not to suppose something like this scattered con¬ 

dition of mind to be the usual state of brutes when not 

actively engaged in some pursuit. Fatigue, monotonous 

mechanical occupations that end by being automatically 

carried on, tend to produce it in men. It is not sleep ; and 

yet when aroused from such a state, a person will often 

hardly be able to say what he has been thinking about 

Subjects of the hypnotic trance seem to lapse into it when 
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left to themselves; asked what they are thinking of, they 

reply, ‘ of nothing particular ’! * 

The abolition of this condition is what we call the awak¬ 

ening of the attention. One principal object comes then 

into the focus of consciousness, others are temporarily sup¬ 

pressed. The awakening may come about either by reason 

of a stimulus from without, or in consequence of some 

unknown inner alteration; and the change it brings with it 

amounts to a concentration upon one single object with 

exclusion of aught besides, or to a condition anywhere be¬ 

tween this and the completely dispersed state. 

TO HOW MANY THINGS CAN WE ATTEND AT ONCEP 

The question of the ‘ span * of consciousness has often been 

asked and answered—sometimes a prioriy sometimes by ex¬ 

periment. This seems the proper place for us to touch 

upon it; and our answer, according to the principles laid 

down in Chapter IX, will not be difficult. The number of 

things we may attend to is altogether indefinite, depending 

on the power of the individual intellect, on the form of the 

apprehension, and on what the things are. When appre¬ 

hended conceptually as a connected system, their number 

may be very large. But however numerous the things, they 

can only be knoAvn in a single pulse of consciousness for 

which they form one complex ‘object’ (p. 276 ff.), so that 

properly speaking there is before the mind at no time a 

plurality of ideaSy properly so called. 

The ‘ unity of the soul ’ has been supposed by many 

* The first and most important, but also the most difficult, task at the 
outset of an education is to overcome gradually th(‘ inattentive dispersion 
of mind which shows itself wherever the organic life preponderates over 
the intellectual. The training of animals . . . must be in the first in- 
stance based on the awakening of attention (cf. Adrian LtK)nard, Essai mir 
VEducdtwn dea Animaux, Lille, 1842); that is to say, we must seek to make 
them gradually perceive separately things which, if left to themselves, 
would not be attended to, because they would fuse with a great sum of 
other sensorial stimuli to a confused total impression of whicdi each separate 
item only darkens and interferes with the rest. Similarly at first with the 
human child. The enormous difliculties of deaf-mute- and especially of 
idiot-instruction is principally due to the slow and painful manner in 
which we succeed in bringing out from the general confusion of perception 
single items with sufiicieat sharpness.’’ (Waitz, Lehrb. d. Psychol., p. 6S8.) 
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philosophers, who also believed in the distinct atomic na¬ 

ture of ‘ideas,’ to preclude the presence to it of more than 

one objective fact, manifested in one idea, at a time. Even 

Dugald Stuart opines that every minimum visiUle of a pic¬ 

tured figure 

“constitutes just as distinct an object of attention to the mind as if it 

were separated by an interval of empty s[)ace from the rest. ... It 

is impossi])le tor the mind to attend to more than one of these points at 

once; and as the perception of the %ure implies a knowled;j:e of the 

relative situation of the different points with respect to each other, wo 

must conclude that the })erception of figure by tlii' eyt^ is tlie result of 

a number of different acts of attention. These acts of attention, how- 

(iVCT, are performed with such rapidity, that the eftci't, with respect to 

us, is the same as if the perception were instantaneous.” * 

Such ghiriugly artificial views can only come from fan¬ 

tastic meta2)hysics or frotn the ambiguity of the word ‘ idea,’ 

which, standing sometimes for mental static and sometimes 

for thing known, leads men to ascribe to tlie thing, not 

only the unit}^ which belongs to the mental state, but even 

the simplicity which is thought to residt) in tlio Soul. 

When the things are apprehended by the senses, the 

number of them that can be attended to at once is small, 

Plurihus intent us, minor eM ad singula, semml' 

“ By Charles Bonnet the Mind is allowed to have a distinct notion of 

six objects at once ; by Abraham Tucker the numlxu* is limited to fruir ; 

while Destutt Tracy again amplifies it to six. The opinion of tlie first 

and last of these philosophers” [continues Sir Win. Hamillon] “seems 

to me correct. You can easily make the experiments for yourselves, 

but you must beware of grouping the objects into classics. If you 

throw a handful of marbles on the lloor, you will find it difficult to 

view at once more than six, or seven at most, without confusion ; but 

if you group them into twos, or threes, or fives, you can comjirchend as 

many groups as you can units ; because the mind considers these 

groups only as units~it views them as wholes, and throws their parts 

out of consideration.” f 

Professor Jevons, repeating this observation, by count¬ 

ing instantaneously beans thrown into a })ox, found that 

the number 6 was guessed correctly 120 times out of 147, 5 

correctly 102 times out of 107, and 4 and 3 always right. ^ 

* Elements, part i. chap, ii, fin. 

t Lectures on Metaphysics, lecture xiv. 
t Nature, vol. in. p. 281 (1871). 
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It is obvious that such observations decide nothing at all 

about our attention, pj'ojjerly so callcul. Tliey rntlier meas¬ 

ure in part the distinctness of cnir vision—especially of the 

prirnary-nieniory-iniage'^' - in part ih(‘ amount of association 

in the individual between scien arrangements and the names 

of numbers, t 

Each numb(ir-name is a way of grasping the beans as 

one total object. In such a total object, all the parts con¬ 

verge harmoniously to the one resultant conc.eyjt; no sin¬ 

gle bean has special discrepant associations of its own ; 

and so, witli prwiiGey they may grow quite numerous ere 

we fail to estimate them aright. But where the ‘object’ be- 

If a lot of (lots or stn^kes on a piece of paper be exhibited for a mo¬ 
ment to a person in normal condition, with the request that he say how 
many are there, he will lind that they break into groups in his mind’s eye, 
and that whilst he is analyzing and counting one group in his memory the 
others dissolve. In short, the impression made by the dots changes rapidly 
into sonu.'thing else. Iii the traticc-subject, on the contrary, it seems to 
Htick; 1 tind that persons in the Jiypnoti(! state easily count the dots in 
the mind’s eye so long as they do not much ex(!eed twenty in number. 

f Mr (Mttell mad(‘ Jevons’s exp(Timent in a much more pre(‘ise way 
(Philo.sopliis(.‘he Studieu, iii 121 U.). Cards w’ere ruled with short lines, 
varying iij number from four to tifteeii, and exjKJsed to the eye for a hun¬ 
dredth of u s(‘cond. When the number was but four or live, no mistakes 
as a rule were made. For higher numbers the tendency was to uuder- 
ratherthan to over-estimate. Similar experiments were tried with letters 
and tlgures, and gave the siime result. When the letters formed familiar 
words, three times as many of them could be named as wdien their com¬ 
bination was meaningless. If the words formed a sentence, twice as many 
of tlieni could be caught as wdien they had no connection. “ The sentence 
was then apprehended as a whole. If not apprehended thus, almost noth¬ 
ing is a]q)rehend(*d of the several words; but if the sentence as a whole is 
appreln iidud, then the words appear very distinct.”—Wundt and his fnipii 
Dietze had tried similar exp<!rimeuts on rapidly iepeat(id strokes of .sound. 
Wuudt made Uiem follow each other in groups, and found that groups of 
twelve strokes at most could he rc(a)giiized and identilied when iluy suc¬ 
ceeded each other at the ino.st favorable rate, namely, from three to live 
tentlis of a second (Pby.s. Psych., ii. 215). Dietze found that by mentally 
subdividing the groups into sub-groups as one listened, as many as forty 
strokes could he identilied as a whole. They were then grasped as eight 
sub-groups of live, or as five of eight strokes each. (Philosophische Studien, 
II. 362.)—Later in Wundt’s Laboratory. Bechteniw made observations on 
two sirmiltaneously series of metronome strokes, of which one con 
tained one stroke more than the other. Tlie most favorable rate of succes¬ 
sion was 0.3 sec., and he then discriminated a group of 18 from one of 
18 4- b apparently. (Keurologisches Centralblatt, 1889, 272.) 
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fore us breaks into parts disconnected with each other, and 

forming each as it were a separate object or system, not 

conceivable in union with the rest, it becomes harder to 

apprehend all these parts at once, and the mind tends to 

let go of one whilst it attends to another. Still, within 

limits this can be done. M. Paulhan has experimented 

carefully on the matter by declaiming one poem aloud 

whilst he repeated a diHerent one mentally, or by writing 

one sentence whilst speaking another, or by performing 

calculations on pa})er whilst reciting poetry.* He found 

that 

“ the most favorable coiulition for the doubling of the mind was its 

sinultaneous application to two (‘asy and heterogeneous operations. 

Two operations of the same sort, two multiplications, two recitations, or 

the reciting one poem and writing another, render the process more 

uncertain and difficult.” 

The attention often, Imt not always, oscillates during 

these performances ; and sometimes a word from one part 

of the task slips into another. I myself find when I try to 

simultaneously recite one thing and write another that the 

beginning of each word or segment of a phrase is what re¬ 

quires the attention. Once started, my pen runs on for a 

word or two as if by its owm momentum. M. Paulhan 

compared the time occupied by the same two operations 

done simultaneously or in succession, and found that there 

w^as often a considerable gain of time from doing them 

simultaneously. For instance : 

“I write the first four verses of Athalie, whilst reciting eleven of 

Musset. The whole performance occupies 40 seconds. But reciting 

alone takes 22 and writing alone 31, or 53 altogether, so that there is a 
difference in favor of the simultaneous operations.” 

Or again : 

“I multiply 421 312 212 by 2; the operation takes 6 seconds; the 

recitation of 4 verses also takes 6 seconds. But the two operations 

done at once only take 6 seconds, so that there is no loss of time from 
combining them.” 

Of course these time-measurements lack precision. 

With three systems of object (writing with each hand whilst 

reciting) the operation became much more difficult. 

* lievue Scienlifique, vol. 39, p. 684 (May 28, 1887). 
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If, then, by the original question, how many ideas or 

things can we attend to at once, be meant how many entirely 

disconnected systems or processes of conception can go on 

simultaneously, the answer is, not easily more than one, 
unless the processes are very habitual; hut then two, or 
even three, witliout very much oscillation of the attention. 

Where, howevcn*, the ])rocesses are less automatic, as in the 

story of Julius Cjesar dictating four letters whilst he writes 

a fifth,* there must be a rapid oscillation of the mind from 

one to the next, and no consequent gain of time. Within 

any one of the systems the parts may be numberless, but 

we attend to them collectively when we conceive the whole 

which they form. 

When the things to be attended to are small sensations, 

and when the eflbrt is to be exact in noting them, it is 

found that attention to one interferes a good deal with the 

perce])tion of the other. A good deal of fine work has been 

done in this field, of which I must give some account. 

It has long been noticed, when expectant attention is 

concentrated ii[)on one of two sensations, that the other 

one is apt to be displaced from consciousness for a moment 

and to a})pear subsequent; although in reality the two may 

have been (iontemporaneous events. Thus, to use the stock 

example of the books, the surgeon would sometimes see 

the blood tloAv from the arm of the patient whom he was 

bleeding, before he saw the instrument penetrate the skin. 

Similarly the smith may see the sparks fly l)efore he sees 

the hammer smite the iron, etc. There is thus a certain 

difficulty in perceiving the exact date of two impressions 

when they do not interest our attention equally, and when 

they are of a disparate sort. 

Professor Exner, whose experiments on the minimal per^ 
ceptihle succession in time of two sensations we shall have to 

quote in another chapter, makes some noteworthy remarks 

about the way in which the attention must be set to catch 

the interval and the right order of the sensations, when the 

time is exceeding small. The point was to tell whether 

* Cf. Chr. Wolff: Psychologia Empirica, §245. Wolff's account of the 
phenomena of attention is in general excellent. 
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two signals were simultaneous or successive ; and, if succes¬ 

sive, wliicli one of them came first. 

The first wa.y of attending which ho found himself to 

fall into, w^as wdien the signals did not diller greatly—when, 

e.g., they were similar sounds heard each by a different 

ear. Here he lay in w^ait for the firsf signal, whichever 

it might be, and identified it the next moment in momoiy. 

The second, wdiich could then always b(' hnowni by default, 

was often not clearly distinguished in itself. When the 

time w as too short, the first could not be isolated from the 

second at all. 

The second way was to accommodate the attention for a 

certain sort of signal, and the next moment to become aware 

in memory of whether it came before or after its mate. 

“This Avay brings groat iiiioortainty wit!) it. Tlio improssion not 

prepared for eonie.s to us in the nnuiiory more w('ak than the other, 

obscure as it were, badly fixed in tiine. Wi' tend to take the subjee- 

tiv('ly stronger stimulus, that wdiieh wt^ wa^e intent u])on, for the first, 

just as we are apt to take an objecl ivt‘ly stronger stimulus to be the 

first. Still, it may happen otherwise. In th(‘ experiments from touch 

to sight it often s(‘eined to me as if the impression for which the atten¬ 

tion was not i)r(‘t)ar(id were there aln^ady when the other came.” 

Exner found himself emjjloying this method oftonest 

when the imjirossions di fie red strongly.'^ 

In such observations (which must not be confounded 

with those where the two signals were identical and their 

successiveness known as mere douhleness, without distinc¬ 

tion of w hi(di came first), it is obvious that each signal must 

combine stably in our j)erce})tion with a different instant of 

time. It is the simplest possible case of tw^o discrepant 

concepts simultaiKiousl y occupying the mind. Now the case 

of the signals ])(ung svnndtiineoius seems of a different sort. 

We must turn to Wundt for observations fit to cast a nearer 

light ther(u)n. 

The reader wall remember the reaction-time experiments 

of which Ave treated in Chapter HI. It happened occasion¬ 

ally in Wundt’s experiments that the reaction-time was 

reduced to zero or even assumed a negative value, which, 

being translated into common speecdi, means that the ob- 

* Pflilger's Archiv, xi, 429-81. 
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server was soiiuitimes so intent upon the signal that his 

roaciti(jn (ictmilly coincided in tAme ivith ity or even preceded it, 

instead of coming a fraction of a second after it, as in the 

nature of things it should. More will be said of these re¬ 

sults anon. Meanwhile Wundt, in explaining them, says 

this : 

“ 111 we haee a eery exact feelitig of the simultaneity of twc 
stimuli, if tlu'y do not differ innoli in strength. And in a series of ex¬ 
periments in wliicb a w^arning precedes, at a fixed interval, tin* stimn 
lus, \v(^ involnntaril}" try to n^act, not only as prom];)tly as possible, 
blit also in sneli wise that onr movement may coincide with the stirnn- 
1ns its(if. We seek to make our owm feelings of touch and innervation 
[muscular cont,ruction] objectively eontonporaneous ivith the signal 
wiiich wai hear; and expedience shows that in many cases we appioxi- 
matcly succeed. In these cases have a distinct consciousm^ss of 
Inhaling the signal, redacting u]K)n it, and feeling our reaction take 
place,—all at one and tlu^ same moment.”* 

In another place, Wundt adds: 

“The diflicult y of these observations and the comparative infrequency 
with wiiich tlu' reaction-time can be made thus to disappear shows how 
hard it is, wiien our attention is int(*nse, to keep it fixed even on ttoo 
diffmxmt idt'as at oneex ISIote besides that wiien this happens, one 
always iriiis to bring the idc^as into a certain connection, to grasp them 
as compoiKMits of a certain complex nqireseiitation. Thus in the ex¬ 
periments in (pieslioii, it has often seemed to me that I produced by 
my own n^c^ording nioveinent the sound w^hich the ball made in drop¬ 
ping on the board.” f 

The ‘ difliculty,’ in the cases of which Wundt speaks, is 

that of forcing two non-simultaiieous events into apparent 

coiiibinatiou witli the same instant of time. There is no 

difficultv, as he admits, in so dividing our attention be¬ 

tween two reollif simultaneous impressions as to feel them 

to be such. The cases he describes are really cases of 

anachronistic p(u-ceptiou, of subjective time-displacement, 

to use his own term. Btill more curious cases of it have 

been most carefully studied by liim. They carry us a step 

farther in our research, so T will quote them, using as far 

as possible his exact words : 

“The conditions bc‘come more complicated when we receive a series 
of impressions separated by distinct intervals, info the midst of which 

* Physiol. Psych., 2d ed. ii. pp. 238-40. 
t Ih, p. 262. 
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a heterogeiioous impression is suddenly brought. Then comes the 
question, with which member of the series do wo perceive the additional 
impression to coincide ? with that member with whose presence it 
really coexists, or is there some aberration? ... If the additional 
stimulus belongs to a different sense very considerable aberrations may 
occur. 

“ The best way to experiment is with a number of visual impressions 
(which one can easily get from a moving object) for the series, and 
with a sound as the disparate impression. Let, e.g., an index-hand 
move over a circular scale with uniform and sufficiently slow velocity, 
so that the imj)ressions it gives will not fuse, but permit its position at 
any instant to be distinctly seen. Let the clockwork which turns it 
have an arrangement which rings a bell once in every revolution, but 
at a point which can be varied, so that the observer need never know 
in advance just when the bell-stroke takes place. In such observations 
three cases are possible. The beil-stroke can be perceived either ex¬ 
actly at the moment to which the index points when it sounds—in this 
case there will be no time-displacement; or wo can combine it with a 
later position of the index— . . . positive time-displacement^ as we 
shall call it; or finally we can combine it with a position of the index 
earlier than that at which the sound occurred—and this we will call a 
negative displacement. The moat natural displacement would appa¬ 
rently be the positivt;, since for apperception a certain time is always re- 
(piired. . . . But experience shows that the opposite is the case : it 
happens most frequently that the sound appears earlier than its real 
date—far less often coincident with it, or later. It aliould be observed 
that in all these experiments it takes some time to get a distinctly per¬ 
ceived combination of the sound with a particular position of the in¬ 
dex, and that a single revolution of the latter is never enough for the 
purpose. The motion must go on long enough for the sounds them¬ 
selves to form a regular series—the outcome being a simultaneous per¬ 
ception of two distinct series of events, of which either may by changes 
in its rapidity modify the result. The first thing one remarks is that 
the sound belongs in a certain region of the scale ; only gradually is it 
perceived to combine with a particular position of the index. But even 
a result gained by observation of many revolutions may be deficient in 
certainty, for accidental combinations of attention have a great influ¬ 
ence upon it. If we deliberately try to combine the bell-stroke with 
an arbitrarily chosen position of the index, we succeed without diffi¬ 
culty, provided this position be not too remote from the true one. If, 
again, we cover the whole scale, except a single division over which we 
may see the index pass, we have a strong tendency to combine the 
bell-stroke with this actually seen position ; and in so doing may easily 
overlook more than J of a second of time. Results, therefore, to be of 
any value, must be drawn from long-continued and very numerous ob- 
servations, in which such irregular oscillations of the attention neutral¬ 
ize each other according to the law of great numbers, and allow the 
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true laws to appear. Although my own experiments extend over many 

years (with interruptions), tliey are not even yet numerous enough to ex¬ 

haust the subject—still, they bring out the principal laws w^hich the 

attention follows under such conditions.” * 

Wundt accordingly distinguislies the direction from the 

amount of the apparent displacement in time of the belK 

stroke. The direction depends on tlui rapidity of the 

movement of the index and (consequently) on that of the 

succession of the hell-strokes. The moment at Avhich the 

bell struck wuis estimated by him with the least tendency 

to error, when the revolutions took 2)lace once in a second. 

Faster than this, jrxmV/vc errors began to prevail; slower, 

'negative ones almost always were present. On the other 

hand, if the rapidity went quieJeening, errors became nega-- 
live; if sloiving, positive. The amount of error is, in gen¬ 

eral, the greater the slower the speed and its alterations. 

Filially, individual diflerences prevail, as well as differences 

in the same individual at different times.f 

* Physiol. Psycli., 2d ed. ii. 264-6. 
f This was the original ‘personal equation ’ observation of Bessel. An 

^^server looked through his equatorial telescope to note the moment at 
which a star crossed the meridian, the latter being marked in the telescopic 
field of view by a visible thread, beside which other equidistant tlireads 
appear. “ Before the star reached the thread he looked at the clock, and 
then, with eye at telescope, counted the seconds by the beat of the pendu- 
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lum. Since the star seldom passed the meridian at the exact moment of a 
beat, the observer, in order to estimate fractions, had to note its position 
at the stroke before and at the stroke after the passage, and to divide the 
time as the meridian-line seemed to divide the space. If, e.g., one bad 
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Wundt’s puj)il von Tschiscli lias carried out these ex¬ 

periments on a still more elaborate scale,* using, not only 

tli(' single bell-sti’oke, but 2, Jl, 4, or 5 simultaneous iinjiros- 

sions, so that the attention had to note the jilace of the 

index at the moment when a whole group of things was 

hap}>eniiig. The single bell-stroke was always heard too 

earl}^ by von Tschiscli—the displacement was invariably 

‘negative.’ As the other simultaneous impressions were 

added, the dis])lacement first became zero and finally posi¬ 

tive, i.e. the impressions were connected with a position of 

the index tha,t was too late. This retardation was greater 

when the simultaneous impressions were disj)arate (electric 

tactile stimuli on differimt places, simple touch-stimuli, 

different sounds) than when they were all of the same sort. 

The increment of retardation became relatively less vvdth 

each additional impression, so that it is probable that six 

impressions would have given almost the same result as 

five, which was the maximum number used by Heir von T. 

Wundt ex])lains all these results by his previous obser¬ 

vation that a reaction sometimes antedates the signal (see 

above, p. 411). The mind, he supj)oses, is so intent U2)on 

the bell-strokes that its ‘ a])2)erception ’ keeps ripening 

periodically after each stroke in anticijiation of the next. 

Its most natural rate of rij^ening may be faster or slower 

than the rate at whicdi the strokes come. If faster, then it 

hears the stroke too early; if slower, it hears it too late. 

The position of the index on the scale, meanwhile, is noted 

at the moment, early or late, at which the bell-stroke is 

subjectively heard. Substituting several imjiressions for 

counted 20 seconds, and at the 21st the star seemed removed by ac from 
the meridian-thread c, whilst at tlie 22d it was at the distance he ; tlieu, if 
ac \hc M \ : 2, the star would have passed at 21^ seconds. The conditions 
resemble those in our experiment! the star is the index-hand, the threads 

are the scale ; and a time-displacement is to be expected, which with liigh 
rapidities may be positive, and negative with low. The astronomic ob¬ 
servations do not permit us to measure its absolute amount; but that it ex¬ 
ists is made certain by the fact Hum after all other possible errors ari^ elimi¬ 
nated, there still remains between dilferent observers a personal dilference 
which is often much larger than that between mere reaction-times, amount 
ing . . . sometimes to more than a second.” {Op. cit, p. 270.) 

* Philosophische Studien, ii. 601. 
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the single bell-stroke makes the rij^Buing of the perception 

slower, and the index is seen too late. So, at least, do I 

understand the explanations which Herren Wundt and v. 

Tschisch give.* 

* Physiol. Psycli., 2(1 (mI. ii. 27J1-4; 8d od. n. 339; Philosopbische 
Stu(li(*n. II. 621 11.—I know that 1 am .stupid, hut I confvsn I find these 
tbeorctieal .stiiUMiuMihs, especially Wuiult^s, a little hazy. Herr v. T.schisch 
considers it iinjUKSsible thu^ the pereeplion of the index’s position should 
eora(5 in too late, and sjiys it ilemands no parthmlar attention (j). 622). It 
seems, however, that this can liardly be the case. Poth observers sj)eak of 
the dillieulty of seeing!; the index at tlie right moment. The ease; is (piite 
different from that of distributing tin* attention impartially over siniuita- 
necHis momentary sensations. The bell or other signal gives a momentary 
sensation, tlie index a continuous one, of motion. To note any one poKitio-fL 
of the latter is to iiUerrupt this sensation of motion and to substitute an 
entired}^ different pereejit—one, namely, of ]>osition—for it, during a time 
however brief. This involves a sudden change in the manner of attending 
to th(' revolutions of the index; whudi change ou()lii to take place neither 
ooner nor latej’ thnn the momentary impression, and fix the index as it is 

then and there visible. Now this is not a case of simply getting two sen¬ 
sations at once and so feeling them -which would be an harmonmus act; 
out of stopping one and cbaiiging it into another, whilst we simultaneously 
get a third, 'bwo of the.se acts are discrepant, and the whole tiiree rather 
interfere with each other. It becomes hard to ‘ lix ’ the index at the very 
instant tluit we catch tin* momentfiry iiiijircission; so we fall into a way of 
tixing it (‘itlnu* at tlu^ hast possibh‘ moment before, or at the tir.st po.s.sible 
moment after, tlie impression conies. 

This at least seems l,o me the more probable state of affairs. If we tix 
the index before tlie impression really comes, that means that we perceive 
it loo late Put why do we lix it before wlien the impressions come .slow 
and simple and after when they come rapid and complex? And wliy 
under certain eonditions is there no displacement at all? The answer 
which .suggests it.self is that wJieii there is just enough leisure between the 
impre.ssions for the attention to adapt itself comfortably both to them mid 
to the index (one second in W.’s experiments), it carries on the. two pro* 
cesses at once; when the leisure is excessive, the attention, following its 
own laws of ripening, and being 7'eadg to note tlie index before the other 
imtire.ssion comes, notes it theJi, since that is the moment of easiest action, 
whilst the impression, which comes a moment later, interferes with noting 
it again ; and finally, that when the leisure is insufficient, the momentary 
impres.sions, being the more fixed data, arc attended to first, and the index 
is fixed a little later on. The noting of the index at loo early a moment 
would be the noting of a real fact, with its analogue in many other rhyth 
raical experi(3iiees. In react ion-time experiments, for example, when, in f. 
regularly recurring series, the stimulus is once in a while omitted, the ob¬ 
server sometimes reacts as if it came. Here, as Wundt somewhere observes, 
we catch ourselves acting merely because our inward preparation is com 
plete. The * fixing’ of the index is a sort of action; so that my iiUerpre- 
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This is all I have to say about the difficulty of having 
two discrepant concepts together, and about the number of 

things to which we can simultaneously attend. 

THE VARIETIES OF ATTENTION. 

The things to which we attend are said to interest us* 

Our interest in them is supposed to be the cause of our at¬ 

tending. What makes an object interesting we shall see 

presently; and later inquire in what sense interest may 

cause attention. Meanwhile 

Attention may be divided into kinds in various ways. 

It is either to 

a) Objects of sense (sensorial attention); or to 

b) Ideal or represented objects (intellectual attention). 

It is either 

c) Immediate; or 

d) Derived: immediate, when the topic or stimulus is 

interesting in itself, without relation to anything else; de¬ 

rived, when it owes its interest to association with some 

other immediately interesting thing. What I call derived 

attention has been named ‘apperceptive’ attention. Fur¬ 

thermore, Attention may be either 

e) Passive, reflex, non-voluntary, effortless; or 

f) Active and voluntary. 

Voluntary attention is always derived ; we never make an 

effort to attend to an object except for the sake of some remote 
interest which the effort will serve. But both sensorial and 

intellectual attention may be either passive or voluntary. 

In passive immediate sensorial attention the stimulus is a 

sense-impression, either very intense, voluminous, or sud¬ 

den,—in which case it makes no difference what its nature 

tation tallies with facts recognized elsewhere ; but Wundt’s explanation (if 
I understand it) of the experiments requires us to believe that an observer 
like V. Tschisch shall steadily and without exception get an hallucination 
of a bell-stroke before the latter occurs, and not hear the real bell-stroke after¬ 
wards. I doubt whether this is possible, and I can think of no analogue 
to it in the rest of our experience. The whole subject deserves to be gone 
over again. To Wundt is due the highest credit for his patience in work¬ 
ing out the facts. His explanation of them in his earlier work (Vorlesungeii 
ttb- Menschen und Thierseele, i. 37-42, 365-371) consisted merely in the 
appeal to the unity of consciousness, and may be considered quite crude. 
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may be, whether sight, sound, smell, blow, or inner pain,— 

or else it is an instinctive stimulus, a perception which, by 

reason of its nature rather than its mere force, appeals to 

some one of our normal congenital impulses and has a 

directly exciting quality. In the cha}>ter on Instinct we 

shall see how these stimuli differ from one animal to another, 

and what most of them are in man; strange tilings, moving 

things, wild animals, bright things, jiretty things, metallic 

things, words, blows, blood, etc., etc., etc. 

Sensitiveness to immediately exciting sensorial stimuli 

characterizes the attention of childhood and youth, in 

mature age we have generally selected those stimuli which 

are connechMl with one or more so-called permanent inter¬ 

ests, and our attention has grown irresponsive to the rest.* 

But childhood is characterized by great active enejgy, and 

has few organized interests by which to meet new impres¬ 

sions and decide whether they are worthy of notice or not, 

and the consequence is that extreme mobility of the atten¬ 

tion with which we are all familiar in (*hildrcn, and which 

makes their first lessons such rough aflairs. Any strong 

sensation whatever produces accommodation of the organs 

which perceive it, and absolute oblivion, for the time being, 

of the task in hand. This reflex and passive character of 

the attention which, as a French writer says, makes the 

child seem to belong less to himself than to eveiy object 

which happens to catch his notice, is the first thing wdiich 

the teacher must overcome. It never is overcome in some 

people, whose work, to the end of life, gcds done in the 

interstices of their mind-wandering. 

The passive sensorial attention is derived when the 

impression, without being either strong or of an instinctively 

exciting nature, is connected by previous experience and 

education with things that are so. These things may be 

called the jnotives of the attention. The impression draws 

an interest from them, or perhaps it even fuses into a single 

complex object with them; the result is that it is brought 

into the focus of the mind. A faint tap per se is not an 

interesting sound; it may well escape being discriminated 

* Note that the permanent interests are themselves grounded in certain 
objects and relations in which our interest is immediate and instinctive. 
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from tlie general rumor of tlie world. But when it is a 

signal, as that of a lover on the wiiidow^-j)ane, it will hardly 

go unpereeived. Herbart writes: 

“ How bit of bad grammar wounds the ear of the purist! How a 

false note hurts the musieian! or an olfence against good manners the 

mail of the world! How rapid is ])rogress in a science when its first 

principles lia ve been so well impresseil upon us that we reproduce them 

mentally with perr(?et distinctness and ease! How slow and uncertain, on 

the other hand, is our learning of the principles themselves, when 

familiarily with the still more elementary piu’cepts connected with the 

subject has not given us an adequate predisposit^n!—Appiu’ceptive 

attention may he jilainly observed in very small children when, hearing 

the speech of their (‘Iders, as yet unintelligible to them, they suddenly 

eateh a single known word here and lhen\ and rejieat it to themsi^lves; 

yes! even in the dog who looks round at us when we sjx'ak of him and 

pronounce his name. Not far removc^d is the talent which mind- 

wandering school-])oys display during the hours of instruct ion, of not ic¬ 

ing every moiiKUit in whicdi the teacher tells a story. 1 remeinlxu’ classes 

ill which, instruction being uninteresting, and discipline relaxed, a buz¬ 

zing murmur was always to be heard, which invariably stoppe^d for as 

Jong a time as an anecdote lasted. How could the boys, since- th(\y 

seemed to hear nothing, notice when the anecdote b(‘gan? Doubtless 

most of them always heard something of tin* teacher's talk; but most of 

it had no connection with their previous knowlixlge and ocempations, 

and therefore the separate words no sooner entered their consdousnesd 

than they fell out of it again; but, on tlu^ other hand, no sooiu'r did the 

words awaken old thoughts, forming strongly-connectiid series with 

which the new impression easily combined, than out of new and old 

together a total intm’cst resulted which drove the vagrant ideas bdow 

the threshold of consciousness, and brought for a while settled atteii-’ 

tion into their place/’* 

Passive infeJJerf nal aftenfion is immediate when we follow 

ir thought a train of images exciting or interesting jricr se; 
derived, when the imagcis are interesting only as means to a 

remote end, or merely becanso they are associated with 

something which makes them dear. Owing to the way in 

which immense numbers of la^al things become integrated 

into single objects of thought for us, there is no clear line 

to be drawn between immediate and derived attention of 

an intellectual sort. When absorbed in intellectual atten¬ 

tion we may become so inattentive to outer things as to be 

* Herbart. Psychologic als Wisscrischafl, § 128. 
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•absent-minded,’ ‘abstracted,’ or ^distraits' All revery or 

concentrated meditation is apt to throw us into this state. 

“ Archiinodes, it is well known, was so absorbod in geometrical modi' 

tatioii that he was tii’st aware of the storming of Syracaise by his own 

death-wound, and his (^xc'.lamation on tiie entranee (d‘ the Ilonuin sol¬ 

diers was: Noli turhare oirculos mem! In like mniiiier J()S(‘})b Scaligcr, 

the most learned of mem, when a Protestant studcuit. in Paris, was so 

engrossed in tln^ study of Horner that he became aware of the massacre 

of St. Bartholomew, and of his own escape, only on the day subsequent 

to the catastrophe. Phe philosopher Carneades was habit ually liable to 

fits of meditation so jn-ofound that, to prevent him sinking from 

inanition, his maid found it nee(‘ssary to hied him lik(‘ a eliild. And 

it is I’eported of Newton that, while engaged in his mathematical re- 

searclu's, he sometimes forgot to dine. Cardan, one of the most illus- 

ti’ious of j)hilosophers and mathematicians, was once, upon a journey, 

so lost in thought that he forgot both his way and t he object of his 

joui'iiey. To the questions of his driver whether he should ])ro(!eed, he 

madi^ no answer; and when he came to himself at nightfall, ln‘, was sur¬ 

prised to find the carriage at a standstill, and directly under a galh ws. 

The mathemati(!ian Vieta was sometimes so buried in meditation that 

for hours he Iron? mori^ rescunblamm to a dead pru’son than to a, living, 

and was tlnui wdiolly unconscious of eveiwtlring going on around him. 

On the day of his marriagr^ the grr^at Budams forgot everything in his 

philological speculations, and he was only awakemai to th(‘ affairs of the 

external wajrld by a tardy embassy from th(‘ marriag<*-])arty, who found 

him absorbed in the composition of his Coinmentarii.''^ 

Tlie absorptiou may be so deep as not only to banish 

ordinary sensations, but even the seveia^st pain. Pascal, 

Wesley, Tlobert Hall, are said to liave had this capacity. 

Dr. Car2)enter says of himself that 

he has frequently begun a lecture wdiilst suffering neuralgic pain so 

severe as to make him appi’ohend that he would find it impossible to 

])roceed ; yet no soom'r has he by a determined effort fairly launched 

himself into the stream of thought, than lie has found himself con¬ 

tinuously borne along without the least distraction, until the end has 

come, and the attention has been released ; wiien the pain has re 

curred with a force that has overmastered all resistance, making him 

wonder how ho could have ever ceased to feel it.'’ f 

Dr. Carpenter speaks of launching himself by a deter¬ 

mined effort This effort characterizes what we called oc- 

* Sir W. Hamilton: Metaphysics, lecture xiv. 
f Mental Physiol., § 124. The oft-cited case of soldiers not perceiving 

that they are wounded is of an analogous sort. 
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twe or voluntary attention. It is a feeling which every one 

knows, blit which most people would call quite indof-crib- 

able. We get it in the sensorial sphere whenever we seek 

to catch an impression of extreme faintness, be it of sight, 

hearing, taste, smell, or touch ; w’e get it whenever we seek 

to discriminate a sensation merged in a mass of others that 

are similar; we get it whenever we rej^ist the attractions of 

more potent stimuli and keep our mind occupied with 

some object that is naturally unimpressive. We get it in 

the intellectual sphere under exactly similar conditions : 

as when we strive to sharpen and make distinct an idea 

which we but vaguely seem to have; or painfully discrimi¬ 

nate a shade of meaning from its similars ; or resolutely 

hold fast to a thought so discordant with our impulses 

that, if left unaided, it w ould quickl}^ yield place to images 

of an exciting and impassioned kind. All forms of atten¬ 

tive effort would be exercised at once by one whom we 

might suppose at a dinner-party resolutely to listen to a 

neighbor giving him insipid and unweh^ome advice in a 

low voice, whilst all around the guests were loudly laugh¬ 

ing and talking about exciting and interesting things. 

There is no such thing as voluntary attention sustained for 
more than a few seconds at a time. What is called sustained 

voluntary attention is a repetition of successive efforts 

which bring back the topic to the mind.* The topic once 

brought back, if a congenial one, develops ; and if its de¬ 

velopment is interesting it engages the attention passively 

for a time. Dr. Carpenter, a moment back, described the 

stream of thought, once entered, as ‘ bearing him along.* 

This passive interest may be short or long. As soon as it 

flags, the attention is diverted by some irrelevant thing, and 

then a voluntary effort may bring it back to the topic 

again ; and so on, under favorable conditions, for hours to¬ 

gether. During all this time, however, note that it is not 

^ Prof. J. M. Cattell made experiments to which we shall refer further 
on, on the degree to which reaction-times might be shortened by distract¬ 
ing or voluntarily concentrating the attention. He says of the latter series 
that *‘the averages show that the attention can be kept strained, that is, the 
centres kept in a state of unstable equilibrium, for one second " (Mind, xi. 
240). 
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an identical object in the psychological sense (p, 275), but a 

succession of mutually related objects forming an identical 

topic only, upon which the attention is fixed. No one can 
'possibly attend continuously to an object that does 'not change. 

Now there are always some objects that for the time 

being will not develop. They simply go out; and to keep 

the mind upon anything related to them requires such in¬ 

cessantly renewed effort that the most resolute Will ere long 

gives out and lets its thoughts follow the more stimulating 

solicitations after it has withstood them for what length of 

time it can. There are topics known to every man from 

which he shies like a frightened horse, and whicdi to got a 

glimpse of is to shun. Such are his ebbing assets to the 

spendthrift in full career. But why single out the sjhuhI- 

thrift when to every m«an actuated by passion the thought 

of interests which negate the passion can hardly for more 

than a fleeting instant stay before the mind ? It is like 

‘memento mori’ in the heyday of the jn’ide of life. Nature 

rises at such suggestions, and excdudes them from the 

view :—How long, O healthy reader, can you now continue 

thinking of your tomb ?—In milder instances the difficulty 

is as great, especially when the brain is fagged. One 

snatches at any and every passing pretext, no matter how 

trivial or external, to escape from the odiousness of the 

matter in hand. I know a person, for example, who will 

poke the fire, set chairs straight, pick dust-specks from 

the floor, arrange his table, snatch up the newspaper, take 

down any book which catches his eye, trim his nails, waste 

the morning anyhow, in short, and all without premedita¬ 

tion,—simply because the only thing he ought to attend to 

is the preparation of a noonday lesson in formal logic 

which he detests. Anything but that ! 
Once more, the object must change. When it is one of 

sight, it will actually become invisible; when of hearing, 

inaudible,—if we attend to it too uiimovingly. Helmholtz, 

who has put his sensorial attention to the severest tests, 

by using his eyes on objects which in common life are ex¬ 

pressly overlooked, makes some interesting remarks on 

this point in his chapter on retinal rivalry.* The phe- 

♦PJiyslologiBche Optik, § 38. 
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nomenon called by tliat name is this, that if we look with 

each 03 e upon a different picture (as in the annexed stereo¬ 

scopic slide), sometimes one picture, sometimes the other, 

or parts of both, will come to consciousness, but hardly 

ever both combined. Helmholtz now says : 

“ I find that I am able to attend voluntarily, now to one and now 

to the other system of lines; and that tiien this system remains visi¬ 

ble alone for a certain lime, whilst the other comjdetcly vanishes. 

This happens, for example, whenever 1 try to count the lines first of 

one and then of the other system, . . , But it is extremely hard to 

chain the arttention down to one of the systems for long, unless we 

associate with our looking some distinct purpose which kt‘eps the ac¬ 

tivity of the attention perpetually renewed. Such a one is counting the 

lines, comparing their intervals, or the like. An equilibrium of the 

attention, persistent for any length of time, is under no circumstances 

attainable. The natural tendency of attention when left to itself is to 

wander to ever new things ; and so soon as the interest of its object is 

over, so soon as nothing new is to be noticed there, it passes, in spite of 

our will, to something else. If we wish to kpep it upon one and the same 

object, we must seek constantly to find* out something new about the 

latter, especially if other powerful impressions are attracting us away.’’ 

And again criticising an author wlio had treated of at¬ 

tention as an activity absolutely subject to the conscious 

will, Helmlioltz writes; 

“ This is only restrictedly true. We move our eyes by our will; but 

one without training cannot so easily execute the intention of making 

them converge. At any moment, however, ho can execute that of 

looking at a near object, in which act convergence is involved, 
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just as little can we carry out our purpose to keep our attention steadily 

fixed upon a certain object, when our interest in t he object is exhausted, 

and the purpose is inwardly formulated in this abstract way. But we 
cau set ourselves uew questions about the object^ so that a new interest 

in it arises^ and then the attention will remain riveted. The relation 

of attention to will is, then, less one of iininediate than of mediate 
control.” 

These w’orcLs of Helmholtz are of fundamental impor¬ 

tance. And if true of sensorial attention, how much more 

true are they of the inhdlectual variety ! Tlie conditio sine 
qud non of sustained attention to a given topic of thought 

is that we should roll it over and over incessantly and con¬ 

sider different asp(‘cts and relations of it in turn. Only in 

pathological states will a fixed and ever monotonously re¬ 

curring idea possess the mind. 

And now^ we can see why it is that what is called sus¬ 

tained attention is the easier, the richer in accpiisitions and 

the freslu^r and more original the mind. In such minds, 

subjects bud and si)r()ut and grow. At every moment, they 

please by a new consequence and rivet tln^ attention afresh. 

But an intellec't unfurnished with materials, stagnant, un¬ 

original, will hardly be likely to consider any subject long. 

A glance exhausts its possibilities of interest. Geniuses 

are commonly believed to excel other men in their power 

nf sustained attention.* In most of them, it is to be feared, 

the so-called ‘power’is of the passive sort. Their ideas 

coruscate, every subject branches infinitely Ixifore their 

fertile minds, and so for hours they may be rapt. But it 
is their genius 7naking tliein ottentive, not their attention 
making geyiiuses of them. And, when we come down to 

the root of the matter, w^e see that they differ from ordinary 

men less in the character of their attention than in the 

nature of the objects upon which it is successively bestowed. 

In the genius, these form a concatenated series, suggesting 

* ** * Genius/ says Helvetius, ‘ is nothing but a continued attention {une 
attention Huivie).* ‘ Genius/ says Bullon, ‘ is only a protracted i)utience 
{une longue patience).* * In the exact sciences, at least/ says Cuvier, ‘it 
is the patience of a sound intellect, when invincible, which truly consti¬ 
tutes genius.’ And Chesterfield has also observed that ‘ the power of ap 
plying an attention, steady and uudissipated, to a single object, is the sure 
mark of a superior genius.” (Hamilton : Lect. on Metaph., lecture xiv.) 
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each other mutually by some rational law. Therefore we 
call the attention ‘ sustained ’ and the topic of meditation 

for hours ‘ the same.* In the common man the series is 

for the most part incoherent, the objects have no rational 

bond, and we call the attention wandering and unfixed. 

It is probable that genius tends actually to prevent a 

man from acquiring habits of voluntary attention, and that 

moderate intellectual endowments are the soil in which we 

may best expect, here as elsewhere, the virtues of the will, 

strictly so called, to thrive. But, whether the attention 

come by grace of genius or by dint of will, the longer one 

does attend to a topic the more mastery of it one has. And 

the faculty of voluntarily bringing back a wandering at-* 

tention, over and over again, is the very root of judgment, 

character, and will. No one is compos sni if he have it not. 

An education which should improve this faculty would be 

the education par excelle/iice. But it is easier to define this 

ideal than to give practical directions for bringing it about. 

The only general pedagogic maxim bearing on attention is 

that the more interest the child has in advance in the sub¬ 

ject, the better he will attend. Induct him therefore in 

such a way as to knit each new thing on to some acquisi¬ 

tion already there ; and if possible awaken curiosity, so 

that the new thing shall seem to come as an answer, or 

part of an answer, to a question pre-existing in his mind. 

At present having described the varieties, let us turn to 

THE EFFECTS OF ATTENTION. 

Its remote effects are too incalculable to be recorded. 

The practical and theoretical life of whole species, as well 

as of individual beings, results from the selection which the 

habitual direction of their attention involves. In Chapters 

XIV and XV some of these consequences will come to light. 

Suffice it meanwhile that each of us literally chooses, by his 

ways of attending to things, what sort of a universe he 

shall appear to himself to inhabit. 

The immediate effects of attention are to make us: 

a) perceive— 

b) conceive— 

c) distinguish— 

d) remember— 
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better than otherwise we could—both more successive 

things and each thing more clearly. It also 

(e) shortens ‘reaction-time.’ 

a and b. Most people would say that a sensation at¬ 

tended to becomes stronger than it otherwise would be. 

This point is, however, not quite plain, and has occasioned 

some discussion. * From the strength or iiitensit}^ of a 

sensation must be distinguished its clearness; and to in¬ 

crease this is, for some psychologists, the utmost that 

attention can do. When the facts are surveyed, however, 

it must be admitted that to some extent the relative inten¬ 

sity of two sensations maybe changed when one of them is 

attended to and the other not. Every artist kiiows how he 

can make a scene before his eyes appear warmer or colder 

in color, according to the way ho s(ds his attention. If 

for warm, he soon begins to see the red color start out of 

everything; if for (‘.old, the blue. Similarly in listening for 

certain notes in a chord, or overtones in a musical sound, 

the one we att(uid to sounds probably a little more loud as 

well as more emphatic than it did before. When we men¬ 

tally break a series of rmmotonous strokes into a rhythm, 

by accentuating every second or third one, etc., the stroke 

on which the stress of attention is laid seems to become 

stronger as well as more emphatic. Tlie increased visi¬ 

bility of optical after-images and of double images, which 

close attention brings about, can hardly be interpreted 

otherwise than as a real strengthening of the retinal 

sensations themselves. And this view is rendered par¬ 

ticularly probable by the fact that an imagined visual 

object may, if attention be concentrated upon it long 

enough, acquire before the mind’s eye almost the brill¬ 

iancy of reality, and (in the case of certain exceptionally 

gifted observers) leave a negative after-image of itself when 

it passes away (see Chapter XVIII). Confident expectation 

of a certain intensity or quality of impression will often 

make us sensibly see or hear it in an object which really 

♦ See, e.g., Ulrici: Leib u. Seele, ri. 28; Lotze: Metaphysik, g 273; 
l^chDer: Revision d. Psychophysik, xix ; G. E. Milller; Zur Theorie d. 
linnl. Aufmerksamkeit, § 1; Stumpf; Tonpsychologie. i. 71. 
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falls far short of it. In face of such facts it is rash to say 

that attention cannot make a sense-impression more intense. 

But, on the other hand, the intensification which may be 

brought about seems never to lead the judgment astray. 

As we rightly perceive and name the same color under 

various liglits, the same sound at various distances; so we 

seem to make an analogous sort of allowance for the vary¬ 

ing amounts of attention with whicdi objects are viewed; 

and whatever changes of feeling the attention may bring 

we charge, as it were, to the attention’s account, and still 

perceive and conceive the object as the same. 

‘‘A gray paper appears to us no lighter, the j)en(luliim-beat of a 

clock no louder, no matter how much we increase the strain of our at¬ 

tention upon tlieni. No one, by doing this, can make the gray paptu* 

look white, or the stroke of the pendulum sound like the blow of a 

strong hammer,—everyone, on the contrary, feels the increase as that 

of his own conscious activity turned iij)0u the thing.”* 

Wore it otherwise, w^e should not be able to note inten¬ 
sities by attending to them. Weak impressions would, as 

Stumpf saySjt become stronger by the very fact of being 

observed. 

“ T should not be able to observe faint sounds at all, but only such 

as appeared to me of maximal strength, or at least of a strcmgth that 

increased with tlie jimount of my observation. In reality, however, 1 

can, with steadily increasing attention, follow a diminuendo perfectly 

well. ” 

The subject is one which would well repay exact experi¬ 

ment, if methods could be devised. Meanwhile there is no 

question whatever that attention augments the clearness of 

all that we perceive or conceive by its aid. But what is 

meant by clearness here ? 

c. Clearness, so far as attention produces it, mexim dis¬ 
tinction from other things and internal analysis or subdivision. 
These are essentially products of intellectual discrmdnation, 
involving comparison, memory, and percieption of various 

relations. The attention per se does not distinguish and 

analyze and relate. The most we can say is that it is a 

* Fechner, op. cit. p. 271. 
t Tonpsychologie, i. p. 71. 
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condition of our doing so. And as these processes are to 

be described later, tlie clearness they produce had better 

not be farther discussed here. The important point to no¬ 

tice here is that it is not attention’s hmnediate fruit.* 

cL Whatever future conclusion we may reach as to 

this, we cannot deny that an object once attended to toill re- 
rriam in the niernory^ wJiilst one inattentively allowed to pass 

will leave no traces })ehind. Already in Chapter VI (see 

pp. 1G3 ff.) we discussed whether certain states of mind 

were ‘unconscious,’ or whetlier they were not rather states 

to wliich no attention had been paid, and of whose passage 

recollection could afterwards find no vestiges. Dugald 

Stewart says: t ‘‘TJie connection between attention and 

memory has bee]i remarked b}^ many authors.” He quotes 

Quintilian, Locke, and Helvetius; and goes on at great 

lengtli to ex])]ain the plienomena of ‘secondary automa¬ 

tism ’ (see a])ove, ]). 114 11.) by the pn^sence of a mental action 

grown so inatt('ntive as to preserve no memory of itself. 

In our chapter on Memory, later on, the point wdll come 

up again. 

e) Under this head, the shortening of react ion-time ^ there 

is a good deal to be said of Attention’s effects. Since 

Wundt has probably worked over the subject more thor¬ 

oughly than any otlier investigator and made it peculiarly 

his own, wluit follows had better, as far as possible, be in 

his words. The reader will remember the method and re¬ 

sults of experimentation on ‘reaction-time,’ as given in 

Chapter 111. 

The facts I proceed to quote may also be taken as a 

supplement to that chapter. Wundt writes : 

‘‘ When we wait with strained attention for a stimulus, it will often 

happen that instead of registering the stimulus, we react upon some 

entirely different impression,—and this not through confounding the 

one with the other. On the contrary, wo are perfectly well aware at 

the moment of making the movement that we respond to the wrong 

stimulus. Sometimes even, though not so often, the latter may be an- 

* Compare, on clearness as the essential fruit of attention, Lotze's MeUr 

physic, § 273. 
t Elements, part i. chap. ii. 
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other kind of sensation altogether,—one may, for example, in experi¬ 
menting with sound, register a flash of light, produced either by 
accident or design. We cannot well explain these results otherwise 
than by assuming that the strain of the attention towards the impres¬ 
sion we expect coexists with a preparatory innervation of the motor 
centre for the reaction, which innervation the slightest shock then 
suflices to turn into an actual discharge. Tins shock may be given by 
any chance impression, even by one to which we never intended to re¬ 
spond. When the preparatory innervation has once reached this pitch 
of intensity, the time that intervenes between the stimulus and the 
contraction of the muscles which react, may become vanishingly 
small.”* 

“ The perception of an impression is facilitated when the impres¬ 
sion is preceded by a warning wliich announces beforehand that it is 
about to occur. This case is realized whenever several stimuli follow 
each other at equal inteivals,—when, e.g. we note pendulum movements 
by the eye, or pendulum-strokes by the ear. Each single stroke forms 
here the signal for the next, which is thus met by a fully prepared at¬ 
tention. The same thing happens when tlie stimulus to be perceived is 
preceded, at a certain interval, by a single warning: the time is 
always notably shortened. ... I have made comparative observa¬ 
tions on reaction-time with and without a warning signal. The im¬ 
pression to be reacted on was the sound made by the dropping of a 
ball on the board of the ‘ drop apparatus.’ .... In a first series no 
warning preceded the stroke of the ball; in the second, the noise made 
by the apparatus in liberating the ball served as a signal. . . . Here 
are the averages of two series of such experiments : 

Height of Fall. 

25 cm. I 

5 cm. I 

No warning 
Warning... 
No warning 
Warning... 

Average. 
0.258 
0.076 
0.266 
0.175 

Mean Error. 
0.051 
0.060 
0.086 
0.035 

No. of Expts. 
13 
17 
14 
17 

“ . . . In a long series of experiments, (the interval between warn¬ 
ing and stimulus remaining ihe same) the reaction-time grows less and 
less, and it is possible occasionally to reduce it to a vanishing quantity 
(a few thousandths of a second), to zero, or even to a negative value.f 
.... The only ground that we can assign for this phenomenon is the 

preparation (vorhereitende Spanmmg) of the attention. It is easy to 
understand that the reaction-time should bo shortened by this means; 
but that it should sometimes sink to zero and even assume negative 
values, may appear surprising. Nevertheless this latter case is also 
explained by what happens in the simple reaction-time experiments ” 
just referred to, in which, “ when the strain of the attention has reached 

♦Physiol. Psych., 2d ed. n. 226. 
t By a negative value of the reaction-time Wundt means the case of the 

roactive movement occuniDg before the stimulus. 
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its eUmax^ the movement we stand ready to execute escapes from the 
control of our will, and we register a wrong signal. In these other ex¬ 
periments, in wnich a warning foretells the moment of the stimulus, it 
is also plain that ati;ention accommodates itself so exactly to the lat¬ 
ter’s reception that no sooner is it objectively given than it is fully 

appercdvedy and with thfs apperception the motor discharge coin¬ 

cides.'''^'^ 

Usually, when the impression is fully anticipated, atten¬ 

tion prepares the motor centres so completely for both 

stimulus and reaction that the only time lost is that of the 

physiological conduction downwards. But even this inter¬ 

val may disappear, i.e. the stimulus and reaction may be¬ 

come objectively contemporaneous; or more remarkable 

still, the reaction may be discharged before the stimulus has 

actually occurred, t Wundt, as we saw some pages back 

(p. 411), explains this by the effort of the mind so to react 

that we may feel our own movement and the signal which 

prompts it, both at the same instant. As the execution of 

the movement must precede our feeling of it, so it must 

also precede the stimulus, if that and our movement are to 

be felt at once. 

The peculiar theoretic interest of these experiments 

lies in their showing expectant attention and sensation to be 
continuous or identical processes, since they may have identical 
motor ej^ects. Although other exceptional observations 

show them likewise to be continuous subjectively, Wundt’s 

experiments do not: he seems never, at the moment of 

reacting prematurely, to have been misled into the belief 

that the real stimulus was there. 

As concentrated attention accelerates perception, so, 

conversely, perception of a stimulus is retarded by anything 
which either baffles or distracts the attention with which we 

await it 

“If, e.g., we make reactions on a sound in such a way that weak 
and strong stimuli irregularly alternate so that the observer can never 
expect a determinate strength with any certainty, the reaction-time for 
all the various signals is increased,—and so is the average error. I 

* Op. cit. n. 239. 
fThe reader must not suppose this phenomenon to be of frequent 

occurrence. Experienced observers, like Exuer and Cattell, deny having 
met with it in their personal experience. 
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append two examples. ... In Series I a strong and a weak sound 

alternated regularly, so that the intensity was each time known in ad¬ 

vance. In II they came irregularly. 

1. Regular Alternniion,. 
Averat'd Time. Avera^'e Error. No. of Expw. 

Strong sound. O.IK)' 0.010" 18 
Weak sound. 0 127' 0.012 ' 9 

II. Irregular Alternation. 
Strong sound. 0.189 ' 0.038 " 9 
Weak sound. 0.298" 0.076" 15 

‘'Still greater is the increase of the time when, unexpectedly into a 

series of strong impressions, a wivak one is interj)olated, or i^iue rersd. 

In this way I have seen t he time of reaction upon a sound so w^eak as 

to be barely perceived ris(^ to 0.4" or 0.5", and for a strong sound to 

0 25". It is also matter of general experitmee t hat a stimulus expected in 

a general way, but for whosi^ intensity attention cannot be ada})ted in 

advance, demands a longer reaction-tinu^. In such cases . . . the 

reason for the difference can only lie in the fact that wdierevei* a pret)a- 

ration of the attention is impossi})le, the time of both perception and 

volition is prolonged. Perha}>s also the conspicuously large reaction- 

times which are got witli stimuli so faint as to be just })er(;eptible may 

be explained by the attention tending always to adapt itself for some¬ 

thing more than this minimal amount of stimulus, so that a state ensm^s 

similar to that in the case of unexpected stimuli. . . . Still 

more than by previously unknown stimuli is the reaction-tinn^ 

prolonged by ivfiolly unexpected imi)ressions. This is soiuotim{\s acci¬ 

dentally brought about, when the obsei'ver’s attention, instead of being 

concentrated on the coming signal, is dispersed. It can be realized 

purposely by suddenly thrusting into a long series of eipiidistant 

stimuli a much shorter interval which the ob.server does not expect. 

The mental effect here is like that of being startled ;—often the startling 

is outwardly visible. The time of reaction may then (‘asily be length¬ 

ened to one quarter of a second with strong signals, or with weak ones 

to a half-second. Slighter, but still very notict^alde,, is the retardation 

when the experiment is so arranged that the observer, ignorant whether 

the stimulus is to be an impression of light, sound, or touch, cannot 

keep his attention turned to any particular sense-organ in advance. 

One notices then at the same time a peculiar unrest, as the feeling of 

strain which accompanies the attention keeps vacillating between the 

several senses. 

“Complications of another sort arise when what is registered is an 

impression anticipated both in point of quality and strength, but ac¬ 

companied by other stimuli which make the concentration of the atten¬ 

tion diflScult. The reaction-time is here always more or less prolonged. 

The simplest case of the sort is where a momentary impression is regis¬ 

tered in the midst of another, and continuous, sensorial-stimulation of 

considerable strength. The continuous stimulus may belong to the 
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same sense as the stimulus to be reacted on, or to another. When it 
of the same sense, the retardation it causes may be partly due to the 
distraction of the attention by it, but partly also to the fact that the 
stimulus to be reacted on stands out less strongly than if alone, and 

practically becomes a less intense sensation. But other factors in reality 

are })resent ; for vvc; lirul the reaction-t ime more prolonged by the con¬ 

comitant stimulation when the stimulus is weak than when it is strong 

I made experiments in which the principal impression, or signal for re- 

action, was a bell-stroke; whose strength could bt; graduated by aspring 

against the; hammer with a movable counterpoise. Each set of obser¬ 

vations ce)mprise;el two serie;s ; in one of wdiich the bell-stroke was regis¬ 

tered in the ordinary wny, whilst in the other a tootht3d wheel belong¬ 

ing to the clironometrie; a[)paratus made during the entire experiment a 

ste;ndy noise against a me;tal spring. In one half of the latter scries (A) 
th(‘bell-stroki; was only nlod(Tately strong, so that the ac(;ompanying 

noise; diminished it coTisiderably, without, how'ev(3r, making it indistin¬ 

guishable. In the other half (B) the bcdl-sound was so loud as to be 

heard with perfect distinctness above the noise. 

A 
(Bell-stroke 
moderate) 

B 
(Bell-stroke 

loud) 

No. of 
Mean. JMaximum. Mininum. Experiifiients, 

Without noise.0.189 

With iK)i.se.0.318 

Without noise.0.158 

With noise. 0.203 

0.244 0.156 21 

0.499 0.183 16 

0.206 0.133 20 

0.295 0.140 19 

“Silica;, in tln^se experiin(;nts, the sound B even with noise made a 
considerably stronger impression than the sound A without, w'e must 

S(;e in the figures a dire(;t influence of the di.sturbing noise on the pro¬ 

cess of r(;action. This inflnen(;e is feed from mixture with other factors 

when the momentary stiimdus and the concomitant disturbance appeal 

to ditfenuit senses. I cho.se, to test this, sight and hearing. The mo¬ 

mentary signal was an indueti(ui-spaTk leaping from one platinum point 

to another against a dark background. The steady stimulation was the 

noise above described. 

Spark, Mean. Maxiinnm. Minimum. No. ofExpts. 

Without noise. 0.222 0.284 0.158 20 
With noise. 0.300 0.390 0.250 18 

“ When one reflects that in the experiments with one and the same 

sense the relative intensity of the signal is always depressed [which by 

its(;lf is a retarding conditic^nj tin; amount of retardation in these last 

observat ions makes it probable that the disUirlmig influence upon atten- 

tmn is greater when the stimuli are disparate than when they belong 

to the same sense. One does not, in fact, find it particularly hard to 

r(;gister immediately, when the bell rings in th(^ midst of the noise ; but 

when the spark is the signal one has a feeling of being coerced, as one 

turns awmy from the noise towards if. This fact is immediately con- 
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nected with other properties of our attention. The effort of the latter 
is accompanied by various corporeal sensations, according to the sense 
which is engaged. The innervation which exists during the effort of 
attention is therefore probably a different one for each sense-organ.” 

Wundt then, after some theoretical remarks which we 

need not quote now, gives a table of retardations, as fol¬ 

lows: 
Retardation. 

1. Unexpected strength of impression : 

a) Unexpectedly strong sound. 0.073 

b) Unexpectedly weak sound. 0.171 

2. Interference by like stimulus (sound by sound) 0.0451 

3. Interference by unlike stimulus (light by sound) 0.078 

It seems probable, from these results obtained Avith ele^ 

mentary processes of mind, that all processes, even the 

higher ones of reminiscence, reasoning, etc., whenever at¬ 

tention is concentrated upon them instead of being diffused 

and languid, are thereby more rapidly performed.^ 

Still more interesting reaction-time observations have 

been made by Miinsterberg. The reader will recollect the 

fact noted in Chapter III (p. 93) that reaction-time is 

shorter when one concentrates his attention on the expected 

movement than when one concentrates it on the expected 

signal. Herr Miinsterberg found that this is equally the 

case when the reaction is no simple reflex, but can take 

place only after an intellectual operation. In a series of 

experiments the five fingers were used to react with, and 

* Op. eit. pp. 341-5. 
fit should be added that Mr. J. M. Cattell (Mind, xi. 33) found, on 

repeating Wundt’s experiments with a disturbing noise upon two practised 
observers, that the simple reaction-time either for light or sound was 
hardly perceptibly increased. Making strong voluntary concentration of 
attention shortened it by about 0,013 seconds on an average (p. 340). 
Performing menial additions whilst w'aiting for the stimulus lengthened it 
more than anything, apparently. For other, less careful, observations, 
compare Obersteiner, in Brain, i. 439. CattelTs negative results show how 
far some persons can abstract their attention from stimuli by which oth¬ 
ers would be disturbed.—A Bartels (Versuche liber die Ablenkung d. Auf' 
merksamkeit, Dorpat, 1889) found that a stimulus to one eye sometimes 
prevented, sometimes improved, the perception of a quickly ensuing veiy 
faint stimulus to the other. 

tCf. Wundt, Physiol Psych., Ist ed. p. 794. 
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the reacter had to use a different finger according as the 

signal was of one sort or another. Thus when a word in 

the nominative case was called out he used the thumb, for 

the dative he used another finger; similarly adjectives, 

substantives, pronouns, numerals, etc., or, again, towns, 

rivers, beasts, plants, elements; or poets, musicians, phi¬ 

losophers, etc., were co-ordinated each with its finger, so 

that when a word belonging to either of these classes was 

mentioned, a particular finger and no other had to perform 

the reaction. In a second series of experiments the reac¬ 

tion consisted in the utterance of a word in answer to a 

question, such as ‘‘ name an edible fish,’* etc.; or “ name 

the first drama of Schiller,” etc.; or “which is greater, 

Hume or Kant?” etc. ; or (first naming apples and cherries, 

and several otlier fruits) “ which do you prefer, apples or 

cherries ?” etc. ; or “ which is Goethe’s finest drama ?” etc.; 

or “ which letter comes the later in the alphabet, the letter 

L or the first letter of the most beautiful tree?” etc.; or 

“which is less, 15 or 20 tiiinus 8 ?” * etc. etc. etc. Even in 

this series of reactions the time was m'lich quicker when the 
reacter Uirned his attention in advance towards the answer than 
wJicn he turned it toivards the question. The shorter reaction¬ 

time was seldom more than one fifth of a second; the 

longer, from four to eight times as long. 

To understand such results, one must bear in mind that 

in these experiments the reacter always knew in advance 

in a general way the kind, of question which he was to re¬ 

ceive, and consequently the sphere within which his possible 

answer lay.t In turning his attention, therefore, from the 

outset towards the answer, those brain-processes in him 

which were connected with this entire ‘ sphere ’ were kept 

sub-excited, and the question could then discharge with a 

minimum amount of lost time that particular answer out of 

the ‘ sphere ’ which belonged especially to it. When, on the 

contrary, the attention was kept looking towards the ques¬ 

tion exclusively and averted from the possible reply, all 

♦Beitrage zur Experimentellen Psychologie, Heft i. pp. 7a-106 (1889). 
t To say the very least, he always brought his articulatory innervation 

close to the discharging point. Herr M. describes a tightening of the head- 
muscles as characteristic of the attitude of attention to the reply. 
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this preliminary sub-excitement of motor tracts failed to 

occur, and the entire process of answering had to be gone 

through with after the question was Jieard. No wonder 

that the time was prolonged. It is a beautiful example of 

the summation of stimulations, and of the way in which 

expectant attention, even when not v<u*y strongly focalized, 

will prepare the motor centres, and shorten the work which 

a stimulus has to perform on them, in order to produce a 

given eliect when it comes. 

THE INTIMATE NATUKE OP THE ATTENTIVE PROCESS. 

We have now a sufficient number of facts to warrant our 

considering this more reconditt^ question. And two physi¬ 

ological processes, of whicli we have got a glim})se, imme¬ 

diately suggest themselves as possibly forming in combina¬ 

tion a complete reply. I mean 

1. The accornviodation or adjiisiinent of the sensory or-- 

gans ; and 

2. The anfwip(dory preparation from zoithin of the idea¬ 
tional centres concerned loith the oojecl to ivldclt the attention is 

paid. 
1. The sense-organs and the bodily muscles which favor 

their exercise are adjusted most energetically in sensorial 

attention, whether immediate and reflex, or derived. But 

there are good grounds for believing that even intellectual 

attention, attention to the idea of a sensible object, is also 

accompanied with some degree of excitement of the sense- 

organs to which the object appeals. The preparation of 

the ideational centres exists, on the other hand, wherever 

our interest in the object—be it sensible or ideal—is de¬ 
rived from, or in any way connected with, other interests, 

or the presence of other objects, in the mind. It exists as 

well when the attention thus derived is classed as passive 

as when it is classed as voluntary. So that on the whole 

we may confidently conclude—since in mature life we never 

attend to anything without our interest in it being in some 

degree derived from its connection with other objects—that 

the two processes of sensorial adjustmeni and ideational prep* 
aration probably coexist in all our concrete attentive acts. 
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The two points must now be proved in more detail. 

First, as respects the sensorial adjustment. 

That it is present when we attend to se^hsible things is 

obvious. When we look or listen we accommodate our 

eyes and ears involuntarily, and we turn our head and body 

as well ; when we taste or smell we adjust the tongue, lips, 

and resjnration to the o]>je(‘i; in feeling a surface we move 

the palpatory organ in a suitable way ; in all these acts, be- 

si(l(\s making involuntary muscular contractions of a pos¬ 

itive sort, we inhibit othei's which might intcrhu'e with the 

result—we close tlui eyes in tasting, sus])eiid the respiration 

in listening, (dc. The result is a niort^ or less massive or¬ 

ganic feeling that attention is going on. This organic feel¬ 

ing comes, in the way described on l)age H02, to be con¬ 

trasted with tliat of the objects which it accompanies, and 

la^gardod as peculiarly ours, whilst the olyjects form the not- 

me. AVe treat it as a senses of our oi('7i adivUy, although 

it counts in to us from our organs afhu’ they are acicommo- 

dated, just as the feeding of aii}' ol)j(Hd does. Any object, 

if i)nnw(Ji((fel7j (‘xciting, causes a rc'tiex accommodation of 

the sense-organ, and this has two results—first, the object’s 

incrt\ase in ch'ariiess; and second, the feeling of activity in 

question. Bv)th are sensations of an ‘ atferent ’ sort. 

But in intellectu(I attention, as we have already seen, 

(p. 300), similar feelings of activity occur. Fechner was the 

first, I believe, to analyze these feelings, and discriminate 

them from the stronger ones just named. He writes : 

“ When we transfer the attention from obj(‘cts of one sense to those 

of anotlier, we have an indescribable feeling (tlKnigli at the same time 

oiK^ poT’fectly determinate, and reproducible at pleasure), of alt(‘red 

(tiredion or differently localized tension We ft‘o.1 a strain 

forward in the eyes, one directed sidewise in the ears, increasing with 

the degret^ of oiir attention, and changing according as we look at an 

object carefully, or listen to something attentively ; and wo speak ac¬ 

cordingly of atrainbig the attentiou. The ditfeieiice is mosi plainly 

felt when tlie attention oscillates rapidly between eye and ear ; and the 

feeling localizes itself with most decided difference in regard to the 

various sense-organs, according as we wish to discriminate a thing deli¬ 

cately by touch, taste, or smell. 

“ But now 1 have, when I try to vividly recall a picture of memory 

or fancy, a feeling perfectly analogous to that wliicli 1 experience when I 

seek to apprehcTid a thinff keenly by eye or ear; and this analogous feel 
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ing is very differently localized. Wbile in sharpest possible attention to 
real objects (as well as to after-images) the strain is plainly forwards, 
and when the attention changes from one sense to another only alters its 
direction between the several external sense-organs, leaving the rest of 
the head free from strain, the case is different in memory or fancy, for 
here the feeling withdraws entirely from the external sense-organs, and 
seems rather to take refuge in that part of the head which the brain 
fills ; if 1 wish, for example, to recall a place or person it will arise be¬ 
fore me with vividness, not according as 1 strain my attention forwards, 
but rather in proportion as I, so to speak, retract it backwards.” * 

In myself the ‘ backward retraction ’ which is felt during 

attention to ideas of memory, etc., seems to be principally 

constituted by the feeling of an actual rolling outwards and 

upwards of the eyeballs, such as occurs in sleep, and is the 

exact opposite of their behavior when w^e look at a physical 

thing. I have already spoken of this feeling on p)age 300.f 

* Psychophysik, Bd. ir. pp. 475-6. 
f I must say that I am wholly unconscious of the peculiar feelings in 

the scalp which Fechncr goes on to describe. “ The feeling of strained 
attention in the different sense-organs seems to be only a muscular one prt - 
duced in using these various organs by setting in motion, by a sort of retlex 
action, the muscles which belong to them. One can ask, then, with wljat 
particular muscular contraction the sense of strained attention in the effort 
to recall something is associated? On this question my own feeling gives 
me a decided answer; it comes to me distinctly, not as a sensation of ten¬ 
sion in the inside of the head, but as a feeling of strain and contraction in 
the scalp with a pressure from without inwards over the whole cranium, 
undoubtedly caused by a contraction of the muscles of the scalp. This 
harmonizes very well with the German popular expression den Kopf zu- 
sammennelimen^ etc., etc. In a former illness, in which I could not endure 
the slightest effort of continuous thought, and had no theoretical bias on 
this question, the muscles of the scalp, especially those of the occiput, 
assumed a fairly morbid degree of sensibility whenever I tried to think.'' 
{Ibid, pp. 490-491.) In an early writing by Professor Mach, after speak¬ 
ing rf the way in which by attention we decompose complex musical 
sounds iT'*o their elements, this investigator continues: “It is more than a 
figure cf speech when one says that we ‘search ’ among the sounds. This 
hearkening cearch is very observably a bodily activity, just like attentive 
looking i i the case of the eye. If, obeying the drift of physiology, we 
understand by attention nothing mystical, but a bodily disposition, it is 
most natural to seek it in the variable tension of the muscles of the ear. 
Just so, what common men call attentive looking reduces itself mainly to 
accommodating and setting of the optic axes. . . . According to this, it 
seems to me a very plausible view that quite generally Attention has its seat 
in the mechanism of the body. If nervous work is being done through 
certain channels, that by itself is a mechanical ground for other channels 
being closed." (Wien. Sitzungsberichte, Math. Naturw., xLvm. 2. 297. 
1869.) 
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The reader who doubts the presence of these organic feel¬ 
ings is requested to read the whole of that passage again. 

It has been said, however, that we may attend to an 
object on the periphery of the visual field and yet not 
accommodate the eye for it. Teachers thus notice the acts 
of children in the school-room at whom they appear not to 
be looking. Women in general train their peripheral visual 
attention more than men. This would be an objection to 
the invariable and universal presence of movements of ad¬ 
justment as ingredients of the attentive process. Usually, 
as is well known, no object lying in the marginal portions 
of the field of vision can catch our attention without at the 
same time ‘ catching our eye ’—that is, fatally provoking 
such movements of rotation and accommodation as will 
focus its image on the fovea, or point of greatest sensibility. 
Practice, however, enables us, tvifh effort, to attend to a 
marginal object whilst keeping the eyes immovable. The 
object under these circumstances never becomes perfectly 
distinct—the place of its image on the retina makes dis¬ 
tinctness impossible—but (as anyone can satisfy himself by 
trying) we become more vividly conscious of it than we were 
before the effort was made. Helmholtz states the fact so 
strikingly that I will quote his observation in full. He was 
trying to combine in a single solid percept pairs of stereo¬ 
scopic pictures illuminated instantaneously by the electric 
spark. The pictures were in a dark box which the spark 
from time to time lighted up; and, to keep the eyes from 
wandering betweenwhiles, a pin-hole was pricked through 
the middle of each picture, through which the light of the 
room came, so that each eye had presented to it during the 
dark intervals a single bright point. With parallel optical 
axes the points combined into a single image; and the 
slightest movement of the eyeballs was betrayed by this 
image at once becoming double. Helmholtz now found 
that simple linear figures could, when the eyes were thus 
kept immovable, be perceived as solids at a single flash of 
the spark. But when the figures were complicated photo¬ 
graphs, many successive flashes were required to grasp 
their totality. 
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Now it is interesting,” ho says, “to tiiid that, although we keep 

steadily fixating the pin-liolc's and never allow their eombined image to 

break into two, we can, nevertheless, before the spark comes, keep onr 

attention voluntarily turned to any particular portion we please of the 

dark field, so as then, when the spark comes, to receive jin ini})n‘ssion 

only from such parts of the picture as lie in this region. In this respect, 

then, our attention is quite independent of the position and accommo¬ 

dation of the eyes, and of a,ny known altenition in these organs; and 

free to direct itself by a conscious and voluntary etfort upon any seh^ded 

portion of a dark and unditferenced field of vii'w. This is one of the 

most important observations for a future ttuairy of attention.” * 

Hering, liowever, adds the following detail: 

“ Wlnlst attending to the marginal object we must always,’' he says, 

attend at the same time to the object directly fixated. If even for a 

single instant we lot the latter slip out of our mind, our eye rnov(!S 

towards the former, as may b(i easily recognized by th(‘ after-imag(‘s 

produced, or by the muscular sounds heard. The casr is tlnuj less 

properly to be called one of translocation, than one of unusually wide 

dispersion, of tlie attention, in which dispersion the largest share still 

falls upon the thing directly looked at,” t 

and consequently directly acconiniodated for. Accommoda¬ 
tion exists hero, then, as it does eisewliere, and without it 
we should lose a part of our sense of attentive activity. In 
fact, the strain of that activity (which is remarkably great in 
the experiment) is duo in part to unusually strong cc^ntrac- 
tions of the muscles ruioded to keep the eyeballs still, which 
produce unw^onted feelings of pressure in those organs. 

2. But if the peripheral part of the picture in this ex¬ 
periment be not physically accommodated for, wliat is meant 
by its sharing our attention? What happens when wo 
‘distribute ’ (u* ‘ disperse ' the latter upon a thing for which 
we remain unwilling to‘adjust’? This leads us to that 
second feature in the process, the ‘ 
of which we spoke. The effort to attend to the marginal 

region of the picture consists in nothing more nor less than the 

effort to form as dear an idea as is possible (f ivhat is there 

portrayed. The idea is to come to the help of the sensation 
and make it more distinct. It comes with effort, and such 
a mode of coming is the remaining part of w^hat we know as 

* Physiol. Optik, p. 741. 
f Hermann’s Handbuch, iii. i. 548. 
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our attention’s ‘ strain ’ under tlie circumstances. Let us 

sliow how universally present in our acts of attention this 

reinforcing imagination, this inward rej^roduction, this an¬ 

ticipatory thinkijig of the thing we attcuid to, is. 

It must as a matter of course he j)resent when tlie atten¬ 

tion is of Die intellectual variety, for tlie thing attended to 

then is nothing hut an idea, an in ward reproduction or con- 

creption. If then we prove ideal construction of the object 

to be present in sensorial attention, it will be present every- 

wher(\ Wlnm, however, sensorial att(uition is at its height, 

it is impossible to t(dl how much of the percept comes from 

without and how much from within; but if we find that tlie 

preparation we make for it always partly consists of the 

creation of an imaginary duplicate of the object in the mind, 

whicli shall stand ready to receive the outward impression 

as if in a matrix, that will be quite enough to establish the 

point in dis])ute. 

In Wundt’s and Exner’s experiments quoted above, the 

lying ill wait for the impressions, and the preparation to 

react, consist of nothing but the anticijiabiry imagination 

of what the impressions or the reactions are to be. Where 

the stimulus is unknown and the reaction undetermined, 

time is lost, because no stable image can under such cir¬ 

cumstances be formed in advance. But where both nature 

and time of signal and reaction aa-e foretold, so comjiletel}^ 

does the expectant attention consist in prenifinitory imagina¬ 

tion that, as we have seen (pp. 341, note, 373, 377), it may 

mimic the intensity of reality, or at any rate produce 

reality’s motor effects. It is impossible to read Wundt’s 

and Exner’s pages of description and not to interpret the 

‘Apperception ’ and ‘ Spannim-g ’ and other terms as equiva¬ 

lents of ijnagimition. With AVundt, in particular, the word 

Apperception (which he sets great store by) is quite inter¬ 

changeable with both imagination and attention. All three 

are names for the excitement from within of ideational 

brain-centres, for which Mr. Lewes’s name oi preperception 

seems the best possible designation. 

Where the impression to be caught is very weak, the 

way not to miss it is to sharpen our attention for it by pre¬ 

liminary contact with it in a stronger form. 
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“If we wish to begin to observe overtones, it is advisable, just 

before the sound which is to be analyzed, to sound very softly the note 

of which we are in search. . . . The piano and harmonium are well 

fitted for this use, as both give overtones that are strong. Strike upon 

the piano first the [of a certain musical example previously given in 

the text]; then, when its vibrations have objectively ceased, strike 

powerfully the note c, in whose sound g' is the third overtone, and keep 

your attention steadily bent upon the pitch of the just heard g'; you 

will now hear this tone sounding in the midst of the c. ... If you 

place the resonator which corresponds to a certain overtone, for ex¬ 

ample g' of the sound c, against your ear, and then make the note c 

sound, you wdll hear g’ much strengthened by the I’csonator. . . . This 

strengthening by the resonator can be used to make the naked ear 

attentive to the sound which it is to catch. For when the resonator 

is gradually removed, the g' grows w^eaker; but the attention, once 

directed to it, holds it now more easily fast, and the observer hears the 

tone g' now in the natural unaltered sound of the note with his unaided 

ear.” * 

Wundt, commenting on experiences of this sort, says 

that 

“ on carefully observing, one will alw’ays find that one tries first to 

recall the image in memory of the tone to be heard, and that then one 

hoars it in the total sound. The same thing is to bo noticed in WTak or 

fugitive visual impressions. Illuminate a drawing by electric sparks 

separated by considerable intervals, and after the first, and often after 

the second and third spark, hardly anything will be recognized. But 

the confused image is held fast in memory ; each successive illumination 

completes it; and so at last we attain to a clearer perce])tion. The 

primary motive to this inward activity proceeds usually from the outer 

impression itself. We hear a sound in which, from certain associations, 

we suspect a certain overtone ; the next thing is to recall the overtone 

in memory ; and finally we catch it in the sound we hear. Or perhaps 

we see some mineral substance w’^e have met before ; the impression 

awakens the memory-image, which again more or less completely melts 

with the impression itself. In this w^ay every idea takes a certain time 

to penetrate to the focus of consciousness. And during this time we 

always find in ourselves the peculiar feeling of attention. . . . The 

phenomena show that an adaptation oi attention to the impression takes 

place. The surprise which unexpected impressions give us is due essen¬ 

tially to the fact that our attention, at the moment w^hen the impression 

occurs, is not accommodated for it. The accommodation itself is of the 

double sort, relating as it does to the intensity as well as to' the quality 

of the stimulus. Different qualities of impression require disparate 

* Helmholtz: Tonempfindungen, 3d ed. 85-9 (Engl, tr., 2d ed. 60, 61; 
see also pp. 60-1). 
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adaptations. And we remark that our feeling of the strain of our 
inward attentiveness increases with every increase in the strength of 
the impressions on whose perception we are intent.” * 

The natural way of conceiving all this is under the sym¬ 

bolic form of a brain-cell played upon from two directions. 

Whilst the object excites it from without, other brain-cells, 

or perhaps spiritual forces, arouse it from within. The latter 

influence is the ‘adaj)tation of the attention.’ Tlie plenary 

energy of hrain-cdl demaiuls the co-operation of both fac¬ 

tors : not wdien merely jiresent, but w^hen both present and 

attended to, is the object fully perceived. 

A few additional experiences wall now be perfectly clear. 

Helmholtz, for instan(;e, adds this observation to the pas¬ 

sage we quoted a while ago concerning the stereoscopic 

pictures lit by the electric spark. 

“ These experiments,” he s«ays, “are interesting as regards the part 
which attention plays in the matter of double images. . . . For in 
pictures so simple that it is riOatively difficult forme to see them double, 
I can succeed in seeing them double, even when the illumination is only 
instantaneous, the moment J strive to imagine in a lively way how 
they ought then to look. The influence of attention is here pure ; for 
all eye movements arc shutout.”! 

In another place X the same writer says: 

When I have before my eyes a pair of stereoscopic drawings which 
are hard to combine, it is difficult to bring the lines and points that 
correspond, to cover each other, and with every little motion of the eyes 
they glide apart. But if J chance to gain a lively mental image {An- 
schauungshild) of the represented solid form (a thing that often occurs 
by lucky chance), 1 then move my two eyes with perfect certainty over 
the figure without the picture separating again.” 

Again, writing of retinal rivalry, Helmholtz says : 

“It is not a trial of strength between two sensations, but depends 
on our fixing or failing to fix the attention. Indeed, there is scarcely 
any phenomenon so well fitted for the study of the causes which are 
capable of determining the attention. It is not enough to form the 
conscious intention of seeing first with one eye and then wdth the other; 
vw. must form as clear a notion as possible of what we expect to see. 
Then it will actually appear.'^'' § 

* Physiol. Psych., n. 209. 
t Physiol. Optik, 741. t P. 728. 
§ Popular Scientific Lectures, Eng. Trans., p. 295. 
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In figures 37 and 38, wliere tlie result is ambiguouR, 

we can make the change from one aj^parent form to 

the other bj imagining strongly in advance the form we 

wish to see. Similarly in those j)U55zles where certain lines 

in a picture form by their combination an object that has 

no connection with what the picture ostensibly I'epresents; 

or indeed in every case where an object is inconspicuous 

and hard to discern from the background; we may not bo 

able to see it for a long time; but, having once seen ii, vo 

can attend to it again whenever we like, on account of the 

mental dupli(*.ate of it wliicli our imagination now bears. In 

the meaningless Fnuich words ^pas de lieu Rhhie que rtous," 

who can recognize immediately the English ‘ paddle your 

own canoe’ But who that has once noticed the identity 

can fail to liave it arrest his attention again ? When watch¬ 

ing for the distant clock to strike, our mind is so filled with 

its image that at every moment we think we hear the longed- 

for or dreaded sound. So of an awaited footstej). Every 

stir in the wood is for the hunter his game ; for the fugi¬ 

tive his pursuers. Every bonnet in the street is moment¬ 

arily taken by the lover to enshroud the head of his idol. 

The image in the mind is tln^ attention ; the prepercept ion, 

as Mr. Lewes calls it, is half of the perception of the looked- 

for thing, t 

* Similarly in the verses which some one tried to puzzle me with the 
other day: Out n'a beau dit, quimhot dif, md a bean dit ellef^’ 

f I cannot refrain from referring in a note to an additional set of facts 
Instanced by Lotze in his Medizinische Psychologic g 481, although T am 
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It is for this reason that men Ijave no eyes but for those 

aspects of thiugs which they have already been taught to 

discern. Any one of us can notice a phenomenon after it 

has once been pointed out, which not one in ten thousand 

could ever have discovered for himself. Even in poetry 

and the arts, some one has to come and tell us what aspects 

we may single out, and what effects we may admire, before 

our jcsthetic nature can ^dilate ’ to its full extent and never 

‘with the wrong emotion.’ In kindergarten instruction one 

of the exercises is to make the children see how many 

features they can point out in such an object as a flower or 

not satistied with the explanation, fatigue of the sense-organ, which lie 
gives. "‘In quietly lying and contemplating a w^all-paiicr pattern, some¬ 
times it is the ground, sometimes the design, which Is clearer and conse¬ 
quently comes nearer, . . , xirabesques of inonoclji'omic mauy-couvoliite<l 
lines now strike us as composed of one, now of another connected linear 
system, mid all without any intention on our part, [This is beautifully 
seen in Moorish patterns; but a simple diagram like Fig. 89 also shows it 
well. We sec it sometimes as two 
large triangles superposed, some¬ 
times as a hexagon with angles 
spanning its sides, sometimes as six 
small triangles stuck together at 

their corners.] . . . Often it hap¬ 
pens in revery that when we stare 
at a picture, suddenly some one of 
its features will be lit up with es¬ 
pecial clearness, although neither 
itsopti(;al character nor its mean¬ 
ing dis(doses any motive for sucli 
an arousal of the attention. . . . 
To one in process of becoming 
drowsy the surroundings alter¬ 
nately fade into darkness and 
abruptly brighten up. The talk of 
the bystanders seems now to come 
from indeflnite distances; but at the next moment it startles us by 
its threatening loudness at our very ear," etc. These variations, whicJi 
everyone will have noticed, arc, it seems to me, easily explicable by the 
very unstable equilibrium of our ideational centres, of which constant 
change is the law. We conceive one set of lines as object, the other as 
background, and forthwith the lirst set becomes the set we see. There 
need be no logical motive for tin* conceptual change, the irradiations of 
brain-tracts by ea(di other, according to accidents of nutrition, ‘ like sparRs 
in burnt-u]^ paper,' suflice The changes during drowsiness are still more 
obviously due to this cause. 
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a stuffed bird. They readily name the features they kno'W 
already, such as leaves, tail, bill, feet. But they may look 
for hours without distinguishing nostrils, claws, scales, etc., 
until their attention is called to these details; thereafter, 
however, they see them every time. In short, tJie only 

things which tve commonly see are those which ive preperceive, 

and the only things which we prepercoive are those which 
have been labelled for us, and the labels stamped into our 
mind. If we lost our stock of labels we should be intellect¬ 
ually lost in the midst of the world. 

Organic adjustment, then, and ideational pre2:>aration or 
pro])erce2)tion are concerned in all attentive ac ts. An interest¬ 
ing theory is defended by no less authorities than Professors 
Bain * and Iiibot,t and still more ably advocated by Mr. N. 
Lange,:}: who will have it that the ideational preparation 
itself is a consequence of muscular adjustment, so that the 
latter may bo called the essence of the attentive process 
throughout. This at least is what the theory of these 
authors practically amounts to, though the former two do 
not state it in just these terms. The proof consists in the 
exhibition of cases of intellectual attention which organic 
adjustment accompanies, or of objects in thinking wdiich we 
have to execute a movement. Thus Lange says that when 
he tries to imagine a certain colored circle, he finds himself 
first making with his eyes the movement to which the circle 
corresponds, and then imagining the color, etc., as a conse¬ 
quence of the movement. 

‘‘ Let my reader,” he adds, close his eyes and think of an extended 
object, for instance a pencil. He will easily notice that he first makes 
a slight movement [of the eyes] corresponding to the straight line, and 
that he often gets a weak feeling of innervation of the hand as if touch¬ 
ing the pencil’s surface. So, in thinking of a certain sound, we turn 
towards its direction or repeat muscularly its rhythm, or articulate an 
imitation of it. ” § 

♦ The Emotions and the Will, 8d ed. p. 870. 
f Psychologic de TAtlentiou (1889), p. 82 ff. 
t Philosophische Studien, iv. 413 ff. 
§ See Lange, loc. cit. p. 417, for another proof of his view, drawn from 

the phenomenon of retinal rivalry. 
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But it is one thing to point out the presence of muscu¬ 

lar contractions as constant concomitants of our thoughts, 

and another thing to say, with Herr Lange, that thought is 

made possible by muscular contraction alone. It may well 

be that where the object of thought consists of two parts, 

one perceived by movement and another not, the part per¬ 

ceived by movement is habitually called up first and fixed 

in the mind by the movement’s execution, whilst the other 

part comes secondarily as the movement’s mere associate. 

But even were this the rule with all men (which I doubt*), 

it would only be a practical habit, not an ultimate necessity. 

In the chapter on the Will we shall learn that movements 

themselves are results of images coming before the mind, 

images sometimes of feelings in the moving part, some¬ 

times of the movement’s efiects on eye and ear, and some¬ 

times (if the movement be originally reflex or instinctive), 

of its natural stimulus or exciting cause. It is, in truth, 

contrary to all wider and deeper analogies to deny that any 

quality of feeling whatever can directly rise up in the form 

of an idea, and to assert that only ideas of movement can 

call other ideas to the mind. 

So much for adjustment and preperception. The only 

third process I can think of as always present is the inhibi¬ 

tion of irrelevant movements and ideas. This seems, how¬ 

ever, to be a feature incidental to voluntary attention rather 

than the essential feature of attention at large,t and need 

* Many of my students have at my request experiraenled with imagined 
letters of the alphabet and syllables, and they tell me that they can see 
them inwardly as total colored pictures without following their outlines 
with the eye. I am myself a bad visualizer, and make movements all the 
while.—M. L. Marillier, in an article of eminent introsjiective power which 
appeared after my text was written (Remarques sur le Mecanisme de I’At- 
tention, in Revue Philosophique, vol. xxvii. p. 506), has contended against 
Ribot and others for the non-dependence of sensory upon motor images in 
their relations to attention. I am glad to cite him as an ally. 

t Drs. Ferriiir (Functions of the Brain, 102-8) and Obersteiner (Brain, 
I, 439 ff.) treat it as the essential feature. The author whose treatment 
of the subject is by far the most thorough and sjitisfactory is Prof. G. E. 
Muller, whose little w^ork Zur Theorie der siunlichen Aufmerksamkeit, 
Inauguraldissertation, Leipzig, Edelmann (1874?), is for learning and 

acuteness a model of what a monograph should be. 1 should like to have 
quoted from it, but the Germanism of its composition makes quotation quite 
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not concern us particularly now. Noting merely the inti* 

mate connection which our account so far establishes be¬ 

tween attention, on the one hand, and imagination, discrim¬ 

ination, and memory, on the other, let us draw a couple of 

])ra(di(5al inferences, and then pass to the more speculative 

problem that remains. 

The practical inferences are pedagogic. First, to 

strengthen attention in children who care nothing for the sub¬ 

ject they are studying and let their wits go wool-gathering. 

The interest here must be ‘derived’ from something tliat 

the teacher associates with the task, a reward or a punish¬ 

ment if nothing less external comes to mind. Prof, liibot 

says: 

“ A child refuses to read; he is iiica})ablc of keej)ing his mind lixed 

on fhe letters, which liave no attraction for him; but he looks witli avid¬ 

ity upon the pictures contained in a book. ‘What do they mean V he 

asks. The father replies: ‘When you can read, the book will tell you.’ 

After several colloquies like this, the child resigns himself and falls to 

work, first slackly, then the habit grows, and finally he shows an ardor 

which has to be restrained. This is a case of the genesis of voluntary 

attention. An artificial and indirect desire has to be grafted on a natu¬ 

ral and direct one. Keading has no immediate attractiveness, but it 

has a borrowed one, and that is enough. The child is caught in the 

wheel work, the first step is made.” 

I take another example, from M. B. Perez: * 

“A child of six years, habitually prone to mind-wandering, sat 

down one day to the piano of his own accord to repeat an air by which 

Ins mother had been charmed. His exercises lasted an hour. The 

same child at the age of seven, seeing his brother busy with tasks in 

vacat ion, went and sat at his father’s desk. ‘ What are you doing there ? ’ 

his nurse said, surprised at so finding him. ‘1 am,’said the child, 

‘ learning a page of German; it isn’t very amusing, but it is for an 

agreeable surprise to mamma.’ ” 

Here, again, a birth of voluntary attention, grafted this 

time on a sympathetic instead of a selfish sentiment like 

tJiat of the first example. The piano, the German, awaken 

impossible. Sec also G. II. Lewes Problems of Life and Mind, 3d Series, 
Prob. 2, chap. 10. G H, Schueider. Dcr mcnschliche Wille, 294 809 
11.; C Stumpf. Tonpsychologie, I. 07-75, W. B. Carpenter; Mental Physi¬ 
ology, chap. 3 ; Cappic in ‘ Brain,’ July 1880 (liyperaimia'theory), J. Bully 
In ‘ Brain,’ Oct. 1890. 

* L’Enfaiit de trois a sept Aus. p. 108. 
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ao spontaneous attention; but they arouse and maintain it 

by borrowing a force from elsewhere.* 

Second, take that mind-wandering which at a later age 

may trouble us whilst reading or listening to a discourse. If 

attention be the reproduction of the sensation from within, 

the habit of rciading not merely witli the eye, and of listen¬ 

ing not merely witli the ear, but of articulating to one’s self 

the words seen or heard, ought to deepen one’s attention to 

the latter. Experience shows that this is the case. I can 

keep my wandering mind a great deal more closely upon a 

conversation or a lecture if I actively re-echo to nn^self the 

words than if I simply hear them; and I find a number of 

my students who report benefit from voluntarily adopting 

a similar ci^urse.f 

Second, a teacher who wishes to engage the (dtention of his 

class must knit his novelties on to things of which they already 

have preperceptions. The old and familiar is readily at¬ 

tended to by the mind ami helps to hold in turn the new, 

forming, in Herbartian phraseology, an ‘ Apperceptions- 

masse ’ for it. Of course it is in every case a very delicate 

problem to know what ^Apperceptionsmasse ’ to use. 

Psychology can only lay down the general rule. 

IS VOLUNTABY ATTENTION A BESTJLTANT OR A FORCE? 

When, a few pages back, I symbolized the ‘ ideational 

preparation’ element in atteiition by a brain-cell played 

upon from within, I added ‘ by other brain-cells, or by 

some spiritual force,’ without deciding which. The ques¬ 

tion ‘ which ?’ is one of those central psychologic mys¬ 

teries which part the schools. When we reflect that the 

turnings of our attention form the nucleus of our inner 

self; when we see (as in the cha])ter on the Will we 

shall see) that volition is nothing but attention; when we 

believe that our autonomy in the midst of nature depends 

on our not being pure effect, but a cause,— 

Principium quoddavi quod fatifirdera rumpai, 

Ex iiefinito ne canmm mum sequatur— 

* Psychologic; (h‘ rAtlentioii, p. 53. 
f Repetition of this sml, does not conievintelligence of what is said, it only 

keeps the mind from wandering into other cliannels. The intelligence 
sometimes comes in beats, as it were, at the end of sentences, or in the 
midst of words which were mere words until then. See above, p 381. 
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we must admit that the question whether attention involve 

such a principle of spiritual activity or not is metaphysical 

as well as psychological, and is well worthy of all the pains 

we can bestow on its solution. It is in fact the pivotal 

question of metaphysics, the very hinge on which our 

picture of the world shall swing from materialism, fatalism, 

monism, towards spiritualism, freedom, pluralism,—or else 

the other way. 

It goes back to the automaton-theory. If feeling is an 

inert accompaniment, then of course the brain-cell can be 

played upon only by other brain-cells, and the attention 

which we give at any time to any subject, whether in the 

form of sensory adaptation or of ‘ preperception,’ is the 

fatally predetermined effect of ex(*lusively material laws. 

If, on the other hand, the feeling which coexists with the 

brain-cells’ activity reacts dynamically upon that activity, 

furthering or checking it, then the attention is in part, at 

least, a cause. It does not necessarily follow, of course, 

that this reactive feeling should be ‘ free ’ in the sense of 

having its amount and direction undetermined in advance, 

for it might very well be predetermined in all these par¬ 

ticulars. If it were so, our attention would not be ma¬ 

terially determined, nor yet would it be ‘free’ in the 

sense of being spontaneous or unpredictable in advance. 

The question is of course a purely speculative one, for we 

have no means of objectively ascertaining whether our feel¬ 

ings react on our nerve-processes or not; and those who 

answer the question in either way do so in consequence 

of general analogies and presumptions drawn from other 

fields. As mere conceptions^ the eflect-theory and the cause- 

theory of attention are equally clear; and whoever affirms 

either conception to be true must do so on metaphysical or 

universal rather than on .scientific or particular grounds. 

As regards immediate sensorial attention hardly any one 

is tempted to regard it as anything but an effect.* We 

* The reader will jilease observe that 1 am saying all that can possibly 
be said in favor of the effect-theory, since, inclining as 1 do myself to the 
cause-theory, 1 do not want to undervalue the enemy. As a matter of 
fact, one might begin to take one’s stand against the effect theory at 
the outset, with the phenomenon of immediate sensorial attention. One 
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are ‘ evolved ’so as to respond to special stimuli by special 

accommodative acts Avhicli produce clear perceptions on 

the one hand in us, and on the other hand such feelings of 

inner activity as were above described. The accommoda¬ 

tion and the resultant feeling are the attention. We don’t 

bestow it, the object draws it from us. The object has the 

initiative, not the mind. 

Derived attention, tvhere there is no voluntary effort, see7as 

also most plausibly to he a mere effect. The object again 

takes the initiative and draws our attention to itself, not 

by reason of its own intrinsic interest, but because it is 

connected with some other interesting thing. Its brain- 

process is connected with another that is either excited, or 

tending to be excited, and the liability to share the excite¬ 

ment and become aK^iised is the liability to ‘preperception’ 

in which the attention consists. If I have received an 

insult, I may not be actively thinking of it all the time, yet 

the thought of it is in such a state of heightened iirita- 

bility, that the place where I received it or the man who 

inflicted it cannot be mentioned in my hearing without my 

attention bounding, as it were, in that direction, as the im¬ 

agination of the whole transaction revives. Where such a 

stirring-up occurs, organic adjustment must exist as well, 

and the ideas must innervate to some degree the muscles. 

Thus the whole process of involuntary derived attention is 

might say that attention causes the movements of adjustment of the eyes, 
for example, and is not merely their effect. Ilering writes most emphati¬ 
cally to this eff ect : “ The movements from one point of fixation to another 
are occasioned and regulated by the changes of place of the attention. 
When an object, seen at first indirectly, draws our attention to itself, the 
corresponding movement of the eye follows without further ado, as a con¬ 
sequence of the attention’s migration and of our effort to make the object 
distinct. The wandering of the attention entails that of the fixation point. 
Before its movement begins, its goal is already in consciousness and 
grasped by the attention, and the location of this spot in the total space 
seen is what determines the direction and amount of the movement of the 
eye.” (Hermann’s Handbuch, p. 534.) I do not here insist on this, because 
it is hard to tell whether the attention or the movement comes first (Her- 
ing’s reasons, pp. 535-6, also 544-6, seem to me ambiguoas), and because, 
even if the attention to the object does come first, it may be a mer^ effect of 
stimulus and association. Mach’s theory that the will to look is the space- 
feeling itself may be compared with llering’s in this place. See Mach’i 
Beitrtlge zur Analyse der Empfindungen (1886), pp. 55 ff. 
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accoanted for if we grant that tliore is Ksometliing interest¬ 

ing enougli to arouse and lix the tliought of vvhatevei* may 

be connected witli it. This tixing is the attention ; and it 

Carrie^ with it a \ agiie sense of activity going on, and of 

ac(|uiesceiic(^., furtherance, and ado])tion, which makes us 

feel the activity to be our own. 

This reinforc(3ment of ideas and im2)ressions by the j)re- 

existiiig contents of the mind was wiiat Herbart had in 

mind when lie gave the name of upperceptiDe attention to the 

variety we describe. We easily see now why the lover’s tap 

should be heard—it finds a nerve-centre half ready in ad¬ 

vance to ex^jlode. AVe see how we can attend to a c(jm- 

panion’s voice in the midst of noises which pass uiinoticd 

though objectively much louder than the words we hear. 

Each word is doubly awakened; once from without by the 

lips of the talker, but already before that from within by 

the premonitory processes irradiating from the jirevious 

words, and by the dim arousal of all j^t’^^f^isses that are 

connected with the ' tojuc ’ of the talk. The irrelevant 

noises, on the other hand, are awakened only once. They 

form an unconnected train. The boys at school, inatten¬ 

tive to the teacher excej:)t when he begins an anecdote, and 

then all pricking uj) their ears, are as easily ex])lained. 

The words of th(i anecdote shoot into association with ex¬ 

citing objects which react and fix them; the otlnu* words ilo 

not. Similarly with the gramma\' heard by the jmrist and 

Herbart’s other examjjles quoted on page 418. ‘ 

Even where the attention is voluntary, it is possible to 

conceive of it as an effect, and not a cause, a jiroduct and 

not an agent, The things we attend to come io us by their 

own laws. Attention creates no idea ; an idea must already 

be there before we can attend to it. Attention only fixes 

and retains what the ordinary laws of association bring ‘ be¬ 

fore the footlights ’ of consciousness. But the moment we 

admit this we see that the attention per se, the feeling of at¬ 

tending need no more fix and retain the ideas than it need 

bring them. The associates which bring them also fix them 

by the interest which they lend. In short, voluntary and 

involuntary attention may be essentially the same. It is 

true that where the ideas are intrinsically very unwelcome 
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and the effort to attend to them is great, it seems to us as 

if the frequent rcmewal of the eti'ort were the very cause by 

which they are held fast, and we naturally think of the ef¬ 

fort as an original force. In fact it is only to the effort to 

attend, not to the nje^e attending, that we are seriously 

tempted to ascaibe spontaneous power. We think we can 

make more of it if ivc will; and the amount which we make 

does not seem a fixed function of the ideas themselves, as 

it would necessarily have to be if our effort were an effect 

and not a spiritual force. But even here it is possible to 

conceive the facts mechanically and to regard the effort as 

a mere effect. 

Effort is felt only where there is a conflict of interests 

in the mind. The idea A may be intrinsically exciting to 

us. The idea Z may derive its interest from associatir)n 

with some remoter good. A may be our sweetlieiirt, Z 

may be some condition of our soul’s salvation. Under 

these circumstances, if we succeed in attmiding to Z at all it 

is always with expenditure of effort. Tin' ‘ ideational prepar- 

aration,’ the ‘pre])erc(‘ption ’ of A keeps going on of its own 

accord, whilst tlnit of Z needs in(*essant pulses of voluntary 

reinforcement—that is, we have ilw feelwg of voluntary re¬ 

inforcement (or effort) at each successive moment in which 

the thought of Z flares l>rightly u]> in our mind. Dynami¬ 

cally, however, that may mean only this : that the associa¬ 

tive processes which make Z triumph are really the 

stronger, and in A’s absence would mak(i us give a ‘ passive ’ 

and unimpeded attention to Z ; but, so long as A is pi estmt, 

some of of theur force is used to inhibit the processes (con¬ 

cerned with A. Such inhibition is a ])artial neutralization 

of the brain-energy which would otherwise be available 

for fluent thought. But what is lost for thought is con¬ 

verted into feeling, in this case into the peculiar feeling of 

effort, difficulty, or strain. 

The stream of our thought is like a river. On the 

whole easy simple flowing predominates in it, the drift of 

things is with the pull of gravity, and effortless attention 

is the rule. But at intervals an obstruction, a set-back, a 

log-jam occurs, stops the current, creates an eddy, and 

makes things temporarily move the other way. If a real 
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liver could feel, it would feel these eddies and set-backs as 

places of effort. “ I am here flowing,’" it would say, ‘‘ in the 

direction of greatest resistance, instead of flowing, as usual, 

in the direction of least. My effort is what enables me to per¬ 

form this feat.” Eeally, the effort would only bo a passive in¬ 

dex that the feat was being performed. Tlie agent would all 

the while be the total downward drift of the rest of the water, 

forcing some of it upwards in this spot; and although, on 

the average, the direction of least resistance is downwards, 

that would be no reason for its not being upwards now 

and then. Just so with our voluntary acts of attention. 

They are momentary arrests, c.ou})led with a peculiar feel¬ 

ing, of portions of the stream. But the arresting force, 

instead of being this peculiar feeling itself, may be nothing 

but the processes by which the collision is produced. The 

feeling of effort may be ^an accompaniment,’ as Mr. Brad¬ 

ley says, ^ more or less superfluous,’ and no more contribute 

to the result than the pain in a man’s Anger, when a ham¬ 

mer falls on it, contributes to the hammer’s weight. Thus 

the notion that our effort in attending is an original faculty, 

a force additional to the others of which brain and mind 

are the seat, may be an abject superstition. Attention may 

have to go, like many a faculty once deemed essential, like 

many a verbal phantom, like many an idol of the tribe. It 

may be an excrescence on Psychology. No need of it to 

drag ideas before consciousness or Ax them, when we see 

how perfectly they drag and Ax each other there. 

I have stated the effect-theory as persuasively as I can.* 

It is a clear, strong, well-equipped conception, and like all 

such, is fltted to carry conviction, where there is no con¬ 

trary proof. The feeling of effort certainly 7nay be an inert 

accompaniment and not the active element which it seems. 

No measurements are as yet performed (it is safe to say 

none ever will be performed) which can show that it con¬ 

tributes energy to the result. We may then regard atten¬ 

tion as a superfluity, or a ^ Luxus,’ and dogmatize against 

* F. H. Bradley, Is there a Special Activity of Attention P^'in ‘ Mind,* 
XI. 305, and Lipps, Grundtatsachen, chaps, iv and xxix, have stated It 
similarly. 
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its causal function with no feeling in our hearts but one of 

pride that we are applying Occam’s razor to an entity that 

has multiplied itself ‘ beyond necessity.’ 

But Occam’s razor, though a very good rule of method, 

is certainly no law of nature. The laws of stimulation and 

of association may well be indispensable actors in all at¬ 

tention’s performances, and may even l)e a good enough 

‘ stock-company ’ to carry on many performances without 

aid ; and yet i\iej7aay at times sim])ly form the background 

for a ‘ star-performer,’ who is no more tlieir ‘ inert accompa¬ 

niment ’ or their ‘ incidental product ’ than Hamlet is 

Horatio’s and Ophelia’s. Such a star-performer would be 

the voluntary effort to attend, if it were an original psychic 

force. Nature way^ I say, indulge in those complications ; 

and the conception that she has done so in this case is, I 

think, just as clear (if not as ‘ parsimonious ’ logically) as the 

conception tlujt she has not. To justify this assertion, let 

us (isle just ichd file effort to atteiid would effect if it were an 

original force. 

It would deepen and prolong the stay in consciousness 

of innumerable ideas which else would fade more quickly 

away. The delay thus gained might not be more than a 

second in duration—but that second might be critical; for 

in the constant rising and falling of considerations in the 

mind, where two associated systems of them are nearl}^ in 

ecpiilibrium it is often a matter of but a second more or less 

of attention at the outset, whether one system shall gain 

force to occupy the field and develop itself, and exclude 

the other, or be excluded itself by the other. When devel¬ 

oped, it may make us act; and that act may seal our doom. 

When we come to the chapter on the Will, we shall see that 

the whole drama of the voluntary life hinges on the amount 

of attention, slightly more or slightly less, which rival 

motor ideas may receive. Bxit the whole feeling of reality, 

the whole sting and excitement of our voluntary life, depends 

on our sense that in it things are really being decided from 

one moment to another, and that it is not the dull rattling 

off of a chain that was forged innumerable ages ago. This 

appearance, which makes life and history tingle with such 

a tragic zest, may not be an illusion. As we grant to 
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tliG advocate of the mechanical theory that it may be one, 

so he must grant to us that it may not. And the result is 

two conceptions of possibility face to face with no facts 

definitely enough known to stand as arbiter between them. 

Under these circumstancc^s, one can leave the question 

open whilst waiting for light, or one can do wLat most spec¬ 

ulative minds do, that is, look to one’s general philosophy 

to incline the beam. The believers in mechanism do so 

without hesitation, and they ought not to refuse a similar 

privilege to the believers in a spiritual force. I count my¬ 

self among the latter, but as my nuisons are ethical they 

are hardly suited for introduction into a psychological 

work.* The last word of psychology here is ignorance, for 

the ‘ forces ’ engaged are certainly too delicate and numerous 

to l)e foll(»wed in detail. Meanwhile, in view of the strange 

arrogance with which the wildest materialistic s])e(udations 

persist in calling themselves ‘science,’ it is well to recall 

just what the reasoning is, by which the efiect-theory of 

attention is confirmed. It is an argunumt from analogy, 

drawn from rivers, reflex actions and other material })he- 

nomena where no consciousness oppenrs to exist at all, and 

extended to cas(‘S wdiero consciousness seems the ])hen()m- 

enon’s essential feature. The conscionsness doesyit conni, 

these reasoners say; it doesn’t exist for science, it is nil; 

you mustn’t think about it at all. The intensely rcmkhiss 

character of all this needs no comment. It is making the me¬ 

chanical theory true jx^r fas ant riefa^^. For the sake of that 

theory we make inductions from phenomena to others that 

are startlingly 7.mlike them; and we assume that a compli¬ 

cation wdiich Nature has introduced (the presence of feeling 

and of effort, namely) is not worthy of scientific recognition 

at all. Such conduct may conceivably be vise, though I 

doubt it; but scientific, as contrasted with metaphysical, 

it cannot seriously be called, t 

* More will be said of the matter Avheii we come to the chapter on the 

Will. 
t See, for a defence of the notion of inward activity, Mr. James Ward’s 

searching articles in ‘ Mind,' xii. 45 and 664. 
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INATTENTION. 

Having spoken fully of attention, let me add a word 

about inattention. 

We do not notice the ticking of the clock, the noise of 

the city streets, or tluj roaring r)f the brook near the 

hou8(i; and (iven the din of a hmndry or factory will 

not mingle with the thoughts of its workers, if they have 

been there long enough. When we first 2)ut on spectacles, 

especially if they be of certain curvatures, the bright reflec¬ 

tions they give of the windows, etc., mixing with the field 

of view, are very disturlung. In a few days we ignore them 

altogetlun-. Various ento})tic images, )mwc(e volitantes, etc., 

although constaaitly ])resent, are hardly ever known. The 

pressure of our clothes and shoes, the beating of our hearts 

and arterites, our breathing, cei-tain shuidfast b(.)dily pains, 

luibitual odors, tastes in the mouth, etc., are examples from 

other senses, of tlie same lapse into unconsciousness of any 

too unchanging content—a lapse which Hobbes has ex- 

])ressed in the well-known phrase, Semper idem sentire 

ac non sent ire ad idem revertuni.'' 

The (‘ause of the unconsciousness is certainly not the 

mer(i blunting of the sense-organs. Were the sensation 

important, we should notice it well enough ; and we can at 

ajiy moment notice it by ex])r(‘.ssly throwing our attention 

upon it,* provided it have not become so inveterate that in¬ 

attention to it is ingrained in our very constitution, as in the 

case of the 'mirnca: volitamtes the double retinal images, etc. 

But even in these cases artificial conditions of observation 

and patience soon givi^ us command of the impression 

which we seek. The inattentiveness must then be a habit 

grounded on higher conditions than mere sensorial fatigue. 

* It must b(i admitted that some little time will often elapse before this 
(dfort succeeds. As a child, I slept in a nursery with a very loud-ticking 
(dock, and remember my astonishment more than once, on listening for its 
tick, to find myself unable to catch it for what seemed a long space of 
lime ; then suddenly it would break into my consciousness with an almost 
startling loudness.—M. Delboeuf somewhere narrates how, sleeping in the 
country near a mill-dam, he woke in the night and thought the water had 
ceased to how, but on looking out of the open window saw it flowing in the 
moonlight, and then heard it too. 
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Helmholtz has formulated a general law of inattentioB 

which we shall have to study in the next chapter but 

one. Helmholtz’s law is that we leave all impressions un¬ 

noticed which are valueless to us as signs by which to dis^ 

criminate things. At most such impressions fuse with their 

consorts into an aggregate effect. The upper partial tones 

which make human voices differ make them differ as wholes 

only—we cannot dissociate the tones themselves. The 

odors which form integral parts of the characteristic taste 

of certain substances, meat, fish, cheese, butter, wine, do 

not come as odors to our attention. The various muscular 

and tactile feelings that make up the perception of the 

attributes ‘ wet,’ ‘ elastic,’ ^ doughy,’ etc., are not singled out 

separately for what they are. And all this is due to an in¬ 

veterate habit we have contracted, of passing from them 

immediately to their import and letting their substantive 

nature alone. They have formed connections in the mind 

which it is now difficult to break ; they are constituents of 

processes which it is hard to arrest, and which differ alto¬ 

gether from what the processes of catching the attention 

would be. In the cases Helmholtz has in mind, not only 

we but our ancestors have formed these habits. In the 

cases we started from, however, of the mill-wheel, the 

spectacles, the factoiy, din, the tight shoes, etc., the habits 

of inattention are more recent, and the manner of their 

genesis seems susceptible, hypothetically at least, of being 

traced. 

How can impressions that are not needed by the intel¬ 

lect be thus shunted off from all relation to the rest of 

consciousness ? Professor G. E. Muller has made a plausi¬ 

ble reply to this question, and most of what follows is 

borrowed from him.* He begins with the fact that 

“ When we first come out of a mill or factory, in which we have re¬ 
mained long enough to get wonted to the noise, we feel as if something 
were IcuMng. Our total feeling of existence is different from what it 
was when we were in the mill. ... A friend writes to me : ‘I have in 
my room a little clock which does not run quite twenty-four hours with 
out winding. In consequence of this, it often stops. So soon as thia 
happens, I notice it, whereas I naturally fail to notice it when going. 
--------—-—-—___— 

* Zur Theorie d. sinnl. Aufmerksamkeit, p. 128 foil. 
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When this first began to happen, there was this modification : I sud¬ 
denly felt an undefined uneasiness or sort of void, without being able to 
say what was the matter; and only after some consideration did I find 
the cause in the stopping of the clock.’ ” 

That the stopping of an nnfelt stimulus may itself be 

felt is a well-known fact: the sleejjer in church who wakes 

when the sermon ends ; the miller who does the same when 

his wheel stands still, are stock examples. Now (since 

every impression falling on the nervous system must propa¬ 

gate itself somewhither), Muller suggests that impressions 

which come to us when the thought-centres are preoccupied 

with other matters may thereby be blocked or inhibited 

from invading these centres, and may then overflow into 

lower paths of discharge. And he farther suggests that if 

this process recur often enough, the side-track thus created 

will grow so permeable as to be used, no matter what may 

be going on in the centres above. In the acquired inat¬ 

tention mentioned, the constant stimulus always caused 

disturbance at first ; and consciousness of it was extruded 

successfully only when the brain was strongly excited about 

other things. Gradually the extrusion became easier, and 

at last automatic. 

The side-tracks which thus learn to draft off the stimu¬ 

lations that interfere with thought cannot be assigned with 

any precision. They probably terminate in organic pro¬ 

cesses, or insignificant muscular contractions w^hich, when 

stopped by the cessation of their instigating cause, immedi¬ 

ately give us the feeling that something is gone from our 

existence (as Muller says), or (as his friend puts it) the feel¬ 

ing of a void.* 

Muller’s suggestion awakens another. It is a well- 

known fact that persons striving to keep their attention on 

a difficult subject will resort to movements of various un¬ 

meaning kinds, such as pacing the room, drumming with 

the fingers, playing with keys or watch-chain, scratching 

* I have begun to inquire experimentally whether any of the measurable 
functions of the workmen change after the din of machinery stops at a 
workshop. So far I have found no constant results as regards either pulse, 
breathing, or strength of squeeze by the hand. I hope to prosecute the 
ijuiiy farther (May, 1890). 
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head, pulling mustache, vibrating foot, or what not, accord^ 
ing to the individual. There is an anecdote of Sir W. Scott, 
when a boy, rising to the head of his class by cutting ofl 
from the jacket of the usual head-boy a button which the 
latter was in the habit of twirling in his fingers during the 
lesson. The button gone, its owner’s power of reciting 
also departed.—Now much of this activity is uncjuestioiiably 

due to the overflow of emotional excitement during anxious 

and concentrated thought. It drains away nerve-currents 

which if pent up within the thouglit-centres would very 

likely make the confusion there worse confounded. But 
may it not also be a means of drafting ofl* all the irrelevant 
sensations of the moment, and so keeping the attention 
more exclusively concentrated upon its inner task? Each 
individual usually has his own pecniliar habitual movement 

of this sort. A downward nerve-path is thus kept con¬ 

stantly o])en during concentrated thought; and as it seems 
to be a law of frequent (if not of universal) application, that 

incidental stimuli tend to discharge thi’ough paths that are 

already discharging rather than through others, the whole 

arrangeimmt might protect the thought-centres from inter- 

fer(nice from without. Were this the true rationale of these 
peculiar movements, we should have to suppose that the 

sensations produced by each j)hase of the movement itself 
are also drafted off immediately by the next })haso and help 
to keep the circular process agoing. I offer the suggestion 
for what it is worth; the connection of the movements them¬ 

selves with the continued effort of attention is certainly a 
genuine and curious fact. 



CHAPTEK XII. 

CONCEPTION. 

THE SENSE OP SAMENESS. 

In Chapter VITI, p. 221, tlie distinction was drawn be- 
tw(ieu two kinds of knowledge of things, l)are acquaintance 
with tlunn and knowhalge a]>ont thorn. The ])ossibility of 

two such knowledge's dcqxunls on a fundamental psychical 
peculiarity whiclnnay be (uititk'd fltc principle, of const(uicy 

in the niinas meouimfs,'' and whi(di may be thus expressed: 

“ The same viatters can be Ihoiight of in s nccessive port ions of 

the mental stretnUy and some of these portions CAin know that 

they mean the same matters irhich the other portions nieantT 

One might [uit it othei’wise by saying that ^Uhe mind, can 

alirays intemt, and kno/r irhen it i)dends,io think of the SameT 

This sense (f saineness is the v(‘.ry keel and backbone of 
our thinking. We saw in Cha])ter X how the conscious- 

ijiess of jrersonal hhmtity re])osed on it, the present tliought 

finding in its memories a warmth and intimacy which it 
recognizes as the same wairiuth and intimacy it now feels. 
This sense of identity of the knowing subject is held by 
some philosoplnu’s tf> be the only vehicle by which the 

world hangs together. It seems hardly necessary to say 

that a sense of identity of the known object would perform 
exactly the same unifying function, even if the sense of 
subjective identity were lost. And without the intention to 

think of the same outer things over and over again, and the 
sense that we were doing so, our sense of our own personal 
sameness would carry us but a little way towards making 

a universe of our experience. 
Note, however, that we are in the first instance speak¬ 

ing of tlie sense of sameness from the point of view of the 

mind’s structure alone, and not from the point of view of 

the universe. We are psychologizing, not philosophizing, 
m 
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That is, we do not care whether there be any real sameness 
in things or not, or whether the mind be true or false in its 
assumptions of it. Our principle only lays it down that 
the mind makes continual use of the notion of sameness, 
and if deprived of it, would have a different structure from 
what it has. In a word, the principle that the mind can 
mean the Same is true of its meanings, but not necessarily 
of aught besides.* The mind must conceive as ])ossible 
that the Same should be before it, for our exj)erience to be 
the sort of thing it is. Without the psychological sense of 
identity, sameness might rain down upon us from the outer 
world for ever and we be none the wiser. With the psy¬ 
chological sense, on the other hand, the outer world might 
be an unbroken flux, and yet w^e should perceive a repeated 
experience. Even now, the world may be a ])lace in which 
the same thing never did and never will come twice. The 
thing we mean to point at may change from top to bottom 
and we be ignorant of the fact. But in our meaning itself 
we are not deceived; our intention is to think of the same. 
The name which I have given to the principle, in calling it 
the law of constancy in our meanings, accentuates its sub¬ 
jective character, and justifies us in laying it down as the 
most important of all the features of our mental structure. 

Not all psychic life need be assumed to have the sense 
of sameness developed in this way. In tlie consciousness 
of worms and polyps, though the same realities may fre¬ 
quently impress it, the feeling of sameness may seldom 
emerge. We, however, running back and forth, like spiders 
on the web they weave, feel ourselves to be working over 
identical materials and thinking them in diflerent ways. 
And the man who identifies the materials most is held to 
have the most philosophic human mind. 

* There are two other ‘ principles of identity' in philosophy. The 
ontological one asserts that every real thing is what it. is, that a is a, and b, 
h. The logical one says that what is once true of the subject of a judgment 
is always true of that subject. The ontological law is a tautological 
truism; the logical principle is already more, for it implies subjects unal¬ 
terable by time. The psychological law also implies facts which might not 
be realized : there might be no succession of thoughts; or if there were, the 
later ones might not think of the earlier; or if they did, they might not 
recall the content thereof; or, recalling the content, they might not take It 
gs * the same' with anything else. 
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CONCEPTION DEFINED. 

The function hy which wc thus identify a numerically dis* 
tinct and. permanent subject of discourse is called conception ; 

and the thoughts which are its vehicles are called concepts. 
But the word ‘ concept ’ is often used as if it stood for the 

object of discourse itself; and this looseness feeds such 

evasivciiiess in discussion that I shall avoid the use of the 

expression (ioncept altogether, and speak of ‘ conceiving 

state of mind,’ or something similar, instead. The word 

^conception ’ is unambiguous. It properly denotes neither 

the imuital state nor what the mental state signific^.s, but 

tlie relation between the two, namely, the f unction of the 

mental state in signifying just that particular thing. It is 

plain that one and the same mental state can b(i the ve¬ 

hicle of many conceptions, can mean a particular thing, 

and a great deal more besides. If it has such a multiple 

conceptual function, it may be called an act of compound 

conception. 

We may conceive realities supposed to be extra-mental, 

as steam-engine ; fictions, as mermaid; or mere entia rati- 
onis, like difference or nonentity. But wdiatever we do 

conceive, our conception is of that and nothing else—noth¬ 

ing else, that is, instead of that, though it may be of much 

else in addition to that. Each act of conception results 

from our attention singling out some one part of the mass 

of matter for thought which the world presents, and hold¬ 

ing fast to it, without confusion.* Confusion occurs when 

* In later chapters we shall see that determinate relations exist between 
the various data thus fixed upon by the mind. These are called a priori 
or axiomatic relations. Simple inspection of the data enables us to per¬ 
ceive them; and one inspection is as effective as a million for engendering 
in us the conviction that between those that relation must always hold. 
To change the relation we should have to make the data dift’erent. ‘The 
guarantee for the uniformity and adequacy' of the data can only be the 
mind’s own power to fix upon any objective content, and to mean that 
content as often as it likes. This right of the mind to * construct ’ perma¬ 
nent ideal objects for itself out of the data of experience seems, singularly 
enough, to be a stumbling-block to many. Professor Robertson in his 
clear and instructive article ' Axioms' in tlie Encyclopaedia Britannica (9th 
edition) suggests that it may only be where movements enter into the con¬ 
stitution of the ideal obwct (as they do in geometrical figures) that we can 
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we do not know wketlier a certain object proposed to us 

is the same with one of our meanings or not; so that the 

conceptual function requires, to be coni])lete, that the 

thought should not only say ‘1 mean this,’ but also say ‘1 

don’t mean that.’ * 

Each conce])ti()n thus eternally remains what it is, and 

never can become another. The inind may change its 

states, and its meanings, at diffenujt times; ma}^ drop one 

conee2)ti()n ajid tak(‘ u]) anotlnu*, but the dropped concej)- 

tion can in no intelligibh^ sense be said t(3 change info its 

successor. '^J’he paj)er, a moment ago wliite, 1 may now see 

to have l)een scorcdual blac‘k. Jhit my conc'eption ‘white ’ 

does not change into mv conce]>tion ‘ black.’ On the con- 

traiy, it stays alongside of the objective blackness, as a 
ditieiamt meaning in my mind, and by so doing lets me 

judge tin' blackness as the ])aper’s change. Unless it 

stayed, I should simply say ‘blackness’ and know no more. 

Thus, amid the iiiiv of o})inions and of physical things, the 

world of conceptions, or things intended to be thought 

about, stands stiff and immutable, likt' Idato’s Ilealm of 

Ideas, t 

Some conce])tions are of things, some of events, some of 

qualities. Any fact, be it thing, event, or quality, may be 

conceived sufficiently for ])urposes of identification, if only 

it be singled out and marked so as to separate it from 

other things. Simply calling it ‘this ’ or ‘that’ will suffice. 

make the ultimate relations to be wliat for us they must be in all circnnn- 
stances.” He makes, it is true, a concession in favor of conceptions of 
number abstracted from “ subjca^tive occurrences succeeding each other in 
time” because these also are acts “of construction, dependent on the 
power we have of voluntarily determining the flow of subjective con¬ 
sciousness.” “ The content of i)assive sensation,” on the other hand, “ may 
indeflnitely vaiy beyond any control of ours.” What if it do vary, so long 
as we can continue to think of and mean the qualities it varied from ? We 
can ‘make ’ ideal objects for ourselves out of irrecoverable bits of passive 
experience quite as peifectly as out of easily repeatable active experiences. 
And when we have got (uir objects together and compared them, we do 
not make, hntjirui, their relations. 

* Cf. Flodgson, Time and Space, § 46. Lotze, Logic, § 11. 
t ** For though a man in a fever should from sugar have a bitter taste, 

which at another time would produce a sweet one, yet the idea of bitter in 
that man’s mind would be as distinct as if he had tasted only gall.” (Locke’« 
Essay bk. ii. chap. xi. § 3. Read the whole section 1) 
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To speak in teclinical language, a siibject may be conceived 

by its denofation^ witli no cannotaiion, or a very minimum of 

connotation, attacdied. The essential point is that it should 

be re-i(lontifi{‘d by us as that which the talk is about; and 

no full representation of it is lUH-essarj^ for this, even when 

it is a fully representable thing. 

In this s(ms(% creatures extremely low in the intellectual 

scale ma)" have concej)tion. All that is requircid is that 

they should recognize ilie same ex})orience again. A polyp 

would be a conceptual thinker if a feeling of ‘ Hollo ! thing- 

umbol) again!’ ever flitted through its mind. 

Most of th(* objects of our thought, however, are to 

some degree lepresented as w(d] as merely ])ointed out. 

Eitlu^r they are thhigs and events jxu’ceived or imagined, 

or they are qualities aj)prehonded in a positive way. Even 

wher(^ w(‘. have no intuitive^ acquaintance with th(5 nature of 

a thing, if we know any of the relations of it at all, anything 

iihout it, that is enough to individualize aaid distinguish it 

from all the other things whicli we might mean. Many of 

our to])ics of discourse are thus prohlcwaiicidy or defined by 

their relations oidy. think of a thing (ihoat which cer- 

taijj facts must obtain, but we do not yet know him the 

thing will look when it is realized. Thus we conceive of a 

perpetual-motion machine. It is a qua\sif urn of a perfectly 

definite kind,—we can always tell whether the actual 

machines otiered us do or do not agree with what we mean 

by it. The natural possibility or impossibility of the thing 

does not touch the question of its conceivability in this 

})roblematic way. ‘ Round square,’ ‘ black-white-thing,’ are 

absolutely definite conceptions ; it is a mere accident, as far 

as coiicc'ption goes, that they happen to stand for things 

which nature never lets us sensibly perceive.* 

* B];ick round things, square white things, per contra, Nature gives us 
freely enough Jhil the combinations whicli she refuses to realize may exist 
as disliiicUy, in the sliape of iiostulates, as those which she gives may exist 
in tlic shn])(‘ of positive images, in our mind„ As a matter of fact, she may 
realize a warm cold thing whenever two points of the skin, so near together 
as not to be locally distinguished, are touched, the one with a warm, the 
other with a cold, piece of metal. The warmth and the cold are then often 

felt as if in the same objective place. Under similar conditions two objects, 
one sharp and the other blunt, may feel like one sharp blunt thing The 
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CONCEPTIONS ARB TTNCHANGBABLE. 

The fact that the same real topic of discourse is at one 

time conceived as a mere ‘that’ or ‘that which, etc.,’ and 

is at another time conceived with additional specitications, 

has been treated by many authors as a proof that concep¬ 

tions themselves are fertile and self-developing. A concep¬ 

tion, according to the Hegelizers in phi]()so])hy, ‘develops 

its own significance,’ ‘ makes explicit what it implicitly con¬ 

tained,’ passes, on occasion, ‘ over into its opposite,’ and in 

short loses altogether the blankly s(df-ideiitical character 

we sui^posed it to maintain. The figure we viewed as a 

polygon appears to us now as a sum of juxtaposed triangles; 

the number hitherto conceived as thirteen is a.t last noticed 

to be six plus seven, or prime ; the man thought honest is 

believed a rogue. Such changes of our opinion are viewed 

by these thinkers as evolutions of our conception, from 

within. 

The facts are unquestionable ; our knowledge does 

grow and change by rational and inward processes, as well 

as by empirical discoveries. Where the discoveries are 

empirical, no one pretends that the propulsive agency, the 

force that makes the knowledge develop, is mere con¬ 

ception. All admit it to be our continued exposure to the 

thing, with its power to impress our senses. Thus strj^chnin, 

which tastes bitter, we find will also kill, etc. Now I say 

that where the new knowledge merely comes from thinking, 

the facts are essentially the same, and that to talk of self¬ 

development on the part of our conceptions is a very had 

way of staiing the case. Not new sensations, as in theem- 

same space may appear of two colors if, by optical artifice, one of the 
colors is made to appear as if seen through the other.—Whether any two 
attributes whatever shall be compatible or not, in the sense of appearing 
or not to occupy the same place and moment, depends simply on de facto 
peculiarities of natural bodies and of our sense-organs. Ijogically, any one 
combination of qualities is to the full as conceivable as any other, and has 
as distinct a meaning for thought. What necessitates this remark is the 
confusion deliberately kept up by certain authors (e.g. Spencer, Psychol- 
ogy, §§ 426-7) between the inconceivable and the not-distinctly-imagin* 
able. How do we know which things we cannot imagine unless by first con' 
ceiving them, meaning (hem and not other things? 
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pirical instance, but new conceptions, are the indispensable 

conditions of advance. 

For if the alleged cases of self-development be examined 

it will be found, I believe, that the new truth affirms in 

every case a rdation between the original subject of con¬ 

ception and some new subject conceived later on. Those 

new subjects of conception arise in various ways. Every 

one of our conceptions is of something which our attention 

originally tore out of the continuum of felt experience, and 

provisionally isolated so as to make of it an individual 

topic of discourse. Every one of tbern has a way, if the 

mind is left alone with it, of suggesting other parts of the 

continuum from which it was torn, for conception to work 

upon in a similar way. This ‘suggestion ’ is often no more 

than what we shall later know as the association of ideas. 

Often, however, it is a sort of invitation to the mind to play, 

add lines, break number-groups, etc. Whatever it is, it brings 

new conceptions into consciousness, which latter thereupon 

may or may not expressly attend to the relation in which 

the new stands to the old. Thus I have a conception of 

equidistant lines. Suddenly, I know not whence, there 

pops into my head the conception of their meeting. Sud¬ 

denly again I think of the meeting and the equidistance both 

together, and perceive them incompatible. “ Those lines 

will never meet,” I say. Suddenly again the word ‘ paral¬ 

lel ’ pops into my head. ‘ They are parallels,’ I continue ; 

and so on. Original conceptions to start with ; adventitious 

conceptions pushed forward by multifarious psychologic 

causes; comparisons and combinations of the two ; result¬ 

ant conce})tions to end with ; which latter may be of either 

rational or emjurical relations. 

As regards these relations, they are conceptions of the 

second degree, as one might say, and their birthplace is 

the mind itself. In Chapter XXVIII I shall at considerable 

length defend the mind’s claim to originality and fertility 

in bringing them forth. But no single one of the mind’s 

conceptions is fertile of itself as the opinion which I criti¬ 

cise pretends. When the several notes of a chord are 

sounded together, we get a new feeling from their combi¬ 

nation. This feeling is due to the mind reacting upon that 
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group of sounds in that determinate way, and no one would 

think of saying of any sijigle note of the chord that it ‘ de¬ 

veloped ’ of itself into the other notes or into the feeling of 

harmony. So of Conceptions. No oiKi of tlieni develops 

into any other. But if two of tliein are tliought at once, 

their relation may come to consciousness, and fc^ini matter 

for a third conception. 

Take ‘ thirteen ’ for examj^le, which is said to develo}) 

into ‘ prime.’ What really happens is that we compare the 

utterly changeless conce2)tion of thirteen witli YfO'^ous other 

conceptions, those of the dillerent multiples of two, three, 

four, five, and six, and ascei*tain that it differs from them 

all. Such ditierence is a fn^shly ascertained relation. It is 

only for mere brevity’s sake that we call it a 2)roj)erty of the 

original thirteen, the 2)ro2)erty of l)eing }")rime. We shall see 

in the next cha])ter that (if we count out jesthetic and moral 

relations between things) the only important relations of 

which the mere inspection of conce})tions makes us awar(' are 

relations of comj^arison, that is, of difierence and no-difier- 

ence, between them. The judgment b -|~ 7 ~ 13 exjuesses 

the relation of equality between two idmil objects, 18 oji the 

one hand and G -f- 7 on the other, sucessively conedved 

and compared. The judgments 6 -|- 7 > 12, or G 7 < 14, 

express in like manner relations of inequality between 

ideal objects. But if it be unfair to say that the conce2)tion 

of 6 + 7 generates that of 12 or of 14, surely it is as un¬ 

fair to say that it generates that of 13. 

The concej^tions of 12, 13, and 14 are each and all gen¬ 

erated by individual acts of tlie mind, playing with its ma¬ 

terials. When, comjjaring two ideal objects, we find them 

equal, the coneeq^tion of one of them may be that of a whole 

and of the other that of all its j^arts. This particular case 

is, it seems to me, the only case which makes the notion of 

one conception evolving into another sound plausible. But 

even in this case the concejition, as such, of the whole does 

not evolve into the conception, as such, of the parts. Let 

the conception of some object as a whole be given first. 

To begin with, it points to and identifies for future thought 

a certain that. The ‘ whole ’ in question might be one of 

those mechanical puzzles of which the difficulty is to un- 
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lock the parts. In this case, nobody would pretend that 

the richer and more elaborate (ionception which we gain 

of the puzzle after solving it came directly out of our first 

crude conception of it, for it is notoi’iously the outcome of 

experimentijig witli our hands. It is true that, as they 

both mean that same puzzle, our earlier thought and our later 

thought have one conceptual function, are vehicles of one 

concej)tion. But in addition to ]>eing the vehicle of this 

bald unchanging conc(‘])tion, ‘ that sann^ puzzle,’ the later 

thought is the vehicle of all those other conceptions which 

it took the juanual experimentation to acquire. Now, it is 

just the same where the whole is uiathematical instead of 

being metdianical. L(^t it be a pol3'gonal space, which we 

cut into triangles, and of which we then ailirni that it is 

those triangles. Here the experimentation (although usu¬ 

ally done by a pencdl in the hands) may be done ])y the 

unaided imagination. We hold the space, first conceived 

as polygonal simply, in our mind’s aye until o\ir atten¬ 

tion wandering to and fro within it has carved it into the 

triangles. The triangles are a new conception, the result of 

this new operation. Haviiig once conceived them, however, 

and compar(>d tlnuii with the old polygon which we origi- 

uall}" concauved and which we have never ceased conceiving, 

we judge them to fit exactl}^ into its area. The earlier and 

later conceptions, we say, are of one and the same S2)ace. 

But this relation between triangles and 2)o!3"gon v hich the 

mind cannot helj:) finding if it comjiares them at all, is very 

badly expressed b^^ sa^dng that the old conce2)tion has de- 

veloj)cd into the new. New conce|)tions come from new 

sensations, new movements, new emotions, new associations, 

new acts of attention, and new com2)arisons of old concep¬ 

tions, and not in other waj^s, Endogenous 2)rolification 

is not a mode of growth to which conceqitions can lay 

claim. 

I hope, therefore, that I shall not bo accused of hud¬ 

dling mjrsteries out of sight, when I insist that the psychol¬ 

ogy of conception is not the j^lace in which to treat of those 

of continuity and change. Conceptions form the one class 

of entities that cannot under any circumstances change. 

They can cease to be, altogether : or they can stay, as what 
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they severally are; but there is for them no middle way. 

They form an essentially discontinuous system, and trans¬ 

late the process of our perceptual experience, which is nat¬ 

urally a flux, into a set of stagnant and })etrified terms. The 

very conception of flux itself is an absolutely changeless 

meaning in the mind : it signifies just that one thing, flux, 

immovably.—And, with this, the doctrine of the flux of the 

concept may be dismissed, and need not occupy our atten¬ 

tion again.* 

*ABSTBACT* IDEAS. 

We have now to pass to a less excusable mistake. 

There are philosophers who deny that associated things 

can be broken asunder at all, even provisionally, by the 

conceiving mind. The opinion known as Nominalism says 

that we really never frame any conception of the partial 

elements of an experience, but are compelled, whenever we 

think it, to think it in its totality, just as it came. 

I will be silent of medijeval Nominalism, and begin with 

Berkeley, who is supposed to have rediscovered the doc- 

* Arguments seldom make converts in matters philosophical; and some 
readers, I know, who find that they conceive a certain matter dillerently 

from what they did, will still prefer saying they have two diirerent editions 
of the same conception, one evolved from the other, to saying they have 
two different conceptions of the same thing. It depends, after all, on how 
we define conception. We onr.selves defined it as the function by which 
a state of mind means to think the same whereof it thought on a former 
occasion. Two states of mind will accordingly be two editions of the same 
conception just so far as either does mean to think what the other thought; 
but no farther. If either mean to think what the other did not think, it 
is a different conception from the other. And if either mean to think all 
that the other thought, and more, it is a different conception, so far as the 
mo7'e goes. In this last case one state of mind has two conceptual func¬ 
tions. Each thought decides, by its own authority, which, out of all the con- 
ceptive functions open to it, it shall now renew; with which other thought 
it shall identify itself as a conceiver, and just how far. The same 
A which I once meant,” it says, ** I shall now mean again, and mean it 
with C as its predicate (or what not) instead of B, as before.” In all this, 
therefore, there is absolutely no changing, but only uncoupling and re- 
coupling of conception.s. Compound conceptions come, as functions of 
new states of mind. Some of these functions are the same with previous 
ones, some not. Any changed opinion, then, partly contains new editions 
(absolutely identical with the old, however) of former conceptions, partly 
absolutely new conceptions. The division is a perfectly easy one to makt 
fai each particular case. 
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trine for himself. His asseverations against * abstract 
ideas ’ are among the oftenest quoted passages in philo¬ 
sophic literature. 

“ It is agreed,” he says, “ on all hands that the qualities or modes 

of things do never really exist each of them apart by itself, and sepa¬ 
rated from all otlu^rs, but are mixed, as it wore, and blended together, 

several in the same object. But, we are told, the mind being able to 

consider each quality singly, or abstracted from those other qualities 

with which it is united, does by that means frame to itself abstract 

ideas. . . . After this manner, it is said, wo come by the abstract idea 

of man, or, if you please, humanity, or human nature ; wherein it is 

true there is included color, b(icause there is no man but has some 

color, but then it can b(^ neither white, nor black, nor any particular 

color, b(jcause tluire is no oiu^ particular color wherein all men partake. 

So likewise there is included stature, but tluui it is neither tall stature 

nor low stature, nor yet middle stature, but something abstracted from 

all these. And so of the rest. . . . Whether others have this wonder¬ 

ful faculty of abstracting their ideas, they best can tell : for myself, I 

find indeed I have a faculty of imagining or representing to myself the 

ideas of those particular things I have perceived and of variously com¬ 

pounding and dividing them. ... I can consider the hand, the eye, 

the nose, each by itself abstracted or separated from the rest of the 

body. But then, whatever hand or eye T imagine, it must have some 

particular vsliape and color. Likewise the idea of man that I frame to 

myself must be either of a white, or a black, or a tawmy, a straight, or 

a crooked, a tall, or a low, or a middle-sized man. 1 cannot by any 
effort of thought conceive the abstract idea above described. And it 

is equally impo.ssible for me to form the abstract idea of motion distinct 

from the body moving, and which is neither swift nor slow, curvilinear 

nor rectilinear; and the like may be said of all other abstract general 

ideas whatsoever. . . . And there is ground to think most men will 

acknowledge themselves to bo in my case. The generality of men 

which are simple and illiterate never pretend to abstract notions. It is 

said they are difficult, and not to be attained w ithout pains and study. 

. . . Now I would fain know at what time it is men are employed in 
surmounting that difficulty, and furnishing themselves wdth those nec¬ 

essary helps for discourse. It cannot be when they are growm up, foi 

then it seems they are not conscious of any such painstaking; it re¬ 

mains therefore to be the business of their childhood. And surely thft 

great and multiplied labor of framing abstract notions will be found a 

hard task for that tender age. Is it not a hard thing to imagine that a 

couple of children cannot prate together of their sugar-plums and rat¬ 

tles and the rest of their little trinkets, till they have first tacked to¬ 

gether numberless inconsistencies, and so framed in their minds ab¬ 

stract general ideas, and annexed them to every common name they 

make use of ?” * 

* Principles of Human Knowledge, Introduction, §§ 10, 14. 
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Tlie note, bo bravely Btruck by Berkeley, could not, 

however, be well sustained in face of the fact patent to 

every human bein^ tliat we can mean color without mean¬ 

ing any ])articu]ar color, and stature without meaning any 

particular height. James Mill, to be sure, chimes in heroi¬ 

cally in the chapter on Classification of his ‘Analysis but 

in his son John the nominalistic voice has grown so weak 

that, although ‘ abstract ideas ’ are re])U(liated as a matter 

of traditional form, the opinions uttertnl ai e really nothing 

but a (‘.onceptualism ashamed to call itself (yy its own h‘git- 

imate name.* Conceptualisiii says the mind can conc(?ive 

any quality or relation it pleases, and mean nothing but it, 

in isolation from everything else in the world. This is, of 

course, the doctrine which we have professed. John Mill 

says : 

“ The formation of a (>)ncept does not consist in sej)arating tlu' at¬ 

tributes wliicli are said to compose it from all otlu'r attributes of tlie 

same ol)jeet, and eiiahliii^ ns to conceive tlmse attributes, disjoined 

from any others, o neitlnu* coiic(‘ive them, nor think them, nor cog¬ 

nize them in any way, as a thing apart, but. solely as forming, in com¬ 

bination with numerous otlu'r attributes, tlie idea, of an individual (jb- 

ject. Hut, though meaning them only as part of a larger agglomera¬ 

tion, we have tlu; power of fixing our attention on them, to the neglect 

of tlie other attributes with which we think th(Mn combined. \\7iilo 

the concentratio)f of attention ta^ts\ if it fs sntjirientli/ intense, ive may 

be temporarily nnoo)isciou.s if' any if' the oilier attributes, and may 

really, for a, brief interval, hai'>e nothiny present to our mind but the 

attributes constituent of the nonecpt. . . . Gcmeral concepts, therefore, 

we have, properly si>eaking, none ; we have only comjilex ideas of ob¬ 

jects in the concrete : but we are able to attend exciusively to certain 

parts of the concrete idea : and by that exeduswe attention we enable 

those parts to determine eaxdnisirely the course of our thoughts as 

subsequently called up by association ; and are in a condition to carry 

on a tram of meditation or reasoning n'lating to those parts only, ex¬ 

actly as if we were able to conceive them sept'irately from the rest.” f 

This is a lovely example of Mill’s way of holding piously 

to liis general statements, but conceding in detail all that 

their adversaries ask. If there be a hotter description ex¬ 

tant, of a mind in possession of an ‘ abstract idea,’ than is 

* ‘ Conceptualisnui honteux/ Rabier, Psychologic, 310. 

t Exam, of Hamilton, p. 393. Of. also Logic, bk. ii. chap. v. § 1, and 
bk IV. chap. II. § 1. 
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contained in the words I have italicized, I am unacquainted 

with it. The Berkeleyan nominalism thus breaks down. 

It is easy to lay })are tlie false assumption which under¬ 

lies the wliole (lis(mssion of th(‘, question as hitherto carried 

on. That assunij)tion is that ideas, iii ord(U‘ to know, must 

be cast in the exact likeness of wljatever things tliey know, 

and that the only things tliat can l>e known are those which 

ideas can resemble. The error has not been confined to 

nominalists, (haiiis cogniiio Jit 'per iism ialtiiiloneiii coguoscfm- 

ti,s et cognlti has been tiie maxim, more or less ex})licitjy 

assumed, of writers of every school. Practically it amounts 

to saying that an i(h^a must he a duplicate edition of wluit 

it knows*—in other words, that it t*an only know itself—or, 

more shortly still, that knowledge in any strict sense of the 

word, as a self-transcendent function, is impossible. 

N(nv our owui blunt statements about the ultimateness 

of the cognitive relation, and the diHerence between the 

‘ obj(Hh ’ of the thought and its mere ‘ topic ’ or ‘ subject of 

discourse’ (cf. pp. 275 if.), are all at variance with any such 

theory; and we shall dnd more and more occasion, as we 

advance in this Ixxjk, to deny its general truth. All that a 

state of mind need do, in order to take cognizance of a real¬ 

ity, intend it, or ]>e ‘ about ’ it, is to lead to a remoter state 

of mind which either acts upon the reality or resembles it. 

The only class of thoughts which can with any show of 

plausibility be said to resemble their objects are sensations. 

The stuft‘ of which all our other thoughts are composed is 

symbolic, and a thought attests its pertinency to a topic by 

simply terminating, sooner or later, in a sensation which re¬ 

sembles the latter. 

But Mill and the vest believe that a thought must he 

what it means, and mean what it is, and that if it be a pic¬ 

ture of an entire individual, it cannot mean any part of him 

to the exclusion of the rest. I say nothing here of the pre¬ 

posterously false descriptive psychology involved in the 

statement that the only things we can mentally picture are 

* E.g. : “The knowledge of things must mean that the mind finds 
Itself in them, or that, in some w^ay, the difierenee between them and the 
mind is dissolved/* (E. Caird, Philosophy of Kant, first edition^ p. 563.) 
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individuals completely determinate in all regards. Chap¬ 

ter XVIII will have something to nay on that 2)oint, and we 

can ignore it here. For even if it were true that our images 

were always of concrete individuals, it would not in the 

least follow that our meanings were of the same. 

The sense of our meaning is an entirely peculiar de¬ 

ment of thit thought. It is one of those evanescent and 

‘ transitive ’ facts of mind which introsj^ection cannot turn 

round upon, and isolate and hold uj) for examination, as an 

entomologist jjasses round an insect on a jhn. In the 

(somewhat clumsy) terminology I have used, it pertains to 

the ‘ fringe ’ of the subji'ctive state, and is a ‘ feeling of ten¬ 

dency,’ whose neural counterj)art is undoubtedly a lot of 

dawning and dying processes too faint and com2)lex to be 

traced. Tim geometer, with his one definite figure before 

him, knows j)erfectly that his thoughts aj}ply to countless 

other figures as well, and that although he sees lines of a 

certain special bigness, direction, color, etc., he means not 

one of these details. When I use the word man in two dif¬ 

ferent sentences, I may have both times exactly the same 

sound upon my li2)s and the same 2)icture in my mental 

eye, but I may mean, and at the very moment of utter¬ 

ing the word and imagining the 2)icture, know that I mean, 

two entirely different things. Thus when I say : ‘‘ What a 

wonderful man Jones is ! ” I am j^erfectly aware that I mean 

by man to exclude Naj)o]eon Bonaparte or Smith. But 

when I say: “ What a wonderful thing Man is! ” I am 

equally well aware that I mean to mclude not only Jones, 

but Najioleon and Smith as well. This added conscious¬ 

ness is an absolutely jiositive sort of feeling, transforming 

what would otherwise be mere noise or vision into some¬ 

thing imler,stood; and determining the sequel of my think¬ 

ing, the later words and images, in a perfectly definite wny. 

We saw in Chaj)ter IX that the image per se, the nucleus, 

is functionally the least important 2:)art of the thought. Chir 

doctrine, therefore, of the ^fringe ’ lemls to a perfectly satisfac¬ 

tory decision of the nominalistic and conceptualistic controversy, 

so far as it touches psychology. We must decide in fa,vor oj 

the conceptualists, and affirm that the j^ower to think things, 

qualities, relations, or whatever other elements there may 
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be, isolated and abstracted from the total experience in 
which they appear, is the most indisputable function of our 
thought 

UNIVERSALS. 

After abstractions, uiiiversals! The ‘ fringe,* which 

lets us believe in the one, lets us believe in the other too. 

An individual conception is of something restricted, in its 

application, to a single case, A universal or general con¬ 

ception is of an (mtire class, or of something belonging to 

an entire class, of things. The conception of an abstract 

quality is, taken by itself, neither universal nor particular.* 

If I abstract white from the rest of the wintry landscape 

this morning, it is a ])erfectly definite conception, a self¬ 

identical quality which I may mean again ; but, as I have 

not yet individualized it by expressly meaning to restrict it 

to this particular snow, nor thought at all of the possibility 

of other things to whicli it may be applicable, it is so far 

nothing but a ‘ tliat,’ a ‘ floating adjective,* as Mr. Brad¬ 

ley calls it, or a to]>ic broken out from the rest of the 

world. Properly it is, in this state, a singular—I have 

‘ singled it out ;* and when, later, I universalize or indi¬ 

vidualize its application, and ray thought turns to mean 

either this white or all possible whites, I am in reality mean¬ 

ing two new things and forming two new conceptions.t 

Such an alteration of ray meaning has nothing to do with 

any change in the image I may have in ray mental eye, but 

solely with the vague consciousness that surrounds the 

image, of the sphere to which it is intended to apply. We 

can give no more definite account of this vague conscious- 

* The traditional conceptualist doctrine is that an abstract must eo ipso 
be a universal. Even modern and independent authors like Prof. Dewey 
(Psychology, 207) obey the tradition : “The mind seizes upon some one 
aspect, . . . abstracts or prescinds it. This very seizure of some one 
element generalizes the one abstracted. . . . Attention, in drawing it 
forth, makes it a distinct content of consciousness, and thus universalizes 
it; it is considered no longer in its particular connection with the object, 
but on its own account; that is, as an idea, or what it signifies to the 
mind; and significance is always universal.’* 

fC. F. Reid’s Intellectual Powers, Essay v. chap. ni,--Whitenm is 
one thing, the whiienm qf this sheet of paper another thing. 
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ness than has been given on pp. 249-266. But that is no 

reason for denying its presence.* 

But the nominalists and traditional conceptualists find 

matter for an inveterate quarrel in tliese simple facts. Full 

of their notion that an idea, feeling, or state of conscious¬ 

ness can at bottom only be aware of its own quality; and 

agreeing, as thej' both do, that such an idea or state of con¬ 

sciousness is a perfectly determinate, singular, and tran¬ 

sitory thing; they find it impossible to conceive how it 

should become the vehicle of a knowledge of anything 

permanent or universal. ‘‘ To know^ a universal, it must 

be universal; for like can only be known by like,” etc. 

Unable to reconcile these incompatibles, the knower and 

tlie known, each side immolates one of them to save the 

other, The nominalists ‘ settle the hash’ of the thing known 

by deujying it to be ever a genuine universal; the conceptual¬ 

ists despafcdi the knower by denjing it to b(^ a stat(^ of 

mind, in tlie sense of being a perishing segment of thoughts’ 

stream, consubstantial with other facts of sensibility. They 

invent, nistead of it, as the vehicle of the knowledge of 

universals, an acfmpvrm inieUecMSy or an Ego, whose func¬ 

tion is treated as (juasi-miraculous and nothing if not awe¬ 

inspiring, and which it is a sort of blasphemy to approach 

with the inbmt to explain and make common, or reduce to 

lower terms. Invoked in the first instance as a vehicde for 

the knowledge of universals, the higher ])riuciple presently 

is made tlie indis})ensable vehicle of all thinkhig whatever, 

for, it IS coiitend(‘d, “ a universal element is present in 

every thought.” The nominalists meanwhile, who dislike 

*Mr. F. 11. Bradley says the conception or the ‘meaning' “consists 
of a part of the content, cut off, tixed by tlie mind, and considered apart 
from the existence of the sign. It would not be correct to add, and re¬ 
ferred away to another real subject; for where we think without judging, 
and where we deny, tliat description would not be applicable.^’ This 
seems to he the same doctrine as ours; the application to one or to all sub¬ 
jects of the abstract fact conceived (i.e. its individuality or its universality), 
constituting a new conception. I am, however, not quite sure that Mr. 
Bradley steadily maintains this ground. Cf. the first chapter of his 
Principles of Logic. The doctrine I defend is stoutly upheld in Rosmini's 
Philosophical System, Introduction by Thomas Davidson, p. 43 (London, 
1882). 
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actus puros and awo-inspiring principles and desi)ise 

the reverential mood, content themselves with saying 

tliat we are mistakem in supposing we ever get sight of 

the face of au universal; and that what deludes us is 

nothing hut tln^ swarm of ‘individual ideas^ which may 

at any time lie awakened by the hearing of a name. 

If wo o])en the pages of either scdiool, we find it im¬ 

possible to tell, in all the whirl about univ(n*sal and 

])artieular, when the author is talking about universals 

in the mind, and when about objective universals, so 

strangely are the two mixed together. James Ferrier, 

for (example, is the most brilliant of aiiti-nominalist 

writ(‘rs. But who is nimble-witted enough to count, in 

lli(‘ following scmiences from him, the number of times 

b(‘ ste])s from the known to the knower, and attributes 

to both whatever y^roperties he finds in either one? 
“To Ihiiik is to *»ass from the siagular or i^articnilar to the idea 

|(*oii(*,('pt] or uiiiversul. . . . Ideas are necessary because uo tliinking 

cim lake ])lace wilhoui tliem. Tliey are universal, inasmuch as they 

ai(‘ (completely divc^sted of tiie particularity which cliaracterizes all the 

l)henomena of mer(‘ s(insation. To grasp the nature of this univer¬ 

sality is not easy. Picrhaps the best means by which this end may be 

(compassed is by contrasting it witli the particular. It is not difiicult 

to und(‘rstand tliat a sensation, a pluuiomeiion of sense, is never more 

than tlie particular which it is. As such, that is, iu its strict particu¬ 

larity, it is absolutely unthinkable. Iu the very act of being thought, 

.sometiiiug more than it emerges, and this something more cannot be 

again tlui particular. . . . Ten particulars per' se cannot be thought 

ot any more than one particular can be thought of ; . . . there always 

einergos lu thougld an additional .something, which is the possibility of 

otlu^r particulars to an indefinite extent. . . . The indefinite additional 

something which tlu^y are instances of is a universal. . . . The? idea 

or universal cannot possildy he pictured in the imagination, f(_)r this 

would at once reduce it to the particular. . . . This inability to form 

any sort of picture or representation of an idea does not proceed 

from any imperfection or limitation of our faculties, but is a quality 

inherent in the very nature of inteilig(:mce. A contradiction is in¬ 

volved in the supposition that an idea or a universal can become the 

object either of sense or of the imagination. An idea is thus diamet 
ricady opposed to an image.”* 

The nominalists, on their side, admit a y?/a5f-universal, 

something which we think as if it were universal, though it 

Lectures on Greek Philosophy, pp. 38-80. 
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is not; and in all that they say about this something, which 
they explain to be ‘an indefinite number of particular 

ideas,’ the same vacillation between the subjective and the 

objective points of view appears. The reader never can 

tell whether an ‘ idea ’ spoken of is supjx^sed to be a knowei 

or a known. The authors themselves do not distinguish. 

They want to get something in the mind which shall re^sem- 

hie what is out of the mind, however vaguely, and they think 

that when that fact is accomplished, no farther questions 

will be asked. James Mill writes : * 

“ The word, niaii, we shall say, is first applied to an individual; it 

is first associated with the idea of that individual, and acquires the 

power of calling uj) the idt^a of him ; it is next applied to another indi¬ 

vidual and acquires the powin- of calling up the idea of him ; so of an¬ 

other and another, till it has become associated with an indefinite num¬ 

ber, and has acquired the ])ower of calling up an indefinite number of 

those ideas indifferently. What haiipens? It does call up an indefinite 

number of the ideas of individuals as often as it occurs; and calling 

them in close connection, it forms a species c/f complex idea of them. 

... It is also a fact, that when an idea becomes to a certain extent 

complex, from the multiplicity of th(^ ideas it comprehends^ it is of ne¬ 

cessity indistinct; . . . and this indistinctness has, doubtless, been a 

main cause of the mystery which has appeared to belong to it. . . . It 

thus appears that the word man is not a word having a very simple 

idea, as was the opinion of the n‘alists ; nor a word having no idea at 

all, as was that of the [earlier] nominalists ; but a word calling up an 

indefinite number of ideas, by the irresistible laws of association, and 
forming them into one very complex and indistinct, but not therefore 
unintelligible, idea.” 

Berkeley had already said : f 

“ A word becomes general by being made the sign, not of an ab¬ 
stract general idea, but of many several particular ideas, any one of 
which it indifferently suggests to the mind. An idea which, consid¬ 

ered in itself, is particular, becomes general by being made to rei)re8ent 

or stand for all other particular ideas of the same .sort,” 

‘ Stand for,’ not knoio ; ‘ becomes general,’ not becomes 

aware of something general; ‘particular ideas,’ not par¬ 

ticular things—everywhere the same timidity about beg¬ 

ging the fact of knowing, and the pitifully impotent attempt 

to foist it in the shape of a mode of being of ‘ ideas.’ If 

* Analysis, chap. viii. 

f Principles of Human Knowledge, Introduction, §§ H, X%. 
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the fact to be conceived be the indefinitely numerous ac¬ 

tual and possible members of a class, then it is assumed 

that if we can only get enough ideas to huddle together for 

a moment in the mind, the being of each several one of 

them there will be an equivalent for the knowing^ or meaU'- 

ing, of one member of the class in question; and their num¬ 

ber will be so large as to confuse our tally and leave it 

doubtful whether all the possible members of the class 

have thus been satisfactorily told off or not. 

Of course this is nonsense. An idea neither is what it 

knows, nor knows what it is ; nor will swarms of copies of 

the same ‘ idea,’ recurring in stereotyped form, or ‘ by the 

irresistible laws of association formed into (me idea,’ ever 

be the same thing as a thought of ‘ all the possible members * 

of a class. We must mean that by an altogether special 

bit of consciousness mi hoc. But it is easy to translate 

Berkeley’s, Hume’s, and Mill’s notion of a swarm of ideas 

into cerebral terms, and so to make them stand for some¬ 

thing real; and, in this sense, I think the doctrine of these 

authors less hollow than the opposite one which makes 

the vehicle of universal conceptions to be an actus purus of 

the soul. If each ‘ idea ’ stand for some special nascent 

nerve-process, then the aggregate of these nascent processes 

might have for its conscious correlate a psychic ‘ fringe,’ 

which should be just that universal meaning, or intention 

that the name or mental picture employed should mean all 

the possible individuals of the class. Every peculiar compli¬ 

cation of brain-processes must have some peculiar correlate 

in the soul. To one set of processes will correspond the 

thought of an indefinite taking of the extent of a word like 

man; to another set that of a particular taking; and to a 

third set that of a universal taking, of the extent of the 

same word The thought corresponding to either set of 

processes, is always itself a unique and singular event, 

whose dependence on its peculiar nerve-process I of course 

am far from professing to explain.* 

* It may add to the effect of the text to quote a passage from the essay 
in 'Mind/ referred to on p. 224. 

** Why may we not side with the conceptualists in saying that the uni- 
vei-sal sense of a word does correspond to a mental fact of sorne kind, but 
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Truly in comparison with tlie fact that every conception, 

whatever it be of, is one of the mind’s immutable posses- 

at the same time, agreeing with the nominalists that all mental fads are 
mod ill cations of subjective sensibility, why may we not (‘all that fact a 
* feeling’? meant for is in short a dilfcrent feeling from 
man as a mere noise, or from man meant for that man, to wdt, John Smith 
alone. Not tliat the difCerenee consists simi)ly in the fact tliat, when 
taken universally, the word has one of Mr. fhdton’s ‘ hleiuhal ’ images of 
man associated with it. Many ]>ersons hav(‘ seemed to think that these 
blended or, as Prof. Huxley calls them, ‘gcTU'ric ’ images are etiuivalent 
to con(^ei>ts. But, in itself, a blurred thing is just as partic ular as 
a sliarp thug ; and tlie generic character of either shar]) images or 
blurred image depends on its being felt tcUh its representative function. 
This function is the mysterious the umierst00(1 mc^aning. But it is 
nothing applied to the image from above, no pure act of reason inluihiting 
a supersensible and semi-supernatural plane. It can be diagrammatized as 
continuous with all the other segments of the subjectivcj stream. It is 
just that staining, fringe, or halo of obscurely felt relation to masses of 
other imagery about to come, but not yet distinctly in focus, whi(di we 
have so abundantly set forth [in C/ha}Uer IX]. 

“ If the image come unfringed, it reveals but a simple quality, thing, 
or event; if it come fringed, it ]nay reveal something expressly taken uni¬ 
versally or in a scheiin' of relations. The diirerence between thought and 
feeling thus reduces it.self, in the last subjective analysis, to tlie pri'st'nce 
or absence of * fringe.’ And this in turn reduces itself, with much proba¬ 
bility, in the last physiologi(‘al analysis, to the absence or presemte of sub¬ 
excitements in other convolutions of the bniin than those whos(‘ discharges 
underlie the more delinite nucleus, the substantive ingredient, of the 
thought,—in this instaiu'e, the word or image it may happen to arouse. 

‘‘ The contrast is not,, then, as tlie Platonists would have it, between 
certain subjective facts called images and sensations, and otliers called 
acts of relating intelligence; the former being blind ixa’ishing things, 
knowing not even their own existence as such, whilst the latter combine 
the poles in the mysterious synthesis of their cognitive sw(‘cp. The con¬ 
trast is really between t,wo aspects, in which all mental facts without excep¬ 
tion may be taken ; their structural aspect, as being subjective, and their 
functional aspect, as being cognitions. In th(‘ former asjiect, the highest 
as w(dl as the lowest is a feeling, a peculiarly tinged segment of the stream. 
Thistingeing is its sensitive body, the wie ihm zu Muthe ist, the way it ft^els 
whilst passing. In the latter aspect, the lowest menial fact as w^ell as the 
highest may grasp some bit of truth as its content, even though that truth 
were as relationless a matter as a bare unlocalized iind undated quality of 
pain. From the cognitive point of view, all mental facts are intelh;clions. 
From the subjective point of view all are feelings. Once admit that the 
oa^sing and evanescent are as real parts of the stream as the distinct 
and comparatively abiding; once allow that fringes and halos, inarticulate 
perceptions, whereof the objects are as yet unnamed, mere nascencies of 
cognition, premonitions, awarenesses of direction, ani thoughts 8ui generi^^ 
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aions, the question whether a single thing, or a whole class 

of things, or only an unassigned qualit^^ be meant by it, is 

an insignificant matter of detail. Our meanings are of 

singulars, particulars, indefinites, and universals, mixed 

together in e.very way. A singular individual is as much 

VAniceivcd when hci is isolated and identified away from the 

rcist of the w^orld in my mind, as is the most rarefied and 

universally a})pli(%‘ible quality he may possess—being, for 

exam])l(‘, when treated in the sann^ way."^ From every 

point of view, the overwhelming and portentous character 

ascribed to universal coiJce])tions is surprising. Why, from 

Plato and Aristotle downwards, ])hiloso])hers should have 

vi(Hl with ea(*h other iji S(*orn of the knowledge of the par- 

ticmlar, ;ind in adoration of that of the general, is hard to 

understand, seeing that the more adorable knowledge ought 

to l)e that of the more adorabh^ things, and that the things 

of worth are all concret(‘s and singulars. The only value 

of universal characters is that they help us, by reasoning, 

as iinicli as articalatc iinauiinii^s and propositions arc; once restore, I say, 
the ViKjae to its psychological rigliis, and the matter ])resents no further 
difficulty. 

“ Ami then we see that the current opposition of Feeling to Knowledge 
is ({uite a false issue. If (wery feeling is at the same time a bit of knowl¬ 
edge, we ought no longer to talk of mental states dilfering by having more 
or less of the cognitive quality; they only diller in knowing more or less, 
in having much fact or little fact for their object. The feeling of a broad 
scheme of relations is a feeling that knows much ; the fe(iling of a simj)lG 
(pialily is a feeling that knows little. But the knowing itself, whether of 
much or of little, has the same essence, and is as good knowing in the one 
case as in the other. C'onccpt and image, thus discriminated through 
their objects, arc con substantial in their inward nature, as modes of feeling 
Tlu^ one, as t)articular, will iic longer be held to b(^ a relatively base sortoi 
entity, to be taken as a matter of course, wffiilst the other, as universal, 
is celebrated as a sort of standing miracle, to he adored but not explained. 
Both concept and image, qua subjective, are singular and particular. Both 
are moments of the stream, wliich come and in an instant are no more. 
The w’ord universality lias no meaning as applied to their psychic body or 
structure, which is alw^ays finite. It only has a meaning when applied to 
their use, import, or reference to the kind of object they may reveal. The 
representation, as such, of the universal object is as particular as that of 
an object about which w'e know so little that the interjection ‘ Ila I ’ is all 
it can evoke from us in the way of speech. Both should be weighed in the 
same scales, and have the same measure meted out to them, whether of 
worship or of contempt.” (Mind, ix. pp. 18-19.) 

* Hodgson, Time and Space, p. 404. 
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to know new truths about individual things. The restric¬ 

tion of one’s meaning, moreover, to an individual thing, 

probably requires even more complicated brain-processes 

than its extension to all the instances of a kind; and the 

mere mystery, as such, of the knowledge, is equally great, 

whether generals or singulars be the things known. In sura, 

therefore, the traditional universal-worship can only be 

called a bit of perverse sentimentalism, a philosophic ‘ idol 

of the cave.’ 

It may seem hardly necessary to add (what follows 

as a matter of course from pp. ‘229-237, and what has 

been implied in our assertions all along) that nothing can 

he conceived timce over ivithout being conceivexl in entirely 

diff'erent states of rriind. Thus, my arm-chair is one of the 

things of which I have a conception; I knew it yesterday 

and recognized it when I looked at it. But if I think of it 

to-day as the same arm-chair which I looked at yesterday, 

it is ob\dous that the very conception of it as the same is an 

additional complication to the thought, whose inward con¬ 

stitution must alter in consequence. In short, it is logically 

impossible that the same thing should be known as the same 

by two successive copies of the same thought. As a matter of 

fact, the thoughts by which we know that we mean the same 

thing are apt to be very different indeed from each other. 

We think the thing now in one context, now in another; 

now in a definite image, now in a symbol. Sometimes our 

sense of its identity pertains to the mere fringe, sometimes 

it involves the nucleus, of our thought. We never can 

break the thought asunder and tell just which one of its bits 

is the part that lets us know which subject is referred to ; 

but nevertheless we always do know which of all possible 

subjects we have in mind. Introspective psychology must 

here throw up the sponge; the fluctuations of subjective life 

are too exquisite to be arrested by its coarse means. It 

must confine itself to bearing witness to the fact that all sorts 

of different subjective states do form the vehicle by which 

the same is known; and it must contradict the opposite 

view. 

The ordinary Psychology of ‘ ideas ’ constantly talks as 
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if the vehicle of the same thing-known must be the same re¬ 

current state of mind, and as if the having over again of the 

same * idea ’ were not only a necessary but a suiRcient con¬ 

dition for meaning the same thing twice. But tliis recur¬ 

rence of the same idea would utterly defeat the existence of 

a repeated knowledge of anything. It would be a simple re¬ 

version into a pre-existent state, with nothing gained in the 

interval, and with complete unconsciousness of the state 

having existed before. Such is not the way in which we 

think. As a rule we are fully aware that we have thought 

before of the thing we think of now. The continuity and 

permanency of the topic is of the essence of our intellection. 

We recognize the old problem, and the old solutions ; and 

we go on to alter and improve and substitute one predicate 

for another without ever letting the subject change. 

This is what is meant when it is said that thinking con¬ 

sists in making judg7aent>s. A succession of judgments may 

all be about the same thing. The general practical })ostulate 

which encourages us to keep thinking at all is that by going 

on to do so we shall judge better of the some, things than if 

we do not.* In the successive judgments, all sorts of new 

operations are performed on the things, and all sorts of 

new results brought out, without the sense of the main 

topic ever getting lost. At the outset, we merely have the 

topic; then w^e operate on it; and finally we have it again 

in a richer and truer way. A compound conception has 

been substituted for the simple one, but with full conscious¬ 

ness that both are of the Same. 

The distinction between having and operating is as 

natural in the mental as in the material world. As our 

hands may hold a bit of wood and a knife, and yet do 

naught with either; so our mind may simply be aw^are of a 

thing’s existence, and yet neither attend to it nor discrimi¬ 

nate it, neither locate nor count nor compare nor like nor 

dislike nor deduce it, nor recognize it articulately as having 

been met with before. At the same time we know that, 

instead of staring at it in this entranced and senseless way, 

we may rally our activity in a moment, and locate, class, 

* Compare the admirable passage in Hodgson’s Time and Space, p. 310. 
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compare, count, and judge it. Tliere is notlik^g inrolyed in 

all this which we did not postulate at the very outset of our 

introspective work. realities, namely, extra inenlein^ thoughts, 

and possible relations of cognition between the two. The 

result of the thoughts’ operating on the data given to 

sense is to transform the order in which experien(*e comes 

into an entirely different order, that of the conceived world 

There is no spot of light, for example, which I ])ick out and 

proceed to define as a pebble, wdiich is not thereby torn 

from its mere time- and space-neighbors, and thought in 

conjunction with things ])hysically parted from it by the 

width of nature. Compare the form in which facts appear 

in a text-book of physics, as logically subordinated laws, 

with that in which w^e naturally make their acquaintance. 

The conceptual scdieme is a sort of sieve in which w^e try to 

gather up the wa:)rhrs contents. Most facts and relations 

fall through its meshes, being either too subtle or insig¬ 

nificant to be fixed in any conception. But whenever a 

physical reality is caught and identified as the same with 

something already conceived, it remains on the sieve, and 

all the predicates and relations of the conception with 

which it is identified become its predicates and relations 

too ; it is subjected to the sieve’s network, in other words. 

Thus comes to pass what Mr. Hodgson calls the translation 

of the perceptual into the concej^tual order of the world.* 

Tn Chapter XXII we shall see how this translation 

always takes place for the sake of some subjective interest^ 
and how the conception wdth which we handle a bit of sen¬ 

sible experience is really nothing but a teleological instru¬ 

ment. This whole function of coiweiving, of fixing, and hold^ 

ing fast to meanings, has no significance apart from the fact 
that the conceiver is a creature with partial purposes and pri¬ 

vate ends. There remains, therefore, much more to be said 

about conception, but for the present this will suffice. 

* Pluloeophy of Reflection, i. 27^06. 



CHAPTER XIIL 

DISCTiTMTNATION AND COMPARISON. 

It is matter of popular observ'^ation that some men have 

sharper senses than others, and that somci have acuUT 

minds and are able to hsplit hairs ^ and see two shades of 

UK'aning where the majority se(i but one. Locke long ago 

set apart the faculty of discrimination as one in which men 

differ individually. iiat he wrote is good enough to quote 

51 s an introduction to this chapter: 

“Another faculty we may take notice of in our minds is that ot 

discerning and distinguishing between the several ideas it has. It it 

not enough to have a eonfuscMl perception of something in general : un¬ 

less the mind had a distinct perception of different objects and their 

qualities, it would be capable of very little knowledge; though the 

bodies that affect us were as busy about us as they are now, and the 

mind were continually employed in thinking. On this faculty of dis¬ 

tinguishing one thing from another depends the evidence and certainty 

of several even very general propositions, which have passed for innate 

truths ; because men, overlooking the true cause why those propositions 

find universal assent, impute it wholly to native uniform impressions: 

whereas it in truth dejicnds upon this clear discerning faculty of the 

mind, whereby it perceives two ideas to be the same or different. But 

of this more hereafter ? 

“ How much the imperfection of accurately discriminating ideas one 

from another lies either in the duhiess or faults of the organs of sense, 

or want of acuteness, exercise, or attention in the understanding, or 

hastiness and precipitancy natural to some tempers, I will not here ex¬ 

amine : it suffices to take notice that this is one of the operations that 

the mind may reflect on and observe in itself. It is of that conse¬ 

quence to its other knowledge, that so far as this faculty is in itself 

dull, or not rightly made use of for the distinguishing one thing 

from another, so far our notions are confused, and our reason and 

judgment disturbed or misled. If in having our ideas in the memory 

ready at hand consists quickness of parts ; in this of having them un- 

confused, and bgiiig able nicely to distinguish one thing from another 

where there is but the least difference, consists in a great measure the 

exactness of judgment and clearness of reason which is to be observed 

Sq one man above another. And hence, perhaps, may be given uomi 
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reason of that common observation,—that men who have a great 

deal of wit and prompt memories have not always the clearest judg¬ 

ment or deepest reason. For, wit lying most in the assemblage 

of ideas, and pTatting those together with quickness and variety 

wherein can bo found any resemblance or congruity, thereby to 

make up pleasant pictures and agreeable visions in the fancy; 

judgment, on the contrary, lies quite on the other side, in separating 

carefully one from another ideas wherein can be found the least 

ditference, thereby to avoid being misled by similitude and by 

affinity to take one thing for another. This is a way of proceeding 

quite contrary to metaphor and allusion, wherein for the most part 

lies that entertainment and pleasantry of wit which strikes so lively on 

the fancy, and therefore, so acceptable to all people because its beauty 

appears at first sight, and there is required no labor of thought to ex¬ 

amine what truth or reason there is in it.’’ * 

But Locke’s descendants have been slow to enter into the 

path whose fruitfulness was thus pointed out by their mas¬ 

ter, and have so neglected the study of discrimination that 

one might almost say that the classic English psychologists 

have, as a school, hardly recognized it to exist. ‘Associa¬ 

tion ’ has proved itself in their hands the one all-absorbing 

power of the mind. Dr. Martineau, in his review of Bain, 

makes some very weighty remarks on this onesidedness of 

the Lockian school. Our mental history, says he, is, in 

its view, 

“a perpetual formation of new^ compounds: and the words ‘associ¬ 

ation,’ ‘cohesion,’ ‘fusion,’ ‘indissoluble connection,’ all express the 

change from plurality of data to some unity of result. An explanation 

of the process therefore requires two things : a true enumeration of 

the primaiy constituents, and a correct statement of their laws of com¬ 

bination : just as, in chemistry, we are furnished with a list of the 

sim])le elements, and the with then principles of their synthesis. Now 

the latter of these two conditions we find satisfied by the association- 

psychologists : but not the former. They are not agreed upon their 

catalogue of elements, or the marks by which they may know the simple 

from the compound. The psychologic unit is not fixed ; that which is 

called one impression by Hartley is treated as half-a-dozen or more by 

Mill: and the tendency of the modern teachers on this point is to recede 

more and more from the better-chosen track of their master. Hartley, 

for example, regarded the whole present effect upon us of any single 

object—say, an orange—as a single sensation ; and \he whole vestige 

it left behind, as a single ‘idea of sensation.’ His modem disciples, 

* Bwma Understandings ii. xi. 1, d. 
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•n the other hand, consider this same effect as an aggregate from a 

plurality of sensations, and the ideal trace it leaves as highly compound. 

‘The idea of an object,’ instead of being an elementary starting-point 

with them, is one of the elaborate results of repetition and experience ; 

and is continually adduced as remarkably illustrating the fusing power 

of habitual association. Thus James Mill observes : 

“ ‘ It is to this great law of association tliat we trace the formation of 

our ideas of what we (;all external objects ; that is, t he ideas of a cer¬ 

tain number of sensations, received togf^lher so frequently that they 

coalesce as it were, and are spoken of under tln^ idea of unity. Hence, 

what we call the idea of a tree, the idea of a stone, the idea of a horse, 

the idea of a man. In using the names, tree, horse, man, the names 

of what I call objects, I am n^ferring, and can be referring, only to my 

own sensations; in fact, thcrefon^ only naming a certain Tiumber of 

sensations regarded as in a particular slate of combination, that is, 

concomitance. Particular sensations of sight, of touch, of the muscles, 

are the sensations to the ideas of which, color, extension, roughness, 

hardness, smoothness, taste, smell, so coalescing as to appear one idea, 

I give the name of the idea of a tree.’ * 

“ To precisely the same effect Mr. Bain remarks : 

“‘External objects usually affect us through a plurality of senses. 

The pebble on the sea-shore is picturcKl on the eye as form and color. 

Wo take it up in the hand and repeat the impression of form, with the 

additional feeling of touch. Knock two together, and there is a charac¬ 

teristic sound. To preserve the impression of an object of this kind, 

there must be an association of all these different effects. Such associa¬ 

tion, when matured and firm, is our idea, our int(dlectual grasp of the 

pebble. Passing to the organic*, world, and i)lucking a rose, we have 

the same effects of form to the eye and hand, color and touch, with 

new effects of odor and taste. A certain time is requisite for the co¬ 

herence of all these qualities in one aggregate, so as to give us for all 

purposes the enduring image of the rose. When fully acquired, any 

one of the characteristic impressions will revive the others ; the odor, 

the sight, the feeling of the thorny stalk—each of these by itself will 

hoist the entire impression into the view.’ f 

“Now, this order of derivation, making our objective knowledge be¬ 

gin with plurality of impression and arrive at unity, we take to bo a 

complete inversion of our psychological history. Hartley, we think, 

was perfectly right in taking no notice of the number of inlets through 

which an object delivers its effect upon us, and, in spite of this circum¬ 

stance, treating the effect as one. . . . Even now, after life has read 

us so many analytic lessons, in proportion as we can fix the attitude of 

our scene and ourselves, the sense of plurality in our impressions re¬ 

treats, and we lapse into an undivided consciousness ; losing, for in- 

* Analysis, vol. i. p. 71. 

tThe 8enaes and the Intellect, page 411. 
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stance, the separate notice of any uniform hum in the ear, or light in 
the eye, or weight of clothes on the body, though not one of them is in¬ 
operative on the conif)lexion of our feeling. Tliis law, once granted, 
must be carried far beyond Hartley’s point. Not only must each ob¬ 
ject present itself to us integrally befon^ it slndls off into its qualities, 
but the whole scene around ns must discmgage for us obj(M*.t aft (u* object 
from its still background by einerg(*nee and change ; and even our 
self-detachment from the world over against us must wait, for tlie 
start of collision between the force we issue and that whicli we receive. 
To contine ourselves to the siiupU‘st case : wlum a red ivory ball, s(^en 
for the first time, has been withdrawn, it will leave a mental represen¬ 
tation of itself, in which all that it simultaneously gave us will indis- 
tinguishably coexist. Let a white ball succimhI to it ; now, and not 
before, vrill an attribute didach itself, and the color, by force of con¬ 
trast, be shaken out into th(^ foreground. Let the white ball be re¬ 
placed by an egg : and this new difference will bring the form into 
notice from its previous slumber. And thus, that which began by 
being simply an object, cut out from the surrounding scume, becomes 
for us first a red object, and tlnm a red round object ; and so on. In¬ 
stead, tluu'cfore, of the (pialiti(*s, as separately giviui, subscribing to¬ 
gether and adding themselves nj) to present us with the object as their 
aggregate, the object is iKfforehand with them, and from its integrity 
delivers tlunn out to our knowledge, one by one. In tliis disintegration, 
the primary nnchnis never loses its substantive character or name ; 
whilst the differen(?e which it throws off apfiearsasa men^ atlribiite, ex¬ 
pressed by an adjective. Hence it is that we are conqKdled to think of 
the object as Jntring^ not as heiiig, its qualities ; and can never lieartily 
admit tlie belief of any loose lot of attributes really fusing tlunnselves 
iiito a thing. The unity of the original whole is not felt to go to piec^es 
and be resolved into the properties which it successively gives off ; it 
retains a residuary existence, which constitutes it a sahstanee, as against 
the emerging (piality, which is only its phenomenal j>redirate. Were 
it not for this perpetual process of differentiation of self from the 
world, of object from its scene, of attribute from objecit, no st-ep of 
Abstraction could be taken ; no qualities could fall undiT our notice ; 
and had we ten thousand senses, they would all converge and meet in 
but one consciousness. But if this be so, it is an utter falsification of 
the order of nature to speak of sensations grouping themselves into 
aggregates, and so composing for us the objects of which we think ; 
and the whole language of the theory, in regard to the field of 
synchronous existences, is a direct inversion of the truth. Experience 
proceeds and intellect is trained, not by Association, but by Dissoci¬ 
ation., not by reduction of pluralities of impression to one, but by the 
opening out of one into many ; and a true psychological history must 
expound itself in analytic rather than synthetic terms. Precisely those 
ideas—of Substance, of Mind, of Cause, of Space—which this system 
treats as infinitely complex, the last result of myriads of confluent ele- 
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ments, are in truth th(3 residuary simplicities of consciousness, whose 

stability the eddies and currents of phenomenal experience have left 
undisturbed.” * 

The truth is that Experience is trained by both asscxdu- 

tion and dissociation, and that psychology must be w^rit 

both in synthotic and in analytic terms. Our original sen¬ 

sible totals are, on the one hand, subdivided by discrimi¬ 

native attention, and, on th(3 other, united with other totals, 

—eitlnir tliianigli the agenu^y of our owui moveiiK'Aits, carrying 

our senses from one })art of space to another, or because 

new objects come successively and re])lac(3 those by which 

viVi were at fij’st impressed. The ‘ simple impression ’ of 

Hume, the ‘simple idea’ of Locke are both abstractions, 

never realized in experience. Experience, from the very 

first, presents us with concreted objects, vaguely continuous 

with the rest of th(i world which envelops them in space 

and time, and poieiitiadly divisible into inwaixl elements 

and parts. These objects we break asunder and reunite. 

We must trt^at them in botli ways for our knowledge of 

th(un to grow; and it is hard to say, on the whole, which 

way preponderates. But since the elements with wdiich 

the traditional associationism performs its constructions— 

‘simple sensations,’ named}'—are all products of discrimi¬ 

nation carricul to a liigh pitcli, it seems as if we ought to 

discuss the subject of analytic attention and discrimination 

first. 

The noticing of any part wdiatever of our object is an 

act of discrimination. Already on p. 404 I have described 

the manner in wdiich Ave often spontaneously lapse into the 

undiscriminating state, even with regard to objects which 

we have already leaiaied to distinguish. Such anaistlietics 

as chloroform, nitrous oxide, etc., sometimes bring about 

transient lapses even more total, in which numerical dis¬ 

crimination especially seems gone ; for one sees light and 

hears sound, but whether one or many liglits and sounds 

is quite impossible to tell. Where tlie parts of an object 

have already been discerned, and each made the object of 

a special discriminative act, we can with difficulty feel the 

Essays Philosophical and Theological: First Series, pp. 268-278. 
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object again in its pristine unity; and so prominent may 
our consciousness of its composition be, that we may hardly 
believe that it ever could have appeared undivided. Bui 
this is an erroneous view, the undeniable fact being that 
any mmiher of impressions^ from any number of sensory sources^ 
falling sitmdtaneously on a mind which has not yet expeki- 

ENCEi) THEM SEPARATELY, liAll fuse into a single undivided oh^ 
ject for that mind. The law is that all things fuse that can 
fuse, and nothing separates except what must. What makes 

impressions separate we have to study in this chapter. 

Although they separate easier if they come in through dis¬ 

tinct nerves, yet distinct nerves are not an unconditional 

ground of tlieir discrimination, as we shall presently see. 

The baby, assailed by eyes, ears, nose, skin, and entrails 

at once, feels it all as one great blooming, buzzing confu¬ 

sion ; and to the very end of life, our location of all things 

in one space is due to the fact that the original extents or 

bignesses of all the sensations which came to our notice at 
once, coalesced together into one and the same space. 

There is no other reason than this why “ the hand I touch 

and see coincides spatially with the hand I immediately 

feel.” * 

It is true that we may sometimes be tempted to exclaim, 

when once a lot of hitherto unnoticed details of the object lie 

before us, “ How could we ever have been ignorant of these 

things and yet have felt the object, or drawn the conclusion, 

as if it were a confmuujn, a plenum ? There would have 

been gaps—but we felt no gaps; wherefore we must have seen 

and heard these details, leaned upon these steps; they must 

have beenoperative upon our minds, just as they are now, only 

unconsciouslyy or at least inattentively. Our first unanalyzed 

sensation was really composed of these elementary sensa¬ 

tions, our first rapid conclusion was really based on these 

intermediate inferences, all the while, only we failed to note 

the fact.” But this is nothing but the fatal ‘ psychologists fal¬ 

lacy ’ (p. 196) of treating an inferior state of mind as if it 

must somehow know implicitly all that is explicitly known 

* Montgomery in ‘ Mind,' x. 527. Cf. also Lipps; Grundtatsacben del 
Seelenlebens, p. 579 £.; and see below« Chapter YIX. 
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the same topic by superior states of mind. The thing 
thought of is unquestionably the same, but it is thought 
twice over in two absolutely different psychoses,—once as an 
unbroken unit, and again as a sum of discriminated parts. It 
is not one thought in two editions, but two entirely distinct 
thoughts of one thing. And each thought is within itself a 
tontinuum, ^plenum, needing no contributions from the other 
to fill up its gaps. As I sit here, 1 think objects, and 1 
make inferences, which the future is sure to analyze and 
articulate and riddle with discriminations, showing me many 
things wherever I now notice one. Nevertheless, my 
thought feels quite sufficient unto itself for the time being; 
and ranges from pole to pole, as free, and as unconscious 
of having overlooked anything, as if it possessed the great¬ 
est discriminative enlightenment. We all cease analyzing 
the world at some j^oint, and notice no more difierences. 
The last units with which w^e stop are our objective elements 
of being. Those of a dog are difi’erent from those of a 
Humboldt; those of a practical man from those of a meta¬ 
physician. But the dog’s and the practical man’s thoughts 
fed continuous, though to the Humboldt or the metaphy¬ 
sician they would ajjpear full of gaps and defects. And 
they are continuous, as ikoyghts. It is only as mirrors of 
things that the superior minds find them full of omissions. 
And when the omitted things are discovered and the un¬ 
noticed differences laid bare, it is not that the old thoughts 
split up, but that new thoughts supersede them, which make 
new judgments about the same objective world. 

THE PBINCIPLE OP MEDIATE COMPABISON. 

When we discriminate an element, we may contrast it 
with the case of its own absence, of its simply not being 
there, without reference to what is there; or we may also 
take the latter into account. Let the first sort of discrim¬ 
ination be called existential^ the latter differential discrimina¬ 
tion. A peculiarity of differential discriminations is that 
they result in a perception of differences which are felt as 
greater or less one than the other. Entire groups of differ¬ 
ences may be ranged in series: the musical scale, the colof 
scale, are examples. Every department of our experience 
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may have its data written down in an evenly gradated order, 
from a lowest to a highest member. And any one datum 
may be a term in several such orders. A given note may 
have a high place in the pitch-series, a low place in the 
loudness-series, aiad a medium place in the series of agree¬ 
ablenesses. A given tint must, in order to be fully deter¬ 
mined, have its j^jlace assigned in the series of qualities, in 
the series of purities (freedom from white), and in the series 
of intensities or brightnesses. It may be low in one of 
these respects, but high in another. Iji passing from term 
to term in aiyy sindi series we are conscious not only of each 
step of difference being equal to (or greater or less than) 
the last, but we are conscious of proceeding in a uniform 
direction^ different from other possible directions. This 
eomciousnefifi of seriid increaf^e of differences is one of the 
fundamental facts of our intellectual life. More, more, 
MOKE, of the same kind of difference, we saj', as we advance 
from term to term, and realize that the farther on we get 
the larger grows the breach between the term we are at 

and the one from which we started Between any two 
terms of such a series the difierence is greatei’ than that be¬ 
tween any intermediate terms, or than that between an inter¬ 
mediate term and either of the extremes. The louder than 
the loud is louder than the less loud ; the farther than the 
far is farther than the loss far ; the earlier than the early is 
earlier than the late ; the higher than the high is higher 
than the low; the bigger than the big is bigger than the 
small; or, to put it briefly and universally, the more than the 
more is more than the less ; such is the (jreat synthetic prin¬ 
ciple of mediate comparison which is involved in the posses^ 
9ion by the human mind of the sense of serial increase. In 
Chapter XXVIII we shall see the altogether overwhelming 
im]K)rtance of this principle in the conduct of all our higher 
rational operations. 

ABE ALL DIPPEHENCES DIPPEKBNCES OP COMPOSITION P 

Each of the differences in one of these uniform series 
feels like a definite sensible quantity, and each term seems 
like the last term with this quantity added. In many con¬ 
crete objects which differ from one another we can plainly 
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see that the difference does consist simply in the fact that 

one object is the same as the other plus something else, or 

that they both have an identical part, to which each adds 

a distinct remainder. Thus two pictures may be struck 

from the same block, but one of them may differ in having 

color added; or tAvo carpets may show an identical pattern 

which ij i each is Avoven in distinct hues. Similarly, two 

classes of sensation may have the same emotional tone but 

negate each otljer in remaining respects—a dark color and 

a deep sound, for exainphi; or tAvo faces may liave the same 

sh; pe of nose ])ut everything ols(^ unlike. The similarity 

of tJie same note sounded by instruments of different tim- 

br(‘, is explained by tlui coexistence of a fundamental tone 

commcui to both, Avitli over-tones in one Avhich the other 

lacks. ]Jip])ijig my liand into Avater and anon into a colder 

Avater, I may then observe certain additional feelings, broader 

and deeper ii’radiations of the cold, so to speak, which were 

not iii the earlier ex[)erience, thougli for aught I can tell, 

the f(V‘lings may be otherwise the same. ‘Hefting’ first 

one v/' ;ight, and then another, nerv feelings may start out 

in m ell)OAv-joint, Avrist, and elseAvhere, and make me call 

the second Aveight the heaA'ier of the tAvain. In all these 

cases each of tln^. diffeilng things may be represented by 

two parts, one that is common to it and the others, and an¬ 

other that is ])eculiar to itself. If they form a series, 

A, B, C, 1), etc., and the common part be called A", whilst 

the loAvest difference be called d, then the composition 

of the series would be as follows: 

A — X -{-d; 
B or X-]~ 2d; 
C= A"+3^i; 
D = X+4d; 

If X itself were ultimately composed of d'n we should 

have the entire series explained as due to the varying com¬ 

bination and re-combination with itself of an unx^arying ele¬ 

ment ; and all the apparent differences of cpiality would be 

translated into differences of quantity alone. This is the 

sort of reduction which the atomic theory in physics and 
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the mind-stuff theory in psychology regard as their ideal. 
So that, following the analogy of our instances, one might 
easily be tempted to generalize and to say that all difference 
is but addition and subtraction, and that what we called 
* differential ’ discrimination is only ‘existential ’ discrimina¬ 
tion in disguise; that is to say, that where and B differ, 
we merely discern something in the one which the other is 
without. Absolute identity in things up to a certain point, 
then absolute non-identity, would on this theoiy take the 
place of those ultimate qualitative unlikenesses between 
them, in which we naturally believe ; and the mental func¬ 
tion of discrimination, ceasing to be regarded as an ultimate 
one, would resolve itself into mere logical affirmation and 
negation, or perception that a feature found in one thing, 
in another does not exist. 

Theoretically, however, this theory is. full of difficulty. 
If all the differences wdiich we feel were in one direction, 
so that all objects could be arranged in one series (how¬ 
ever long), it might still work. But when we consider the 
notorious fact that objects differ from each other in divergent 
directions, it grows well nigh impossible to make it do so. 
For then, supposing that an object differed from things in 
one direction by the increment d, it would have to differ 
from things in another direction by a different sort of incre¬ 
ment, call it df; so that, after getting rid of qualitative un¬ 
likeness between objects, we should have it back on our 
hands again between their increments. We may of course 
re-apply our method, and say that the difference between 
d and d' is not a qualitative unlikeness, but a fact of com¬ 
position, one of them being the same as t]ie oilier plus an 
increment of still higher order, 6 for example, added. But 
when we recollect that everything in the w orld can be com¬ 
pared with everything else, and that the number of direc¬ 
tions of difference is indefinitely great, then we see that the 
complication of self-compoundings of the ultimate differen¬ 
tial increment by which, on this theory, all the innumerable 
unlikenesses of the world are explained, in order to avoid 
writing any of them down as ultimate differences of kind, 
would beggar all conception. It is the mind-dust theory, 
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with all its difficulties in a particularly uncompromising 
form ; and all for the sake of the fantastic pleasure of being 
able arbitrarily to say that there is between the things in 
the world and between the ‘ideas’ in the mind nothing but 
absolute sameness and absolute not-sameness of elements, 
the not-sameness admitting no degrees. 

To me it seems much wiser to turn away from such 
transcendental extravagances of speculation, and to abide 
by the natural appearances. These would leave unlikeness 
as an indecomposable relation amongst* things, and a rela¬ 
tion moreover of which there were all degrees. Absolute 
not-sameness would be the maximal degree, absolute same¬ 
ness the minimal degree of this unlikeness, the discernment 
of which would be one of our ultimate cognitive powers.* 
Certainly the natural appearances are dead against the notion 
that no qualitative diflerences exist. With the same clear¬ 
ness with which, in certain objects, we do feel a dilference to 
be a mere matter oi plus and minus, in other objects we feel 
that this is not the case. Contrast our feeling of the differ¬ 
ence between the length of two lines with our feeling of the 
difference between blue and yellow, or with that between 
right and left. Is right equal to left with something added ? 
Is blue yellow plm something ? If so, plus what ?t So 
long as we stick to verifiable psychology, we are forced to 
admit that differavces of simple kind form an irrediwible sort 
of relation between some of the elements of our experi¬ 
ence, and forced to deny that differential discrimination 

* Stumpf (Tonpsycliologie, i, 116 ff.) tries to prove that the theory that 
all differences are differences of composition leads necessarily to an infinite 
regression when we try to determine the unit. It seems to me that in his 
particular reasoning he forgets the ultimate units of the mind-stuff 
theory. I cannot find the completed infinite to be one of the obstacles to 
belief in this theoiy, although I fully accept Stumpf’s general reasoning, 
and am only too happy to find myself on the same side with such an ex¬ 
ceptionally clear thinker. The strictures by Wahle in the Vierteljsch. f. 
wiss. Phil, seem to mo to have no force;, since the writer does not dis¬ 
criminate between resemblance of things obviously compound and that of 
things sensibly simple. 

f The belief that the causes of effects felt by us to differ qualitatively are 
facts which differ only in quantity (e.g. that blue is caused by so many 
ether-waves, and yellow by a smaller number) must not be confounded 
with the feeling that the effects differ quantitatively themselves. 
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can everywhere be reduced to the mere ascertainment 
that elements present in one fact, in anotlier fail to exist. 
The perception that an element exists in one thing and do(iH 
not exist in another and the perception of qualitjitive differ¬ 
ence are, in short, entirely disconnectcMl iiuntal fiinctioiis.* 

But at the same time that we insist on this, we must 
also admit that differences of quality, however abundant, 
are not the only distinctions with which our mind has to 
deal. Differences which seem of mere composition, of 
number, of plus and minus, also abound.t But it will be 
best for the ])resent to disregard all these quantitative 
cases and, taking the others (which, by the least favorable 
calculation, will still be numerous enough), to consider 
next the manner in which we conw fo cognize si tuple differences 
of hind. We cannot explain the cognition; we (^an only as¬ 
certain the conditions b}^ virtue of which it occurs. 

THE CONDITIONS OP DISCBIMINATION. 

What, then, are Ihe conditions under which ive discrirninate 
things differing in a simple 7cay ? 

First, the things must be different, either in time, or 
place, or quality. If the difference in any of these regards 
is sufficiently great, then we cannot overlook it, exce]>t by 
not noticing the things at all. No one can help singling 
out a black stripe on a white ground, or feeling the contrast 
between a bass note and a high one sounded immediately 
after it. Discrimination is here involuntary. But where 
the objective difference is less, discrimination need not so 
inevitably occur, and may even require considerable effort 
of attention to be jierformed at all. 

* Herr G. H. Schneider, in his youthful ])amphlet (Die Untersclieidung, 
1877) has tried to show that there are no i)ositively existent elements of 
sensibility, no substantive qualities between which diil’erences obtain, but 
that the terms we call such, the sensations, are but sums of differences, 

loci or starting points whence many directions of difference proceed. 

* Unterschiedsempfindungs-Complexe' five. calls them. Tin’s absurd 
carrying o\it of that ‘ principle of relativity ' which we shall have to men¬ 
tion in Chapter XVll may serve as a counterpoise to the mind-stuff 
theory, which says that there are nothing but substantive sensations, and 
denies the existence of relations of difference between them at all. 

+ Cf. Stumpf, Ton psychologic, i. 121, and James Ward. Mind, i. 464. 
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Another condition which then favors it is that the gren- 
sations excited by the differhuj objects should not come to 
U8 simnltaneously hut faU in immejUafc succession upon the 
same organ. It is easier to compare successive than simul¬ 
taneous sounds, easier to <?om2)are two weights or two tem¬ 
peratures by testing one after the other with the same hand, 
than by using both hands and comparing both at once. 
Similarly it is easier to dis(a*iminate shaders of light or color 
by moving tlie eye froiii one to th(i otlier, so that they suc¬ 
cessively stimulate tlie same retinal tract. In testing the 
local discrimination of the skin, by applying compass- 
points, it is found that they ari^ felt to touch different spots 
much nioi’e readily wheji set down one after the other than 
when both are appli(Hl at once. In the latter case they 
may be two or three inches apart on the back, thighs, etc., 
and still hud as if they were set down in one spot. Finally, 
in the cas(^ of sni(‘ll and taste it is well-nigh impossible to 
coin])are simultaneous impressions at all. The reason why 
successive im})ression so much favors the result seems to 
be tliat there is a real sensolion of dijfcrvnce, aroused by the 
shock of transition from one perce])tion to another which 
is unlike the first. This sensation of difference has its own 
peculiar (juality, as difference, which remains sensible, no 
matter of what sort the terms may be, between which it 
ol)tains. It is, in short, <yne of those transitive feelings, 
or feelings of relation, of which I treated in a former 
j)lace (pj). 245 ff.); and, when once aroused, its object 
lingers in the memory along with the substantive terms 
which precede and follow, and enables our judgments of 
comparisoyi to be made. We shall soon sc^e reason to believe 
that no two terms can possibly be simnltoneovsly perceived 
to differ, unless, in a preliminary operation, we have suc¬ 
cessively attended to each, and, in so doing, had the transi¬ 
tional sensation of difference between them aroused. A 
field of consciousness, however complex, is never analyzed 
unh^ss some of its ingredients have changed. We noiv 
discern, Tis true, a multitude of coexisting things about 
us at every moment: but this is because we have had a 
long education, and each thing we now see distinct has 
been already differentiated from its neighbors by repeated 
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appearances in successive order. To the infant, sounds, 

sights, touches, and pains, form probably one unanalyzed 

bloom of confusion.* 

Where the difference between the successive sensations 

is but slight, the transition between them must be made as 

immediate as possible, and both must be compared in mem- 
ory, in order to get the best results. One cannot judge 

accurately of the difference between two similar wines, 

whilst the second is still in one’s mouth. So of sounds, 

warmths, etc.—we must get the dying phases of both sen¬ 

sations of the pair we are comparing. Wliere, however, 

the difiference is strong, this condition is immaterial, and 

we can then compare a sensation actually felt wdth another 

carried in memory only. The longer the interval of time 

between the sensations, the more uncertain is their discrim¬ 

ination. 

The difference, thus immediately felt between tw^o terms, 

is independent of our ability to identify either of the terms 

by itself. I can feel two distinct spots to be touched on 

my skin, yet not know wdiich is above and w^hich below. I 

can observe two neighboring musical tones to differ, and 

still not know which of the two is the higher in pitch. 

Similarly I may discriminate tw^o neighboring tints, whilst 

remaining uncertain which is the bluer or the yellower, 

or how either differs from its mate.f 

With such direct perceptions of difference as this, we 

must not confound those entirely unlike cases in which we 

iry^er that two things must differ because we know enough 

about each of them taken by itself to warrant our classing 

* The ordinary treatment of this is to call it the result of the fusion of 
a lot of sensations, in themselves separate. This is pure mythology, as the 
sequel will abundantly show. 

t We often begin to be dimly aware of a difference in a sensation or 
group of sensations, before we can assign any definite character to that 
which differs. Thus we detect a strange or foreign ingredient or flavor in 
a familiar dish, or of tone in a familiar tune, and yet are wholly unable for 
a while to say what the intruder is like. Hence perhaps discrimination 
may be regarded as the earliest and most primordial mode of intellectual 
activity." (Sully: Outlines of Psychology, p. 143. Qf, also G. H. 
Schneider: DieUnterscheldung, pp. 9-10,) 
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them under distinct heads. It often happens, when the 

interval is long between two experiences, that our judg¬ 

ments are guided, not so much by a }>ositive image or copy 

of the earlier one, an by our re(U)ll(H*iion of certain facts 

about it. Thus I know that tlie sunshine to-day is less 

bright than on a certain day last week, because I then said 

it was quite dazzling, a remark I should not now care to 

make. Or I know myself to feel better now than I was last 

summer, because I can now psychologize, and then I could 

not. We are constantly busy comparing feelings with 

whoso quality our imagination has no sort of acquaintance 
at the time—pleasur^^s, or pains, for example. It is notori¬ 

ously hard to conjure up in imagination a lively image of 

either of these classes of feeling. The associationists may 

prate of an idea of pleasure being a pleasant idea, of an 

idea of pain being a painful one, but the unsophisticated 

sense of mankind is against them, agreeing with Homer 

that the memoiy of griefs when past may be a joy, and with 

Dante that there is no greater sorrow than, in misery, to 

recollect one’s happier time. 

Feelings remembered in this imperfect way must be 

compared with present or recent feelings by the aid of what 

we know about them. We identify the remote experience 

in such a case by conceiving it. The most perfect way of 

conceiving it is by defining it in terms of some standard 

scale. If I know the thermometer to stand at zero to-day 

and to have stood at 32° last Sundays I know to-day to be 

colder, and I know just how much colder, than it was last 

Sunday. If I know that a certain note was c, and that this 

note is cZ, I know that this note must be the higher of the 

two. 

The inference that two things differ because their con¬ 

comitants, effects, names, kinds, or—to put it generally— 

their signs, differ, is of course susceptible of unlimited 

complication. The sciences furnish examples, in the way 

in which men are led, by noticing differences in effects, to 

assume new hypothetical causes, differing from any known 

heretofore. But no matter how many may be the steps by 

which such inferential discriminations are made, they cM 
end in a direct intuition of difference somewhere. The loMi 
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ground for inferring that A and B differ must be that, 

whilst A is an m, B is an n, and that in and n are seen to 

differ. Let us then neglect the complex cases, the A’s and 

the B’s, and go back to the study of the unanalyzable per¬ 

ception of difference between their signs, the w’s and the 

when these are seemingly simple ter ius. 

I said that in their immediate succession the shock of 

their difference was fell. It is felt repeatedly when we go 

back and forth from m to and we make a point of get¬ 

ting it thus repeatedly (by alternating our attention at huist) 

whenever the shock is so slight as to be with difficulty per¬ 

ceived. But in addition to being felt at the bri(d instant 

of transition, the difference also feels as if incorporated 

and taken up into the second teian, which feels ‘ different- 

from-the-first ’ even while it lasts. It is obvious tliat the 

‘second term ’ of the niijid in this case is not bald ?/, but 

a very com})lex object; and that the sequence is not sim¬ 

ply first ‘/A/,’ then Ulifferermf then ‘/a’; but first ‘ a/a,’ 

then UUfference,' then * n-different from--in.' The several 

thoughts, however, to which these three several objects are 

revealed, are three ordinary ‘segments’ of the mental 

‘ stream.’ 

As our brains and minds are actually made, it is impos¬ 

sible to get certain 7/a’s and n'n in immodiatci sequence and 

to keep them pure. If kept ])ure, it would mean that they 

remained uncompared. With us, inevitably, by a mechan¬ 

ism wliich we as yet fail to uuderstand, the shock of differ¬ 

ence is felt between them, and the second object is not n 

pure, but n-as-diffevent froni-ni.'^ It is no more a paradox 

that under these conditions this cognition of m and n in 

mutual relation should occur, than that under other condi¬ 

tions the cognition of wa’s or 7a’s simple quality should 

occur. But as it has been treated as a ])aradox, and as a 

spiritual agent, not itself a portion of the stream, has been 

* In cases where the diiference is slight, we may need, as previously 
remarked, to get the dying phase of n as well as of rn before n-different- 
from-m is distinctly felt. In that ease the inevitably successive feelings 
(as far as we can sever what is so continuous) would be four, m, difference, 
n, n-differenUfrom-m. This slight additional complication alters not a whit 
the essential features of the case. 
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invokf^d to account for it, a word of furtliei remark seems 

desiraldo. 

]M y account, it will be noted, is merely a description of 

ilu'. facts as tlu^y occur: feelings (or tliouglits) each know¬ 

ing sornetliing, but the later one knowing, if preceded by 

a certain earlier one, a more complicated object than it 

would have known had the earlier one not been there. I 

offer no explanation of such a sequence of cognitions. The 

t^x])lanation (I devoutly expect) will be found some day to 

de})end on cerebral conditions. Until it is forthcoming, we 

can only treat the sequence as a special case of the general 

law that every experience undergone by the brain leaves in 

it a modification which is one factor in determining what 

maniKir of experiences the following ones shall be (c/*. 

pp. 232-23()). To anyone who denies the ])ossibility of such 

a hiw I have nothing to say, until he l)rings his proofs. 

The sensationalists and the spiritualists meanw^hile 

(filled both of them with their notion that the mind must 

in some fashion contain Avhat it knows) begin by giving a 

(M'ookful account of the facts. Both admit that for rn and 

n to ])c known in any way wliatever, little rounded and fin- 

islied otf duplicates of (aich must be contained in the mind 

as s(q)arate entities. Thes(‘ pure ideas, so called, of m and 

n lespectively, succeed each other there. And since they 

(rre distinct, say the sensationalists, they are eo ipso distin¬ 

guished. ‘‘ To have ideas different and ideas distinguished, 

are synonymous expressions; different and distinguished 

meaning exactly the same thing,” says James Milk* “Dis-. 

tinguislied! ” say the spiritualists, “distinguished by ivhat, 
forsooth? Truly the respective ideas of m and of n in the 

mind are distinct. But for that very reason neither can 

distinguish itself from the other, for to do that it would 

have to be aware of the other, and thus for the time being 

become the other, and that would be to g(d mixed uj) with 

the other and to lose its owm distinctness. Distinctness 

of ideas and idea of distinctness, are not one thing, but 
two. This last is a relation. Only a relating principle, op¬ 

posed in nature to all facts of feeling, an Ego, Soul, or 

* Analysis. J. S. Mill's ed., ii. 17. Cf. also pp. 12, 14. 
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Subject, is competent, by being present to both of the 

ideas alike, to hold them together and at the same time to 

keep them distinct.” 

But if the plain facts be admitted that the pure idea of 

is never in the mind at all, when ‘w ’ has once gom^ be¬ 

fore; and that the feeling ^ n-differemt-from-m" is itself an 

absolutely unique pulse of thought, the bottom of this 

precious quarrel drops out and neither party is left with 

anything to fight about. Surely such a consummation 

ought to be welcomed, especially when brought about, ns 

here, by a formulation of the facts which oilers itself so 

naturally and unsoj)histicall3\* 

* There is only one obstacle, and that is our inveterate tendency to be¬ 
lieve that where two things or qualities are compared, it miiHi be that 
exact duplicates of both have got into the mind and have nuttched tiiem- 
selves against each other there. To which the tirsl ret)ly is the empirical 
one of Look into the mind and see Wlicn I recognize a w(‘ight whicli 
I now lift as mferioi' to the one I just lifted; when, with my tooth now 
acliing, I perceive the pain to be lens intense than it was a minute ago; tlie 
two things in the mind which are compareci would, by the authors I criii 
cisc, be admitted to be an actual sensation and an image in the memorv. 
An image in the memory, by general consent of these same authors, is ad¬ 
mitted to be a w’eaker thing than a sensation. Nevertheless it is in these 
instances judged stronger; that is, an object supposed to be known only in 
so far forth as this image represents it, is judged stronger. Ought not this 
to shake one’s belief in the notion of S(*])arate repi'(‘seiitativ(^ ‘ ideas ’ weigh¬ 
ing themselves, or being weighed by the Ego, against each other in the 
mind? And let it not be SJiid that wliat makes us judge the felt pain to be 
weaker than the imagined one of a moment since is our ixcollection of 
the downward nature of the shock of difference wliich we felt as wc passed to 
the present moment from the one before it. That shock docs undoubtedly 
have a different character according as it coiiuis ])el w(*cn terms of which 
the second diminishes or increases; and it may he admitted that in cases 
where the past term is doubtfully remembered, the memory of the shock 
as plus or minus, might sometimes enable us to e.sbiblish a relation which 
otherwise we should not perceive. But one eonld liardly expect the mem¬ 
ory of this shock to overpower our actual eomparison of terms, both of 
whicli are presentare the image and tln^ sensation in the case supposed), 
and make us judge the weaker one to be the stronger.—And hereupon 
comes the second reply: Suppose the mind does compare two realities by 
comparing two ideas of its own whicli represent them—what is gained? 
The same mystery is still there. The ideas must still be known; and, as 
the attention in comparing oscillates from one to the other, past must be 
known with present just as before. If you must end by simply saying 
that your ‘Ego,’ whilst heing neither the idea of m nor the idea of n, yet 
knows and compares both, why not allow your pulse of thought, which m 
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We may, then, conclude our examination of the manner 
in which simple involuntary discrimination comes about, by 
saying, 1) that its vehicle is a thought possessed of a knowl¬ 
edge of both terms compared and of their difference ; 2) 

that the necessary and sufficient cc^ndition (as the human 

mind goes) for arousing this thoughc is that a thought or 

feeling of one of tlje terms discriminated should, as imme¬ 

diately as possible, ])recede that in which the other term is 

known ; and 3) and that the thought which knows the second 

term will then also know the difference (or in more difficult 

cases Avill be continuously succeeded by one which does 

know the difference) and both of the terms between which 

it holds. 

This last thought need, however, not be these terms with 

their difference, nor contain them. A man’s thought can 

know and mean all sorts of things without those things get¬ 

ting bodily into it—the distant, for example, the future, and 

the 2)ast.*^' The vanishing term in the case which occupies 

us vanishes ; but because it is the specific term it is and 

nothing else, it leaves a sj)ecific influence behind it when it 

vanishes, the effect of which is to determine the succeeding 

pulse of thought in a 2)erfectly characteristic way. What¬ 

ever consciousness comes next must know the vanished 

term and call it diffV^rent from the one now there. 

Here we are at the end of our tether about involuntary 

discrimination of successively felt simple things; and must 

di-oj) the subject, hopeless of -seeing any deej)er into it for 

neither the thing m nor the thing to know and compare both directly? 
’Tis but a question of how to name the facts least artihcially. The egoist 
erplaiuH them, by naming them as an Ego ‘combining’ or * synthetizing * 
two ideas, no more than we do by naming them a pulse of thought know¬ 
ing two facts. 

*1 fear that few will be converted by my words, so obstinately do 
thinkers of all schools refuse to admit the unmediated function of knowing 
a thing, and so incorrigibly do they substitute being the thing for it. E.g., in 
the latest utterance of the spiritualistic philosophy (Bowne’s Introduction to 
Psychological Theory, 1887, published only three days before this writing) 
one of the first sentences which catch my eye is this: “ What remembei*s ? 
The spiritualist says, the soul remembers ; it abides across the years and 
the flow of the body, and gathering up its past, carries it with it ” (p. 28). 
Why, for heaven’s sake, O Bowne, cannot you say ‘ knows it*? If there 1$ 

anything our soul does not do to its past, it is to carry it with it. 
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the present, and turn to discriminations of a less simple 

sort. 

THE PBOCESS OP ANALYSIS. 

And first, of the discrimination of simultaneously felt 

impressions! Our first way of looking at a reality is often 

to suppose it simple, but lafiir we may learn to perceive it 

as compound. This new way ef knowing the same reality 

may conveniently be called by the na,me of Annhjfiis. It is 

manifestly one of the most incessantly performed of all our 

mental processes, so lot us examine the conditions under 

which it occurs. 

I think we ma}^ safely la,y down at the outset this fun¬ 

damental principle, that any total inrpn'ssion made on the 

mind must be ananalyzahle, whose elements are never experi¬ 

enced apart. The components of an absolutely changcdess 

group of not-elsewhere-occurring attributes could never 

be discriminated. If all cold things were wet and all wet 

things cold, if all hard things pricked our skin, and no 

other things diil so ; is it likely that we should discrimi¬ 

nate between coldness and wetness, and hardness and 

pungency respectively ? If all liipiids were transparent 

and no non-liquid were transparent, it would be long before 

we had separate names for liquidity and transparency. If 

heat were a function of position above the earth’s surface, 

so that the higher a thing was the hotter it became, one 

word would serve for hot and high. We have, in fact, a 

number of sensations whose concomitants are almost in¬ 

variably the same, and we find it, accordingly, almost im¬ 

possible to analyze them out from the totals in whicjh they 

are found. The contracthm of the diaj)hragm and the ex¬ 

pansion of the lungs, the sliortening of certain muscles and 

the rotation of certain joints, are examples. The converg¬ 

ing of the eyeballs and the ata'ommodation for near objects 

are, for each distance of the object (in the common use 

of the eyes) inseparably linked, and neither can (without a 

sort of artificial training which shall presently be mentioned) 

be felt by itself. We learn that the causes of such grou])s 

of feelings are multiple, and therefore we frame theories 

about the composition of the feelings themselves, by ‘ fusion' 
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‘ integration,’ ‘ synthesis,’ or what not. But by direct intro¬ 

spection no analysis of them is ever made. A conspi(*uous 

case will come to view when we treat of the emotions. 

Every emotion has its ‘ expression,’ of quick breathing, 

palpitatbig heart, Hushed face, or the like. The (‘X])ression 

gives rise to bodily feelings; and the ('motion is thus neces¬ 

sarily and invariably accompanied by these bodily feedings. 

The consecjuence is that it is impossible to appreiiend it as 

a spiritual state by itself, or to analyze it away from the 

lower feelings in question. It is in fact impossible to 2)rove 

that it exists as a distinct j)sychic fact. The present writer 

strongly doubts that it does so exist. But those who are 

most lirmly persuaded of its existence must wait, to prove 

their point, until they can quote some as yet unfound patho¬ 

logical case of an individual who shall have emotions in a 

body in which either complete paralysis will have prevented 

their ex[)j ession, or complete anesthesia will have made 

the latter unfelt. 
In generjil, then, if an object affects us simultaneously 

in a. number of ways, ahed, w e get a peculiar integral impres¬ 

sion, which thereafter characterizes to our mind the individ¬ 

uality of that object, and becomes the sign of its presence; 

and which is only resolved into a, />, c, d, respectively by 

the aid of farther experiences. These we now may turn to 

consider. 

If any single quality or constituent, a, of such an object, have 
previously been hioivn by us isolatedly, or have in any other 

manner already become an object of separate acquaintance 

on our part, so that w e have an image of it, distinct or vague, 

in our mind, disconnected with l)cd, then that constituent a 
may he analyzed, out from the total impression. Analysis of 

a thing means separate attention to each of its parts. In 

Chapter XI w e saw' that one condition of attending to a thing 

w^as the formation from within of a separate image of that 

thing, w^hich should, as it were, go out to meet the impres¬ 

sion received. Attention being the condition of analysis, 

and separate imagination being the condition of attention, 

it follows also that separate imagination is the condition oi 
analysis. Only such elements as tve are acquainted loith, and 

can imagine, separately, can he discriminated ivithm a total 
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sense-impression. The image seems to welcome its own 

mate from out of the compouml, and to heighten the feel¬ 

ing thereof ; whereas it dampens and opposcis the feeling of 

the other constituents ; and thus the compound becomes 

broken for our consciousness into parts. 

All the facts cited in CUiapter XI, to j)rove that attention 

involves inward reproduction, go to jnove this j^oiiit as 

well. In looking for any object in a room, for a book in a 

library, for example, we detect it tlie more readily if, in 

addition to merely knowing its name, etc., we carry in our 

mind a distinct image of its a])2)earance. Tlie assafcetida 

in ‘Worcestershire sauc(i ’ is not obvious to anyone wlio 

has not tasted assahetida jwr se. In a ‘ cold ’ color an 

artist would never be able to analyze out the jjervasive 

presence of blue, unless lie had })reviously made acquaint¬ 

ance with the color blue by itself. All the colors we ac¬ 

tually exj)erience are mixtures. Even the j)urest 2)rimaries 

always come to us with some white. A})solute]y j)ure red 

or green or violet is never ex}>erienced, and so (^an never 

be discerned in the so-called 2)rin]aries with which we have 

to deal: the latter consequently 2>ass for 2)ur(^—The reader 

will remember how an overtone can only be attended to in 

the midst of its consorts in the voice of a musical instru¬ 

ment, by sounding it 2>i‘^viou{?ly alone. Tlie imagination, 

being then full of it, hears the like of it in the compound 

tone. Helmholtz, whose account of this observation we 

formerly quoted, goes on to explain tlie dilKculty of the 

case in a way which beautifully corroborates the 2)oint I 

now seek to prove. He says ; 

“ The ultimate simpile elements of the sensation of tone, simple tones 

themselves, are rarely heard alone. Even those instruments by which 

they can be produced (as tuning-forks before resonance-chambers), 

when strongly excited, give rise to weak harmonic ujiper partials, partly 

within and partly without the ear. . . . Ibmce the opportunities are 

very scanty for impressing on our memory an exact and sure image of 

these simple elementary tones. But if the constituents are only indefi¬ 

nitely and vaguely known, the analysis of their sum into them must 

be correspondingly uncertain. If we do not know with certainty how 

much of the musical tone under consideration is to be attributed to its 

prime, we cannot but be uncertain as to what belongs to the partials. 

Consequently we must begin by making the individual elements which 
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have to be distinguished individually audible, so as to obtain an en¬ 

tirely frc'sii recollec^tion of the corresponding sensation, and the whole 

business reciuires undisturbed and concentrated attention. We are even 

without tlio ease that can be obtained by frequent repetitions of the 

experiment, such as we possess in the analysis of musical chords into 

their individual notes. In (hat case we liear the individual notes suffi¬ 

ciently ofUm by themselves, w’hercas we rarely hoar simple tones, and 

may almost be said never to hear the building up of a ermpound from 

its simple tones. ” * 

THE PROCESS OP ABSTRACTIOlSr. 

Very fetv elements of reality are expei’ienced by us in 

absolute isolation. The most that usually ha])pens to a 

constituent e, of a compound ]>hen()menon cd/cd, is that 

its sfrevi/fh i‘tdati\ely to hed varies from a maximum to a 

minimum ; or that it a]>pears linked wdth ofhei^ qualities, 

in other com])ou]ids, as uc/V/, or (dn’k. Either of these 

vicissitiuh's in th(‘ modt^ of our ex})erien(ung a may, under 

favorable circumstaiua^s, huid us to feel the difference be- 

tweum it and its ('ojicomitants, and to single it out—not 

absolutely, it is true, but a])proximately—and so to analyze 

the compound of whi<*h it is a })art. The act of singling 

out is tlieii called (distraction, and the element disengaged 

is an abstract. 

Consider tlie case of fluctuations of relative strength 

or intensity first. Let there bo tbree grades of the com¬ 

pound, as Abed, at)cd, and <dK' J). In })assing betw^een these 

compounds, the mind will feel shocks of difference. The 

diflereuces, moreover, wall serially increase, and their direc¬ 

tion wall be felt as of a distinct sort. The increase from 

abed to Abed is on the a side ; that to abcl) is on the d side. 

And these two differences of direction are differently 

felt. Ido not say that this discernment of the a-direction 

from the (f-direction will give us an actual intuition 

either of a or of d, in the abstract. But it leads us to 

conceive or post ulate each of these qualities, and to define 

it as the extreme of a certain direction. ‘ Dry ’ wines 

and ‘ sweet ’ wines, for example, differ, and form a series. 
It happens that we have an experience of sweetness 

pure and simple in the taste of sugar, and this we can 

* Sensations of Tone, 3d English Ed., p. 65. 
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analyze out of the wine-taste. But no one knows what 

‘ dryness ’ tastes like, all by itself. It must, however, bo 

BOinething extreme in the dry direction; and we should 

probably not fail to recognize it as the original of our ab¬ 

stract conception, in case we ever did come across it. In 

some such way we get to form notions of the flavor ol meats, 

apart from their feeling to the tongue, or of that of fruits 

apart from their acidity, etc., and we alistract the touch of 

bodies as distinct from theii* temj)erature. We may evtm 

apprehend the quality of a muscle’s contraction as distin¬ 

guished from its extent, or one muscle's contraction from 

another’s, as when, by practising witli prismatic glasses, 

and varying our eyes’ convergence whilst our accommoda¬ 

tion remains the saim^, we learn the direction in which our 

feeling of the convergence differs from that of the accom¬ 

modation. 

But the fluctuation in a quality’s intensity is a less effi¬ 

cient aid to our abstracting of it than the diversity of the 

other (qualities in whose company it may aj)])ear. is 

associated now ivifh one thing and now wnth another tends to 

become dissociated from eiihery and to grow into an object of otf- 

stract contemplation by the mind, Onci might call this the 

Iniv of dissociation, by varying concomihmts. The pra(dica.l 

result of it will be to allow the mind which has thus disso¬ 

ciated and abstracted a character to analyze it out of a 

total, whenever it meets with it again. The law has becm 

frequently recognized by psychologists, though I know of 

none who has given it the emphatic prf)miuence in our men¬ 

tal history which it deserves. Mr. Spencer says : 

“ If the properly A occurs here aloii^e: with the properties B, C, 1). 

there along with C, F, II, and again with E, (4, B, ... it must 

happen that by multiplication of experi<mces tlie impressions produced 

by these properties on the organism will be disconnected and rendered 

so far independent in the organism as the properties are in tla^ environ¬ 

ment, whence must eventually result a pow(n’ to recognize attributes in 

themselves, apart from particular bodies.” * 

And still more to the point Dr. Martineau, in the passage 

I have already quoted, writes : 

“When a red ivory ball, seen for the first time, has been \^i^h- 

drawn, it will leave a mental representation of itself, in which all that 

* Psychology, i. 345. 
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it simultaneously gave us will iudistinguisbably coexist. Let a white 

ball succeed to it; now, and not before, will an attribute detach itself, 

arid the color, by force of contrast, be shaken out into the foreground. 

Jjct the white ball be replaced by an egg, and this new difference will 

bring the form into notice fi'orii its previous slumber, and thus that 

which began by being simply an object cut out from the surrounding 

scene becomes for us first a red object, then a red roami object, and 

so on.” 

Why the repetition of the character in combination with 

(lifierent wholes will cause it thus to break up its adhesion 

with any one of them, aiid roll out, as it were, alone upon 

the table of conscioiisiK^ss, is a little of a mystery. One 

might suppose the nerve-p)rocesses of the various concom¬ 

itants to neutralize or inhibit each other more or less and 

to leave the process of the common t(u*in alone distinctly 

active. Mr. Spencer app(‘ars to think that tlie mere fact 

that the common term is repeated more often than any one 

of its associates will, of itself, give it sucdi a degree of in¬ 

tensity that its abstraction must ]ieeds ensu(‘. 

This has a plausible sound, but breaks down when ex¬ 

amined closely. For it is not always the offen-re])eated 

character wliich is first noticed when its (‘c)]icomitants have 

varied a certain number of times; it is o.vo.w more likely to 

be the most novel of all the concomitants, which will arrest 

the attention. If a l)oy has seen nothing all his life but 

sloops and schooners, he will ])robab]y never distinctly 

have singled out in his notion of ‘ sail ’ the character of be¬ 

ing hung lengthwdse. When for the first time he sees a 

square-rigged ship, the op})oidunity of extracting the lengtli- 

wise mode of hanging as a special accident, and of disso¬ 

ciating it from the general notion of sail, is offered. But 

there are twenty chances to one that that will not be the 

form of the boy’s consciousness. What he notices will be 

the new and exceptional character of being hung crosswdse. 

He will go home and speak of that, and perhaps never con¬ 

sciously formulate what the more familiar peculiarity con¬ 

sists in. 

This mode of abstraction is realized on a very wide 

scale, because the elements of the world in which we find 

ourselves appear, as a matter of fact, here, there, and every¬ 

where, and are changing their concomitants all the while. 
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But on the other hand the abstraction is, so to speak, never 

complete, the analysis of a compound never perfect, be¬ 

cause no element is ever given to us absolutely alone, and 

we can never therefore approach a compound with the 

image in our mind of any one of its components in a perfectly 

pure form. Colors, sounds, smells, are just as niiicli en¬ 

tangled with other matter as are more formal elements of 

experience, such as extension, intensity, effort, pleasure, 

difference, likeness, harmony, badness, strength, aiid even 

consciousness itself. All are eml)edded in one world. But 

by the ffuctuations and permutations of which we have 

spoken, w^e come to form a prett3^ good notion of the direc¬ 
tion in which each element differs from the rest, and so w’e 

frame the notion of it as a terminnSj and continue to mean 

it as an individual thing. In the case of many elements, 

the simple sensibles, like heat, cold, the colors, smells, etc., 

the extremes of the directions are almost touched, and in 

these instances we have a comparatively exact perception of 

what it is w^e mean to abstract. But even this is only an 

approximation; and in literal mathematical strictness all 
our abstracts must be confessed to be but imperfectly im¬ 

aginable things. At bottom the process is one of concep¬ 
tion^ and is everywdiere, even in the sphere of simple sensi¬ 

ble qualities, the same as that by which w e are usually 

understood to attain to the notions of abstract goodness, 

perfect felicity, absolute powder, and the like : the direct 

perception of a difference betw'^een compounds, and the 

imaginary prolongation of the direction of the difference to 

an ideal terminus, the notion of which we fix and keep as 

one of our permanent subjects of discourse. 

This is all that I can say usefully about abstraction, oi 

about analysis, to which it leads. 

THE IMPBOVEMENT OF DISCRIMINATION BY PRACTICE. 

In all the cases considered hitlierto I have supposed 

the differences involved to be so large as to bc^ flagrant, and 

the discrimination, where successive, was treated as invoL 

untary. But, so far from being always involuntary, dis¬ 

criminations are often difficult in the extreme, and by most 

men never performed. Professor de Morgan, thinking, it 
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is true, rather of conceptual than of perceptive discrimi¬ 

nation, wrote, wittily enough: 

‘^The groat bulk of the illogical part of the educated community— 

whetlu^r majority or minority 1 know not; pcrliaps six of one and half 

a dozen of th(^ otlior—have not power to make a distinction, and of 

course cannot be made to take a distinct ion, and of course never at¬ 

tempt to shake a, distinction. With them all such things are evasions^ 

subterfuges, come-offs, loop-holes, etc. They would hang a man for 

horse-stealing under a statute against sheet)-stealing ; and would laugh 

at you if you quibbled about the distinction between a horse and a 

sheep.”* 

Any personal or practical interest, however, in the re¬ 

sults to be obtained by distinguishing, makes one’s wits 

amazingly sharp to detect differences. The culprit himself 

is not likely to overlook the difference between a horse and 

a sheej). And long training and pmctice in distinguishing 

has the same effect as j)ersonal interest. Both of these 

agencies give to small amounts of objective difference the 

same effectiveness upon the mind tliat, under other circum¬ 

stances, only large ones would have. Let us seek to pene¬ 

trate the modus operaiidi of their influence—beginning with 

that of })ractice and habit. 

That ‘ practice makcis perfect ’ is notorious in the field 

of motor a(*.complishments. But motor accomplishments 

depend in part on sensory discrimination. Billiard-play¬ 

ing, rifle-shooting, tight-rope-danciug, demand the most 

delicate appreciation of minute disparities of sensation, as 

well as the power to make accurately graduated muscular 

response thereto. In the purely sensorial field we have 

the well-known virtuosity displayed by the professional 

buyers and testers of various kinds of goods. One man 

will distinguish by taste between the upper and the low^er 

half of a bottle of old Madeira. Another will recognize, 

by feeling the flour in a barrel, wdiether the wheat was 

grown in Iowa or Tennessee. The blind deaf-mute, Laura 

Bridgman, had so improved her touch as to recognize, 

after a year’s interval, the hand of a person who once had 

shaken hers ; and her sister in misfortune, Julia Brace, is 

said to have been employed in the Hartford Asylum to sort 

* A Budget of Paradoxes, p. 380. 
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tie linen of its multitudinous inmates, after it came from 
tlie wash, by her wonderfullj^ educahnl sense of sinelL 

The fact is so familiar that few, if any, psychologists have 

even recognized it as needing explanation. They have 

seemed to think that practice must, in the nature of things, 

improve the delicacy of discernment, and have let the 

matter rest. At most they have said : “ Attention accounts 

for it; we attend more to habitual things, and what Ave at¬ 

tend to we perceive more minutely.” This answer is true, 

but too general; it seems to me that we can be a little more 

precise. 

There are at hast tioo distinct causes wJiich Ave can see at 

work whenever exjjerience improves discrimination : 

First, the terms Avhose difierence conu's to be felt con¬ 

tract disparate associates and these hel]) to drag them 

apart. 

Second, the difference reminds us of larger diflerences 

of the same sort, and these lu'lp us to notice it. 

Let us study the hrst cause lii’st, and begin by suppos¬ 

ing two compounds, of ten elements apiece. Suj)pose no one 

element of either conqKmnd to ditier from the correspond¬ 

ing element of the otlier compound enough to be distin¬ 

guished from it if the tAvo are com].)a,red alone, and let the 

amount of tliis imperceptible difference be called equal to 

1. The compounds Avill differ from each other, however, 

in ten different Avaj^s; and, although each difference by it¬ 

self might ];; ;ss unperceived, the total difference, equal to 

10, may very well be sufficient to strike the sense. In a 

word, increasing the nninher of"pomis' involved in a difference 
may excite our discrimination as effectually as increasing tJve. 
amount cf difference at any one point. Two men whose mouth, 
nose, eyes, cheeks, chin, and hair, all differ slightly, will be 

as little confounded by us, as two appearances of the same 

man one with, and the other without, a false nose. The 

only contrast in the cases is that we can easily name the 

point of difference in the one, whilst in the other we cannot. 

Tavo things, then, B and C, indistinguishable when 
compared together alone, may each contract adhesions 
with different associates* and the compounds thus formed 
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may, as wholes, he judged very distinct. The effect of 

practice in increasing discrimination umist then^ in part, be dm 

to the reinforcing effect, upon an original slight difference^ between 

the terms, of additional differences bet ween the diverse associates 

which they seven dly affect. Let B and C be the terms : If 

A contract adliesions with B, and C with D, AB may ap¬ 

pear very d is tine; t from CD, though B and C per se might 

have been almost identical. 

To illustrate, how does one learn to distinguish claret 

from burgundy ? Probablj^ tliej^ have been drunk on 

different occtasioiis. AYhen we first drank claret we heard 

it called by that name, we were eating such and such a 

dinner, etc. Next time we drink it, a dim reminder of all 

those things chimes through us as w^e get the taste cd' the 

wine. When we tiy Imrgundy our first impre^ssion is that 

it is a kind of claret; but something falls short of full iden¬ 

tification, and prc^sently we hear it called burgundy. Dur¬ 

ing the next few experiences, the discriminatio]! may still 

be uncertain—which,” we ask ourselves, “of the two wines 

is this prestmt specimen ?” But at last the claret-fiavor re¬ 

calls pretty distinctly its own name, ‘ claret,' “ that wine 1 

drank at So-and-so’s table,” etc.; and the burgundy-llavor 

recalls the name burgundy and some (me else’s table. Jyul 

only when this different SETTlN(i has conte to each is our dis¬ 

crimination betioeen the tiro flavors solid and stable. After a 

while the tables and other parts of the setting, besides the 

name, grow so multifarious as not to come up distinctly into 

consciousness ; but pari passu with this, the adhesion of 

each wine with its own name becomes more' and more in¬ 

veterate, and at last each flavor suggests instantly and cer 

tainly its own name and nothing else. I’he names differ fax 

more than the flavors, and help to stretch these latter farther 

apart. Some such process as this must go on in all our 

experience. Beef and mutton, strawberries and rasp¬ 

berries, odor of rose and odor of violet, contract different 

adhesions which reinforce the, differences already felt in 

the terms. 
The reader may say that this has nothing to do with 

making us feel the difference between tlie tw'o terms. It is 

merely fixing, identifying, and so to speak substantializing, 
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the terms. But what we feel as their differerice, we should 

feel, oven though we were unable to name or otherwise 

identify the terms. 

To which I reply that I believe that the difference is 

always concreted and made to seem more suhstantial by rec¬ 

ognizing tlie terms. I went out for instance the other day 

and found that the snow just fallen had a very odd look, 

different from the common ap})earauce of snow. I presently 

called it a ‘ micaceous ’ look ; and it seemed to me as if, the 

moment I did so, the differen(*e grew more distin(*t and 

fixed than it was before. The other connotations of the 

word ‘micaceous’ dragged the snow farther away from 

ordinary snow and seemed even to aggravate the peculiar 

look in (}uestion. I think some such eftect as this on our 

way of feeling a differonc^e will be very gen(‘ra]ly admitted 

to follow from naming tlie terms between which it obtains; 

although I /idmit myself that it is difficult to show coercively 

that naming or otherwise identifying any given pair of 

hardly distinguishable terms is essential to their being felt 

as different at first.^ 

* The explacatiou I offer presupposes that a difference too faint to have 
any direct effect in the wa3^of inakins^ the mind notice it per se will never¬ 
theless be strong enough to keep its ‘terms’ from calling iij) identical 
associates. It seems i)robable from many observations that this is the case. 
All the facts of ‘ unconscious ’ inference are t>roofs of it. We say a 
painting ‘ looks ’ like the work of a certain artist, tlioiigh we cannot name 
the characteristic diff’erentifc. We .‘<ce by a man’s face Ibat he is sincere, 
though we can give no definite reason for our faith. The facts of sense- 
perception quoted from Helmholtz a few pages below will be additional 
examples. Here is another good one, though it will perhaps be easier 
understood after reading the chapter on Space-perception than now. 
Take two stereoscoiiic slides and represent on each half-slide a pair of 
spots, a and b, but make their distances such that the a’s are equidistant 
on both slides, whilst the ^’s arc nearer together on slide 1 than on slide 2. 
Make moreover the distance ab — ab”' and the distance ab' = ab*' Then 

a b a 
Slide 1. • • • 

a h" a 
Slide 2. • • • 

look successively at the two slides stereoscopically, so that the in both 
are directly fixated (that fall on the two foveai, or centres of distinct* 
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I offer the explanation only as a partial one: it certainly 

is not complete. Take the way in which practice reJineA 

otir local dwcrhuination on the skin, for example. Two 

compass-j^oints touching the palm of the hand must be 

kept, say, half au inch asunder in order not to be mistaken 

for one point. But at the end of an hour or so of practice 

with them we can distinguish them as two, even when less 

than a quarter of an inch apart. If the same two regions 

of the skin were constantly touched, in this experience, 

the explanation we have been considering would perfectly 

apply. Suppose a line ah c d ef oi points upon the skin. 

Suppose the local difference of feeling between a and / to 

be so strong as to be instantly recognized when the points 

are simultaneously touched, but suppose that between c and 

d to be at first too small for this purj)ose. If we began by 

putting the com])asses on a and/and gradually contracted 

their opening, the strong doubleness recognized at first 

would still be sug(fesfed, as the compass-points approached 

the positions c and d>; for the point e would bo so near/, and 

so like it, as not to bo aroused without/also coming to mind. 

Similarly d would recall e and, more nunotely,/ In such 

wise c—d would no longer be bare c—(/, but something more 

like alx)—d>ef,—palpably differing impressions. But in ac¬ 

tual experience the education can take i)lace in a much less 

methodical way, and we learn at last to discriminate c and d 

witlumt any constant adhesion being contracted between 

est vision). The a’s will then appear single, and so ])robably will the d’s. 
But the now single-seeming b on slide 1 will look nearer, whilst that on 
slide 2 will look farther than thcrt. But, if the diagrams are rightly drawn, 
b and b'" must alfeet ‘ identical * spots, spots equally far to the right of 
the fovea, b in the left eye and b’" in the right eye. The same is true 
of b' and b’\ Identical spots are spots whose sensations cannot possibly be 
discriminated as such. Since in these two observations, however, they 
give rise to sucli opposite perceptions of distance, and prompt such op¬ 
posite tendencies to movement (since in slide 1 we co?werge\u looking from 
a to b, whilst in slide 2 we diverge), it follows that two processes which 

occasion feelings quite indistinguishable to direct consciousness may never¬ 
theless be each allied with disparate associates both of a sensorial and of a 
motor kind. Cf. Bonders, Archiv f. Ophthalmologic, Bd. 18 (1867). The 
basis of his essay is that we cannot feel on which eye any particular ele. 
ment of a compound picture falls, but its effects on our total perception 
differ in the two eyes. 
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one of these spots and ah, and the other and ef, Volkmann s 

experiments show this. He and reehncr, prompted 

Czermak's obscvrvation that the skin of the blind was twice 

as discriminative, as that of seeing folks, sought b> experi¬ 

ment to show the ellects of practice upon themselves. 'Jdiey 

discovered that even within the limits of a single sitting 

the distances at which points were felt double might fall 

at the end to considerably less than half of their magnitude 

at the beginning ; and that some, though not all, of this 

imprtnxHl sensibility was ]-etained next day. But they 

also found that exercising one ])art of the skin in this way 

improved the discrimination not only of the cor]*esponding 

part of the o].)posito side of the body, but of the neighbor¬ 

ing parts as well. Thus, at the beginning of an experimen¬ 

tal sitting, the compass-]>oiuts had to be a Paris line asun¬ 

der, in order to be distinguished by the little-tinger-tip. 

But after exercising tlu' ofhn\/i}i<jers, it was found that tlie 

little-linger-ti]) could disciiminate points only half a line 

apart,* The same relation existed betwixt divers points of 

the arm and hand.t 

Here it is clear that the cause which 1 first snggesttul 

fails to apply, and that we must invoke anotlKu*. 

What are the exact experimental ])lH‘nomena? The 

spots, as such, are not distinctly located, and the dilhutmce, 

as such, between their feelings, is not distinctly felt, lUitil 

the interval is greater than the minimum required for the 

mere perception of their donhlene.ss. AM tat we first feed is a 

bluntness, then a suspicion of dou])leness, whicli })r('.s(mtly 

becomes a distinct doubleness, and at last two ditierent- 

feeling and differently placed spots with a definite tract of 

space between them. Some of the places we tiy give us 

this latest stage of the perception immediately ; some only 

give us the earliest; and between them are intermediary 

places. But as soon as the image of the doiihlene^ss as it is 

felt in the more discriminative places gets lodged in our 

memory, it helps us to find its like in places where other¬ 

wise we might have missed it, much as the recent hearing of 

* A. W. Volkmann : Ueber den Einfluss der Uebung, etc., Leipzig Be- 

richte, Math.-phys. Classe, x, 1858, p„ 67. 
Tabellel, p. 43. 
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an ‘ overtone ’ helps us to detect the latter in a compound 

sound {supra, p}j, 439-40). A dim doubleness grows clearer 

by being assimilated to the image of a distincter doubleness 

felt a moment before. It is interpreted by means of the 

latter. And so is any difference, like any other sort of im¬ 

pression, more easily perceived when we carry in our mind 

to meet it a distinct image of what sort of a thing we are to 

look for, of what its nature is likely to be.* 

These tivo processes, the reinforcement of the terms hy 

disparate associates, and the filling of the memory with 

past differences, of similar direction with the present one, 

blit of more conspicuous amount, are the only exphtnafions 

1 can offer of the effects of education in this line. Wdiat is 

accomplished by both processes is essentially the same 

thing: they make smaH differences affect us as if they were 

large ones—that large differences should affect us as they do 

remains an inex]dical)le fact. In principle these two pro¬ 

cesses ought to be suiHcaent to account for all possible 

cases. Whether in fact tlu^y are sufficicmt, whether there 

be no residual factor which w^e have failed to detect and 

analyze out, I will not j)resumo to decide. 

PRACTICAL INTERESTS LIMIT DISCRIMINATION. 

It will be remembered that on page 509 personal inter¬ 

est was named as a sharpener of discrimination alongside 

of practice. But interest probably acts througlj 

attention and not in any immediate or s])e(‘ific Avay. A 

distinction in which we liave a practical stake is one Avhich 

we concentrate our minds upon and Avhicli Ave are on the 

look-out for. We draAV it frecpiently, and Ave get all the 

benefits of so doing, benefits Avliicli have just been ex¬ 

plained. AVhere, on the other hand, a distinction has no 

practical interest, where we gain nothing by analyzing a 

feature from out of the (compound total of Avliich it forms a 

* Professor Lipps accounts for the tactile discriniiiiation of the blind 

in a Avay which (divested of its ‘ mythological' assumptions) seems to mfi 
essentially to agree with this. Stronger ideas are supposed to raise weaket 
ones over the threshold of (‘.onsciousness by fusing with them, the tenden¬ 
cy to fuse being proportional to th(^ similarity of the ideas. Qf. Grundtat' 

saclu'ii, etc., i)]). ‘282-8; also })p. 118. 492, 520-7. 
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part, we contract a liabit of leaving it unnoticed, and at last 

grow callous to its proseiuro. Helinlioliz was the first psy¬ 

chologist who dwelt on these facts as emphatically as they 

deserve, and I can do no better than quote his very words. 

“ We are accustomed,” he says, “ in a large number of eases where 

sensations of different kinds, or in different parts of tlie body, exist 

simultaneously, to recognize that they are distinct as soon as they are 

perceived, and to direct our attention at will to any one of them sepa- 

rately. Thus at any moment we can be sei)arate]y conscious of wdiat 

we see, of what w^e hear, of wdiat we feel; and distinguish w hat we feed 

in a finger or in the great toe, wdi(‘ther pressure, gentle touch, or 

warmth. So also in the field of vision. Indeed, as 1 shall endeavor to 

show' in what follow'S, we readily distinguish our s(?iisations from one 

another when we have apreciae knowledge that they are composite, as, 

for example, wdien we have become certain, by fnupuMitly repeated and 

invariable experience, that our present sensation arises from the simul¬ 

taneous action of many independent stimuli, each of which usually ex¬ 

cites ail equally well-known individual sensation.” 

This, it will be observed, is only anotlier statement of our 

law, that the only individual components wdu(;]i we can 

pick out of compounds are those of whicli we have inde¬ 

pendent knowledge in a separate form. 

“ This induces us to think that nothing can be easier, when a num¬ 

ber of different sensations are simultaneously excited, than to distin¬ 

guish them individually from each other, and that this is an innate 

faculty of our minds. 

“Thus we find, among other things, tliat it is quite a matter of 

course to hear separately the different musical tones which come to our 

senses collectively; and we (ixpect that in every case when two of them 

occur together, we shall be able to do the like. 

“Tlie matter becomes very different when we sot to workto investi¬ 

gate the more unusual cases of perception, and seek more completely to 

understand the conditions under which the above-mentioned distinction 

can or cannot be made, as is the case in tlui physiology of the senses. 

We then become aware that two different kinds or grades must be diS' 

tinguished in our becoming consciom of a sensation. The lower grad<^ 

of this consciousness is that in which the influence of the sensation in 

question makes itself felt only in the conceptions w'c form of external 

things and processes, and assists in determining them. This can take 

place without our needing, or indeed being able, to ascertain to what 

particular part of our sensations we owe this or that circumstance m 

our perceptions. In this case we will say that the impression of tlM 

sensation in question is perceived synthetically. The second higher 

grade is when we immediately distinguish the sensation in question as 
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an existing part of the sum of the sensations excited in us. We will 

say, then, that the sensation i'A perceived analytically. The two cases 

must be carefully distinguished from each other.” 

By the sensation being perceived synthetically, Helm¬ 

holtz means that it is not discriminated at all, but only felt 

in a mass witli other simultaneous sensations. That it is 

felt there he thinks is proved by the fact that our jiidg- 

nienl of the total will change if anything occurs to alter 

the onier nruse of the sensation.t The following pages 

from an earlier edition show what the concrete cases of 

synthetic p(u‘ception and what those of analytic perception 

are wont to be : 

“111 the use of oiu senses, practice and experience play a much larger 

part than we ordinarily siip})ose. Oiir sensations are in the' first in¬ 

stance important only in so far as they enable us to judge rightly of 

the world about us; and our practice in discriminating between tliem 

usually goes only just far (uiough to meet this end. We are, however, 

too much dist)osed to think that we must be immediately conscious of 

every ingredient of our sensations. This natural j)rejudice is due to 

the fact that we an^ indeed conscious, immediately and without effort, 

of everything in our sensations which has a bearing upon those practi¬ 

cal purposes, for the sak(; of which W(^ wish to know the outer world. 

Daily and liourly, during our whole life, Ave keep our senses in training 

for this end exclusively, and for its sake our experiences are accumu¬ 

lated. But even witliin the sphere of tliese sensations, which do corre¬ 

spond to outer things, t raining and practice make tluunselves felt. It is 

well known how^ much finer and (piicker the painter is in discriminating 

colors and illuminations than one whose eye is not trained in these 

matters ; how the musician and the musical-instrument maker perceive 

with ease and certainty differences of pitch and tone which for the ear 

of the layman do not exist; and how even in the inferior realms of 

cookery and wine-judging it takes a long habit of comparing to make a 

master. But mort' strikingly still is seen the effect of practice when 

we pass to sensations which depend only on inner conditions of our 

organs, and w^hieh, not corresponding at all to outer things or to their 

effects upon us, are therefore of no value in giving us information about 

the outer world. The j)hysiology of the sense-organs has, in recent 

times, made us acquainted with a number of such phenomena, discov¬ 

ered partly in conseciuence of theoretic speculations and questionings, 

partly by individuals, like Goethe and Purkinje, specially endowed by 

nature with talent for this sort of observation. These so-called subjec- 

* Sensations of Tone, 2d English Edition, p. 62. 
f Compare as to this, however, what 1 said above, Chapter V, pp 

172-176. 
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live phenomena are extraordinarily hard to find ; and when they are 

once found, special aids for the attention are almost ahrays required to 

observe them. It is usually hard to notice the phenoimmon again ever 

when one knows already the description of the first observer. Tie 

reason is that we are not only unpractised in singling out tluise subj(‘c 

tive sensations, but that we are, on the contrary, most thoroughly 

trained in abstra,cting our attention from them, l)ecaiise they would 

only hinder us in observing the out(‘r world. Only when tlu'ir int(m- 

sity is so strong as actually to hinder us in observing the outer world 

do we begin to notice them ; or they may sometinu's, in dreaming and 

d('lirium, form the starting point of hallucinations. 

‘‘ J^et me give a few w’ell-known cases, taken from physiologi(;al optics, 

as exami)les. Every eye probably contains mu.s(ta wUtanies, so called ; 

these are til)res, granules, (‘t(^, floating in tlie vitiannis humor, tlirowdng 

their shadows on the retina, and appearing in the field of vision as 

little dark moving st)ots. They are most easily detectetl by looking at- 

tentividy at a broad, bright, blank surface like the sky. Most j)ersons 

wiio have not had their attention expressly called to the existence of 

thes(^ tigun‘s are apt to notice them for the first time wdien some ail¬ 

ment befalls their eyt's and attra<;ts their attention to the sul)jective 

stat(‘ of these organs. The usual complaint then is that tlu^ musvAV 

voUtantes came in with tile malady ; and this often makes the patients 

very anxious about these harmless things, and attentivt‘. to all their 

])eculiarUit‘s. It is tlitm hard WTirk to maki^ them believe that these 

tigures have existed throughout all their previous life, and that all 

healthy eyes contain them. 1 knew’ an old gentleman wdio onc(^ had 

occasion to cover one of his eyes wiiich had accidimtally become dis¬ 

eased, and wdio w’as then in no small degree shocked at finding that his 

other eye w'as totally blind ; with a sort of blindness, moreovt^r, w'hich 

must have lasted y^ears, and yet he never was aw’aiv of it. 

Who, besides, would believe without performing I la; apjirojiriate ex 

periments, that when one of his eyes is closed thei‘(‘ is a great gap, the so- 

called ‘ blind spot,’ not far from the middle of the field of the open lye, in 

which he sees nothing at all, but wdiich he fills out with his imagination ? 

Mariotte, who w^as led by theoretic speculations to discover this 

phenomenon, awakened no small surprise when h(‘ showed it. at the 

court of Charles 11. of England. The experiment was at that time 

repeated with many variations, and became a fashionable, amusement. 

The gap is, in fact, so large that seven full moons alongside of each 

other would not cover its diameter, and that a man’s face G or 7 feet 

off disappears within it. In our ordinary u.sc of vision this gnnit hole 

in the field fails utterly to be noticed ; Ix^iaiise our eyes arii constantly 

wandering, and the moment an object intenvsts us w^e turn them full 

upon it. So it follows that the object wiiich at any actual moment 

excites our attention never happens to fall upon this gap, and thus it 

is that we never grow' conscious of the blind spot in the field. In order 

to notice it, w'e must first purposely rivet our gaze upon one object and 
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then move about a second object in the neighborhood of the blind spot, 

striving meanwinie to to this latter without moving the direction 

of our gaze from th(‘ hrst <)})jccl. This runs counter to all our habits, and 

is therefore^ a dithcult thing to accomplish. With some people it is even 

an impossibility. But only when it is accomplisljed do we see the 

second object vanish and convince ourselves of the existence of this 

gap. 

‘'Finally, let me ref<!r to the double imag(vs of ordinary binocular 

vision. Whenever wc look at a i>oiut with l>oth eyes, all objects on this 

side of it or beyond it ai)])ear doubhe It takes but a moderate effort of 

observation to ascertain this fact; and from this we may conclude that 

we have been seeing the far greater part of the external world double 

all our lives, although numbers of persons an^ unaware of it, and are 

in the highest degn^e astonished wlien it is brought to their attention. 

As a matter of fact, we never ftave seen in this double fashion any 

particular object upon whieli our attmition was directed at the time ; 

for upon such objects w(‘ always converge both eyes. In the habitual 

use of our ey^^s, our attention is always wit hdrawn from such objects 

as give us double images at the time; this is tlie reason why we so 

seldom learn that tliese images exist, in order to find Ihera we must 

set our attention a new and unusual task ; we must make it explore 

the lattu’al parts of the field of vision, not, as usual, to find wdiat objects 

an; there, Init to analyze our sensations. Then only do we notice this 

phenom(;non.* 

“ The same difficulty which is found in the observation of subjective 

sensations to which no external oliject -corresponds is found also in the 

analysis of comjiound sensations which correspond to a single object. 

Of this sort are many of our sensations of sound. When the sound of 

a violin, no matter liow often we hear it, excites over and over again 

in our ear the same sum of jiartial tones, the result is that our feeling 

of this sum of tones ends by becoming for our mind a mere sign for the 

voice of the violin. Another combination of partial tones becomes the 

sensible sign of the voice of a clarionet, etc. And the oftener any such 

combination is lieard, the more accustomed we grow to perceiving it as 

an integral total, and the harder it becomes to analyze it by immediate 

observation. I believe that this is one of the principal reasons why 

the analysis of the notes of the human voice in singing is relatively so 

* When a penson squints, double images arc formed in the centre of the 
field. As a matter of fact, most .squinters are found blind of one or 
almost so ; and it has long been supposed amongst ophthalmologists that 
the blindness is a secondary affection superinduced by the voluntary sup¬ 
pression of one of the sets of double images, in other words by the positive 
and persistent refusal to UvSe one of the eyes. This explanation of the 
blindness has, however, been called in question of late years. See, for a 
brief account of the matter, O. F, Wadsworth in Boston Med. and Surg. 
Journ., cxvi. 49 (Jan. 20, ’87), and the replies by Derby and others a little 
Uter.~W. J. 
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difficult. Such fihsions of many sensations into what, to conscious 

percc}^tion, .seems a simph' whole, abound in all our senses. 

“ rhysiologieal optics atfordsother interesting examples. The per¬ 

ception of the bodily form of a near object comes about through the 

cojTibination of two diverst^ pictures which the eyes severally rc^ceive 

from it, and whose diversiiy is due to the dilferenl position of each eye, 

altering the pcrsi)ective view of what is before it. Before the invention 

of thestereoscojjc this explanation could only be assumed hypothetically; 

but it can now be jiroved at any moment by the use of the instrument. 

Into the stereoscotie we insert two flat drawings, representing the two 

persjiective views of the two eyes, in such a manner that cacii eye sees 

its own view in the proper place ; and we obtain, in consequence, the 

perception of a single extended solid, as complete and vivid as if we 

had the real object before us. 

‘‘ Now we can, it is true, by shutting one eye after the other and at¬ 

tending to the point, recognize the ditf(*renee in the jnetnres—at l(‘ast 

wdien it is not too small. But, for the stereo.seopic pere(*ption of solidity, 

pictures suffice whose ditference is so extraordinarily slight as hardly 

to be recognized by the most careful (romjuirison ; ami it is certain that, 

in our ordinary careless observing of bodily objects, we never dream 

that the })erceptioii is due to two per.si>eetiv(‘ vi(*ws fusi'd into om‘, be¬ 

cause it is an entirely ditbu'ent kind of piTception from that of either 

flat perspective view by itself. It isciTtain, thend'ore, that two ditfenmt 

sensations of our two eyes fuse into a t hird pert;(^ption enti^^ly different 

from either. Just as partial tones fuse into the perception of a certain 

instrument’s voice; and just as we learn to separate the partial tones 

of a vibrating string by pinching a nodal point and letting tlierii sound 

in isolation ; so we learn to separate the images on the two eyes by 

opening and closing them alternately. 

“There are other much more complex instances of the way in which 

many sensations may combine to serve as the basis of a quite simple 

perception. When, for example we jierceive an object in a certain 

direction^ we must somehow be impressed by the fact that certain of 

our optic nerve-fibres, and no others, are impressed by its light. Fur¬ 

thermore, w’^e must rightly judge the position of our eyes in our head, 

and of our head upon our body, by means of feelings in our eyi^-muscles 

and our neck-muscles respectively. If any of these processes is dis¬ 

turbed we get a false perception of the object’s position. The nerve- 

fibres can be changed by a prism before the eye; or the eyeball’s position 

changed by pressing the organ towards one side; and such experiments 

show that, for the simple seeing of the position of an object, sensations 

of these two sorts must concur. But it would be quite impossible to 

gather this directly from the sensible impression which the object 

makes. Even when we have made experiments and convinced ourselves 

in every possible manner that such must be the fact, it still remains 

hidden from our immediate introspective observation. 

“These examples” [of ‘synthetic perception,’ perception in which 
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each contributory sensation is felt in the whole, and is a co-determinant 

of what the whole shall bo, but does not attract the attention to its 

separate self] “ may suffice to show the vital part which the direction 

of attention and practice in observing play in sense-perception. To 

apply this now to the ear. The ordinary task which our ear has to 

solve when many sounds assail it at once is to discern the voices of the 

several sounding bodies or instruments engaged ; beyond this it has no 

objective interest in analyzing. We wish to know, when many men are 

spe^aking together, what each one says, when many instruments and 

voice>i combine, wdiich melody is executed by each. Any deeper 

analysis, such as tliat of each separate note into its partial tones 

(although it might be performed by the same means and faculty of 

hearing as the first analysis) would tell us nothing new^ about the 

sources of sound actually present, but might lead us astray as to tludr 

number. Foi* this reason we coniine our attention in analyzing a mass 

of sound to the several instrunumts’ voices, amd exjui^ssly abstain, as it 

were, from discriminating the ehunentary components of the latter. In 

this last sort of discrimination we are as unpractised as we are, on the 

contrary, w^ell traiiuid in the former kind.” * 

* Tonemptiiulungcn, Dritle Autlage, pp. 103-107.—The reader who 
has assimilated the contents of our Chapter Y, above, will doubtless 
have remarked that the illustrious ])hysiologist has fallen, in these para- 
grat>hs, into that sort of interpretation of the faints which we there 
tried to prove erroneous. Helmholtz, however, is no more careless than 
most psychologists in confounding together the object perceived, the 
organic conditions of the perception, and the sensations which would 
be excited by the several parts of the object, or by the several organic 
conditions, jyfovided they (tame into action separately or w'cre separately 
attended to, and in assuming that what is true of any one of these sorts of 
fact must be true of tlie other sorts also If eacli organic condition or part 
of the object is there, its stmsatiou, lie thinks, must be there also, only in 
a ‘ synthetic ’—which is indistinguishable from w hat the authors whom we 
formerly revieAved called an ‘ unconscious ’—static I will not repeat argu¬ 
ments sufficiently detailed in the earlier chapter (see espec-ially pp. 170-176), 
but simply say that what he calls the ‘ fusion of many seimitioiis into one' 
is really the production of one sensation by th<‘ co-operation of nmny organic 
conditiom; and that what perception fails to discriminate (when it ig 

* synthetic’) is not sensations already existent but not singled out, but new 
objective/«c^«, judged truer than the facts already syntheti(;ally perceived— 
two views of the solid body, many harmonic tones, instead of one view and 
one tone, slates of the eyeball-muscles thitherto unknown, and the like. 
These new facts, when first discovered, are known in states of conscious¬ 
ness never till that moment exactly realized before, states of consciousness 
which at the same time judge them to be determinations of the same 
matter of fact whicli was previously realized. All that Helmholtz says of 
the conditions whi(^h hinder and further analysis applies just as naturally 
to the analysis, through the advent of 7iew feelings, of olgects into their ele 
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After all we have said, no comment seems called for 

upon these interesting and important facts and reflections 

of Helmholtz. 

raents, tis to t)ie analysis of aggregate feelings into elementary feelings sup 
posed to have been hidden in them all the while. 

The reader can himself ap})ly this criticism lo the following passages from 
Lolze and Stiimpf respectively, which 1 quote because they are the ablest 
expressions of the view opposed to my own. Both authors, it seems to me, 
commit the psychologist’s fallacy, and allow tlieir later knowledge of the 
things felt to be foisted into their account of the t)rimitive way of feeling 

them. 
Lotze says: “It is indubitable that tln^ simiillaneous assault of a 

variety of different stimuli on different senses, or evc'ii on the, same sense, 
puts us into a state of confused gcn(‘ral feeling in whi(*h we are certainly 
not conscious of clearly distingui.shing the different impressions. iStill it 
does not follow' that in such a case we havt* a positive perception of an 
actual unity of the contents of our ith^as, arising from their mixture ; our 
state of mind seems rather to consist in (1) the conscionsm^ss of our inabil¬ 

ity to se})urate what really has remained diverse', ami (2) in the general 
f('eling of the disturbance j)rodu(*ed in the ('cononiy of our body by the 

simultaneous assault of the stimuli. . . . jSot that the sensations melt into 

one another, but simply that the act of distinguishing them is absent; and 

this Mgain certainly not so far that the fact of the diffcreiu'e remains 
entirely unp('rceived, but only so far as to ]>revent us from det(‘rniining the 
amount of the ditferonce. and from apprelumding other relations betweim 
the different impressions. Anyone w'ho is annoyed at one and the same 
time by glowing heat, dazzling light, deab'uing nois(', and an olTensivt^ 
sim.'ll, w'ill ('(‘rtainly not fus(‘ these div[>Mrnl(* s(*n>atioiis into a singh' one 
with a single cont('nt which could be sensuously perceived ; they remain 
for liim in separation, and he merely finds it impossible to be conscious of 
one of them apart from the others. But, further, lie will have a feeling of 
discomfort—wiiat T mentioned above as the .secofnl constituent of liis whole 

state. For every stimulus wiiicli produces in consi'iousness a definite con¬ 
tent of sensation is also a d('finil(* degree of disturbance, and therefore 
makes a call upon the forces of the nerves; and the sum of these little 
change's, which in theii- character as disturbances are not so diverse as the 
contents of consciousness they give rise lo, produce the general feeling 
which, added to the inability lo distinguish, deludes us into the belief in 
an actual absence of diversity in our sfm.sations. It is only in some such 
w'ay as this, again that I can imagine that stab; which is sometimes de¬ 
scribed as the beginning of our whole education, a state which in itself is 

supposed to he simple, and to be afterwards divided into difl'ercnt sensa¬ 
tions by an activity of separation. No activity of separation in the world 
could estnblish diirm-ences where no real diversity existed ; for it would 
have nothing to guide it to the places where it was to establish them, or to 

indicate the width it was to give them.” (Metaphysic, §260, English trans¬ 
lation.) 

Stumpf writes as follows: “ Of coexistent sensations there are aJ 
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KEACTION-TIME APTEB DISCMMINATION. 

The tiinr required for discrirtiinaiion has been made a 

subject of experiinentiil measurement. Wiiiidt calls it IJyi- 

ferseheidumjszrlt. His su])jects (whose sim])le reaction-time 

-—see p. 85 tf.— had previously been determined) were re¬ 

quired to make a movement, always the same, the instant 

th(iy disc(u*ned winch of two or more signals they received. 

The exact time of the signal and that of the movement 

were automatically registered by a galvanic clironoscope. 

The j)a] ticTilar signal to be retauved was unknown in ad¬ 

vance, and the exc^^ss of time occu})ied by thf)se reactions 

in which its cluii'acter had first to 1)(^ discei’ncul, over the 

sim})le r(‘a(?tion-time, nuaisured, according to Wundt, the 

time required foi- the a(‘t of discrimination. It was found 

long(U‘ when four diiferent signals were irregularly used 

tliaii wlu'ii only two were used. In th(' former case it 

averaged, for three observers res])e(‘tiv(dy (the signals be¬ 

ing tile sudden a])]>earanc(' of a black or of a white object), 

0.050 s(‘c.; 

0.017 “ 

0.079 “ 

!i. Inrirc iniinber undiscriniinated in consciouauess, or (if one ju'eier 
to rail wluC is uiuiiscriininated unconscious) in the soul d’liey are, how 
ever, not fused into a siin])le (|iiality. Wlieii, on entering a room, we 
reci'ive sensations of odor and warintli logelhei-, without expressly attend¬ 
ing to either, tlie two (jualilies of sensation are not, as it were, an entirely 
new simple (juality, whieli lirst at the moment in which attention aualyti- 
eally stops in chmujen i)iW smell and warmth, ... In such cases we find 
ourselves in ]iresene(! of an indelinahle, unnamable total of feeling. And 
wdien, after successfully analv/ing this total, we call it back to memory, as 
it was in its unanaly/ed statt‘, and compare it with the elements w e have 
found, the latter (as it seems to me) may be recognized as r(‘al parts con- 
tain(‘d in the former, and the fornuT seen to be their sum. So, for example, 
when W(‘ clearly perceive that the content (^f bur s('nsation of oil of pepper- 
ment is partly a sensation of taste and partly one of temperature." (Ton- 

])S}'chologie, I. 107.) 
1 should prefer to say that w'e ])crceive that objective fact, known to us 

as the pepi>ermint taste, to contjiin those other objective facts known as 

aromatic or sapid (luality, and (coldness, respectively. No ground to sup- 
])ose that the veliieh' of this last very comi)lex perception has any identity 
with the earlier psychosis—least of all is contained in it. 
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In the latter case, a red and a green signal being added to 

the former ones, it became, for the same observers, 

0.157; 

0.073; 

0.132.'^ 

Later, in Wundt’s Laboratory, Herr Tischer made many 

careful experiments after the same method, where the facts 

to be discriminated were the different degrees of loudness 

in the sound which served as a signal. I subjoin Herr 

Tischer’s table of results, explaining tliat each vertical cob 

umn after the first gives the average results obtained from 

a distinct individual, and that the figure in the first column 

stands for the number of possible loudnesses that might be 

expected in the particular series of reactions made. The 

times are expressed in thousandths of a second. 

2 6 8 5 10.75 10.7 33 53 
3 10 14.4 19 9 22.7 58.5 57.8 
4 16.7 20.8 29 29.1 1 75 84 
5 25.6 31 40.1 i 95.5 1381 

The interesting })oints here are the great individual varia¬ 

tions, and the rapid way in which the time for discrimina¬ 

tion increases with the number of possible terms to dis¬ 

criminate. The individual variations are largely due to 

want of ])ractice in the particular task set, but partly also 

to discrepancies in the psychic process. One gentleman 

said, for example, that in the experiments vdth three 

sounds, he kept the image of the middle one ready in his 

mind, and compared what he heard as either louder, lower, 

or the same. His discrimination among three possibilities 

became thus very similar to a discrimination between two. J 

Mr. J. M. Cattell found he could get no results by this 

method,§ and reverted to one used by observers previous 

Physiol. Psych., ii. *248. 
t Wundt’s Philos. Studien, i. 527. 

t Ibid. p. 580. 
§ Mind, XI. 377 ff. He says: “ I apparently either distinguished the 

impression and made the motion simultaneously, or if I tried to avoid this 
by waiting until 1 had formed a distinct imprcsBion before 1 began to 
make tlie motion, 1 added to the simple reaction, not only a perception, 
but a volition.”—Which remark may well confirm our doubts as to the 
strict psychologic worth of any of these measurements. 
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to Wundt and which Wundt had rejected. This is the 

ein/ache Wahlmethode, as Wundt calls it. The reacter 

awaits the signal and reacts if it is of one sort, but omits to 

act if it is of another sort. U’he reaction thus occurs after 

discrimination ; the motor impulse cannot be sent to the 

hand until the sul)ject knows what the signal is. The 

nervous impulse, as Mr. Cattell says, must probably travel 

to the cortex and excite changes there, causing in conscious¬ 

ness the perc‘>e])tion of the signal. These changes occupy 

the time of discrimination (or perception-time, as it is called 

by Mr. C.) But then a nervous impulse must descend from 

the cortex to the lower motor centre which stands primed 

and ready to discharge ; and this, as Mr. C. sa} s, gives a 

will-time as well. The total reaction-time thus includes 

both ‘ will-time ’ and ' discrimination-time.’ But as the 

centrifugal and centripetal j)rocessos occupying these two 

times respectively are probably about the same, and the 

time used in the c.ortex is about e(iually divided between 

the perception of the signal and the preparation of the 

motor dischai'ge, if we divide it equally between percep¬ 

tion (discrimination) and volition, the error cannot be 

great.* We can moreover change the nature of the per¬ 

ception without altering the will-time, and thus investigate 

with considerable thoroughness the length of the percep¬ 

tion-time. 

Guided by these principles. Prof. Cattell found the time 

required for distinguishing a white signal from no signal 

to be, in two observers : 

0.030 sec. and 0.050 sec.; 

that for distinguishing one color from another was simi¬ 

larly : 

0.100 and 0.110; 

that for distinguishing a certain color from ten other col¬ 

ors : 

0.105 and 0.117; 

that for distinguishing the letter A in ordinary print from 

the letter Z: 

0.142 and 0.137; 

^ Miud, XI, 379. 
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that for (listiiigiiiHliiug a given letter iVoin all the rest of 

the alphabet (not reacting until that lethn* a])p(‘a?e(l) 

0.119 and 0.116 ; 

that for distinguishing a word from any ol' twenty-five other 

words, from 

0.118 sec. to 0.158 sec. 

The difference depending on the length of the words and 

the familiarity of the language to wliicli they belonged. 

Prof. Oattell calls attention to tln^ fac't tliat the time for 

distinguishing a word is often but little more than that for 

distinguishing a letter : 

‘‘Wo do not, therefore, distinguish separately tiu' lett(‘rs of which 

a word is composed, but the word as a whole. The application of this in 

teaching children to read is evident.” 

He also finds a great difierence in the tinn^ with which 

various letters are distinguished, E being })articularly 

bad.* 

.[ have, in describing these experinnmts, followed tlie ex¬ 

ample of previous writers and spoken as if tlie })ro('.ess by 

which the nature of the signal determines tlie reaction were 

identical with the ordinary conscious ])rocess of discrimina¬ 

tive perception and volitum. 1 am convinced, howeviu*, 

that this is not the case; and that although the results are the 

same, the form of consciousness is quite difierent. The reader 

will remember my contention {mpnt, p. 90 fi*) that the simple 

reaction-time (usually supposed to include a conscious pro¬ 

cess of perceiving) really measures nothing but a reflex 

act. Anyone who will ])erform reactions with discrimina¬ 

tion will easily convince liimself that the process here also 

is far more like a reflex, than like a deliberate, operation. I 

liave made, wdtJi myself and students, a large number of 

measurements where the signal expected was in one series 

a touch sojnetvhere on the skin of the back and head, and 

in another series a spark somewhere in the field of view. 

The hand had to move <as quickly as possible towards the 

* For other determinations of discrimination-time by this method cf. 
V. Kries and Auerbiudi. Archiv f. Physiologic, Bd. i. p. 297 ft. (these au 
thors get much smaller figures); Friedrich, Psychologische Studien, i, 39. 
Chapter ix of Buccola’s book, Le Legge del tempo, etc., gives a full ac¬ 
count of the subject. 
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place of the touch or tlie s]>ark. It did so infallibly, and 

sensibly instantly ; Avliilst both place and movement seemed 

to be perceived only a moment later, in memory. These ex¬ 

periments wore undertaken for the ex2)ress pu]*])ose of ascer¬ 

taining vlietber the movemejit at the siglit of the sj)ark was 

discharged ivcniediidely by the visual i)erce2dion, or whether 

a ‘ motor-idea ’ had to intervene between the ])erception of 

the S]);irk .‘lud the reaction.* The first thing that was mani¬ 

fest to iniros])e('tion was that no ])erc(ij)fcioii or idea of (iny 

sort ])rece(le(l tJie ]*eaction. It juni])(ul of itself, whenever 

the signal came; and })erce})tion was retrosj)ective. We 

must su])pos(% then, tliat the state of eager exjyecda^ncy of a 

certain definite ]*ang(‘ of possible discharges, innervates a 

w]jol(^ set of paths in advance, so that wlnui a^ particular 

sensation conies it is drafteal into its a])}>ropriate nK>tor 

outlet too ({ui(!kly fcji* th(‘- perce]>tive process to be aroused. 

In the experiments I describe, the conditions were most 

favoralde foi* rajudity, for tin? connection between the 

signals and their inoviumujts might almost be called in¬ 

nate. It is instinctive to movi^ the hand towards a thing 

seen or a skin-spot touclual. But where th(‘ mov(unent is 

con ventiomiUy attached to the signal, there would be more 

cliance for delay, and the amount of practice would then 

deterjiiine the speed. This is well shown in Tischer’s re¬ 

sults, (juoted on p. 524, where tlie most jiractised observer, 

Tischer hims(df, reacted in one eighth of the time needed 

by one of the otluu’s.t But wliat all investigators have 

aimed to determine in these experiments is the nnninivm 

time. I trust I have said enough to convin(?e the student 

that this minimum time by no means measures what vve 

consciously know as discrimination. It only measures 

something which, under the experimental conditions, leads 

* If so, tlie rcnclioiis upon the spark would have to be slower than 
those upon the touch. The investigation wais abandoned because! it was 

found imiiossible to narrow down the dillerence between the conditions of 
the sight-seii(!H and Lliosi! of the touch-series, to nothing more than the 
possible i>resenee in the hitler of the intervening motor-idea. Other dis¬ 
parities could not he excluded 

f Tischer gives tigures from quite unpractised individuals, which I imve 
not quoted. The discrimination-i ime of one of them is 33 limes longer than 
Tischer’s own ! (Psychol Studien, i. 537.) 
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to a similar result. But it is the bane of psychology to 

suppose that where results are similar, processes must be 

the same. Psycliologists are too apt to reason as geometers 

would, if the latter were to say that the diameter of a circle 

is the same thing as its semi-circumference, because, for¬ 

sooth, they terminate in the same two points.* 

THE PERCEPTION OP LIKENESS. 

The perception of likeness is practic;ally very much bound 

up with that of difference. That is to say, tlie only differ¬ 

ences we note (is difference's, and estimate quantitatively, and 

arrange along a scale, are those comparatively limited dif¬ 

ferences which we find between members of a common 

genus. The force of gravity and the color of this ink are 

things it never occurred to me to compare until now that I 

am casting about for exam}>les of the incomj)arable. 

Similarly the elastic quality of this india-rubber band, the 

comfort of last night’s sleej), the good that can be done with 

a legacy, these are things too discrepant to have ever been 

compared ere now. Their relation to each other is less 

that of difference than of mere logical negativity. To be found 

different, things must as a rule have some (*ommensurability, 

some aspect in common, which sugg(‘sts tlie ])ossibility of 

their beiiig ti’eated in the same wniy. This is of course not 

a theoretic necessity—for any distinction may bo called a 

‘ difference,’ if ono likes—but a practical and linguistic re¬ 

mark. 

The sarne things, which aroune thepTcepf ion of difference 

umcally arouse that of rcsemhlance <dso. And the analysis of 

them, so as to define Avherein the difference and wherein the 

resemblance respectively consists, is called ctanparison. If 

we start to deal with the things as sim])ly the same or alike, 

we are liable to be surprised by the difference. If we start to 

* Compare Lipps's excellent passage to the same critical effect in hie. 
Grundtatsachen des Beelenlebens, pp. 390~3t)3.—I leave my text just as it 
was written before the publication of Lange's nnd Mtinsterberg’s rewulis 
cited on pp. 92 and 482. Their shortened ' or 'muscular times, got 
when the expectant attention was addressed to the possible reactions raiher 
than to the stimulus, constitute the minimal reaction-time of which I speak, 
and all that I say in the text falls beautifully into line with their results. 
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treat them as merely different, we are apt to discover how 

much they are alike. Differevce^ conmionly so called, is 

thiLS between spex:ie^s of <i gemis. And the faculty by which 

we perceive the resemblance upon which the genus is based, 

is just as ultimate and inex])]ical)le a mental endowment as 

that by which we perceive the differences upon which the 

species depend. There is a shock of likeness when we pass 

from one thing to another which in tlie first instance we 

merely discriminate numerically, but, at the moment of 

bringing our attention to bear, perceive to be shnilar to the 

tirst; just as there is a shock of difference when we pass be¬ 

tween two dissimilars.* The objective extent of the like¬ 

ness, just like that of the difference, determines the magni¬ 

tude of the shock. The likeness may be so evanescent, or 

the basis of it so habitual and little liable to be attended 

to, that it will escape observation altogether. Where, how¬ 

ever, we find it, there we make a genus of the things com¬ 

pared ; and their discrepancies and incommensurabilities in 

other respects can then figure as the differeniuv of so many 

species. As ‘ thinkables ’ or ‘ existents ’ even tlie smoke of 

a cigarette and the w cjrtii of a, dollar-bill are comparable— 

still more so as ‘perishables,’ or as ‘ enjoy ables.’ 

Much, then, of wdiat I have said of difference in the 

course of this chapter will apj)ly, with a simj)le change of 

language, to resemblance as well. We go through the 

world, carrying on the tw o functions abreast, discovez’ing 

differences in the like, and likenesses in the different. To 

abstract the ground of either difference or likeness (where 

it is not ultimate) demands an analysis of the given objects 

into their parts. So that all that was said of the depend¬ 

ence of analysis upon a preliminary separate acquaintance 

with the character to be abstracted, and upon its having 

varied concomitants, finds a place in the psycliology of re¬ 

semblance as well as in that of difference. 

But when all is said and done about the conditions 

which favor our perception of resemblance and our ab¬ 

straction of its ground, the crude fact remains, that some 

*0f. Sully: Mind, x. 494-5 ; Bradley; ibid. xi. 83 ; Bosanquei : ibid. xi. 

406. 
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people are far more sensitive to resemblances^ and far more 

ready to point out wherein they consist, than others are. 

They are the wits, the poets, the inventors, the scientific 

men, the practical geniuses. A native talent for jiereeiving 

analogies is reckoned by Prof. Bain, and by others before 

and after liim, as tlw leading fact in genius of every order. 

But as this chapter is already long, and as the question of 

genius had better wait till Cha[)ter XXII, where its practical 

consequences can be discussed at the sam(^ time, I will 

say nothing more at present either about it or about the 

faculty of noting resemblances. If the reader feels that 

this faculty is having small justice done it at my hands, 

and that it ought to be wondered at and made much more of 

than has been done in these last few pag(\s, h(‘ will per¬ 

haps lind some compensation when that later chaj>ter is 

readied. I think I emphasize it enough when I call it one 

of the ultimate foundation-pillars of the intellectual life, 

the others being Discrimination, Eetentiveness, and Asso¬ 

ciation. 

THE MAGNITUDE OF DIPPEKENCES. 

On page 489 I s])oke of differences being greater or less, 

and of certain groups of them being susceptible of a linear 

arrangement exhibiting serial increase, A scries wdiose. 

terms grow more and more different from the starting point 

is one w hose terms grow less and less like it. They grow^ 

more and more like it if 30U read them the other way. 

So that likeness and unlikenciss to the starting point are 

functions inverse to each other, of the position of anj^ term 

in such a series. 

Professor Stunijif introduces the word distance to de¬ 

note the position of a term in anj^ such series. The less 

like is the term, the more distant it is from the start¬ 

ing point. The ideallj" regular series of this sort would 

be one in which the distances—the steps of resemblance 

or difference—between all pairs of adjacent terms W'Ore 

equal. This would be an evenly gradated series. And 

it is an interesting fact in psychology that we are able, 

in many departments of our sensibility^, to arrange th(^ 

terms without difficulty in this evenly gradated w^ay. Dif- 
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lerences, in otlier words, ])etweoii diverse pairs of terms, 

a and h, for example, on ilie oue liand, and c and d on the 

other,* can be judged cquaJ or divers(i in amount. The dis¬ 

tances from one term to another in the series are equal. 

Linear magjiitudes and miisicaJ m^tes are })erha23S the im- 

2)ressions which we easiest arrange in this way. Next come 

shades of light (U* color, which we have little dilH(tulty in 

arranging by steps of dihViKUK'e of sensibly equal value. 

Messrs. Plateau and Delbouif have found it fairly easy to 

determine what shade of gray will be judgcal by (^very one 

to hit the exact middle betvvcien a darker and a lighter 

shade, t 

How now do we so readily recognize the equality of two 

dilierencijs between difhn-ent pairs (.>f terms? or, more 

briefly, how do we recognize the magnitude of a difference 

at all ? Prof. Stum])f discusses tliis (|uestioii in an inter¬ 

esting way; X comes to the conclusion that our feeling 

for the size of a differcmce, and our 2>erce2^tion that the 

terms of two diverse ])airs are ec^ually or unequally distant 

from each other, can be exi)]ained by no simj^ler mental 

process, but, like the shock of difference itself, must be 

regarded as for the- present an unanalyzable endowment 

* The judgineiit bec uiiics easier if the two couples of terms have one 
member in common, if a—h and b—c. for example, art^ comjmred This, as 
Stumpf says (Tonpsycbologie, i. Idl), is probably because tin* introduction 
of the fourth terra brings involuntary cross-comparisons witli it, a and b 
with (I, b witli c, etc., which (confuses us by withdrawing our allention 
from the relations we ought alone to be estimating. 

f J. Delbopuf : ^]lemcnts do Psyebopbysique (Paris, 188o), p. 64. Pla¬ 
teau in Stumpf, Tonpsych., i. 135. 1 have noti<‘cd a curious enlargement 
of certain ‘distances’ of dilference under tlie influeiu'c of chloroform. 
The jingling of the b(;lls on the horses of a horse-car passing the door, for 
example, and the rumbling of the vehicle itself, which to our ordinary 
hearing merge together very readily into a |/?/(/.'?i-coutinuous body of 
sound, have seemed so far apart as to n*(iuire a sort of mental facing in 
opposite directions to get from one to the other, as if they belonged in dif¬ 

ferent worlds. I am inclined to suspect, from certain data, that the ulti¬ 
mate philosophy of dilference and likeness will have to be built upon 
experiences of intoxication, especially by nitrous oxide gas, which lets 
into intuitions the subtlety whereof is denied to the waking state. Cf. B. 

P. Blood: The Anaesthetic Kevelation, and the Gist of Philosophy (Am 
sterdam, N. Y., 1874). Cf. also Mind, vii. 206. 

t Op, cit. p 126 11. 
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of the mind. This acute author rejects in particular the 

notion which would make our judgment of the distance 

between two sensations depend upon our rnenfally travers¬ 

ing the intermediary steps. We may of course do so, and 

may often find it useful to do so, as in musical intervals, or 

figured lines. But we need not do so ; and nothing more 

is really required for a comparative judgment of the amount 

of a ‘distance’ than three or four impressions belonging to 

a common kind. 

The vanishing of all perceptible difference between two 

numerically distinct things makes them qualitatively the 

same or eqiial. Equality, or qualitative (as distinguished 

from numerical) identity, is thus nothing but the extreme 

degree of likeness."^ 

We saw above (p. 492) that some persons consider that 

the difference between two objects is constituted of two 

things, viz., their absolute identity in certain respects, plus 

their absolute non-identity in others. We saw that this theor \ 

would not apply to all eases (p. 493). 8o here any tlu'.ory 

which would base likeness on identity, and not rather iden¬ 

tity on likeness, must fail. It is supposed perhaps, by most 

people, that two resembling things owe their resem})lance 

to their absolute identity in respect of some attribute or 

attributes, combined with the absolute non-identity of the 

rest of their being. This, which may be true of compound 

things, breaks down when we come to simple impressions. 

“ When we compare a deep, a middle, and a high note, e.g. (7,/sharp, 

a"\ we remark immediately that the first is less like the third than the 

second is. The same w'ould be true of c d e in the same region of the 

scale. Our very calling one of the notes a * middle ’ note is the expres¬ 

sion of a judgment of this sort. But where hei-e is the identical and 

wdiere the non-identical part? We cannot think of the overtones ; for 

the first-named three notes have none in common, at least not on musi¬ 

cal instruments. Moreover, we might take simple tones, and still our 

judgment would be unhesitatingly the same, provided the tones were 

not chosen too close together. . . . Neither can it be said that the 

identity consists in their all being sounds, and not a sound, a smell, and 

a color, respectively. For this identical attribute comes to each of them 

in equal measure, whereas the first, being less like the third than th< 

second is, ought, on the terms of the theory we are criticising, to have 

* Stunipf, pp. 111-121. 
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less of the identical quality. . . . It thus appears impracticable to define 

all possible cases of likeness as partial identity partial disparity; 

and it is vain to seek in all cases for identical elements.”* 

And as all compound resemblances are based on simple 

ones like these, it follows that likeness ilherlumpt must not 

be conceiv(xl as a special complication of identity, but 

rather that idcuitity must be conceived as a sp(?cial degree 

of likeness, acciordiiig to the ])roposition expressed at the 

outset of the paragraph that precedes. Likeiuiss and dif¬ 

ference a]*e ultimate relations ]>erceived. As a matter of 

fact, no two seiisatiojis, no two ob jects of all those we know, 

are in scientific rigcjr identical. We call those of them 

identical whose diflerence is un])ei‘ceived. Over and above 

this we have a concept ion of absolub^. sameness, it is true, 

but this, like so many of our concep)tions (cf. p. 508), is an 

ideal construction got by following a certain di]*ection of 

serial increase to its maximum su])})osable extreme. It 

p)lays an important ])art, among othm* permanent meanings 

p)ossessed by us, in our ideal intelh‘ctua.1 constructions. 

But it plays no ))art whatever in ex])hiining psychologically 

how we perceive likenesses betweiui simple things. 

THE MEASURE OF DISCRIMINATIVE SENSIBILITY. 

In 1800, Professor G. T. Fechner of Lei])zig, a man of 

great leaiming and subtlety of mind, published two volumes 

entitled ‘ Psyudiopliysik,’ devoted to establishing and ex¬ 

plaining a law called by him the jisychophysic law, which 

Stumpf, pp. 116-7. 1 bav(M>miUed, so as not to make mv t(‘xt loo intri¬ 
cate, an extremely acute and conclusive p}ini”;raj)li. which I i-cjModucc here : 
“ We may generalize : Wlierever a number of stursible impn^ssions are 
apprehended as a series, there in the last instance must percc‘plions of sim¬ 
ple likene.s.s be found. Proof: Assume that all the terms of a series, e.g. 
the qualities of tone, c <1 e f g, have something in (*onunon. -no matter w7iat 
it is, call it X; then I say that the differing [)arts of each of these terms 
must not only be differently constituted in each, but must themselves form 
a series, Viho^o. existence is the ground for our apprehending the original 
terms in serial form. We thus get instead of the original series ah c d ef 
. . . the equivalent series Xcr, XfJ, Xy, . . . etc. AVhat is gained ? The 
question immediately arises: How is cx fi y known as a series? According 

to the theor}^, these elements must themselves he made up of a i)art common 

to all, and of parts differing in each, which latter parts form a new series, 
and so on ad infinitum, which is absurd.*’ 
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he considered to express the deepest and most elementary 

relation between the mental and the physical worlds. It is 

a formula for the connection between the amount of our 

sensations and the amount of their outward causes. Its 

simplest ex])ression is, that wlnm we pass from one sensa¬ 

tion to a stronger one of the same land, the sensations in¬ 

crease proportionally to the logarithms of their exciting 

causes. Fechner’s book was the starting ])oint of a new 

de])artment of literature, which it would be ]>erha})s im})OS- 

sible to match for the (pialities of thoroughness and sub¬ 

tlety, but of which, in the humble o])inion of the present 

writc'r, the proper 2)sychological outconu' is just nothing. 

The psycJiophysic law controversy has ])ronipt(id a good 

many series of observations on sense-discrimination, and 

has made discussion of them very rigorous. It has also 

cleared u}) our ideas about the best methods for getting 

average results, when particular observations vary ; and 

beyond this it has done nothing; but as it is a chapter in 

the history of our scien(*e, some account of it is here due to 

tlie reader. 

Fechner’s train of thought has been popularly expounded 

a great many times. As I have nothing new to add, it is 

but just that I should quote an existing account. I choose 

the one given by Wundt in his Vorlesuiigen uber Menschen 

and Thierseele, 1863, omitting a good d(ial: 

“How much stronger or weaker ont^ sensation is than another, we 

are nev(‘r able to say. Whether the snn be a hinulrec] or a thousand 

times brigliter than the moon, a cannon a hundred or a thousand times 

louder than a pistol, is beyond our power to estimate'. The^ natural 

measure of sensation which we possess ena.t)les us to judge of the equal¬ 

ity, of tlie ‘ more ’ and of the ‘ less,’ but not of ‘ how many times more 

or less.’ This natural measure is, therefore, as good as no measure at 

all, whenever it Vteeomes a question of accurately ascertaining intensi¬ 

ties in the sensational sphere. Even though it may teach us in a genera; 

way that with the strength of the outward physical stimulus the strength 

of the concomitant sensation w'axes or wanes, still it leaves us without 

thi^ slightest knowledge of whether the sensation varies in exactly the 

same proportion as the stimulus itself, or at a slower or a more rapid 

rate. In a word, we know by our natural sensibility nothing of the hnv 
that connects the sensation and its outward cause together. To thul 

this law we must first find an exact measure for the sensation itself; 

we must be able to say: A stimulus of strength one begets a sensation 
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of streiigUi one; a stimulus of streuglli tunt Ix'gels a sorisatioTi of 

stnujgth two^ or thrce^ or four^ oto. But lo do this we must first know 

what a sensation two, throe, or four lim(‘s greater than another, 
signifies. . . . 

“ Space magnitudes wo soon learn to determine exactly, because we 

only measure om^ spa(;e agninst another. I'he measure of mental mag¬ 

nitudes is iar more difiicult. . . . Ihit tijo ])roblem of measuring the 

magnitude of sensations is th(^ first sto]) in the bold (.'uteipriso of mak¬ 

ing mental magnitudes altogether suldect t,<j ('xact nK'asunmnmt. . . . 

Were our wiioh*, knowh^lgt^ limited to tlie fact tliat tin* s(Misalion rises 

when the stimulus rist^s, and falls when the latter falls, much would not 

be gaim‘d. But evi'ii iminediat(' unaided obser\ation Leaelu‘s us certain 

facts which, at least, in a g(meral way, suggest lh(^ law according to 

which th(‘ scmsations vary with tluhr outward cauM*. 

“Every one know's that in th(‘ stilly night w(' hear things nnnotiet'd 

in the noise of day, "the geiith‘ ticking of tlu' (do(;k, the air (‘ireulating 

through the ehimney, the eraeking of the ehairs in the room, and a 

thousand otlun* slight iu)ises, impress tlamiselvcis n|)on our (‘ar. It is 

equally well known that in the eonfnsc^d hubbub of the slr(!ets, or the 

clamor of a railway, w-e may losi; not only what our neighbor says to UvS, 

but (iveii not hear the sound ot our own voice. T}h‘, stars wdiich are 

brighttcst at night are invisible by day ; and altliough we see the moon 

then, she is far [)aler than at night. Evei*yon(‘ wdio has had to deal 

wdth weights know’s that if to a j)onnd in tlie hand a second pound be 

addial, the differenee is immediately felt; whilst if it b(i added to a 

bundredwuught, we arc not aw^an; of tln^ difi’ereuee at all. . . . 

“The sound of the clock, the iiglit of th(^ stars, the pivssure of tlie 

]>ound, tlieso are all stimuli to our s(mses, and stimtdi whosi* outw'ard 

amount rimiains the sam<*. What then do thes(‘ (‘\j)eriene<^s reach ? 

Evidently nothing but this, that one and the same stimulus, a(*eording 

to the eireumsiaiices under which it opera!(‘s, will he felt either more or 

less intmisely, or not felt at a,11. Of what sort now is the alteration in 

tlie circuinsianees, u])on wdiich this alteration in the feeling may depend ? 

On considering the matter elosf'Iy w'e see that it is (‘verywiuu-e of one 

and the same kind. The tieh of tiu' rloek is a fet bh* stimulus foi* our 

auditory nerve, tvhicli hear jilainly w'hen it is alone, bui not wlum it 

is added to the strong stimulus of the earriag^^wlieels and otliei- noises 

of the day. The light of the stars is a. stimulus to the eye. Bui if the 

stimulation wdiieli this light exm*ts lie added to the strong stimulus of 

daylight, we feel nothing of it, altliough we find it distinctly when it 

unites itself wuth the feebler stimulation of the twilight. The pound- 

weight is a stimulus to our .skin, wiiieli we feel when it joins itself to a 

preceding stimulus of equal strength, but which vanishes w^hen it is 

combined with a stimulus a thousand times greater in amount. 

We may therefore lay it down as a general rule that a stimulus, 

in order to be felt, may be so much the smaller if the already pre-exist¬ 

ing stimulation of the organ is small, but must be so much the larger, 
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the greater the pre-existing stimulation is. From this in a general way 
we eau perceive the connection between the stiniulus and the feeling it 
exeiles. At least ihus much appears, that the law of (l('[)ondenee is 
not as simple a one as might have been exp(u‘l,e(l beforehand. The 
simplest relation would obviously be that the semsation should inen^ase 
in identically the same ratio as the stimulus, Uius that if a stimulus of 
strength one occasioned a sensation one^ a stimulus of two should occa¬ 
sion sensation tivo^ stimulus three^ sensation three, etc. But if this 
simplest of all redations prevailed, a stimulus added to a pre-existing 
strong stimulus ought to provoke as great an increase of feeling as if 
it were added to a pre-existing weak stimulus ; the light of the stars 
(‘.g., ought to make as great an addition to the daylight as it doi^s to 
the darkness of the nocturnal sky. This we know not to be the case . 
the stars are invisible by day, the addition they make to our sensation 
then is uimoticable, whereas the same addition to our feeling of the twi¬ 
light is vory considerable indeed. So it is clear that the strength of the 
sensations does not ineniase in })roportion to the amount of the stimuli, 
l)ut more shnvly. And now comes the question, in what proportion 
does the increase of the sensation grow less as the increase of the 
stimulus grows greater. To answer this (juestioTi, every-day experiences 
do not suflice. Wo need exact measurements both of the amounts of 
the various stimuli, and of the intensity of the sensations themselves. 

“How to execute these measurements, liowever, is something which 
daily experience siiggi^sts. To measure the strimgth of sensations is, as 
w^e saw, impossible ; we can oiily measure the difference of sensations. 
Experience show(Hl us what v(‘ry unequal differences of sensation might 
come from equal differences of outward stimulus. But all these ex¬ 
periences expressed thein.selves in one kind of fact, that the same differ¬ 
ence of stimulus could in one case be felt, and in anofher case not felt 
at all—a pound f(dt if added to another pound, but not if added to a 
hundred-weight. . . , We eg,!! quickest reach a result with our observa¬ 
tions if we start with an arbitrary strength of stimulus, notice what 
sensation it gives us, and then .sve how nmch ive can increase the stim¬ 
ulus without making the sensation seem to change. If we carry out 
such observations with .stimuli of varying absolute amounts, we shall be 
forced to choose in an equally varying way the amounts of addition to 
the stimulus which are capable of giving ns a just barely perceptible 
feeling of more. A light, to be just perceptible in the twilight need not 
be near as bright as the starlight; it must be far brighter to be just per¬ 
ceived during the day. If now we institute such observations for all 
possible strengths of the various stimuli, and note for each strength 
the amount of addition of the latter required to produce a barely per¬ 
ceptible alteration of sensation, we shall have a series of figures in 
which is immediately expressed the law according to which the sensa¬ 
tion alters when the stimulation is increased. ...” 

Observations according to this method are particularly 
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easy to make in the spheres of light-, sound-, and pressure- 
sensation. . . . Beginning with the latter case, 

“Wo find a surprisingly simple result. The barely sensible ad¬ 

dition to the original weight must stand exactly in the same ‘proportion 

to it., 1)0 the same fraction of it, no matter what the absolute value 

may be of the weights on which the exptirimeiit is math). . . . As the 

average of a number of experiments, this fraction is found to be about 

J ; that is, no matter what pressure there may already be made upon 

the skin, an increase or a diminution of tlie pressure will bo fr/t, as 

soon as the added or subtracted weight amounts to one third of the 

weight originally there.” 

Wundt then desc*ril)es Iioav differences may be observed 

in the muscular feelings, in tlie feelings of heat, in those of 

light, and in those of sound; and he concludes his seventh 

lecture (from which our extracts have been made) thus : 

“ So we liave found that all the senses whose stimuli we are enabled 

to measure accuralely, obey a uniform law. However various may be 

their several delicacies of discrimination, this holds true of all, that 

the increase of the stlmnlus necessary to produce an increase of the sen¬ 

sation hears a- constant ratio to the total stininins. The figures which 

expi’ess this ratio in the several senses may be shown thus in tabular 

form : 

Sensation of light,. 

Mus(!ular sensation, . . 

Feeling of i)re8siiro, \ 

“ “ warmth, >•.^ 

“ “ sound, ) 

“These figures an^ far from giving as accurate a measure as might 

be desired. But at least they are fit to convey a general notion of the 

n^lativc discriminative susceptibility of the different senses. . . . The 

important law which gives in so simple a form the relation of the sen¬ 

sation to the stimulus that calls it forth was first discovered by the 

physiologist Ernst Heinrich Weber to obtain in special cases. Gustav 

Theodor Fecihuer first proved it to be a law for all departments of sen¬ 

sation. Psychology owes to him the first comprehensive investigation 

of sensations from a physical point of view, the first basis of an exact 
Theory of Sensibility.” 

So mucli for a general account of what Fecliner calls 
Weber’s law. The 'exactness ’ of the tlieory of sensibility to 
which it leads consists in the supposed fact that it gives 
the means of representing sensations by numbers. The 
unit of any kind of sensation will be that increment which, 
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when the stimulus is increased, we can just barely perceive 

to be added. The total number of units which any given 

sensation contains will consist of tlie total number of such 

increments which may be perceived in passing frcun no 

sensation of the kind to a sensation of tlui present amount. 

We cannot get at this number dirc^ctly, but w e can, now 

that we know^ Weber’s law-, get at it by means of the physi¬ 

cal stimulus of which it is a function. For if we know how^ 

much of the stimulus it wuJl take to give a barely })ercep- 

tible sensation, and then wdiat percentage of addition to 

the stimulus will constantly give a barel}^ ])erc(y)tible incre¬ 

ment to the sensation, it is at bottom only a (piestiou of 

compound interest to com])ut(‘, out of the total amount of 

stimulus wdiich we may be ('m])loying at any moment, the 

number of such increments, or, in other words, of sensa¬ 

tional units to wdiicli it may givt^ rise. This number Ixairs 

the same relation to the total stimulus wdiich the time 

ela])sed boars to the caj)ital plus the compound int(^r('st 

accrued. 

To take an example : If stimulus A just falls short of 

])roducing a, sensation, and if r be the jiercentage of itself 

which must be added to it to get a sensation w\hi(*h is 

barely perceptible—call this sensation 1—then we sliould 

have the series of sensation-numbers corresponding to 

their several stimuli as follows: 

Sensation 0 = stimulus A; 

1 = “ A (1 -f" 0 ; 
« 2=: “ A(l-fr)2; 

“ 3 “ “ A (1 -f- r)®; 

n = “ A (1 -f- r)^ 

The sensations here form an arithmetical series, and 

the stimuli a geometrical series, and the two series corre¬ 

spond term for term. Now% of tw^o series corresponding in 

this w^ay, the terms of the arithmetical one are called the 

logarithms of the terms corresponding in rank to them in 

the geometrical series. A conventional arithmetical series 

beginning with zero has been formed in the ordinary log¬ 

arithmic tables, so that we may truly say (assuming oui 
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facts to be correct so far) that the sensations vary in the 
same proportion as the logarithms of their respective stimuli. 
And we can thereupon proceed to compute the number of 

units in any given sensation (considering the unit of sen¬ 

sation to be equal to tlie just perceptible increment above 

zero, and the unit of stimulus to bo equal to the increment 

of stimulus r, which brings this about) by multiplying the 

lognTitlim of the stimulus by a constant factor which must 

vary with tlie ])articu]ar kind of sensation in question. If 

wc ('.mII the stiiiiuius it, and tlie constant factor C, we get 
ilie juniiula 

S ( ‘ log 11, 

which is wlial K(‘( lin(‘r calls lla^ j)Sff(if(}jiitfsisch(T Maas- 

foniicL This, ill bih^l', is Fei'liner’s ri'asonijig. as J iindc'r- 

sland il. 

The Madsfonnrl admits of matlieniatical d(‘velopment 

in various direc tions, and has giveji rise to .trduous discus¬ 

sions into wliicli 1 am glad to 1)(‘ (exempted from entering 

her(‘, since their interest is matlieniatical and melaphysicad 

and not primarily psychological at all.* 1 must say a word 

about thcmi metaphysically a few pages latca* on. Miani- 

while it should be understood that no hum,an being, in any 

invc\sligation into whicdi sensations cmtercal, has over used 
the numbers cominited in this or any other w.ay in order to 

test a theory or to reach a new rccsult. The Avliole notion 
of measuring sensations numerically, remains in short a 
mere mathematical sjieculation about possibilities, which 

has never been apphuMj to jii'actice. Incidentally to the 
discussion of it, howevc'r, a givat many particular facts 

liave been discaivcavd about discTimination which merit a 

place in this chapter. 

In the first jilace it is found, when the difference of two 
sensations approaches the limit of discernibility, that at 

one moment we discern it and at the next w^e do not. There 
are accidental fluctuations in our inner sensibility which 
make it impossible to tell just what the least discernible 

* The most important ameliorations of Fechner’s formula are Delboeuf'i 
In hifl K(‘clierches sur la Mesure des Sensations (1878), p. a5, and Elsaa'i in 

kls pamphlet Uher die Psychophysik (1886) p. 16 
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increment of the sensation is without taking the average ol 

a large number of appreciations. These incidental errors 
are as likely to increase as to diminish our sensibility, 

and are eliminated in such an average, for those above 

and those below the line then neutralize each other in the 

sum, and the normal sensibility, if there be one (that is, tlie 

sensibility due to constant causes as distinguished from 

these accidental ones), stands revealed. The best way of 

getting at the average sensibility has been very minutely 

worked over. Feclmer discussed three methods, as follows : 

(1) The Method of jmt-discernible Differences. Take a 

standard sensation 8^ and add to it until you distinctly feel the 

addition d ; then subtract from >9 -(- (/ until you distinctly 

feel the effect of the subtraction; * call the difference here 

The least discernible difference sought is 

the ratio of this quantity to the original 8 (or rather to 

8 -j-d — d') is what Fecliner calls the difference-threshold. 

2Viis differencedhreshold sJionld be a constant fraction (no 

matter what is the size of 8) if Weber\s law holds universally 
true. The difficulty in applying this method is that we are 

80 often in doubt whether anything has been added to 8 or 

not. Furthermore, if wo simply take the smallest d about 

which we are never in doubt or in error, we certainly get 

our least discernible difference larger than it ought theo¬ 

retically to be.t 

Of course the sensibility is small when the least dis¬ 

cernible difference is large, and vice versa ; in other words, 

it and the difference-threshold are inversely related to each 

other. 

(2) The Method of True ami False Cases. A sensation 

which is barely greater than another will, on account of 

accidental errors in a long series of experiments, sometimes 

be judged equal, and sometimes smaller; i.e., we shall 

make a certain number of false and a certain number of 

* Reversing the order is for the wike of letting the opposite neeidental 
errors due to ' contrast ’ neutralize each other. 

f Theoretically it would seem that it ought to be equal to the sum of 
ail the additions which we judge to be increases divided by the total num¬ 
ber of judgments made. 
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true judgments about the difference between tlie two sen¬ 

sations which we are conipariiig. 

“ But the larger this diiTercncc is, t he more the number of the true 

judgments will inerease at the expense of the false ones ; or, otherwise 

expressed, the nearer to unity will t)e the fraction whose denominator 

represents the whole number of judgnnmts, and whose numerator rep* 

resents those which are true. If m. is a ratio of this nature, obtained 

by comparison of two stimuli, A and wo may seek another c()U}>le 

jf stimuli, a and 6, which when compared will give the same ratio of 

true to false cases.”* 

If this were done, and the ratio of a to h then proved 

to be equal to that of A to />, that would prove that pairs 

of small stimuli and p)airs of large stimuli may affect our 

discriminative sensibility similarly so long as the ratio of 

the components to each other within each ])air is the same. 

In other wa.)rds, it w ould in so far forth prove the Weberian 

law. Fechner made use of this method to ascertain his 

own power of discriminating differences of weight, record¬ 

ing no less than 24,576 separate judgments, and computing 

as a result that his discrimination for the same relative 

increase of weight w as less good in the neighborhood of 

500 than of 300 grams, but that after 500 grams it improved 

up to 3000, which was the highest w^eight he experimented 

with. 

(3) The Method of Average Errors consists in taking a 

standard stimulus and then trying to make another one of 

the same sort exactly equal to it. There will in general be 

an error whose amount is large w hen the discriminative 

sensibility called in play is small, and vice versa. The 

sum of the errors, no matter wdiether they be positive or 

negative, divided by their number, gives the average error. 

This, when certain corrections are made, is assumed by 

Fechner to be the ‘recijirocal ’ of the discriminative sensi¬ 

bility in question. It should bear a constant proportion 

to the stimulus, no matter what the absolute size of the 

latter may be, if Weber’s law hold true. 

These methods deal with just perceptible differences. 

Delboeuf and Wundt have experimented with larger differ- 

* J. Delboeuf, Elements de Psychophysique (1883), p. 9. 
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ences *)y means of what Wundt calls the 3Tefln)(le (ter mitt 
leren Jhstff/fnKjeri, and what we may call 

(4) The Method of Equal-appearing Infe'tv(ds. This con¬ 

sists in so arranging three stimuli in a s(iri(^s that tlie inter ¬ 

vals between the first and the second shall appear equal tc 

that between the second and the third. At first sight there 

seems to be no direct logical connection between this method 

and the pro(*eding ones. By them we compare equally 

ceptihle increnuuits of stimulus in difl’erent regions of the 

latter’s S(*ale ; but b}^ the fourth method we compare incre¬ 

ments which strike us as equally big. But what we can but 

just notice as an increment ikhhI not a])pear always of the 

same bigness after it is mjticed. On the contrar}, it will 

appear niiudi bigger when we are dealing with stimuli that 

are a,1 ready large. 

(5) Tlu^ method of doubling the sfinndus has been 

em])loyed by AVundt’s collaborator, M(U‘kel, who tried to 

make one stimulus seem just double the other, and then 

measured the objective relation of the two. The remarks 

just made apply [ilso to this case. 

So much for the methods. The results differ in the 

hands of difi’erent observers. I will add a few of them, 

and will take first the discriminative sensibility to light. 
By the first method, Yolkmann, Aubert, Masson, Helm¬ 

holtz, and Krii})elin find figures varying from I or J to y 

of the original stimulus. The smaller fractional imu'ements 

are discriminated Avhcni the light is already fairly strong, the 

larger ones when it is weak or intense. That is, the dis¬ 

criminative sensibility is low when weak or overstrong 

lights are compared, and at its best with a certain medium 

illumination. It is thus a function of the light’s intensity ; 

but throughout a certain range of the latter it keeps con¬ 

stant, and in so far forth Weber’s law is verified for light. 

Absolute figures cannot be given, but Merkel, by method 1, 

found that Weber’s law held good for stimuli (measured by 

his arbitrary unit) betw^een 96 and 4096, beyond which in¬ 

tensity no experiments were made.* Kbnig and Brodhun 

* Philos. Studien, rv. 588. 
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have given measurements by metliod 1 wliicli cover tlie 

most extensive series, and moreover apply to six different 

colors of liglit. These ex})eriments (performed in Helm¬ 

holtz’s laboratory, apparently,) j*an from an intensity called 

1 to one ^vliieh was 1()(),()00 times as groat. From intensity 

2000 to 20,000 Webcn ’s law held good ; below and above 

this rniig(^ discriminative', sensibility declined. The incre¬ 

ment diseniminated here was the same for all colors of 

liglit, and lay (ac(*.ording to the tables) between 1 and 2 per 

cent of the stinjulus.* Dellxeuf had verified Web(ir’s law 

for a certain range of luminous intensities by method 4; 

that is, he had found that the objective intensity of a light 

which apjxaared midway betwei'n two f)thers was laailly the 

geometrical mean of the latter’s intensities. But A. Lelimann 

and afterwards Neiglick, in Wundt’s laboratory, found that 

effects of contrast played so large a ])art in ('xpei’iimmts 

p(U’formed in this way that Dellxeuf’s results could not 1)0 

held comdusive. Merkel, repeating the experiimmts still 

lat(*.r, found that tin; objective intensity of the light wdiicli 

we judge to stand midway between two others neithco- 

stands midw ay nor is a geometric mean. The discrepancy 

from both tignires is enormous, but is least large from the 

midway figure or arithmeti(*al mean of the two extreme in¬ 

tensities, t Finally, the stars have from time imnu'morial 

been arranged in ‘ magnitudes ’ supposed to differ by ecpnil- 

seeming intervals. Lately their intensities IniAe been 

gauged photometrically, and the comparison of the subjec¬ 

tive with the objective series has been made. Prof. J. Jas- 

trow^ is the latest wairker in this field. He finds, taking 

Pickering’s Harvard photometric tables as a basis, that the 

ratio of the average intensity of each ‘ magnitude ’ to that 

below^ it decreases as wo pass from low er to higher magni¬ 

tudes, showing a uniform departure from Weber’s law', if 

the method of ecpial-appearing intervals be held to have 

any direct relevance to the latter.J 

Berlin Acad. Sitzungsberichte, 1888, p. 917. Other observers (Dobro. 
W’olsky, Lainansky) found great differences in different colors. 

f Bee MerkeTs tables, loc. cit. p. 508. 
f American Journal of Psyciiology, i. 125. I'lie rate of decrease is 

small but steady, and 1 cannot well understand what Professor J. means by 
saying that his figures verify Weber’s law. 
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Sounds are less delicately discriminated in intensity than 

lights. A certain difficulty has come from disputes as to 

the measurement of the objective intensity of the stimulus. 

Earlier inquiries made the perceptible increase of tlie stim¬ 

ulus to be about ^ of the latter. Merkel’s latest results o{ 

the method of just perceptible differences make it about 

for that part of the scale of intensities during which 

Weber’s law holds good, which is from 20 to 5000 of M.'s 

arbitrary unit.* Below this the fractional increment must 

be larger. Above it no measurements were made. 

For pressure ami muscular sense we have rather divergent 

results. Weber found by the method of just-perceptible 

differences that persons could distinguish an increase of 

weight of when the two weights were su(*.cessively lifted 

by the same hand. It took a much larger fraction to be 

discerned when the weights were laid on a hand which 

rested on the table. He seems to have verified his I'esulis 

for only two pairs of differing Aveigiits,t and on tliis founded 

his‘law.’ Experiments in Hering’s laboratory on lifting 

11 weights, running from 250 to 2750 grams showed tliat 

the least perceptible increment varied from for 250 graujs 

to j-jy for 2500. For 2750 it rose to again. Merkel’s 

recent and very careful experiments, in which the finger 

pressed down the beam of a balance counterweiglitod 

by from 25 to 8020 grams, showed that between 200 and 

2000 grams a constant fractional increase of about was 

felt when there was no movement of the finger, and of about 

y*-j^ when there was movement. Above and below these 

limits the discriminative power grew less. It was greater 

when the pressure was upon one square millimeter of sur¬ 

face than when it was upon seven.j: 

Warmth and taste have been made the subject of similar 

investigations Avitli the result of verifying something like 

Weber’s law. The determination of the unit of stimu¬ 

lus is, however, so hard here that I will give no figures. 

The results may be found in Wundt’s Physiologische Psy^ 

chologie, 3d Ed. i. 370-2. 

* Philosophische Studieu, v. 514-5. 
] Cf. G. E. Muller; Zur Grandlegung der Fsychopbysik, §g 68-70. 
i Philosophische Studieu, v. 387 ff. 
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Tlw. discrimination of lengths hy the eye lias been found 

also to obey to a certain extent Weber’s law. Tbe figures 

will all be found in G. E. Muller, op. cit., part ll, chap, x, 

to which the reader is referred. Professor Jastrow has 

published some (experiments, made by what may l)e called 

a modification of the method of equal-appearing differ¬ 

ences, on our estimation of the length of sticks, by which it 

would seem that the estimated intervals and the real ones 

are directly and not logarithmically proportionate to each 

other. This resembles Merkel’s results by that method 

for weights, lights, and sounds, and differs from Jastrow’s 

own finding about star-magnitudes.* 

If we look back over these facts as a whole, we see that 

it is not any fixed amount added to an impression that 

makes us notice an increase in the latter, but that the 

amount depends on how large the impression already is. 

The amount is exi)ressib)e as a certain fraction of the entire 

impression to whi(*h it is added ; and it is found that the 

fraction is a well-nigli constant figure throughout an entire 

region of the scale of inbrnsities of tlie impression in ques¬ 

tion. Above and below this r(‘,gion the fraction increases in 

value. This is Weber's lan\ wlii(di in so far fortli expresses 

an empirical generalization of practical importance, without 

involving any theory whatever or seeking any absolute 

measure of the sensations themselves. It is in the 

Theoretic Interpretation of Wel)ers La tv 

that Fechner’s originality exclusively (consists, in his as¬ 

sumptions, namely, 1) that the just-perceptible increment 

is the sensation-unit, and is in all parts of the scale the same 

(mathematically expressed, ^s ~ const.); 2) that all our 

sensations consist of sums of these units; and finally, 3) that 

the reason why it takes a constant fractional increase of the 

stimulus to awaken this unit lies in an ultimate law of the 

connection of mind with matter, Avhereby the quantities of 

our feelings are related logarithmically to the quantities 

of their objects. Fechner seems to find something in¬ 

scrutably sublime in the existence of an ultimate ‘psycho¬ 

physic’ law of this form. 

* Anwricau J. of Psychology, iii. 44-7. 
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Those assum])tions are all j^eculiarlj fragile. To begii) 

with, the mental fact which in the experiments corresponds 

to the increase of the stimulus is not an enlarged sensation, 

but a judgment that the sensation is enlarged. What Fech- 

ner calls the ‘ sensation ’ is what ap})ears to the mind as 

the objective phenonic7ion of light, warmth, weight, sound, 

impressed part of body, etc. Fechner tacitly if not openly 

assumes that such a judgment of increase consists in tlie 

simple facit that an increased number of sensation-units 

are present to the mind; and that the judgment is tlius 

itself a quantitatively bigger mental thing when it judges 

large dillerences, or differences betwcum large terms, than 

when it judges small ones. But these ideas are really 

absurd. The hardest sort of judgmimt, the judgment 

which strains the attention most (if that be any criterion 

of the judgment’s ' size ’), is that about the smallest things 

and differences. But really it has no meaning to talk 

about one judgment being bigger than another. And 

('veil if we leave out judgments and talk of sensations 

only, we have already found ourselves (in Chapter VI) 

quit(^ unable to read any clear meaning into the notion that 

the}^ are masses of units combined. To introspection, our 

feeling of pink is surely not a portion of our feeling of 

scarlet; nor does the light of an electric arc seem to con¬ 

tain that of a tallow-c'andle in itself. Compound things 

contain parts; and one sucdi thing may have twice or thi*ee 

times as many parts as another. But when we take a sim¬ 

ple sensible quality like light or sound, and say that there 

is now twice or thrice as much of it present as there was 

a moment ago, although we seem to moan the same thing 

as if we were talking of com])ound objects, we really mean 

something different. We mean that if we were to arrange 

the various possible degrees of the cjuality in a scale of 

serial increase, the distamce, interval, or diference between 

the stronger and the weaker specimen before us would 

seem about as great as that between the weaker one and 

the beginning of the scale. It is these uelations, these nis- 

TANCEJ^. which loe are measuring and not the composition of the 

qualities themsdves, as Fechner thinks. Whilst if we turn 

to objects which are divisible, surely a big object may be 

known in a little thought. Introspection shows moreover 
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that ill most sensations a new kind of feeling invariably ac¬ 

companies our judgment of an increased impression ; and 

this is a fact wliicli Fecliner’s formula disregards.* 

But apart from these a priori difficulties, and oven sup¬ 

posing that sensations did consist of added units, Eecdmer’s 

assumption that all egmilly pvrceplible additions are equally 

great additions is entirely aibitrary. Why might not a 

small addition to a small sensation be as perceptible as a 

large addition to a large one? In this case Weber’s law 

would apply not to the additions themselves, but only to 

their perceptibility. Our noticing of a ditference of units in 

two sensations would depend on the latter being in a fixed 

ratio. But the (lifference itself would depend dij'(H‘tly on 

that between their respective stimuli. So many units added 

to the stimulus, so many added to the sensation, and if 

the stimulus giew in a certain ratio, in exactly the same 

ratio would the sensation also grow, though its perceptibility 

grew according to the logarithmic law.f 

If A stand for the smallest diffieren(‘.e which ive perceive^ 

tlien we should have, instead of the formula Js = const,. 

which is Fechner’s, the formula — const., a formula 
s 

which interj)rets all the/V/chs* of Weber’s law, in an entirely 

different theoretic way from that ado})ted by Fechner.J 

The entire superstructure whicdi Fechner rears upon the 

* Cf. StuTupf, Tonpsychologie, pp. 897-9. “ One sensation cannot be a 
multii)lc of anoibcr. If it could, we ought to be able to subtract the one 
from tlie otlicr, and to feel the remainder by itself. Every sensation pre¬ 
sents itself as an indivisible unit.” Professor von Kries, in the Viertel- 
jahrsclirift fllr wiss. indlosophie, vi. 257 IT., shows very (tlearly the ab¬ 
surdity of supposing that our stronger sensations contain our weaker ones 
as parts. They differ as qualitative units. Compare also J. Tannery in 
Delbmiif’s Eltuucnts de Psychophysique (1883), p. 134 ff.; J. Ward in Mind, 
1. 464: Lotze, Mctaphy.sik, ^ 258. 

f F. Brentano, Psychologic, i. 9, 88 ff.—Merkel thinks that his results 
with the method of equal-appearing intervals show that we compare con¬ 
siderable intervals with each other by a different law from that by which 
we notice barely ]>erceptible intervals. The stimuli form an arithmetical 
series (a pretty wild one according to his figures) in the former case, a 
geometrical one in the latter—-at least so I understand this valiant experi¬ 
menter but somewhat obscure if acute writer. 

t This is the formula which Merkel thinks he has verified (if 1 under, 
itand him aright) by his experiments by method 4. 
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facts is thus not only seen to be arbitrary and subjective, 

but in tli(3 highest degree iinju'obable as well. The depart¬ 

ures from Weber’s law in r^igioiis where it does not obtain, 

lie explains by the compounding with it of other unknown 

laws wliich mask its effects. As if any law could not be 

found in any set of phenomena, provided one have the wit to 

invent enough otJier coexisting laws to overlap and neutral¬ 

ize it! The whole outcome of the discussion, so far as 

Fechner’s theories are concerned, is indeed nil, Weher^s 

laiv alone remains true as an empirical generalization of fair 

extent: What we add to a large stimulus we notice less 

than what we add to a small one, unless it happen reZa- 

lively to the stimulus to be as great. 

Weher's law is probably purely physiological. 

One can express this state of things otherwise by sajdng 

that the whole of the stimulus does not seem to be effective 

in giving us the perce])tion of ^ more,’ and the simplest in¬ 

terpretation of siicli a. state of things would be physical. 

The loss of effect would take place in tlie nervous system. 

If our feelings resulted from a condition of the nerve- 

molecules which it grew ever more difficult for the stimulus 

to increase, our feelings would naturally grow at a slower 

rate than the stimulus itself. An ever larger part of the 

latter’s work would go to overcoming the resistances, and 

an ever smaller part to the realization of the feeling-bring¬ 

ing state. Weber’s law would thus be a sort of law of 

friction in th(‘. neural machine.* Just how these inner 

resistances and frictions are to be conceived is a specu¬ 

lative question. Delboeuf has formulated them as fa¬ 

tigue ; Bernstein and Ward, as irradiations. The latest, 

and probably the most ‘ real,’ hypotliesis is that of Ebbing- 

haus, who supposes that the intensity of sensation depends 

on the number of neural molecules which are disintegrated 

in the unit of time. There are only a certain number at 

any time which are capable of disintegrating; and whilst 

most of these are in an average condition of instability, 

* Elsas; Ueber die Psychophysik (1886), p. 41. When the pans ol 
a balance are already loaded, but in equilibrium, it takes a proportionally 
larger weight added to one of them to incline the beam. 
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some are almost stable and some already near to decom¬ 

position. The smallest stimuli allect these latter molecules 

only; and as they are but few, the sensational effect from 

adding a given quantity of stimulus at first is relatively 

small. Medium stimuli affect the majority o' the mole¬ 

cules, but affect fewer and fewer in proportion as they have 

already diminished their number. The latest additions tc 

the stimuli find all the medium molecules already disinte¬ 

grated, and only affect the small relatively indecomposable 

remainder, thus giving rise to increments of feeling which 

are correspondingly small. (Pfliiger’s Archiv. 45, 115.) 

It is surely in some such way as this that Welxu’s law 

is to be interpreted, if it ever is. The Fechnerian Alum- 

formd and the conception of it as an ultimate ' psychophysic 

law ’ will remain an ‘idol of the den,’ if ever there was one. 

Fechner himself indeed was a German Gekhrier of the ideal 

type, at once simple and shrewd, a mystic and an experi¬ 

mentalist, homely and daring, and as loyal to facts as to his 

theories. But it would be terrible if even such a dear old 

man as this could saddle our (Science forever with his 

patient whimsies, and, in a world so full of more nutritious 

objects of attention, compel all fiiturt'. students to plough 

through the difficulties, not only' of his own works, but of 

the still drier ones written in his refutation. Those who 

desire this dreadful literature can find it; it has a ‘ disci¬ 

plinary value but I will not even enumerate it in a foot¬ 

note. The only amusing part of it is that Fechner’s critics 

should always feel bound, after smiting his theories hip 

and thigh and leaving not a stick of them standing, to 

wind up by saying that nevertheless to him belongs the 

imperishable glory^ of first formulating them and thereby 

turning psychology into an exact sclemx, 

* And everybody praised the duke 

Who this great light did win.' 
‘ But what good came of it at last ? ’ 

Quoth little Peterkin. 

'Why, that I cannot tell,‘ said he, 
‘ But *twas a famous victory 1 * ” 



CHAPTEE XIV.* 

ASSOCIATION. 

After discriininatiou, association ! Alread}" in the last 

cha})ter I have had to inAoke, in order to explain the im- 

proA'oment of certain discriminations by practice, the ‘as¬ 

sociation ’ of the objects to be distinguished, with other more 

widely ditfering ones. It is obvious that the advance of our 

knowledge viv^i consist oi‘ both o])erations ; for objects at 

firs^ appearing as Avholes are analyzed into parts, and 

objects ap])earing se})aTately are brought together and ap¬ 

pear as neAv compound wholes to the mind. Analysis and 

synthesis are thus the iu(*essant]y alternating mental 

activities, a stroke of the one })re])aring the way tor a stroke 

of tiie other, much as, in walking, a man’s two legs are 

alternately brought into use, both being indis])ensal)le for 

any orderly advance. 

The manner in Avhich trains of imagery and consideration 

follow each other through our thinking, the restless flight 

of one idea before the next, the transitions our minds make 

between things Avideas the })oles asunder, transitions which 

at first sight startle us by their abru])tness, but Avhic^h, 

when scrutinized closely, often reveal intermediating links 

of perfect naturalness and pro])riety—all this magical, im¬ 

ponderable streaming has from time immemoi’ial excited 

the admiration of all a\ hose attention liaj^pened to be caught 

by its omnipresent mystery. And it has furtherm(3re 

challenged the race of philosophers to banish something 

of the mystery by formulating the process in simpler 

termSo The problem Avliich the philosophers have set 

themselves is that of ascertaining principles of connection 

between the thoughts which thus appear to sprout one out 

*Tlie theory propounded in this chapter, and a ^ood many pages of 
the text, were originally published in the Popular Science Monthiy foi 
March, 1880, 

m 
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of the other, where})y their ])eciiliar succession or coexist¬ 

ence may explained. 

But immediately an ambiguity arisc^s : whicL sort of 

connection is meant? conneidion ihoiG^hUof^ or (;onnection 

hetween fhomjhfs ? These are two tmtirely dilfe.rent things, 

and only in the case of one of them is there any hope of 

finding ‘principles.’ Tln^ jungle of connections thought oj 

can never be formulated sim])ly. Evcu’y conceivable con¬ 

nection may be thought of—of c<mxistence, succession, re¬ 

semblance, contrast, contradiction, cause and eilect, means 

and end, genus and species, ])art and whole, substance 

and property, early and late, large and small, landlord 

and tenant, master and servant,—Heavciii knows what, for 

the list is literally inexhaustible. The only siinp]ili(*atioii 

which could possibly be aimed at would be the reduction 

of the relations to a smaller nuiidwr of tyi>es, lik(^ those 

which such authors as Kant and llenouviei* call the ‘ cate¬ 

gories ’ of the understanding.* According as we followed 

one cati'gory or anotlnu* we should swetq), with our tliought, 

through the world in this way or in that. Ajid all the cate¬ 

gories would be logical, would be relations of reason. They 

would fuse the items into a continuum. Wore thi,^ the sort 

of connection sought between one moment of our thinking 

and another, our chapter might end here. For the only 

summary description of these infinite ])ossibilities of transi¬ 

tion, is that they are all actf^ of reason, and that the mind 

proceeds from om^ object to another by some rational path 

of connection. The trueness of this formiila is only equalled 

by its sterility, for psychological purposes. Practically it 

amounts to simply referring the inquirer to the relations 

between facts or things, and to telling him that his thinking 

follows them. 

But as a matter of fact, his thinking only sometimes 

follows them, and tliese so-called ‘ transitions of reason ’ 

are far from being all alike reasonable. If pure thought 

runs all our trains, why should she run some so fast and 

some so slow, some through dull flats and some through 

♦ Compare Renouvier’s criticism of associalionism in his Essais de 
Critique generale, Logique, ii. p. 493 foil. 
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gorgeous scenery, some to mountain-lieiglits and jewelled 

mines, others through dismal swamps and darkness ?—and 

run sf)ine otf the track altogether, and into the wilderness 

of lunacy? Why do we s})end years straining after a 

certain scdentitic or practical problem, but all in vain - 

thought refusing to evoke the solution we desire ? And 

why, some day, walking in the street with our attention 

miles away from that quest, does the answer saunter into 

our minds as carelessly as if it had never been called for- 

suggested, possibly, by the flowers on the bonnet of the 

lady in front of us, or possibly by nothing that we can dis¬ 

cover ? If reason can give us relief then, why did she not 

do so earlier ? 

The truth must be admitted that thought works under 

conditions imposed ah extra. The great law of habit itself 

—that twenty experiences make us recall a thing better 

than one, that long indulgence in error makes right thinking 

almost impossible—seems to have no essential foundation 

in reason. The business of tlnmght is with truth—the 

number of experiences ought to have nothing to do with 

her hold of it; and she ought by right to be able to hug it 

all the closer, after years wasted out of its ])resence. The 

contrary arrangements seem quite fantastic and arbitrary, 

but nevertheless are part of the very bone and marrow of 

our minds. Keason is only one out of a thousand possi¬ 

bilities in the thinking of each of us. Who can count all 

the silly fancies, the grotesque suppositions, the utterly 

irrelevant reflections he makes in the course of a day? Who 

can swear that his prejudices and irrational beliefs con¬ 

stitute a less bulky part of his mental furniture than his 

clarified opinions? It is true that a presiding arbiter 

seems to sit aloft in the mind, and emphasize the better 

suggestions into permanence, while it ends by droopj^ing out 

and leaving unrecorded the confusion. But this is all the 

difference. The mode of genesis of the worthy and 

the worthless seems the same. The laws of our actual 

thinking, of the cogitatura, must account alike for the bad 

and the good materials on which the arbiter has to decide, 

for wisdom and for folly. The laws of the arbiter, of the 

cogitandum, of what we ought to think, are to the former as the 
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laws of ethics are to those of history. Who but an hegelian 

historian ever pretended that reason in action was per se a 

sufficient explanation of the political changes in Europe ? 

There are, then, luechanicAiJ conditions on which thought 

depends, and ivhich, to say the huist, deterraine the order in 

tohich is presented the content or ni(deri(d for her compari¬ 

sons, selections, ami decisioms, Tt is a suggestive fact that 

Locke, and many more reccmt Continental psychologists, 

have found themselves obliged to invoke a mechanical 

process to account for the aberrations of thought, the ob¬ 

structive preprocessions, the frustrations of reason. This 

they found in the law of habit, or what we now call As¬ 

sociation by Contiguity. But it never occurred to these 

writers that a process which could go the length of actually 

producing some ideas and sequences in the mind might 

safely be trusted to produce oth(U‘s too ; and that those 

habitual associations which furihei* thought mny also come 

from the same mechanical source as those which hinder it. 

Hartley accordingly suggested habit as a sufficient explana¬ 

tion of all connections of our thoughts, and in so doing 

planted himself squarely upon the proj)erly psychological 

aspect of the problem of connection, and sought to treat 

both rational and irrational connections from a single 

point of view. The problem which he essayed, however 

lamely, to answer, was that of the connection between our 

psychic states considered purely as such, regardless of the 

objective connections of which they might take cognizance. 

How does a man come, after thinking of A, to think of 

B the next moment ? or how- does he come to think A 

and B always together? These were the phenomena which 

Hartley undertook to explain by cerebral physiology. I 

believe that he was, in many essential respects, on the 

right track, and I propose simply to revise his conclusions 

by the aid of distinctions which he did not make. 

But the whole historic doctrine of psychological asso¬ 

ciation is tainted with one huge error—that of the construc¬ 

tion of our thoughts out of the compounding of themselves 

together of immutable and incessantly recurring ‘ simple 

ideas.’ It is the cohesion of these which the ‘ principles of 
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association ’ are considered to account for. In Chapters VI 

and IX we saw abundant reasons for treating the doctrine 

of simple ideas or psychic atoms as mythological; and, in 

all that follows, our problem will be to keep whatever truths 

the associationist doctrine has caught sight of without 

weighing it down with the untenable incumbrance that the 

association is between ‘ideas.’ 

Association, so far as the word stands for an effect, is 

between things thought of—if is things, not ideas, ivhich are 

associated in the mind. We ought to talk of the association 

of objects, not of the association of ideas. And so far as 

association stands for a came, it is behveen processes in the 

brain—it is these which, by being associated in certain 

ways, determine what suc(^essive objects shall be thouglit. 

Let us proceed towards our final generalizations by survey¬ 

ing first a few familiar facts. 

The law^s of motor habit in the lower centres of the ner¬ 

vous system are disputed by no one. A series of move¬ 

ments repeated in a certain order tend to unroll themselves 

with peculiar ease in that order for ever afterward. Num¬ 

ber one awakens number two, and that aw\‘ikens number 

three, and so on, till the last is produced. A habit of this 

kind once become inveterate may go on automatically. And 

so it is with the objects with which our thinking is con¬ 

cerned. With some persons each note of a melody, heard 

but once, will accurately revive in its proper sequence. 

Small boys at school learn the inflections of many a Greek 

noun, adjective, or verb, from the reiterated recitations 

of the upper classes falling on their ear as they sit at their 

desks. All this happens with no voluntaiy effort on their 

part and with no thought of the spelling of the words. The 

doggerel rhymes which children use in their games, such as 

the formula 

** Ana mana mona mike 
Barcelona bona strike/’ 

used for ‘counting out,’ form another familiar example of 

tilings heard in sequence cohering in the same order in the 

memory 
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In touch we liave a smaller number of instances, though 

probably every om^ wIjo bathes himself in a certain fixed 

manner is familiar with tlie fact that each part of his body 

over wliicli the water is squeezed from the sponge awakens 

a 2)remonit()ry tiugling consciousness in that portion of skin 

which is halhtually tJie next to be deluged. Tastes and 

smells form no very habitual series in our experience. But 

even if they did, it is doubtful whether habit would fix the 

order of their reqnoduction quite so well as it docis that of 

other sensations. In vision, however, we have a sense in 

which the order of reproduced things is very nearly as 

much infiiiemu'd l)y habit as is the order of remembered 

sounds. Booms, ]andsca])es, buildings, pictures, or persons 

with whosci look we are very familiar, surge up before the 

mind’s eye witli all the dcdails of their appearance complete, 

so soon as we think of anyone of their component parts. 

Some j)ersons, in reciting printed matter by heart, will 

seem to see ea(*h su(‘('essive word, before they utter it, ap- 

y)ea-r in its order on an imaginary page. A certain chess¬ 

player, one of thos(^ heroes who train themselves to play 

several ga-mes at onc'e blindfold, is re])orted to say that in 

bed at night aftej* a, match the games are played all over 

again bfdore his nuuitai eye, each board being pictured as 

[>assing in turn through each of its successive stages. In 

this case, of course, the intense previous voluntary strain 

of the power of visual re])resentation is what facilitated the 

fixed order of revival. 

Association occurs as amply between impressions of 

different senses as between homogeneous sensations. Seen 

things and heard things cohere with each other, and with 

odors and tastes, in representation, in the same order in 

which they coljered as im])ressions of the outer world. 

Feelings of contact reproduce similarly the sights, sounds, 

and tastes with which experience has associated them. In 

fact, the ‘ objects ’ of our perception, as trees, men, houses, 

microscopes, of which the real world seems composed, are 

nothing but clusters of qualities which through simulta¬ 

neous stimulation have so coalesced that the moment one 

is excited actually it serves as a sign or cue for the idea of 

the others to arise. Let a person enter his room in the 
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dark aud grope amoug tlie objects there. The touch of the 

matches will instantaneously recall their appearance. If 

his hand comes in contact with an orange on the table, the 

golden yellow of the fruit, its savor and perfume will forth¬ 

with shoot through his mind. In passing the hand over 

the sideboard or in jogging the coal-scuttle with the f(K)t, 

the large glossy dark shape of the one and the irregular 

blackness of the other awaken like a flash and constitute 

what we call the recognition of tln^ objects. Tlu‘ voice of 

the violin faintly echoes through the mind as tbe hand is 

laid upon it in the dark, and the feeling of the garments or 

draperies which may hang about the room is not imdvrstood 

till the lo(jk coi*relative to the feeling has in each case been 

resuscitated. 8mells notoriously have the power of recall¬ 

ing the other ex})eriences in whose company they were wont 

to be felt, perhaps long years ago; and the voluminous 

emotional character assumed by the images which sud¬ 

denly pour into the mind at such a time forms one of the 

staple topics of popular psychologic wonder— 

“ Lost and gone and lost and gone I 

A breath, a whisper-—some divine farewell — 
Desolate sweetness—far and far away." 

We cannot hear the din of a railroad tram or the yell 

of its whistle, without thinking of its long, jointed a})]>ear- 

ance and its headlong s})eed, nor catch a familiar voice in 

a crowd without recalling, with the name of the speaker, 

also his face. But the most notorious and important case 

of the mental combination of auditory with optic*al impres¬ 

sions originally experienced together is furnished by lan¬ 

guage. The child is oflered a new^ and delicious fruit and 

is at the same time told that it is called a ‘ fig.’ Or looking 

out of the window he exclaims, “ What a funny horse ! ” and 

is told that it is a 'piebald ’ horse. When learning his let¬ 

ters, the sound of each is repeated to him whilst its shape 

is before his eye. Thenceforward, long as he may live, he 

will never see a fig, a piebald horse, or a letter of the alpha- 

bet without the name which he fii st heard in conjunction 

with each clinging to it in his mind; and inversely he will 
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never hear the name without the faint arousal of the image 

of the object.* 

THE BAPIDITY OP ASSOCIATION. 

Heading exemplifies this kind of (cohesion even more 

beautifully. Tt is an uninterrupted and protracted recall 

of sounds by sights wliich have always been coupled with 

them in the past. I find that I (*an name six hundred let¬ 

ters in two minutes on a ])rinted ])age. Five distinct acts 

of association between sight and sound (not to speak of all 

the other })rocesses concerned) must then have occurred in 

each second in my mind. In reading entire words the s})eed 

is much more rapid. Valentin relates in his Physiology 

that the reading of a single ])age of the j)roof, containing 

2(>29 letters, took him 1 minute and 82 seconds. In this 

(experiment each letter was nmlerstood in of a second, 

but owing to the integraticm of letters into entire words, 

forming each a single aggregate impression directly associ¬ 

ated with a single acoustic image, need not sup})ose as 

many as 28 separate associations in a sound. The figures, 

however, suffice to show wuth what extreme rapidity an 

actual sensation recalls its customary associates. Both in 

fact seem to our ordinary attention to come into the mind 

at once. 

The time-measuring psychologists of recent days hai^e 

tried their hand at this problem by more elaborate methods. 

Galton, using a very simple ap])aratus, found that the sight 

of an unforeseen word would awaken an associated ‘ idea ’ 

in about | of a second.t Wundt next made determinations 

* UnleSvS the name belong to a rapidly uttered sentence, when no sub¬ 
stantive image may have time to arise. 

t In his observations he says that time was lost in mentally taking in 
the word which was the cue, “ owing to the c^iiiet unobtrusive way in 
which I found it necessary to bring it into view, so as not to distract the 
thoughts. Moreover, a substantive standing by itself is usually the equiv¬ 
alent of too abstract an idea for us to conceive properly without delay. 
Thus it is very difficult to get a quick conception of the word " carriage,' 
because there are so many different kinds—iwo-wheeled, four-wheeled, 
open and closed, and in so many different possible positions, that the mind 
possibly hesitates amidst an obscure sense of many alternations that cannot 
blend together. But limit the idea to say a landau, and the mental asso¬ 
ciation declares itself more quickly. ” (Inquiries, etc., p. 190.) 
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in which the ‘cue’ was given single-syllabled words 

called out by an assistant. The person ex])eriineiited on 

had to press a key as soon as the sound of the word awak¬ 

ened an associated idea. Both Avord and reaction were 

chronographically registered, and the total tiino-interval 

between the two amounted, in foiu* observers, to 1.009, 

0,896,1.037, and 1.154 seconds respectively. From this th(‘ 

simple physiological reaction-time and the time of merely 

identifying the word’s sound (the ‘ apperce])tion-tim(^,’ as 

Wundt calls it) must be subtracted, to get tJie exa.ct time 

required for the associated idea to aiise. Th(‘S(‘ times were 

separately determined and sul)tracted. Tlu^ ditierenc(‘, 

called by Wundt the associdtion-i'nyie, amounted, in the same 

four persons, to 706), 723, 752, and 874 tliousandths of a 

second respectively.* The length of the last figure is due 

to the fact that tlie person reacting (President (1. S. Hall) 

was an American, Avhose associations with Germaji Avords 

would naturall}’ be slowei* than those of natives. The short¬ 

est association-time noted Avas Avlicni tJn^ woj'd ‘ Stioan ’ sug¬ 

gested to Prof. Wundt the word ‘ Wind ’ in 0.341 second.t™ 
Finally, Mr. Cattcdl made somc^ inteia'sting observations 

upon the associaticm-time betAveen the look of hdh'rs and 

their names. “1 pasted letters,” he says, “on a rc'volving 

drum, and determined at what ratc^ they could bc' read 

aloud as they ])assed by a slit in a screen.” He found it 

to vary according as one, or more than one letter, Avas visi¬ 

ble at a time tlirough the* slit, and gives half a sec*ond as 

about the time which it takes to see aijd name a single 

letter seen alone. 

“ When two or more letters are always in view, not only do the pro¬ 

cesses of seeing and naming overlap, but while the subject is seeing one 

letter he begins to see the ones next following, and so can read them 

more quickly. Of the nine iH*rsons experirmuited on, four could read 

the letters faster when fi\"e were in view at. otic(\ but were not helped 

by a sixth letter ; three were not helped by a fifth, and two not by a 

fourth letter. This shows that while om^, idea is in the centre, two, 

* Physiol. Psych., ii. 280 fob 
t For interesting remarks on the sorts of things associated, in these ex¬ 

periments, with the prompting word, see Gallon, op. cit pp. 185-203. and 
Trautscholdt in Wundt’s Psychologische Studien. i. 213. 
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throe, or four additional ideas may be in the background of conscious¬ 

ness. The second letter in view shortens the time about 4^, the third 

^0, the fourth the fifth sec. 

“ I find it takes about twice as long to read (aloud, as fast as pos¬ 

sible) words which have no connection as words which make sentences, 

and letters which liav(‘ no (tonne(*tion as lett(n*s which make words. 

When the words make sentences and the hdters words^ not only do the 

processes of s(HMng and Tiarning overlap, but by one mental effort the 

subject can recognize a whole grouj) of words or letters, and by one 

will-act. choos(^ the motions to b(‘ made in naming, so that the rate 

at which the W(jrds iind hdters arc read is really only limited by the 

maximum rapidity at which t he s})eech-organs (;an b(i moved. As the 

result of a large number of cx[)(U'im(mts, the writer found that he had 

r(‘ad words not making s(‘nt(Mices at the rat(? of d sec., words making 

s(‘nteTices (a passage from Swift) at tlu^ rate of d per word. . . . 

Th(^ rat(' at which a p(*rson n^ads a foreign language is proportional to 

his familiarity wi'h th(' lariguagcc For (‘xarnph*, when reading as fast 

as [»ossibl(‘ tiic writ(‘r’s rat(^ was, Knglish French 107, German 250, 

Italitin 027, Latin 004, and (»reek 4S4 ; tlie figun^s giving the thou¬ 

sandths of a S(a‘ond taken to read (*a,ch word. Fx})erimonts made on 

otlu'rs strikingly (umfiriii tlHJS(i n^sults. Tln^ sid)ject does not know 

that he is ica<ling tin* for(*ign language more slowly than his owm ; this 

explains why foreigners scc'in to talk so fast. This sim})le method of 

(h‘t(uanining a })e!‘soirs famdiarity with a language might be used in 

school examinations. 

'• Tin* tinn; rc(juired to se(^ and name colors and pictures of objects 

was det(’rinin(Hl in the same way. The time was found to be about the 

same tov(‘r d ^ce.) for colors as for })ietiires, and about twi(*.e as long as 

for words and letters. Other experiments 1 have made show that we 

call recogniz(^ a single color or picture in a sliglitly shorter time than a 

woi*d or 1ett(T, bnt take longer to name it. Tins is because, in the case 

of words and hdtcTs, the association between tln^ idea and name has 

taken place so often that the j)roeess has become automatic, wdiereas in 

the case of colors and pictures w^e must by a voluntary effort choose 

the name.* 

In later experiments Mr. Cattell studied the time for 

various associations to be performed, the termini (i.e., cue 

and answer) being words. A word in one language was to 

call up its equivalent in anotlier, the name of an author the 

tongue in which lie wo-ote, that of a city the country in 

which it lay, that of a writer one of his works, etc. The 

mean variation from the average is very great in all these 

experiments; and the interesting feature which they show 

* Mind. XI. 
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is the existence of certain constant differences between as¬ 

sociations of different sorts. Thus : 

From country to city, Mr. C/s time was 0.340 sec. 

‘‘ season “ month, ‘‘ “ 0.399 

language “ author, “ “ 0.523 

“ author “ work, “ “ “ 0.596 

The average time of two observers, experimenting on 

eight different types of association, was 0.420 and 0.436 

sec. respectively.* The very wide range of variation is 

undoubtedly a consequence of the fact that the words used 

* This value is much smaller thau that got by Wundt as above. No 
reason for the diflereuce is suggested by Mr. Cattell. Wundt calls atten¬ 
tion to the fact that the tigures found by him give an average, 0.720 , ex¬ 
actly equal to the time interval v/hich in his experiments infra, chapter 
on Time) was reproduced without error either way, and to that required, 
according to the Webers, for the legs to swing in rapid locomotion. “ It is 
not improbable, ” he adds, “ that this psychic constant, of tlie mean asso¬ 
ciation-time and of the most correct appreciation of a time-interval, may 
have been developed under the influence of the most usual bodily move¬ 
ments, which also have determined the manner in which we tend to sub¬ 
divide rhythmically longer periods of time.” (Physiol. Psch., it. 286). 
fl'he rapprochement is of that tentative sort which it is no harm for psy¬ 
chologists to make, provided they recollect how very fictitious and incom¬ 
parable mutually all these averages derived from different obscirvers, work¬ 
ing under different conditions, are. Mr. Cattell’s figure throws Wundt’s 
ingenious parallel entirely out of line.—The only measurements of asso¬ 
ciation-time which so far seem likely to have much theoretic iinj)ortance 
are a few made on insane patients by Von Tschisch (Mendel’s Neurolo 
gisches Centralblatt, 15 Mai, 1885,3 Jhrg., p. 217). The simple reaction 
time was found about normal in three patients, one with progressivt' 
paralysis, one with inveterate mania of persecution, one recovering from 
ordinary mania. In the convalescjent maniac and the paralytic, however, 
the association-time was hardly half as much as Wundt’s normal figure 
(0.28” and 0.23” instead of 0.7' —smaller also than Cattell’s), whilst in the 
sufferer from delusions of persecution and hallucinations it was twice as 
great as normal (1.39” instead of 0.7”). This latter patient’s time was six¬ 
fold that of the paralytic. Herr von Tschisch remarks on the connection 
of the short times with diminished power for clear and consistent processes 
of thought, and on that of the long times with the persistent fixation of the 
attention upon monotonous objects (delusion.s). Miss Marie Walitzky 
(Revue Philosophique, xxviii. 583) has carried Von Tschisch’s observations 
still farther, making 18,000 measurements in all. She found association- 
time increased in paralytic dementia and diminished it mania. Choice 
time, on the contrary, is increased in mania. 
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as cues, and the different types of association studied, differ 
rnucli in their degree of familiarity. 

“For example, B is a teacher of mathematics; C has busied him¬ 
self more with literature. 0 knows quite as well as B that 7 -f 5 — 12, 
yet he needs second longer to call it to mind ; B knows quite as 
well as (y that Dante was a poet, but needs of a second longer to 
think of it. Such experiments lay bare the mental life in a way that 
is startling and not always gratifying.” * * * § 

THE LAW OP CONTIQUITY. 

Timo-determinatioiis apart, the facts we have run over 
can all be snmiiKul up in the simple statement that objects 

orwe experienced together tend to hexome msociated in the imagi- 

Tuition^ so tluit token any one of them is thought of, the others 

are likely to he thovght of also, in the same order of sequence or 

coexistence as before. This statement we may name the law 
of mental associaiioti by eontiguity.^i 

I pr(vserY(‘ this name in order to depart as little as pos¬ 
sible from tradition, although Mr. Ward’s designation of 

the process as that of asscudation by contitiuity or Wundt’s 

as that of exiermd association (to distinguish it from the 
internal association which we shall presently learn to know" 
under the name of asj^ociation by similarity) § are perhaps 
better terms. Whatever w"e naiin^. the law, since it ex¬ 
presses merely a phenomenon of mental halnt, the most 

Thattcral tvay of accounting for it is to conceive it as a result 

* Mind, XII. 67-^74. 
f Compare Bain’s law of Association by Contiguity : “Actions, Sensa¬ 

tions, and States of Feeling, occurring together or in close succession, 
tend to grow together, or cohere, in such a w ay that, w'hen any one of 
them is afterwards presented to the mind, the others are apt to be brought 
up in idea” (Senses and Intellect, p. 327). Compare also Hartley’s formula¬ 
tion : “ Any sensations A, B, etc., by being associated with one another 
a sufficient Number of Times, get .sucli a powder over the corresponding 
Ideas, a, h, c, etc., that anyone of the sensations A, when impressed alone, 
shall be able to excite in the ISIind 6. c, etc., the ideas of the rest.” (Ob¬ 
servations on Man, part i. chap. i. § 2, Prop, x.) The statement in the 
text differs from these in hohiing fast to the objective point of view. It is 
thirtgs, and objective properties in things, which are associated in our 
thought, 

Encyclopoedia Britannica, 9th Ed., article Psychology, p. 60, col. 2. 
§ Physiol. Psych., 2d ed. ii. 300 
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of the latvs of holnt in the nervous system ; in other tvords^ 

it is to ascribe it to a physiobxjical cause. If it truly 

a law of those nerve-centres which co-ordinate sensory 

and motor processes together that j)atJis once used for 

coupling any pair of them are thereby made more ])ermea- 

ble, there appears no reason Avhy the same law should not 

hold good of ideational centres and their couj)ling-pa.ths as 

well."^^ Parts of these centres which have once been in 

action together will thus grow so linkc^d that excitement at 

one point will irradiate through the system. TJje chances 

of coinplete irradiation will b(‘ strong in pi()])ortion as the 

previous excitements have been freujueiit, and a-s the 

present points excited afresli are numerous. If all points 

were originally excited together, the irradiation may be 

sensibly simultaneous throughout the system, when any 

single point or group of points is toucluHl off. But where 

the original impressions were successive^.-—th(‘ coiijugation of 

The diiiiculty here as witli habit nherhuupi is in scciiii^ how new 
t'aths come jirni to be formed (ef. above. 109). Experience sliows that a 
new path /n formed between centres for sensible impressions whenever 
these vibrate together or in rapid succession. A child s(‘es a certain bottle 
and hears it called ' milk,’and thenceforward thinks the mime when he again 
sees the bottle. But why the succ(‘.ssive or simultaneous excitement of two 
centres independently stimulated from without, one by sight and the 
other by hearing, should result in a path bet\v«‘(‘ii th(‘m, one do(*s not im¬ 
mediately see. We can only mak(‘ hypotheses, Any hyjiothesis of the 
specific mode of their formation which tallies well with the oleserved facts 
of ass(jciation will be in so far forth credible, in spite of possible obscurity, 
Herr Mlinsterberg thinks (Beitr;lge zur exp. Psychologic, H(‘ft 1, }). B^2) 
that between centres excited successively from without no path ought to 
be formed, and that consequently all contiguous association is between 
simultaneous experiences. Mr. Ward {loc. cit.) thinks, on the contrary, that 
it can only be between successive experiences; “ The association of objects 
simultaneously presented can be resolved into an association of objccla 

successively attended to. . . . It seems liardly possible to mention a case 

in which attention to the associated obje^cts could not have been successive. 
In fact, an aggregate of objeetts on which attention could be focussed at 
once would be already associated.” Between these extreme possibilities, 
I have refrained from deciding in the text, ami have described contiguous 
association as holding between both successively and coexistently pre¬ 
sented objects. The physiological question as to bow we may conceive 
the paths to originate had better be postponed till it comes to us again in 
the chapter on the Will, where we can treat it in a broader way. It is 
enough here to have called attention to it as a serious problem. 
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a Greek yerb, for example—awakening nerve-tracts in a 
definite order, they will now, when one of them awakens, 

discharge into each other in that definite order and in no 

other way. 

The reader will recollect all that has been said of in¬ 

creased tension in nerve-tracts and of the summation of 

stimuli (p. 82 ff.). We must therefore suppose that in these 

ideational tracts as well as elsewhere, activity may be 

awakened, in any particular locality, by the summation 

therein of a number of tensions, each incapable alone of 

provoking an actual discharge. Hui)pose for example the 

locality M to be in functional continuity with four other 

localities, K, L, N, and O. Suppose moreover that on 

four previous occasions it has been separately combined 

with each of these localities in a common activity. M may 

then be indirectly awakened by any cause which tends to 

awaken either K, L, N, or O. But if the cause which 

awakens K, for instances be so slight as only to increase 

its tension without arousing it to full discharge, K will 

only su(‘ceed in slightly increasing the tension of M. But 

if at the same time the tensions of L, N, and O are simi¬ 

larly increased, the comluned efiects of all four upon M may 

be so great as to awaken an actual discharge in this latter 

locality. In like manner if the paths between M and 

the four other localities have been so slightly excavated by 

previous experience as to require a very intense excitement 

in either of the localities before M can be awakened, a less 

strong excitement than this in any one will fail to reach 

M. But if all four at once are mildly excited, their com¬ 

pound effect on M may be adequate to its full arousal. 

The psychological law of association of objects thought of 

through their previous contiguity in thought or experience 

would thus le an effect^ within the mind, of the physical fact 

that nerve-currents jjropayate themselves easiest through those 

irarts of conduction which have teen already rnost in use- Des¬ 

cartes and Locke liit upon this explanation, which modem 

science has not yet succeeded in improving. 

“Custom/' says liycke, “settles habits of thinking in the under¬ 
standing, as well as of determining in the will, and of motions in the 
body; all which seem to be but irairiB of motion in the animal spiriU 
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[by this Locke meant identically what we understand by neural pro 

which, once set agoing, continue in tlie same stt^ps they have 

been used to, which by often treading are worn into a smooth path, 

and the motion in it becomes easy and, as it were, natural.”* 

Hartley was more tliorougli in liis grasp of the prin¬ 

ciple. The sensorial nerve-currents, produced when objects 

are fully present, were for him ‘ vibrations,’ and those which 

produce ideas of objects in tlieir absence were ‘ miniature 

vibrations.* And he sums up the cause of mental associa¬ 

tion in a single formula by saying: 

“Any vibrations, A, B, 0, etc., by being associated together a suffi¬ 

cient Number of Times, get such a Power over n, 6, c. etc., the corre¬ 

sponding Miniature Vibrations, that any of ttie Vibrations A, when 

impressed alone, shall be able to excite 6, c, etc., the Miniatures of the 

rest. ” f 

It is evident that if there be any law of neural habit 

similar to this, the contiguities, coexistences, and succes¬ 

sions, met with in outer experience, must inevitably be 

copied more or less jierfectly in our thought. If A B 01) E 

be a sequence of outer impressions (they may be events 

* Essay, bk. ii. chap, xxxiii. § 0. Compare Hume, who, like Locke, 
only uses the priuciplc to account for unreasonable and obstructive mental 
associations : 

“ *Twould have been easy to have made an imaginary dissection of the 
brain, and have shown why, upon our conception of any idea, the animal 
spirits run into all the contiguous traces, and rouse up the other ideas that 
are related to it. But though I have neglected any advantage which I 
might have drawn from this topic in explaining the relations of ideas, 1 am 
afraid I must here have recourse to it, in order to account for the mistakes 
that arise from these relations. I shall therefore observe, that as the mind 
is endowed with a power of exciting any idea it pleases ; wdienevcr it dis¬ 
patches the spirits into that region of the brain in which the idea is placed, 
these spirits always excite the idea, when they run precisely into the proper 
traces, and rummage that cell which belongs to the idea. But as their mo¬ 
tion is seldom direct, and naturally turns a little to the one side or the other; 
for this reason the animal spirits, falling into the contiguous traces, pr& 
sent other related ideas in lieu of that which the mind desired at first to 
survey. This change we are not always sensible of ; but continuing still 
the same train of thought, make use of the related idea which is presented 
to us, and employ it in our reasoning, as if it were the same with what we 

demai^ed. This is tlie cause of many mistakes and sophisms in philoso¬ 
phy; as will naturally be imagined, and as it would be easy to show, if there 
was occasion,’’ 

t Op. dt prop. XL 
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or they may be successively experienced properties of an 

object) which once gave rise to the successive ‘ ideas/a hcde, 

then no sooner will A impress us again and awaken the 

a, than b c d e will arise as ideas even before B C D E 

have come in as impressions. In other words, the order of 

impressions will the next time be anticipated ; and the men ¬ 

tal order will so far forth coj^y the order of the outer 

world. Any object when met again will make us expect its 

former comiomitants, tlirough the overflowing of its brain- 

tract into the paths which lead to theirs. And all these 

suggestions will be eflects of a material law. 

Where the associations are, as here, of successively ap¬ 

pearing things, the distin(*.tion I made at the outset of the 

chapter, between a connection thought of and a connection of 
thonghis, is unimportant. For the connection thought of is 

concomitance or succession ; and the connection between 

the thoughts is just the same. The ‘ objects ’ and the 

‘ ideas ’ fit into parallel schemes, and may be described in 

identical language, as contiguous things tending to be 

thought again together, or contiguous ideas tending to recur 

together. 

Now were these cases fair sam])les of all association, the 

distinction I drew might well be termed a Spitzfindigkeit or 

piece of pedantic hair-splitting, and be dropped. But as a 

matter of fact we cannot treat the subject so simply. The 

same outer object may suggest either of 7nany realities for¬ 

merly associated with it—for in the vicissitudes of our outer 

experience we are constantly liable to meet the same thing 

in the midst of differing companions—and a philosophy of 

association that should merely say that it will suggest one 

of these, or even of that one of tliem which it has oftenest 

accompanied, would go but a very short way into the ra¬ 

tionale of the subject. This, however, is about as far as 

most associationists have gone with their ‘ principle of con¬ 

tiguity.’ Granted an o])ject, A, they never tell us before¬ 

hand which of its associates it laiJl suggest; their wisdom is 

limited to showing, after it has suggested a second object, 

that that object was once an associate. They have had to 

Buppleraent their principle of Contiguity by other princi- 
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pies, such as those of Similarity and Contrast, before they 
could begin to do justice to the richness of the facts. 

THE ELEMENTARY LAW OF ASSOCIATION. 

I shall try to show, in the pages which immediately 
follow, that there is no other elementary causal law of asso¬ 
ciation than the law of neural habit. All the materials of 
our thought are due to the way in which one elementary 
process of the cerebral hemispheres tends to excite what¬ 
ever other elementary process it may have excited at some 
former time. The number of elementary processes at 
work, however, and the nature of those which at any time 
are fully eflective in rousing the others, determine the 
character of the total brain-action, and, as a consecpience 
of this, they determine the ol)j('ct thought of at the time. 
According as this resultant object is one thing or another, 
we call it a product of association by contiguity or of as¬ 
sociation by similarity, or contrast, or whatever other sorts 
we may have recognized as ultimate. Its production, how¬ 
ever, is, in each one of these cases, to be explained by a 
merely quantitative variation in the elementary brain-})ro- 
cesses momentarily at work under the law of habit, so that 
psychic contiguity, similarity, etc., are derivatives of a sin¬ 
gle profounder kind of fact. 

My thesis, stated thus briefly, will soon become more 
clear ; and at the same time certain disturbing factors, 
which co-operate with the law of neural habit, will come to 
view. 

Let us then assume as the basis of all our subsequent 
reasoning this law: When two elementary brain-processes 

have been active together or in immediate svecession, one oj 

them, on reoccurring, tends to propagate its excitement into the 

other. 

But, as a matter of fact, every elementary process has 
found itself at different times excited in conjunction with 
many other processes, and this by unavoidable outward 
causes. Which of these others it shall awaken now be¬ 
comes a problem. Shall b or c be aroused next by the 
present a V We must make a furtlier postulate, based, how¬ 
ever, on the fact of tension in nerve-tissue, and on the fact 
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of summation of excitements, each incomplete or latent in 
itself, into an open resultant.* Tlie process b, rather than 
c, will awake, if in addition to the vibrating tract a some 
other tract d is in a stah^. of sub-excibnnent, and formerly 
was ex(‘ited witli h alone and not with a. In short, we may 
Bay : 

The amo’imi of (wlivity ai any (jivon point in the hrain-cor^ 

tex is the sum of the temieneies of all other points to disdiarge 

hdo it, smli temieneies being proportionate (1) to the nuniber of 

times the excitement of each other point may have accompanied 

that of the point in question; (2) to the inieyisity of such excite¬ 

ments ; and (3) to the absence of any rival point functiomdly 

disconnected until the first point, into tvhidi the discharges might 

be diverted. 

Expressing the fundamental law in this most compli¬ 
cated way leads to the greatest ultimate simplification. 
Let us, for the present, only treat of spontaneous trains of 
thought and ideation, such as occur in revery or musing. 
Tlie case of voluntary thinking toward a certain end shall 
come up later. 

Take, to fix our ideas, the two verses from ‘ Locksley 
Hall ’ : 

“I, the heir of all the ages in the foremost files of time/' 

and— 

“ For I doubt not through the ages one increasing purpose runs.” 

Why is it that when we recite from memory one of these 
lines, and get as far as the ages, that portion of the other 

line which follow’s, and, so to speak, sprouts out of the ages, 

does not also sprout out of oxxr memory, and confuse the 
sense of our words ? Simply because the w’^ord that fol¬ 
lows the ages has its brain-process awakened not simply by 
the brain-process of the ages alone, but by it phis the brain- 
processes of all the words preceding the ages. The word 
ages at its moment of strongest activity w^ould, per se, indif¬ 
ferently discharge into either ‘in’ or ‘one.’ So w^ould 
the previous words (whose tension is momentarily much 
less strong than that of ages) each of them indifferently dis- 

* See Chapter III, pp. 82~5. 
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charge into either of a large number ot other words with 

which they have been at different times coinbintHl. Bnt 

when the processes of ‘ /, Hk’ heir of all the simul¬ 

taneously vibrate in ^he brain, the last oiu^ of them in a 

maximal, the others in a fading 2)liase of excitement; then 

the strongest line of discliarge will be tliat wliic^h tliey all 

alike tend to take. ’ and not Ume' or any other word 

will be the next to awaken, for its brain-jn'ocess has 2>revi- 

ously vibrated in unison not only with that of ages, but with 

that of all those other words whose activit}^ is dying away. 

It is a good case of tlie effectiveness over thought of what 

we called on p. 258 a ‘ fringe.' 

But if some (Uie of these ])receding words—^heir,’ for 

example—had a,n intensely strong association with sojik^ 

brain-tracts entircdy disjoined in experience from the ])oem 

of * Locksley Hall ’—if the reciter, for instance, were trcunu- 

lously awaiting the o2)ening of a will which might make 

him a millionaire—it is j)robable tliat the jiath of discliarge 

through the Avoi'ds of the poem w^ould be suddenly inter¬ 

rupted at the Avord ‘ heir.’ His emotional interest in that 

word would be such that its own special assocaflions world 

prevail over the combined ones of the other Avords. He 

would, as we say, be abrujitly reminded of his jAersonal 

situation, and the 2)oem w^ould la23se altogether fi‘oni his 

thoughts. 

The Avriter of these 2>ages has eAxuy year to learn the 

names of a large number of students Avho sit in al2)habeti- 

cal order in a lecture-room. He finally learns to call them 

by name, as they sit in their accustomed 2^hices. On meet¬ 

ing one in the street, however, early in the year, the face 

hardly ever recalls the name, but it may recall the 2)lnce of 

its owner in the lecture-room, his neighbors’ faces, and con¬ 

sequently his general alphabetical J ^i^d then, 

usually as the common associate of all those combined 

data, the student’s name surges U2) in his mind. 

A father wishes to show to some guests the progress of 

his rather dull child in Kindergarten instruction. Holding 

the knife upright on the table, he says, “ What do you call 

that, my boy ?” “I calls it a knife, I does,” is the sturdy re¬ 

ply, from which the child cannot be induced to swerve by 
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any alteration in the form of question, until the father 

recollecting that in the Kindergarten a pencil was used, and 

not a knife, draws a long one from his pocket, holds it in 

the same way, and then gets the wished-for answer, ‘‘I calls 

it vertical All the concomitants of the Kindergarten ex- 

porieneo had to recombine their effect before the word 

‘ vertical’ could be r(iawakened. 

Professor Bain, in his chapters on ‘ Compound Associa¬ 

tion,’ has treated in a minute and exhaustive way of this 

type of mental sequence, and what he has done so well 

need not be here repeated.* 

Impartial Redintegration. 

The ideal working of the law of compound association, 

were it unmodificul by any extraneous influence, would be 

such iis to keep the mind in a per})etual treadmill of con- 

cret(> reminiscences fi’om which no detail could be omitted. 

Suppose, for exain])le, w'o begin by thinking of a certain 

dinner-party. The only thing which all the components of 

the dinmo -party could combine to recall would be the first 

concride occuirrence whi(di ensued iqxm it. All the debails 

of this occurrence could in turn only combine to awaken the 

next following oc.cuirrence, and so on. If o, />, c, r?, c, for in¬ 

stance, be the elementary nerve-tracts excited by the last 

act oi the dinner-party, call this act A, and ?, w, ri, o, p be 

those of walking home through the frosty night, which we 

may call B, then the thought of A must awaken that of B, 

because a, by c, d, c, will each and all discharge into I 

through the paths by which their original discharge took 

place. Similarly they will discharge into 7/i, o, and p; 

and these latter tracts wdll also each reinforce the other’s 

action because, in the experience B, they have already 

vibrated in unison. The lines in Fig. 40, p. 570, sj^mbolize 

the summation of discharges into each of the components 

of B, and the consequent strength of the combination of 

influences by which B in its totality is awakened. 

Hamilton first used the word ‘ redintegration ’ to desig¬ 

nate all association. Such processes as we have just de- 

strongly advise the student to read his Senses and Intellect, pp. 544- 

556. 
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scribed might in an emphatic sense be termed redintegra¬ 
tions, for they would necessarily lead, if unobstructed, to 
the reinstatement in thought of the entire content of large 
trains of past experience. From this complete redintegra¬ 
tion there could be no escape save through the irruption of 
some new and strong present impression of the senses, or 
through the excessive tendency of some one of the elemen¬ 
tary brain-tracts to discharge independently into an aber¬ 
rant quarter of the brain. Such was the tendency of the 

word ‘ heir ’ in the verse from ‘ Locksley Hall,’ which was 
our first example. How such tendencies are constituted 
we shall have soon to inquire with some care. Unless they 
are present, the panorama of the past, once opened, must 
unroll itself with fatal literality to the end, unless some 
outward sound, sight, or touch divert the current of thought 

Let us call this process impartial redintegration. Whether 
it ever occurs in an absolutely complete form is doubtful. 
We all immediately recognize, however, that in some minds 
there is a much greater tendency than in others for the 
flow of thought to take this form. Those insufferably gar¬ 
rulous old women, those dry and fanciless beings who spare 
you no detail, however petty, of the facts they are recount¬ 
ing, and upon the thread of whose narrative all the irrele¬ 
vant items cluster as pertinaciously as the essential ones. 
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the slaves of literal fact, the stumblers over the smallest 
abrupt step in thought, are figures known to all of us. 
Comic literature has made her profit out of them. Juliet's 
nurse is a classical example. George Eliot’s village char¬ 
acters and some of Dickens’s minor personages supply 
excellent instances. 

Perhaps as successful a rendering as any of this mental 
type is the character of Miss Bates in Miss Austen’s ‘ Em¬ 
ma.’ Hear how she redintegrates : 

“ * But where could hear it ?’ cried Miss Bates. * Where could you 

possibly hear it, Mr. Kiiightley ? For it is not five minutes since I received 

Mrs. Cole’s note—no, it cannot be more than five—or at least ten—for 

1 had got my bonnet and s}>encer on, just ready to come out—I was 

only gone down to si)eak to Fatty again about the jKjrk—Jane was 

standing in the passage—were not you, Jane ?—for njy mother was so 

afraid that we had not any salt ing-})an large enough. So 1 said I would 

go down and see, and Jane said : “ Shall 1 go down instc^ad ? fin* 1 think 

you have a little cold, and Fatty lias b(‘en washing the kitchen.” ‘‘Oh, 

my dear,” said I—well, and just tlnm came the notic A Miss Haw¬ 

kins—that’s all I know - a Miss Hawkins, of Bath. But, Mr. Kniglitley, 

how could you possibly have heard it ? for the very moment Mr. Ckde 

told Mrs. Cole of it, she sat down and wrote to me. A Miss Hawkins—’ ” 

But in every one of us there are moments when this 
complete reproduction of all the items of a past experience 
occurs. What are those moments? They are moments of 
emotional recall of the past as something which once was, 
but is gone for ever—moments, the interest of which con¬ 
sists in the feeling that our self was once other than it now 
is. When this is the case, any detail, however minute, 
which will make the past picture more complete, will also 
have its effect in swelling that total contrast between no?v 

and thm which forms the central interest of our contemjda- 
tion. 

ORDINARY OR MJXED ASSOCIATION. 

This case helps us to understand why it is that the 
ordinary spontaneous flow of our ideas does not follow the 
law of impartial redintegration. In no revival of a pasi ex¬ 

perience. are all the items of our thought equally operative in 

determining what the next thought shall he. Almiys some in¬ 

gredient is prepotent over the rest. Its special suggestions or 
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associations in this case will often be different from those 
which it has in common with the whole group of items; 
and its tendency to awaken these outlying associates will 
deflect the path of our revery. Just as in tlie original 
sensible experience our attention focalized it self upon a 
few of the impressions of the scene before us, so here in 
the reproduction of those impressions an equal partiality 
is shown, and some items are emphasized above the rest. 
What these items shall be is, in most cases of spontaneous 
revery, hard to determine beforehand. In subjective terms 
we say that the prepotent items are those ivhich appeal inost 

to our INTEllEST. 

Expressed in l)rain-ternis, the law of interest will be ^ 
so7ne one hrain-process is ahoaijs prepotent above its concorni- 

tants in arousmg action elsewhere. 

“Two processes,” says Mr. Hodgson,* “are constantly going on in 

redintegration. Tlie one a process of corrosion, melting, decay; the 

otlier a process of renewing, arising, })ecoming. ... No object of repny 

sentation remains long before consciousness in the same state, but 

fades, decays, and becomes indistinct. Those parts of the object, how¬ 

ever, which ])ossess an interest resist this tendency to gradual decay of 

the whole object, . . . This inecjuality in the object—somo])arts, the un¬ 

interesting, submitting to decay; others, the interesting parts, resisting 

it—when it has continued for a certain time, ends in becoming a new 

object.” 

Only w^here the interest is diffused equally over all the 
parts (as in the emotional memory just referred to, wliere, 
as all past, they all interest us alike) is this law de})arted 
from. It will be least obeyed by those minds which have 
the smallest variety and intensity of interests—those who, 
by the general flatness and poverty of their esthetic nature, 
are kept for ever rotating among the literal sequences of 
their local and personal history. 

Most of us, however, are better organized than this, and 

* Time and Space, p. 266. Compare Coleridge : “ The true practical 
general law of association is this : that whatever makes certain parts of a 
total impression more vivid or distinct than the rest will determine the mind 
to recall these, in preference to others equally linked together by the com¬ 
mon condition of contemporaeity or of contiguity. But the will itself, by 

confining and intensifying the attention, may arbitrarily give vividness or 
distinctness to any object whatsoever.(Biographia Litteraria, Chap. V.) 
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our muBings purBue an erratic courBe, swerving continu¬ 
ally into some new direction traccid by the shifting play 
of intertist as it ever falls on some })artiai item in each 
complex re])i’(isentation that is evoked. I’hus it so often 
comes about that we lind ourselves thinking at two nearly 
adjacent moments of things separated by the whole diam¬ 
eter of sj)ac(^ and time. Not till we carefully recall each 
step of our cogitaticm do we see how naturally we came by 
Hodgson’s law to ])ass from one to the other. Thus, for 
instamte, afbu' looking at my chx^k just noAv (1879), I found 
mj’self thinking of a recent resolution in the Seiiate about 
our legal-tender notes. The clock called up the image of 
the man who had repaired its gong. He suggested the 
jeweller’s shop where I had last seen him ; that shop, some 
shirt-studs which 1 had bought there ; they, the value of 
gold and its recent decline ; the latter, the equal value of 
greenbacks, and this, naturally, the question of how long 
they were to last, and of the Bayard proposition. Each of 
these images offered various points of interest. Those 
which formed the turning-points of my thought are easily 
assigned. The gong was momentarily the most interesting 
part of the clock, because, from having begun with a beau¬ 
tiful tone, it had become discordant and aroused disap¬ 
pointment. But for this the clock might have suggested 
the friend avIio gave it to me, or any one of a thousand cir¬ 
cumstances connected Avith clocks. The jeAveller’s shop 
sugg(^sted the studs, because thej^ alone of all its contents 
Avere tinged with the egoistic interest of possession. This 
interest in the studs, their Aalue, made me single out the 
material as its chief source, etc., to the end. EA^ry reader 
who will arrest himself at any moment and say, How 
came I to be thinking of just this ?” will be sure to trace a 
train of representations linked together by lines of conti¬ 
guity and points of interest inextricably combined. This 
is the ordinary process of the association of ideas as it 
spontaneously goes on in average minds. We may call it 

OKDINAllY, or MIXED, ASSOCIATION. 

Another example of it is giA^en by Hobbes in a passage 
which has been quoted so often as to be classical: 
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“ In a discourse of our present civil war, what could seem more im* 
pertinent than to ask (as one did) what was the value of a Koman 

penny? Yet the coherence to me was manifest enough. For the 

thought of the war introduced the thought of the delivering up the 

King to his enemies; the thought of that brouglit in the thought of the 

delivering up of C/hrist; and that again the thought of the thirty 

pence, which was the price of that treason: and thence easily followed 

that malicious question; and all this in a moment of time; for thought 

is quick.” * 

Can we determine, now, when a certain 23ortion of the 
going thought lias, by dint of its interest, be^coine so pre¬ 
potent as to make its own exclusive associates the dominant 
features of the coming thought—can 1 say, determine 
which of its own associates shall be evoked ? For they^ are 
many. As Hodgson says : 

“The interesting parts of the decaying object are free to combine 

again with any objects or })arts of objixjts with which at any time they 

have been combined befoi’e. All the former combinations of those 

parts may come back into consciousness; one must; but which will ?” 

Mr. Hodgson replies : 

“ There can be but one answer : that which has been most Jiabitually 

combined with them before. This new object begins at once to form 

itself in consciousness, and to group its parts round the part, still re¬ 

maining from the former object; i)art after part comes out and arranges 

itself in its old position ; but scarcely has the j)rocess begun, when the 

original law of interest begins to operate on this new formation, seizes 

•on the interesting parts and impresses them on the attention to the ex¬ 

clusion of the rest, and the whole process is repeated again with end¬ 

less variety. I venture to propose tliis as a complete and true account 

of the whole process of redintegration.” 

In restricting the discharge from the interesting item 
into that channel which is simply most habihial in the sense 
of most frequent, Hodgson’s account is assuredly imperfect. 
An image by no means always revives its most frequent 
associate, although frequency is certainly one of the most 
potent determinants of revival. If I abruptly utter the 
word swallow, the reader, if by habit an ornithologist, will 
think of a bird ; if a physiologist or a medical specialist in 
throat diseases, he will think of deglutition. If I say dote, 

* Tieviathau, pt. i. chap, in., init. 
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he will, if a fruit-mercliaiit or an Arabian traveller, think of 
the produce of the palm ; if an habitual student of history, 
figures with a.I). or n.o. before them will rise in his mind. 
If I say bed, bath, morning, his own daily toilet will be in¬ 
vincibly suggested by the combined names of three of its 
habitual associates. But frequent lines of transition are 
often set at naught. The sight of C. Gruing’s ‘ System der 
kritischen Philosophic' lias most frecpiently awakened in 
me thoughts of the <)pini<^)ns tberein propounded. The 
idea of suicide has never l)een connected with the volumes. 
But a moment since, as my eye fell upon them, suicide was 
the thought that Hashed into my mind. Why? Because 
but yesterday 1 received a letter from Leipzig informing me 
that this philoso})her’s recent death by drowning was an 
act of self-destruction. Thoughts tend, then, to awaken 
their most recent as well as tlunr most habitual associates. 
This is a matter of notorious experience, too notorious, in 
fact, to need illustration. If we have seen our friend this 
morning, tlie mention oi' his naim^ now recalls the circum¬ 
stances of that interview, rather than any more remote 
details concerning him. If Shakespeare’s plays are men¬ 
tioned, and we were hist night reading ‘ Richard II.,’ ves¬ 
tiges of that play rather than of ‘Hamlet’or ‘Othello’ 
fioat through our mind. Excitement of peculiar tracts, or 
peculiar modes of general excitement in the brain, leave a 
sort of tenderness or exalted sensibility behind them which 
takes days to die away. As long as it lasts, those tracts or 
those modes are liable to have their activities awakened by 
causes which at other times might leave them in repose. 
Hence, recency in experience is a prime factor in determining 
revival in thought.* 

Vividness in an original experience may also have the 
same eftect as habit or recency in bringing about likelihood 
of revival. If we have once witnessed an execution, any 
subsequent conversation or reading al)()ut capital punish¬ 
ment will almost certainly suggest images of that particular 

* I refer to a recency of a few bours. ISFr. Gallon found that experi¬ 

ences front boyhood and youth were more likely 1o be suggested by words 
seen at random than experiences of later years. See his highly interesting 
account of experiments in his Inquiries into Human Faculty, pj). 191-208. 
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scene. Thus it is that events Jived through only once, and 
in youth, may come in after-years, by reason of their excit¬ 
ing quality or emotional intensit}^, to serve as types or 
instances used by our mind to illustrate any and every 
occurring topic whoso interest is most remotely pertinent 
to theirs. If a man in his boyhood once talked with Napo¬ 
leon, any mention of great men or historical events, battles 
or thrones, or the whirligig of fortune, or islands in the 
ocean, will be apt to draw to his lips the incidents of that 
one memorable interview. If the word tooth now suddenly 
ap2)ears on the i)age before the reader’s eye, there are fifty 
chances out of a hundred that, if he gives it time to awaken 
any image, it will be an image of some oj)cration of den¬ 
tistry in which he has been the sufferer. Daily he has 
touched his teeth and masticated with them ; this very 
morning he brushed them, chewed his breakfast and jucked 
them; but the rarer and remoter associations arise more 
2)romptly because they were so much more in tenser* 

A fourth factor in tracing the course of rei^roduction is 
congruity in emotional tone between tlie reproduced idea and 
our mood. The same objects do not recall the same asso¬ 
ciates when we are cheerful as when we are melancholy. 
Nothing, in fact, is more striking than our utter inability 
to keep 11 j) trains of joyous imagery when we are dej)ressed 
in spirits. Storm, darkness, war, images of disease, i)overty, 
and perishing afflict unremittingly the imaginations of mel¬ 
ancholiacs. And those of sanguine teTn])erament, wlien their 
sjurits are high, find it impossible to give any iiermanence 
to evil forebodings or to gloomy thoughts. In an instant 
the train of association dances off to fiow^ers and sunshine, 
and images of S2)ring and hope. The records of Arctic or 
African travel perused in one mood awaken no thoughts 
but those of horror at the malignity of Nature; read at 
another time they suggest only enthusiastic reffections on 
the indomitable power and jiluck of man. Few novels so 
overflow with joyous animal spirits as ‘ The Three Guards¬ 
men’ of Dumas. Yet it may awaken in the mind of a 

* For other instances sec Wahle, in Vierteljsch f. Wiss. Phil., ix. 144- 
417 (1885) 
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reader depressed with sea-sickness (as the writer can per« 
sonally testify) a most dismal and woful consciousness of 
tlie cruelty and carnage of which heroes like Athos, Por- 
thos, and Ararnis make themselves guilty. 

llahii, recency^ vividness, arul emotional congruity are, then, 
all reasons why one representation rather than another 
should be awakened by the interesting portion of a dejjart- 
kig thought. We may say with truth that in the majority 

of cases the coming representation tvill have been either 

hahitnal, recent, or vivid, and tvill he congruous. If all 
these qualities unibi in any one absent associate, we may 
predict almost infallibly that that associate of the going 
thought will form an important ingredient in the coming 
thought. In spite of the fact, however, that the succession 
of representations is thus redeemed from perfect indeter¬ 
minism and limited to a fev- classes whose characteristic 
quality is fixed by the nature of our past experience, it 
must still be confessed that an immense number of terms 
in the linked chain of our representations fall outside of all 
assignable rule. To take the instance of the clock given 
on page 586. Why did the jeweller’s shop suggest the shirt- 
studs rather than a chain which I had bought there more 
recently, which had cost more, and whose sentimental as¬ 
sociations were much more interesting? Both chain and 
studs had excited brain-tracts simultaneously wdth the shop. 
The only reason why the nerve-stream from the sho2)-tract 
switched off into the stud-tract ratlier than into the chain- 
tract must be that tlie stud-tract happened at that moment to 
lie more open, either because of some accidental alteration in 
its nutrition or because the incipient sub-conscious tensions 
of the brain as a wdiole had so distributed their equilibrium 
that it was more unstable here than in the chain-tract. 
Any reader’s introspection will easily furnish similar in¬ 
stances. It thus remains true that to a certain extent, even 
in those forms of ordinary mixed association which lie 
nearest to impartial redintegration, which associate of the 
interesting item shall emerge must be called largely a mat¬ 
ter of accident—accident, that is, for our intelligence. No 
doubt it is determined by cerebral causes, but they are too 
subtile and shifting for our analysis. 
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ASSOCIATION BY SIMILAKITY. 

In ])artiHl or iiiixod association we have all along su]> 
posed the inter(‘,sting portion of the disappearing thought 
to he of consideriihle extent, and to be sufficiently coni” 
plex to constitute liy itself a concrete object. Sir Wil¬ 
liam Hamilton relates, for instance, that after thinking of 
Ben Lomond he found himself thinking of the Prussian 
system of education, and discovered that the links of asso¬ 
ciation were a German gentleman whom he had met on Ben 
Lomond, (Termau}^ etc. The interesting part of Ben 
Lomond, as he had experienced it, the part operative in 
determining the train of his ideas was the complex image 
of a })articular man. But now let us suppose that that 
selective agency of interested attention, which may thus 
convert impartial redintegration into jiartial association— 
let us suppose that it refines itself still further and accen¬ 
tuates a p>ortion of tlie passing thought, so small as to be 
no longer the image of a concrete thing, but only of an 
abstract quality or property. Let us moreover supj>ose 
that the part thus accentuated persists in (consciousness (or, 
in cerebral terms, has its brain-jirocess continue) after the 
other portions of the thought have faded. This sniall sur¬ 

viving portion unll then surround itself with its own associates 

after the fashion we have already se(m, and the relation 
between the new thought’s object and the object (^f the 
faded thought will be a relation of similarity. The ])air of 
thoughts will foiun an instance of what is called ‘Associa¬ 

tion by Siiriilarityl ^ 

The similars which are here associated, or of which the 
first is followed by the second in the mind, are seen to be 
compounds. Experience proves that this is always the 

*I retain the title of association by similarity in order not to depart 

from common usage. The reader will observe, however, that my nomen¬ 
clature is not based on the same principle throughout. Impartial redinte¬ 
gration connotes neural processes; similarity is an objective relation per¬ 
ceived by the mind ; ordinary or mixed association is a merely denotative 
word. Total recall, partial recall, focalized recall, of associates, would be 
better terms. But as the denotation of the latter word is almost identical 
with that of association by similarity, I think it better to sacrifice propriety 
to popularity, and to keep the latter well-worn phrase. 
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case. There is no tendency on the part of simple ' ideas,' atiri- 

txffes, or (jualities to remind us of their like. Tlie thought ol' 
one shade of blue does not nuniiid us of that of another 
shade of blue, etc., unless ijideed wo liave in jnind some 
general purpose like naming the tint, when we should 
naturally think of other ]>liies of th(i scale, througli ‘mixed 
association’ of purpose, names, and tints, together. But 
there is no ehnnentarj ttmdency of ])Ui-e qualities to awaken 
their similars in the mind. 

We saw in the cliaptei* on Dis(u*imination that two com¬ 
pound things are similar when some one quality or group 
of qualities is shared alike by" both, although as regards 
their other cpialities they may liave nothing in common. 
The moon is similar to a ga,s-j(d, it is also similar to a foot- 
liall; but a gas-jet and a foot-liall are not similar to each 
other. When wo allirm the similarity of two compound 
things, we should always say in whot respect it obtains. 

Moon and gas-jet am similar in res])ect of luminosity", 
and nothing else; moon and foot-liall in respect of ro¬ 
tundity, and nothing else. Foot-liall and gas-jet are 
in no respect similar—that is, tliey ])ossoss no common 
point, no identical attribute. Similarity, in compounds, is 
partia.1 identity. When tlie same atti’ibute a])pears in two 
phenomena, though it bo tlieir only" common property, the 
two plienomena are similar in so far fortli. To return now 
to our associabnl re])resentations. Tf tlie tliought of the 
moon is su(;ceeded liy the tliought of a foot-ball, and that 
by the thouglit of one of Mr. X’s railroads, it is because 
the attribute rotundity in the moon broke away from all the 
rest and surrounded itself with an entirely new set of com- 
yianions—elasticity, leathery integument, swift mobility in 
obedience to human caprice, etc. ; and because the last- 
named attribute in the foot-ball in turn broke away from its 
companions, and, itself persisting, surrounded itself with 
such new attributes as make u]) the notions of a ‘railroad 
king,’ of a rising and falling stock-market, and the like. 

The gradual passage from impartial redintegration to 
similar association through what we have called ordinary 
mixed association may be symbolized by diagrams. Fig. 
41 is impartial redintegration. Fig. 42 is mixed, and Fig. 43 
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some (lay clear the matter up; possi])ly neural laws will 
not suffice, and we shall need to invoke a dynamic reaction 
of the form of consciousness upon its content. But into 
this we cannot enter now. 

To sum U23, then, we see iliat the difference between the 

three, kmds of ossociation rednceji itself to a simple difference in 

the amount of that portion of the nerve-tract supporting th 

going thought ivhich is operative in adling up the thought tvhich 

comes. But the modus operandi of this active part is the 
same, be it large or be it small. The items constituting 
the coming object waken in every instance because theii 
nerve-tracts once were ex(‘ited continuously with those ol 
the going object or its optuative part. This ultimate physio¬ 
logical law of habit among the neural elements is what runs 

the train. The (lirection of its course and the form of its 
transitions, v In^tlier red integrative, associative, or similar, 
are due to xinknowji regulative or determinative conditions 
which accomplish tlieir ellect by opening this switch and 
closing that, setting the engine sometimes at half-speed, 
and coupling or uncoupling cars. 

This last figure of speech, into which I have glided un¬ 
wittingly, affords itself an excellent instance of association 
by similarity. I was thinking of the deflections of the 
course of ideas. Now, from Hobbes’s time downward, 
English writers have been fond of speaking of the train of 
our representations. This word happened to stand out in 
the midst of my complex thought with peculiarly sharp 
accentuation, and to surround itself with numerous details 
of railroad imagery. Only such details became clear, how¬ 
ever, as had their nerve-tracts besieged by a double set of 
influences—those from train on the one hand, and those from 
the movement of thought cn the other. It may possibly be 
that the prepotency of the suggestions of the word train at 
this moment were due to the rec^ent excitation of the rail¬ 
road brain-tract by the instance chosen a few pages back of 
a l ailroad king plajdng foot-ball with the stock-market. 

It is apparent from such an example how inextricably 
complex are all the contributory factors whose resultant is 
the line of our reverie. It would be folly in most cases to 
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attempt to trace them out. From an instance like the above, 
wliere the pivot of the Similar Association was formcnl by 
a definite concrete word, train, to those where it is so subtile 
as utterly to elude our analysis, the j^assa^e is unbroken. 
We can fonn a series of examples. When Mr. Ba^ehot says 
that the mind of the savage, so far from being in a state ol 
nature, is tattooed all oven- with monstrous siiperstitionSj 
the case is very like the oiie we hav(^. just been considering. 
When Sir James Sto})hen coni[)arc‘s our belief in the uni¬ 
formity of nature, the congruit3^ (^f the future with tln^ past, 
to a man rowing one wav and looking another, and steering 
his boat by keeping her stern in a line with a.n o])ject behind 
him, the o])erative link bec-oines harder to dissect out. It 
is subtler still in Dr. Holnu'.s’s phrase, that storic's in pass- 
ing from mouth to mouth make a great deal of lee^w-av in 
proportion to their headway; or in Mr. Lowell’s descrip¬ 
tion of German sentences, that they have a way of yawing 
and going stern-foremost and not minding the lielm for sev¬ 
eral minutes after it has been })ui down. Ami finally, it is 
a real puzzle when the color pale-blue is said to hav('. leani- 
nine and blood-red masculine alKnities. And if I lieai- a 
friend describe a certain family as having hloftitaj-papee 

voices, the image, though imnnalia^tely felt to be aj)])o- 
site, bafiles the utmost pow(u-s of analysis. The liighej- 
poets all use abrupt 0])ithets, which are alike intimate and 
remote, and, as Emerson says, sweetly torment us with in¬ 
vitations to their inaccessible homes. 

In these latter instances we must suppose that there is 
an identical portion in the similar objects, and that its brain- 
tract is energetically operative, without, how'ever, being sufii- 
ciently isolable in its activity as to stand out per .sc, and form 
the condition of a distinctly discriminated ‘abstract idea.’ 
We cannot even by careful search see the bridge over w^hich 
we })assed from the heart of one iv'presentatioji to that of 
the next. In some brains, howmver, this mode of transition 
is extremely common. It would be one of the most impor¬ 
tant of physiological discoveries could we assign the me¬ 
chanical or chemical difierence which makes the thoughts 
of one brain cling (dose to impartial redintegration, whihi 
those of another shoot about in all the lawless revelry of 
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similarity. Wliy, in these latter brains, action should tend 
to localize', itself in small spots, while in the others it fills 
])atiently its broad ])ed, it seems impossible to guess. 
Whatevf.'r the diffi'rence may be, it is what separates the 
man of gcmiiis from the prosaic creature of habit and rou¬ 
tine thinking. In Chapter XXII we shall need to recur 
again to this point. 

ASSOCIATION IN VOLUNTARY THOUGHT. 

Hitherto we have assumed the process of suggestion of 
one o]>ject by anotlier to be s])onlaneous. The train of 
imagery wanders at its own sweet will, now trudging in sober 
grooves of hal)it, now with a hop, skip, and juiu]) darting 
across the whole field of tiine and s])ace. This is revery, 
or musing; but great segments of tlie flux of our ideas 
consist of something very difl'erent from tliis. They are 
guided by a distined pur]>ose or (‘onscious interest. As 
the Germans say, we mchilenhen, or think towards a certain 
end. It is now necessary to examine what modification is 
]]iade in the trains of our imagery by the having of an end 
in view. The course of our ideas is then called voluntary. 

Physiologically considered, we must suj)pose that a 
jmrpose moans the persistent activity of certain rather 
definite brain-processes throughout the whole course of 
thought. Our most usual cogitations are not pure reveries, 
absolute driftings, but revolve about some central interest 
or topic to which most of tlie images are relevant, and to¬ 
wards which we return ])romptly after oiaaisional digres¬ 
sions. This interest is subserved by the persistently active 
brain-tracts we have su})posed. In the mixed associations 
which we have hitherto studied, the ])arts of each object 
which form the pivots on which our thoughts successively 
turn have their interest largely determined by their con¬ 
nection with some general interest which for the time has 
seized upon the mind. If we call Z the brain-tract of gen¬ 
eral interest, then, if the object ahe turns up, and h has 
more associations with Z than have either a or c, h will be¬ 
come the object’s interesting, pivotal portion, and will call up 
its own associates exclusively. For the energy of 6’s brain- 
tract will be augmented by Z’s activity,—an activity which, 
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from lack of j)revious connection between Z and a or c, 
does not influence a or e. If, for instance, I tliink of Paris 
whilst I am hungry, I shall not improbably find that its 
reMaurants have become the pivot of my thought, etc., etc. 

But in the theoretic as well as in the practical life there 
are interests of a more acute sort, taking the form of defi¬ 
nite images of some achievement, be it action or acquisition, 
which we desire to effect. The train of ideas arising undei 
the influence of such an interest constitutes usually the 
thought of the means by which the end shall be attained. 
If the end by its simple presence does not instantaneously 
suggest the means, the search for the latter becomes an in¬ 
tellectual problem. The solution of problems is the most 
characteristic and peculiar sort oi voluntary thinking. 
Where the end thought of is some outward deed or gain, 
the solution is largely composed of the actual motor pro¬ 
cesses, walking, speaking, writing, etc., which lead up to it. 
Where the end is in the first instaiice only ideal, as in lay¬ 
ing out a place of operations, the steps are purely imagi¬ 
nary. In both of these cases the discovery of the means 
may form a new sort of end, of an entirely peiuiliar nature, 
an end, namely, which we intensely desire before we have 
attained it, but of the nature of which, even whilst most 
strongly craving it, wo have no distinct imagination what¬ 
ever. Such an end is a problem. 

The same state of things occurs whenever we seek to 
recall something forgotten, or to state the reason for a 
judgment which we have made intuitively. The desire 
strains and presses in a direction which it feels to be right 
but towards a point which it is unable to see. In short, 
the absence of a7i item is a determinant of our representa¬ 
tions quite as positive as its presence can ever be. The 
gap becomes no mere void, but what is called an aching 

void. If we try to explain in terms of brain-action how a 
thought which only potentially exists can yet be effective, 
we seem driven to believe that the brain-tract thereof must 
actually be excited, but only in a minimal and sub-con¬ 
scious way. Try, for instance, to symbolize what goes on 
in a man who is racking his brains to remember a thought 
which occurred to him last week. The associates of the 
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thought are there, many of them at least, but they refuse 
to awaken the thought itself. We cannot suppose that they 
do not irradiate at all into its brain-tract, because his mind 
quivers on the very edge of its recovery. Its actual rhythm 
sounds in his ears; the words seem on the imminent point 
of following, but fail. What it is that blocks the discharge 
and keeps the brain-excitement here from passing beyond 
the nascent into tlie vivid state cannot be guessed. But we 
see in the philosophy of desire and pleasure, that such nas¬ 
cent excitements, spontaneously tending to a crescendo, 
but inhibited or checked by other causes, may become 
potent mental stimuli and determinants of desire. All 
questioning, wonder, emotion of curiosity, must be rehuu’ed 
to cerebral (*>auses of some such form as this. The great 
ditference between the cohort to recall tliings forgotten and 
the search after tlie means to a given end, is that the latter 
have not, whilst the former have, already formed a part of 
our experience. If we lirst study the mode of recalling a 

thing forgotten, we can take up with better understanding 
the voluntary quest of the unknown. 

The forgotten thing is felt by us as a gap in the midst of 
certain other things. If it is a thought, we possess a dim 
idea of wdiere we were and what we w ere about when it oc¬ 
curred to us. We recollect the general subject to which it 
relates. But all these details refuse to shoot together into 
a solid whole, for the lack of the vivid traits of this missing 
thought, the relation whereof to each detail forms now the 
main interest of the latter. We keep running over the de¬ 
tails in our mind, dissatisfied, craving something more. 
From each detail there radiate lines of association forming 
so many tentative guesses. Many of these are immediately 
seen to be irrelevant, are therefore void of interest, and 
lapse immediately from consciousness. Others are asso¬ 
ciated with the other details present, and with the missing 
thought as well. When these surge up, we have a peculiar 
feeling that we are ‘ warm,’ as the children say when they 
play hide and seek ; and such associates as these we clutch 
at and keep before the attention. Thus we recollect suc¬ 
cessively that when we had the thought in question we 
were at the dinner-table ; then that our friend J. D. was 
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there; then that the subject talked about was so and so; 
finally, that the thought came d propos of a certain anecdote, 
and then that it had something to do with a French quota¬ 
tion. Now all these added associations arisv indepevdenfly 
of the loill, by the spontaneous process we know so well. All 
that the loill doe<s is to empJamze and, linger over those which 
seem pertinent^ and, ignore the rest. Through this hov(U'ing of 
the attention in the neighborhood of the desired obje(;t, the 
accumulation of associates becomes so great that the com¬ 
bined tensions of their neural ju’ocesses brcnik through the 
bar, and the nervous wave pours into the tracd A/liich has 
so long been awaiting its advent. And as the expectaiit, 
sub-conscious itching there, bursts into the fulness of vivid 
feeling, the mind finds an inexpressilde relief. 

The whole process can be rudely symbolized in a dia¬ 
gram. Call the forgotten thing Z, the first facts with which 
we felt it was related, n, and c, and the details finally 
operative in calling it u}), /, m, and n. Each circle will 
then stand for the brain-process und(U‘lying the thought of 
the object denoted by the letter conhiined within it. Tln^ 
activity in Z will at first be a mere tension ; but as the ac*- 
tivities in a, &, and c little by little irradiate into Z, m, and n, 

Fig. 44. 

and as aU these processes are somehow connected with Z, 
their combined irradiations upon Z, represented by the cen¬ 
tripetal arrows, succeed in helping the tension there to 
overcome the resistance, and in rousing Z also to full ac¬ 
tivity. 
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The tension present from the first in Z, even though it 

keep below the threshold of discharge, is probably to some 

degree co-o])eratiYe with a, b, c in determining that I, yri, n 

shall awake. Without Z’s tension there might be a slower 

accumulation of objects connected with it. But, as aforesaid, 

the obje(*ts come before us through the brain’s own laws, 

and the Ego of the thinker can only remain on hand, as it 

were, to recognize their relative values and brood over 

some of them, whilst others are let dro]). As when we have 

lost a material ol)ject we (‘.annot recover it l)y a direct ef¬ 

fort, but only through moving about such neighborhoods 

wherein it is likely to lie, aiid trusting that it will then 

strike cnir eye , so her(^, by not letting our attention leave 

the neighborhood of what we seek, Ave trust that it will end 

by speaking to us of its own accord.* 

Turn voio to the cose of Jiuidwg the imhnoivn means to 

a distincfl)j conceived, end. The end hero stands in the 

place of a, h, c, in the diagram. Jt is the starting-point of 

the irradiations of suggestion; and hei'e, as in that case, 

what tli(^ voluntary attention does is only to dismiss some 

of the suggestions as irrelevant, and hold fast to others 

which are felt to be more pertinent-—let these be symbolized 

b}^ I, m, n. These latter at last accumulate sufficiently to 

discharge all together into Z, the excitement of Avhicli ])ro- 

cess is, in the mental sphere, equivalent to the solution of 

our problem. The only diflerence between this case and 

the last, is that in this one there need be no original sub¬ 

excitement in Z, co-operating from the very first. When 

* No one has described this process better than ITobbes ; “ Soinclimes 
a man seeks what he hath lost; and from that place and time wherein 
he misses it, his mind runs back from place to jdace and time to time to 
find wlierc and when he had it; that is to say, to find some certain and 
limited time and place, in which to begin a method of seeking. Again, 
from thence his thoughts run over the same places and times to find what 
a(;1ion or otlier occasion might make him lose it. I'his we call Remem 
brnnee, or calling to mind. Sometimes a man knows a place determinate, 
witliin the compass whereof he is to seek ; and then his thoughts run over 
all the ])arts thcK'of, in the same manner asom' would sweep a room to find 
a jewel, or as a spaniel ranges the field till he tind ascent, or as a man 
should run over the alphabet slart a rhyme.” (Leviathan, 165, p. 10.) 
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we seek a forgotten name, we must suppose the name’s 

centre to be in a state of active tension from the very out¬ 

set, because of that peculiar feeling of recognition Avhich we 

get at the moment of recall. The plenitude of the thought 

seems here but a maximum degree of something which our 

mind divined in advance. It instantaneously fills a socket 

completely moulded to its shape ; and it seems most natural 

to ascribe the identity of quality in our feeling of the gaping 

socket and our feeling of wliat comes to fill it, to the 

sameness of a nerve-tract excited in different degrees. In 

the solving of a problem, on the contrary, the recognition 

that we have found the means is much less immediate. 

Here, what we are aware of in advance seems to be its 

relations with the items we already know. It must bear a 

causal relation, or it must be an (^fi‘ect, or it must contain 

an attribute common to two items, or it must be a uniform 

concomitant, or what not. We know, in short, a lot about 

it, whilst as yet we have no knowledge of acquaintance wdth 

it (see ]). 1221), (U’ in Mr. Hodgson’s language, “we know 

what we want to find beforehand, in a certain sense, in its 

second intention, and do not know it, in another sense, in 

its first intention.” * Our intuition that one cf the ideas 

which turn up is, at last, our qiuvsiimn, is due to our recog¬ 

nition that its relations are identical with those we had 

in mind, and this may be a rather slow act of judgment. 

In fact, every one knows that an object may be for some 

time present to his mind before its relations to other mat¬ 

ters are perceived. To quote Hodgson again : 

“ The mode of operation is common to voluntary memory and 
reason. . . . But reasoning adds to memory the function of comparing 
or judging the images which arise. . . . Memory aims at filling the gap 
with an image which has at some particular time filbnl it before, rea¬ 
soning with one which bears certain time- and space-relations to the 
images before and after”— 

or, to use perhaps clearer language, one which stands in 

determinate logical relations to those data round about the 

gap which filled our mind at the start. This feeling of the 

blank form of relationship before we get the material quality 

* Theory of Practice, vol. t. p. 894. 
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of the thing related will surprise no one who has read 

Chapter IX. 

From the guessing of newspaper enigmas to the plot 

ting of the policy of an empire there is no other process 

than this. We trust to the laws of cerebral nature to pre¬ 

sent us spontaneously with the appropriate idea: 

‘‘Our only command over it is by tlic effort we make to keep the 

painful iinlilled gap in consciousness.^ . . . Two circumstances are 

im])ortant to notice: the first is, t,hat volition has no power of calling 

uj) imagers, but only of rejecting and selecting from tliose offen'd by 

spontaneous redintegration.f But tlic rapidity with which tins selec 

tioii is made, owing to the familiarity of tla^ ways in which st)ontaneous 

redintegration runs, gives the proc(‘ss of reasoning the {ii)pearanee of 

evoking images that are foreseen to be conformal)le to the ])uipose. 

There is no seeing them befon^ they are offered; there is no summoning 

tHern before they are seen. Tiie other circumstance is, that every kind 

of reasoning is nothing, in its simplest form, but attention.”! 

It is foreign to our purpose here to enter into any 

detailed analysis of the different classes of mental pursuit. 

In a scientific research we get perhaps as rich an example 

as can be found. The inquirer starts with a fact of which 

he seeks the reason, or with an hypothesis of which he 

seeks the proof. In either case he keeps turning the 

matter incessantly in his mind until, by the arousal of asso¬ 

ciate upon associate, some habitual, some similar, one arises 

which he recognizes to suit his need. This, however, may 

take years. No rules can be given by which the investi¬ 

gator may proceed straight to liis result; but both here 

and in the case of reminiscence the accumulation of helps 

in the way of associations may advance more rapidly by 

the use of certain routine methods. In striving to recall a 

thought, for example, we may of set j)urpose run through 

the successive classes of circumstance with which it may 

* lUd. p. 394. 
t All association is called redintegration by Hodgson. 
X Ibid. p. 400. Compare Bain, Emotions and Will, p. 377. “The out 

goings of the mind are necessarily random; the end alone is the thing that 
is clear to the view, and with that there is a [perception of the fitness ot 
every passing suggestion. The volitional energy keeps up the attention on 
the active search; and the moment that anything in point rises before 
the mind, it springs upon that like a wild beast upon its prey.” 
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possibly liavo been connected, trusting that when the right 

mem]>er of the class has turned up it will help the thought’s 

revival. Thus we may run through all tlu^ places in which 

we mjiy liave had it. We may run through the persons 

whom vve remember to haA^e conversed Avith, or Ave may call 

up successively all the hooltS Ave have lately been reading. 

If we are trying to remember a person Ave imiA' run through 

a list of streets or of professions. Some item out of the 

lists thus methodically gone over will very likely be asso¬ 

ciated Avith the fact avc are in need of, and may suggest it 

or help to do so. And yet the item might never have aris(Mi 

Avithout such systematic, procedure. In scientitic research 

this accumulation of associabvs has been methodized by 

Mill under the title of ‘The Four Methods of Experi¬ 

mental Inquiry.’ By the ‘ method of agreomont,’ by that 

of ‘difference,’ by those of ‘residues’ and ‘ conc.omitant 

variations’ (Avliicli cannot hero bo more neai*ly defined), Ave 

make certain lists of cases; and by ruminating these lists 

in our minds the cause Ave seek Avill b(^ more likely to 

emerge. But tlie final stroke of discovery is only prepared, 

not effected, by them. The brain-tracts must, of tlieir OAvn 

accord, shoot the right Avay at la.st, or avo shall still grope 

in darkness. That in some brains the tracts do shoot the 

right Avay much oftener than in others, and that Ave cannot 

tell Avhy,—these are ultimate facts to Avhich Ave must never 

close our eyes. Even in forming our lists of instances 

according to Mill’s methods, Ave are at the mercy of the 

spontaneous Avorkings of Similarity in our brain. How 

are a number of facts, resembling the one whose cause we 

seek, to be brought together in a list unless the one will 

rapidly suggest the other through association by similarity ? 

SIMILABITY NO ELEMENTABY LAW. 

Such is the analysis I propose, first of the three main 

tyjies of spontaneous association, and then of voluntary 

association. It will be observed that tlie object called up 

may hear any logical relation tvha,fever to the one which sug¬ 

gested it The law requires only that one condition should 

be fulfilled. The fading object must be due to a brain- 

process some of whose elements awaken through habit 
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some of the elements of the brain-process of the ob¬ 

ject which comes to view. This awakening is tlje ojoera- 

tive machinery, the causal agency, throughout, quite as 

much so in tlie kind of association I have called by the 

name of Similarity, as in any other sort. The similarity 

between the objects, or between the thoughts (if similarity 

there be between these latter), has no causal agency in 

canying ns from one to tlie other. It is but a result—the 

effect of tlie usual causal agent when this ha])pens to work 

in a certain particular and assignable way. But ordinary 

writers talk as if the similarity of the o])jects were itself an 

agent, co-ordinate with habit, and indepemlent of it, and 

like it able to push objects before the mind. This is quite 

unintelligible. The similarity of twT) things does not exist 

till both things are there—it is meaningless to talk of it as 

an agent of 'prodncfkm of anything, whether in the physical 

or the psychical realms.* It is a relation w hich the mind 

perceives after the fad, just as it may periauvo the relations 

of superioritj', of distance, of causality, of contaimu’ and 

content, of substaau-e and accident, or of contrast, betw^een 

an object and some S(H*ond oliject which the associative 

ma(*hinery (*alls u]).t 

There am, nevertheless, able wu'itersAvho not only insist 

on preserving association by similarity as a distinct ele¬ 

mentary law, but wdio make it the most elementary law^, 

and seek to derive contiguous association from it. Their 

reasoning is as follow^s: When the pr(^sent impression A 

* Compare w^hiit is said of tlie principle of Similarity by F. 11. Bradley,. 
Principles of Logic, pj). 29i ff.; E. Kabicr, Psychologic, 187 ff.; 
Paulhan, Criticpie Plnlosoplii(|uo, 2me Series i. 458; Rabicr, ib/J. 460; 
Pillon, ibid. ir. 55; B. P. Bowne, Introduction to Psych. Theory, 92; 
Ward, Encyclop. Britt, art. Psychology, p. 60; Wahlc, Vierteljahrsch. f. 
wiss. Philos. TX. 426-481. 

f T)r. McPosli is accordingly only logi(;al when he sinks similarity in 
what he calls the “ Law of Correlation, according to whi(‘h, when we have 
discovered a relation hetimen ihimjfi, the idea of oiie tends to bring up the 
others(Psychology, the Cognitive Powers, 130). The relations men¬ 
tioned by this author are Identity, Whole and Parts, Resemblance, Space, 
Time, Quantity, Active Properly, and Cause and Effect. If perceived 
relations among objects are to be treated as grounds for their appearance 
before the mind, similarity has of course no right to an exclusive, or even 
to a predominant, place. 
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awakens the idea h of its past contiguous associate B, how 

can this occur except through first reviving an image a of 

its own past occurrence. This is the term directly con¬ 

nected with h; so tliat the process instead of being simply 

A—h is A—a—K Now A and a are similars ; therefore no 

association by contiguity can occur excej^t tlirough a previ¬ 

ous association by similarity. The most important suppo¬ 

sition here made is that every impression on entering the 

mind must needs awaken an image of its past self, in the 

light of which it is ‘ apperceived ’ or understood, and tljroagli 

the intermediation of which it enters into relation with the 

mind’s other objects. This assumption is almost univer¬ 

sally made ; and yet it is liard to find any good reason for it. 

It first came before us when we Avere reviewing the facts of 

aphasia and menta] blindness (see p. 50 fl'.). But we then 

saw no need of optical and auditory images to interpret opti¬ 

cal and auditory sensations by. On the contrary, we agreed 

that auditory sensations were understood by us only so far 

as they aAvakened ?^ow-a^(]itory images, and optical sensa¬ 

tions only so far as they awakened 7mn-optical images. In 

the chapters on Memor}^, on Reasoning, and on Percep¬ 

tion the same assumption will meet us again, and again 

will have to be rejected as groundless. The sensational 

process A and the ideational process a j)robab]y occupy 

essentially the same tracts. When the outer stimulus 

comes and those tracts vibrato with the sensation A, they 

discharge as directly into the paths which lead to B as 

when there is no outer stimulus and they only vibrate with 

the idea a. To say that the jirocess A can only reach these 

paths by the help of the weaker process a is like saying 

that Ave need a candle to see the sun by. A replaces a, 

does all that a does and more; and there is no intelligible 

meaning, to my mind, in saying tliat the weaker process 

coexists Avith the stronger. I therefore consider that these 

writers are altogether wrong. The only plausible proof 

they give of the coexistence of a with A is wdien A gives us 

a sense of familiarity but fails to aAvaken any distinct 

thought of past contiguous associates. In a later chapter 

I shall consider this case. Here I content myself with say¬ 

ing that it does not seem conclusive as to the point at issue \ 
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and that I still believe association of coexistent or sequent 

impressions to be the one elermritary law. 

Contrast has also been held to he an independent agent in 
association. But the reproduction of an object contrasting 

with one already in the mind is easily explained on our 

principles. Recent writers, in fact, all reduce it either 

to similarity or contiguity. Contrast always presupposes 

generic similarity; it is only the extremes of a class which 

are contrasted, black and white, not black and sour, or 

white and prickly. A machinery which reproduces a simi¬ 

lar at all, may reproduce the opposite similar, as well as 

any intermediate term. Moreover, the greater number of 

contrasts are habitually coupled in speech, young and old, 

life and death, rich and poor, etc., and are, as Dr. Bain 

says, in everybody’s memory.* 

I trust that the student will now feel that the way to a 

deeper understanding of the order of our ideas lies in the 

direction of cerebral j^hysiology. The elenmitary process 

of revival can be nothing but the law of habit. Truly the 

day is distant when physiologists shall actually trace from 

cell-group to cell-group the irradiations which we have hypo¬ 

thetically invoked. Probably it will never arrive. The 

schematism we have used is, moreover, taken immediately 

from the analysis of objects into their elementary parts, 

and only extended by analogy to the brain. And yet it is 

only as incorporated in the brain that such a schematism 

can represent anything causal. This is, to my mind, the con¬ 

clusive reason for saying that the order of presentation of 
the mind's materials is due to cerebral physiology alone. 

The law of accidental prepotency of certain processes 

over others falls also within the sphere of cerebral proba¬ 

bilities. Granting such instability as the brain-tissue re¬ 

quires, certain points must always discharge more quickly 

and strongly than others; and this prepotency would shift 

its place from moment to moment by accidental causes, 

* Cf. Bain, Senses and Intellect, 564 ff.; J. S. Mill, Note 39 to J. MilRs 
A-nalygis ; Lipps, Grundtatsachen. 97. 
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giving ns a perfect ineclianical diagram of the caprieiona 

play of similar association in the most gifted mind. Tlio 

study of dreams confirms this view. Tlie usual ahundanco 

of ])aths of irradiation seems, in tlie doj iuant brain, rciduced. 

A few only are pervious, and the most fantastic sequences 

occur because the currents run—‘like sparks in burnt-up 

paper ’—wherever th(> nutrition of the moment creates au 

opening, but nowhere else. 

The of interested attention and volition remain. 

These activities seem to hold fast to certain elements, and 

b}^ emphasizing them and dwcdling on them, to make tlieir 

associates the only onc^s which are evoked. 7'his is the 

point at which an anti-mechanical psychology must, if any¬ 

where, make it stand in dealing with association. Every' 

thing else is pretty certainly due to corcirral laws. My 

own opinion on the question of active attention and spii ii- 

ual s2)ontaneity is expressed elsewhere. But even thougli 

there be a mental s])ontaneity, it can certainly not cu'caite 

ideas or summon them er ahrnpto. Its power is limited to 

sdedinq amongst those which the associative macliincu'y 

has already introduced or tends to introduce. If it cam 

emphasize, reinforce, cjr pr<,)tract for a second cither one of 

tliese, it can do all that the most eager advocate of frec^ will 

need demand; for it then decides the direction of the nc^vt 

associations by making them hinge upon the emj)ha.sized 

term ; and determining in this wdse the course of the man’s 

thinking, it also determines his acts. 

THE HISTORY OF OPINION CONCERNING ASSOCIATION 

may be briefly glanced at ere we end the chapter.* Aris¬ 

totle seems to have caught both the facts and the principle 

of explanation; but he did not expand his views, and it was 

not till the time of Hobbes that the matter was again touched 

on in a definite way. Hobbes first formulated the problem 

of the succession of our thoughts. He writes in Leviathan, 

chapter iii, as follows: 

* See, for farther details, Hamilton’s Reid, Appendices D** and I)***; 
and L. Fcrri, La Psychologic de rAssociation (Paris, 1883). Also Robert¬ 
son, art. Association in Encyclop. Britannica. 
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“ By consequence, or train of thoughts, I understand that succession 

of one thought to another which is called, to distinguish it from dis¬ 

course in words, menial discourse. Wlien a man thinketh on anything 

whatsoever, his next thought after is not altogether so casual as it 

seems to be. Not every thought to every thought succeeds indiffer¬ 

ently. But as we have no imagioation, whereof we have not formerly 

had sense, in whole or in parts ; so we have no transition from one 

imagination to another, whereof we never had the like before in our 

senses. The reason whereof is this. All fancies are motions within us. 

relies of those made in the sense : and those motions that immediately 

succeeded one another in the sense continue also together after sense : 

insomuch as the former coming again to take |)laee, and be predomi¬ 

nant, tlie latter folioW'ctli, by eoherenco of the matter moved, in such 

manner, as water upon a plains table is drawn which way any one part 

of it is guided by the finger. But because in sense, to one and the same 

thing j)erceivcd, sometimes on(^ thing, sometim(\s another succeedeth, it 

comes to pass in time that, in the imagining of anything, there is no 

certainty what we sluill imagine next; only this is certain, it shall be 

something that succeeded the same before, at one t-irne or another. 

This train of thoughts, or mental discourse, is of t\vo sorts. The first is 

unguided, xidthoid design., and ineonstant; wherein tliere is no pas¬ 

sionate thought, to govern and direct those that follow^ to itself, as 

the end and scope of some desire, or otln^r passion. . . . The second 

is more constant; as being regulated, by some desire and design. For 

the impression made by such things as w(^ desire, or fear, is strong and 

permanent, or, if it cease for a time, of quick return : so strong is it, 

sometimes, as to hinder and brc'ak our sleep. From desire ariseth the 

thought of some means vee have seen produce the like of that which w^e 

aim at ; and from the thought of that, the thought of means to that 

mean; and so continually, till we come to some bc'.ginning within our 

own power. And be(;ause tlie end, by the greatness of the impression, 

comes often to mind, in ease our thoughts begin to w^'inder, they are 

quickly again reduced into the w’ay : which observed by one of the 

seven wise men, made him give men this precept, wdiich is now^ worn 

out, Jtespiee fitiem ; that is to say, in all your actions, look often upon 

what you would have, as the thing that directs all your thoughts in the 
way to attain it. 

“The train of regulated thoughts is of two kinds; one, when of 

an effect imagined w^e seek the causes, or means that produce it: and 

this is common to man and beast. The other is, wdien imagining any¬ 

thing whatsoever, we seek all the possible effects that can by it be pro¬ 

duced ; that is to say, we imagine wdiat w^c can do with it, when we 
have it. Of which I have not at any time seen any sign, but in man 

only ; for this is a curiosity hardly incidenf to the nature of any living 

creature that has no other passion but sensual, such as are hunger, 

thirst, lust, and anger. In sum, the discourse of the mind, when it is 

governed by design, is nothing but sfpMna. or the faculty of invention, 
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which the Latins called sagacitas, and sollertia; a hunting out of the 
causes, of some effect, present or past; or of the effects, of some present 
or past cause.” 

The most important passage after this of Hobbes is 
Hume’s: 

“As all simple ideas may bo separated by the imagination, and 
may be united again in what form it pleases, nothing would be more 
unaccountable than the operations of that faculty, w'oro it not guided 
by some universal principles, wliich render it, in some measure, uniform 
with itself in all times and placets. Were ideas f'ntirely loose and un¬ 
connected, chance alone would join them : and ’tis impossible the same 
simple ideas should fall regularly into complex ones (as they commonly 
do) without some bond of union among them, some associating (piality, 
by which one idea naturally introduces another. This uniting princi¬ 
ple among ideas is not to be considered as an inseparable connection ; 
for that has been already excluded from the imagination. Nor yet are 
we to conclude that without it the mind cannot join two ideas ; for 
nothing is more free than that faculty : but we are only to regard it as 
a gentle force, which commonly prevails, and is the cause why, among 
other things, languages so nearly correspond to each other ; nature in 
a manner pointing to every one those simple ideas which are most 
proper to be united in a complex one. The qualities from which this 
association arises, and by wdiich the mind is after this manner con¬ 
veyed from one idea to another, are three, viz.. Resemblance, Con¬ 

tiguity in time or place, and Cause and Effect. 

I believe it wdll not be very necessary to prove that these qualities 
produce an association among ideas, and upon the appearance of one 
idea naturally introduce another. ’Tis plain that in the course of our 
thinking, and in the constant revolution of our ideas, our imagination 
runs easily from one idea to any other that resembles it, and that this 
quality alone is to the fancy a sufficient bond and association. ’Tis 
likewise evident, that as the senses, in changing their objects, are 
necessitated to change them regularly, and take them as they lie con- 
tiguouH to each other, the imagination must by long custom acquire 
the same method of thinking, and run along the parts of space and 
time in conceiving its objects. As to the connection that is made by 
the relation of cause and effect^ we shall have occasion afterwards to 
examine it to the bottom, and therefore shall not at present insist upon 
it. Tis sufficient to observe that there is no relation which produces 
a stronger connection in the fancy, and makes one idea more readily 
recall another, than the relation of cause and effect betwixt their ob¬ 
jects. . . . These are therefore the principles of union or cohesion 
among our simple ideas, and in the imagination supply the place of 
that inseparable connection by which they are united in our memory. 
Here is a kind of Attraction, which in the mental world will be found 
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to have as extraordinary effects as in the natural, and to show itself in 

as many and as various forms. Its effects are everywhere conspicuous ; 

but as to its causes, they are mostly unknown, and must be resolved 

into original qualities of human nature, which I pretend not to 

explain.” * * * § 

Hume did not, however, any more than Hobbes, follow 

out the effects of which he speaks, and the task of populariz¬ 

ing the notion of association and making an effective school 

based on association of ideas alone was reserved for Hart- 

leyt and James Mill. J These authors traced minutely the 

presence of association in all the cardinal notions and op* 

erations of the mind. The several ‘ faculties ’ of the Mind 

were dispossessed ; the one principle of association between 

ideas did all their work. As Priestley says : 

“ Nothing is requisite to make any man whatever he is, but a 

sentient principle with this single law. . . . Not only all our intel¬ 

lectual pleasures and pains but all the phenomena of memory, imagina¬ 

tion, volition, reasoning and every other mental affection and operation, 

are but different modes or cases of the association of ideas.” g 

All eminent French psychologist, M. Ribot, repeats 
Hume’s comparison of the law of association with that of 

gravitation, and goes on to say : 

It is remarkable that this discovery was made so late. Nothing is 

simpler, apparently, than to notice that this law of association is the 

truly fundamental, irreducible phenomenon of our mental life ; that it 

is at the bottom of all our acts ; that it permits of no exception ; that 

neither dream, revery, mystic ecstasy, nor the most abstract reasoning 

can exist without it; that its suppression would be equivalent to that of 

thought itself. Nevertheless no ancient author understood it, for one 

cannot seriously maintain that a few scattered lines in Aristotle and 

the Stoics constitute a theory and clear view of the subject. It is to 

Hobbes, Hume, and Hartley that we must attribute the origin of these 

studies on the connection of our ideas. The discovery of the ultimate 

law of our psychologic acts has this, then, in common with many other 

discoveries : it came late and seems so simple that it may justly astonish 

us. 

“ Perhaps it is not superfluous to ask in what this manner of ex¬ 

planation is superior to the current theory of Faculties. | The most 

* Treatise of Human Nature, part i. g iv. 
t Observations on Man (London, 1749). 
i Analysis of the Phenomena of the Human Mind (1839). 
§ Hartley’s Theory, 2d ed. (1790) p. xxvn. 
1 [Current, that Is, In France.—W. J.] 
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extended usage consists, as we know, in dividing intellectual phenom¬ 

ena into classes, in separating those which differ, in grouping together 

those of the same mature and in giving to these a common name and in 

attributing them to the same cause ; it is thus that w(^ have corner to dis- 

tinguisli those diverse aspects of intelligence which are called judgment, 

reasoning, abstraction, perca^j)!ion, etc. This method is precisely the 

one followed in Physics, where the words caloric, electricity, gravity, 

designate the unknown causes of certain groups of j)henomeiia. If one 

thus never forgets that tln^ div(u*se faculties are only the unknown 

causes of known phenomena, that they an^ simply a convenient, means 

of classifying the facts and speaking of them, if one do(‘s not fall into 

the common fault of making out of them siihstaiitial (uililit‘s, creations 

which now agree, now disagree, so forming in the intelligence a lillle 

republic; then, we can see nothing reprelumsible in this distribution 

into faculties, conformable as it is to the rules of a sound method and 

of a good natural classification. In what thtm is Wr. Bain’s procedure 

suptirior to tiio method of the faculties ? It is (liat the latter is simply 

a elaa\st/icaito?i his is an exphinatiott. Between tlie psychology 

which traces intellectual facts back to certain faculties, and that which 

reduces them to the single law of association, there is, according to our 

way of thinking, the same difference that we find in Physics hetw(‘(m 

those who attribute its j)h(‘nomena to five or six causes, and those who 

derive gravity ciiloric, light, etc., from motion. The system of the 

faculties explains nothing because each one of them is only a flatus vocis 

which is of value imu’cly through the phenomeua which it contains, and 

signifies nothing more than these phenomena. The new theory, on the 

contrary, shows that the dithu'ent proc(‘ss(‘s of intelligent^^ are only 

diverse cases of a single law; that imagination, deduction, induction, 

perception, etc., are but so many del(‘rminate ways in wljiel) ideas may 

combine with each other ; and that the differences of faculties are only 
difference's of jissociatinn. It explains all intell(;ctual facts, certainly 
not aft(!r tli<‘ manner of Metaphysics which demands ultimate and 
a])solutc reason of things ; but after the )nauner of Physic,s which seeks 
only iheir secondary and immediate cause.” 

The irK^xperionced reader inay^ be glad of a brief indica¬ 

tion of the manncT in which all the different mental oper¬ 

ations may be concHuved to consist of images of sensation 

associatc'd together. 

Memory is the association of a present image with others 

known to belong to the past. Expectation the same, with 

future substitut(‘d for past. Fancy, the association of 

images without teni])oral order. 

Belief in an}T,hing not present to sense is the veiy lively, 

* La Psychologic Angloise, p. 242- 
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strong, and steadfast association of the image of that thing 

with some present sensation, so that as long as the sensation 

persists tlie image cannot be excluded from the mind. 

Jmlgment is ‘transferring tlu^ itlea of t7'uth by associ¬ 

ation from one proposition to anotlier that resembles it.’* 

Reasoning is the perception that “ whatever has any mark 

has that which it is a mark of ” ; in the concrete case the 

mark or middle term being always associatexi with each of 

the other t(n*ms and so serving as a link by which they are 

themselves indirectly associated together. This same kind 

of transfer of a seusibh} ex2>eiieiice associated "with another 

to a third also assocdated with that other, serves to explain 

emotional facts. When we are ])leased or hurt we exj.n'ess 

it, and the expression associates itself with the feeling. 

Hearing the same expressio7i from another revives the as¬ 

sociated feeling, and we sympathize^ i.e. grieve or are glad 

with him. 

The other social affe(*tions, Benevolence, Conscieniiouness, 

Ambition, etc., arise in like manner ]>y the transfer of the 

bodily pleasure exjierienced as a reward for social service, 

and hence assocdated with it, to the act of service itself, the 

link of reward being dro2)2>ed out. Just so Avarice when 

the miser transfers the bodily pleasures associated with 

the spending of money to the money itself, droj)ping the 

link of spending. 

Fear is a transfer of the bodily hui t associated by ex¬ 

perience with the thing feared, to the thought of the thing, 

with the precise features of the hurt left out. Thus we feai 

a dog without distinctly imagining his bite. 

Love is the association of the agreeableness of certain 

sensible experiences with the idea of the object caj)able of 

affording them. The experiences themselves may cease to 

be distinctly imagined after the notion of their pleasure has 

been transferred to the object, constituting our love there¬ 

for. 

Volition is the association of ideas of muscular motion 

with the ideas of those pleasures which the motion pro¬ 

duces. The motion at first occurs automatically and results 

* Priestley, op, cit. p. xxx. 
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in a pleasure unforeseen. The latter becomes so associated 

with the motion that whenever we think of it the idea of the 

motion arises; and the idea of the motion when vivid causes 

the motion to occur. This is an act of will. 

Nothing is easier than for a philoso2)lior of tliis school 

to explain from experience such a notion as that of infinitude. 

sees in it an ordinary manifestation of one of the laws of the 

association of ideas,—the law that the idea of a t hing irresistibly sug¬ 

gests the idea of any other thing which has been often experienced in 

close conjunction with it, and not otlierwise. As we have never had 

experience of any point of S2)ace without other points beyond it, nor of 

any point of time without others following it, the law of indissolutde 

association makes it. impossible for ns to think of any point of space or 

time, however distant, without having the idea irresistibly realized, in 

imagination, of other points still more remote. And thus the supj)osed 

original and inherent property of these two ideas is completc^ly explained 

and accounted for by the law of avssociation ; and we are enabled to see 

that if Space or Time were really snscc2)tible of termination, we should 

be just as unable as we now are to conceive the idea.” * 

These examples of the Associationist Psychology are with 

the exception of the last, very crudely expressed, but they 

suffice for our temjoorary need. Hartley and eTames Mill t 

improved upon Hume so far as to employ but a single prin¬ 

ciple of association, that of contiguity or habit. Hartley 

ignores resemblance, James Mill expressly repudiates it in 

a passage which is assuredly one of the curiosities of liter¬ 

ature : 

I believe it will be found that wo are accustomed to see like rninga 

together. When we see a tree, we generally see more trees than one ; 

a sheep, more sheep than one : a man, more men than one. From this 

observation, T think, we may refer resemblance to the law of frequency 

[i.e., contiguity], of which it seems to form only a particular case.” 

Mr. Herbert Spencer has still more recently tried to con¬ 

struct a Psychology which ignores Association by Simi^ 

larity,! and in a chapter, which also is a curiosity, he tries 

* Review of Bain's Psychology, by J. 8. Mill, in Edinb. Review, Oct. 1, 
1869, p. 293. 

t Analysis of the Phenomena of the Human Mind, J. 8. MilPs edition, 
vol. I. p. 111. 

t On the Associability of Relations between Feelings, in Principles ol 
Psychology, vol. r. p. 259. It is impossible to regard the cohering of each 
feeling with previously-experienced feeling? of the same class, order, 
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to explain the association of two ideas by a conscious refer¬ 

ence of the tirst to the point of time when its sensation was 

experienced, which jjoint of time is no sooner thought of 

than its content, namely, the second idea, arises. Messrs. 

Bain and Mill, however, and the immense majority of con¬ 

temporary psychologists retain both Besemblance and Con¬ 

tiguity as irreducible principles of Association. 

Professor Bain’s exposition of association is by common 

consent looked upon as the best expression of the English 

school. Percej)tion of agreement and difference, retentive- 

noss, and the two sorts of association, contiguity and similar¬ 

ity, are by him regarded as constituting all that is meant by 

intellect proper. His pages are painstaking and instructive 

from a descri])tive point of view; though, after my own at¬ 

tempt to deal with the subject causally, I can hardly 

award to them any profound explanatory value. Associa¬ 

tion by Similarity, too much neglected by the British school 

before Bain, receives from him the most generous exempli¬ 

fication. As an instructive passage, the following, out of 

many ecpially good, may be chosen to quote : 

“ Wo may have similarity in form with diversity of use, and similar¬ 

ity of use with diversity of form. A rope suggests other ropes and 

cords, if we look to the appearance; but looking to the tise, it may sug¬ 

gest an iron cable, a wooden prop, an iron girding, a leather band, or 

bevelled gear. In spile of div(}rsity of appearance, the suggestion turns 

on what answers a common end. If we are very much attracted by 

sensible appearances, there will be the more difliculty in recalling 

things that agree only in the use; if, on the other hand, we are pro¬ 

foundly sensitive to the one point of practical efficiency as a tool, the 

peculiarities not essential to this will be little noticed, and we shall be 

ever ready to revive past objects corresponding in use to some one pres¬ 

ent, although diverse in all other circumstances. We become oblivious 

to the difference between a horse, a steam-engine, and a waterfall, 

when our minds are engrossed with the one circumstance of moving 

power. The diversity in these had no doubt for a long time the effect 

of keeping bfiek their first identification; and to obtuse intellects, this 

identification might have been for ever impossible. A strong concen¬ 

tration of mind upon the single peculiarity of mechanical force, and a 

degree of indifference to the general aspect of the things themselves, 

genus, species, and, so far as may be, the same variety/' w^hich Spencer calls 
(p. 257) ‘ the sole process of association of feelings, ’ as any equivalent for 
what is commonly known as Association by similarity. 
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must conspire with the intellectual energy of resuscitation by similars, 

in order to summon together in the view three structures so different. 

We can see, by an instance like this, how new adaptations of existing 

machinery might arise in the mind of a mechanical inventor. When it 

first occurred to a reflecting mind that moving water had a property 

identical with human or brute force, namely, the property ol setting 

other masses in motion, overcoming inertia and resistance,—when the 

sight of the stream suggested through this point of likeness the power 

of the animal,—a new' addition w'as made to the class of prime movers, 

and when circumstances permitted, this ])ow'cr could become a substi¬ 

tute for the others. It may seem to the modern understanding, famil¬ 

iar with water-w'heels and drifting rafts, that the similarity here was an 

extremely obvious one. But if w'c put ourselves back into an early 

state of mind, when running wuiter affected the mind by its brilliancy, 

its roar, and irregular devastation, we may easily suppose that to iden¬ 

tify this with animal muscular energy was by no means an obvious 

eff'ect. Doubtless when a mind arose, insensible by natural const itution 

to the sujierflcial aspects of things, and having withal a great stretch of 

identifying intellect, such a comparison would then be possible. We 

may pursue tlu‘. same example one stage further, and come to the dis¬ 

covery of steam pow’er, or the identitication of expanding vapor with 

the previously known sources of mechanical force. To the common eye, 

forages, vapor presented itself as clouds in the sky; or as a hissing 

noise at tlie spout of a kettle, with the formation of a foggy curling 

cloud at a few^ inches’ distance. The forcing up of the lid of a kettle 

may also have been occasionally observed. But how long w'as it ere 

any one w as struck with the parallelism of this appearance w'ith a blast 

of wind, a rush of water, or an exertion of animal muscle ? The dis¬ 

cordance was too great lobe broken through by such a faint and limited 

amount of likeness. Tn one mind, however, the identification did take 

place, and was followed out into its consequences. The likeness had 

occurred to other minds previously, but not with the same results. 

Such minds must have been in some w'ay or other distinguished above 

the millions of mankind; and we are now endeavoring to give the ex¬ 

planation of t heir superiority. The intellectual character of Watt con¬ 

tained all the elements preparatory to a great stroke of similarity in 

such a case;—-a high susceptibility, both by nature and by education, 

to the mechanical properties of bodies; ample previous knowledge or 

familiarity; and indifference to the superficial and sensational effects 

of things. It is not only possible, how'ever, but exceedingly probable, 

that many men possessed all these accomplishments; they are of a kind 

not transcending common abilities. They would in some degree attach 

to a mechanical education almost as a matter of course. That the dis¬ 

covery w^as not sooner made supposes that something farther, and not 

of common occurrence, was necessary; and this additional endowment 

appears to be the identifying power of Similarity in general; the ten¬ 

dency to detect likeness in the midst of disparity and disguise. This 
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supposition accounts for the fact, and is consistent with the known in 

tellectual character of the inventor of the steam-engine.” * * * § 

Dr. Hodgson’s account of association is by all odds the 

best yet propounded in Euglislnf All these writers hold 

more or less explicitly to the notion of atomistic ‘ ideas ’ 

which recur. In Germany, the same mythological suppo* 

sition has been more radically grasped, and carried out to 

a still more logical, if more repulsive, extreme, by Her- 

bart J and his follow ers, who until recently may be said to 

have reigned almost supreme in tlieir native country.§ 

For Herbart each idea is a permanently existing entity, the 

entrance whereof into consciousness is but an accidental 

determination of its being. So far as it succeeds in occu¬ 

pying the theatre of consciousness, it crowals out another 

idea previously there. This act of inliibition gives it, how^- 

ever, a sort of hold on the other representation which on 

all later occasions facilitates its following the other into the 

mind. The ingenuity wdth which most sj)ocial cases of as¬ 

sociation are formulated in this meclianical language of 

stiHiggle and inhibition, is great, and surpasses in analytic 

tlioroughness anytliing that has been done by the British 

school. This, however, is a doubtful merit, in a case where 

the elements dealt wdtli are artificial ; and I must confess 

that to my mind there is something almost hideous in the 

glib Herbartian jargon about Vorstellungsmassen and their 

Hemmungeji and HerrmMugssimimen, and sin'ken and erhehen 

and schioeben, and Verschmelznngen and Gom.plcxionen, Herr 

Lip])s, the most recent systematic German Psychologist, 

has, I regret to say, carried out the theory of ideas in a 

way which the great originality, learning, and acuteness he 

* The Senses and the Intellect, pp. 491-3. 
t See his Time and Space, chapter v, and his Theory of Practice, §§ 68 

to 67. 
i Psychologic als Wissenschafi (1824), 2. 
§ Prof, iiibot, in chapter i of liis ‘ Contemporary German Psychol¬ 

ogy,' has given a good acc’onnt of Herhart and his school, and of Beneke, 
his rival and ])artial analogue. Sec also two articles on the Herbartian 
Psychology, by G. F. Stout, in Mind for 1888. J. D. Morrell’s Outlines of 
Mental Philosophy (2d ed., London. 1802) largely follows Herbart and 
Beneke. I know of no other English book which does so. 
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shows make only the more regrettable.* Such elaborately 
artificial constructions are, it seems to me, only a burden 
and a hindrance, not a help, to our science, t 

In French, M. Babier in his chapter on Association,! 
handles the subject more vigorously and acutely than any 
one. His treatment of it, though short, seems to me for 
general soundness to rank second only to Hodgson’s. 

In the last chapter we already invoked association to 
account for the effects of use in improving discrimination. 
In later chapters we shall see abundant proof of the im¬ 
mense part which it plays in other processes, and shall 
then readily admit that few principles of analysis, in any 
science, have proved more fertile than this one, however 
vaguely formulated it often may have been. Our own attempt 
to formulate it more definitely, and to escape the usual con¬ 
fusion between causal agencies and relations merely known, 
must not blind us to the immense services of those by 
whom the confusion was unfelt. From this practical point 
of view it would be a true ignoratio elenclii to flatter one’s 
seif that one has dealt a heavy blow at the psychology of 
association, when one has exploded the theory of atomistic 
ideas, or shown that contiguity and similarity between 
ideas can only be there after association is done.§ The 
whole body of the associationist psychology remains stand¬ 
ing after you have translated ‘ ideas ’ into ‘ objects,’ on the 
one hand, and ‘ brain-processes ’ on the other; and the 
analysis of faculties and operations is as conclusive in these 
terms as in those traditionally used. 

^ See Lis Grundtatsaclien des Bewusslseins (1883), chap, vict passim, 
especially pp. 106 If., 364. 

t The most burdensome and utterly gratuitous of them are perhaps 
SteinthaPs, in his Eiuleitung in die Psychologic, 2te Aufl. (1881). Of. also 
G. Glogau: SteintliaPs Psychologische Formelu (1886). 

X Lemons de Philosophic, i. Psychologic, chap, xvi (1884). 
§Mr. F. H. Bradley seems to me to have been guilty of something very 

like this ign&riitio elencM in the, of course, subtle and witty but decidedly 
long-winded critique of the association of ideas, contained in book ii. 
part II. chap. i. of his Principles of Logic. 



CHAPTER XV.*** 

THE PERCEPTION OF TIME. 

In the next two chapters I shall deal with what is some¬ 
times called internal perception, or the percc'ption of timej 

and of events as occupying a date therein, especially when 

the date is a past one, in which case the j^erception in 
question goes by the name of memory. To remember a 

thing as i:)ast, it is necessary that the notion of ‘ past ’ should 

be one of our ‘ ideas.’ We shall see in the chapter on Mem¬ 

ory that many things come to be thought by us as past, 
not because of any intrinsic quality of their own, but rather 

because they are associated with other things which for us 
signify pastness. But how do these things get tlmr past¬ 
ness ? What is the original of our experience of pastness, 

from whence we get the meaning of the term ? It is this 

question which the reader is invited to consider in the pres¬ 

ent chapter. We shall see that we have a constant feeling 
sui generis of pastness, to w^hich every one of our experi¬ 

ences in turn falls a prey. To think a thing as past is to 

think it amongst the objects or in the direction of the ob¬ 

jects which at the present moment appear affected by this 

quality. This is the original of our notion of past time, 
upon which memory and history build their systems. And 

in this chapter we shall consider this immediate sense 

of time alone. 
If the constitution of consciousm^ss were that of a string 

of bead-like sensations and images, all separate, 

“ we never could have any knowledge except that of the present instant. 
The moment each of our sensations ceased it would be gone for ever; 
and we should be as if we had never been. ... We should be wholly 

* This chapter is reprinted almost verbatim from the Journal of Specu. 
latlve Philosophy, vol. xx. p. 374. 

m 
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incapable of acquiring experience. - . . Even if our ideas were associ¬ 

ated in trains, but only as tlioy are in imagination, we should still be 

without the capacity of acquiring knowledge. One idea, upon this 

BUpfX)sitiou, would follow another. But that would be all. Each of 

our successive states of consciousness, the moment it ceased, would bo 

gone forever. Each of those momentary states would be our whole 

being.” * 

We might, nevertheless, tinder these circumstances, act 

in a rational way, provided the mechanism which produced 

our trains of images produced them in a rational order. 

We should make appropriate speeches, though unaware of 

any word except the one just on our lips ; we should decide 

upon the right policy^ without ever a glimpse of the total 

grounds of our choice. Our consciousness would he like a 

glow-worm spark, illuminating the point it immediately 

covered, but leaving all beyond in total darkness. Whether 

a very highly developed practical life be possible under 

such conditions as these is more than doubtful; it is, how¬ 

ever, conceivable. 

I make the fanciful hypothesis merely to set off our 

refil nature by the contrast. Our feelings are not thus con¬ 

tracted, and our consciousness never shrinks to the dimen¬ 

sions of a glow-worm S2)ark. The knoivJedge of some other 

part of the stream^ past or f uture, near or remote, is always 

mixed in toith our knowledge of the, present thing. 

A simple sensation, as wo shall hereafter see, is an abstrac¬ 

tion, and all our concrete states of mind are rej^resentations 

of objects with some amount of complexity. Part of the com¬ 

plexity is the echo of the objects just past, and, in a less 

degree, perhaps, the foretaste of those just to arrive. Ob¬ 

jects fade out of consciousness slowly. If the present 

thought is of A B C D E F G-, the next one will be of 

B C I) E F G H, and the one after that of G D E F G HI—> 

the lingerings of the past dropping successively away, and 

the incomings of the future making up the loss. These 

lingerings of old objects, these incomings of new, are the 

germs of memory and expectation, the retrospective and the 

prospective sense of time. They give that continuity to 

* James Mill, Analysis, vol. c. p. 319 (J. S. Mill's Edition). 
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consciousness without which it could not be called a 
stream.* 

* “ What I find, when I look at consciousness at all, is, that what I can¬ 
not divest rnysclf of, or not have in consciousness, if I have consciousness 
at all, is a sequence of cliiTennit feelings. . . . The simultaneous percep¬ 
tion of both sub-feelings, whether as i)arts of a coexistence or of a sequence, 

is the total feeling—the minimum of (amsciousness—and this minimum lias 

duration. . . . Time-duration, however, is inseparable from the minimum, 
notwithstanding that, in an isolated moment, we could not tell which part 
of it came first, which last. . . . We do not require to know that the sub- 
feelings come in sequence, first one, then the other; nor to know what 
coming in sequence means. But we have, in any artificially isolated mini¬ 
mum of consciousness, the rudiments of the perception of former and latter 
in time, in the sub-feeling that grows fainter, and the sub-fe(‘ling that 
grows stronger, and the change between tliem. . . . 

“ In the next place, I remark that the rudiments of memory are involved 
in the minimum of consciousnevss. The lirst beginnings of it ap])ear in tliat 

minimum, just as the tirst beginnings of jierception do. As eacii member 

of the change or diffcn'iice which go(‘s to coinjKise that minimum is the 
rudiment of a single jicrception, so the priority of one member to the oilier, 
although both are given to consciousiu'ss in one empirical present moment, 

is th(i nuliment of memory. The fact that the minimum of consciousness 

is difference or change in feelings, is the ultimate explanation of memoiy 
as well as of single perceptions. A former and a latter are included in the 
minimum of consciousnes'^, and this is wliat is iinmnl by saying that all 
consciousness is in the form of time, or that time is the form of feeling, the 

form of sensibility. Crudely and popularly w^e divide the course of lime 
into past, present, and future; bnt, strictly speaking, there is no i)rescnt; 

it is compo.sed of jiast and future divided b^^an indivisible point or instant. 
That instant, or time-point, is the strict pre^nt What we call, loosely, 

the present, is an empirical portion of the course of time, containing at 
least a minimum of consciousness, in wliicb the instant of change is the 

twesent time-point. . . . If we take this as the present time-point, it is clear 
that the minimum of feeling contains two portions—a sub-feiding tlialgoes 
and a snb-feeling that comes. One is remembered, th(‘. otlier imagined. 

The limits of both are indefinite at beginning and end of the minimum, and 
ready to melt into other minima, proceeding from other stimuli. 

“ Time and consciousness do not come to us ready marked out into 
minima; w e have to do that by reflection, asking ourselves. What is the 
least empirical moment of consciousness? That least empirical moment is 
what we usually call the present moment; and even this is too minute for 
ordinary use; the present moment is often extended practically to a few 

seconds, or even minutes, beyond which w^e specify what length of time we 
mean, as the present hour, or day, or year, or century. 

** But this popular w^ay of thinking imposes itself on great numbers even 

of philosophically-minded people, and tlicy talk about the present as if it 

was a datum—BS if time came to us marked into present periods like a 
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THE SENSIBLE PRESENT HAS DURATION. 

Let any one try, I will not say to arrest, but to notice oi 

attend to, tlie present moment of time. One of the most 

baffling experiences occurs. Where is it, this present ? It 

has melted in our grasp, lied ere w^e could touch it, gone in 

the instant of becoming. As a poet, quoted by Mr. Hodg¬ 

son, says, 

“ Le moment ou jc parle cst loin de moi,’’ 

and it is only as entering into the living and moving organ¬ 

ization of a much wider tract of time that the strict present 

is apprehended at all. It is, in fact, an altogether ideal 

abstraction, not only never realized in sense, but probably 

never even conceived of by those unaccustomed to philo¬ 

sophic meditation. Rejection leads us to the conclusion 

measuring-tape.” (S. H. Hodgson: Philosophy of Keflection, vol. i. pp. 
248-254.) 

The representation of time agrees with that of space in that a certain 
amount of it must be presented together—included between its initial and 
terminal limit. A continuous ideation, tlowing from one point to another, 

would indeed time, but not represent it, for it would exchange one 
element of succession for another instead of grasping the whole succession 
at once. Both points—the beginning and the end—are ecpially essential to 
the conception of time, and must be present with equal clearness together.’’ 
(Ilerbart: Psychol, als W., § 115.) 

Assume that . . . similar pendulum-strokes follow^ each other at rt'g- 
ular intervals in a consciousness otherw ise void. When the tirst one is 
over, an image of it remains in the fancy until the second succeeds. This, 
then, reproduces the first by virtue of the law of association by similarity, 
but at the same time meets with the aforesaid persisting image. . . . Thus 
does the simple repetition of the sound provide all the elements of time- 
perception. The first sound [as it is recalled by association] gives the 
beginning, the second the end, and the persistent image in the fancy repre¬ 
sents the length of the interval. At the moment of the second impression, 
the entire time-perception exists at once, for then all its elements are 
presented together, the second sound and the image in the fancy immedi¬ 
ately, and the first impression by reproduction. But, in the same act, we 
are aware of a state in which only the first sound existed, and of another 
in which only its image existed in the fancy. Such a consciousness as this 
is that of time. In it no succession of ideas takes place.*' (Wundt: 
Physiol. Psych., 1st ed. pp. 681-2.) Note here the assumption that the 
persistence and the reproduction of an impression are two processes which 
may go on simultaneously. Also that Wundt’s description is merely an 
attempt to analyze the ‘ dMimrance ’ of a time-perception, and no explanation 
of the manner in which it comes about 
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that it must exist, but that it does exist can never be a fact 
of our immediate experience. The only fact of our imme¬ 
diate experience is what Mr. E. R. Clay has well called ‘ the 
specious present.’ His words deserve to be quoted in full; * 

“ The relation of experience to time luis not been profoundly studied. 
Its objects are given as being of the present, but the part of time re 
ferred to by the datum is a very different thing from the conterminous 
of the past and future which i>hilosophy denotes by tlie name Present. 
The present to which the datum refers is really a part of the past—a 
recent past—delusively given as being a time that intervenes between 
the past and the future. Let it be named the specious present, and let 
the past, that is given as being the pjist, be known as the obvious past. 
All the notes of a bar of a song seem to the listener to be contained in tho 
present. All the changes of place of a meteor seem to the beholder to be 
contained in the present. At the instant of the termination of such series, 
no part of tho time measured by them seems to be a past. Time, then, 
considered relatively to human apprehension, consists of four parts, viz., 
the obvious past, the specious present, the real present, and the future. 
Omitting the specious present, it consists of three . . . nonentities—the 
past, which does not exist, the future, w’hich does not exist, and their 
coTiterininous, tho present; the faculty from which it proceeds lies to 
us in the fiction of the specious present.” 

In short, the practically cognized present is no knife- 
edge, but a saddle-back, with a certain breadth of its own 
)ii which we sit perched, and from which we look in two 
directions into time. The unit of composition of our per¬ 
ception of time is a duration, with a bow and a stern, as it 
were—a rearward- and a forward-looking end. t It is only 

* The Alternative, p. 167. 
t Ijocke, in his dim way, derived the sense of duration from reflec¬ 

tion on the succession of our ideas (Essay, book ii. chap, xiv. § 8; chap. 
XV. g 12). Reid justly remarks that if ten successive elements are to make 
duration, ‘*then one must make duration, otherwise duration must be 
made up of parts that have no duration, which is impossible. ... I con¬ 
clude, therefore, that there must be duration in every single interval or 
element of which the whole duration Is made up. Nothing, indeed, is 
more certain than that every elementary part of duration must have dura¬ 
tion, as every elementary part of extension must have extension. Now, it 
must be observed that in these elements of duration, or single intervals of 
successive ideas, there is no succession of ideas, yet we must conceive them 
to have duration; whence we may conclude with certainty that there is a 
conception of duration where there is no succession of ideas in the mind” 
(Intellectual Powers, essay m. chap, v.) Qu*on ne cherche point,” saya 
Royer Collard in the Fragments added to Jouffroy’s Translation of Reid, 
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as parts of this duration-block that the relation ot succeMion 

of one end to the other is perceived. We do not first feel 

one end and then feel the other after it, and from the per¬ 

ception of the succession infer an interval of time between, 

but we seem to feel the interval of time as a whole, with its 

two ends embedded in it. The experience is from the out¬ 

set a synthetic datum, not a sim])le one ; and to sensible 

perception its elements are inseparable, although attention 

looking back may easily decompose the experience, and 

distinguish its beginning from its end. 

When we come to study the perception of Space, we 

shall find it quite analogous to time in this regard. Date 

in time corresponds to position in sj)ace; and although w e 

now mentally construct large S2)aces by mentally imagin¬ 

ing remoter and remoter positions, just as we now construct 

great durations by mental]}' prolonging a series of success¬ 

ive dates, yet the original exi)erience of both space and 

time is always of something already given as a unit, inside 

of which attention afterward discriminates parts in relation 

to each other. Without the parts already given as in a time 

and in a space, subsequent discrimination of tlKuii could 

hardly do more than perceive them as different from each 

other; it would have no motive for calling the difference 

temporal order in this instance and spatial position in that. 

And just as in certain experiences we may be conscious 

of an extensive space full of objects, without locating each 

of them distinctly therein ; so, when many impressions fol¬ 

low in excessively rapid succession in time, although we 

may be distinctly aware that they occuj)y some duration, 

and are not simultaneous, we may be quite at a loss to tell 

which comes first and which last; or we may even invert 

their real order in our judgment. In complicated reaction¬ 

time experiments, where signals and motions, and clicks 

of the apparatus come in exceedingly rapid order, one is 

at first much perplexed in deciding what the order is, yet 

of the fact of its occupancy of time we are never in doubt. 

** la diiree dans la succession; on ne Vy trouvcra jamais; la dureo a procedi 
la succession; la notion dc la duree a prk'.ode la notion de la succession. 
Elle en est done tout-il-fait independaute, dira-t-oii? Oui, elle en est tout 

i-fait independante/' 
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ACCTJBACY OF OUB ESTIMATE OP SHOBT DTJBATIONS. 

We must uow proceed to an account of tlio facts ot time- 
perception in detail as preliminary to our speculative con¬ 
clusion. Many of tlie facts are matters of patient experi¬ 
mentation, otlieis of common experience. 

First of all, we note a marked difference heiiceen the ele¬ 
mentary sensations of duration and. those of space. The former 
have a much narrower range ; the tiine-sense may he called 
a myopic organ, in comjiarison with the eye, f(n’ example. 
The eye sees rods, acres, even miles, at a single glance, and 
these totals it can afterward subdivide into an almost infi¬ 
nite number of distinctly identified parts. The units of 
duration, on the otlnu’ hand, which the time-sense is able 
to take in at a single stroke, are groups of a few seconds, 
and within these units very few sul)di visions—perhaps 
forty at most, as we shall presentl}' see—can be clearly 
discerned. The durations we have 2)ractically most to deal 
with—minutes, hours, and days—have to be symbolically 
conceived, and constructed by mental addition, after the 
fashion of those extents of hundreds of miles and up¬ 
ward, which in the field of s])ace are beyond the range of 
most men’s practical interests altogether. To ‘realize* a 
quarter of a mile we need only look out of the window and 
feel its length by an act which, though it may in part result 
from orga]iized associations, yet seems immediately per¬ 
formed. To realize an hour, Ave must count ‘now!—now! 
—noAv!—noAv !—’indefinitely. Each‘noAv’ is the feeling 
of a separate hit of time, and the exact sum of the bits 
never makes a very clear impression on our mind. 

How many bits can we clearly apprehend at once? 
Very few if they are long bits, more if they are extremely 
short, most if they come to us in compound grou])s, each 
including smaller bits of its own. 

Hearing is the sense by which the subdivision of dura¬ 
tions is most sharply made. Almost all the experimental 
work on the time-sense has been done by means of strokes 
of sound. How long a series of sounds, then, can we group 
in the mind so as not to confound it with a longer or a 
shorter series? 
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Our spontaneous tendency is to break up any monoto* 

nouslj given series of sounds into some sort of a rhytlim. 

We involuntarily accentuate every second, or third, or 

fourth beat, or 'sve break the scries in still more intricate 

ways. Whenever we thus grasp the impressions in rhythmic 

form, we can identify a longer string of them without con¬ 

fusion. 

Each variety of verse, for example, has its ‘ law’; and 

the recurrent stresses and sinkings make us feel with pe¬ 

culiar readiness the lack of a syllable or the presence of 

one too much. Divers verses may again be bound together 

in the form of a stanza, and we may then say of another 

stanza, “ Its second verse diflers by so much from that of 

the first stanza,” when but for the felt stanza-form the two 

differing verses would have come to us too separately to be 

compared at all. But these superposed systems of rhythm 

soon reach their limit. In music, as Wundt* says, ‘‘ while 

the measure may easily contain 12 changes of intensity of 

sound (as in time), the rhythmical group may embrace 

6 measures, and the period consist of 4, exceptionally of 5 

[8?] groups.” 

Wundt and his pupil Dietze have both tried to deter¬ 

mine experimentally the maximal extent of our immediate 

distinct consciomness for successive impressions. 

Wundt found f that tw^elve impressions could be distin¬ 

guished clearly as a united cluster, provided they were 

caught in a certain rhythm by the mind, and su(*ceeded each 

other at intervals not smaller than 0.3 and not larger than 

0.5 of a second. This makes the total time distinctly ap¬ 

prehended to be equal to from 3.0 to 0 seconds. 

Dietze J gives larger figures. The most favorable inter¬ 

vals for clearly catching the strokes were when they came at 

from 0.3 second to 0.18 second apart. Forty strokes might 

then be remembered as a whole, and identified without error 

when repeated, provided the mind grasped them in five sub¬ 

groups of eight, or in eight sub-groups of five strokes each. 

When no grouping of the strokes beyond making cou'fies 

* Physiol. Psych./* II. 54, 65. 
t Ibid. II. 218. 
t Philosophische Studien, ii. 862. 
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them by the attention was allowed—and practically it was 

found impossible not to group them in at least this simplest 

of all ways—16 was the largest number that could be clearly 

apprehended as a whole.* This would make 40 times 0.3 

second, or 12 seconds, to be the maximum filled duration of 

which we can be both distinctly and immediately aware. 

The maximum unfilled, or vacant duraUon, seems to lie 

within the same objective range. Estel and Mehner, also 

working in Wundt’s laboratory, found it to vary from 5 or 

6 to 12 seconds, and perhaps more. The differences seemed 

due to practice rather tlian to idiosyncrasy.f 

These figures may be roughly taken to stand for the most 

important part of what, with Mr. Clay, we called, a few 

pages back, the specious present. The specious present lias, 

in addition, a vaguely vanishing backward and forward 

fringe ; but its nucleus is probably the dozen secionds or 

less that have just elapsed. 

If those are the maximum, what, then, is the minimum 

amount of duration which we can distinctly feel ? 

The smallest figure experimentally ascertained was by 

Exner, who distinctly heard the doubleness of two success¬ 

ive clicks of a Savart’s wheel, and of two successive snaps 

* Counting was of course not permitted. It would have given a sym¬ 
bolic concept and no intuitive or immediate perception of the totality of 
the series. With counting we may of course compare together series of 
any length—series whose beginnings have faded from our mind, and of 
whose totality we retain no sensible impression at all. To count a series of 
clicks is an altogether different thing from merely perceiving them as dis¬ 
continuous In the latter case we need only be conscious of the bits of 
empty duration between them ; in the former we must perform rapid acts 
of association between them and as many names of numbers. 

f Estel in Wundt’s Philosopliische Studicu, ii. 50. Mehner, UM, n. 
671. In Dietze’s experiments even numbers of strokes were better caught 
than odd ones, by the ear. Tlie rapuUty of their sequence had a great influ¬ 
ence on the result. At more than 4 seconds apart it was impossible to per¬ 
ceive series of them as units in all (cf, Wundt, Physiol. Psych., ii. 214). 
They were simply counted as so many individual strokes. Below 0.21 to 
0.11 secmid, according to the observer, judgment again became confused. 
It was found that the rate of succession most favorable for grasping long 
series was when the strokes were sounded at intervals of from 0.3" toO.18" 
apart. Series of 4, 6, 8, 16 were more easily identified than series of 10, 12, 

14, 18. The latter could hardly be clearly grasped at all. Among odd 
numbers, 8. 6, 7 were the series easiest caught; next, 9,15 ; hardest of aff 
11 and 18 ; and 17 was impossible to apprehend 
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of an electric spark, when tlxeir interval was made as small 
as about -g- of a second.* * * § 

With the eye, perception is less delicate. Two sparks, 
made to fall beside each other in rapid succession on the 

centre of tlie retina, ceased to bo lecognized as successive by 
Exner when their interval fell below 0.044''.f 

Where, as here, the succeeding impressions are onl}'^ two 

in number, Ave can easiest perceive the interval between 

them. President Hall, Avdio ex2)erimented Avith a modified 

Savart’s Avheel, Avhich gaA^e clicks in varying number and at 

varying intervals, says; ^ 
“ In order that their discontinuity may be clearly perceived, four or 

even three clicks or beats must bo farther apart than two need to bo. 

When two are easily dislinguished, three or four separated by the same 

interval . . . are often confidently pronounced to be two or three 

respectively, it would be well if observations Avere so directed as to 

ascertain, at least up to ten or twenty, the increase [of interval] re¬ 

quired by each additional click in a series for ihe sense of discontinuity 

to remain constant thronghont.” § 

* The exact interval of the sparks Avas 0.00205The doubleness of 
tlieir snap Avas usually repla(;ed by a siiigle seeniing sound when it fell to 
0.00198 ", the sound bceoining louder wlnm the sparks seemed siniullaneous. 
The difference between these two intervals is only TouffFn second; and, 
as Exner remarks, our ear and brain must be Avonderfully efficient organs 
to get distinct feelings from so .slight an ohjecilve dillercnce as this. See 
PtJtiger’s Archiv, Hd. xi. 

f Ibid. p. 407. Wlien the sj)arks fell so close logetlier that their irradi 
ation-circles overlapped they appijared like(?/i<? .npark moving from the posi¬ 
tion of the first to that of th<i .second; find they might then follow each 
other as close as 0.015" withoiu the direction of the movement ceasing to be 
clear. When one spark fell on the centre, the other on the margin, of the 
retina, the time-interval foi successive apprehension had to be raised to 

0.076" 

X Hall and Jastrow Studies of Illiythm, Mind, XT. 58. 
§ Nevertheless, inultitudinoiis impressions may be felt as discontinuous, 

though separated by excessively minute intervals of lime. Grtinhagen 
says (Ptlllger’s Archiv, vr. 175) that 10,000 electric shocks a second arc felt 
as interrupted, by the tongue (I). Von Witlloh (ibid. ii. 829), that between 
1000 and 2000 strokes a second are felt as discrete by the finger. W. 
Preyer, on the other hand (Die Grenzen des Emplindungsvermbgens, etc., 
1868, p. 15), makes contacts appear continuous to the finger w hen 36.8 oi 
them foiloAv in a second. Similarly, Mach (Wiener Sitzgsb., Li. 2, 142) 
gives about 36. Lalanne (Compters Reudus, Lxxxir. p. 1314) found summa 
tion of finger contacts after 22 repetitions in a second. Such discrepan, 
figures are of doubtful worth. On the retina 20 to 30 impressions a second 
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Where the first impression falls on one sense, and the 
second on another, the perception of the intervening time 
tends to be less certain and delicate, and it makes a differ¬ 
ence which impression comes first. Thus, Exner found 
the smallest imrceptible interval to be, in seconds: 

From sight to touch.. 0.071 
From touch to sight. 0.053 
From sight to hearing... 0.16 
From hearing to sight. O.OG 
From one ear to another. 0.064 

To be conscious of a time interval at all is one thing ; tc 

idl ivhether it he shorter or longer than another iniervul is a 

different xhitig. A number of experimental data are on hand 
which give us a measure of the delicacy of this latter per¬ 
ception. The problem is that of the smallest difference 

between two times which we can perceive. 
The difference is at its minimum when tlie times them¬ 

selves are very short. Exner,t reacting tls rapidly as possi¬ 
ble with his foot, uj}on a signal seen by the eye (spark), 
noted all the reactions which seemed to him (dtlier slow or 
fast in the making. Ho thought tlius that deviations of 

about yJt of ^ second either way from the average were 

at the very utmost can be felt txs discrete when they tail on the same spot. 
The ear, which begins to fuse stimuli together into a musical tone when they 
follow at the rate of a little over 30 a second, can still feel 132 of them a 

second as discontinuous when they take the shape of -'beats’ (Helmholtz, 

Tonemplindungen, 8d ed. p. 270). 
^ Pflager's Archiv, xi. 428. Also iu Herrmann’s Hdbh. d. Physiol., 2 

Bd , X. Thl. pp. 260-2G2. 
f Pflttgcr’s Archiv, vn. 639. Tigerstedt (Bihang till Kongl. Svenska 

V'etenskapghAkad. Handl.,Bd. 8, Hilfte 2, Stockholm, 1884) revises Exnei-'a 

figures, and shows that his conclusions are e.xaggeratcd. According to 
Tigerstedt, two observers almost always rightly appreciated 0.05 " or 0.06 ' 
of leacticwn-tirae difference. Half the time they did it rightly wlic n the 
difference sank to 0.08"’, though from 0.03" and 0.06" differences were 
often not noticed at all, Biiccola round (Le Legge del Tempo nei Fenom- 
eni del Fensiero, Milano, 1883, D. 871) that, after much practice in making 
rapid reactions upon a signal, he estimated directly, in figures, Ids own 
reaction-lime, in 10 experiments, with an error of from 0.010" to 0.018",* 
in 6, with one of 0.005" to 0.009"; in one, with one of 0.002"; and ie SL 
with one of 0.008" 
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correctly noticed by him at the time. The average waa 
here 0.1840". Hall and Jastrow listened to the intervals 
between the clicks of their apparatus. Be Ween two such 
equal intervals of 4.27" each, a middle interval was includ¬ 
ed, which might be made either shorter or longer than the 
extremes. ‘ After the series had been heard two or even 
three times, no impression of the relative length of the 
middle interval Avould often exist, and only after hearing 
the fourth and last [repetition of the series] would the 
judgment incline to the plus or minus side. Inserting the 
variable between two invariable and like intervals greatly 
facilitated judgment, wdiich between two unlike terms is far 
less accurate.'’ * Three observers in these experiments 
made no error when tlie middle interval varied from the 
extremes. When it varied errors occurred, but were 
few. This would make the minimum absolute difference 
perceived as largo as 0.355." 

This minimum absolute difference, of course, increases 
as the times compared grow long. Attempts have been 
made to ascertain what ratio it bears to the times them¬ 
selves. According to Fechner’s ‘Psychophysic Law’ it 
ought always to bear the same ratio. Various observers, 
however, have found this not to be the case.f On the con¬ 
trary, very interesting oscillations in the accuracy of judg¬ 
ment and in the direction of the error—oscillations depen¬ 
dent upon the absolute amount of the times compared— 
have been noticed by all who have experimented with the 
question. Of these a brief account may be given. 

In the first place, in every list of intervals experimented 
with there loiU be found what Vierordt calls an ‘ indiffeeence- 
point;’ that is to say, an interval which we judge with max¬ 
imum accuracy, a time which we tend to estimate as neither 

longer or shorter than it really is, and away from which, 

* Mind, XI. 61 (1886). 
t Mach, Wiener Sitzungsb., ni. 2, 138 (1865); Bstel, loc. mi, p. 65 

Mehner, lot. cit, p. 586; Buccola, op. til. p. 378. Fechner labors to prove 
that his law is only overlaid by other interfering laws in the figures re 
corded by these experimenters; but his case seems to me to be one of des 
perate infatuation with a hobby. (See Wundt's Philosophische Studien 

in. 1.) 
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in both directions, errors increase their size.®*® This time 
varies from one observer to another, but its average is re¬ 
markably constant, as the following table shows.f 

The times, noted by the ear, and the average indiffer- 
(‘iice-points (given in seconds) were, for— 

Wundt t.0.72 
Kollert^.0.76 
Estel (probably).0.75 
Mehner.0.71 
Stevensll. 0.71 
Macht. 0.35 
Buccola (about)**. 0.40 

The odd thing about these figures is the recurrence they 
show in so many men of about three fourths of a second, 

* Curious discrepancies exist between the German and the American ob¬ 
servers with respect to the direction of the error below and above the point 
of indifference—differences perhaps due to the fatigue involved in the 
American method. The Germans lengthened intervals below it and short* 
ened those above. With seven Americans exi)erimeuted on by Stevens 
this was exactly reversed. Tiie German method was to jmssively listen to 
the intervals, then Judge; the American was to reproduce them actively 
by movements of the hand. In Mehner's experiments there was found a 
second indifference-point at about 5 seconds, beyond which times were 
Judged again too long. Glass, whose work on the subject is the latest 
(Philos. Studien, iv, 423), found (when corrections were allowed for) that 
all times except 0.8 sec. were estimated too short. He found a series of 
points of greatest relative accuracy (viz., at 1.5, 2.5, 8.75, 6, 6.26, etc., 
second^ respectively, and (thought that his observations roughly corrobo¬ 
rated Weber’s law. As 'maximum' and ‘minimum'are printed inter¬ 
changeably in Glass's article it is bard to follow. 

f With Vierordt and his pupils the indifference point lay as high as 
from 1.5 sec to 4.9 sec., according to thc^ observer (cf. Der Zeitsinn, 1868, 
p. 112). In most of these experiments the lime heard was actively repro¬ 
duced, after a short pause, by movements of the hand, which were re¬ 
corded. Wundt gives good reasons (Physiol. Psych., ii. 289, 290) for re¬ 
jecting Vierordt's figures as erroneous. Vierordt's book, it should be said» 
is full of important matter, nevertheless. 

JPhysiol. Psych., ii. 286, 290. 

§ Philosophische Studien, i. 86. 
U Mind, XI. 400. 
T Loc, cit, p. 144. 

Op. dt. p. 376. Mach's and Buccola's figures, it will be observed, 
are about (me half of the rest—sub-multiples, therefore. It ought to be 

observed, however, that Buccola’s figure has little value, his observations 
not being well fitted to show this particular point* 
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as tbe interval of time most easy to catcli and reproduce, 
Odder still, botli Estol and Melmer found that multiples oi 
this time were more accurately rej3roduced than the time- 
intervals of intermediary length ;* and Glass found a certain 
periodicity, with the constant increment of 1.25 sec., in hrs 
observations. There would seem thus to exist something 
like a periodic or rhythmic sharpening of our time-sense, of 
which the period differs somewliat from one observer to 
the next. 

Out sense of iime^ like other senses, seems subject to 

the law of contrast. It appeared pretty plainly in Estel’s 
observations that an interval sounded shorter if a long one 
had immediately preceded it, and longer when the opposite 
was the case. 

Like other senses, too, our sense of time is sharpened 

hy practice. Mehner ascribes almost all the discrepancies 
between other observers and himself to this cause alone.t 

Tracts of time filled (with clicks of sound) seem longer 
than vacant ones of the same duration, when the latter 
does not exceed a second or two.J This, which reminds 
one of what happens with spaces seen by the eye, becomes 
reversed when longer times are taken. It is, perhaps, in 
accordance with this law that a loud sound, limiting a short 
interval of time, makes it ai^pear longer, a slight sound 
shorter. In comparing intervals marked out by sounds, 
we must take care to keep the sounds uniform.§ 

There is a certain emotional feeling accompanying the 
intervals of time, as is well known in music. Tlie sense oj 
haste goes with one measure of rapidity^ that of delay with 
another; and these two feelings harmonize with different 
mental moods, Vierordt listened to series of strokes per¬ 
formed by a metronome at rates varying from 40 to 200 a 

* Estel’s figures led him to think that all the multiples enjoyed this priv¬ 
ilege; with Mehner, on the other hand, only the odd multiples showed 
diminution of the average error; thus, 0.71, 2.15, 3.55, 6, 6.4, 7.8, 9.8, and 
10.65 second were respectively registered with the least error. Cf. Phil 

Stndien, n. pp. 57, 662-565. 
t Cf. especially pp. 558-561. 
X Wundt: Physiol. Psych., ir. 387. Hall and Jastrow: Mind, Xi. 63 
§ Mehner: loe. cit, p. 558. 
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minute, and found that they very naturally fell into seven 
categories, from ‘ very slow * to ‘ very fast.’ * Each category 
of feeling included the intervals following each other within 
a certain range of speed, and no others. This is a qualita¬ 
tive, not a quantitative judgment—an aesthetic judgment, 
in fact. The middle category, of speed that was neutral, 
or, as he calls it, ‘ adequate,’ contained intervals that were 
grouped about 0.62 second, and Vierordt says that this 
made what one miglit almost call an agreeable time.t 

The feeling of time and accent in music, of rhythm, is 
quite independent of tliat of melody. Tunes with marked 
rhythm can be readily recognized when simply drummed 
on the table with the finger-tips. 

WJB HAVE NO SENSE FOR EMPTY TIME. 

Although subdividing the time by beats of sensation 
aids our accurate knowledge of the amount of it that 
elapses, such subdivision does not seem at the first glance 
essential to our ])erce])tion of its flow\ Let one sit with 
closed eyes and, abstracting entirely from the outer world, 
attend exclusively to the ])assage of time, like one who 
wakes, as the poet says,‘‘to hear time flowing in the middle 
of the night, and all things moving to a day of doom.” 
There seems under such circumstances as these no variety 
in the material content of our thought, and what we notice 
appears, if anything, to be the pure series of durations 
budding, as it were, and growing beneath our indrawm gaze. 
Is this really so or not ? The question is important, for, 
if the experience be what it roughly seems, we have a sort 
of special sense for pure time—a sense to which empty 
duration is an adequate stimulus; while if it be an illusion, 
it must be that our perception of time’s flight, in the expe¬ 
riences quoted, is due to the filling of the time, and to our 
memory of a content which it had a moment previous, and 
which we feel to agree or disagree with its content now. 

It takes but a small exertion of introspection to show 

♦Tlie number of distinguisluiblo differeiwes of speed between these limits 
is as, he takes care to remark, very much larger tluin 7 (Der Zeitsiim, p. 

137). 
tP. 19, § 18, p. 112. 
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that the latter alternative is the true one, and that we can 
no more intuit a duration than we can intuit an extension^ 
devoid of all sensible content. Just as with closed eyes we 
perceive a dark visual field in which a curdling play of ob¬ 
scurest luminosity is always going on ; so, be we never so 
abstracted from distinct outward impressions, we are always 
inwardly immersed in what AVundt has someAvhere called 
the twilight of our general consciousness. Our heart-beats, 
our breathing, the pulses of our attention, fragments of 
words or sentences that pass through our imagination, are 
what people this dim habitat. Now, all these processes are 
rhythmical, and are apprehended by us, as they occur, in 
their totality ; the breathing and pulses of attention, as 
coherent successions, each with its rise and fall; the heart¬ 
beats similarly, only relatively far more brief; the words not 
separately, but in connected grou])s. In short, empty our 
minds as we may, some form of changing proce.ss remains for 

us to feel, and cannot be expelled. And along with the sense 
of the process and its rhythm goes the sense of the length 

of time it lasts. Awareness of cluinge is thus the condition 
on which our perception of time’s flow depends ; but there 
exists no reason to suppose that empty time’s own changes 
are sufficient for the awareness of change to be aroused. 
The change must be of some concrete sort—an outward 
or inward sensible series, or a process of attention or voli¬ 
tion.* 

* I lejive the text just as it was printed in the Journal of Speeiilativo 
Philosophy (for ' Oct, 1886 ’) in 1887. Since then Mttnsterberg in his 

masterly Beitrtlge zur experimentellen Psychologic (Heft 2, 1889) seems to 
have made it clear what the sensible changes are by which we measure the 
lapse of time. When the lime which separates two sensible impressions is 
less than one third of a second, he thinks it h almost entirely the amount to 
wMcJl the memory-image of the first impression has faded when the second one 
overtakes it, which makes us feel how wide they are apart (p. 29). When the 
time is longer than this, we rely, he thinks, exclusively upon the feelings 
of muscular tension and relaxation, which we are constantly receiving 
although we give to them so little of our direct attention. These feelings 
are 'primarily in the muscles hy which we adapt our sense-organs in attending 
to the signals uMd, some of the muscles being in the eye and ear them¬ 
selves, some of them in the head, neck, etc. We here judge two time- 
intervals to be equal when between the beginning and end of each we feel 
exactly similar relaxations and subscouent expectant tensions of thesfl 
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And here again we liave an analogy with space. The 
earliest form of distinct space-perception is undoubtedly 
that of a movement over some one of ()ur sensitive surfaces, 
and this movement is originally given as a simple whole of 
feeling, and is only decomposed into its elements—succes¬ 
sive positions snc(;essively occupied by the moving body—- 
when our education in discrimination is much advanced. 

muscles to have occurred. In reproducing intervals ourselves we try to 
make our feelings of this sort just what they were when we passively heard 
the interval. These feelings by themselves, however, can only be used 
when the intervals are very short, for the tension anticipatory of the terminal 
stimulus naturally reaches its maximum very soon. With longer intervals 
we take the feeling of our insj)iratiom and expiratiom into account. With our 
expirations all the other muscular tensions in our body undergo a rh^^thmi- 
cal decrease; with our inspirations the reverse takes place. When, there¬ 
fore, we note a time-interval of several seconds with intent to reproduce it, 
what we seek is to make the earlier and later interval agree in the number 
and amount of these respiratory changes combined with sense-organ 
adjustments with which they are tilled. Mhnsterberg has studied care¬ 
fully in his own case the variations of the respiratory factor. They are 
many; but lie sums up his experience by saying that whether he meas¬ 
ured by inspirations that were divided by momentary pauses into six parts, 
or by inspirations that were continuous ; whether with sensory tension dur¬ 
ing inspiration and relaxation during expiration, or by tension during both 
inspiration and expiration, separated by a sudden interpolated relaxation ; 
M^hether with special notice taken of the c(‘])halic tensions, or of those in 
the trunk and shoulders, in all cases alike and williout exception he in. 
voluntarily endeavored, whenever he compared two times or tried to make 
one the same as the other, to get exactly the same respiratory conditions 
and conditions of tension, all the subjective conditions, in short, exactly 
same during the second interval as they were during the first. Mtlnsterberg 
corroborated bis subjective observations by experiments. The observer of 
the time had to reproduce as exactly as possible an interval between two 
sharp sounds given him by an assistant. The only c^ondition imposed upon 
him was that he should not modify his breathing for the purposes of 
measurement. It was then found that when the assistant broke in at 
random with his signals, the judgment of the observer was vastly icsi: 
accurate than when the assistant carefully watched the observer’s breathing 
and made both the beginning of the time given him and that of the time 
which he was to give coincide with identical phases thereof.—Finally, 
Milnsterberg with great plausibility tries to explain the discrepancies bo- 
tween the results of Vierordt, Estel, Mehner, Glass, etc., as due to the fact 
that they did not all use the same measure. Some breathe a little faster, 
some a little slower. Some break their inspirations into two parts, some 
do not, etc. The coincidence of the objective times measured with definite 
natural phases of breathing would very easily give periodical maxinm of 
facility in measuring accurately 
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But a movement is a change, a process ; so we see that in 
the time-world and the space-world alike the hi st known 
things are not elements, but combinations, not sei)ara.te 
units, but wdioles already formed. Tlu^ condition of being 
of the wholes maybe the elements; but tljo condition of 
our knowing the elements is our having already felt the 
wholes as wholes. 

In the experience of watching empty time flow—‘empty ' 
to be taken hereafter in the relative sense just set forth— 
we tell it off in pulses. We say ‘ now! now! now ! ’ or we 
count ‘ more ! more ! more ! ’ as we feel it bud. This com¬ 
position out of units of duration is called the law of time’s 
discrete flow. The dis(ireteness is, however, merely din^ to 
the fact that our successive acts of recognition or appercc})- 
tion of wliai it is are discrete. The sensation is as continu¬ 
ous as any sensation can be. All continuous sensations arc 
wamccZ in beats. We notice that a certain flnite ‘more’ of 
them is passing or already past. To adopt Hodgson’s 
image, the sensation is the measuring-tape, the ])erc(i})tion 
the dmding-engine wdiich stamps its length. As we listen 
to a steady sound, we take it in in discrete ]>ulses of rec'og- 
nition, calling it successively ‘the same! the same! tJie 
same! ’ The case stands no otherwise with time. 

After a small number of beats our impression of the 
amount we have told oflf becomes quite vague. Our only 
way of knowing it accurately^ is by counting, or noticing the 
clock, or through some other symbolic conception.* AVhen 
the times exceed hours or days, the conception is absolutely 
symbolic. We think of the amount we mean either solely 
as a name, or by running over a few salient dates therein, 
with no pretence of imagining the full durations that lie 
between them. No one has anything like a perception of the 

greater length of the time between now and the first century 
than of that between now and the tenth. To an historian. 

* “ Any one wishing yet further examples of this mental substitution 
will find one on observing how habitually he thinks of the spaces on the 
clock-face instead of ihe pc‘riod8 they stand for; how, on discovering it to 
be half an hour later than he supposed, ne does not represent the half hour 
in its duration, but scarcely passes beyond the sign of it marked by the 
finger.(H. Spencer; Psychology, §386.) 
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it is true, the longer interval will suggest a host of additional 
dates and events, and so appear a more multitvdinous thing. 
And for the same reason most people will think they directly 
perceive the lengtli of the })a.st fortnight to exceed that of 
the past weenie. But there is pi'oper]y no comparative time 
inivition in these cases at all. It is but dates and events. 
7rpresrnf{}/(j time ; their abundance syniho^lzlng its length, 
I am sure that this is so, oven where the times compared 
are no more than an hour or so in length. It is the same 
with Spaces of many miles, which we always compare with 
each other by the numbers a\ hich measure them,* 

* The only objections to tin's which 1 can thinkof are : (1) The accuracy 
with which some men jmli;’e of the hour of day or night without looking 
at the- clock ; (2) the fncMilty some have of Avaking at a preapj)ointed hour; 
(8) the accurac*y of time-pei cepi ion r(‘])orted to exist in certain trance-subjects. 
It might seem Unit in these ])ersonssome sort of a suh-eonseious reeord wjis 
ke})t of tlu' lai>s(' of tinn* pet' se. But this cannot he admitted until it is 
prov(Ml that there -ni c' no j)hysi<)l()gi(*a] i>roeesses, th(‘ feeling of whose course 
may serve as a hlfjti of Inov mucdi tinu' has spe^i. and so l(aid us to infer the 
hour. Tliat tlu'n! are such processes it is hardly i)ossibl(‘ to doubt. An 
ingtmious fii(n)d of niine wa^ long j)ii/./.led to know Avhy each day of 
the w(‘ek had sindi a ehara<‘ieiisiic i)hysiognomy to him. That of Sunday 
was soon noticed to he due to the cessation of tlie city’s rumbling, and the 
sound of })c()i)l(!’s feet shiiliiing on IIk^ sidewalk; of Monday, to come from 
the clothes drying in the yard and castinga white reflection on the ceiling; 
of Tuesday, to a cause whicli I forget; and I think my friend did not get 
beyond Wednesday. Probably each hour in the day has for most of us 
some outer or inner sign as.so('iated Avith it as closely as these* signs with the 
days of the week. It must be admitted, after all, however, that the great 
improvemeut of the time-])ereeption during sle(![) and trance is a mystery 
not as 3'et cleareal up xVll my life I have been .struck by tint a(*curacy with 
Avhieh I will wake at the same exdct ttiitiuie night after night and morning 
after morning, if only the habit fortuitously begins. The organic registra¬ 
tion in me is indei)enden1 of sleep. After lying in bed a long time aAvake 
I suddenly rise without knoAving the time, and for days and Aveek.s together 
will do so at au identical minute by the elo<*k, as if some inward physio¬ 
logical ])rocess caused tht; act by ])unctually running down.—Idiots are 
said sometimes to possess tin* time-measuring faculty in a marked degree. 
I have an interesting manu.scriptaccount of an idiot girl Avhicb says : She 
was punctual almost to a minute in her demand for food and other regular 
attentions. Her dinner was gtmerally furnished her at 12.30 P.M., and at 
that hour she would begin to sen.-nm if it were not forthcoming. If on 
Fast-day or Thanksgiving it Avere dcdaytal, in accordance with the New 
England custom, she screamed from lier usual dinner-hour until the fo©d 
was carried to her. On the next<la3% however, .she again made kuoAvn her 
wants m’oniptly 30. Any slight attention sliown her on one day was 
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From this we pass naturally to speak of certain familial 
variations in our estimation of lengths of time. In general, 
a time JiJled ivith varied and interesting experiences seems 
short in pissing, hut long as ice look hack, (hi the other hand, 
a tract of time empty of experiences seems long in passing, 
but in retrospect short. A week of travel and sight-seeing 
may subtend an angle more like three weeks in the niemory ; 
and a month of sickness hardly yields more memories than 
a day. The length in retrospect de2)ends obviously on tlie 
multitudinousness of the memories which the time afl’ords. 
Many objects, events, changes, many subdivisions, immedi¬ 
ately wdden the view as we look back. Emptiness, monot¬ 
ony, familiarity, make it shrivel up. In Von Holtei’s 
‘ Vagabonds ’ one Anton is described as revisiting his native 
village. 

“ Seven years,” he exclaims, “ seven years since I ran away ! More 

like seventy it seems, so much has happened. 1 cannot think of it all 

without becoming dizzy—at any rate not now. And yet again, when j 

look at the village, at the church-tower, it seems as if I could hardlj 

have been seven days away.” 

Prof. Lazarus ^ (from whom I borrow this quotation), 
thus explains both of these contrasted illusions by our 
principle of the awakened memories being multitudinous 
or few : 

‘‘The circle of experiences, widely extended, rich in variety, which 

he had in view on the day of his leaving the village rises now in liis 

mind as its imago lies before him. And with it—in rapid succession 

and violent motion, not in chronologic order, or from chronologic 

motives, but suggesting each other by all sorts of connections—arise 

massive images of all his rich vagabondage and roving life. They roll 

and wave confusedly together, first perhaps one from the first year, 

then from the sixth, soon from the second, again from die fifth, the 

demanded on the next at the corresponding hour. If an orange were given 
her at 4 p.m. on Wednesday, at the same hour on Thursday she made 
known her expectation, and if the fruit were not given her she continued 
to call for it at intervals for two or three hours. At four on Friday the 
process would be repeated but would last less long ; and so on for two or 
three days. If one of her sisters visited her accidentally at a certain hour, 
the sharp piercing scream was sure to summon her at the same hour the 
next day,” etc., etc.—For these obscure matters consult C. Du Prel: The 
Philosophy of Mysticism, chap. m. § 1. 

♦ Ideale Fragen (1878), p. 219 (Essay, ‘ Zeit und Weile T 
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first, etc., until it seems as if seventy years must have been there, and 

he reels with the fulness of his vision. . . . Then the inner eye turns 

away from all this past. The outer one turns to the village, especially 

to the church-tower. The sight of it calls back the old sight of it, so 

that the consciousness is filled with that alone, or almost alone. The 

one vision compares itself with the other, and looks so near, so un¬ 

changed, that it seems as if only a week of [time could have come be¬ 

tween.” 

The same space of time seems shorter as we grow older— 
that is, the days, tlie months, and the years do so; whether 
the hours do so is doubtfiil, and the minutes and seconds to 
all appearance remain about the same. 

‘‘ Whoever counts many lustra in his memory need only question 

hims(^lf to find that the last of these, the past five years, have sped 

much more quickly than the preceding p(u*iods of equal amount. Let 

any one rememljer his last eight or ten school years : it is the space of a 

century. Compare with them the last eight or ten years of life : it is 

the space of an hour.” 

So writes Prof. Paul Janet,'^* and gives a solution which can 
liardly be said to diminish the mysterv. There is a law, he 
says, by which the apparent lengtliof an interval at a given 
epoch of a man’s life is ])ro])o!dional to the total length of 
the life itself. A child of 10 buds a year as of liis whole 
life—a man of 50 as the wdiole life meanwhile apparently 
preserving a constant length. This formula roughly ex¬ 
presses the phenomena, it is true, but cannot possibly be 
an elementary psychic Ihav ; and it is certain that, in great 
part at least, the foreshortening of the years as we grow 
older is due to the monotony of memory’s content, and the 
consequent simplification of the backward-glancing view. 
In youth we may have an absolutely new experience, sub¬ 
jective or objective, every hour of the day. Apprehension 
is vivid, retentiveness strong, and our recollections of that 
time, like those of a time spent in rapid and interesting 
travel, are of something intricate, multitudinous, and long- 
drawn-out. But as each passing year converts some of this 
experience into automatic routine which we hardly note at 
all, the days and the weeks smooth themselves out in recol¬ 
lection to contentless units, and the years grew hollow and 
collapse. 

* Revue Philosophique, vol. iii. p. 49a 
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So much for the apparent shortening of tracts of time in 
retrospect. They shorten in passing whenever we are so 
fully occupied witli their content as not to note the ac'iual 
time itself. A day full of excitement, with no pause, is said 
to pass ‘ere we know it.’ On the contrary, a day full of 
waiting, of unsatisfied desire for change, will seem a small 
eternity. T(cdium^ ennui, Lamjice'le, horedoin, are words for 
which, probably, every language known to man has its 
equivalent. It comes about whenever, from the relative 
enq^tiness of content of a tract of time, we grow attentive 
to the passage of the time itself. Expecting, and being 
ready for, a new impression to sma*ecd; when it fails to 
come, we get an emj)ty time instead of it; and such experi¬ 
ences, ceaselessly .enewed, make ns laost formidal>ly aware 
of the extent of tlie mere time itself.*^' Close your eyes and 
simply wait to hear somebody tell you tliat a minute has 
elapsed. The full length of your leisure with it seems in¬ 
credible. You engulf yourself into its bowels as into those 
of that interminable first week of an ocean voyage, and find 
yourself wondering that history can have overcome many 
such periods in its (bourse. All ])ecaiise you attend so 
closely to the mere feeling of the time per sc, and because 
your attention to tliat is susceptible of sucli fine-grained 
successive subdivision. The odiousvess of the whole expe¬ 
rience comes from its insipidity; for siirrvnlaiion is the indis¬ 
pensable requisite for pleasure in an experience, and the 
feeling of bare time is the least stimulating ex])ei ience we 
can have.t The sensation of taHlium is a protest, says 
Volkmann, against the entire present. 

* '‘Empty lime is most strongly perceived avIioti it (-omes as a pause in 
mnaio or in speech. Suppose a preacher in the pulpit, a professor at his 
desk, to stick still in the midst of his discourse; or let a composer (as is 
sometimes purposely done) make all his inslruments stop at once; we await 
every instant the resumj^tion of the performance, and, in this awaiting, per¬ 
ceive, more than in any other possible waj^ tlie empty time. To change 
the example, let, in a piece of polyphonic music—a ligure, for instance, in 
which a tangle of melodies are under way—suddenly a single voice be 
heard, which sustains a long note, while all else is hushed. . . . This one 
note will appear very protracted—wliy ? Because we expect to hear accom¬ 
panying it the notes of the other instruments, but they fail to come.'* 
(Herbart: Psychol, als W., §115.)—Compare also Mtlnsterberg, Beitrago. 
Heft 2, p. 41. 

f A night of pain will seem terribly loner; we keep looking forward tr 
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Exactly parallel variations occur in our consciousness 
oi space. A road we walk back over, hoping to find at each 
step an object tve have dropped, seems to us longer than 
wlien we walked over it the other way. A space we meas¬ 
ure by pacing appears longer than one we traverse with no 
thought of its length. And in general an amount of space 
attended to in itself leaves with us more impression of spa¬ 
ciousness than one of which we only note the content.* 

I do not say that everything in these fluctuations of esti¬ 
mate can be accounted for by the time’s content being 
crowded and interesting, or simple and tame. Both in the 
shortening of time by old age and in its lengthening by 
ennui some deeper cause may be at work. This cause can 
only be ascertained, if it exist, b}" finding out ichy lue per~> 
ceive time at all. To this inquiry Jet us, tliough without 
much hope, proceed. 

THE PEELING OP PAST TIME IS A PRESENT PEELINO. 

If asked why we perceive the light of the sun, or the 
sound of an explosion, we reply, Because certain outer 
forces, ether-waves or air-waves, smite upon the brain, 
awakening therein changes, to which the conscious percep¬ 
tions, light and sound, respond.” But we hasten to add 
that neither light nor sound copy or mirror the ether- or 
air-waves ; they represent them only symbolically. The 
(>nhj case, says Helmholtz, in which such copying occurs, 

and in which 

a moment which never comes—the moment when it shall cease. But the 
odiousness of this experience is not named ennui or LangweUe, like the 
ofiionsness of time that seems long from its emptiness. The more positive 
odiousness of the pain, rather, is what tinges our memory of the night. 
What we feel, as Prof. Lazarus says {op. cit. p. 202), is the long time of the 
suffering, not the suffering of the long time per m. 

* On these variations of time-estimate, cf. Romanes, Consciousness of 
Time, in Mind, vol. m. p. 297; J. Sully, Illusions, pp. 245-261, 302-805; 
W. Wundt, Physiol. Psych., n. 287, 288; besides the essays quoted from 
Lazarus and Janet. In Gierman, the successors of Herbart have treated of 
this subject: compare Volkmann’s Lehrbuch d. Psych., § 89, and for refer¬ 
ences to other authors his note 8 to this section. Lindner (Lbh. d. empir. 
Psych.), as a parallel effect, instances Alexander the Great's life (thirty 
three years), which seems to us as if it must be long, because it was P 
eventful. Similarly the English Commonwealth, etc. 
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*‘our perceptions can truly correspond with outer reality, is that of 

the time-succession of phenomena. Simultaneity, succession, and the 

regular return of simultaneity or succession, can obUain as w(^ll in sen¬ 

sations as in outer events. Events, like our perceptions of them, take 

place in time, so that the time-relations of the latter can furnish a true 

copy of those of the former. The sensation of the thunder follows the 

sensation of the lightning just as the sonorous convulsing of the air by 

the electric discharge reaches the observer’s place later than that of the 

luminiferous ether.” * 

One experiences an almost instinctive impulse, in pur¬ 
suing such reflections as these, to follow them to a sort of 
crude speculative conclusion, and to think that he has at 
last got the mystery of cognition where, to use a vulgar 
phrase, Hhe wool is short.’ What more natural, we say, 
than that the sequences and durations of things should be¬ 
come known ? The succession of the outer forces stamps 
itself as a like succession upon the brain. The brain’s 
successive changes are cojued exactly by correspondingly 
successive pulses of th(^ mental stream. The mental stream, 
feeling itself, must feel the time-relations of its own states. 
But as these are copies of the outward time-relations, so 
must it know them too. That is to sa}^, these latter time- 
relations arouse their own cognition; or, in other words, 
the mere existence of time in those changes out of the mind 
which affect the mind is a sufficient cause why time is per¬ 
ceived by the mind. 

This philosophy is xinfortunately too crude. Even 
though w e tvere to conceive the outer successions as forces 
stamping their image on the brain, and the brain’s succes¬ 
sions as forces stamping their image on the mmd,f still, 
between the mind’s own changes being successive, and 
knoioing their o\m svxx^ession, lies as broad a chasm as be¬ 
tween the object and subject of any casv) of cognition in the 
world. A suKscession of fedings, in and of itself is not a feel¬ 
ing of succession. And since, to our successive fedings, a feel- 
i'n/g of their ovm succession is added, that must he treated as an 

♦ Physiol. Optik, p. 446. 
•f* Succession, time per se, is no force. Our talk about its devouring 

tooth, etc., is all elliptical. Its contents are what devour. The law of in¬ 
ertia is incompatible with time's being assumed as an efficient cause of 

anything. 
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additional fact requirmg its oion special dvcidation^ which this 
talk about outer time-relations stain23ing copies of them¬ 
selves within, leaves all untouched. 

I liave shown, at tlie outset of the article, that what is 
j-jast, to be known as past, must be known ivith what is 
present, and during the ‘present’ sj)ot of time. As the 
clear understanding of this point has some imf)ortance, let 
me, at the rislc of repetition, recur to it again. Volkmann 
has ex2)ressed the matter admirably, as follows: 

“One bo tompt(!(l to answer the question of the origin of the 

time-idea by sim})ly pointiiig to the train of ideas, whose various mem¬ 

bers, starting from the first, successively attain to full clearness. But 

against this it must bo objected that the successive Ideas are not yet 

the idea of succession, because succession in thouglit is not the thought 

of succession. If idea A follows idea B, consciousness simply exchanges 

one for anoth(n\ That B comes after A is for our consciousness a non¬ 

existent fact; for this after is given neither in B nor in A ; and no 

third idea has tanm supposed. The thinking of the sequence of B upon 

A is another kind of thinking from that which brought forth A and 

then brought forlli B ; and this first kind of thinking is absent so long 

as merely the thinking of A and the thinking of B are there. In short, 

when we look at tlie matter sharply, we come to this antithesis, that if 

A and B are to be repia^sented as occurring in succession they must be 

simultaneonsly represented ; if we are to think of them as one after the 

other, we must tldnlt them both at once.” * 

If we rej)reseiit the actual time-stream of our thinking 
by an horizontal Hue, the thought of the stream or of any 
segment of its length, jiast, present, or to come, might be 
figured in a perpendicular raised upon the horizontal at a 
certain point. The length of this perpendicular stands for 
a certain object or content, which in this case is the time 
thought of, and all of which is thought of together at the 
actual moment of the stream ujion which the perpendicular 
is raised. Mr. James Ward puts the matter very well in 
his masterly article ‘ Psychology ’ in the ninth edition of 
the Encyclof)a^(Ha Britannica, j>age 64. He says: 

“We may, if we represent succession as a line, represent simul¬ 

taneity as a second line at right angles to the first; empty time—or 

time-length without time-breadth, wo may say—is a mere abstraction. 

Now, it is with the former line that we have to do in treating of time 

* Lehrbi^<^*Ji d. Psych., § 87. Comimre also H. Lotze. Metaphysik, § 154 
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as it IS, and with the latter in treating of our intuition oi time, where, 

just as in a perspective representation of dista,nc(‘, we are confined to 
lines in a plane at right angles to the actual line of dejith. In asucces- 

sion of events, say of sensedniprc'ssions, ABODE. . . , the pToseneo 

of B means the absence of A and 0, but the presentation of this succes¬ 

sion involves the simultaneous presence in some mode or other of two 

or more of the presentations A B C D. In reality, past, present, and 

future are differences in time, but in presentation all that corresponds 

to these differences is in consciousness simultaneously.” 

There is thus a sort of pcr.speciive projection of past oh- 
jects upon present consciousness, similar to that of wide 
landscapes upon a camera-screen. 

And since we saw a while ago that our maximum dis¬ 
tinct intuition of duration hardly covers more than a dozen 
seconds (while our maximum vague intuition is probably 
not more than that of a minute or so), we must suppose that 
this amount of duration is pictured fairly steadily in each 
passiifig instant of consciousness by virtue of some fairly con¬ 
stant feature in the brain-process to which the conscious¬ 
ness is tied. This feature of the hrain-process, ivhatever it he, 
must be the cause of our perceiving the fact of time at all/^ The 
duration thus steadily perceived is hardly more than the 
'specious present,’ as it was called a few pages back. Its 
content is in a constant Ihix, events dawning into its forward 
end as fast as they fade out of its rearward one, and each 
of them changing its time-coefficient from ‘not yet,* or *not 
quite yet,’ to ‘just gone ’ or ‘ gone,’ as it passes by. Mean¬ 
while, the specious present, the intuited duration, stands 
permanent, like the rainbow on the waterfall, with its own 
quality unchanged by the events that stream through it. 
Each of these, as it slips out, retains the power of being 
reproduced; and when reproduced, is reproduced with the 
duration and neighbors which it originally had. Please 
observe, however, that the re])roduetion of an event, after 
It has once completely dropped out of tJie rearward end of 
the specious present, is an entirely different psychic fact 
from its direct perception in the specious present as a thing 
immediately past. A creature might be entirely devoid of 
reproduxitive memory, and yet have the time-sense ; but the 

* The cause of the perceiving, not the object perceived 1 
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latter would be limited, in his case, to the few seconds im¬ 
mediately passing by. Time older than that he would never 
recall. I assume reproduction in the text, because I am 
speaking of human beings who notoriously possess it. Thus 
memory gets strewn with dated things—dated in the sense 
of being before or a[t(ir each other. The date of a thing 
is a mere relation of hefore or after the present thing or some 
past or future tiling. Some things we date simply by men¬ 
tally tossing them into the past or future directio7i. So in 
space we think of England as simply to the eastward, of 
Charleston as lying south. But, again, w’'e may date an event 
exactly, by fitting it between twa) terms of a past or future 
series explicitly conceived, just as we may accurately think 
of England or Charleston being just so many miles away, t 

The things and events thus vaguely or exactly dated 
become thenceforward those signs and symbols of longer 
time-spaces, of which we previously spoke. According as 
we think of a multitude of them, or of few, so 'we imagine 
the time they represent to be long or short. But the original 
paragon and prototype of all conceived times is the specious 
presenti the short duration oj ivhich toe are immediately and in-- 
cessantly sensible. 

* “ ' No more ’ and * uot yet ’ are Ibe proper time-feelings, niul we are 
aware of time in no other way than tliroiigh these feelings,''says Volk- 
niann (Psychol., § 87). This, which is not strictly true of onr feeling of 
iiviG'pen sc, as an elementary bit of duration, is true of our feeling of liate 

in its events. 
t We construct the miles just as we t‘on.strnct the years. Travelling in 

die cars makes a succession of different tieldsof view pass before our eyes. 
When those that have passed from present sight revive in memory, they 
maintain their mutual order because their contents, overlap. We think 
them as having been before or behind each other; and, from the multitnae 
of the views we can recall behind the one now presented, we compute the 
total space we have passed through. 

It is often said that the perception of lime develops later than that of 
space, because children have so vague an idea of all dates before yesterday 
and after to-morrow. But no vaguer than they have of extensions that 
exceed as greatly their unit of space-intuition, Recently I heard my child 
of four tell a visitor that he had been ‘ as much as one week ' in the country. 
As he had been there three months, the visitor expressed surprise; where¬ 
upon the child corrected himself by saying he had been there ‘twelve 
yeai'S. ’ But the child made exactly the same kind of mistake when h« 
asked if Boston was not one hundred miles from Cambridge, the distance 
being three miles. 
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TO WHAT CBBEBRAL PBOCESS IS THE SENSE OP TIME DUE? 

Now, to what element in the brain-process may this semihil- 

ity he due? It cannot, as we liave seen, be due to tlie mere 
duration itself of the process ; it must l)e due to an element 
present at every moment of the process, and tliis element 
must bear the same ins(u*utable sort of relation to its (cor¬ 
relative feeling wliich all other elements of neural atctivitj 
bear to their j^sychic products, be the latter what they 
may. Several suggestions have been made as to what the 
element is in the case of time. Treating of them in a 
note, * I will tiy to express briodly the only conclusion which 

* Most of those explanations simply give the sigtis whic^h, adluTing to 
impressions, lead us to (//ile them within a duration, or, in other words, to 
assign to them their order. Why it should he a, tmeorder, however, is 
not explained, llerhart’s would-be explanation is a simple description of 
time-perception. He says it comes when, with the last member of a s(Ties 
present to our consciousness, we also think of the tirst; and then th<‘ whole 
series revivi^s in our thought at once, but with strength diminishing in the 
backioard direction (Psychol, als Wiss., § 115; Lehrb. zur Psychol., §§ 171, 
172,175). Similarl}^ Drobisch, who adds that the series must appear as one 
already {diircldaufene), a word which shows even more (1 early the 
question-begging nature of this sort of account (Empirusche Psyc hol., 59). 
Th. Waitz is guilty of similar qu(?stion-b(\gging when he ex])lains our time- 
consciousness to be engendered by a set of misuecessful atteitipts to make 
our percepts agree with our ex])eciaUoHfi (Lehrb. d. Psychol., ^ 52). Volk- 
mann’s mythological account of past representations striving to drive pres¬ 
ent ones out of the seat of consciousne.ss, being driven back by them, etc., 
suffers from the .same fallacy (Psychol., § 87). But all such accounts agree 
in implying one fact—viz., that the brain-processes of various events must 
be active simxiltaneously, and in varying strength, for a time-i>erception to 
be possible. Later authors have made this idea mort‘ precise. Thus, Lipps: 

Sensations arise, occupy consciousness, fade into imag(‘s, and vanish. 
According as two of them, a and b, go through this process si mill tan eou .sly, 
or as one precedes or follows the other, the phases of ilieir Jading will agree 
or differ; and the difference will bo proportional to the time-difference 
between their several moments of beginning. Thus there are differences 
of quality in the images, which the mind may translalsmio corresponding 
differences of their temporal order. There is no other possible middle 

terra between the objective time-relations and those in the mind than these 
differences of phase.'’ (Grundtatsachen des Seelenlcbens, p. 588.) Lipps 
accordingly calls them * temporal signs,’ and hastens explicitly to add that 
the soul’s translation of their order of strength into a time-order is entirely 
inexplicable (p. 591). M. Guyau’s account (Revue Philosophique, xix. 363) 
hardly differs from that of his predecessors, except in picturesqueness of 
style. Every change leaves a series of trainees lumineims in the mind like 
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seems to emerge from a study of them and of the facts— 
unripe though that conclusion be. 

the passage of shooting stars. Each image is in a more fading phase, 
according as its original was more remote. This group of images gives 
duration, the mere time-form, the ‘ bed ’ of time. The distinction of past, 
present, and future within the bed comes from our active nature. The 
future (as with Waitz) is what 1 want, but have not yet got, and must wait 
for. All this is doubth^ss true, but is no explanation. 

Mr. Ward gives, in his Encyclopajdia Britan idea article (Psychology, 
p. 65, col. 1), a still more refined attempt to spe(;ify the ‘ temiioral sign.* 
The problem being, among a number of other things thought as successive, 
but simultaneously tlioxight, to determine which is first and which last, 
he says: “After each distinct representation, ahed, there may inter¬ 
vene the reiiresentation of that movement of attention of which we are aware 
in passing from one object to another. In our present reminiscence we 
have, it must be allowed, little direct proof of this intervention ; though 
tliere is, 1 think, indirect evidence of it in the tendency of the How of ideas 
to follow the order in which the presentations were at first attended to. 
With the movement itself when the direction of attention changes, we are 
familiar enough, though the residua of such movements are not ordinarily 
conspicuous. These residua, then, are our temporal signs. . . . But tem¬ 
poral signs aloiKi will not furni.sh all the pictorial exactness of the time-per- 
si)eetive. These* give us only a iLxed series; but the law of oblivi.scence, by 
insuring a, i)rogre.s.sivc variation in intensity as we pass from one member of 
the series to the other, yields the effect which we call time-distance. By 
themselves such variations in intensity w^ould leave us liable to confound 
more vivid representations in the distance with fainter ones nearer the 
present, but from this mistake the temporal signs save us; where the 
memory-continuum is imperfect such mistakes continually occur. On 
the other hand, wIkto the.se variations are slight and imperceptible, though 
the memory-continuum j)reserves the order of events intact, we have still no 
such dist inct appreciatiun of comi)arative distance in time as we have nearer 
to the present, ■where the.se perceptive eflects are considerable. . . . Locke 
speaks of our id(ias succeeding each other ‘ at certain distances not much 
unlike the images in the inside of a lantern turned round by the heat of a 
candle,’and ‘guesses’ that ‘this appearance of theirs in train varies not 
very much in awaking man.* Now what is this ' distance * that separates 
a from b, bfrom. c, and so on ; and what means have we of knowing that it 
is tolerably constant in waking life? It is, jn'obahly, that, the residnum of 
which 1 ham called a temporal sign; or, in other toords, it is the movement of 
attention from a to b.” Nevertheless, Mr. Ward does not call our feeling 
of this movement of attention the original of our feeling of time, or its 
brain-process the br^in-process wliich directly causes us to perceive time. 
He says, a moment later, that “ though the fixation of attention does of 
course really occupy time, it is probably not in the first instance perceived 
as time—i.e. as continuous ‘protensity,’ to use a term of Hamilton’s—but 
as intensity. Thus, if this supposition be true, there is an element in our 
concrete time-perceptions which has no place in our abstract conception of 
Timtr. In Time physically conceived there is no trace of intensity ; in time 
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Tho phenomena of ‘ stimmtitiou of stimuli ’ in the nervous 
system prove that each stimulixs loaves some latent activity 

psychically experionccd, diiralion is primarily an int(‘nsive magnitude, and 
so far literally a perception.” Its ‘original’ is, then, if I understand Mr 
Ward, something like a feeling which accompanies, as pleasure and pain 
may accompany, the movements of attention. Its brain-process must, it 
would seem, be assimilated in general type to the brain-processes of pleasui e 
and pain. Such would seem more or less consciously to be Mr. Ward’s 
own view, for he says ; “ Everybody knows what it is to be distracted by a 
rapid succession of varied impressions, and etpially wdial it is to be wearied 
by the slow and monotonous rc'currence of the same impressions. Now 
these ‘ feelings ’ of distraction and tedium owe their characteristic qualities 
to movements of attention. Jn the first, attention is kept incessantly on 
the move ; before it is accommodated ton, it is disturbed by the sudden¬ 
ness, intensity, and novelty of b ; in the second, it is kept all but stationary 
by the repeatcul jiresentation of the j-ame iinpicssion. Such excess and 
def(‘ct of surprises make one realize a fact which in ordinary life is so 
obscure as to escajic notice;. But rc^cent e.\]HM imt'nts have set this fact in a 
more striking light, and made clear what Locke had dimly before his mind 
in talking of a certain distance betw(‘en the presentations of a waking man. 
In estimating very short p(*riods of time of a second or leas, indicated, say, 
by the beats of a metronome, it is found that there is a certain period for 
wdiich the mean of a number of (‘.slimates is correct, while shorter periods 
are on the whole over-, and longer periods under-estimated. 1 take this to 
be evidence of tlie time occupied in a(!commodating or fixing attention.* 
Alluding to the fa(’t that a series of exjK'riences, a b c d e, may seem 
short in retrospect, which seemed everlasting in passing, luisays: “What 
tells in retrospect is the seri(‘s a b c d c, et(;.; what t(*lls in the present is the 
intervening U L fa , etc., or rather the original accommodation of which 
these temporal sign.s are the residuum.” And he concludes thus: “We 
seem to have jwoof that our ])crce})tion of duration rests ultimately upon 
quasi-motor objects of varying intensity, the duration of which we do not 
directly experience as duration at all.” 

Wundt also thinks that the interval of about three-fourths of a second, 
which is estimated with the minimum of error, points to a connection 
between the time-feeling and the succession of distinctly ‘apperceived ’ 
objects before the mind. The ‘association-time’ is also equal to about 
three fourths of a second. This association-time he regards as a sort of 
internal standard of duration to which we involuntarily assimilate all inter¬ 
vals which we tiy to reproduce, bringing shorter ones up to it and longer 
ones down. |In the Stevens r(*sult W(^ should have to say contrast instead 
of assimilate, for the longer intervals there seem longer, and the shorter 
ones shorter still.] “Singularly enough,” he adds (Physiol. Psych., ii. 
286), “ this time is about that in which in rapid walking, according to the 
Webers, our logs perform their swing. It seems thus not unlikely that 
both psychical constants, that of the average s])eed of reproduction and that 
of the surest estimation of time, have formed themselves under the influ¬ 
ence of those most habitual movements of the body which we also use when 
we try to subdivide rhythmically longer tracts of lime.” 
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jeliind it whicli only gradually passes away. (See above, 
pp. 82-85.) Psychological proof of the same fact is 
afforded by those ‘ after-images ’ which we perceive when a 
sensorial stimulus is gone. We may read off peculiarities 
in an after-image, left by an object on the eye, which we 
failed to note in the original. We may * hark back * and 
take in the meaning of a sound several seconds after it has 
ceased. Delay for a minute, however, and the echo itself 
of the clock or the question is mute; present sensations 
have banished it beyond recall. With the feeling of the 
present thing there must at all times mingle the fading echo 
of all those other things which the previous few seconds 
have supplied. Or, to state it in neural terms, there is at 
every moment a cnmvlation of hrain-processes overlapping each 
other, of mhich the faint er ones are the dying phases of processes 
tvhich but shortly previoxis were active in a. maximal degree. 
The AMOUNT OF THE ovEKLAiTTNG determines the feeling of the 
DUKATiON occTTPiED. WiiAT EVENTS slioll appear to occupy the 
duration depends on just what processes the overlapping pro¬ 
cesses are. We know so little of the intimate nature of the 
brain’s activity that e\en where a sensation monotonously 
endures, we cannot say that the earlier moments of it do 

Finally, Prof. Macb makes a suggestion more specific still. After say¬ 
ing very rightly that we have a real senmtion of time—how otlierwise should 
we identify two entirely different airs as being played in the same ‘ time' ? 
how (li.stinguish in memory the first stroke of the clock from the second, 
unless to each there clove its special time-sensation, wliich revived with it? 
—he says it is probable that this feeling is connected with that organic 
consumption which is necessarily linked with the production of conscious¬ 
ness, and that the time which we feel is probably due to the [mechanical ?] 
woi'k of [the process of ?] attention. When attention is strained, time seems 
long; during easy occupation, short, etc. . . . The fatigue of the organ of 
consciousness, as long as we wake, continually increases, and the work of 
attention augments as continually. Those impressions which are conjoined 
with a greater amount of work of attention appear to us as the later.The 
apparent relative displacement of certain simultaneous events and certain 
anachronisms of dreams arc held by Mach to be easily explicable as effects 
of a splitting of the attention lajlween two objects, one of which consumes 
most of it (Beitrilge zur Analyse der Elmpfindungen, p. 103 foil.). Mach's 
theory seems worthy of being better worked out. It is hard to say now 
whether he, Ward, and Wundt mean at bottom the same thing or not. The 
theory advanced in my own text, it will be remarked, does not pretend to 
be an explanation, but only an elementary statement of the ‘ law * which 
makes us aware of time. The Herbartian mythology purports to explain 
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not leave fading processes behind which coexist with those 
of the present moment. Duration and events together form 
our intuition of the specious present with its content,"^ Why 
such an intuition should result from such a combination of 
brain-processes I do not pretend to say. All I aim at is to 
state the most elemental form of the psycho-physical con¬ 
junction. 

I have assumed that the brain-processes are sensational 
ones. Processes of active attention (see Mr. Ward's account 
in the long foot-note) wall leave similar fading brain-pro¬ 
cesses behind. If the mental processes are conceptual, a 
complication is introduced of which I will in a moment 
speak. Meanwhile, still speaking of sensational processes, a 
remark of Wundt’s will throw additional light on the 
account I give. As is known, Wundt and others have 
proved that every act of perception of a sensorial stimulus 
takes an appreciable time. When two diffcu'ent stimuli— 
e.g. a sight and a sound—are given at once or nearly at 
once, we have difliculty in athmding to both, and may 
wrongly judge their interval, or even invert their order. 
Now, as the result of his experiments on such stimuli. 
Wundt lays down this law: t that of the three possible de¬ 
terminations we may make of their order— 

‘^namely, simultaneity, contiimoiis transition, and discontinuous tran¬ 
sition—only the first and last are realized, iiever the second. Invari¬ 
ably, when we fail to perceive the impressions as simultaneous, we 
notice a shorter or lon,i*;er empty time between them, which seenis to 
correspond to the sinking of one of the ideas and to the rise of the 
other. . . . For our attention may share itself equally between the 
two impressions, which will then compose one total percept [and be 
simultaneously feltj; or it may be so adapted to one event as to cause 

* It would be rash to say definitely just how many seconds long this 
specious present must needs be, for processes fade ‘ asymptotically,’and 
the distinctly intuited present merges into a penumbra of mere dim recency 
before it turns into the past which is simi)ly reproduced and conceived. 
Many a thing which we do not distinctly date by iutorcalatiug it in a place 
between two other things will, nevertheless, come to us with this feeling of 
belonging to a 7iear past. This sense of recency is a feeling sui generis, and 
may affect things that happened hours ago. It would scjem to show thai 
their brain-processes are still in a state modified by the foregoing excite* 
Dient, still ill a ‘ fading ’ phase, in spite of the long interval. 

j Physiol. Psych., ii. 263. 
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it to be perceived immediately, and then the second event can be per¬ 
ceived only after a certain time of latency, during which the attention 
reaches its effective maximum for it and dirninislies for i he first event. 
In this case the ev(uits are Y)crceived as two, and in successive order— 
that is, as separated by a time-interval in which attention is not sufficdent- 
ly accommodated to either to bring a distinct percei)tion about. . . . 
While we are hurrying from one to the other, everything between them 
vanishes in the twilight of general consciousness.” * 

One might call this the laiv of dificoritinuons svccession in 

timCy of percepts to ivhicli ive cannot easily attend at once. Each 

percej)t then requires a separate brain-process; and when 

one brain-process is at its maximum, the other would ap- 

pear perforce to be in either a waning or a waxing phase. 

If our theory of the time-feeling be true, empty time nu(st 

then subjectively apj^ear to separate tlie Wo per(^e2)ts, no 

matter how close together thej^ may objectively be ; for, 

according to that theory, the feeling of a time-duration is 

the immediate effect of such an overla2>i)ing of brain-2Jro- 

*I leave my text as it was ])rinled b(^fovc i\lUiislerherg’s (vssay appeanal 
(see above page 620, note). He denies that w(.* measure any but miniTiial 
durations by the amount of fading in the? ideational i)roeess(‘s, and talks 
almost exclusively of our feelings of muscular tension in his account, 
whereas I have made no mention of such things in mine. 1 cannot, how¬ 
ever, see that there is any contlicl between what he and I suggest. 1 am 
mainly concerned with the con .scions ness of duration regarded as a st)ecitic 
sort of object, he is concerned with this object’s measurement exclusivtOy. 
Feelings of ten.sion might be the means of the ineasurement, whilst overlaj>- 
ping processes of any and every kind gave the object to be measured. The 
accommodative and respiratory movements from which the feelings of 
tension come form regularly recurring sensations divided by their ' phases ’ 
into intervals as definite as those by w-^hich a yardstick is divided by the 
marks upon its length. 

Let ah a^, a^, a^. be homologous phases in four successive movements 
of this kind. If four outer stimuli 1, 2, 8, 4, coincide each with one of 
these successive phases, then their * distances apart ’ are felt as equal, other* 
wise not. But there is no reason wdiatever to suppose that the mere over, 
lapping of the brain-process of 2 by the fading process of 1, or that of 3 by 
that of 2, etc., does not give the cluiracteristic quality of content which we 
call ‘ distance apart ’ in tliis experience, and which by aid of the muscular 
feelings gets judged to be ecpial. Doubtless the muscular feelings can 
give us the object ‘time’ as well as its measure, because their earlier 
phases leave fading sensations which constantly overlap the vivid sensation 
of the present phase. But it would be contrary to analogy to suppose that 
they should be the only experiences which give this object. I do not 
understand Herr Mffnsterberg to claim this for them. He takes our 
%ense of time for granted, and only discusses its measurement. 
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cesses of different pliase - wherever apd from wiiatever 

cause it may occur. 
To pass, now, to conceptual processes : Suppose I think 

of tlie (h-eation, then of the Christian era, tfien of the battle 

of Waterloo, all within a few seconds. These matters have 

their dates far outside the specious present. The pro¬ 

cesses by which I think them, however, all overlap. What 

events, then, does the specious present seem to contain ? 

Simply my successive acts of thinking these long-past 

things, not the long-past things themselves. As the in- 

stantly-present thought may be of a long-past thing, so the 

just-past thought may be of another long-past thing. When 

a long-past event is reproduced in memory and conceived 

with its date, the reproduction and conceiving traverse the 

specious present. The immediate content of the latter is 

thus all my direct experiences, whether subjective or ob¬ 

jective. Some of these meanwhile may be representative of 

other experiences indefinitely remote. 

The number of these direct experiences which the 

specdous present and immediately-intuited past may em¬ 

brace measures the extent of our ‘ primary,’ as Exner calls 

it, or, as Eichct calls it, of our ‘elementary’ memory.* The 

sensation resultant from the overlapping is that of the 

duration which the experiences seem to fill. As is the num¬ 

ber of any larger set of events to that of these experiences, 

so we suppose is the length of that duration to this duration. 

But of the longer duration we have no direct ‘ realizing 

sense.’ The variations in our appreciation of the same 

amount of real time may possibly be explained by altera¬ 

tions in the rate of fading in the images, producing changes 

in the complication of superposed processes, to which 

changes changed states of consciousness may correspond. 

But however long toe may conceive a space of time to be, the 

objective amount of it which is directly perceived at any one 

moment by us can never exceed the scope of our ‘ primary 

memory ’ at the moment in question.t 

* Exner in Hermann’s Hdbch. d. Phj^siol., Bd. ii. Thl. n. p. 281. 
Richet in Revue Philosopbique, xxi. 508 (juin, 1886). See the next chap 
ter, pp. 642-646. 

f I have spoken ofbrain-processes alone, but only for simplicity’s 
sake. Dawning processes probably play as important a part in giving the 
feeling of duration to the specious present. 
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We liaye every reason to think that creatures may possi¬ 
bly differ enormously in the amounts of duration which they 
intuitively feel, and in the fineness of the events that may 
fill it. Von B.er has indulged* in some interesting compu¬ 
tations of the eflect of such diflerences in changing the 
aspect of Nature. Suppose we were able, within the length 
of a second, to note 10,000 events distinctly, instead of barely 
10, as now ; if our life were then destined to hold the same 
number of impressions, it might be 1000 times as short. We 
should live less than a month, and personally know nothing 
of the change of seasons. If born in winter, we should believe 
in summer as we now believe in the heats of the Carbonifer¬ 
ous era. The motions of organic beings would be so slow 
to our senses as to be inferred, not seen. The sun would 
stand still in the sky, the moon be almost free from change, 
and so on. But now reverse the hypothesis and suppose a 
being to get only one 1000th part of the sensations that 
we get in a given time, and consequently to live 1000 times 
as long. Winters and summers will be to him like quarters 
of an hour. Mushrooms and the swifter-growing plants will 
shoot into being so rapidly as to appear instantaneous 
creations ; annual shrubs will rise and fall from the earth 
like restlessly boiling-water springs; the motions of animals 
will be as invisible as are to us the movements of bullets 
and cannon-balls ; the sun will scour through the sky like 
a meteor, leaving a fiery trail behind him, etc. That such 
imaginary cases (barring the superhuman longevity) may 
be realized somewheie in the animal kingdom, it would be 
rash to deny. 

“A gnat’s wings,’’ says Mr. Spencer,1 make tenor fifteen thousand 

strokes a second. Each stroke implies a separate nervous action. Each 

sucn nervous action or change in a nervous centre is probably as ap¬ 

preciable by the gnat as is a quick movement of his arm by a man. 

And if this, or anything like this, is the fact, then the time occupied by 
a given external change, measured by many movements in the one 
case, must seem much longer than in the other case, when measured 
by one movement.” 

In hashish-intoxication there is a curious increase in the 
apparent time-perspoctiv(?. We utter a sentence, and ere 

* Reden (St Petersburg, 18()4), vol i pp. l\55-268. 
f Psychology, § Ul. 
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the end is reached the beginning seems already to date from 
indefinitely long ago. We enter a short street, and it is as 
if we should never get to the end of it. This alteration 
might conceivably result from an approach to the condition 
of Von Bier’s and Spencer’s short-lived beings. If our dis¬ 
crimination of successions became finer-grained, so that we 
noted ten stages in a process where previously we only 
noted one; and if at the same time the processes faded ten 
times as fast as before ; we might have a specious present 
of the same subjective length as now, giving us the same 
time-feeling and containing as many distinguishable suc¬ 
cessive events, but out from the earlier end of it would 
have dropped nine tenths of the real events it now contains. 
They would have fallen into the general reservoir of merely 
dated memories, reproducible at will. Tlje beginning of 
our sentences would have to be expressly recalled ; each 
word would appear to pass through consciousness at a tenth 
of its usual speed. The condition would, in short, be ex¬ 
actly analogous to the enlargement of space by a micro¬ 
scope ; fewer real things at once in the immediate field of 
view, but each of them taking up more than its normal 
room, and making the excluded ones seem unnaturally far 
away. 

Under other conditions, processes seem to fade rapidly 
without the compensating increase in the subdivisibility of 
successions. Here the apparent length of the specious 
present contracts. Consciousness dwindles to a point, and 
loses all intuitive sense of the whence and whither of its 
path. Express acts of memory replace rapid bird’s-eye 
views. In my own case, something like this occurs in ex¬ 
treme fatigue. Long illnesses produce it. Occasionally, it 
appears to accompany aphasia.* It would be vain to seek 

*“Tlie patient cannot retain tbe image of an object more than a 
moment. His memory is as short for sounds, letters, figures, and printed 
words. If we cover a written or printed word with a sheet of paper in 
which a little window has l)(?en cut, so that only the Jirst letter is visible 
through the window, he pronounces this letter. If, then, the sheet is 
moved so as to cover the first letter and make the second one visible, he pro¬ 
nounces the second, but forgets the first, and cannot pronounce the first 
and second together/" And so forth to tlie end. “If he closes his eyes and 
draws his finger explormgly over a well-known object like a knife or key. 
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to imagine the exact brain-change in any of these cases. 

But we must admit the possibility that to some extent the 

variations of time-estimate between youth and age, and ex¬ 

citement and emmi, are due to such causes, more immedi¬ 

ate than to the one we assigned some time ago. 

Bui 'whether our feelmg of the time ivhich immeAliaiely-'past * 

events have filed he of something loruj or of something short, ii 

is not what it is because those events are past, but became they 

have left behind them processes tvhich are p'resent. To those pro-. 

cesses, however corned, the mind loouLd still respond by feeling a 

specious present, tviih one part of it just vanishing or vanished 

into the past. As the Creator is supposed to have made 

Adam with a navel—sign of a birth wliicli never occurred— 

so He might instantaneously make a man with a brain in 

which were processes Just like the ‘ fading ’ ones of an ordi¬ 

nary brain. The first real stimulus after creation would set 

up a j)rocess additi<’>nal to these. The processes w^oiild over¬ 

lap; and the new-created man w^ould unquestionably have 

the feeling, at the very primal instant of his life, of havinj^ 

been in existence already some little space of time. 

he caiiiiot combine the separate impressions and recognize the object. But 
if it is put into his band so that he can simultaneously touch it with several 
lingers, he names it without difliculty. This patient has thus lost the ca¬ 
pacity for grouping successive . . . impressions . . . into a whole and per¬ 
ceiving them as a whole.” (Grashty, in Archiv flir Psychiatric, Bd. xvi, 
pp. 072-678.) It is hard to believe that in such a patient the time intuited 
was not clipped oil' like the impressions it held,tliough perhaps not so much 
of it. 

I have myself often noted a curious exaggeration of time-perspective at 
the moment of a falling asleep. A person will be moving or doing some¬ 
thing in the room, and a certain stage of his act (whatever it may be) will be 
my last waking perception. Then a subsequent stage will wake me to a new 
perception. The two stages of the act will not be more than a few seconds 
apart; and yet it always seems to me as if, between the earlier and the later 
one, a long interval has passed away. I conjecturally account for the 
phenomenon thus, calling the two stages of the act a and b respectively; 
Were I awake, a would leave a fading process in my sensorium which 
would overlap the process of h when the latter came, and both would then 
appear in the same specious present, a belonging to its earlier end. But 
the sudden advent of the brain-change called sleep extinguishes a’s fading 
process abruptly. When b then comes and wakes me, a comes back, it is 
true, but not as belonging to the specious present. It has to be specially 
revoked in memory. This mode of revocation usually characterize* lon^* 
past things—whence the illusion. 

* Again 1 omit the future, merely for simplicity's saks. 
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Let me sum up, now, by saying that we are constantly con¬ 

scious of a certain duration—the specious present—varying 

in length from a few seconds to probably not more than a 

minute, and that this duration (with its content perceived 

as having one part earlier and the otluir part later) is the 

original intuition of time. Longer times are conceived by 

adding, shorter ones l)y dividing, portions of this vaguely 

bounded unit, and are habitually thought by us symboli¬ 

cally. Kant’s notion of an intuition of objective time as an 

infinite necessary continuum has nothing to support it. 

The cw.ise of the intuition which we really have cannot be 

tlie duration of our brain-processes or our mental changes. 

That duration is rather the ohjed of the intuition which, 

being realized at every moment of such duration, must be 

due to a permanently present cause. This cause—probably 

the simultaneous presence of brain-processes of diflereni 

phase—fluctuates; nnil hence a certain range of variation 

in the amount of the intuition, and in its subdivisibility, 
accrues. 



CHAPl'ER XVI. 

MEjMORY. 

In the last chapter what concerned us was the direcV 
intuition of time. We found it limited to intervals of con¬ 
siderably less than a minute. Beyond its borders extends 
the immense region of conceived time, past and future, into 
one direction or another of which we mentally project all 
the events which we think of as real, and form a systematic 
order of them l)y giving to each a date. The relation of con¬ 
ceived to intuited time is just like that of the fictitious space 
pictured on the flat l)ac1v-scene of a theatre to the actual 

space of tlie stage. The objects painted on the former (trees, 
columns, houses in a receding street, etc.) carry back the 
series of similar objects solidly placed upon the latter, and 
we think we see things in a continuous perspective, when 
we really see thus only a few of them and imagine that we 
see the rest. The chapter which lies before us deals with 
the way in which wo paint the remote past, as it were, upon 
a canvas in our memory, and yet often imagine that we 
have direct vision of its depths. 

The stream of thought flows on; but most of its seg¬ 
ments fall into the bottomless abyss of oblivion. Of some, 
no memory survives the instant of their passage. Of others, 
it is confined to a few moments, hours, or days. Others, 
again, leave vestiges which are indestructible, and by means 
of which they may be recalled as long as life endures. Can 
we explain these differences? 

PBIMARY MEMORY. 

The first point to be noticed is that for a state of mind 
to survive in memory it must have endured for a certain hngth 
of time. In other words, it must be what I call a substan¬ 
tive state. Prepositional and conjunctival states of mind 
are not remembered as independent facts—we cannot recall 

648 
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just how we felt when we said ‘ how ’ or ‘ notwithstanding. 
Our consciousness of these transitive states is sliut up to 
their own moment—hence one difficulty in introspective 
psychologizing. 

Any state of mind wdiich is shut up to its own moment 
and fails to become an object for succeeding states of 
mind, is as if it belonged to another stream of thought. Or 
rather, it belongs onlj physically, not intellectually, to its 
own stream, forming a bridge from one segment of it to 
another, but not being appropriated inwardly by former seg¬ 
ments or appearing as ])art of the empirical self, in the 
manner explained in (Jha]>tev X. All the intellectual value 
for us of a state of mind depends on our after-memory of it. 
Only then is it combined in a system and knowingly made 
to contribute to a result. Only then does it count for us. 
So that the EFFECTIVE consciousness we have of our states is the 
after-consciousness ; and the more of this there is, the more 
influence does the original state have, and the more perma¬ 
nent a factor is it of our world. An indelibly-imprinted 
pain may color a life ; but, as Professor Richet says: 

To suffer for only a hundredth of a second is not to suffer at all; 
and for my part I would readily agree to undergo a pain, however acute 
and intense it might be, provided it should last only a hundredth of a 
second, and leave after it neither reverberation nor recall.” 

Not that a momentary state of consciousness need be 
practically resultless. Far from it: such a state, though 
absolutely unremembered, might at its own moment deter¬ 
mine the transition of our thinking in a vital way, and de¬ 
cide our action irrevocably.! But the idea of it could not 

* L'Homme et Tlntelligence, p. 82. 

f Professor Richet has therefore no right to say, as he does in another 
I)lace (Revue Philosophique, xxi. 570): “ WitJmit memory no conftci(m% 
sensation, without memory no consciousTiess.'* All Ihj is entitled to say is. 
“Without memory no consciousness knovm outside of itself.” Of the 
sort of consciousness that is an object for later states, and becomes as it 
were permanent, he gives a good example: “Who of us, alas I has not ex¬ 
perienced a bitter and profound grief, the immense laceration cause by the 
death of some cherished fellow-being? Well, in these great griefs the 
present endures neither for a minute, for an hour, nor for a day, but for 
weeks and months. The memory of the cruel moment will not efface 
itself from consciousness. It disappears not, but remains living, present. 
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ufterwarda determine transition and action, its content 
could not be conceived as one of the mind’s permanent 
meanings: that is all I moan by saying that its intellectual 
value lies in after-memory. 

As a rule sensations outlast for some little time the ob¬ 
jective stimulus which occasioned them. This phenomenon 
is the ground of those ‘ after-images ’ which are familiar in 
the physiology of the sense-organs. If we open our eyes 
instantaneously upon a scene, and then shroud them in 
complete darkness, it will be as if we saw the scene in ghostly 
light through the dark screen. We can read off details in 
it which were unnoticed whilst the eyes were open.* 

In every sphere of sense, an intermittent stimulus, often 
enough repeated, produces a continuous sensation. This 
is because the after-image of the impression just gone by 
blends with the new impression coming in. The effects of 
stimuli may thus be superposed upon each other many 
stages deep, the total result in consciousness being an in¬ 
crease in the feeling’s intensity, and in all probability, as 
we saw in the last chapter, an elementary sense of the lai)se 
of time (see p. (335). 

coexisting with the multitude of other sensations which are Juxtaposed in 
consciousness alonirside of this one persistent emotion which is felt always 
in the present tense. A lontr time is needed ere we can attain to for;?ctting 
it, ere we can make it enter into the past, llcm'et lateri letalis arundo.** 

{Ihid 583.) 
* Tins is the primary positive aftcr-imao^e. According to TTelmholtz, 

one third of a second is the most favorable length of exposure to the light 
for producing ft. Longer exposure, complicated hy subsequent admission 
of light to the eye, rc^siilts in the ordinary negntive and complementary 
after-images, with their changes, which may (if the original impression 
was brilliant and the fixation long) last for many minutes. Fechner gives 
the name of memory-after images (Psycliophysik, n 493) to the instan¬ 
taneous positive effects, and distinguishes them from ordinary after images 
hy the following characters: 1) Their originals must liave been attended 
to. only such parts of a compound original as have been attended to ap¬ 
pearing. This is not the case in common visual after images. 2) The 
strain of attention towards them is inward, as in ordinary remembering, 
not outward, as in observing a common after-image. 3) A short fixation 
cf the original is better for the memory-after-image, a long one for the 
ordinary after-image. 4) The colors of the memory-after image are 
2}ever complementary of those of the original. 
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Exner writes: 

Impressions to which we are inattentive leave so brief an image in 

the memory that it is usually overlooked. When deeply absorbed, we 

do not hear the clock strike. But our attention may awake after the 

striking has ceased, and we may then count off the strokes. Such ex¬ 

amples are often found in daily life. We can also prove the existence 

of this 'primaru memory-image^ as it may be called, in another person, 

even when his attention is completely absorbed elsewhere. Ask some¬ 

one, e.g., to count the lines of a printed page as fast as he can, and 

whilst this is going on walk a few stei)s about the room. Then, when 

tlie xjerson has done counting, ask liim where you stood, lie will 

always rejdy quite definitely that you have walked. Analogous experi- 

menls may be made with vision. This primary memory-image is, 

wdiether attention have been turned to the impression or not, an ex¬ 

tremely lively one, but is sulqectively quite distinct from every sort of 

after-image or hallucination. ... It vanishes, if not caught by atten¬ 

tion, in the course of a few seconds. Even when the original impression 

is attended to, the liveliness of its image in meiiKiry fades fast.” * 

The physical condition in the nerve-tissue of this pri¬ 
mary memory is called by Kichet ‘ eleinentary nieinory,’ f 1 
much prefer to reserve the word memory for tlie conscious 
phenomenon. What happens in the nerve-tissue is but an 
example of that plasticity or of semi-inertness, yielding 
to change, but not yielding instantly or wholly, and never 
quite recovering the original form, which, in Chajiter V, we 
saw to be the groundwork of habit. Elementary liabii 
would be the better name for what Professor liichet means. 
Well, the first manifestation of elementary habit is the 
slow dying away of an impressed movement on the neural 
matter, and its first effect in consciousness is this so-called 
elementary memory. But what elementary memory makes 
us aware of is the just past. The objects we feel in this 
directly intuited past differ from properly recollected ob¬ 
jects. An object which is recollected, in the proper sense 
of that term, is one which has been absent from conscious¬ 
ness altogetlier, and now revives anew. It is In’ought back, 
recalled, fished up, so to speak, from a reservoir in which, 
with countless other objects, it lay buried and lost from 
view. But an object of primary memory is not thus 

* Hermann's Hdbcli., ii. 2. 282. 
t Rev. Philos., 562. 
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brought back ; it never was lost; its date was never cut 
off in consciousness from that of the immediately present 
moment. In fact it comes to us as belonging to the rear¬ 
ward portion of the present space of time, and not to the 
genuine past. In the last chapter we saw that the por¬ 
tion of time which wo directly intuit has a breadth of 
several seconds, a rearward and a forward end, and may be 
called the specious j)reseiit. All stimuli whose first nerve- 
vibrations have not yet ceased seem to be conditions of 
our getting this feeling of the specious present. They give 
rise to objects which appear to the mind as events just 
past.* 

When we have been exposed to an unusual stimulus for 
many minutes or hours, a nervous process is set up which 
results in the haunting of consciousness by the impression 
for a long time afterwards. The tactile and muscular feel¬ 
ings of a day of skating or riding, after long disuse ol 
the exercise, will come back to us all through the night. 
Images of the field of view of the microscope will annoy 
the observer for hours after an unusually long sitting at the 
instrument. A thread tied around the finger, an unusual 
constriction in the clothing, will feel as if still there, long 
after they have been removed. These revivals (called phe¬ 
nomena of Sinne^geddchtniss by the Germans) have some¬ 
thing periodical in their nature.f They show that profound 
rearrangements and slow settlings into a new equilibrium 
are going on in the neural substance, and they form the 
transition to that more peculiar and proper phenomenon of 
memory, of which the rest of this chapter must treat. The 

* Richet says: The present has a certain duration, a variable duration, 
sometimes a rather long one, which comprehends all the time occupied by 
the after-reverberation [reteritimement, after-imagcj of a sensation. Forex- 
ample, if the reverberation of an electric shock within our nerves lashi 
ten minutes, for that electric shock there is a present of ten minutes. On 
the other hand, a feebler sensation will have a shorter present. But in 
every case, for a conscious sensation [1 should say for a remembered sensa¬ 
tion] to occur, there must be a present of a certain duration, of a few sec¬ 
onds at least.'* We have seen in the last chapter that it is hard to trace the 
backward limits of this immediately intuited duration, or specious present. 
The figures which M. Richet supposes appear to be considerably too large, 

f Cf. Fechner. Psychophysik. ii. 499. 
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first condition which makes a thing susceptible of recall 
after it has been forgotten is that tlio original impression 
of it should have been prolonged enough to give rise to a 
recurrent image of it, as distinguished from one of those pri' 
mary after-images which veiy fleeting impressions may 
leave beliind, and which contain in themselves no guarantee 
that they will ever come back after having once faded away.'^ 
A certain length of stimulation seems demanded by the 
inertia of the nerve-substance. Exposed to a shorter in¬ 
fluence. its modification fails to ‘s(d;,’ and it retains no 
effective tendency to fall again into the same form of vibra¬ 
tion at which the original feeling was due. This, as I 
said at the outset, nia}^ be the reason why only ‘ substantive ’ 
and not ‘transitive’ states of mind are as a rule recol¬ 
lected, at least as independent things. The transitive states 
pass by too quickly. 

ANALYSIS OP THE PHENOMENON OP MEMORY. 

Memory proper, or iiecondary memory as it mmht be 
styled, is the knowledge of a former-state of mind after it 
ha£jili^eady once dropped from consciousness : or rather 

^ is fJie knowledge an event, or fad, of which meantime ye 
have not been thinking, otYA the odjlitional consciousness tliai 

, wejkave thought or ex^rienced it hefore. 

* The primary after-image itstOf cannot be utilized if the stimulus is too 
brief. Mr. Cattell found (Psychologisclie Studien, in. p. 93 if.) that the 
color of a light must fall upon the eye fora period varying from 0.00275 
to 0.006 of a second, in order to be recognized for what it is. Letters 
of the alphabet and familiar words require from 0.00075 to 0.00175 
sec.—truly an interval extremely short. Some letters, E for example, are 
harder than others. In 1871 Helmholtz and Baxt had ascertained that 
when an impression was immediately followed by another, the latter 
quenched the former and prevented it from being known to later conscious¬ 
ness. The first stimulus was letters of the alphabet, the second a bright 
white disk. “With an interval of 0.0048 sec. between the two excita¬ 
tions [I copy here the abstract in Ladd's Physiological Psychology, p. 480], 
the disk appeared as scarcely a trace of a weak shimmer ; with an interval 
of 0.0096 sec., letters appeared in the shimmer—one or two which could 
be partially recognized when the interval increased to 0.0144 sec. When 
the interval was made 0.0192 see. the objects were a little more clearly 
discerned ; at 0.00336 sec. four letters could be well recognized ; at 0 0433 
sec., five letters; and at 0,0528 sec. all the letters could be read.” (PflUger's 
Archiv, iv. 825 
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The first element which such a knowledge involves would 
seem to be the revival in the mind of an image or copy of 
the original event.* And it is an assumption made by 
many writers f that the revival of an image is all that is 
needed to constitute the memory of the original occurrence. 
But such a revival is obviously not a memory, whatever else 
it may be ; it is simply a duplicate, a second event, having 
a})solutely no connection with the first event except that it 
happens to resemble it. The clock strikes to-day ; it struck 
yesterday; and may strike a million times ere it w^ears out. 
The rain pours through the gutter tins wook; it did so last 
week; and will do so in ,s(vcvl(i swculorum. But does the 
present clock-stroke become aware of tln^ })ast ones, or the 
present stream recollect the past stream, because they repeat 
and resemble them V Assuredly not. And let it not be said 
that this is because clock-strokes and gutters are physical 
and not psychical objects ; for psychicail objects (sensations 
for example) simply recurring in sucicessive editions will 
remember each other on that accouyit no more than clock- 
strokes do. No memory is involved in the mere fact of re¬ 
currence. The successive editions of a feeling are so many 

* When the past is recalled symbolically, or conceptually only, it is 
true that no such copy need be there. In no sort of cont^eptual knowledge 
is it requisite that dehnitcly resembling images be there {cf. pp. 471 ff.). 
But as all conceptual knowledge stands for intuitive knowledge, and termi¬ 
nates therein, I abstract from this complication, and confine myself to those 
memories in which the past is directly imaged in the mind, or, as we say, 
intuitively known. 

f E.g. Spencer, Psychology, i. p. 448. How do the believers in the 
sufficiency of the * image' formulate the cases where we remember that 
something did not happen—that we did not wind our watch, did not lock 

the door, etc. ? It is very hard to account for these memories of omis¬ 
sion. The image of winding the watch is just as present to my mind now 
when I remember that I did not wind it as if I remembered that I did. 
It must be a difference in the mode of feeling the image which loads me 
to such diff(irent conclusions in the two ojuses. When I remember that I 
did wind it, I feel it grown together with its assotuates of past date and 
place. When I remember that I did not, it keeps aloof ; the associates fuse 
with each other, but not with it. This sense of fusion, of the belonging 
together of things, is a most subtle relation ; the sense of non-fusion is 
an equally subtle one. Both relations demand most complex mental pro¬ 
cesses to know them, proces.ses quite different from that mere presence or 
absence of an image which does such service in the cruder books. 
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independent events, each snug in its own skin. Yesterday’s 
feeling is dead and buried; and the presence of to-day’s is 
no reason why it should resuscitate. A farther conciition 
is required before the present image can be held to stand 
for a past original. 

That condition is that the fact imaged be expressly referred 
to the past, thought as in the past. But how can we think 
a thing as in the ""past, exce2)t by thinking of tlio 2)ast to¬ 
gether with the thing, and of the relation of the two ? And 
how can we think of the past ? In the chaj)ter on Tinie-jjer- 
ce2)tion we have seen that our intuitive or immediate con¬ 
sciousness of ^nistness hardly cariies us more than a few 
seconds backward of the 2)resent instant of time. liemoter 
dates are conceived, not perceived; known s^^mbolically by 
names, such as ‘ last week,’ ‘ 1850; ’ or tliought of by events 
wliich ha2)2^ened in them, as tlie yt^ar in which we attended 
such a school, or met with such a loss.—So that if we wish 
to think of a particular 2)ast e2)och,we must think of a name 
or other symbol, or else of certain concrete events, associated 
therewithal. Both must be thought of, to think the past 
e23och adequately. And to ‘refer’ any S2:)ecial fact to the 
past epoch is to think that fact ivith the names and events 
which characterize its date, to think it, in short, with a lot 
of contiguous associates. 

But oven this would not be memory. Memory requires 
more than mere dating of a fact in the 2^^^^^ It must be 
dated in my past. In other words, I must think that I di¬ 
rectly ex23erienced its occurrence. It must liave th;)t 
' warmth and intimacy ’ which were so often spoken of in 
the cha23ter on the Self, as characterizing all experiences 
‘appro2)riated ’ by the thinker as his own. 

A general feeling of the past direction in time, then, a 
f)articular date conceived as lying along that direction, and 
defined by its name or 2)henomenal contents, an event im¬ 
agined as located therein, and owned as 23art of my ex- 
perience,—such are the elements of every act of memory. 

It follows that what we began by calling the ‘ image,’ or 
' copy/ of the fact in the mind, is really not there at all in 
that simple shape, as a separate ‘idea.* Or at least, if it Ix^ 
there as a separate idea, no memory will go with it. What 
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memory goes with is, on the contrary, a very complex rep¬ 
resentation, that of the fact to be recalled its associates, 
the whole forming one ‘object* (as explaijied on page 275, 
Chapter IX), known in one integral pulse of consciousness 
(as set fortli on pp. 276 ff.) and demanding probably a 
vastly more intricate brain-process than that on which any 
simple sensorial image depends. 

Most psychologists have given a perfectly clear analysis 
of the phenomenon we describe. Christian Wolff, for ex¬ 
ample, writes: 

“Suppose you have seen Mevius in the lemplo, but now afresh in 

Titus' house. I say you rccognlzti Alevius, that is, are conscious of hav¬ 

ing se(5n him before uecause, although now you perceive him with your 

senses along with Til us’ house, your imagination })roduces an image of him 

along with one of th(^ temple, and of the acts of your own mind reflecting 

on Mevius in the teuii)le. Jhuice the idea of Mevius whieh is reproduced in 

sense is contained in another s(;ries of p(U’eei)tioTis than tliat wiiicli 

formerly contaiiu'd it, and this difterenee is the reason wiiy we are con¬ 

scious of haAing had it t)cfore. . . . For wiiilst now’ you see Mevius in 

the. lionse of 'J’itus, your imagination places him in the temple, and 

renders you (.-oiiscicus (»f the state of mind whieh you found in yourself 

wdienyou ])elield liim tlun-e. By this you know* that you have seen him 

b(Tore, that is, >011 i*(>(a)gniz(‘ him. Ihit you recognize him because his 

idi'a is now eontaiiu'd in another series of perceptions from that in which 

you first saw^ him.” * 

Similarly' James Mill writes : 

“ In ray remembrance of George III., addressing the two houses of 

parliament, there is, first of all, the mere idea, or simple apprehension, 

the conception, as it is sometimes called, of the objects. There is com¬ 

bined with this, to make it memory, ray idea of my having seen and 

heard those objects. And this combination is so close that it is not in 

my power to separate them. I cannot have the idea of George HI.: 

his person and attitude, the paper he held in his hand, the sound of his 

voice while reading from it; witliout having the other idea along with 

it, that of my having been a witness of the scene. ... If this ex 

planation of the case in which we remember sensations is understood, 

the explanation of the case in w'hich we remember ideas cannot occasion 

much of difiiculty. I have a lively recollection of Polyphemus’s cave 

and the actions of Ulysses and the Cyclops, as described by Homer. In 

this recollection there is, first of all, tho ideas, or simple conceptions ot 

the objects and acts ; and along with these ideas, and so closely com- 

^ Psyxhologia Empirica, § 174. 
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bined as not to be separable, the idea of my having formerly had those 

same ideas. And this idea of my having formerly had those ideas is a 

very complicated idea ; including the idea of myself of the present mo¬ 

ment remembering, and that of myself of the past moment conceiving; 

and the whole series of the states of consciousness, which intervened 

between myself remembering, and myself conceiving.” * 

Memory is then the feeling of belief in a peculiar com¬ 
plex object; but all the elements of this object may be 
known to other states of belief; nor is there in the particular 
combination of them as they appear in memory anything 
so peculiar as to lead us to oppose the latter to other sorts 
of thought as something altogether sui geyieris^ needing a 
special faculty to account for itx When later we come to 
our chapter on Belief we shall see that any represented 
object which is connected either mediately or immediately 
with our present sensations or emotional activities tends 
to be believed in as a reality. ^The sense of a pecu¬ 
liar active relation in it to ourselves is what gives to an 
object the characteristic quality of reality, and a merely 
imagined past event differs from a recollected one only in 
the absence of this peculiar-feeling relation. The electric 
current, so to speak, between it and our present self 
does not close. But in their other determinations the re¬ 
recollected past and the imaginary past may be much the 
same. In other words, there is nothing unique in the object 
of memory, and no special faculty is needed to account for 

its formation. It is a synthesis of parts thought of as re¬ 
lated together, perception, imagination, comparison and 
reasoning being analogous syntheses of parts into complex 
objects. The objects of aiw of these faculties may awaken 
belief or fail to awaken it p object of memory is only an 
object imagined in the past (usually very completely imagined 
there) to which the emotion of hdief od.heres, 

* Analysis, I. 330-1. Mill believed that the various things remembered, 

the self included, enter consciousness in the form of separate ideas, but sc 
rapidly that they are *all clustered into one.* ‘'Ideas called up in close 
conjunction . . . assume, even when there is the greatest complexity, the 
appearance, not of many ideas, but of one ” (vol. i. p. 123). This mythoh 
ogy does not imj^iir the accuracy of his description of memory^s ctieet 
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MEMOBY'S CAUSES. 

Such being the phenomenon of memory, or the analysis 
of its object, can we see how it comes to pass ? can we 
lay bare its causes ? 

Its complete exercise presupposes two things : 
1) The retention of the remembered fact; 
2) Its reminiscence, recollection, reproduction, or recall. 
Now the cmise both of retention and. of recollection is the law 

of habit in the nervous system, workmg as it does in the ‘ asso- 
ciation of ideac.' 

Associatiouists have long explained recollection by asso¬ 
ciation. James Mill gives an account of it which 1 am unable 
to improve upon, unless it might be by translating his word 
‘ idea ’ into ‘ thing thought of,’ or ‘ object,’ as explained so 
often before. 

“ There is,” he says, “ a state of mind familiar to all men, in which 

we are said to remember. In this state it is certain we have not in the 

mind the idea which we are t rying to have in it.* How is it, then, that 

we proceed in the course of our endeavor, to procure its introduction 

into the mind ? If we have not the idea itself, we have certain ideas 

connected with it. We run over those ideas, one after another, in hopes 

tliat some one of them will suggest the idea we are in quCvSt of; 

and if any one of them does, it is always one so connected with it as 

to call it up in the way of association. I meet an old acquaintance, 

whose name I do not remember, and wish to recollect. I run over a 

number of names, in hopes that some of them may be associated with the 

idea of the individual. I think of all the circumstances in which I have 

seen him engaged ; the time when I knew him, the persons along with 

whom I knew him, the things he did, or the things he suffered; and, 

if I chance upon any idea with which the name is associated, then imme¬ 

diately I have the recollection ; if not, my pursuit of it is vain.t There 

is another set of cases, very familiar, but affording very important evi¬ 

dence on the subject. It frequently happens that there are matters 

which we desire not to forget. What, is the contrivance to which we 

have recourse for preserving the memory—tliat is, for making sure tftat 

it will be called into existence, when it is our wish that it should ? All 
men invariably employ the same expedient. They endeavor to form 

* Compare, however, p. 251, Chapter IX. 
t Professor Bain adds, in a note to this passage of MiH’s: ** This process 

seems best expressed by laying down a law of Compound or Composite 
Association, under which a plurality of feeble links of connection may be 
a substitute for one powerful and self-sufficing link.'' 
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an association between the idea of the thing to bo remembered, and 

some .sensation, or some idea, which they know beforehand will occur at 

or near the time when they wish the remembrance to be in their minds, 

ff this fissociation is formed, and the association or idea with which it has 

been formed occurs; the sensation, or idea, calls up the remembrance; 

and the object of him who formed the association is attained. To use a 

vulgar instance : a man receives a commission from his friend, and, that 

he may not forget it, ties a knot in his handkercliief. How is this fact to 

be explained ? First of all, the idea of the commission is associated with 

the making of the knot. Next, the handkerchief is a thing which it is 

known beforehand will be frequently seen, and of course at no great 

distance of time from the occasion on which the memory is desired. 

The handkerchief being seen, the knot is seen, and this sensation re¬ 

calls the idea of the commission, between which and itself the associ- 

ation had been purposely formed.’’ * 

In short, we make search in our memory for a forgotten 
idea, just as we rummage our house for a lost ol>jc3ct. In 
both cases we visit what seems to us the probable neighbor* 
hood of that which we miss. We turn over the things under 
which, or within which, or alongside of which, it may 
possibly be ; and if it lies near them, it soon comes to view. 
But these matters, in the case of a mental object sought, 
are nothing but its associates. The machinery of recall is 
thus the same as the machinery of association, and the 
machinery of association, as we know, is nothing but the 
elementary law of habit in the nerve-centres. 

And this same law of habit is the machinery of retention 
also, 'detention means liahility to recall, and it means noth¬ 
ing more than such liability. The only proof of there being 
retention is that recall actually tak^s place. The retention 
of an experience is, in short, but another name for the jpos- 
sibility of thinking it again, or the tendency to think it again, 
with its past surroundings.^ Whatever accidental cue may 
turn this tendency into an actuality, the permanent groiind 
of the tendency itself lies in the organized neural paths by 
which the cue calls up the experience on the proper occa¬ 
sion, together with its past associates, the sense that the 
self was there, the belief that it really happened, etc., etc., 
just as previously described. When the recollection is of 
the ‘ ready ’ sort, the resuscitation takes place the instant 

* Analysis, chap. x. 
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fche occasion arises; when it is slow, resuscitation comes 
after delay. But be the recall prompt or slow, the condi¬ 
tion whicli makes it possible at all (or in other words, the 
^ retention ’ of the experience) is neither more nor less than 
the brain-paths which associate the experience with the 
occasion and cue of the recall. When slumbering^ these paths 
are the condition of retention ; when active, they are the condi¬ 

tion of recall. 

simple scheme will now make the whole cause of 
inemoiy plain. Let n be a past 
event; o its ‘setting’ (concomi¬ 
tants, date, self 2)resent, warmth 
and intimacy, etc., etc., as already 
set forth); and m some present 
thought or fa(‘b which may appro¬ 
priately become the occasion of its 
recall. Let the nerve-centres, ac¬ 
tive in the thought of m, n, and o, 
be repros(3nt(id by M, N, and O, vo- 

spectively ; then the existence of the paths M—N andN—0 
will bo the fact indicated by the plirase ‘retention of the 
event n in the memory,’ and the excitonent of the brain along 
these paths will be the condition of the event n’s actual re¬ 
call. The retention of n, it will be observed, is no mysterious 
storing up of an ‘ idea ’ in an unconscious state. It is not a 
fact of the meutal order at all. It is a purely physical pLe- 
nomenon, a morphological feature, the presence of fhese 
paths,’ namely, in the finest recesses of the brain’s tissue. 

The recall or recollection, on the other hand, is a psycho¬ 
physical phenomenon, with both a bodily and a mental side. 
The bodily side is the func^tional excitement of the tracts 
and paths in question ; the mental side is the conscious 
vision of the past occurrence, and the belief that we ex¬ 
perienced it before, 

These habit-worn paths of association are a clear ren¬ 
dering of what authors mean by ‘predispositions,’ ‘vestiges,' 
‘ traces,’ etc., left in the brain by past ex])erience. Most 
writers leave the nature of these vestiges vague ; few think 
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of explicitly assimilating them to channels of association. 
Dr. Maudsley, for example, writes: 

“ When an idea which we have once had is excited again, there is a 

reproduction of the same nervous current, with the conscious addition 

that it is a reproduction—it is the same idea plus the consciousness that 

it is the same. The question tlnm suggests itself, What is the physical 

condition of this consciousness ? What is the inoditication of the anatomi ¬ 

cal substrata of fibres and cells, or of their physiological activity, which 

is the occasion of this plus element in the reproduced idea ? It may b(‘, 

supposed that the first activity did leave behind it, when it subsided, 

some after-effect, some modification of the nerve-element, whereby the 

nerve-circuit was disposed to fall again readily into tlio same action; 

such disposition appearing in consciousness as /Y^cognition or memory. 

Memory is, in fact, the conscious phase of this physiological disposition 

when it becomes active or discharges its functions on the recurrence of 

the particular mental experience. To assist our conception of what 

may happen, let us suppose the individual nerve-elements to be en¬ 

dowed with their own consciousness, and let us assume tliem to be, as 

I have supposed, modified in a certain way by the first experience ; it 

is hard to conceive that when they fall into the same action on another 

occasion they should not recognize or remember it; for the second 

action is a reproduction of tlie first, with the addition of what it con¬ 

tains from the after-etfects of the first. As we have assumed the process 

to be conscious, this reproduction with its addition would be a memory 

or remembrance.” * 

In this passage Dr. Maudsley seems to mean by the 
* nerve-element,’ or ‘anatomical substratum of fibres and 
cells,* something that corresponds to the N of our diagram. 
And the ‘ modification ’ he speaks of seems intended to be 
undej:stood as an internal modification of this same particu¬ 
lar group of elements. Now the slightest reflection will con¬ 
vince anyone that there is no conceivable ground for suppos¬ 
ing that with the mere re-excitation of N there should arise 
the ‘ conscious addition ’ that it is a re-excitation. The two 
excitations are simply two excitations, their consciousnesses 
are two consciousnesses, they have nothing to do with each 
other. And a vague ‘modification/ supposed to be left 
behind by the first excitation, helps us not a whit For, 
according to all analogy, such a modification can only result 
in making the next excitation more smooth and rapid. This 
might make it less conscious^ perhaps, but could not endow 

* H. Maudsley, The Physiology of Miud (Londoa. 1876), p 613, 
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it with any reference to the past The gutter is worn 
deeper by each successive shower, but not for that reason 
brought into contact with previ(3us showers. Psychology 
(whicn Dr. Maudsley in his next sentence says affords us 
not the least help in this matter ”) puts us on the track of 
an at least possible l)rain-ex])lanatiou. As it is the settiiig 
0 of the idea, when it recurs, which makes us conscious 
of it as past, so it can be no intrinsic modification of the 
‘ nerve-element * N which is the organic condition of mem¬ 
ory, but something extrinsic to it altogether, namely, its con¬ 
nections with those other nerve-elements which we called 
O—that letter standing in the scheme for the cerebral sub¬ 
stratum of a great plexus of things other than the principal 
event remembered, dates, names, concrete surroundings, 
realized intervals, and what not. The ‘ modification ’ is the 
formation in the plastic nerve-substance of the system of 
associative paths between N and O. 

tVThe only hypothesis, in short, to which the facts of 
inward experience give countenance is that the hrain-tracts 
excited hy the event proper, and those excited in its recall, are 
in part dif event from each other. If we could revive the 
past event without any associates we should exclude the 
possibility of memory, and simply dream that we were un¬ 
dergoing the experience as if for the first time.* Wherever, 

* The only fact which might plausibly be alleged against this view is the 
familiar one that we may feel the lapse of time in an experience so monot¬ 
onous that its earlier portions can have no ‘ associates' different from its 
later ones. Sit with closed eyes, for example, and steadily pronounce some 
vowel-sound, thus, a—a—a—a—a— .... thinking only of the sound. 
Nothing changes during the time occupied hy the experiment, and yet at 
the end of it you know that its beginning was far away. I think, how¬ 
ever, that a close attention to what happens during this experiment shows 
that it does not violate in the least the conditions of recall laid down 
in the text; and that if the moment to which we mentally hark back lie 
many seconds behind the present instant, it always Jias different associates 
by which we define its date. Thus it was when I had just breathed 
out, or in ; or it was the ‘ first moment * of the performance, the one ‘ pre 
ceded by silence ;’ or it was ‘one very close to that;' or it was ‘one when 
we were looking forward instead of back, as now ; ’ or it is simply repre¬ 
sented by a number and conceived symbolically with no definite image 
of its date. It seems to me that I have no really intuitive discrimination 
of the different past moments after the experience has gone on some little 
Uxne, hwt that back of the * specious present * they all fuse into a single 
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in fact, the recalled event does appear without a definite 
setting, it is hard to distinguish it from a mere creation of 
fancy. But in proportion as its image lingers and recalls as¬ 
sociates which gradually become more definite, it grows more 
and more distinctly into a remembered thing. For example* 
I enter a friend’s room and see on the wall a i)ainting. At 
first I have the strange, wondering consciousness, ‘ surely 
I have seen that before,* but when or how does not become 
clear. There only clings to the picture a sort of penumbra 
of familiarity,—when suddenly I exclaim ; ‘‘ I have it, it is 
a copy of part of one of the Fra Angelicos in the Floren¬ 
tine Academy—I recollect it there ! ’* But the motive to 
the recall does 7iot lie in the fact that the brain-tract now 
excited by the painting was once before excited in a similai 
way; it lies simply and solely in the fact that with that 
brain-tract other tracts also are excited: those which sus¬ 
tain my friend’s room with all its peculiarities, on the one 
hand; those which sustain the mental image of the Florence 
Academy, on the other hand, with the circumstances of my 
visit there ; and finally those which make me (more dimly) 
think of the years I have lived through between these two 
times. The result of this total brain-distiirbanco is a 
thought with a peculiar object, namely, that I who now 
stand here with this picture before me, stood so many years 
ago in the Florentine Academy looking at its original. 

M. Taine has described the gradual way in which a 
mental image develops into an object of memory, in his 
usual vivid fashion. He says : 

“I meet casually in the street a person whose appearance I am 

acquainted with, and say to myself at once that I have seen him before. 

Instantly the figure recedes into the past, and wavers about there 

vaguely, without at once fixing itself in any spot. It persists in me for 

conception of the hind of thing that has been going on, with a more or less 
clear sense of the total time it has lasted, this latter being based on an 
automatic counting of the successive pulses of thought by which the 
process is from moment to moment recognized as being always the same. 
Within the few seconds which constitute the specious present there is an 
intuitive perception of the successive moments. But these moments, of 
which wc have a primary memory-image, are not properly recalled from 
the past, our knowledge of them is in no way analogous to a memory prop 
®rly so called, Cf. 9upra, p, 646. 
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gome time, and surrounds itself with new details. ‘ When I saw him he 

was bare-headed, with a working-jacket on, painting in a studio ; he is 

Bo-and-so, of such-and-such a street. But when was it? It was not 

yesterday, nor this v/eek, nor recently. 1 have it : he told me that ho 

was waiting for the lirst leaves to come out to go into the country. It 

was before tlie spring. But at what exact date? I saw, the same day, 

people carrying branches in the streets and omnibuses : it was Palm 

Bunday ! ’ Observe the travels of the internal figure, its various shift- 

ings to front and rear along the line of tlie past; each of these mental 

Beiiteuces has been a swing of the balance. When coiifronted with 

the present sensation and with the latent swarm of indistinct images 

which repeat our recent life, the figure lirst recoiled suddenly to an 

indeterminate distance. Tluui, completed by precise details, and con¬ 

fronted with all the shoideued images by which wc sum up the proceed¬ 

ings of a day or a week, it again recedt^d bc^yoiid the present day, })e- 

yoiid yesterday, the day before, tlu^ week, still farther, b(‘yond the 

ill-defined mass constituted by our recent recollections. Then some¬ 

thing said by the painter was recalled, an<i it at once receded again 

beyond an almost precise limit, which is marked by the image of the 

green leaves and denoted by tlu^ word spring. A moment afterwards, 

thanks to a new detail, tluj recollec^liou of the branches, it has shifted 

again, but forward this time, not backward; and. by a nTerence to the 

calendar, is situated at a pr('cis«^ point, a. w^^ek further back than Easter, 

and five weeks nearei* than the (;arnival, by the double effect of the 

contrary impulsions, pushing it, om*, forward and the other backward, 

and which are, at a particular moment, annulled by one another.’’ * 

THE CONDITIONS OP GOODNESS IN MEMORY. 

The remembered fact l)eiug n, then, the path N—O is 
what arouses for n its setting when it is recalled, and makes 
it other than a mere imagination. The j)ath M—N, on the 
other hand, gives the cue or occasion of its l^diig recalled 
at all. Memory heivg ihis altogether conditioned on hrain- 
paths, its excellence in a given individual tvill depend partly on 
the number and partly on the persistence of these paths. 

The persistence or permanence of the paths is a physi¬ 
ological property of the brain-tissue of the individual, whilst 
their number is altogether due to the facts of his mental 
experience. Let the quality of permanence in the paths be 

called the native tenacity, or physiological retentiveness. 
This tenacity differs enormously from infancy to old age, 
and from one person to another. Some minds are like wax 

^ On Intelligence. I. 258-9. 
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under a seal—no impression, however disconnected with 
others, is wiped out. Others, like a jelly, vibrate to every 
touch, but under usual conditions retain no permanent 
mark. These latter minds, befo]*e they can recollect a fact, 
must Aveave it into their permanent stores of knowledge. 
They have no destiJtory memory. Those j)ersons, on the 
contrary, who retain names, dates and addresses, anecdotes, 
gossip, poetry, cpiotations, and all sorts of miscellaneous 
facts, without an effort, have desultory memory in a high 
degree, and certainly owe it to the unusual tenacity of theii 
brain-substance for any path once formed therein. No 
one probably was ever effective on a voluminous scale with¬ 
out a liigh degree of this physiological retentivoness. In 
the practical as in the theoretic life, the man whose acquisi¬ 
tions siicJc is the man who is ahvays achieving and advancing, 
whilst his neighbors, spending most of their time in relearn¬ 
ing what they once knew but have forgptton, simply hold 
their own. A Charlemagne, a Luther, a'Leibnite, a Walter 
Scott, any example, in short, of your quarto or folio editions 
of mankind, must needs ImA^-amazin^^etentiveness of the 
purely physiological sort. Men Avithout this retentiveness 
may excel in the gualitjy of their work at this point or at 
that, but Avill never, do such mighty sums of it, or be influ¬ 
ential contemporaneously on such a scale.* 

ISjot that mere native tenacity will make a man groat. It must be 
coupled with great passions and great intellect besides. Imbetdles some¬ 
times have extraordinary desultory memory. Drobisch describes (Empi- 
rische Psychol , p. 95) the case of a young man whom he examined. He 
had with difficulty been taught to read and speak. '‘Butif two or three 
minutes were allowed him to peruse an octavo page, he then could H])ell 
the single words out from his memory as well as if the book lay open 
before him. , . . That there was no deception I could test by means of a 
new Latin law-dissertation which had just come into my hands, which he 
never could have seen, and of which both subject and language were 
unknown to him. He read off [mentally] many lines, skipping about too, 
of the page which had been given him to see, no worse than if the experi¬ 
ment had been made with a child’s story.” Drobisch describes this case 
as if it were one of unusual persistence in the visual image [‘primary 
memory,’ vide supra, p. 648]. But he adds that the youth ‘ remembered 
his pages a long time.’ In the Journal of Speculative Philosophy for Jan. 
1871 (VI. 6) is an account by Mr. W. D. Hcnkle (together with the stock 
classic examples of preternatural memory) of an almost blind Pennsylvania 
farmer who could remember the day of the week on which any date had 
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But there comes a time of life for all of us we can 
do no more than hold our^own in the way of acquimHdnsT* 
when the old paths fade asSfast as the new ones form in our 
brain, and when we forget in a week quite as much as wo 
can learn in the same space of time. This equilibrium may 
last many, many years. In extreme old age it is upset in the 
reverse direction, and forgetting prevails over acquisition^, 
or ratlier there is no acquisition. Brain-paths are so tram 
sient that in the course of a few minutes of conversation the 
same question is asked and its answer forgotten half a dozen 
times. Then the superior tenacitj^ of the paths formed in 
childhood becomes manifest; the dotard will retrace the 
facts of his earlier years after he has lost all those of later 
date. 

So much for the permanence of the paths. Now for 
their number. 

It is obvious that the more thej*e are of such paths as 
M—N in the brain, and tJie more of sucli possible cues or 
occasions for the recall of n in the mind, the prompter and 
surer, on the whole, the memory of n will be, the more 

fallen for forty-two years past, and also the kind of weather it was, and 
what he was doing on eacli of more than fifteen thousand days. Pity that 
Buch a magiiitieent faculty as this could not have found more worthy appli¬ 
cation ! 

What Ihesc cases show is that the mere organic retentiveness of a man 
need hear no definite relation to his other mental powers. Men of the 
highest general powers will often forget nothing, however insignificant. 
One of the most general]3^ accomplished men I know has a memory of this 
sort. He never keeps written note of anything, yet is never at a loss for a 
fact which lie has once heard. He remembers the old addresses of all his 
New York friends, living in numbered streets, addresses which they tliein- 
selves have long since moved away from and forgotten. He says that he 
should probably recognize an individual fiy, if lie bad seen him thirty 
years previous—he is, by the way, an eiitomologi.st. As an instance of Ids 
desultory memory, he was introduced to a et'rlain colonel at a club. Tlie 
conversation fell upon the signs of age in man. The colonel cliallenged 
him to estimate his age. He looked at 1dm, and gave tlnj e.\act day of Ids 
birth, to the wonder of all. But the secret of this accuracy was that, having 
picked up some days previously an armj^-register, he had idly turned over 
its list of names, with dates of birth, graduation, promotions, etc., attached, 
and when the colonel's name was meutioned to him at the club, these 
figures, on which he had not bestowed a moment’s thought, involuntarily 
surged up in his mind. Such a memory is of course a priceless boon. 
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frequent]}" one mil be reminded of it, the more avenues oi 

approach to it one will possess. In mental terms, the more 

other facts a fact is associated with in the mind, the hetter pos¬ 

session of it our memory retains. Each of its associates be¬ 

comes a hook to which it hangs, a means to fish it up by 

when sunk beneath tlie surface. Together, they form a 

network of attachments by which it is avovou into the 

entire tissue of our thought. The ‘ secret of a good mem¬ 

ory ’ is thus the secret of forming diverse and multiple 

associations with every fact we care to ]*etain. But this 

forming of associations with a fact, what is it l)ut thinking 

about the fact as much as })ossible ? Bi’ietly, tljen, of two 

men with the same outward ex])eriences and the same 

amount of mere native tenacity, the one who thinks over his 

experience's most, and weaves tlnaii into systematic rela¬ 

tions with each otlier, icill he the one ivith the best mem¬ 

ory. We see examples of this on every hand. Most men 

have a good memory for facts connected with their owti 

pursuits. The college athlete who remains a dunce at his 

books will astoiiisli you b}" his knowledge of men’s ‘ records ’ 

in various feats and games, and will be a walking diction¬ 

ary of sporting statistics. The reason is that he is con¬ 

stantly going over tln^se things in his mind, and comparing 

and making series of tliem. They form for him not so 

many odd facts, but a c()nce])t“systeni—so they stick. So the 

merchant remembers ])]'ices, the politician other })oliticians’ 

s])eeches and votes, with a copiousness whicli amazes out¬ 

siders, but which the amount of thijiking they bestow on 

these subjects easily explains. The great memory for facts 

which a Darwdn and a Spencer reveal in their books is not 

incompatible with the possession on their part of a brain 

wdth only a middling degree of physiological retentiveness. 

Let a man early in life set himself the task of verifying 

such a theory as that of evolution, and facts will soon 

cluster and cling to him like grapes to their stem. Their 

relations to the theory will hold them fast; and the more 

of these the mind is able to discern, the greater the erudition 

will become. Meanwhile the theorist may have little, if 

any, desultory memory. Unutilizable facts may be unnoted 

by him and forgotten as soon as heard. Aii ignorance 
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almost as encyclopsGdic as liis erudition may coexist with 

the latter, and hide, as it were, in tlie interstices of its web. 

Those who have had iriuch to do with scholars and savants 
will readily think of examples of tJie class of mind I mean. 

In a system, every fact is connected with every other by 

some thouglit-relation. The consequence is that every fact 

is retained by the combined suggestive j^ower of all the 

other facts in the system, and forgetfulness is well-nigh 

impossible. 

The reason why cramming is such a bad mode of study 

is now made clear. I mean by cramming that way of pre¬ 

paring for examinations by committing ‘points’ to memory 

during a few hours or days of intense application immedi¬ 

ately preceding the final ordeal, little or no w^ork having 

been performed during the previous course of the term. 

Tbi igs learned thus in a few hours, on one occasion, for 

one purpose, cannot possibly have formed man}^ associations 

with other things in the mind. Their brain-processes are 

led into by few paths, and are relatively little liable to be 

awakened again. Speedj^ oblivion is the almost inevitable 

fate of all that is committed to memory in this simple way. 

Whereas, on the contrary, the same materials taken in 

gradually, day after day, recurring in different contexts, 

considered in various relations, associated with other exter¬ 

nal incidents, and repeatedly reflected on, grow into such a 

system, form such connections with the rest of the mind’s 

fabric, lie open to so many paths of approach, that they 

remain permanent possessions. This is the inteUeciual rea¬ 

son why habits of continuous application should be enforced 

in educational establishments. Of course there is no moral 

turpitude in cramming. If it led to the desired end of 

secure learning it would be infinitely the best method of 

study. But it does not; and students themselves should 

understand the reason why. 

ONE’S NATIVE BETENT1VENE8S IS UNCHANGEABLE. 

It will now appear clear that all improvement of the 
memory lies in the line of elabobating the associates of 

each of the several things to be remembered. No amount 
of culture would seem capable of modifying a marfs generai 
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rdentiveTiess. This is a physiological quality, given once 

for all with his organization, and which he can never hope 

to change. It differs no doubt in disease and health; and 

it is a fact of observation that it is better in fresh and 

vigorous hours than when we are fagged or ill. We may 

gay, then, that a man’s native tenacity will fluctuate some¬ 

what with his hygiene, and that whatever is good for his 

tone of health will also be good for his memory. We may 

even say that whatever amount of intellectual exercise is 

bracing to the general tone and nutrition of the brain will 

also be profitable to the general retentiveness. But mo] e 

than this we cannot say; and this, it is obvious, is far less 

than most people believe. 

It is, in fact, commonlj^ thought that certain exercises, 

systematically repeated, will strengthen, not oiily a man’s 

remembrance of the particular facts used in the exercises, 

but his faculty for remembering facts at large. And a 

plausible case is always made out by saying that practice 

in learning words by heart makes it easier to learn new 

words in the same way.* If this be true, then what 

I have just said is false, and the whole doctrine of mem¬ 

ory as due to ‘ paths ’ must be revised. But I am dis¬ 

posed to think the alleged fact untrue, I have carefully 

questioned several mature actors on the point, and all have 

denied that the practice of learning parts has made any 

such difference as is alleged. "What it has done for them 

is to improve their power of studying a part systematically. 

Their mind is now full of precedents in the way of intona¬ 

tion, emphasis, gesticulation; the new words awaken dis¬ 

tinct suggestions and decisions ; are caught up, in fact, into 

a pre-existing net-work, like the merchant’s prices, or the 

athlete’s store of ‘records,’ and are recollected easier, al¬ 

though the mere native tenacity is not a whit improved, 

and is usually, in fact, impaired by age. It is a case of better 

remembering by better thinking. Similarly when school¬ 

boys improve by practice in ease of learning by heart, the 

improvement will, I am sure, be always found to reside in 

* Of. Ebbinghau8: Ueber das Gcdachtniss (1885), pp. 67, 46. One may 
hear a person say: **1 have a very poor memory, because 1 was never sys 
tematically made to learn poetry at scIiooa.’ 
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fche mode of study of the particular piece (due to the greater 
interest, the greater suggestiveness, tlic generic similarity 
with other pieces, the more sustained attention, etc., etc.), 

and not at all to any enhancement of the brute retentive 
power. 

The error I speak of pervades an otherwise useful and 
judicious book, ‘ How to Strengthen the Memory,’ by Dr. 
Holbrook of New York.* The author fails to distinguish 
between the general physiological retentiveiiess and the re¬ 
tention of particular things, and talks as if both must be 
benefited by the same means. 

“I am now treating,” be says, “ a case of loss of memory in a per 

sou advanced in years, wlio did not know that his memory had faded 

most remarkably till 1 told him of it. He is making vigorous efforts 

to bring it back again, and with partial success. The method imrsiicd 

is to spend two hours daily, one in the morning and one in the evening, 

in exercising this faculty. The patient is instructed to give the closest 

attention to all that he leains, so that it shall be impressed on his mind 

clearly. He is asked to recall every evening all the facts and expe¬ 

riences of the day, and again the next morning. Every ijaine heard is 

written down and imjjressed on his mind clearly, and an effort made 

to recall it at intervals. Ten names from among public men are or¬ 

dered to bo committed to memory every week. A verse of poetry is tc 

be learned, also a verse from the Bible, daily. He is asked to remem¬ 

ber the number of the page in any book where any interesting fact is 

recorded. Tliese and other methods are slowly resuscitating a failing 

memory.”! 

I find it very liard to believe that the meiuory of the 
poor old gentleman is a bit the better for all this torture 
except in respect of the particular facts thus wrought into 
it, the occurrences attended to and repeated on those days, 
the names of those politicians, those Bible verses, etc., etc. 
In another place Dr. Holbrook quotes the account given by 
the late Thurlow Weed, journalist and politician, of his 
method of strengthening liis memory. 

“My memory was a sieve. I could remember nothing. Dates, 

names, appointments, faces—everything escaped me. I said to m> 

wife, ‘ Catherine, I shall never make a successful politician, for I can¬ 
not remember, and that is a prime necessity of politicians.' My wife 

^IIow to Stnmgthen the Memory ; or, The Natural and Scientific Meth¬ 
ods of Never Forgetting. By M. H. Holbrook, M.D. New York (no date). 

t Page S9. 
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told mo T must tralu my memory. So when I came home that night, 1 

sat down alone and spent fifteen minutes trying silently to recall with 

accuracy the principal events of the day. I could nanember but little 

at first; now I remember that I could not then recall wliat I had for 

breakfast. After a few days’ practice I found 1 could recall more. 

Events came back to me more miiiut(;ly, more accurately, and more 

vividly than at first. After a fortnight or so of this, Catherine said- 

‘ AVhy don’t you relate to me the events of the day, instead of recalling 

them to yourself ? It would be interesting, and my interest in it would 

be a stimulus to you.’ Having great respect for my wife's ojiinion, I 

began a habit of oral confession, as it- were, which was continued for 

almost fifty years. Every night, the last thing before ixitiring, J told 

her everything I could remember that liad ha})poned to me or about me 

during the day. I generally na^alled the dishes 1 had bail for break¬ 

fast, dinner, and tea; the people 1 had and what t hey bad said; 

the editorials I had written for my jiaper, giving lier a bri('f abstra(‘t of 

them. I mentioned all the letters 1 had sent and received, and the very 

language used, as nearly as possible; when I had walked or riddiui—1 

told her everything that had come witliin my oliscu’vatiou. 1 found I 

could say my lessons better and better every yc^ar, and inst('ad of the 

pracjtice growing irksome, it became a ])leasure to go over again the 

events of the day. I am indebted to this discijfiine for a memory of 

somewhat unusual tenacity, and 1 recommend thc])raeticetoall who wish 

to store up facts, or expect to have much to do with influencing men.'’' 

I do not donbt that Mr. Weed’s practical command 
of his past experiences was much greater after fifty years 
of this liei’oic drill than it would have been without it. 
Expecting to give his account in the evening, lie attended 
l)(3tter to each incident of the day, named and conceived it 
differently, set his mind upon it, and in tlie evening went 
over it again. He did more thinldng about it, and it stayed 
with liim in consequence. But I venture to affirm pretty 
confidently (although I know how foolish it often is to deny 
a fact on the strength of a theory) that the same matter, 
casually attendexl to arid not thought about, would have stuck 
ill his memory no better at the end than at the beginning 
of his years of heroic self-discipline. He had acquired a 
better method of noting and recording his experiences, but 
liis physiological retentiveness was probably not a bit im¬ 

proved, t 

* Op. cit. p. 100. 

f In order to test the opinion so confidently expressed in the text, I have 
tried to see whether a certain amount of daily training in learning poetry 
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All improvement of memory consists^ then, in the in- 
provement of one's hahituol methods of recording facts. 

by heart will shorten the lime it takes to learn an entirely different kind of 
poetry. During eight successive days 1 learned 158 lines of Victor Hugo’s 
‘ Satyr.’ The total number of minutes required for this was 181 —it should 
be said that I had learned nothing by heart for many years. I then, work¬ 
ing for twenty-odd minutes daily, learned the entire lirst book of Paradise 
Lost, occupying 88 days in the process. After tins training 1 went back to 
Victor Hugo’s poem, and found that 158 additional lines (divided exactly as 
on the former occasion) took me 15U minutes. In other svords, I commit¬ 
ted my Victor Hugo to memory befon; the training at the rate of a line in 
50 seconds, after the training at the rate of a line in 57 seconds, just the 
oiiposite result from that which the popular view w ould lead one to exptici. 
But as I was peceptibly fagged with other w^ork at the time of the second 
batch of Victor Hugo, I thought that might explain the retardation ; so 1 
persuaded several other pc'rsons to repeat the test. 

Dr. W. H. Burnham learned 16 Hues of In Memoriam for 8 days ; time, 
14-17 minutes—daily average 14f. He then trained himself on Schiller’s 
translation of the second book of the ^hieid into German, 16 lines daily 
for 26 consecutive days. On returning to the same quantity of In Memo¬ 
riam again, he found his maximum time 20 minutes, minimum 10, average 
145 J As he feared the outer conditions might not have been as favorable 
this time as the first, he waited a few days and got conditions as near as 
possible identical. The result was . minimum time 8 minutes ; maximum 
19| ; average 14^\. 

Mr. E. S. Drown tested himself on Virgil for 16 days, then again for 
16 days, after training himself on Scott. Average time before training, 
13 minutes 26 seconds ; after training, 12 minutes 16 seconds. [Sixteen 
days is too long for the test; it gives time for training on the test-verse.] 

Mr. C. H. Baldwin took 10 lines for 15 days as his test, trained himself 
on 450 lines *of an entirely different verse,’and then took 15 days more 
of the former verse 10 lim'S a day. Average result: 8 minutes 41 seconds 
before, 8 minutes 2 seconds after, training. [Same criticism as before.] 

Mr. E. A. Pease tested himself on Idyls of the King, and trained him¬ 
self on Paradise Lost. Average result of 6 days each time : 14 minutes 84 
seconds before, 14 rainutes 55 seconds after, training. Mr. Burnham haw¬ 
ing suggested that to eliminate facilitating effect entirely from the training 
verses one ought to test one’s self <l la Ebbinghaus on series of nonsense- 
syllables, having no analogy whatever with any system of expressive verses, 
I induced two of my students to perform that experiment also. The record 
is unfortunately lost *, but the result was a very considerable shortening of 
the average time of the second series of nonsense-syllables, learned after 
training. This seems to me, however, more to show the effects of rapid 
habituation to the nonsense-verses themselves than those of the poetry 
used between them. But I mean to prosecute the experiments farther, 
and will report in another place. 

One of my students having quoted a clergyman of his acquaintancje 
who had marvellously improved by practice his power of learning his 
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In the traditional terminology methods are divided into 
the mechanical, the ingenious, and the judicious. 

The 7nechan{cal methods consist in the intensification, pro¬ 

longation, and repetition oi the impression to be remembered. 
The modern method of teaching children to read by black¬ 
board woi’k, in which each word is impressed by the four¬ 
fold channel of eye, ear, voice, and hand, is an example of 
an improved mechanical method of memorizing. 

Judicious methods of remembering things are notliing l)ut 
logical ways of conceiving them and working tliem into 
rational sj^stems, classifying them, analyzing them into 
parts, etc., etc. All the sciences are such methods. 

Of ingenious methods, many have been invented, under the 
name of technical memories. By means of these S3\stems 
it is often possible to retain entirely disconne(dnd facts, 
lists of names, numbers, and so forth, so multitudinous as 
to be entirely unrernemberable in a natural way. The 
method consists usually in a framework learned mechani¬ 
cally, of which the mind is supposed to remain in secure 
and permanent possession. Then, wdiatever is to be re¬ 
membered is deliberately associated hy some fanciful 
analogy or connection with some part of this framework, 
and this connection thenceforward helps its recall. Tlio 
best known and most used of these devices is the figure- 
alphabet. To remember numbers, e.g., a figure-alphabet 
is first formed, in which each numerical digit is represented 
by one or more letters. The number is then translated into 
such letters as will best make a word, if j^ossible a word 
suggestive of the object to which the number belongs. 

sermons by heart, I wrote to the gentleman for corroboration. I append 
his reply, w'hich shows that the increased facility is due rather to a change 
in his methods of learning than to his native retentiveness having growui 
by exercise : “As for memory, mine has improved year by year, except 
when in ill-health, like a gymnast’s muscle. Before twenty it took three 
or four days to commit an hourdong sermon ; after twenty, two days, one 
day, half a day, and now one slow analytic, very attentive or adhesive 
reading does it. But memory seems tome the most physical of intellectual 
powers. Bodily ease and freshness have much to do with it. Then there 
is a great difference of facility in method. I used to commit sentence hy 
sentence. Now I take the idea of the whole, then its leading divisions, 
then its subdivisions, then its sentences.” 
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The word will then bo remembered when the numbers 
alone might be forgotten. 

“The most comtruiTi figure-alphitbet is this: 

1, a, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 0, 

t, n, m, r, 1, sh, g, f, b, s, 

d, j, k, V, p, 0, 

ch, c, z, 

g. qu. 

®‘To briefly show its use, suppose it is desired to fix 1148 feet in a 

second as the velocity of sound : t, t, r, n, are the letters and order 

required. Fill up with vowels forming a phrase, like ‘ tight run ’ and 

connect it by some such flight of the imagination as that if a man tried 

to ke(5p up with the velocity of sound, he would have a tight run. 

When you recall this a few days later great care must be taken not to 

get confused with the velocity of light, nor to tliink he had a hard run 

which would be 3000 feet too fast.”* 

Dr. Pick and others use a system which consists in 
linking together any two ideas to be remembered by means 
of an intermediate idea which will be suggested by the 
first and suggest the second, and so on through the list. 
Thus, 

‘ ‘ Let us suppose that we are to retain the following series of ideas : 

garden, hair, watchman, philosophy, copper, etc. . . . We can combine 

the ideas in this manner: garden^ plant, hair of plant—hair; hair^ 
bonnet, ivatchmari;—watchma'ti^ wake, study, philosophy ; philosophy^ 
chemistry, copper; etc. etc.” (Pick.) f 

It is matter of popular knowledge that an impression 
is remembered the better in proportion as it is 

1) More recent; 
2) More attended to ; and 
3) More often repeated. 
The effect of recency is all but absolutely constant. Of 

two events of equal significance the remoter one will be 
the one more likely to be forgotten. The memories of 
childhood which persist in old age can hardly be compared 
with the events of the day or hour which are forgotten, for 
these latter are trivial once-repeated things, wliilst the 

* E. Pick : Memory and its Doctors (18S8), p. 7. 
f This system is carried out in great detail in a book called ‘ Memory 

draining/ by Wm. L. Evans (1889). 
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childisli reminiscences liave been wroiiglit into ns during 

the retros|)(H*-tive hours of our entire intervening life. Other 
things equals at all tilings of life recency promotes memory. 

The only exception 1 can think of is tlie unaccoiintai>le 

memory of certain moments of our childhood, ap])areiitly 

not fitted by their intrinsic interest to survive, but which are 

perhaps the only incidents we can remember out of the 

year in which they occurred. Everybody j^robably has 

isolated glim]>ses of cei tain liours of his nursery life, the 

position in wdiich he stood or sat, the light of the room, 

what his father or mother said, etc. These moments so 

oddly selected for immunity from the tooth of time proba¬ 

bly owe their good fortune to historical peculiarities which 

it is now impossible to trace. Very likely we were re¬ 
minded of them again soon after they occurred ; that be¬ 

came a reason why we should again recollect them, etc., 

so that at last they became ingrained. 

The ciftention which we lend to an experience is propor- 

ticnial to its vivid or interesting cliaracte-r ; and it is a no¬ 

torious fa,ct that what interests us most vividly at the time 

is, other things equal, what w^e rciriember best. An impres¬ 

sion may be so exciting emotionally as almost to leave a 

scar upon the cerebral tissues ; and thus originates a ]^atli- 

ological delusion. “ A woman attacked by robbers takes 

all the men wliom she sees, even her own son, for brigands 

bent on killing her. Another woman sees her child run 

over by a horse ; no amount of reasoning, not even the sight 

of the living child, Avill persuade her that he is not killed. 

A woman called ‘thief’ in a dispute remains convinced that 

every one accuses her of stealing (Esquirol). Another, at¬ 

tacked with mania at the sight of the fires in her street 

during the Commune, still after six months sees in her de¬ 

lirium flames on every side about her (Luys), etc., etc.” * 

On the general eftectiveness of both attention and repe¬ 

tition I cannot do better than copy what M. Taine has 

written: 

“ If we compare diflPerent sensations, images, or ideas, we find that 

their antitudes for revival are not equal. A large number of them are 

^Paulhan, L’Activite mental, et les Elements de I’Esprit (1880), p. 70. 
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Dblitorated, and never reappear througli life; for instance, I drove 

through Paris a day or two ago, and though 1 saw plainly some sixty 

or eighty now faces, 1 cannot now recall any one of them ; some extra¬ 

ordinary circumstance, a fit of delirium, or the excitement of haschish 

would 1)0 iiec('ssai’y to give them a chance of revival. On the other 

hand, there are sensations with a force of revival which nothing de¬ 

stroys or deerciases. Though, as a rule, lime weakens and impairs our 

strongt'st stmsations, these reappear entire and intense, without having 

lost a particle of their detail, or any degree of their force. M. Brierre 

de Boismont, having sull'ered wiien a child from a disease of the scalp, 

asscjts that “ after fifty-live years have elapsed he can still feel his hair 

pulled out under tlie Ireatineiit of the akuU-cap.'’—For niy own ])art, 

alter thirty years, 1 reniemher featui-e for feature the appearance of the 

tiu'atre to wiiich J was taken for the first time. From the third row^ of 

box(\s, the body of the llu^atre aj>peared to me an immens(‘ w'ell, red 

and naming, swarming with iu^ads ; below’, on the right, on a narrow’ 

tloor, two 111(31) and a woman entered, w'eiit out, and n^-entered, made 

gestures, and s(‘eined to me like lively dwarfs : to my great surprise, 

one of these dwarfs htl on his knees, kissed the lady's hand, then hid 

behind a screen ; th(‘ (Ther, who w’as coming in, seemed angry, tind 

raised his arm. I was lluai siwaui, 1 eoiild understand nothing of what 

was going on ; but tbe wadi of crimson velvet w’as so crow’ded, gilded, 

and bright, that after a (piarter of an hour 1 w’as, as it w^erc, intoxicated, 

and fell ash^e]!. 
“ Ev(3ry one of us may find similar recollections in his m(3mory, and 

may distinguish in tlumi a common character. The tiriinitive imt)res- 

sion has been accompanied hy an extraordinary degree of attention, 
mtber as Ixung liorrible or delightful, or as being new^, surprising, and 

out of proportion to the ordinary run of our life ; this it is W’e express 

by saying that we have been strongly impressed ; that we were ab¬ 

sorbed, that w^e could not think of anything else ; that oiir other sen¬ 

sations were effaetnl ; that w’o were pursued all the lu^xt day by the re¬ 

sulting image ; that it beset us, that W’c could not drivti it away ; that 

all distractions were feelilc lieside it. It is by force of this dispro- 

])ortion that impressions of childhood are so persistimt ; th(‘ mind being 

quite fi'esli, ordinary objeets and events are surprising. At. })res(Uit, 

after seeing so many large halls and full theatres, it is impossible for 

m(\ when T enter one, to feel swallowed u]), engulfed, and, as it were, 

lost in a bngf‘ dazzling wa^ll. The medical man of sixty, who has expe¬ 

rienced much suffering, both personally and in imagination, would bo 

less up«:et now’ by a surgical operation than w’hen he was a child. 

‘‘ Whatever may bo the kind of attention, voluntary or involuntary, 

it always acts alike ; the imago of an object or event is capable of re- 

vival. and of complete revival, in ]>roportion to the degive of atten 

tion with which we have considered the object or event. We put this 

rule in practice at every moment in ordinary life. If W’o are apply¬ 

ing ourselve* to a book or are in lively conversation, w’hile an air 
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Is being sung in the adjoining room, we do not retain it; we know 

vaguely that there is singing going on, and that is alL We then 

stop our reading or conversation, we lay aside all internal preoccupa¬ 

tions and external sensations which our mind or the outer world can 

throw in our way ; we close our eyes, we cause a silence within and 

about us, and, if the air is repeated, we listen. We say then that we 

have listened with all our ears, that we have applied our whole minds. 

If the air is a fine one, and has touched us deeply, we add that we have 

been transported, uplifted, ravished, that we have forgotten the world 

and ourselves; that for some minutes our soul was dead to all but 

sounds. . . . 
“ This exclusive momentary ascendency of one of our states of mind 

explains the greater durability of its aptitude for revival and for more 

complete revival. As the sensation revives in the image, the imago 

reappears with a force proportioned to that of the sensation. What we 

meet with in the first state is also to bo met with in the second, since 

the second is but a revival of the first. So, in the struggle for liff*, in 

which all our images are constantly engaged, the one furnished at the 

outset with most force retains in each conflict, by the very law of repe¬ 

tition which gives it being, the capacity of treading down its adversa¬ 

ries; this is why it revive.s, incisssantly at first, then fiequently, until 

at last the laws of progressive decay, and tlie continual accession of 

new impressions take away its preponderance, and its competitors, 

finding a clear field, are able to develop in their turn. 

“ A second cause of prolonged revivals is repejtitioii itsidf. Every 

one knows that to learn a thing we must not only consider it attentively, 

but consider it repeatedly. We say as to this in ordinary language, 

that an impression many times renewed is imprinted more deojdy and 

exactly on the memory. This is how we contrive to retain a language, 

airs of music, passages of verse or pro.se, the technical terms and propo¬ 

sitions of a science, and still more so the ordinary facts by which onr 

conduct is regulated. When, from the form and color of a currant- 

jelly, we think of its taste, or, when tasting it with our eyes shut, we 

magino its red tint and the brilliancy of a cpiivering slice, the images 

in our mind are brightened by repetition. Whenever we eat, or drink, 

or walk, or avail ourselves of any of our senses, or commence or con¬ 

tinue any action whatever, the same thing happens. Every man and 

every animal thus possesses at every moment of life a certain stock oi 

3laar and easily reviving images, which had their source in the past in 

a confluence of numerous experiences, and are now fed by a flow of re¬ 

newed experiences. When I want to go from the Tuileries to the Pan¬ 

theon, or from my study to the dining-room, I foresee at every turn 

the colored forms which will present themselves to my sight; it is oth¬ 

erwise in the case of a house where 1 have spent two hours, or of a 

town where 1 have stayed three days ; after ten years have elapsed the 

images will be vague, full of blanks, sometimes they will not exist, and 

1 shall have to seek my way or shall lose myself.—This new property of 
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images is also derived from the first. As every sensation tends to re- 

rive in its image, the sensation twice repeated will leave after it a double 

tendency, that is, provided the attention be as great the second time as 

the first; usually this is not the case, for, the novelty diminishing, the 

interest diminishes ; but if other circumstances renew the interest, or if 

the will renovates the attention, the incessantly increasing tendency 

will incessantly increase the chances of the rcsuiTcction and integrity 

'if the image.”* 

If a plienomenon is met with, however, too often, and 

with too great a variety of contexts, although its image is 

retained and reproduced with correspondingly great facih 

ity, it fails to come np with any one particular setting, and 

the projection of it backwards to a particular past date 

consequently does not come about. We recognize but do 

not rememher it—its associates form too confused a cloud. 

No one is said to remember, says Mr. Spencer, 

“that the object at which he looks has an opposite side ; or that a cer¬ 

tain modification of the visual impression implies a certain distance; 

or that the thing he sees moving about is a live animal. To ask a man 

whether he remembers that the sun shines, that fire burns, that iron is 

hard, would be a misuse of language. Even the almost fortuitous con¬ 

nections among our experiences cease to be classed as memories when 

they have become thoroughly familiar. Though, on hearing the voice 

of some unseen- person slightly known to us, we say we recollect to 

whom the voice belongs, we do not use the same expression respecting 

the voices of those with whom we live. The meanings of words which 

in childhood have to be consciously recalled seem in adult life to be 

immediately present.” f 

These are cases where too many paths, leading to too 

diverse associates, block each other’s way, and all that the 

mind gets along with its object is a fringe of felt familiarity 

or sense that there are associates. A similar result comes 

about when a definite setting is only nascently aroused. We 

ihen feel that we have seen the object already, but when or 

where we cannot say, though we may seem to ourselves to 

be on the brink of saying it. That nascent cerebral excita¬ 

tions can efifect consciousness with a sort of sense of the 

imminence of that which stronger excitations would make 

us definitely feel, is obvious from what happens when we 

* On Intelligence, i. 77-82. 
t Psychology, § 201. 
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seek to remember a name. It tingles, it trembles on the 

verge, but does not come. Jnst such a tingling and trem¬ 

bling of unrecovered associates is the penumbra of recog¬ 

nition that may surround any experience and make it 

seem familiar, though we know not why.* 

* Professor HOfldiug considers that the absence of contiguous associates 
distinctly tbougbt-of is a proof that associative processes are not concerned 
in these cases of instantaneous recognition where we get a strong sense of 
familiarity with the object, but no recall of previous lime or place. His 
theory of w hat happens is that the object bcfor<‘ us, A, comes with a sense of 
familiarity whenever it awakens a Hlnrnbering image, a, of its oicn past self, 
whilst without this image it seems unfamiliar. The quality of familiarity 
is due to the coalescence of the two similar processes A -f a in the brain 
(Psychologic, p. 188; Vierteljsch. f. wiss. Phil., xiri. 432 [1889]). This 
explanation is a very tempting one wher<' the phenomenon of recognition is 
reduced to its simplest terms. Experiments have been performed in Wundt’s 
laboratory (by IVIessrs. AVolfc, see below’, p. G79, and ladimann (Philoso- 
phische Studien,v. 9(5), in which a person had to tell out of several closely re 
Hcmbling sensible impressions (sounds, tints of color) presented, which of 
them was the same with one ])resented a nu)ment before. And it does 
seem here as if the fading proce ss in the just-excited tract must combine 
with the process of the new impression to give to the latter a pencil liar sub- 
jectivc tinge wTiich should separate it from the iinpn*ssions which the 
other objects give. But recognition of this immediate sort is beyond our 
power after a very short time has intervened. A couple of minutes’ in¬ 
terval is generally fatal to it ; so that it is impossible .to conceive that 
our frecpient instantaneo\is re(‘-oguition of a face, e.g., as having been 
met before, takes place ly any such simple process. Where we as 
sociate a head of classification with the object, the time-interval has 
much less effect. Dr. I-ehmann could identify shades of gray much 
more successfully and permanently after mentally attaching names or 
numbers to them. Here it is the rcicall of the contiguous associate, 
the number or name, which brings about the recognition. Where an 
experience is complex, each element of the total object has had the other 
elements for its past contiguous associates. Each element thus tends to 
revive the other elements from within, at the same time that the outward 
object is making them revive from without We have thus, whenever we 
meet a familiar objec.t, that sense of expectation gratified which is so large 
a factor in our lesthetic emotions; and even were there no ‘fringe of ten 
dency ’ toward the arousal of extrinsic associates (w’hich there certainly al¬ 
ways is), still this intrinsic play of mutual association among the parts 
would give a chariu ter of ease to familiar percepts which would make of 
them a distinct subjective class. A ])rocess fills its old bed in a different 
way from that in which it makes a new bed. One can appeal to introspec¬ 
tion for proof. When, for example, I go into a slaughter-house into which 
1 once went years ago, and the horrid din of the screaming hogs strikes 
me with the overpowering sense of identification, when the blood-stained 
face of the ‘ sticker/ whom I had long ceased to think of, is immediatelv 
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There is a curious experience which everyone seems to 

have had—the feeling that the present moment in its com¬ 

pleteness has been experienced before—we were saying jus( 

this thing, in just this place, to just these people, etc. This 

‘sense of pre-existem^e ’ has been treated as a, great mys¬ 

tery and occasioned much speculation. Dr. Wigan con¬ 

sidered it due to a dissociation of the action of the two hemi¬ 

spheres, one of them becoming conscious a little later than 

the other, but both of the same fact.* I must confess that 

recoguized as the face that struck me so before; when the dingy and red¬ 
dened woodwork, the purple flowing floor, the smell, the emotion of dis¬ 
gust, and all the details, in a word, forthwith re-establish themselves as 
familiar occupants of my mind ; the extraneous associates of the i)ast time 
are anything but prominent. Again, in trying to think of an engraving, 
say the portrait of iiajah Brooke prefixed to liis biogra])hy, I can do so 
only partially; but when I take down the book and, looking at the actual 
face, am smitten with the intimate sense of its sameness with the one I was 
striving to resuscitate,—where in the experience; is the element of extrinsic 
association? In both these cases it surelyas if the moment wflien the 
sense of I’ccall is most vivid were also the moment when all extraneous 
associates were most suppressed. The butcher’s face recalls the fonner 
walls of the shambles; their thought recalls the groaning beasts, and tlmy 
the face again, just as I now cx])erience them, willi no difl'erent past ingre- 
lieut. In like manner the peculiar deepening of my consciousness of the 
Rajah's physiognomy at the moment when I open the book and say “Ah! 
that's the very face!” is so intense as to banish from my mind all collateral 
circumstances, whether of the present or of former experiences. But here 
it i:. the nose preparing tracts for tJie eye, the eye preparing them for the 
mouth, the mouth preparing them for the nose again, all these processes 
involving paths of contiguous association, as defend(‘d in the text. I can¬ 
not agree, therefore, with Prof. Ubffding, in si)ite of my respect for him as 
a psychologist, that the phenomenon of instanlaneoiis recognition is only 
explicable through the recall and comparison of the thing with its own 
past image. Nor can I see in the facts in question an3-^ additional ground foi 
reinstating the general notion which we have already rejected {supra, p. 
592) that a " sensation ' is ever received into tlie mind by an Mmage’ ol 
its own past self. It is received by contiguous associates; or if they form 
too faint a fringe, its neural currents run into a bed which is still ‘ warm ' 
from just-previous currents, and which consequently feci different from 
currents whose bed is cold. I agree, however, with HOft’ding that Dr. 

Lehmann’s experiments (many of them) do not seem to prove the point 
which he seeks to establish. Lehmann, indeed, seems himself to believe 
that we recognize a sensation A by comparing it with its own past image 
a {loc. ciL p. 114), in which opinion I altogether fail to concur. 

* Duality of the Mind, p. 84. The stime thesis is defended by the late 
Mr. Ti. H. Proctor, who gives some cases rather hard to reconcile with my 
own proposed explanation, in * Knowledge'for Nov. 8, 1884. See also 
Bibott Maladies de la Memoire, p. 149 S.. 
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tlie qualitj of mystery seems to me a little strained. I Lave 

o ver and over again in my own case succeeded in resolving 

the phenomenon into a case of memory, so indistinct that 

whilst some past circumstances are presented again, 

the others are not. The dissimilar portions of the past do 

not arise completely enough at first for the date to be iden¬ 

tified, All Ave get is the present scene with a general sug¬ 

gestion of pastness about it. That faithful observer, Prof. 

Lazarus, interprets the phenomenon in the same way and 

it is noteworthy that just as soon as the jjast context grows 

complete and distinct the emotion of weirdness fades from 

the experience. 

EXACT MEASUBEMENTS OP MEMOBY 

have recently been made in Germany, Professor Eb- 

binghaus, in a really heroic series of daily observations 

of more than two years’ duration, examined the powers of 

retention and reproduction. He learned lists of meaning¬ 

less syllables by heart, and tested his recollection of them 

from day to day. He could not remember more than 7 

after a single reading. It took, however, 16 readings to re¬ 

member 12, 44 readings to remember 24, and 55 readings 

to remember 26 syllables, the moment of ‘ remembering * 

being here reckoned as the first moment when the list could 

be recited without a fault.t When a 16-syllable list was 

read over a certain number of times on one day, and then 

studied on the day following until remembered, it was 

found that the number of seconds saved in the study on 

the second day was proportional to the number of read¬ 

ings on the first—proportional, that is, within certain rather 

narrow limits, for which see the text.^ No amount of repe¬ 

tition spent on nonsense-verses over a certain length en¬ 

abled Dr. Ebbinghaus to retain them without error for 24 

hours. In forgetting such things as these lists of syllables, 

the loss goes on very much more rapidly at first than later 

on. He measured the loss by the number of seconds re- 

* Zeitschr. f. VOlkerpsychologie u. s. w., Bd. v. p. 146. 
t Ueber das Gedachtniss, experimentelle Uniersuchungen (1886), p. 64 
t im. 8 28. 
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quired to relearn the list after it had been once learned 
Koughly speaking, if it took a tliousand seconds to learn 
the list, and five hundred to relearn it, the loss between the 
two learnings would have been one half. Measured in this 
way, full half of the forgetting seems to occur within the 
first half-hour, whilst only four fifths is forgotten at the 
end of a month. The nature of this result might have 
been anticipated, but hardly its numerical proportions. 
Dr. Ebbinghaus says: 

“ The initial rapidity, as well as the final slowness, as these were as¬ 

certained under certain experimental conditions and for a particular 

individual, . . . may well surprise us. An hour after the work of learn¬ 

ing? had ceased, forgetting was so far advanced that more than half of 

the original work had to be applied again before the series of syllables 

could once more be reproduced. Eight hours later two thirds of the 

original labor had to be applied. Gradually, Iiowevcr, the process of 

oblivion grew slower, so that even for considerable stretches of time 

the losses were but barely ascertainable. After 24 hours a third, after 

6 days a fourth, and aftfT a whole month a good fifth of the original 

labor remain in the shape of its after-effects, and made the relearning 

by so much the more speedy.” * 

But tlio most interesting result of all those reached by 
this author relates to the question whether ideas are re¬ 
called only by those that previously came immediately be¬ 
fore them, or whether an idea can possibly recall another 
idea with which it was never in immediate contact, without 
passing through the intermediate mental links. The ques¬ 
tion is of theoretic importance with regard to the way in 
which the process of ‘ association of ideas ’ must be con¬ 
ceived ; and Dr. Ebbinghaus’s attempt is as successful as 
(t is original, in bringing two views, which seem at first 
sight inaccessible to proof, to a direct practical test, and 
giving the victory to one of them. His experiments con¬ 
clusively show that an idea is not only ' associated ’ directly 
with the one that follows it, and with the rest through that, 
but that it is directly associated with all that are near it, 
though in unequal degrees. He first measured the time 
needed to impress on the memory certain lists of syllables, 
and then the time needed to impress lists of the same 
syllables with gaps between them. Thus, representing the 

* Op, cii,y p. 108. 
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syllables by numbers, if the first list were 1, 2, 3, 4, . . . 13^ 

14, 15, 10, the second would be 1, 3, 5, . . . 15, 2, 4, 6,. . . 

16, a-lid so forili, with many variations. 

Now, if 1 and 3 in the first list were learned in that ordei 

merely by 1 calling up 2, and by 2 calling up 3, leaving out 

the 2 ought to leave 1 and 3 with no tie in the mind ; and 

the second list ought to take as much time in the learning 

as if the first list had never been heard of. If, on the other 

hand, 1 has a direct influence on 3 as well as on 2, that in¬ 

fluence should be exerted even when 2 is dropped out; and 

a person familiar with the first list ought to learn the 

second one more rapidly than otherwise he could. This 

latter case is what actually occurs ; and Dr. Ebbinghaus 

has found that syllables originally separated by as as 

seven interinecliaries still reveal, by the increased ra2>.dity 

with which they are learned in order, the strength of the 

tie that the original learning established between them, 

over the heads, so to speak, of all the rest. These last re¬ 

sults ought to make us careful, when we sjjeak of nervous 

‘paths,’ to use the word in no restricted House, They add 

one more lacfl to tJie set of facts w'hich prove that associa¬ 

tion is subtler tliaii consciousness, and that a nerve-process 

may, without producing consciousness, be effective in the 

same way in which consciousness would have seemed to be 

effective if it ha,d been there.Evidently the path from 1 

* xVll the inferences for which we can give no articulate reasons exem¬ 
plify this law. In the chapter on Perception we shall have innumerable 
examples of it. A good pathological illustration of it is given in the curi¬ 
ous observations of iVl Binet on certain hysterical subjects, with ana3sthetic 
hands, who sv/.?© what was done with their hands as an independent vision 
but did Jiot feid it. The hand Ixiing hidden by a screen, the patient was 

ordered to look at anotlier screen and to tell of any visual image which 

might project itself tlnueon. Numbers would then come, corresponding 

to the luiinhcr of tinus the iiisensiblc member was raised, touched, etc. 
Colored lines and figures would come, corresponding to similar ones traced 
on the palm; the liand itself, or its lingers, would come when manipulated; 
and, finally, objects placed in it would com(‘; but on the hand itself noth¬ 
ing could ever he felt. The whoh» plu‘nomenon shows how an idea wliich 
remains itself below the threshold of a certain conscious self may occasion 
associative effects therein. The skin-sensations, unfelt by the patienPa 
primary consciousness, awaken, nevertheless, their usual visual associate^ 
therein. 
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to 3 (omitting 2 from consciousness) is facilitated, broad¬ 

ened perhaps, ]>y the old path from 1 to 3 tliroiigh 2—only 

the component which shoots round through this latter way 

is too feeble to let 2 be tliought as a distinct object. 

Mr. Wolf(‘, in his experiments on recognition, used vi¬ 

brating metal tongues. 

“ These tongues gave tones differing by 2 vibrations only in the two 
lower octaves, and by 4 vibrations in the t}?ree higher octaves. In the 

first series of experiments a tone was selected, and, after sounding it 

for one second, a second tone was sounded, which was either the same 

as the fii*8t, or diff(*rent from it by 4, 8, or 12 vibrations in different 
series. The person ex})erimeuted upon was to answer whether the 

second tone was the same as the first, thus showing that he recognized 

it, or whether it was different, and, if so, whether it was higher or 

lowf Of course, the interval of time between the two tones was an 

important factor. The proportionate number of correct judgments, 

and the smallness of the difference of the vibration-rates of the two 

tones, would measure the accuracy of the tone-memory. It appeared 

that one could tell more readily when the two tones were alike than 

when they were different, although in both cases the Jiccuracy of the 

memory was remarkably good. . . . The main point is the effect of the 

time-interval between the tone and its reproduction. This was varied 

from 1 second to 80 seconds, or even to GO seconds or 120 seconds in 

some experiments. The general result is, that tlio longer the interval, 

the smaller are the chances that the tone will be recognized; and this 

process of forgetting takes plac^e at first very rapidly, and then more 

slowly. . . . This law is sub]('(d to considerable variations, one of which 

stHuiis to be constant and is peculiar; namely, there seems to be a 

rhythm in the memory itself, which, after falling, recovers slightly, and 

then fades out again.” * 

Tills periodical ?*enowfil of acoustic memory would seem 

to 1)6 ail iniportaut ele.meut in the production of the agree- 

ableness of certain l atos of rocurreuce in sound. 

FOBGETTING. 

In the practical use of our intellect, forgetting is as im¬ 

portant a function as recollecting. 

Locke says, in a memorable page of bis dear old book : 

“The memory of some men, it is true, is very tenacious, even to a 

miracle; but yet there seems to be a constant decay of all our ideas, 

* 1 copy from the abstract of Wolfe's paper in ‘ Science' for Nov. li> 
1880. The original is in Psychologische Studien, ni. 584 ff. 
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even of those which are struck deepest, and in minds the most retentive; 
so that if they be not sometimes renewed by repeated exercise of the 
senses, or reflection on those kinds of objects which at first occasioned 
them, the print wears out, and at last there remains nothing to bo seen. 
Thus (lie ideas, as well as children, of our youth, often die before us; and 
our minds represent to us those tombs to which we are fast approaching; 
where, though the brass and marble remain, yet the inscriptions 
are effaced by time, and the imagery moulders away. The pictures 
drawn in our minds are laid in fading colors; and, if not sometimes 
refreshed, vanish and disappear. How much the constitution of our 
bodies, and the make of our animal spirits, are concerned in this; 
and w’hether the temper of the brain makes this difference, that in some 
it retains the characters drawn on it like marble, in others like free¬ 
stone, and in others little better than sand, I shall not here inquire, 
though it may seem probable that the constitution of the body does 
sometimes influence the memory; since we oftentimes find a disease 
quite strip the mind of all its ideas, and the flames of a fever in a few 
days calcine all those images to dust and confusion, which seemed to 
be as lasting as if graven in marble.”* 

This peculiar mixture of forgetting with our remember- 

mg is but one instance of our mind’s selective activity. 

Selection is the very keel on which our mental ship is built. 

And in this case of memory its utility is obvious. If we 

remembered everything, we should on most occasions be 

as ill off as if we remembered nothing. It would take as 

long for us to recall a space of time as it took the original 

time to elapse, and we should never get ahead with our 

thinking. All recollected times undergo, accordingly, what 

M. Bibot calls foreshortening; and this foreshortening is 

due to the omission of an enormous number of the facts 

which filled them, 

‘ * As fast as the present enters into the past, our states of consciousness 
disappear and are obliterated. Passed in review at a few days’ distance, 
nothing or little of them remains : most of them have made shipwreck 
in that great nonentity from which they never more will emerge, and 
they have carried with them the quantity of duration which was inher¬ 
ent in their being. This deficit of surviving conscious states is thus a 
deficit in the amount of represented time. The process of abridgment, 
of foreshortening, of which we have spoken, presupposes this deficit. 
If, in order to reach a distant reminiscence, we had to go through th^ 
entire series of terms which separate it from our present selves, memov) 
would become impossible on account of the length of the operation. 

* Essay cone. Human Understanding, u. x. 9. 
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thus reach the paradoxical result that one condition of remembering is 
that we should forget. Without totally forgetting a prodigious number 
of states of consciousness, and momentarily forgetting a large number, 
we could not remember at all. Oblivion, except in certain cases, is 
thus no malady of memory, but a condition of its health and its 
Hfe.” * 

There are many irregularities in the process of forget¬ 

ting which are as yet unaccounted for. A thing forgotten 

an one day will be remembered on the next. Something 

we have made the most strenuous efforts to recall, but all 

in vain, will, soon after we have given up the attempt, 

saunter into the mind, as Emerson somewhere says, as in¬ 

nocently as if it had never been sent for. Experiences of 

bygone date will revive after years of absolute oblivion, 

often as the result of some cerebral disease or accident 

which se(3ms to develop latent paths of association^ as the 

photographer’s fluid develops the picture sleeping in the 

collodion film. ^ The oftenest quoted of these cases is Cole¬ 

ridge’s: 

“In a Roman Catholic town in Germany, a young woman, who 
(3ould neither read nor write, was seized with a fever, and was said 
by the priests to be possessed of a devil, because she was heard talking 
Latin, Greek, and Hebrew. Whole sheets of her ravings were written 
out, and found to consist of sentences intelligible in themselves, but 
having slight connection with each other. Of her Hebrew sayings, only 
a few could be traced to the Bible, and most seemed to be in the Rab¬ 
binical dialect. All trick was out of the question ; the woman was a 
simple creature : there was no doubt as to the fever. It was long be¬ 
fore any explanation, save that of demoniacal possession, could be ob¬ 
tained. At last the mystery was unveiled by a physician, who deter¬ 
mined to trace back the girl’s history, and who, after much trouble, 
discovered that at the age of nine she had been charitably taken by an 
old Protestant pastor, a great Hebrew scholar, in v/hose house she lived 
till his death. On further inquiry it appeared to have been the old man’s 
custom for years to walk up and down a passage of his house into which 
the kitchen opened, and to read to him.self with a loud voice out of his 
books. The books were ransacked, and among them were found sev¬ 
eral of the Greek and Latin Fathers, together with a collection of Rab¬ 
binical writings. In these works so many of the passages taken down 
at the young woman’s bedside were identified that there could be no 
reasonable doubt as to their source.” f 

* Th. Ribot, Les Maladies de la Memoirc, p. 46. 
f Biographia Literaria, ed. 1847, i 117 (quoted in Carpenter’s Mental 

Physiology, chapter x, which see for a number of other cases. aU unfor- 
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Hypnotic subjects as a rule forget all that lias happened 

in their trance. But in a succeeding trance they will often 

remember the events of a past one. This is like what 

happens in those cases of ‘ double personality ’ in which 

no recollection of one of the lives is to be found in 

the other. We have already seen in an earlier chaptei 

that the sensibility often ditFers from one of the alternate 

personalities to another, and we have heard M. Pierre Janet’s 

theory that ana3sthesias carry amnesias with them (see 

above, pp. 385 if.). In certain cases this is evidently so ; 

the throwing of certain functional brain-tracts out of gear 

with others, so as to dissociate their consciousness from 

that of the remaining brain, throws them out for both sen¬ 

sorial and ideational service. M. Janet proved in various 

ways that what his patients forgot when anjesthetic they 

remembered when the sensibility returned. For instance, 

he restored their tactile sense temporarily hy means of 

electric currents, passes, etc., and then made them handle 

various objects, such as keys and pencils, or make particu¬ 

lar movements, like the sign of the cross. The moment the 

an£esthesia returned they found it impossible to recollect 

the objects or the acts. ‘ They had had nothing in their 

hands, they had done nothing,’ etc. The next day, however, 

sensibility being again restored by similar processes, they 

remembered perfectly the circumstance, and told what 

they had handled or had done. 

All these pathological facts are showing us that the 

sphere of possible recollection may be wider than we think, 

and that in certain matters apparent oblivion is no proof 

against possible recall under other conditions. The}' give 

no countenance, however, to the extravagant opinion that 

Innately deficient, like this one, in the evidence of exact verification wh'ch 
‘psychical research 'demands). Compare also Th. Ribot, Diseases of Mem 
ory, chap. iv. The knowledge of foreign wordvS. etc., reported in trance 
mediums, etc., mayperhapj often be explained by exaltation of memory. 
An hystei\>*epileptic girl, whose case I quoted in Proc. of Am. Soc. fot 
Psychical Research, automatically writes an ‘ Ingoldsby Legend ' in several 
cantos, which her parents say she ‘ had never read.' Of course she must 
have read or heard it. hut perhaps never learned it. Of some macaronic 
Latin English verses about a sea-serpent which her hand alse wrote uncon 
fxuiof'iuusly, 1 have vainly sought the original (see Proc., etc., p 553' 
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nothing we experience can be absolutely forgotten. In 

real life, in spite of occasional 'surprises, most of what hap- 

|)ens actually is forgotten. The only reasons for supposing 

that if tlie conditions were forthcoming everything would 

revive are of a transc'cndental sort. Sir Win. Hamilton 

quotes and adopts them from the German writer Schmid. 

Knowledge being a ^spontaneous self-energy’ on the part of 

the mind. 

this energy being once determined, It is natural that It should persist, 
until again annihilated hy other causes. This [annihilation] would bo 

the case, were the mind merely passive. . . . But the mental activity, 
the act of knowledge, of which I now speak, is more than this ; it is an 

energy of the self-active power of a subject one and indivisible : conse¬ 

quently a part of the ego must be detached or annihilated, if a cogni¬ 
tion once existent be again extinguished. Hence it is that the problem 
most difficult of solution is not, how a mental activity endures, but ho\7 

it ever vanishes."' * 

Those vdiom such an argument persuades may be lefi 

happy with their belief. Other positive argument there is 

none, none certainly of a physiological sort.f 

When memory begins to decay, proper names are wind 

go first, and at all times proper names are harder to recof- 

lect than those of general properties and classes of things. 

This seems due to the fact that common qualities and 

names have contracted an infinitely greater number of asso- 

ciations in our mind than the names of most of the persons 

whom we know. Their memory is better organized. Proper 

names as well organized as those of our family and friends are 

recollected as well as those of any other objects.! ‘Organ¬ 

ization’ means numerous associations; and the more numer* 

OU8 the associations, the greater the number of paths of re¬ 
call. For the same reason adjectives, conjunctions, preposi¬ 

tions, and the cardinal verbs, those words, in short, which 

form the grammatical framework of all our speech, are the 

* Lectures on Metaph., ii. 213. 
f Cf. on this point J. Delboeuf, Le Sommeil el les Keves (1885), p. 119 

ff.; R Vcrdon, Forgetfulness, in Mind, ii, 437. 
t Cf. A. Maury, Le Sommeil ct les Reves, p. 442. 
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very last to decay. Kussmaul* makes the following acute 

remark on this subject: 

“ The concreter a conception is, the sooner is its name forgotten. 
This is because our ideas of persons and things are less strongly bound 
up with their names than with such abstractions as their business, theii 
circumstances, their qualities. We easily can imagine persons and 
things without their names, the sensorial image of them being more 
important than that other symbolic image, their name. Abstract con^ 
ceptions, on the other hand, are only acquired by means of the words 
which alone serve to confer stability upon them. This is why verbs, 
adjectives, pronouns, and still more adverbs, prepositions, and con¬ 
junctions are more intimately connected with our thinking than are 
substantives.'” 

Tlie disease called of which a little was said 

in Chapter II, has let in^r flood c3l light on the phenome¬ 

non of M^enrory, by showing the number of ways in wliich 

the Tfse of a given object, like a word, may be lost by the 

mind. We may lose our acoustic idea or our articulatory 

idea of it; neither without the other will give us proper 

command of the word. And if we have both, but have lost the 

paths of association between the brain-centres which sup¬ 

port the two, we are in as bad a plight. ‘Ataxic * and ‘ am¬ 

nesic ’ aphasia, ‘ word-deafness,’ and ‘ associative aphasia 

are all practical losses of word-memory. We have thus, as 

M. Eibot says, not memory so much as memories.t The 

visual, the tactile, the muscular, the auditory memory may 

all vary independently of each other in the same individual; 

and different individuals may have them developed in dif¬ 

ferent degrees. As a rule, a man’s memory is good in the 

departments in wliich his interest is strong; but those de¬ 

partments are apt to be those in which his discriminative 

sensibility is high. A man with a bad ear is not likely to 

have practically a good musical memory, or a purblind per¬ 

son to remember visual appearances well. In a later chap¬ 

ter we shall see illustrations of the differences in men’s 

imagining power.f It is obvious that the machinery of 

memory must be largely determined thereby. 

* Stbrungen der Sprache, quoted by Ribot, Les Maladies de la M., p. 183. 
t Op. ciU chap. iii. 
t ** Those who have a good memory for figures are in general those 

who know best how to handle them, that is, those who are most familia/ 
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Mr. Galton, in his work on English Men of Science,* has 

given a vejy interesting collation of cases showing individ¬ 

ual variations in the type of memory, where it is strong. 

Some have it verbal. Others have it good for facts and 

figures, others for form. Most say that what is to be re- 

memlxired must first be rationally conceived and assimi¬ 

lated, f 

There is an interesting fact connected with remember¬ 

ing, which, so far as 1 know, Mr. R. Verdon was the first 

writer expressly to call attention to. We can set our mem¬ 

ory as it wtn-e to retain things for a certain time, and then 

let them depart. 

“ Individuals often remember clearly and well up to the time when 
they have to use their knowledge, and then, when it is no longer re¬ 
quired, there follows a rapid and extensive decay of the traces. Many 
schoolboys forget their lessons after they have said them, many barris¬ 
ters forget details got up for a particular case. Thus a boy learns thir¬ 
ty linos of Homer, says them perfectly, and then forgets them so that 
he could not say live consecutive lines the next morning, and a barris¬ 
ter may be one week learned in the mysteries of making cog-wheels^ 
but in the next he may be well acquainted with the anatomy of the ribs 
instead.” % 

The rationale of this fact is obscure ; and the existence 

of it ought to make us feel how truly subtle are the nervous 

processes which memory involves. Mr. Verdon adds that 

“ When the use of a record is withdrawn, and attention withdrawn 
from it, and we think no more about it, we know that we experience a 
feeling of relief, and we may thus conclude that energy is in some way 
liberated. If the . . . attention is not withdrawn, so that we keep 
the record in mind, wc know that this feeling of relief does not take 
place. , . . Also we arc well aware, not only that after this feeling of 
relief takes place, the record does not seem so well conserved as before, 
but that we have real difficulty in attempting to remember it.” 

This shows tliat we are not as entirely unconscious of a 

topic as we think, during the time in which we seem to be 

merely retaining it subject to recall. 

with their relations to each other and to things.*' (A. Maury, Le Som 
meil et les Reves, p. 443.) 

* Pp. 107-121. 

t For other examples see Hamilton's Lectures, ii. 219, and A. Huber 
Das Gedachtniss, p. 86 

t Miad, II. 449. > 
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“Practloall.y,” snys Mr. Vorrlon, “we sometirnos keep a matter in 

hand not exa(*tly by attendingr to it, but by keepinj? oiir attention re 

lerred to something conneoted with it from tiim^ to time. Translatin'; 

this into tlie language of ])hysiology, we mean that l)y referring atten¬ 

tion to a part within, or closely connected with, the system of traces 

[paths] required to be reinembcnHl, we keep it well fed, so that the 

traces are i>i'eserYed with tln^ utmost delicacy.” 

This i'S perhaps as near as we can get to an explanation. 
Setting tlie niiiul to remember a thing involves a continual 
minimal irradiation of excitement into paths which lead 
thereto, involves the continued presence of the thing in the 
Tringe’ of our consciousness. Letting the tiling go involves 
withdrawal of the irradiation, unconsciousness of the thing, 
and, after a lime, ohliteration of the paths. 

A eurious pecmliarity of our memory that things are 
impressed better by active than by passive repetition. T 
mean that in learning by heart (for example), when we al¬ 
most know (he piece, it pays better to wait and recollect by an 
effort from within, than to look at the book again. If we re¬ 
cover the words in the former way, we shall probably know 
them the next time: if in the latter way, w(‘ shall very likely 
need the book onee more. Tlie learning l>v lioart means the 
formation of paths from a former s('i to a later set of cerebral 
word-processes: call 1 and 2 in th(^ diagram the processes 
in question; then wtien we remember by inward effort, the 
path is formed by (discharge from 1 to 3, just as it will af¬ 

terwards be used. But when 
we excite 2 by the eye, although 
the path 1—2 doubtless is then 
shot through also, the phenome¬ 
non which we are discussing 
shows that the direct discharge 
from 1 into 2, unaided by the 
eyes, ploughs the deeper and 
more permanent groove. There 
is, moreover, a greater amount 
of tension accumulated in the 

brain before the discharge from 1 to 2, when the latter 
takes place unaided by the eye. This is proved by the gen¬ 
eral feeling of strain in the effort to remember 2; and this 
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also ought to make the discharge more violent and the 

path more deep. A similar reason doubtless accounts for 

the familiar fact that we remember our own theories, our 

own discoveries, comibinations, inventions, in short what¬ 

ever ^ideas^ originate in our own brain, a thousand times bet¬ 

ter than exactly similar things which are communicated to 

us from without. ? ^ 

A word, in closing, about the metaphysics involved 

in rcinombering. According to the assumptions of this 

book, thoughts accompany the brain^s workings, and those 

thoughts are cognitive of realities. I’he whole relation is 

one wdiich we can only write down empirically, confessing 

that no glimmer of explanation of it is yet in sight. That 

brains should give rise to a knowing conscionsness at all, this 

is the one mystery" whicli returns, no matter of what sort 

the consciousness and of what sort the knowledge may be. 

Sensations, aware of mere qualities, involve the mystery as 

mnch as thoughts, aware of complex systems, involve it. To 

the })latonizing tradition in philosophy, however, this is 

not so. Sensational consciousness is something gm?f-ma- 

terial, hardly cognitive, which one need not much wonder 

at. Frlaiing con sc-ionsness is quite the reverse, and the 

mystery of it is unspeakable. Professor Ladd, for exam¬ 

ple, in his usually excellent hook,* after well showing the 

malter-of-fact dependence of retention and reproduction on 

])rain-paths, says: 
“In the .study of perception psycho-physics can do much towards a 

scientific explanation. It can tell what qualities of stimuli produce 

certain (pialities of .sensatfcns, it can siifrgest a principle relating the 

quantity of the stimuli to the intensity of the sensation; it can 

investigate the laws under which, by combined action of various 

excitations, the scnmtimis are comhined [?] into presentations 

of sense; it can show how the time-relations of the sensations 

and i)erc*epts in (*onsciousness correspond to the objective rela¬ 

tions in time of the stimulations. But for that spiritual activity 
which actually puts ioyelhcr in consciousness the sensations, it can¬ 

not even suggest the beginning of a physical explanation. More¬ 
over, no cerebral process can be conceived of, wdiich—in case It 

Avere known to exist—could possibly be regarded as a fitting basis 

for this unifying actus of mind. Thus also, and even more emphat¬ 

ically, must we insist upon the complete inability of physiology to 

* Physiological Psychology, pt. ii. chap. x. § 23. 
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suggest an explanation for conscious memory, in so far as it is memory 
—that is, in so far as it most imperatively calls for explanation. . . . 
The very essence of the act of memory consists in the ability to say: 
This after-image is tlie image of a percept I had a moment since ; or 
this image of memory is the image of the percept 1 had at a certain 
time—I do not remember precisely how long since. It would, then, be 
quite contrary to the facts to hold that, Avheii an image of memory ap¬ 
pears in consciousness, it is recognized as belonging to a particular 
original percept on account of its perceived resemblance to this percept 

* The original percept does not exist and will never be reproduced. Even 
more palpably false and absurd would it be to hold that any similarity 
of the impressions or processes in end organs or central organs ex¬ 
plains the act of conscious memory. Oonsciousness knows nothing of 
such similarity ; knows nothing even of the existence of nervous im¬ 
pressions and processes. Moreover, we could never know two impres¬ 
sions or processes that are separated in time to be similar, without 
involving the same inexplicable act of memory. It is a fact of con¬ 
sciousness on which all possibility of connected experience and of 
recorded and cumulative human knowledge is dependent that certain 
phases or products of consciousness appear with a claim to stand for 
(to represent)* past experiences to which they are regarded as in some 
respect similar. It is this peculiar claim in consciousness which con¬ 
stitutes the essence of an act of memory ; it is this which makes the 
memory wholly inexplicable as a mere persistence or recurrence of 
similar impressions. It is this wliieh makes conscious memory a 
spiritual phenomenon, the explanation of which, as arising out of nerv¬ 
ous processes and conditions, is not simply undiscovered in fact, but 
utterly incapable of approach by the imagination. When, then, we 
speak of a physical basis of memory, recognition must be made of the 
complete inability of science to suggest any physical process which can 
be conceived of as correlated with that peculiar and mysterious actm 
of the mind, connecting its present and its past, which constitutes the 
essence of memory.” 

This passage seems to me characteristic of the reigning 

half-way modes of thought. It puts the difficulties in the 

wrong places. At one moment it seems to admit with the 

cruder sensationalists that the material of our thoughts is 

independent sensations reprodu(;ed, and that the ‘ putting 

together’ of these sensations would be knowledge, if it 

could only be brought about, the only mystery being as to 

the what ‘ actvs ’ can bring it about. At another moment it 

seems to contend that even this sort of ‘ combining ’ would 

not be knowledge, because certain of the elements con- 

* Why not say ‘ know J. 
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nected mu«t ‘ claim to represent or stand for ’ past originals, 

which is incompatible with their being mere images revived. 
The result is various confused and S(;attered mysteries and 

unsatisfied intellectual desir(>s. But why not ‘pool’ our 
mysteries into one great myst(^ry, the mystery that brain- 
processes occasion knowledge at all ? It is surely no dif¬ 

ferent mystery to fed myself by means of one brain-pro¬ 

cess writing at this table now, and l)y means of a different 
brain-process a year hence to remmnber myself writing. All 

that psychology can do is to seek to determine ivhat the 

several brain-processes are ; and this, in a wretchedly im¬ 

perfect way, is what such writings as the present chapter 

have begun to do. But of ‘ images reproduced,’ and ‘ claim¬ 

ing to represent,’ and ‘ put together by a unifying actxis,' 

I have been silent, because such expressions either signify 

nothing, or they are only roundabout ways of simply say¬ 

ing that the pa.st is Jcnoim when certain brain-conditions 
are fulfilled, and it seems to me that the straightest and 
shortest way of saying that is the best. 

For a history of opinion about Memory, and other biblio¬ 

graphic references, I must refer to the admirable little 
monograph on the subject by Mr. W. H. Burnham in the 
American Journal of Psychology, vols. i and ll. Useful 

books are; D. Kay’s Memory, What It Is, and How to 

Improve It (1888); and F. Fauth’s Das Gedachtniss, Studie 
zu einer Padagogik, etc., 1888. 

END OF von. I. 
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